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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BOSTON HARBOR NAVIGATION
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT/STATEMENT

Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport), as
local sponsor of the project, submitted an
Environmental Notification Form (ENF) to
Massachusetts Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs in April 1991. The
Secretary's Certificate on the ENF required
the preparation of an Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) with three major areas of
focus:

sediment characterization,
evaluation of disposal alternatives
and
a dredging management
plan.

•

•
•

The Corps of Engineers, New England
Division, committed to preparing an EIS in
1992 due to the cumulative impacts of
Federal actions (maintenance dredging,
navigation improvement dredging, and
permitting of the associated berthing areas)
and the significant public concern over
disposal of dredged material. Because the
channel improvement and berth dredging
projects are intricately linked and

environmentally preferred project alterna
tive. It was authorized by Congress in the
Water Resources Development Act of 1990
(p.L. 101-640). The authorized project
would allow the Port of Boston to maintain
its competitiveness in the highly competitive
national and international marine trade
business by reducing the cost of tranSporting
goods and thus improving efficiency.

ES-l

Project Description

The Boston Harbor Navigation Improvement
and Berth Dredging Projects (BHNIP)
encompass the deepening of three tributary
channels (Reserved Channel, Mystic River
Channel and Chelsea Creek Channel) and
two areas in the Main Ship Channel (Inner
Confluence and the mouth of Reserved
Channel) to provide sufficient ship
maneuvering areas for the deepened
channels; six berth areas that would benefit
directly from the channel deepening (Conley
11-13, Prolerized, Distrigas, Moran,
Eastern Minerals and Gulf Oil); and six
berth areas and one intake structure that
would not benefit directly from (Le., be
connected to) the channel deepening (Boston
Army, Boston Edison Intake, Boston Edison
Barge, Conley 14-15, Revere Sugar, Mystic
Piers 1, 2,49 and 50). The President
Roads Anchorage Area and adjacent
channels would be re-marked to enlarae the. eo
deep water anchorage without additional
dredging. Deepening of the channels to -40
ft MLW (except Chelsea Channel to -38 ft
MLW) would allow greater use of the
hitherto underutilized -40 ft MLW Entrance
Channel and Main Ship Channel (see Figure
ES-l).

The improvements to the three Federal
channels were proposed as a result of a
Feasibility Study completed by the Corps of
Engineers in 1988.. The three-channel
project was selected as the economically and
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interdependent and would be reviewed by
the same regulatory audience, it was
determined that preparation of a joint
Environmental Impact Report/Statement
(EIRIS) would be most efficient.

A Draft EIRIS was published in Apri11994.
This PEIRIS is designed to respond to
comments received on the Draft including
the Secretary' s certificate dated June 30,
1994 and to comply with the requirements
for an FEIR. as described in 301 CMR
11.07 (10). This document also serves to
meet the requirements for an FEIS as
specified in 40 CFR Part 1503. This
document identifies a preferred dredging
and dredged material disposal option,
assesses the anticipated environmental
impacts associated with each, identifies
potential long-term disposal options that
may be appropriate for maintenance
dredging of the completed project, and
responds to all comments received on the
Draft.

Purpose and Need of the Project

Both the MEPA and NEPA regulations
require a purpose and need statement that
briefly specifies the underlying objectives
and anticipated benefits of the project. The
purpose of the BHNIP is to increase the
navigational efficiency and safety of Boston
Harbor for present types of deep draft
vessels. This purpose was the basis for the
1988 Feasibility Report prepared by the
Corps to conclude that the project was
justified economically. There are also direct
economic benefits that accrue to the Port
from the BHNIP. These include: 1)
increased navigational efficiency and safety

. by reducing the need to wait out tides or to
decrease loads prior to entering the Harbor;
2) the ability to ship more tons of
containerized cargo with fewer ships; 3) the

ability to attract new shipping lines; and 4)
ability to maintain vital refined oil products
facilities and allow for double-hulled
tankers.

Public Participation

Massport, the project's local sponsor, and
the Corps of Engineers recognized the need
to involve key agencies and groups in the
planning process through consultation,
information exchange and presentation of
diverse viewpoints. In March 1992,
Massport formally invited thirty-five
federal, state and local agencies and public
and private interest groups to participate in
a project Advisory Committee. The
Committee's function was to advise
Massport and the Corps of Engineers in the
overall design and planning of environ
mental studies which would form the basis
of the environmental review. The
Committee met seven times over the course
of the studies leading to the preparation of
this EIRIS.

Early in the public participation process two
specific technical issues were identified as
those which would benefit from a more
focused analysis and review than that which
could be provided by the Advisory Com
mittee. As a result, two Working Groups
were formed as subsets of the Advisory
Committee to provide guidance and
expertise in : 1) sediment characterization;
and 2) disposal site identification and
screening. Through the course of the
project these Working Groups, and the
larger Advisory Committee, provided
valuable commentary on sampling and
testing protocols and information on
identifying and characterizing disposal sites.
The Working Group process contributed in
creating a dynamic and responsive work
product by increasing the scope of the
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sediment sampling and testing and
expanding the types of disposal options and
specific disposal sites to be screened for the
project.

The Advisory Committee convened twice
during the preparation of the FEIR/S, in
September 1994 and March 1995. The
Advisory Committee was instrumental in
assisting the project team in identifying
major areas of concern regarding the
DEIRIS that required additional data
collection or analysis in the FEIRIS. These
consisted of a working group meeting in
November 1994, focusing on developing a
comprehensive data base of dredged
material treatment and disposal
technologies. A second working group
convened in December 1994, focusing
dredging performance standards and
monitoring concerns that would be
developed into a comprehensive Dredge
Management Plan.

Public participation was also extended to
public meetings, meetings with concerned
interest groups, and the receipt of sixty-one
comment letters from federal, state, and
local agencies, commercial interests, private
interest groups and private citizens. Public
meetings were held in Boston, Hyannis and
Nahant.

In addition to the public participation
process, the project team also engaged in
several meetings with the combined EOEA
agencies. Meetings were also held between
the Federal cooperating agencies and the
Corps to address Federal issues concerning
comments on the Draft EIRIS.

Sediment Characterization

The BHNIP will result in removal of
approximately 1.1 million cubic yards (cy)
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of silt (as measured in-place). The total
quantity of silt requiring disposal is slightly
higher, 1.4 million cy, which accounts for
0.5 feet of over-dredging into the
underlying parent material and a 20%
expansion factor due to dredging. An
extensive sediment sampling and testing pro
gram, developed interactively with the
Sediment Characterization Working Group,
was undertaken to characterize the dredged
material. The surficial silt layer (or .
"maintenance" material) was found to
contain varying concentrations of metals,
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PARs),
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and other
organics. The sediment bulk chemistry
data, in combination with test organism
toxicity and bioaccumulation testing,
indicated that the silt was generally
unsuitable for unconfined open water
disposal. It was further determined that the
underlying sediment (parent material) was
composed of clay and sandigravel and has
low levels of metals and organics. The
Corps initially determined that
approximately 360,000 cy of silt was
suitable for ocean disposal. Using the same
data, however, the EPA determined that
none of the silt was suitable for unconfined
ocean disposal. In response, the Corps
adopted the more conservative position and
assumed that all silt from the project is
considered unsuitable for unconfined ocean
disposal.

The underlying parent material, composed
primarily of Boston Blue Clay with gravel
pockets, has been shown on this and other
projects to be uncontaminated and suitable
for unconfined open water disposal. The
total volume of approximately 2 million cy
of parent material (including the expansion
factor) can be disposed at an unconfined
open water site if no beneficial uses (e.g.,
landfill and/or capping) are identified. The
final component of the dredged material is



rock that would be removed from Mystic
River Channel and two areas of the Main
Ship Channel. Beneficial uses considered
for the 132,000 cy (post-dredging volume)
of rock included habitat enhancement or
armoring disposal sites that are subject to
high-energy hydrodynamics.

In addition to addressing the dredged
material disposal needs for the BHNIP
itself, disposition of the future maintenance
of the deepened channels over the 50 year
project life was addressed. The estimated
4.4 million cy of future maintenance
material would be composed primarily of
silt. For the purpose of the disposal
alternatives analysis, it has been assumed
that this material could contain elevated
levels of contaminants. Under this
assumption (which mayor may not be the
case), the material would have to be depos
ited in a confined disposal site.

Disposal Alternatives Analysis

A Disposal Options Working Group was
convened to develop criteria for evaluation
of the universe of potential disposal sites
and beneficial uses of parent material, rock,
silt and future maintenance dredging
material. The group participated in the
disposal site selection process at regular
intervals, reviewing arguments for retaining
or eliminating specific sites. The short list
of potential disposal alternatives included
sites in two major categories, land-based
and aquatic sites, and eight subcategories:
landfills, land-based inland, land-based
coastal, aquatic shoreline, aquatic
subaqueous, aquatic borrow pit, existing
aquatic disposal sites, in-channel disposal
and treatment technologies.

The disposal alternatives analysis screening
process was comprised of four phases. In
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the first phase, comparisons were made
using evaluation criteria among sites within
each alternative category (Le., landfills were
evaluated together but not compared to
aquatic shoreline sites). A subsequent
evaluation focused on regulatory and other
limiting criteria to select the sites which
provided the least environmental impact
with the greatest project benefit. Sites were
then screened for practicability issues of
cost, logistics and technology in relation to
project needs and goals.

In response to comments on the DEIR/S,
the site screening process was re-visited.
Additional data collection activities,
performed after publication of the DEIRIS,
were used to ,upgrade the data base upon
which the sites would be evaluated. A
confirmatory aquatic sampling program was
undertaken in October 1994 to assess fin
fish, benthic and lobster resources at the
aquatic disposal sites. Fate and transport
modeling to determine sediment load and
contaminant transport was performed for all
aquatic disposal options. In addition, agency
files and resources were used to update and
upgrade the information on the land-based
sites. This fourth-phase screening process
narrowed the-list of practicable alternatives
from an initial list of 376 sites and eight
treatment technologies to 24 sites.

The development of disposal options next
focused on combining sites to meet the
capacity requirements of the project. This
evaluation emphasized the fact that few sites
are large enough to accommodate the
disposal needs of the BHNIP by themselves.
Finally, an environmental and practicability
evaluation of options led to the identification
of the in-channel disposal option. This
option disposes of silt within the dredging
footprint of the Mystic and Chelsea Rivers
and the Inner Confluence in cells
constructed in the parent material that are



capped with sand after filling. The in
channel option resolves concerns expressed
on the DEIR against a "monofill" site by
combining three sites (the Mystic and
Chelsea Rivers and the Inner Confluence
Area), confines impacts to the dredging
footprint, and is rated the least
environmentally damaging practicable
alternative (LEDPA).

In response to agency comments on the
DEIRIS, the project team has been asked to
identify a secondary preferred alternative
site for excess silt capacity should the
preferred alternative fail to provide
sufficient capacity after the project is
underway. Based on the environmental and
practicability screening process mentioned
above, the Little Mystic Channel has been
identified as a secondary contingency site.
This site would be filled to mean low water,
changing approximately 15 acres from a
subtidal, but degraded condition, to
intertidal habitat with clean substrate. This
option provides approximately 373,000 cy
of contingency capacity. If this site is
required for secondary capacity, mitigation
for change in substrate will be discussed
with the appropriate resource agencies.

Parent material, not expended through a
beneficial use, would be disposed at the
MBDS. Rock will be available to cap the
in-ehannel locations that may be subject to
impacts from propeller wash, or it will be
made available for another beneficial use.
The remaining rock will be disposed of at
the MBDS.

The FEIRIS also provides a disposal site
selection process for maintenance dredging
over the 50-year life of the project, or the
maintenance material dredged even if the
proposed navigation improvement project is
delayed or not implemented. Maintenance
dredging of accumulated silt material will be
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needed to allow ships to transit the harbor
safely. Unlike the navigation improvement
project, maintenance dredging would not
produce clean parent material which could
be used for capping. Therefore, disposal
options which provide cap material, such as
the Meisburger sites and Spectacle Island
CAD, are preferable. Disposal could occur
at other sites if suitable cap material can be
found from other projects. The use of an
aquatic site for maintenance dredged
material would be subject to a lengthy site
designation process. The Corps may be
performing a demonstration of capping
when suitable material becomes available so
that the Massachusetts Bay Disposal Site can
be used for maintenance material.

Effects of the Project

Certain short-term adverse effects of the
project would be unavoidable. Some
benthic organisms and demersal fish would
be killed during dredging and blasting.
Substrate in the areas dredged would be
temporarily devoid of benthic organisms but
would be recolonized "in approximately one
year, reforming habitat with prey suitable
for fin fish. Turbidity would increase
temporarily in the area of the dredge. Use
of an environmental (closed) bucket will
help minimize contaminant release. Other
turbidity controls, such as silt curtains, will
be assessed in terms of suitability depending
on the location of the dredging operation.
Close monitoring of the dredging
operations, to identify problems and quickly
seek corrective measures, will be
undertaken.

The anticipated dredging rate would
generate approximately two to four barges
per day, depending on whether one or two
dredges were operating and the size of the
barges. Thus barge traffic should not



noticeably impede normal ship traffic;
interference with navigation would be
minimized by coordination with the Coast
Guard.

Impacts due to disposal of dredged materials
are temporary since they do not permanently
alter the substrate of the in-ehannel areas.
Also, in-channel disposal impacts remain
within the footprint of the dredging so that
resource areas outside the navigation
channels are not impacted except for
temporary turbidity impacts.

During the Ilh to 2 year dredging process
non-motile benthic organisms utilizing the
disposal areas would be buried.
Recolonization should occur within one year
after disposal operations are completed
based on the existing benthic population of
early successional stage organisms. Fin fish
wouid .tend to avoid the area, during disposal
due to noise and turbidity disturbances. The
benthos and fish would eventually recolo
nize the dredge site and will benefit from

, the removal of contaminated silts.
Important anadromous fish populations
would be protected by suspending dredging
and disposal in the Mystic River during the
migration season.

The water column in the vicinity of the
disposal site would experience increased
turbidity following each disposal event.
Approximately three to five percent of the
silt/clay fraction would be lost to the
environment during the disposal descent
phase. Disposal simulation model
evaluations indicated that disposal will not
cause adverse exposure (Le., exceedances of
water quality criteria). The contaminant
mixing zone, based on Total Suspended
Solids (fSS) and PCB loads. has been
calculated based on fate and transport
modeling and will not interfere with fish
passage and migration. Use of mitigation
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measures, such as silt curtains, to contain
suspended solids and associated chemicals,
are proposed as additional safeguards to
minimize water quality impacts in the
Harbor.

Secondary'impacts of the project, consisting
of land-side infrastructure impacts, Harbor
traffic, and other socioeconomic interests,
are minimal. The BHNIP will not
significantly increase vessel traffic in the
Harbor but will enhance navigational safety
and maintain the competitiveness of the
existing Port. Vessel traffic will continue to
include a mix of large container ships,
barges and tankers. The Seaport Access
system, which is part of the Central
Artery/Tunnel project, will result in more
direct and convenient connections for trucks
between port terminals and the regional
highway network, thereby reducing traffic
impacts on local neighborhoods. This
roadway system is independent of the
dredging project.

Dredge Management Plan

The FEIRIS has addressed the requirement
for a Dredge Management Plan (DMP), as
requested in the MEPA Scope. The DMP
provides an overview of the dredging
operations proposed for the project The key
elements of the Plan include:

• a description of alternative dredging
equipment and specific
recommendations for this project;

• a description of dredged material
disposal operations;

• a discussion of the sequencing of the
dredging and disposal operations;

• an overview of potential



Cumulative Impacts

• a description of recommended
monitoring plans during dredging
and for long term ·post-construction
monitoring;

• and a discussion of potential
operational contingency plans that
would be implemented to assure the
safe and successful completion of
the project.

I

l'

Water quality (and ultimately sediment
quality) would continue to improve with the
operation of MWRA' s secondary treatment
and offshore disposal facilities. The BHNIP
and future maintenance dredging would
continue to reduce the mass of contaminants
in Boston Harbor even further.

Two other large projects are currently under
construction in Boston - the Deer lIsland
wastewater treatment facilities upgrade and
the Central Arteryl Third Harbor Tunnel
(CAIT). The level of ship traffic generated
by the BHNIP, its location relative to the
Deer Island and CAIT projects, and the
anticipated schedules for the three projects
should result in minimal conflicts among the
projects. The Massachusetts Highway
Department expects that the placement of
Third Harbor Tunnel excavate at Spectacle
Island will be complete in 1995. As with
other harbor infrastructure, coordination
with the construction of the Third Harbor
Tunnel would have to be carefully
orchestrated. The BHNIP is expected to
commence in 1997 and be completed in
1998. Coordination of ship traffic from
each project.with the U.S. Coast Guard will
provide further safeguards. The Massachu
setts Water Resources Authority (MWRA)
anticipates substantial completion of the
Deer Island plant upgrades by late 1995.

will be determined based on the appropriate
environmental regulations and technical
evaluations at that time. The New England
Division Corps recommends, and will
participate with the Commonwealth, in
conducting an overall regional dredge
material management plan for future
maintenance of all of the Massachusetts
Bay's harbors.
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environmental impacts caused by
these activities;

establishment of dredging
performance standards;

proposed techniques for mitigating
operational impacts;

Selection of disposal sites for future
maintenance dredging will be based on the
environmental and practicability assessments
provided in the MEPA/NEPA
documentation. Factors affecting
maintenance dredging sites include sediment
characteristics and volume of material to be
dredged. Sites that require site designation
status, because of their capacity for
numerous projects, would require lengthy
permitting and detailed environmental
assessment. Fast-track projects would have
to. look elsewhere for disposal. The
disposal site for future maintenance of the
BHNIP, and other Massachusetts projects,

Cumulative impacts include all long-term
maintenance requirements of the BHNIP in
association with reasonably foreseeable
long-ranged material disposal issues. These
impacts also consider other actions in the
Boston Harbor area that may have an impact
on, or be impacted by, the project.

•

•



Summary of M~or Changes
from the DEIR/S

Several issues were raised during the
comment period that resulted in substantive
changes from the proposed list of disposal
alternatives presented in the DEIR/S. These
issues were resolved as follows:

National Marine Fisheries Service,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

- Endangered Species Act!
Section 7 consultation

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
- Section 10 of the Rivers

and Harbors Act
- Section 404 of the Clean

Water Act

•

•

This FEIRIS will be reviewed by regulatory
and resource agencies on the federal, state
and local levels, as well as other interested
parties for adherence to MEPA and NEPA
guidelines and for addressing the issues
raised in comment letters, at public
hearings, and in the Secretary' s certificate
on the DEIRIS. Comments on this FEIRIS
will be accepted by either the MEPA Unit at
the Executive Office of Environmental
Affairs or by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, New England Division. It is
anticipated that the public comment period
will be open until July 31,1995..
Commentors are advised to contact these
agencies directly to determine the actual
date for the close of the comment period.

Federal and state permits and consistency
reviews ultimately required for the project
potentially include:

Federal and State Review

Cost considerations and capacity are no
longer considered to be fatal flaws in
disposal site screening. Cost is factored in
only to assess the relative cost-effectiveness
of disposal scenarios determined to be
environmentally suitable and to determine
practicability. Capacity is only one factor
considered in site screening and
combinations of sites of limited capacity
may constitute acceptable disposal scenarios.
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All parent material, consisting of
sandlgravel, clay and rock,
generated by the project is
considered suitable for disposal at
MBDS or for beneficial re-use,
including use as a potential source
of capping material for unlined
municipal landfills.

Technologies will continue to be
assessed by the Corps for their
potential applicability to future
maintenance dredged material.

The MBDS, Subaqueous Band E,
Meisburger 2 and 7, Boston Light
Ship, and Spectacle Island CAD,
have been eliminated from further
consideration as practicable disposal
sites for the BHNIP silt. These sites
are still being considered as
potential disposal locations for
future maintenance dredging. Use
of these sites for future disposal may
require additional studies,
demonstration projects, site
designation, or the application of
appropriate technologies.

Based on applicable environmental
screening criteria, all silts generated
by the project are considered
unsuitable for unconfined ocean
disposal.

•

•

•

•



Format of the FEIRlS

This FEIRIS is comprised of three volumes.
The first volume contains the main text and
consists of:

Attachment 1 to this volume contains
detailed descriptions of the affected
environment and project related impacts at
the shon-listed alternative sites. .

A glossary of technical terms
(Chapter Ten).

An assessment of the permitting and
regulatory requirements the project
must meet (Chapter Seven);

A draft Section 61 finding to meet
Massport obligations under 301
CMR 11.00 (Chapter Eight).

screening of a short-list of
alternatives to determine the Least
Environmentally Damaging
Practicable Alternative (LEDPA)
(Chapter Four);

A list of technical literature cited in
this FEIRIS and a bibliography of
references on Corps capping
experience (Chapter Nine).

A detailed dredged management
plan to describe the dredging and
disposal operations and appropriate
mitigation and contingency measures
(Chapter Five);

Mitigation concepts and proposals
summary and opportunities for
resource enhancement (Chapter Six);

•

•

•

•

Volume Two of the FEIRIS provides a copy
of all comment letters received on the
DEIRIS followed by a detailed response to
each. Volume Three consists of appendices
referenced throughout this FEIRIS.

•

•
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A detailed project description and
comparison of design alternatives
(Chapter Two);..

Massachusetts Office of Coastal
Zone Management

- Coastal Zone
Consistency Review

u.s. Environmental Protection
Agency

- .Section 404 and
Endangered Species Act
consultation

The environmental and practicability

Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection

Water Quality
Certification

- Division of Wetlands
and Waterways review
of local Order of
Conditions

local Conservation Commission(s)
.- Order of Conditions

The procedural history, and purpose
and need, of the project (Chapter
One);

. A summary of the detailed process
for screening sites for material
disposal (Chapter Three);

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Chapter One: Introduction

This document constitutes a joint
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Final
Environmental Impact Report and Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIRIS)
prepared by the Massachusetts Port
Authority (Massport) and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (Corps). As a joint
document, this FEIRIS meets the .
requirements of both the Massachusetts
Environmental Policy Act regulations (301
CMR 11.00 et. seq.) implemented by the
MEPA Unit of the Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs, and the National
Environmental Policy Act regulations (40
CPR Parts 1500 - 1508) also known as
NEPA.

This document pertains in part to the
Corps' Navigation Improvement and Berth
Dredging Projects. These Projects were
authorized by Congress in the Water
Resources Development Act of 1990 (p.L.
101-640). This document also pertains to
Massport in its role as local sponsor of the
Federal project and for its planned berth
dredging activities.

The MEPA regulations establish
environmental review thresholds, a
procedure, and a timetable for a two-level
review process. The process generally
begins when the project proponent, in this
case Massport, files an Environmental
Notification Form (ENF) with the
Secretary of the Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs (EOEA). Upon
review of the ENF, the Secretary
determines whether an Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) is required for the
project. The Secretary determined that the
Massport project required an EIR in a
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certificate issued on June 7, 1991. An
EIR is an informational planning document
which serves to inform public decision
makers, and the general public, of the
environmental effects of the proposed
project. As a planning tool, an EIR
enables both the project proponent and
agency decision makers to weigh
environmental impacts and benefits prior
to making decisions on permits, approvals
or funding. The EIR is reviewed and
commented on, at both draft and final
stages, by agencies, the public, the MEPA
Unit, and the Secretary. The Draft EIR
was published in April 1994. This FEIRIS
is designed to respond to comments
received on the Draft including the
Secretary's certificate dated June 30, 1994
(see Appendix A), and complies with the
requirements for a Final EIR as described
in 301 CMR 11.07 (10).

The final component for MEPA.
compliance is the required review and
evaluation of projects to determine whether
all feasible means and measures will be
used to avoid or minimize damage to the
environment. This last step is a process
generally referred to as a "Section 61
finding" and is required by M.G.L. c.30,
§ 61. No agency may act on a permit or
commence a project until this finding is
complete. The Draft and Final EIRs serve
as the substantive bases for the Section 61
finding, and as such, the FEIR may
contain a proposed finding (301 CMR
11.07(10». This FEIR therefore, contains
Massport's Draft Section 61 fmding. The
Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) is also required to submit its own



finding prior to issuing permits and
approvals for the project.

Similarly, the Federal NEPA process is
designed to insure that environmental
information is available to public officials
and citizens before decisions and actions
are taken by Federal agencies. A federal
agency's decision to prepare an
Environmental Impact Statements (EIS)
under NEPA based on the magnitude of
the project, the similarity of the project to
others which normally require an EIS, or
if the nature of the project is one without
precedent (40 CFR §1501.4). For this
project, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, New England Division (Corps)
is the lead federal agency for the EIS.
Scoping of the EIS is based on the
participation of affected federal, state and
local agencies and interested persons in
public scoping sessions. Scoping sessions
were held in June 1992 for the Boston
Harbor project.

D~ EISs are prepared in accordance with
the scope derived from the scoping
meetings and must meet the format
requirements of 40 CFR Part 1502.10.
Final EISs must also respond to comments
received on the Draft. Following the
review of all comments received on the
Draft EIS, and the review of comments
received on the Final EIS, the lead federal
agency must review all relevant
information and must consider all
alternatives described in the EIS in order
to render a decision on the proposed
action. At the time of its decision, the
lead agency must prepare a concise
"record of decision" or ROD, identifying
all alternatives considered by the agency in
reaching its decision and specifying the
alternative considered to be
environmentally preferred. The ROD
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must also state whether all practicable
means to avoid or minimize environmental
harm have been adopted, and if not, why
they were not.

This document serves to meet the
requirements for a Final EIRIS as specified
in 301 CMR 11.07(10) and 40 CFR Part
1503. This document identifies a
preferred dredging and dredged material
disposal option, assesses the anticipated
environmental impacts associated with
each, identifies potential long-term disposal
options that may be appropriate for
maintenance dredging of the completed
project and responds to all comments
received on the Draft.

The MEPA and NEPA processes, while
different, require substantially similar
environmental analysis and documentation
of proposed actions. Because of this
similarity in substantive material, and
because regulatory agencies and the public
would be simultaneously reviewing both
the EIR and EIS produced for the project,
Massport and the Corps elected to file a
joint EIRIEIS. The combination of the
two documents is specifically provided for
in 40 CFR 1500.2 (c). As stated earlier,
the Draft EIR/S was published in April
1994.

There are further opportunities for public
review and comment on the proposed
action. Under. MEPA, a notice of
availability of the FEIR is published in the
Environmental Monitor. This notice is
followed by a thirty day comment period,
after which the Secretary of the EOEA
issues a statement indicating whether or
not the FEIR adequately and properly

. co~plies with the provisions of the MEPA
regulations. Public comments on the FEIS
may also be received and reviewed by the



1.1 PROJECT PURPOSE AND NEED

The BHNIP as proposed is comprised of
three dredging components:

1. Deepening the Mystic River and
Reserved Channel areas to -40 feet
MLW and deepening the Chelsea
River to -38 feet MLW.

Dredging associated beneficiary
and related berths.

Deepening portions of the Inner
Confluence area, as well as the
Main Ship Channel at the mouth of
the Reserved Channel, to provide
for increased areas for navigational
maneuvering.

3.

2.

The existing Federal navigation project
was originally constructed to serve the
port's commercial terminals located along
the main ship channel waterfront.
Changing waterfront land use patterns have
resulted in most of the port's active
terminal facilities shifting from the Main
Channel to the -35 foot MLW tributary
channels. The BHNIP will provide for
improvement dredging in the tributary
channels to accommodate the current
vessel fleet to a depth of -40 feet MLW.

The purpose of the Boston Harbor
Navigation Improvement Project (BHNIP)
is, as stated in the DEIRIS, "to increase
the navigational efficiency and safety of
Boston Harbor for present types of deep
drafted vessel traffic... II The BHNIP will
thereby enable the Port of Boston to
remain competitive with other ports in the
national and international marine trade
business.
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Both the MEPA (301 CMR 11.07(3)) and
NEPA (40 CFR § 1502.13) regulations
require a purpose and need statement that
briefly specifies the underlying objectives
and anticipated benefits of the project.
The next section provides the underlying
purpose and need for the BHNip and the
economic benefits expected. to accrue from
its completion.

Corps under NEPA and are considered in
the preparation of the ROD. Readers who
wish to offer comment on this document
are advised to contact Ms. Nancy Baker at
the MEPA office (617-727-5830) or Mr.
Larry Rosenberg at the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (617-647-8657) for the dates
that the respective public comment periods
close. It is anticipated that public
comments will be accepted through July
31, 1995. However, individual :MEPA or
NEPA procedural requirements may affect
this closing date.

Lastly, the proposed project will require
federal, state and local permits and
approvals. The MEPA and NEPA
documentation will provide a substantial
basis for the permit applications. The
administrative procedures for acquiring the
various permits and approvals also
provided opportunities for agency and
public comment. Permits from
Massachusetts agencies cannot be issued
until the MEPA process is closed by the
Secretary's certificate and the preparation
of a Section 61 fmding by the issuing
agency. Federal agencies are also barred
from issuing federal permits until the
NEPA process is complete and a ROD has
been issued for the project. Chapter.7 of
this FEIRIS describes the permits that will
be required to undertake the proposed
action.



The various elements of the proposed
action are described in detail in Chapter
Two. The economic analysis compiled by
the Corps, and contained in the 1988
Feasibility Report, concluded that the
project is justified economically by
increasing navigational efficiency. The
BHNIP will address the Port's need to
allow passage of more efficient, larger
vessels which will transit the Harbor
during a wider range of tidal stages. The
BHNIP will enable the Port of Boston to
accommodate the current fleet of container
ships, with drafts up to -40 feet MLW,
cruise ships, such as the QEII with a draft
of -37 feet :MLW, and the Chelsea-class
tankers, which draw 36 feet.

Improving the tributary channel and berth
depths in Boston Harbor will be the port's
first major dredging project since 1982/83
when 867,000 cy of dredged material was
removed from the Mystic River, Chelsea
Creek: and President Roads. The only
additional dredging projects completed
since that time have been small volume
projects for maintenance of individu.al
berths.1

1.1.1 Historical Importance of the Port of
Boston

Boston has a long and colorful maritime
history. The Port has provided jobs.and
economic opportunity for residents for

1 Some examples of recent dredging projects
include the Mobil Oil Corp. terminal berth in
the Chelsea Creek (approximately 1,500 cy) in
1991; Coastal Oil Corp. terminal berths in the
Chelsea Creek and Reserved Channel
(approximately 3,000 cy in 1992); and Moran
Terminal in the Mystic River (approximately
10,000 cy in 1993)
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over three hundred years. It has created
fortunes in foreign trade and commerce for
residents of the region. Because of a
renewed interest in Boston Harbor with its
commercial, recreational, scenic and
commuter transportation offerings, more
people are spending time there.

Today, the Port looks different from the
images taken from earlier years when
commercial traffic in the Harbor was
heavy and terminal berths, which lined the
waterfront, were always occupied by
commercial vessels. Table 1.1 lists the
terminals and docking facilities operating
in Boston Harbor today which have been
expanded to serve commercial,
recreational, tourist and commuter traffic
that now occupies the Harbor. Figure 1.1
depicts these docking facilities that have
industrial port terminals alongside cruise
ship terminals, and commuter and
excursion boat docks. Boston Harbor
hosts sailboat races alongside the huge
container ships transiting the Harbor to
reach marine terminals.

The importance of the Port to the Greater
Boston metropolitan area and to the region
remains vital.. Over the years, it has
consistently allowed the region to
capitalize on its location, one day closer to
Europe than other major U.S. ports.. This
has been advantageous for three centuries
when the bulk of trade was with North
Atlantic countries. The Port now has the
potential to be a U.S. gateway for trade
with the rapidly growing countries in
Southeast Asia, but only if its 4O-foot
depths are maintained.



1.1.2 Economic Benefits of Project

1.1.2.1 Navigational Efficiency

The economic benefits of the BHNIP
project: can be summarized as follows:

1.1.2.2 Containerized Cargo Volumes

of -40 feet MLW in two of its tributaries,
and -38 feet in Chelsea Creek will enable
these large ships to move through the
Harbor.

Alternately, if there is no dredging project
and shippiilg lines still must wait for the
high tide, the Port is likely to see a
reduction in direct calls. This could
discourage shippers who object to .the
added cost and extra time required for
lightering to barges or overland
movements. These shippers will seek out
more direct shipping opportunities.
Equally important is that without
improvement dredging, there could be a
reduction in cargo volume moving through
the Port which translates into economic
loss to the region.

The number of deep-drafted vessels calling
in the Port of Boston may have diminished
over theyears~ as shown on Table 1.2, but
larger vessels can now carry a greater'
volume of cargo. In 1975,.for example,
272 fully containerized vessels called with
some 400,000 tons of cargo. J,n 1994, 198
vessels called with over 1,313,000 tons of
cargo (see Table 1-3 which identifies deep
draft vessels by type of vessel, and. Figure
1-2, which shows the volume of
containerized cargo coming through the
Port).

The mll::,anitude of potential gains and
losses depending on a decision about
dredging is shown on Table 1-4. The
table assumes ,that the dredging project is
completed in 1998 and that cargo tonnage
increases at the rate of 3% for a total of
1,514,200 tons in that year. That tonnage
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Increased navigational efficiency
by reducing the need to wait out
tides or to decrease loads prior to
entering the Harbor;

Ability to ship more tons of
containerized cargo with fewer
ships;

Ability to attract new shipping .
lines;

Maintain navigational safety of
vital refined ~iI products facilities~

1.

2.

3.

4.

Each of these benefits are descnoed
inthefollowing paragraphs:.

Changes in the world wide shipping fleet
have occurred in: response to the' need to

.minimize vessel operating costs and as a
result ofgovernmental regulations. While
larger vessels are more costly to operate,
they can move much more cargo on a
~ven trip thereby lowering the cost per
unit of cargo. In the highly competitive
maritime industry, ports without ample
depth cannot attract the new fleet of
vessels. The cost to operate today's
ocean-going vessels' is too high to support
unproductive time waiting for tide changes
or traveling at less than full loads. As an
example, Massport notes that it can cost
$35,000 per day to operate a container
ship. The 4O-foot depth of Boston's main
navigation channels and the proposed depth



yields about $1.73 billion in value
including 13,000 total jobs in the region.Z

Using what Massport considers to be a
conservative growth rate, 3% annually, for
the vol~eof cargo coming through the
Port, the table shows that the total new
cargo volume will be over 241,000 tons at
the end of five years.3 The economic
benefit of the additional tonnage will be
over $277 million (not discounted to 1995
dollars). This represents almost 1,900
new jobs. The BHNIP enables this growth
to occur by ensuring that vessels can
transit the Harbor with a minimum of
delay.

1.1.2.3 Ability to Attr(lCt New Shipping
Lines. -

On the other hand, news of a No-Action
decision on dredging Boston Harbor will
affect the decisions of shipping lines and
shippers, since navigational delays and
restrictions will continue, and will likely
decrease the volume of cargo coming
through the port. Once the decline in
tonnage begins, it will be difficult to turn

around. The fixed costs to operate the
port for diminishing cargo volumes could
eventually prove too high to operate cost
effectively.

Without dredging, the Port of Boston
potentially loses the direct calls, with the
accompanying loss of tonnage moved

2 Massport calculates economic. impact to the
region of each ton of cargo is $1,1~O.

3 Massport internal memorandum, "Marketing
Projections of Container Volumes and Vessel
Calls, January 13, 1995.

thr~ugh the port. Tabl~ 1-4 shows that
with annual declines of 1%" 3%" or 5% in
cargo tonnage, losses in benefits to the
region over a five year period, range from
$85 million to $392 million. Job losses in
the port co~unity could be anywhere
from about 580 to 2,700 during that time.
This is for containerized cargo, alone.
Cruise ships, currently drawing 25-37 feet,
also need convenient access to berths to
sustain this industry which has brought
additional tourism to the region.4

1.1.2.4 Maintain Refined Oil Product
Capacity

The BHNIP is especially important to the
region because it keeps the Port of Boston
open to supply the region's growing
energy needs. Without refineries of its
own, New England's refined oil products
must be brought in from the Mid-Atlantic
states or the Southwest, or imported from
abroad. Most of the product arrives
through ports, and the Port of Boston is a
dominant player in this arena.s Vessels
carrying petroleum products are al'so

. '. getting larger to minimize. operating costs
per gallon. The- size of vessels also is
increasing in response tO'the mandate for
double-hulled. tankers pursuant to the Oil
Pollution Act of 1990. New tankers may
have the same carrying capacity as the old
ones, but will draw more because of the
double-h1:111 and will be wider.

4 MaSsport data mdicates that,23 cruise ships
called in 1993. 49 called in 1994.

S Massachusetts Division of Energy Resources
Report, March 1992.
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When the "Chelsea-elass" vessels, which
currently operate in the port and draw 36
feet, retire, the new vessels coming on line
to replace them will be larger and will
require more depth since Chelsea-elass
vessels are no longer financially viable to
operate. The newer vessels will be
restricted by two factors:

1. Tides - Insufficient depth at mean
low water requires' vessels to
partially unload or "lighter" the
vessels prior to entering the
Harbor. The lightering process
entails pumping product from the
vessel to a barge. It is inefficient
because it requires the double
handling of product.

2. Day light hours - The wait for high
tide can be especially costly for
vessels bound for Chelsea Creek
since the Coast Guard prohibits
vessels measuring more than
630.5' in length and'85.5' in beam
from transiting the "marine safety
zone" in Chelsea Creek between
sunset and s~e. Maintaining a
schedule for accessing berths in
Chelsea Creek can be difficult,
especially in winter, given the need
to have both high tide and
daylight, and given the few hours '

, of daylight in Winter.

Each fuel company has its own method for
calculating the cost to "lighter". While the
transfer of product may cost 0.5 cents per
gallon, that f'icaure does not include the cost
of delay to a vessel during the li~tering

operation. The cost of the delay depends
on the amount of product requiring
transfer. While there is no definitive
figure for the cost of lightering in the Port
of Boston, recent analyses have suggested
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4-4.5 cents per 'gallon as acost attributable
to lightering in the Ports ofProvidence and
New Haven. This cost is generally passed
on to the customer. Given the
inconvenience currently posed by
lightering .and delays for high tide, the
BHNIP will in general, facilitate
movement of cargoes through tbe Port,
minimizing the frequency

of those procedures and increase the
margin of safety for those vessel s currently
operating in the Port.

1.2 PROCEDURAL HISTORY

The publication of this FEIRJS is the
culmination of many years of analysis and
review. Since the publication. qf the Draft
EIRIS in April 1994, the project proponent
and the Corps have had close coordination
with state and federal agencies on all
aspects of the Project. The following
pages outline the procedural histOry and
development of this document and the
coordination efforts of the project partners.

. 1'~2.1 Congressional Authorization

The genesis of the Boston Harbor dredging
project can be traced back to 1968 when
Congressional and local interests expressed
the need for modifications to Boston
Harbor channels because of tl1.e increased
traffic in bulk commodities flowing
through the port, and the delays being
experienced by larger vessels requiring a
high tide to negotiate the~g restricted
ship channels into areas of the port. Local
navigation iriterests, via two Congressional
Resolutions (March 1, 1968 and September
11, 1969)~ requested the Ccrps review the
present and projected navigation needs in



Boston Harbor. The Corps maintains the
authority to conduct General Investigations
into improving the navigability of waters
of the United States under the River and
Harbors Act of 1899.

A Feasibility Report and Environmental
Assessment was completed in 1988 by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the
navigation improvement project,
identifying the economically and
environmentally favored alternative.
Congressional authority for the project was
included in the Water Resources "
Development Act of 1990 (p.L. 101-640).
The favored alternative 'consisted of
deepening the Mystic River and Reserved
Olannel from -35 feet to -40 feet MLW, ,
and the Chelsea Creek from -35 feet to -38
feet MLW. The 1988 favored alternative
also included dredged' material disposal at
the MBDS, with capping of unsuitable
material. In addition to the proposed
deepening, the 'favored alternative called
for modifications in the Mystic River, the
Inner Confluence and at the entrance to
Reserved Channel to provide safe
maneuvering areas. Finally, ,in the
President Roads area, channels are to be
remarked and designated along the
southern reach of the roads cOnnecting the
outer confluence of the three entrance
channels with the inner harbor Main Ship
Channel. This will enlarge th~ anchorage
area from about 375 acres to about 420
acres. This portion of the Congressionally
authorized proposed action is termed the
"improvement" project.

Six berth areas adjacent to ,these channels
(Conley 11-13, Prolerized,-Distrigas, .
Moran, Eastern Minerals and Gulf Oil),
deepened to at least the same depth as the
channel, would realize the greatest .
economic benefits from the
"improvement" project. Deepening these
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berths is termed the "berth dredging"
project and these selected berths are
collectively termed "beneficiary" berths.
The 1988 Corps feasibility stUdy assessed
the economic feasibility of the proposed
"improvement" and "berth dredging"
projects and found that the regional
benefits of the project exceeded project
costs.

In addition to the beneficiary berths, other
berths within Boston Harbor, but not
adjacent to the Federal project channels
being improved (Boston A.m1y, Boston
Edison Intake, Boston Edison Barge,
Conley 14-15, Revere Sugar, Mystic Piers
1,2,49 and 50), would also be deepened at
the same time as part of Massport' s Berth
Dredging Proj'ect. Both the Corps
improvement and berth dredging projects,

, and Massport' s berth dredging projects,
are collectively termed the Boston Harbor
Navigation Improvement Project (BHNIP).
There are two main differences between
the Congressionally authorized proposal
and the BHNIP. First, under the BHNIP
dredged silts will not be disposed' of at the
MBDS, unlike the 1988 proposal. It is
now proposed that silts be disposed within
the dredging f<?otprint of the authorized
channels in trenches excavated for that
purpo~e. Although this will entail digging
portions of these channels deeper than
authorized for the navigation project, this
is permissible because the extra depth is
for disposal, not navigation.

Second, the non-beneficiary berths (those
not adjacent to the federal improved
channels) were 'not included ~ the 1988
proposal but are considered part of the
BHNIP. The term BHNIP will be applied
to all aspects of the Corps and Massport
projects and will be treated as one
throughout this docUment except where
otherwise noted. The locations of



proposed dredging activities are shown on
Figures 1-3 through 1-9.

1.2.2 Public and Agency Review

As stated earlier, the BHNIP is subject to
review under the Massachusetts
Environmental Policy Act (MEPA)
(M.G.L. c. 30 § 62A-H and regulations
promulgated thereunder at 301 CMR
11.00). The Secretary of Environmental
Affairs determined on June 7, 1991, that
an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) is
required since the Massport berth dredging
project involves the dredging and alteration
of ten or more acres of resource area
protected by the wetlands regulations (310
CMR 10.00). In June 1992, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers determined that
an EIS is required for the federal project
under the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) (42 USC 4321 et. seq.) due
to the cumulative impacts of the Federal
actions (maintenance dredging, navigation
improvement dredging, and permitting of
the associated berthing areas) and the
significant public concern over disposal of
the dredged material. The content of the
EIRIS was prescribed in the June 1991
MEPA certificate and June 1992 NEPA
scoping documentation which appear in
Appendix A of the Draft EIR/S published
in April 1994.

After publication of the Draft EIR/S in
April 1994, the public review process of
the DEIRIS included several public
meetings, meetings with concerned interest
groups, and the receipt of the sixty-one
comment letters from federal, state, and
local agencies, commercial interests,
private interest groups and private citizens.
Public meetings were held in Boston and
Hyannis on May 17 and 19, 1994
respectively. These meetings were
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planned under the direction and guidance
of the New England Division (NED)
Corps and consisted of a variety of
techniques tailored to the individual project
including a public partnership between the
NED-Corps, Massport and public
advocacy groups such as the Conservation
Law Foundation and Save the Harbor/Save
the Bay.

The meetings were designed to offer
multiple opportunities for public input in
identifying issues early in the process so
they could be fully addressed through
additional data collection and analysis and
publication in the FEIR/S. Afternoon and
evening sessions were held at both
locations to allow for maximum
opportunity for interested public comment.
The Boston sessions resulted in formal
comments from sixteen individuals and
public interest groups. The Hyannis
meetings generated formal comments from
seven individuals and groups. Transcripts
of both meetings are provided in Appendix
B. On July 28, 1994, a special meeting
was held in Nahant in response to a
request from the Board of Selectmen.
Thirty one speakers offered comments for
the record. A copy of the transcript from
this meeting is also included in Appendix
B.

At the request of specific individuals and
groups, presentations were made at various
locations with stakeholders and groups,
and one-on-one presentations and
interviews.

These meetings were in addition to the
public participation process described in
Section 1.4 of the DEIR/S.



1.2.3 Public Participation Process

The Corps and Massport recognize that
large projects which may impact the public
cannot be accomplished unilaterally.
Rather, the success of the project depends
on involving key groups effectively. This
general principle had a number of
important implications. Key parties
needed to be identified which either had a
stake in the outcome (regulatory agencies,
environmental groups, and harbor users),
or could provide useful information to the
Corps, Massport, and its consultants.
Effective involvement of these parties
required. that they be consulted early, that
they be provided timely information on the
progress of the project, and they have the
opportunity to present diverse points of
view. To that end, the Corps, Massport
and its consultant developed a public
participation process which consisted of a
broad-based. Advisory Committee
supplemented. by targeted, focused working
groups to assist project planners in
particular technical areas such as sediment
characterization and disposal alternatives.
A list of Advisory Committee and
Working Group members is provided in
Appendix C.

The Advisory Committee convened twice
during the preparation of the FEIR/S, in
September 1994 and March 1995. The
Advisory Committee was instrumental in
assisting the project team in identifying
major areas of concern regarding the
DEIR/S that required additional data
collection or analysis in the FEIR/S. The
meetings also identified the need for two
supplemental working groups. These
consisted of a working group meeting in
November 1994 focusing on developing a
comprehensive data base of dredged
material treatment and disposal
technologies. The results of the
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technology screening process are described
in Chapter 3.0 of this FEIR/S. A second
working group convened in December
1994, focusing on mitigation and
monitoring
concerns that would be developed into a
comprehensive Dredge Management Plan,
as required by the Secretary' s MEPA
certificate (see Appendix A).

1.2.4 Inter-Agency Coordination

In addition to the public participation
process, the project team also engaged in
several meetings with combined EOEA
agencies since the late summer of 1994.
These meetings assisted the project team in
clarifying technical comments the agencies
provided in letters responding to the
DEIR/S; assisting the project team in
designing data collection studies;
coordinating EOEA agency
responsibilities; and focusing on related
pre-permitting activities. These meetings
have been invaluable to the development of
$is FEIR/S.

Meetings were also held between the
Federal coopel'ating agencies and the
NED-COrps to address Federal issues
concerning comments on the Draft EIR/S
and the permitting process under the Clean
Water Act and the Marine Protection,
Research, and Sanctuaries Act. Formal
meetings were held with the Federal
ag~ncies in November 1994 and March
1995, as well as informal meetings, to
narrow the list of practicable disposal sites
based on functions and values, under a
process known as the Federal Highway
Methodology, as well as cost and
engineering feasibility.

The extensive comment and input process
described above has assisted the project



1.3.2 Use of Cost as a Ranking Factor in
Evaluating Disposal Alternatives

In response to these concerns, the
project proponent and the Corps have
eliminated the MBDS as a viable
disposal option for contaminated silt for
the BHNIP project. The MBDS will be
used for disposal of uncontaminated parent
material and is being considered for
disposal of future maintenance droogmg
material provided the Corps or other
agencies effectively complete
demonstration projects for capping or other
technology as described in Section 2.4 of
this document.

In screening and ranking the desirability of
various disposal options, the DEIRIS used
disposal of contaminated silts at MBDS as
a baseline cost against which other disposal
options were measured. Since MBDS is
not a viable option for the disposal of
contaminated silts, for this phase of the
project, this cost baseline no longer holds
for disposal of that material. While costs
are still used as a ranking factor in this
FEIR/S it is no longer the primary
consideration, nor are options rejected
solely on this basis. We have eliminated
(in response to comments) any across
the-board cost cap in screening sites and

based on the current body of
engineering studies available from
the Corps.

The expressed concern that
contaminated material loss during
the drop of dredged silts into deep
water may be more significant than
that projected in the DEIRIS, with
resulting potential deleterious
effects on aquatic life near the site
and at Stellwagen Bank.

•
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This section highlights significant findings
and issues that were raised as concerns
during the DEIR/S review process and
how they have been resolved in the
FEIRIS.

A great deal of public comment on the
DEIRIS centered on the use of the MBDS
as a potential disposal site for
contaminated sediments. The comments
can be grouped into three major areas as
follows:

team in identifying and assessing project
alternatives and their impacts. Volume 2
of this FEIRIS contains detailed comment
responses for each letter received or
comment made at the public meetings.
The next section highlights the most
significant changes made to the project in
response to the public and agency review
process. Each of these issues, and many
others, are fully developed in the later
pages of this document.

.. The expressed concern that the site
is not suitable for the disposal of
contaminated materials until
capping is proven effective in
eliminating transfer or
bioaccumulation of contaminants
into the environment in a
demonstration project as required
by 40 CFR 228.12, as amended.

1.3.1 Use of Massachusetts Bay Disposal
Site (MBDS)

A perception that the Corps has
not demonstrated that they can
successfully cap at MBDS depths,

1.3 SUMMARY OF MAJOR
CHANGES FROM THE DEIRIS



disposal options. This has been
substituted with a two-step approach that:
1) evaluates sites and options in terms of
environmental acceptability; and 2) ranks
the most environmentally acceptable
alternatives based. on cost-effectiveness.
Under this approach, no environmentally
acceptable option is discarded without
receiving a review on its merits.

1.3.3 Emphasis on Using Previously
Impacted Areas

compare their relative resource value. The
sampling program and results are fully
described in Chapter Four. Based on this
analysis, and in part on public concerns,
the project proponent and the Corps
have eliminated the use of sites in the
Outer Harbor· and Massachusetts Bay
from further consideration for the
disposal of the BHNIP silt. Future
studies, including capping and geotextile
technology review, will be undertaken to
evaluate the potential use of these sites for
future maintenance material.

Many comments from the public made
clear that they preferred confining the
impacts of dredged silt disposal to already
impacted areas in the Inner Harbor, rather
than realizing impacts in the relatively
pristine Outer Harbor or Massachusetts
Bay. The concerns centered on the
following issues:

• Fisheries habitat disruption,
especially prime valuable lobster
habitat at the Meisburger sites.

• Overlap of the MWRA outfall
impacts with use of Meisburger 2
could make tracing contamination
sources difficult.

• Boston Harbor sediments should
not be "exported" to Massachusetts
Bay, but kept confined on land or
in the Inner Harbor.

• The increasing pressure on the
fishing industry as a result of
dwindling stocks will be
exacerbated by the use of the open
water aquatic sites.

To address these concerns, the project
proponent and the Corps undertook a
detailed fish, lobster and benthic survey of
all potential aquatic sites to evaluate and
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1.3.4 Sediment Characterization

The DEIRfS indicated that the Corps
determined that approximately 360,000
cubic yards (cy) of silt was suitable for
ocean disposal based on bulk chemistry,
bioassay and bioaccumulation data required
by ocean dumping regulations in 40 CFR
Chapter 1, Subpart B. However, using the
same data, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) determined that
none of the silt was suitable for unconfined
ocean disposal. In response to these
comments, the Corps adopted the more
conservative position and assumed that all
silt from the Corps improvement and
beneficiary dredging, and the Massport
berth dredging, is considered unsuitable
for unconfined ocean disposal.
Therefore, disposal options were
developed for the entire in-situ silt volume
of 1.1 million cy. Parent material,
consisting of uncontaminated clay and
sand, from the deepening and improvement
of the Federal channels, was determined. to
be suitable for disposal at the MBDS.
Potential options for the beneficial re-use
of the clay material are discussed in
Chapter 3. Rock to be removed from the
channels will be used to armor disposal
sites from ship and storm-generated waves
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or other beneficial uses. Rock remaining
after these applications will be disposed at
the MBDS.

1.3.5 Treatment Technologies

The public review process generated great
interest in identifying and considering new
technologies for handling and treating
contaminated marine silts. A number of
commentors suggested that the project
proponent and the Corps look more
carefully at these technologies. The
technology that generated the most interest
was the potential use of geotextile
containers. As described in Section 2.4,
the Corps is monitoring on-going projec~

in other Corps districts around the country,
. and at the Corps' Waterway Experiment

Station (experimenting with geotextile
containers). This technology is a
containment technology rather than a
chemical or biological treatment of
sediments per see The project proponent
and the Corps also polled thirty-seven
technology providers using a detailed
questionnaire developed with the assistance

. of the Disposal Options Working Group.

The technologies screened through the
questionnaire process are considered not
currently practicable due to a lack of
demonstrable success, logistics of
dellloyment, "permittability" questions,
cost, management of by-products, and
the ability of the technologies to handle
the volumes and types of contaminated
silts generated by the Project. The
technology survey is more fully described
in succeeding sections of this FEIRIS.
The survey form and results are presented
in Appendix D. The Corps will continue
to work with other Corps districts to
monitor the development of treatment and
containment technologies, especially

geotextile containers, as they may become
available and suitable for future
maintenance dredging purposes.

1.3.6 Site Screening and Development of
l?isposal Options

As described in the DEIRIS, the site
screening process was developed in
coordination with the Advisory Group and
a specific Disposal Options Working
Group. Several commentors raised
concerns as to how the screening criteria

. ~ere applied, especially concerning
minimum site capacity requirements and
the use of a baseline cost comparison. As
stated in Section 1.3.3, cost information
continues to be one factor in the
practicability determination, but will no
longer be used as the primary screening
criterion. In addition, limited site capacity
is not viewed as a fatal flaw in site
selection, but is considered with other
factors such as environmental impacts
associated with a site, developability of the
site, construetability and access concerns,
permittability, neighborhood impacts, and
costs of development for unit of storage.
Individual sites ,were not screened out
based solely on their limited capacity or
higher total cost if, in combination with
other sites, they might comprise least
environmentally damaging practicable
alternatives (LEDPA). Cost, capacity and
other practicability considerations were
applied only after the environmental
analyses were completed.

1.3.7 Detailed Dredge Management Plan

Several commentors requested more
specific information on.dredging and
disposal performance standards to ensure
compliance with permit conditions and
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The Dredge Management Plan (DMP) also
contains:

• the scheduling and timing of
dredging and disposal operations;

• specific recommendations for
dredging equipment;

Technologies will continue to be
assessed by the Corps for their
potential applicability to future
maintenance dredged material.

Cost considerations and capacity
are no longer considered to be fatal
flaws in disposal site screening.
Cost is factored in only to assess

All parent material, consisting of
sand and clay, generated by the
project is considered suitable for
disposal at MBDS or for beneficial
re-use, including as a potential
source of capping material for
unlined municipall.andfills.

The MBDS, Subaqueous Band E,
Meisburger 2 and 7, Boston Light
Ship, and Spectacle Island CAD
have been eliminated from further
consideration as practicable
disposaJ. sites for BHNIP silt.
These sites are still being
considered as potential disposal
locations for future maintenance
dredging. Use of these disposal
sites for future maintenance
dredging may require additional
studies, demonstration projects, or
the application of appropriate
technologies that may render these
sites practicable in the future.

•

•

•

•

• Based on applicable environmental
screening criteria, all silts
generated by the project are
considered unsuitable for
unconfined ocean disposal.

1.3:8 Summary of Changes

The issues addressed in the preceding
paragraphs have resulted in the following
project changes:
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a discussion of operational
contingency plans that would be
implemented to assure the safe and
successful completion of the
project.

a description of recommended
monitoring plans during dredging
and for long-term, post
construction monitoring;

environmentally-based dredging
performance standards;

•

•

•

• detailed descriptions of the
dredging and material disposal
operations;

• an overview of potential
environmental impacts caused by
dredging and disposal and
proposed techniques for initigating
these impacts;

compliance with permit conditions and
general environmental quality standards.
As an example, the project team has
responded to these concerns by specifying
the use of an environmental bucket to
minimize release of contaminated sediment
during dredging and outfitting the bucket
with a sensor to detect whether it is in a
closed condition or if closing is impeded
by debris.



A summary of the contents of Voh:lme 1
are as follows:

numerous comment letters, this FEIRIS
consists of three volumes. Volume 1
contains the main text material; Volume 2
consists of a photocopy of comment letters
received since the publication of the
DEIRIS and an individual response to each
letter. Volume 3 contains all referenced
appendices.

the relative cost-effectiveness of
disposal scenarios determined to be
e~vironmentallysuitable and to
determine practicability. Capacity
is only one factor considered in
site screening and combinations of
sites of limited capacity may
constitute acceptable disposal
scenarios.

1.4 FORMAT OF THE FEIRIS

The foregoing sections highlight significant
issues arising from the careful
consideration this project has received by
Federal, state and local agencies;
commercial interests; public interest
groups; and private citizens. The project
proponent and the Corps are grateful for
the time and effort expended.by so many
in assisting in the development of an
environmentally acceptable and fiscally
responsible project. A list of preparers is
provided in Table 1-5. The remainder of
this section describes the format of this
document to assist the reader in locating
critical text.

Due to the complexity. of the project, and
the extent of the public review process,
this FEIRIS is designed to serve, as much
as possible, as a stand-alone document.
This FEIRIS incorporates by reference in
its entirety the Draft EIRIS and all
referenced technical reports and studies.
Specific references will be made to
portions of the DEIRIS as appropriate to
avoid duplication of massive technical
appendices. Critical issues developed in
the DEIRIS will be extracted and distilled
in the FEIR/S so that the general reader
will understand the issues presented.

As a result of our effort to make this
FEIRIS readable, and as a result of
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•

•

•

Chapter Two (project Description)
presents the dredging project, its
limits and components, and the
alternatives considered in designing
the channel and berth dredging.
This section provides the final
calculations of parent material to
be dredged for the maintenance
and improvement projects as well
as material excavated for the
preferred disposal options. It also
describes future maintenance
dredging requirements after project
completion over the 50-year design
life of the project.

Chapter Three (Material Disposal
Site.Selection Process) presents the
dredged material disposal option
selection process. Of special note
is the discussion of additional data
collection efforts conducted in
response to comments received
during the public review process.
These efforts included a fishery,
benthic and lobster study and short
and long-term modeling to
determine water quality impacts.

Chapter Four (Selection of
Preferred Disposal Option) is the
heart of the environmental analysis
portion of this FEIRIS. It presents
a detailed explanation of the



environmental benefits and foreseeable environmental or
detriments of a number of disposal operational occurrences.
scenarios. The discussion is
developed against the framework • Mitigation concepts, both resource
of Massachusetts Wetlands and operationally-oriented, are
Protection Act and water quality described in Chapter Six
standards, federal functions and (Mitigation Planning and
values assessments under the Clean Proposals). Mitigation concepts
Water Act, and a comparison of all are presented in sufficient detail to
least environmentally damaging enable the reader to understand the
alternatives. Finally, practicability range of mitigation considered by
concerns are layered onto the the project proponent and the
evaluation to consider cosi, Corps as well as the issues which
availability, and logistics to are likely to be addressed during
eventually arrive at a single the permitting process.
preferred disposal scenario.
Chapter Four culminates with a • The permitting and regulatory
detailed description and evaluation requirements which the project
of the preferred disposal option. must meet are defined and
The preferred option consists of in- described in Chapter Seven
channel disposal, with capping. (Regulatory Compliance).

• Chapter Five (Dredge Management • Chapter Eight (Section 61 Finding)
Plan) is the technical core of this provides a draft Section 61 finding
document. It presents the detailed to meet Massport and EOEA

•
Dredge Management Plan (DMP) agency obligations under 301 CMR
that was prepared in outline form 11.00.
in the DEIRIS. The DMP
provides a detailed sequence of • Chapter Nine (Literature Cited)
construction for both the dredging provides detailed references for the
and disposal operations. The plan technical reports cited in the text.
also addresses concerns raised in
the comment letters regarding • Chapter Ten (Glossary of Terms)
construction and post-construction provides definitions for the
monitoring and contingency technical terms used in this report.
planning for reasonable and
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• Massport Properties

CHELSEA

.......",

Terminal
46. COastal Oil New
England, Inc.
47. Walton Pi~r

48. Gulf on Tenninal
49. Coastal on Terminal
50. Northeast Petroleum
Terminal
51. BP Oil Term.
52. Global Petroleum
Terminal
53. Mobil Oil Terminal
54. Boston Towing &
Transportation Company,
IncJNorth Terminal
55. General Ship and
Engine Works
56. East Boston Piers
57. Boston Marine Works
58. Logan Intemational
Airport
59. Logan Office Center

(-/7

31. Mystic Pier 48 Salt
Terminal
32. US Gypsum
33. Moran Container'
Term.
34. Blue Circle Atlantic
35. Medford Street Term.
36. Charlestown Marine
Park
37. Boston Edison
38. Prolerized Scrap
Terminal
39. Distrigas Uquified
Natural Gas Terminal
40. Exxon Oil Term.
41. !ndependent Cement
Corporation
42. Coldwater Seafood
Terminal
43. Admirafs HDI
CondominiumlMarina
44. Atlantic Fuel Terminal
45. Eastem Minerals Salt

• Non-Massport Properties

'.

Fig4re 1-1

16. Boston Tea Party
Ship Museum
17. fiowes WharflBoston
Harbor Hotel
18. India Wharf
19. Central Wharf
20. Long WharflMarriott
21. Commercial Wharf
22. Lewis Wharf
23. Uncoln Wharf
24. Battery (Constitution)
Wharf
25. us Coast Guard
Support Center
26. Paul Revere Park
27. Constitution Plaza
and Constitution Marina
28. USS Constitution and
National Park
29. Charlestown Navy
Yard
30. Mystic Pier #1

scare In Feet

. DOWNTOWN
BOSTON

o 2000' 4000'

.EVERETT

\

1. Fort Independence
2. Conley Terminal
3. Coastal Oil South
Boston
4. MBTA Power Plant
5. Boston Edison Power
Plant
6. The Black Falcon
Cruise Terminal

.7. The Harbor Gateway
8. Coastal Cement Term.
9.Boston Marine
Industrial Park, South
Jetty, Drydock3
10. Massport Marine
Terminal. North Jetty
11. General Ship Corp.
12. Boston F'lSh Pier'
13. World Trade Center
14. Federal Courthouse
site
15. Museum Wharf
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TABLE 1-1.

* Berths receiving direct economic benefits from BHNIP

TERMINALS AND DOCKING FACILITIES

Distrigas LNG Terminal*

Exxon Oil Terminal*

Independent Cement Corp.

Coldwater Seafood Terminal

Atlantic Fuel Terminal

Eastern Minerals Salt Terminal*

Coastal Oil New England, Inc.*

Walton Pier

Gulf Oil*

Coastal Oil Revere*

Northeast Petroleum Terminal*

BP Oil Tenninal

Global Petroleum

Mobil Oil Terminal

Boston Towing and Transportation Co., Inc.

General Ship and Eng41e Works

East Boston Piers

Boston Marine Works

Logan Airport Water Shuttle

Deer Island-MWRA

Lewis Street-East Boston

Prolerized Scrap Meta1*

Conley Terminal

Coastal Oil*

Black Falcon Cruise Terminal

South Boston Anny Base

Coastal Cement

Boston Marine Industrial Park

Massport Marine Tenninal

General Ship

Boston Fish Pier

World Trade Center

McKie Lighter

Rowes Wharf

Central Wharf

Long Wharf

U.S. Coast Guard Support Center

Charlestown Navy Yard

Mystic Pier 1

Mystic Pier 48

U.S. Gypsum

Moran Container Terminal

Blue Circle Atlantic Cement, Inc.

Massport-Medford Street Terminal

Boston Edison*

J-JJ~
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TABLE 1-2.

VESSEL ACTIVITY IN THE PORT OF BOSTON:
ARRIVALS WITH DRAFTS GRltATER THAN 18 FEET*

Year Dry Bulk General Fully Passenger Tankers! TOTAL
Carriers Cargo Containerized LNG

General
Cargo

1972 225 480 163 36 635 1539

1973 235 401 244 53 665 1598

1974 132 196 276 24 633 1261

1975 129 ~ 140 272 19 571 1139

1976 120 160 279 9 583 1151

1977 126 137 262 8 628 1161

1978 134 141 265 8 542 1140

1979 118 117 284 14 548 1081

1980 118 134 289 25 440 1006

1981 106 119 291 28 427 971

1982 92 107 277 21 337 834

1985 77 91 200 14 323 705

1986 82 85 215 19 374 775

1987 81 89 248 23 315 756

1988 89 81 237 18 308 733

1989 72 74 202 13 300 661

1990 59 89 210 15 318 691

1991 39 75 168 39 296 617

1992 41 88 154 33 294 610

1993 39 78 173 20 280 590

1994 52 77 198 48 308 683

* As handled by Boston Pilots.

Source: Massport and Boston Shipping Association

f-:2. 7



TABLE 1-3.

TRIPS AND DRAFI'S OF VESSELS USING BOSTON HARBOR
1960-1993

Number ofTrips

Draft Draft Draft Draft Draft Total Trips for Year
Year 41-45 ft. 36-40 ft. 31-35 ft. 25-30 ft. 20-25 ft.

1960 24 438 669 2,135 3,266

1965 3 53 440 500 2,074 3,067

1970 214 477 483 1,622 2,799

1975 3 195 368 598 1,051 2,213

1976 218 396 649 1,028 2,294

1977 226 427 667 826 2,146

1978 206 371 590 704 1,871

1979 219 370 675 743 2,007

1980 127 311 638 667 1,743

1981 122 314 705 669 1,810

1982 76 292 677 711 1,756

1983 77 264 539 710 1,590

1984 131 210 455 852 1,648

1985 113 209 453 848 1,623

1986 133 170' 123 398 824

1987 122 199 285 351 957

1988 154 156 308 270 988

1990 174 291 387 689 1,542

1991 133 304 371 566 1,375

1992 131 326 352 576 1,386

1993 144 405 295 627 1,472

ThIs tables was initially prcpaIed as part of the Boston Harbor Marine Traffic Report by the Maguire Group, April 1988, for the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority and included ~ta for 1960-1985. The 1986-1988 information was obtained from the U.S•
.Azmy Corps ofEngineers.

Sowce of 1960-1988 numbers: Waterborne Commerce Statistics, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Sou:ee of 1990-1993 numbers: Impact Analysis Division, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
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CARGO VOLUME AND IMPACT ON ECONOMIC BENEFIT TO mE PORT OF BOSTON

Economic Benefit to the Port of Conservative 3% Annual Rate of Growth

Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 Total

Cargo tons 1,514,200 1,559,626 1,606,415 1,654,607 1,704,245 1,766,373 9,905,466

Net Change in 0 45,426 46,789 48,192 49,638 51,127 241,172
Tons

Economic 0 52,014 53,674 56,181 55,637 58,642 $277,348
Benefit
($I,OOO's)'

Economic Impact Assuming Annual Decline in Cargo Volume2

Percent Decline in $1,000 Benefit

Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 Total

1% ° 17,338 17,164 16,993 16,823 16,655 84,773

3% ° 52,014 50,453 48,940 47,471 46,047 244,925

5% ° 86,689 82,35.5 78,237 74,325 70,609 $392,215

Each cargo ton adds over $1,100 in value

2 To determine number of jobs/ton of cargo multiply tonnage x .0078. Therefore, the loss of 74,211 tons of cargo,
representing an annual 1% loss over five years, results in the loss of 579 jobs. The loss of 642,541 tons of cargo,
representing an annual 5% reduction, represents 2,672 jobs.



TABLE 1-5. LIST OF PREPARERS

PERSONNEL TITLE QUALIFICAnONS

MASSPORT

Ms. Janeen Hansen Director and Project Manager MA in City and Regional Planning from
Harvard University. Fourteen years experience
in transportation analysis and policy planning.

Dr. Nonn Faramelli Director, Transportation & B.S. in Chemical Engineering from Bucknell
Enironmental Planning University and Ph.D. from Temple University.

10 years consulting experience and 16 years at
Massport in transportation and environmental
planning.

U.s. ARMY CORPS OF
ENGINEERS

Mr. Peter Jackson Project Manager MS. in Civil Engineering from Stanford
University. 25 years experience with the Corps
ofEngineers in San Francisco District and New
England Division in engineering and managing
water resources projects.

Ms. Catherine Demos Marine Ecologist MS. in Coastal Zone ManagementIBiology
from University ofWest Florida. Seven years
experience with the Corps. Has written several
environmental assessments and EIS's for
coastal and marine projects.

Mr. Robert. Meader Engineering Manager B.S.C.E. from Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
MC.RP. from Rutgers. Over 18 years
experience with the Corps ofEngineers in the
study and management of inland and coastal
navigation projects.



TABLE 1-5 (CONTINuED). LIST OF PREPARERS

Dr. Thomas Fredette Marine Scientist Ph.D. in Marine Science from the VIrginia
Institute ofMarine Science at The College of
William and Mary. 10 years ofexperience in the
area ofenvironmental impact research.
assessment,and monitoring. Program Manager
ofNew England Division's Disposal Area
Monitoring System (DAMOS).

NORMANDEAU
ASSOCIATES

Ms. Virginia Treworgy Managing Coxporate Officer MA in Government and Public Policy from
and Principal Author Harvard University and is an attorney admitted

to practice in Massachusetts. 17 years
experience in environmental impact assessment,
permitting, and management ofRemedial

. Investigation and Feasibility Studies at state and
federal hazardous waste sites.

Ms. .Ann Pembroke Marine Ecologist MS. in Marine Biology from University of
Delaware. 13 years experience with the firm..
Project manager and senior report author for
numerous assessment projects dealing with
marine issues.

Ms. Sarah Allen Wetland & Wildlife Ecologist MS. in Wetland Ecology from University of
Rhode Island Over 11 years in natural resource
research and consulting. Specializes in wetland
delineation andjurisdictional assessments, and
botanical and wildlife surveys.

Ms. Mary Small Wildlife Biologist MS. in WIldlife Management from University of
Maine with emphasis in birdand small mammal
ecology. 9 years experience life sciences.

Mr. James Bajek Dredged Material Specialist B.A in Biology from University ofNorth
Florida. 17 years experience in the planning,
material evaluation, and permitting ofdredging
projects.
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TABLE 1-5 (CONTINUED). LIST OF PREPARERS

Mr. Paul Geoghegan Fisheries Biologist MS. in Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences from
Texas A&M University. American Fisheries
Society certified fisheries scientist experienced
in environmental assessment and population
dynamics offish communities.

OCEAN & COASTAL Marine Engineering, dredging Provided specialized services in dredge

CONSULTING (OCC) specialists management planning and interpreting ship
simulation data for disposal cell design.

APPLIED SCIENCE Fate and Transport Modeling Provided specialized services in fate and

ASSOCIATES (ASA) transport water quality modeling for aquatic
disposal facilities.

BOELTER & ASSOCIATES

Ms. Alice Boelter Principal Port Planner Master in Public Policy studies from the
University ofMichigan. Over 20 years
experience in urban planning and project
permitting.

WADE RESEARCH, INC.

Dr. Michael J. Wade Principal Scientist, Marine Ph.D. in Marine Geochemistry from University
Organic Geo-chemist ofRhode Island Dr. Wade provides chemical

oceanographic consulting services to
government and industrial clients. He is an
organic geochemist with over 20 years
technical-and management experience in a
variety of research programs, with special
emphasis on pollutant fluxes in the
environment.

DIAMOND
ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSOCIATES

Ms. Harriet Diamond Regulatory Specialist Masters in Biological Oceanography from the
University ofRhode Island 15 years
experience in environmental consulting,
permitting and planning.

_j- 3;Z



TABLE 1-5 (CONTINUED). LIST OF PREPARERS

WARNER & STACKPOLE

Mr. Michael Leon Legal COlBlsel Masters in City and Regional Planning.
Partner with the law :firm Warner &
Stackpole and head ofthe finn's
Environmental Law Group. Admitted to
practice in Massachusetts.

LINOWES & BLOCHER

Mr. Kenneth Kamlet Legal Counsel Masters in Biochemical Sciences.
Environmental counsel in securing necessary
wetlands and other environmental regulatory
approvals.
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Chapter Two: Project Description

This chapter describes the elements of the
final preferred option for the design of the
BHNIP. This chapter also considers issues
in response to comments received on the
DEIR/S regarding project design
alternatives that minimize or eliminate the
need for the project This Chapter begins
with a description and comparison of the

.various alternative dredging plans that were
considered in the Corps' economic impact
analysis which formed the basis for
Congressional approval of the project
This chapter concludes with the
maintenance dredging plans for the 50-year
life of the project and a description of
potential fubJIe. demonstration projects to
be undertaken prior to maintenance
dredging of the completed BHNIP.

2.1 PROJECT DESIGN
ALTERNATIVES

The project design altematives evaluated
for the BHNIP include:

• no action,
• maintenance dredging only

without improvements,

• full project to the proposed
depths,

• expanded project,
• reduced project, and
• delayed project

Both the :MEPA certificate and NEPA
guidance require that the FEIR/S provide a
discussion of the consequences of not
carrying out the project, often referred to
as the ''No Action" alternative. The

2-1

BHNIP has been evaluated in terms of two
scenarios under the ''No Action" alterna
tive. The first < considers no improvement
and' no maintenance dredging. The second
considers no improvement dredging, but
with maintenance dredging to maintain
currently established channel dimensions.

2.1.1 No Action. No Maintenance
Dredging

This alternative assumes that no dredging
activity, including maintenance dredging,
would take place. Silty material is
continually deposited in the navigation
channels and berthing areas by rivers and
tidal action. Organic. material is deposited
from combined sewer outfalls (eSO's) and
the outfall p~pe at Deer Island. Sediment
deposited in the channels and berthing
areas, since they were last dredged, will be
referred to as "silt" in this report, to
differentiate it from underlying ("parent")
material (blue clay, gravel, etc.) and rock
proposed to be cIredged in the BHNIP.

The authorized channel depths in Boston
Harbor were last maintained in 1983 when
dredged material was disposed at the
Massachusetts Bay Disposal Site. On
average, the Reserved Channel and turning

.areas, Mystic River and the Inner
Confluence, and Chelsea Creek have a silt
ation rate of less than 0.2 inches, 0.2
inches and 0.8 inches per -year'"
respectively. This average rate, however,
does not account for specific areas that
shoal much faster and which require

< dredging more frequently. Areas within



the tributaries that tend to shoal at
substantially higher rates than the averages
cited eventnally control navigation through
the tributaries. Not'maintaining the
channels to the currently authorized depths
is increasingly making the port unable to
accommodate the present shipping fleet of
deep draft container ships and petroleum.
tankers. Qmently these vessels draw at
least 36 feet to 37 feet if loaded for a

. minimally economical operation. Some
transits, particularly in the Chelsea Creek,
must be made in daylight hours. Thereare
limited opportunities for such transits at
high tide, especially during the winter
months. Limited tidal operations are not
consistent with efficient shipping, cargo
handling or scheduling. Ultimately, more
material W:0uld have to be shipped into
Boston via barges, necessitating more trips,
higher transportation costs, and greater
exposure to risks of accidental spills (see
Section 1.1).

Leaving the top layer of silt material in
place continues to expose marine
organisms, that live in or~ the area, to
contaminants. This material is also subject
to continual resuspension in the water
column during vessel transits in shallower
areas. Removing and confining the
material reduces this risk: of expo~e. The
environmental or economic benefits
accrued by leaving the material in place are
few. MWRA (1993) has reported that with
the reduction of toxies and solids in their
discharge, cleaner sediments will settle
over the older, more contaminated
sedimen,t Non-point source pollution, such
as urban nmoff, also contributes to the
contamjnant load. However, several years
would be needed to cover the existing
sediments with the cleaner material.
Therefore benefits are provided by
dredging the silt before new deposition
occurs.
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The no action/no maintenance dredging
alternative also considered relocating
appropriate port facilities to the -40 foot
Main Ship Channel waterfront This would
eliminate the need to deepen the tributary
channels. The 1988 Boston Harbor
Navigation Improvement Project Feasibility
Report prepared by the Corps of Engineers
investigated the construction of pipelines
and Inner Harbor offloading facilities.
This alternative ·was found not to be
feasible for several reasons. These
included the minimal amount of available
areas for offloading facilities, cost, and the
lack of interest from terminal OwneIS to
move their facilities. Relocation of active
port terminals to these sites is not readily
achievable because of land assembly
issues" and because of the rigorous
regulatory process that such relocation
would trigger. The acquisition costs
notwithstanding, the roadway connections,
rezoning, potential litigation, and the
infrastructure req~d to establish the port
terminals closer to the main ship channel
would entail"yeaIS of effort. The 'Port of
Boston cannot wait for this to happen. The
BHNIP needS to occur now.

Although the 'Main Ship Channel would
not need to be deepened, navigational
access from the Main Ship Channel to the
terminals would likely be required The
terminals would be re-Iocated along the
west side in Boston along Northern
Avenue and the east side of the Harbor in
East Boston adjacent to the -40 foot Main
Ship Channe~. ,Much of this area is
currently occupied with businesses.
Additional dredging would be required
from the Main Ship Channel to make these
berth areas accessible: .

In summary, the relocation of the
infrastructure of a major port such as
Boston Harbor would require an enormous



amolIDt of funding, relocation of terminals,
availability of real estate and construction
of fuel pipelines without eliminating
dredging. Costs for this type of non
structural alternative would not be shared
by the Federal government Infrastructure
rebuilding would be the responsibility of
the individual terminal owners and
appropriate State and local governments.

2.1.2 No Action. with Maintenance
Dredging

The no action, with maintenance dredging
(to -35 feet MLW) alternative, would allow
the Boston Harbor Federal Channels and
the project berths to remain in their
existing configurations. Table 2-1 lists
dates of the last dredging in each tributary
(not including berths) as welll:iS projections
of annual and project life (50 yrs.)

accumulation. The no action, with
maintenance dredging alternative would be
analogous to maintaining the currently
authorized depths. This consists of three
main entrance channels, -27, -30 and 
35/40 feet MLW converging at the Outer
Confluence in President Roads. A -40 foot
MLW anchorage is located adjacent to the
channel at President Roads. From
President Roads to East Boston the Main
Ship Channel has two 600 foot lanes. The
inbound lane is -35 feet MLW and the
outbound lane is -40 feet MLW: The 40
foot depth continues upstream at an
average width of 700 feet to the -35 feet
MLW Inner Confluence Area at the
mouths of the Mystic River and Chelsea
Creek Three active deep draft tributary
channels, the Reserved Channel, Mystic
River and Chelsea Creek are provided with
35 foot depths.

This alternative however, precludes the
regional economic benefits of the
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authorized improvement project described
.. in Section 1.1. Environmental impacts

associated with the maintenance alternative
include temporary disturbance from
dredging and disposal activities, which is
comparable to the improvement project
Maintenance dredging would remove
primarily silty materials that have been
transported into the channels since they
were last dredged (Table 2-1). Dredging
impacts include temporary and localized
water quality degradation from turbidity
and release of contaminants into the water
column.

Disposal impacts would be dependent on
the site selected. Water-based sites would
have a temporary increase in turbidity and
release of contaminants. Alternative
disposal sites evaluated in this report for
the BHNIP are also suitable for
maintenance projects if the improvement
project does not proceed There are
differences between the project and no
project options that must be considered in
evaluating sites for disposal of maintenance
material: volume differences and
availability of clean parent material.

Maintenance projects typically remove
material from Shoal areas to keep the
channels open. Therefore maintenance
dredging most likely will take place over a
longer period of time through smaller
projects than that required for the BHNIP.
Smaller capacity sites such as the shoreline
sites or lined landfills, that may be
inefficient for the higher full project
volumes, may be more suitable for use in
normal maintenance projects.

Because maintenance dredging does not
involve removal of parent or clean
material, those disposal alternatives that
depend on containment in parent material,



such as in-channel disposal. or borrow pits
or confined aqautic disposal. are less feasi
ble.

2.1.3 Full Project - Three Channels, All
Berths

Over the past decade various dredainal:> I:>

alternatives, which fulfill the project
purpose and need. have been investigated
to identify their economic and
environmental implications, The results of
these investigations are contained in the
1988 Feasibility Report 'The
recommended plan, authorized in 1990.
includes the following features: deepen
Reserved Channel and Mystic River from 
35 feet to -40 feet MLW and Chelsea
Creek from -35 feet to -38 feet MLW.
Also included are non-strucn.u:al boundary
modifications in the Presidents Roads area.
Project berths located in these three
tributaries would also deepen their areas to
the same depths as the adjacent chmnel to
accommodate deeper qraft ships (see

Figure 1-3 through 1-7).

Deepening Boston Harbor will involve the
removal of approximately 2.8 million cubic
yards of sil4 clay. and rock (fable 2-2).
An additional 1.8 million cubic yards of
clean parent material would be removed to
provide for in-channel disposal. Short-term
impacts from dredging will include local
ized turbidity. and when silty material is
dredged, a temporary release of
contaminants to the water column. Rock
blasting will also have an impact on the
biota in the area immediately surrounding
the blast site. The long-teon benefit from
the project is the removal and sequester of
silty material from biological resources.
As the water in Boston Harbor becomes
cleaner from additional sewage treatment,
the isolation of contaminated sediment will
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also enhance the biological health of this
Harbor.

Engineering design of the project must
consider safety factors. For this reason a
ship handling simulation study was
conducted and evaluated to determine the
impact of channel improvements on the
docking masters' perception of safety. The
summary report was included in'Appendix
D of the Draft EIR/S published in April
1994. The objectives of the simulation
were to provide an "as-near-to-reality-as
possible" real-time simulation of the
proposed changes and to record the actions
and opinions of docking masters currently
working in the Harbor. Existing channel
conditions and vessel operations were
tested and compared with the project
channels and vessel operations of the same
vessels loaded to greater drafts.
Environmental and physical conditions
were held constant except for forces acting
on the more heavily laden ships. The
results of the ship simulation study ensured
the safety of the improved Harbor and
minimized the area to be dredged.

Based on the ship simulation study and the
economic analyses, the preferred navigation
improvement project, as authorized,
consists of the following components:

2.1.3.1 Reserved Channel

The existing 430-foot wide. 4.500-foot
long. Reserved Channel will be deepened
to -40 feet MLW from its existing -35 foot
MLW with the exception of its upper 1.340
feet which will remain at -35 feet I\.1LW.
The width of the project channel will vary.
The northern limit will be relocated inward
by 15 feet for the entire length of the
deepened channel. the southern channel
limit will be relocated inward by 32 feet
from the confluence with the main ship



channel, along the Conley Terminal (Berths
11, 12 and 13) to the upstream linlit 6f
Conley Berth 11 res.uIting in a width of
383 feet for a distance of approximately
2,950 feet. Upstream from Berth 11 the
existing southern channel line will be
relocated 15 feet inward to the upstream
limit of the deepened channel resulting in a
width of 400 feet. The 32-foot wide re
duction in the width of the existing channel
along the Conley Terminal Berths 11, 12
and 13 will be deauthorlzed and become
berth area. The channel will be widened to
provide maneuvering area at the confluence
of the Reserved Channel, Main Ship Chan
nel and Drydock Channel, and deepened to
-40 feet MLW, relocating the established
harbor lines accordingly. A trapezoidal
area of the -35 foot main ship channel,
opposite the Reserved Channel, will be
deepened to -40 feet to provide required
maneuvering area.

Approximately 159,700 cubic yards (cy) of
silty (maintenance) material and 438,800
cy of parent (new) material will be
removed from the channel. Approximately
34,I00cy of rock will be blasted and
removed in the maneuvering areas at the
mouth of the Main Ship ChanneL The
Conley Terminal berths 11-13 and the
Coastal Oil berth are direct project
beneficiaries required for the improvement
project. Approximately 45,900 cy of
material will be removed from the Conley
Terminal berthing area 11-13 to deepen it
to -40 feet MLW. The Coastal Oil berth
has been deepened recently and does not
require dredging. The following berths do
not receive direct benefit from the BHNIP:
Boston Edison Intake and Barge Berth,
Conley (Berths 14-15), and Boston Army.
These berths will remove about 152,800 cy
of total material. Dredging of the North
Jetty berth on the Main Ship Channel will
genemte about 16,200 cy of material. The
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total amount of dredged material to be
removed from Reserved Channel and
associated work in the Main Ship Channel,
including rock, is about 847;500 cy. The
volumes are detailed in -Table 2-2.

2.1.3.2 Mystic River Channel

About 5,670 feet of the existing 6,57Q-foot
long -35 foot MLW Mystic River Channel
would be deepened to -40 feet MLW. The
Mystic River Channel is 580 feet wide
through the Tobin Bridge, 740 to 700 feet
wide from the bridge upstream to the
Island End River, widening to 930 feet at
the Island End River, widening further to
960 feet at the Exxon Terminal then
~wing to 440 feet at the Distrigas pier
continuing upstream to the Prolerized
Wharf to a depth of -40 feet MLW. Areas
of the channel not requiring deepening
would remain at their authorized depth of
-35 feet MLW.

Also included with the Mystic River
channel design is the Inner Confluence
area. The existing 35-foot deep Inner
Confluence Area would be deepened to -40
feet MLW as 'well as about 2,500 feet of
the -35 foot Main S~p channel
downstream of the Inner Confluence. This
will improve the maneuverability of larger
vessels as part of the modification to
improve the approach to the Mystic River
Channel.

In the Inner Confluence and Mystic River
approximately 471,900 cy of silt, 791,800
cy of parent material and 54,000 cy of rock
will be removed from the Channel. This
includes deepening a part of the -35 foot
MLW Main Ship Channel just south of the
Inner' Confluence.



Three of the berth areas that are direct
project beneficiaries will be deepened to

-40 feet :MLW, with the following
approximate am01mtS of material removed:
Distrigas. 13,800 cy; Prolerized, 7,600 cy;
and Moran Terminal, 6,600 cy. Boston
Edison who uses the Exxon berth, are
direct project beneficiaries. Exxon is
currently at the -40 feet depth and does not
need to be dredged. A berth that is not a
project beneficiary will also be dredged
Revere Sugar, to be deepened to -40 feet,
will be removing 12,800 cy.

2.1.3.3 Chelsea Creek Channel

The existing -35 foot 'MLW Chelsea Creek
Channel will be deepened to -38 feet
MLW, and widened to the fenders at the
bridge openings. Chelsea Creek was
investigated for deepening to -40 feet
MLW, but this depth was f01md to be
economically unjustified. The incremental
cost of deepening the channel from -38 feet
to' -40 feet was not offset by the additional
benefit a deeper channel would provide.
The significant cost was the relocation or
protection of the subsurface utility
crossings, primarily the Boston Gas siphon.
Utilities in the Chelsea Creek Channel will
be modified to accommodate the deepened
channel. These include: Boston Edison
Cables (moved), MWRA Water Tunnels
(removed and moved), META Cables
(moved), and the Boston Gas Siphon
(protected).

Approximately 230,000 cy of silt and
320,100 cy of parent material will be
removed from the Channel. The following
berths are direct project beneficiaries. The
Gulf Oil berthing area will be deepened to
-38 feet MLW result;ing in the removal of
12,300 cy of material. Eastern Minerals
plans to deepen their berthing area to -38
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feet MLW and remove approximately
39,900 cy of material. Northeast and
Coastal are also beneficiaries. They have,
however, already deepened their berths and
do not need to be dredged

2.1.3.4 Main Ship Channel

In addition to the project tributaries, three
berthing areas along the main ship channel
will also. maintenance dredge their berths.
These berths do not receive direct benefit
from the BHNIP: Boston Army Base (1-3)
which will re~ove about 40,000 cy of
dredged material (of the 128,500 total for
Boston Amy 1-9), about 16,200 cy of
dredged material will be removed from
North Jetty, and 17,600 cy of dredged
material will be removed from Mystic Piers
1,2,49, 50.

2.1.3.5 Non-Structural Improvements At
Presidents Roads

Specific Federal channel limits will be
designated through President Roads to
connect the Entrance Channels at the Outer
Confluence with the Main Ship Channel
limits. This Win increase the size of the
President Roads Anchorage from 350 to
420 acres. 'Th:e area will require a
hydrographic ~eep survey and relocation
of several navigation buoys to ensure a
safe navigation channel. No dredging is
required

2.1.3.6 Summary
All told, the full project (including
channels, beneficiary berths, other berths,
and related areas) will remove about
1,100,000 cy of silt, 1,680,000 cy of parent
material, and 88,000 cy of rock, all
measured in place. Because of expansion
during removal and handling, the



corresponding volumes required for
disposal are approximately 1,360,000 cyof
silt, 2,020,000 cy of parent material, and
132,000 cy of rock

In additional 1.8 million cy of parent
material will be dredged to provide in
channel silt disposal for 1.3 million cy of
silt, allowing for 3-feet of headspace for
capping. The total parent material to be
dredged from the Federal channel is
therefore, 3.3 million cubic yards as
follows:

MysticfInner Confluence:
792,000 cy (for authorized depth)
1,333,000 cy (extra for in-channel)

Chelsea:
320,000 cy (for authorized depth)
447,000 cy (extra for in-channel)

ReservedjMain Ship:
439,000 cy (for authorized depth)
o (extra for in-chaIUlel)

TOTAL:
1,551,000 cy (for authorized depth)
1,780,000 cy (extra for in-channel)

Future maintenance dredging of the
tributaries in the Full Project is anticipated
to yield 95,000 cy for the Reserved
ChaIUlel, 1,300,000 cy for the Mystic
River, and 365,000 cy for the Chelsea
Creek over a 50-year economic project life.
Approximately 1,760,000 cy of silty
material from the tributaries will require
removal and disposal at various times over
the next 50 years.
In addition to the tributary channels,
maintenance of the Main Ship Channel and
the anchorages is requited to maximize the
benefits of all the interdependent projects
that support the Port of Boston. TIlls
maintenance would require removal of
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about 4,365,000 cy of material over the
.. 50"'year design life.

2.1.4 Expanded Project

Deepening the tributary channels below the
currently authorized -40 feet MLW and -38
feet MLW can only be accomplished
downstream of the numerous Boston
Harbor Tunnel crossings, leaving the
Reserved ChaIUlel as the only tributary
capable of being dredged to greater depth.
In order to deepen the Reserved Channel,
two major steps are required Frrst, a non
Federal cost sharing sponsor must request
the project to the Corps to initiate an
economic feasibility study. The Corps then
determines the economic feasibility (benefit
to cost ratio) by comparing the
improvements in navigation efficiency by
providing additional depth to the cost of
implementation and maintenance. Second,
if the project qualifies for Federal
participation, Congressional authorization
and appropriations are required to complete
design and construction.

The benefits of deepening must outweigh
the cost of design and construction and
future. maintenance of the increased depth
increment The cost must include the
deepening of not only the Reserved
Channel but also the Main Ship channel,
President Roads, and the Broad Sound
North Channel including Finn's Ledge. In
addition to the navigation channels, the
benefiting berths must be deepened as well
as a portion of the President Roads
anchorage. This feasibility process would
evaluate incremental depths, including 45
feet, to optimize the efficiency of the
project The 1988·Feasibility Report
included an evaluation of incremental
depths for the tributaries, beyond 40 feet,
of 43, 45, 47 and 50 feet It was concluded



at that time that these depths were not
necessary to satisfy the needs of existing or
projected v~l traffic based on benefits
and costs then calculated. If operations at
the Reserved Channel based terminals are
expanded or changed, further analysis in·
the future may be warranted. However, at
the present time, no steps have been taken
to evaluate deepening the Reserved
Channel or its approaches.
The current project was authorized in the
Water Resources Development Act of 1990
(WRDA 90). Minor changes to a project
are allowed within the discretion of the
Chief of Engineers, however an increase in
depth would be considered a change
requiring further congressional
authorization.

2.1.5 Reduced Project

The Navigation Improvement Project is
made up of improvements to three tributary
channels. The economic feasibility
analysis prepared for the feasibility report
and subsequently updated, viewed each
tributary channel and its berth areas as
individually justified. Each tribJItary
channel can therefore be treated as a
separate project or in any combination with
other project tributaries.
A reduced project could result from
economic justification failing for one or
more of the tributaries as a result of
increased cost or reduced benefits to the
project Economic justification is reviewed
periodically up to the time of construction.
Corps project evaluation procedures require
that a project have benefits at least as great
as project costs, or expressed differently,
have a ratio of benefits-to-eost that is
greater than or equal to one.
Another reduction in the project, a
temporary reduction, could occur if there is
a delay in one or two of the tributaries due
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to changes in the project area that might
require reformulation of the authorized
plan. An example would be the
replacement of the Chelsea Street Bridge
by the City of'Boston. There is interest in
reviewing the navigation channel to
consider its widening and deepening to
accommodate larger vessels. Changes of
this magnitude would require reformulation
of a plan because the benefits would
change and may require authorization by
Congress to implement Such a delay in
the Chelsea Creek portion of the project
would not impact the Mystic and Reserved
portions of the project which could move
ahead independently. Such a delay in
dredging the Chelsea Creek could
complicate the in-channel disposal option
since a portion of dredged material from
Reserved Channel will be disposed in

I
Chelsea Creek. The lost capacity may be
made up with additional cells in the Inner
Confluence Area. Once reformulated, the
Chelsea Creek improvement could proceed.
Minor changes to channel lines and berths
would not delay the project

A reduced project may also result from
reductions in the dimensions of the project
such as minor ·realignment of channel lines,
berth areas, etc. Unless these changes have
substantial impact on the economic
justification of the project, or require
reformulation and reauthorization, they
should not delay or reduce the project to
any great degree. It is anticipated that a
number of these minor reductions and
possible enlargements to the project will
occur as the design is f'malized.

2.1.6 Delayed Action

The present timetable is for the Boston
Harbor Dredging Project to begin early in
1997. Any delays (>4 years) in this



schedule could noticeably increase the
impacts to shipping interests already
experienced in the Port of Boston.
Continued siltation will steadily reduce the
useable channel and ship berth depths and
could eventually create unusable and, in
some instances hazardous, conditions for
the larger vessels. Maintenance dredging
of shoaled areas would be required to
maintain navigational safety even in the
absence of the improvement project.
Reductions in the useable draft for the
project channels and berths could limit
usage by more vessels to high tide and
increase the need for lightering. Also, this
may result in a reduction in the size of
vessels transiting Boston Harbor, increasing
the pverall number of vessels needed for
handling the same quantity of goods.
Vessel maneuverability could also be
impaired for larger vessels such as the
LNG (Liquified Natural Gas) tankers that
tIL1m in the inner confluence. Constraints
on the size of vessels that could utilize the
harbor may reduce cargo volumes and
overall port employment (see Section 1.1).
A reduction in flexibility of ship schedules
could ultimately result in the diversion of
cargo to other ports. This loss in the cargo
market would have a negative impact on
the Port of Boston and the New England
economy.

The authorized depths in the port of
Boston are difficult to maintain since it is
the upper "maintenance" silty material that
contains the higher contaminant
concentrations. This makes finding a
suitable disposal site difficult The Harbor
was last dredged in 1983 and maintenance
dredging of this and other channels is now
already overdue. Delaying the project
another 5-10 years could have substantial
impacts, by increasing the quantity of
material that will eventually require
dredging;· and increasing the cost A
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greater quantity of material coupled with
.. inflation will increase the cost of dredging

without a corresponding increase in
benefits. The increased quantity will also
lengthen the duration of dredging once it
finally begins and could affect the project
schedule further if the increase in time
conflicts with environmental dredging
windows.

2.2 COMPARISON OF PROJECT
DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

Three major factors differentiate the project
alternatives: quantities to be dredged,
areas to be maintained or improved, and
the timing. The quantities of sediment to
be dredged affects:

• duration of dredging
• duration of turbidity plume

• amount of habitat affected
• duration of interference

with navigation.

The No Action without Maintenance
alternative would, of course, result in no
dredging and therefore would have none of
these effects. However, without
maintenance the siltation will interfere with
navigation and may cause hazardous '
conditions. In tum, the alternative would
have other environmental and economic
impacts. The No Action with Maintenance
alternative would remove only
unconsolidated silt and leave the cohesive
parent material in place, resulting in
virtually the same turbidity, plume and
footprint, but reduced duration of dredging
compared to the Full Project or the
Delayed Project Because the Delayed
Project would encompass dredging a larger
component of silt, dredging would take
longer and result in a prolonged period of



increased turbidity compared to the Full
Project

The physical limits (both horizontal and
vertical) of the dredging alternatives affect:

The Full Project is the preferred, and
congressionally-authorized, alternative for
the dredging project In addition to the

One of the primary benefits of the BHNIP
is that the navigational efficiency and
safety of Boston Harbor will be increased
and future growth of Boston, as a major
international trading port, will be
supported. This benefit cannot be fully
sustained, however, unless future
maintenance dredging within the Harbor is
perfonned consistently and the desired
channel and berth depths accomplished by
the BHNIP are maintained. Future
maintenance dredging of Boston Harbor
will involve the removal of the upper layer
of accumulated silt material from within
the channels and associated berths, without
the need to remove any of the underlying
parent material. The issues associated with
maintenance dredging are similar to those
associated with the maintenance material
component of the improvement project:
quantity and quality of the dredged
material; disposal site options; potential
environmental impacts associated with the
dredging operation and with the disposal of
the material; and the related costs.
The following sections discuss future
maintenance dredging for the BHNIP.

2.3 FUTURE MAINTENANCE
DREDGING

removal of all unconsolidated silts required
for maintenance, parent material would be
dredged to project depths. The purpose
and need for the Full Project has been
documented (ACOE 1988; and Section
1.1). It offers the greatest benefits to the
port of Boston; the impacts associated with
the dredging are, as with the other
alternatives, temporary. The preferred
project alternative can reduce the cost of
products shipped through Boston, reduce
associated shipping costs, maintain safety,
and maintain a I workforce engaged in
maritime suppOrt services.
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socioeconomic benefits
navigation safety
potential improvements to
bottom sediment .quality
extent of turbidity plume
area of habitat affected•

•

•

•
•

The changing world fleet requires deeper
ports to minimize double-handling of
cargoes. The two No Action alternatives
would allow shipping to continue in
Boston Harbor but would eventually lead
to greater and greater reliance on partially
loaded vessels, lightering or feeder barges.
The No Action with Maintenance dredainato t:>

alternative has all the potential impacts of
the Full Project (because of the silt
removed) but without the economic
benefits of the full project Deepening of
any of the channels would improve this
outlook for specific components of the
Port's activities. Petroleum shipping would
be aided by. dredging in Chelsea Creek,
Mystic River and Reserved Channel. LNG
shipment would be aided by activities in
the Mystic River. Container shipping
would be aided by deepening the Mystic
River and Reserved Channel. Thus, the
Full Project has the greatest potential to
benefit shipping in Boston Harbor. These
benefits would be reduced for the Delayed
Project Delaying the project could reduce
the economic benefits if port costs or
navigation conditions cause current port
users to use other ports.



Section 2.3.1 discusses the estimated
quantity and quality of the material which
will be removed during future maintenance
dredging. The anticipated dredging cycle,
is discussed in Section 2.3.2. Section 2.3.3
describes demonstration projects that are
being considered to assess the effectiveness
of potential disposal options for future
maintenance material. Section 2.4.4
provides a summary of disposal options for
future maintenance dredged material.

2.3.1 Quantity and Quality of Dredged

Material

The quantity and quality of the material
dredged during future maintenance cycles
will directly influence both the future
dredging cycles and the selection of
disposal options for the material. The
estimates for the quantity(s) and quality of
the dredged material, are that based on
information provided in the DEIR/S,
provide a worst case representation of
future conditions.

2.3.1.1 Quantity of Material

Estimates of the quantity of material
dredged from future maintenance activities
are based on the estimated rates of
sediment accumulation within each of the
areas to be dredged Estimated rates are
generally determined from average
accumulation rates obtained from scientific
stuclies and/or observations made over
periods between dredging cycles.

Sediment accumulation rates within a
specific area are dependent upon conditions
such as sediment load to the harbor system,
tidal flow currents, flood and ebb
velocities, circulation patterns, wind and
waye action, and the physical stabili ty of

the sediments. These conditions, in turn,

result in variable accumulation of

sediments.

The Reserved Channel and Turning Area
have an average siltation rate of less than
0.2 inches per year. The Mystic River and
the Inner Confluence have an average
siltation rate of 0.2 inches per year.
Chelsea Creek has the highest average
siltation rate of 0.8 inches per year. The
average rates, however, do not account for
the variability in shoaling rates which
would require that certain areas within
those channels/tributaries be dredged
frequently enough to produce adequate
controlling depths. The average siltation
rates within the Main Ship Channel and
Anchorages are, on average, lower than
those within the Tributaries. The siltation
rates vary from 0.03, 0.07 and 0.08 inches
per year in the 35-foot, 40-foot Main Ship
Channel, and President Roads Anchorage
area per year, respectively. Shoaling rates
within these areas are also variable.
Using these sedimentati on rales, the
estimated the annual rate of sediment
accumulation in cubic yards (cy) over a
one year period for the Tributaries, the
Main Ship Chanr?-el and the Anchorages,
over the 50 year project life, are estimated

as follows:

SEDIMENT ACCUMULATION OVER
50-YEAR DESIGN LIFE OF PROJECT

BY LOCATION
TRIBUTARIES:

Reserved Channel:
95,000 cy

Mystic River:
1,300,000 cy

Chelsea Creek:
365,000 cy
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Berth Maintenance:
1,000,000 cy

Total 2,760,000 cy

:MAIN CHANNEL:
40-Foot Main Ship Channel:

2,195,000 cy
35-Foot Main Ship Channel:

717,000 cy
President Roads Anchorage:

1,455,000 cy
Total 4,365,000 cy

The 50-year project life starts at the
completion of'the BHNlP. Future
maintenance dredging will continue for the
life of Boston Harbor and its use as a
commercial port. Funding for future·
dredging of berths, in order to fully realize
project benefits, will be provided by
individual berth owners.

2.3.1.2 Quality of Material

The Massachusetts Water Resource
Authority's (MWRA) stricter controls on
sludge and combined sewer outfall (eSO)
discharges into the Harbor, is expected to
reduce the amount of contaminants entering
the Harbor and, ultimately, improve the
quality of the water and sediments. Boston
Harbor, however, is an urbanized working
port, supporting shipping, commercial and
industrial activities. Historically,
urbanization results in measurable
degradation of the water quality and
sediments. The beneficial impacts from
the BHNIP and MWRA controls will not
be fully realized until some time in the
future. Benefits to water quality from
stricter water quality controls and the
cessation of the discharge of sewage sludge
are, however, already becoming apparent in
the Outer Harbor at areas around Spectacle
Island and Sculpin Ledge Channel in
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studies performed for the Central
Artery(funnel Project (NAI 1994).
A sampling and testing program of the
BHNIP silt and sediment was conducted
and the results reported in the DEIR/S.
The program used a three tier analytical
approach for marine sediment
characterization. The three tier approach
combines a literature and existing data
review, bulk chemistry analysis of the
material, and biological testing; all of
which are used to determine if the material
is suitable for unconfmed ocean disposal
(see Section 2.2.1 of the DEIR/S).

Based upon the results of the sampling and
testing program, the EPA determined that
the silt material was unsuitable for
unconf'med ocean disposal. As water and
sediment quality are expected to improve
over time, some silt, especially from the
Main Spip Channel, may be suitable.
However, as a worst case scenario for
calculating furore maintenance dredging
quantities, it is assumed the dredged
material will not be suitable for unconfined
ocean disposal and that alternative
disposalmethods will be required.

2.3.2 Future Maintenance Dredging Cycle

Maintenance dredging can occur as
frequently as once every year to once every
20 to 30 years or more. The maintenance
cycle is generally established based on a
number of factors such as sediment
accumulation and conditions within the
area to be dredged; navigational status and
priority of the dredged area; depths and
widths required to produce the benefits that
the project was designed to achieve;
potential disruptive impacts (i.e biological,
socioeconomic, transportation) from the
dredging operation; availability of disposal



options for the dredged material; and
funding for the work

The Corps anticipates that an approximate
10 to 20 year dredging cycle, commencing
from the completion of the BHNIP, is
appropriate for planning future maintenance
dredging of Boston Harbor. Based on the
annual rates of sediment accumulation
estimated for the tributaries, Main Ship
Channel and the Anchorages, each ten year
dredging cycle would result in the removal
of about 1.3 million cy of material,
including material from required berths.
As time progresses and technologies
adyance, additional disposal options for the
dredged material may emerge for disposal .
of the maintenance material. For example,
technologies may r~nder the material clean
or reduce the amount of material
considered unsuitable for unconfined ocean
disposal. These disposal, options and
technologies may become commercialized
which may reduce the costs of options
found to be impractical at this time.
Maintenance dredging of Boston Harbor is
one of many future dredging projects that
can be expected in the Commonwealth
over the next fifty years. Dredged channel
access to communities with commercial
fishing or recreational use harbors will also
need to be maintained. As mentioned in
the introduction, disposal sites for
maintenance material must be provided by
non-Federal interests. The Massachusetts
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
(BOEA) recognizes the need for a long
term, statewide, dredging management plan
and has asked the BHNIP sponsors to
develop information in the MEPA and
NEPA documentation that could help
advance the development of such a plan.

The Corps will be completing a
Massachusetts Navigation and Dredging
Management Study in July 1995 to provide
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information on the current and projected
future dredging and disposal needs of the
State. The Commonwealth and the Corps
will continue to work together to identify
ways in which to maintain access to local
harbors, including Boston, in an efficient
and environmentally-sound manner.

2.3.3 Demonstration Projects

Two options presently being considered for
the disposal of future maintenance dredged
material are capping at open water sites
and use of geotextile containers. Both
options appear to be viable methods for
containment of the silt material; however,
unanswered questions as to their efficiency
have raised questions about their viability.
The use of demonstration projects is a
common method by which to test and
determine the effectiveness of a product or
technology. Demonstration projects are
designed to simulate field conditions or
utilize actual field sites over a period of
time and provide a realistic test of the
process or product's efficacy.

Given a project source of suitable material
within a reasoI¥lble accessible distance of
MEDS, the Corps is interested in
demonstrating the feasibility of capping.
Such a project would not be experimental
in that an actual dredging project, with
suitable material, would be used. The
demonstration phase would be monitored
which may require both Federal and non
Federal participation. The timing of such
an operation depends on the availability of
suitable project material and funding of the
monitoring phase. The Corps does not
currently plan to demonstrate use of
geotextile bags in New England, but will
continue to evaluate other projects and
demonstrations throughout the country for
potential implementation.



2.3.4 Disposal Options for Future
Maintenance Dredged MateriaI

Non-Federal interests are responsible for
providing the necessary disposal sites for
future maintenance material including the
lands, easements, rights-of-way, dikes,
other containment facilities and the
necessary approvals.

Disposal sites considered in Section 4.0 of
the EIR/S for the silts from the current
projec~ are also primary candidates for
disposal of future maintenance material.
These include :MBDS with capping or other
management technology, Subaqueous sites
B and E, Spectacle Island CAD and
Meisburger sites 2 and 7. Some of these
sites may require further evaluation and
design before they are used. Cappi~g at
the open water sites will require a
demonstration of the process.

In the next few years, as the need for
dredging of major harbors and/or ports
increases, there will be increased pressure
to find disposal options for the dredged
material. In some instances the dredged
material will be cleaner and will require no
special method for its disposal. In other
instances, like that of the BHNIP, the
maintenance dredged material will not be
suitable for lmconfined open water disposal
making the process more complex.
As time progresses and technologies
advance, the number of disposal options
for future maintenance dredged material
from Boston Harbor may increase. New
technologies and discovery of new
containment materials subsequently
increase the number of sites available for
disposal of the material. The following
section briefly discusses a number of
potential options which may be available
for disposal of future maintenance dredged
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material that at this time are not proven or
are too cost!y.

2.3.4.1 C:aJ7J7ing

Numerous commentors on the DEIR/S
expressed the need for a demonstration
project to prove the feasibility of capping
as a future option for ocean disposal of the
contaminated silt (confined ocean disposal).
Since capping has not been demonstrated at
MBDS depths, commentors on the DEIR/S
felt there was a need to demonstrate its
efficacy. If capping proves to be an option
for ocean disposal, then the Massachusetts
Bay Disposal Site (MBDS) and other open
water sites may become viable disposal
options for contaminated sediments.
A demonstration project for capping may
be conducted at the MBDS using a clean
silt material. The demonstration project
would include poim-depositing clean
material by precise positioning of the
barge. Once disposal is complete, clean
material will be deposited over the
contaminated material to form a rmal cap
of approximately 3 feet in thickness.
Monitoring of the demonstration site will
be conducted over an undetermined period
of time. This would likely involve
monitoring for a period ranging from one
to three years so that the cap can be
observed over different weather and
oceanic conditions (Le. intense storms,
seasonal variations, variable wave action,
tidal flows).

The demonstration project will follow the
guidelines under the Marine, Protection,
Researach, and Sanctuary Act, the Clean
Water Act, and will require consistency
with the policies of the Massachusetts
Coastal Zone Management Agency (CZM)
under 301 CMR 20.00.



If the demonstration project determines that
capping is an effective method for the long
term containment of silty material at open
water aquatic sites, sites where unconfmed
disposal was previously a concern may
become preferred alternatives for future
maintenance dredged material. The ocean
disposal sites, including MBDS and other
open water·sites, may become acceptable
disposal sites with capping. The short-term.
impacts associated with the capping
process (i.e. temporary disturbance of
habitat, short-term turbidity, temporary
disruption of traffic) may continue to be a
concern at these sites, however, the long
term impacts, such as migration of
sediments/contaminants and localized water
quality impacts, will be addressed with the
use of a cap.

'The capping and disposal of dredged
material at landfills will become less of an
option as time goes on. Throughout the
Commonwealth, landIill space is fast
approaching capacity and space is limited
to other, higher priority forms of solid
waste. Further, state regulations requiring
the closure of many of the landfills will
also limit the amount of landfill space
available for dredged material. Only the' .
more expensive option of out-of-state lined
landIills may be available.

2.3.4.2 Geotextile Containers

A new technology which is being
considered as a disposal option for future
maintenance dredged material is geotextile
containers. The containers, which are
generally composed of a pervious sheet of
woven plastic (synthetic), monofilament or
multi-filament yarn, can be filled with the
dredged material and disposed in open
water sites. These containers, which come
in the form. of either geotextile bags or
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"geocontainers", can range in volume up to
6~OOO cyand possibly larger depending
upon their application in a project
Geotextile containers have been used in
deepwater aquatic environments in the
United States (U.S.), Japan and Holland as
underwater dikes, breakwaters and similar
submerged structures for approximately
five years.

Many of the commentors on the DEIR/S
expre$ed interest in the use of geotextile
containers as a disposal option for the
BHNIP silts. There is limited information
regarding the effectiveness of the
containers, particularly when used to
contain silty material. The consensus of
the commentors was that the containers are
a feasible disposal option; however, more
information is needed to demonstrate their
suitability for future disposal of the
BHNIP maintenance material.

The Army Corps of Engineers has used
geotextile containers at two sites in the
U.S.: Red Eye Crossing on the Mississippi
River in Louisiana and Marina Del Rey in
Venice, California. At Red Eye Crossing,
the containers were filled with dredge
material and used to construct underwater
structures. The contirlners at Marina Del
Rey were placed in a shallow water habitat
confmed aquatic disposal site. At Red Eye
Crossing, the sandy, uncontaminated
dredged material was placed in both
geobags and geocontainers. In Marina Del
Rey, the material was a silty sand
contaminated with hydrocarbons and heavy
metals. In both instances, the placement of
the containers was accomplished easily and
accurately with minimal release of
materials during placement The only
incident of leakage occurred at Marina Del
Ray when the initial container was tom
open to insert high pressure piping to
liquify the contents to aid release from the
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barge. The two projects were implemented
in 1994, so no long term monitoring
information exists to date.

Other teSts on the efficiency of geotextile
containers were performed by the u.s.
Army Waterways Experiment Station in
Vicksburg, Mississippi. One set of
samples placed in geobags were shown to
release a small amount of fine-grained
material after being dropped. Other tests
to determine the effectiveness of the
geotextile fabric to contain heavy metal
contaminated materials were conducted;
however, results were inconclusive, due to

the lack of long-term studies. In April
1995 a single geotextile container was
dropped in the New York Harbor area.
Test data is still being analyzed.

A major constraint on the use of geotextile
containers is the time consuming and labor
intensive proce~ required for their use.
The containers must be assembled, placed
onto the barge, unfolded, secured and, after
befug filled, must be sewn together
properly and then placed at the disposal
site. The entire process can require up to
eight people and can take one to two hours
per container, substantially increasing the
dredge time and cost of the project

The Corps is not planning a demonstration
project in Boston Harbor using geotextile
containers at this time. Such a
demonstration would require obtaining
large amounts of suitable test material
approved by regulatory agencies. The
geotextile project also requires additional
preparation time for the containers and
scheduling of the contractor(s). A
demonstration project would need testing
and monitoring prior to construction of the
BHNIP; this would pose a serious time
constrain on ~e project. The capping
project is preferred for demonstration and
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the Corps will likely continue with plans
for such a project. The Corps will
continue to evaluate other projects that use
geotextile containers and their applicability
to future maintenance of the BHNIP and
other dredging projects.

If geotextile containers prove to be an
effective and cost-efficient method for
containment of silty/contaminated material,
those sites which were considered
inappropriate for unconf'med disposal
(MEDS, BLS) may become viable options
with the use of geotextile containers.
Similar to the capping process, the
containers would seal the material,
preventing its migration from the target
area. The geotextile containers may also
be capped; a method which would further
isolate contaminants from the environment.

2.3.4.3 Treatment Technologies

An alternative for disposing of
contaminated dredged material would be
treatment As technologies advance in the
next ten years, and the need for treatment
of contaminated materials is realized, the
number of treatment options for future
dredged material may increase. As the
number of technologies increase so will the

I

options for disposal of the material.

A technology that renders the silt material
clean and suitable for unconfined open
water disposal would address the issues
regarding disposal because MBDS is
available for the disposal of clean material.
Disposal options such as land disposal or
reuse of the silty material would also be
reasonable alternatives if the material were
clean. Other technologies that could
reduce the amount of material would
increase future disposal options in that
capacity of the disposal sites would be less



of an issue. Technologies that render the
material clean and reduce both the volume
would reduce disposal concerns and
regulatory constraints.

Currently there are commercial
technologies available that have been used
successfully on materials similar to the
BHNIP silt (see Section 3.5). The largest
constraint on the use of these technologies
for the BHNIP silt is their implementation,
cost., limited capacity to process large
volumes at a Substantial flow rate, and the
by-product that still needs confined
disposal. The time frame required to
design, permit and construct a treatment
facility in Boston Harbor is approximately
2 to 4 years; a time frame beyond that for
use of the BHNIP material.
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Treatment of future maintenance dredged
, material from Boston Harbor, however, 
may be a practicable disposal alternative.
With a commitment of funding and staff
time from resource agencies there may be
time prior to the first maintenace dredging
(ten years) for designing, permitting and
constructing a treatment facility and for
carrying out a demonstration project .
Within the ten year period, other dredging
projects in the state will increase the need
for treatment thereby increasing the
pressure to construct such a.facility. The
increase in the number of technologies
which may be available in ten years may
further result in decreased cost., which may
make treatment a practicable disposal
altemative for future maintenance dredged
material.





TABLE 2-1.

--------------~

A fify (50) year project life is used for economic evaluation and starts at the
timing of completion of the project. This table does not include future
maintenance requirements of the berths.

MAINTENANCE DREDGING PROJECTIONS FOR THE TRIBUTARY
CHANNELS AND THE MAIN SIDP CHANNEL

CHANNEL DATE LAST EST1J.\.1ATED ESTIl\1ATED 50
MAINTAINED ANNUAL RATE OF YEAR!

ACCUMULATION
(cy/year)

TRIBUTARIES

Reserved Channel None since 1,900 95,000deepened in
1966

Mystic River 1983 26,000 1,300,000
Chelsea Creek 1983 7,300 365,000
TOTAL for

1,760,000Tributaries

MAIN SIDP
CHANNEL

4D-foot Main Ship 1974 43,900 2,195,000Channel

35-foot Main Ship 1968 14,300 815,000Channel

President Roads 1983 29,100 1,455,000Ancho~ge

TOTAL for Main
4,365,000Ship Channel



\TABLE 2-2.

AREA TOTAL ROCK PARENT SILTb \
\

Federal Channel 632,600 34,000 438,800 161,600 \Conley 11-13 45,900 0 18,000 27,900
North Jelly 16,200 0 7,800 8,400 \ ,
Boston Army 1-9 128,500 0 0 128,500

\Boston Edison Intake 1,100 0 0 1,100 "

Boston Barge Berth 16,100 0 10,800 5,300
Conley 14-15 7,100 0 2,800 4,300

Federal Channel 1,317,700 54,000 791,800 497,900
Prolerlzed 7,600 0 5,500 2,000
Distrigas 13,800 0 10,000 3,800
Moran 6,600 0 0 16,6O<f
Revere Sugar 12,800 0 3,100 9,700
Mystic Piers 2, 49 & 50 45,200 0 28,700 16,500
Mystic Pier I 17,600 0 8,400 9,200

Federal Channel 550,100 0 320,100 237,300
Eastern Minerals 39,900 ° 32,700 7,200
GlIlfOil 12,300 ° 5,400 6,900

Federal 2,500,400 88,100 1,550,700 896,800
Berths 370,700 0 133,200 237.500

In-situ 2,87l,OOO 88,100 1,684,000 1,134,000
After removal! 3,471,000 132,000 2,021,000- 1,361,000

Mystic River!
Inner Confluence

Reserved Channell
Main Ship Channel

VOLUME OF MATERIAL PROPOSED FOR DREOGING FROM CHANNELS AND ASSOCIAT\
PROJECT BERTHS FOR "THE BOSTON HARBOR NAVIGATIONAL IMPROVEMENT PROJEC
PROJECTED THROUGH 1997 (DREDGE VOLUMES IN CUBIC YARDsa)

CHANNEL

Subtotal

TOTAL

• Rounded to nearest 1,000 ey
bSilt volumes assume 0.5 feet of overdredge into parent material to ensure all silt is removed .
• Includes 10,000 cubic yards already removed in 1993 under a reduced project design at Moran.
d Expansion factor (20% for silts and parent material, 50% for blasted rock) added for use in computing disposal site requirements for aquatic disposal sites. Material would be dewatered to in

situ volume for disposal in upland sites•
• This table does not include extra parent material to be removed for in-channel disposal.

~
J "

..........
""-Q Chelsea River







Chapter Three: Disposal Site Alternatives

This chapter of the FEIR/S summarizes the
screening process used to develop a short
list of preferred disposal alternatives for
the BHNIP generated silt and parent
material. MEPA required the overall
process used to develop a short-list of
potential disposal sites, that were identified
in the DEIRIS is described in the next
section. As stated in Chapter One, the site
screening criteria were modified based on
DEIRIS comments in two key areas. The
first is the elimination of cost as a fatal

.flaw screening criterion. Cost is factored
into the analysis only to assess the relative
cost effectiveness of disposal scenarios
determined to be environmentally suitable.
Stated differently, cost is part of the
practicability screening of environmentally
suitable alternatives.

The second change in site screening was
eliminating 200,000 cy as a minimum
capacity criterion. Capacity is now viewed
as only one factor in site screening and is
related to the cost of developing a site for
a given volume of disposal capacity.

The original MEPA scope required that the
BHNIP evaluate disposal alternatives
suitable for the current project needs and
those alternatives that could provide a
solution for future projects. In addition,
both MEPA and NEPA require that the
EIRIS consider the cumulative impacts of
future maintenance dredging for fifty years
after construction of the channel
improvements that are contemplated.

The remainder of this chapter responds to
the requirements for identifying a preferred
disposal alternative for the BHNIP as well
as for its maintenance dredging and other
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future dredging projects. This chapter
culminates in a short-list of preferred
disposal alternatives. Each of these
alternatives is assessed against
environmental and practicability concerns
in Chapter Four to determine a final
preferred disposal alternative.

Section 3.5 provides new material not
previously available in the DEIRIS. It
contains a description, and the results, of a
technology survey of potential treatment
and handling technologies for contaminated
marine silts. Section 3.6 provides new
information, since the publication of the
DEIRlS, regarding the possible beneficial
re-use of parent material at unlined
municipal landfills in the Commonwealth.
The chapter concludes with the screening
of disposal options and the development of
a short-list of potential specific disposal
sites. It provides a description of each site
in terms of existing environmental
conditions and describes how the sites
could be used for disposal of contaminated
marine silts. .This section culminates in a
short-list of potential sites that are
subjected to a detailed environmental
analysis and practicability screening in
Chapter Four.

3.1 THE EVALUATION PROCESS

The process for identifying disposal sites
and alternatives involves a complex
mixture of data COllection, analysis,
synthesis and judgment. The Disposal
Options Working Group (DOWG)
identified in Chapter One, assisted and
revi.ewed the methodology and findings of
every stage of the site selection process.
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The DOWG identified several key interests
to be served by the site selection process:

1. Recognizing the need for
responsible expenditure of public
funds as reflected in the number of
sites assessed, the level of detail re
quired in data collection to assess
the sites, and the development of
disposal options which maintain a
benefit-to-eost ratio greater than or
equal to one for parent material and
the least costly, environmentally
acceptable, practicable alternative
for silt.

2. Meeting federal, state, regional and
local environmental laws and
regulations.

3. Meeting the objectives set forth in
the Massachusetts Environmental
Policy Act (MEPA) and National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
sroping guidance.

4. Providing disposal alternatives
flexible enough to allow for changes
in the project stemming from public
comments, differences in dredging
quantities, alterations in project
limits, considerations regarding
project requirements for phasing of
dredging, and the length of time for
handling the marine sediments.

5. Satisfying project requirements in
terms of site availability, volume
(for BHNIP) and duration.

6. Attempting to contribute benefits to
long-term regional dredged material
disposal needs. The Commonwealth
of Massachusetts and various federal
and state entities have established a
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goal of developing a long-term
dredged materials management plan
to simplify the process for disposing
of sediments that are not suitable for
unconfined ocean disposal. This
plan is in the developmental stages,
however, and will not be
implementable for the Boston
Harbor dredging project. The
BHNIP can support the overall goals
of the long-range plan by providing
a screening process for site
selection, by providing baseline
information on sites potentially suit
able for marine sediment disposal,
and by providing excess capacity for
future projects such as future
maintenance dredging in Boston
Harbor.

7. Demonstrating a wise use of over 2
million yards of clean marine
sediments by identifying benefits for
both the short-term needs of Boston
Harbor clean-up and long-term
dredged material management dispo
sal needs.

The Boston Harbor Navigation
Improvement Project (BHNIP) will
generate up to 3.5 million cy of marine
sediment and rock (as measured after
removal) under the preferred development
option. The materials assessment and
characterization provided in the DEIRIS
indicated that ~e parent material and rock
are suitable for unconfined ocean disposal
while the silt may require other options.
As stated in Chapter One, the Corps has,
in response to EPA comments, adopted the
most conservative approach and has
assumed that all silt would be unsuitable
for unconfined ocean disposal.



Because of the large quantity of material to
be dredged, it is assumed that patent
material not earmarked for beneficial uses
would be disposed at the MBDS. The
disposal options evaluation focussed
primarily on the silty maintenance and
berth sediments. The remainder of this
section describes the process for
identifying alternative disposal sites and
disposal options for the approximate 1.3 .
million cubic yards of this silt material,
which is not suitable for unconfined open
water disposal.

3.1.1 Identification of Disposal Concepts

The objectives of the disposal alternative
analysis and screening process were to:

• identify potential disposal sites

• analyze and combine sites with other
sites/technologies into disposal
options on the basis of
environmental considerations

• develop disposal options which meet
the interests identified for the
project.

The screening procedure consisted of an
iterative process involving the development
and application of evaluation criteria to a
broad list of sites to eliminate infeasible
disposal sites and to choose those that
would result in the least environmentally
damaging alternative. The ultimate aim of
the disposal alternatives analysis was to
identify a range of practicable alternatives
which could be used for the BHNIP
dredged material.

The disposal alternatives analysis process
began by identifying generic types of sites.
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Identifying generic types ensured that no
disposal opportunity would be left
uninvestigated in meeting the MEPA
requirement for consideration of upland,
nearshore and open water alternatives.
NEPA requires the consideration and
evaluation of all reasonable alternatives.
In general, two broad classes of sites were
developed by the project team, Land-based
Sites and Aquatic Sites. A general
description of each category follows.

3.1.1.1 Land-Based Alternatives

Land-based disposal alternatives generally
include land:fJ.1ling or landfill capping, and
confined disposal which may incorporate
habitat creation, and commercial reuse.
Use of land-based sites must comply with
a variety of federal, state, and local laws
and regulations. In addition, availability
of landfill space and capacity, the logistics
of dewatering, and the difficulties and
costs associated with transporting the
dredged material from the dredging site to
the disposal area are important
considerations in the feasibility analysis of
land-based options. Disposal options
which fit into- the general land-based class
are described in the following paragraphs.

A. Land:fJ.1ling

Landfilling involves the disposal of d
redged material in existing, permitted,
lined landfills or for use as daily cover. In
order to 'use dredged material as daily
cover for sanitary landfills sufficient land
surface area must be available to dewater
the dredged materials to a suitable
solids/water ratio. Daily cover of sanitary
landf'Ills has several benefits including the
prevention of landfill pathogens from being
carried offsite by animals, use in odor



control, and as a fire retardant. For this
category, Project team personnel, and the
DOWG, developed a list of licensed, lined
landfills for further evaluation.

Once a sanitary or hazardous landfill has
met capacity and is ready to be closed,
dredged material with appropriate physical
and chemical characteristics can be used as
a final cover or cap. In addition to the
criteria for using dredged material as a
daily cover, a final cover must meet
minimum permeability standards, be
designed to support vegetation to improve
the site's aesthetics, and reduce the
potential for erosion. Application of
Boston Harbor dredged materials as
landfill cover would be a beneficial use. If
suitable, it could also result in habitat
creation. For this category the Project
team, and the DOWG,_developed a list of
former or closing landfills for evaluation.

B. Inland and Coastal Confined
Disposal Facilities

Confined Disposal Facilities (CDFs) are
engineered structures that are generally
lined and diked, and are designed to retain
dredged material solids while allowing
water to be released from the containment
area. A variety of site design features are
required for CDFs including a perimeter
retaining dike, a weir structure for release
of exces~ water, and the development of an
access road. Effects on surface water,
groundwater, air quality, and plants or
animals depend on the nature and
characteristics of the dredged material,
management and operation of the disposal
site during and after dredging, and the
proximity of the disposal facility to
potential receptors of contaminants.
Possible beneficial aspects of the
development of CDFs include the potential
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for upland habitat creation/mitigation or
filling quarries or mines into developable
land.

CDFs are designed and constructed to be
used over a span of many years, storing
materials dredged periodically over the
design life. Therefore, long-term storage
capacity of a CDF is a major factor in
design and management. The Project team
and the DOWG identified land-based sites
which could be suitable for the
development of a CDF for further
evaluation. These sites were categorized
as inland if the immediate receiving waters
are freshwater, and coastal if the
immediate receiving waters are estuarine.

3.1.1.2 Aquatic Alternatives

Aquatic disposal is generally accepted for
marine dredged material if environmental
data indicate that water column and benthic
effects are acceptable. If the water column
or benthic effects are unacceptable under

I

an open-water, ~n-capped scenario, aquatic
disposal with r~trictions may be
considered. These restrictions involve
disposal techniques such as capping and
confined aquatic disposal that will reduce
water column and benthic effects.

A. Shoreline Facilities

Nearshore aquatic habitats could be created
as a result of shoreline containment area
construction. Typically, this would
involve direct placement of dredged
material into existing shallow or intertidal
sites to create new habitats. The types of
beneficial habitats which can be created are
intertidal wetlands (restoration and
creation); migratory and nesting areas for



waterfowl and shorebirds; and various
underwater habitats such as reefs, shellfish
beds, and seagrass meadows. In Boston
Harbor, the use of abandoned piers as
containment areas may also provide the
benefit of capping potentially centaminated
materials in place. Bulkheads or other
containment structures may'be necessary at
many shoreline facilities to confine the
dredged material on-site.

The nature of the dredged material, the
benefits gained from the new habitat
versus the lost benefits associated with the
old habitat, and the stability of the site are
iissues that need to be considered for these
shoreline facilities. If the material is of
unacceptable quality or the site of the
dredging is a great distance from the site
of beneficial use, reuse of the dredged
material may not be practical. The Project
team and the DOWG identified several
shoreline sites in Boston Harbor which
may be created or enhanced by the
placement of some portion of the BHNIP
dredged material.

B. Subaqueous Depressions and
Borrow Pits

Existing subaqueous depressions (e.g.,
historic sand and gravel mined coastal
areas) or created borrow pits can be used
for disposal where the walls of the
depression or pit provide lateral
containment of the dredged material.
These sites can range in size from a few
feet to tens of feet deep and from a few
acres to many hundreds of acres in size.
Dredged material could be disposed of in
depressions or borrow pits as long as the
location is suitable for capping. The cap
would be designed to. prevent potential
contaminants from entering the water
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column or the food chain. The selection
ofsites on which to locate borrow pits
needs to be based on an evaluation of
potential environmental, hydrodynamic.
economic, social, and cul~rallhistoric

impacts on the Boston Harbor and
Massachusetts Bay region. The use of
depressions and pits would reduce the
lateral extent of a disposal operation.
thereby reducing both physical benthic
effects and the potential for release of
contaminants.

The project team and the DOWG identified
several subaqueous depressions and
potential borrow pit sites in Boston Outer
Harbor for inclusion in the list of sites for
screening.

C. In-Channel Disposal

In-channel disposal consists of excavating a
trench within the navigation channel limits
into the parent material, filling the trench
with contaminated silts, and using granular
materials as capping material. The
configuration of the trench would be
designed so, that upon completion of
filling and capping, final contours would
match the previous or improved harbor
bottom contours. This alternative has the
advantage of being located in an already
impacted area (Le., the navigation
channels) although water quality and
biological impacts as a result of the double
handling of dredged materials would need
to be carefully evaluated. The project
team and the DOWG identified several
sections of the Boston Inner Harbor
navigation channels where In-Channel
disposal may be feasible.

,'1
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D. Existing Ocean Disposal Sites

Shallow ocean disposal sites are generally
designated sites on the continental shelf.
This practice consists of placing silty
material in the disposal area and then
rendering the material immobile by
capping it with "clean" dredged material.
The placement of clean material over
material considered potentially harmful is
subject to careful monitoring during
placement and after closure. The cap is
intended to isolate contaminated sediments
from the water column. The cap would
prevent or reduce the accumulation of
potentially harmful constituents in the
water and biota of the disposal areas, and
avoid the potential for long-term (chronic)
impacts that might occur if the dredged
material were left exposed to the natural
environment. The resulting disposal site
would be a mound of dredged material
above the ambient ocean floor. This
alternative may be feasible at previously
used dredged material disposal sites, such
as the Boston Lightship Disposal Area.

The Massachusetts Bay Disposal Site
(MBDS), located approximately 20 miles
off the Massachusetts coast, has been used
for unregulated ocean disposal activities
prior to the 1970s. The MBDS has
recently received site designation status as
an EPA approved national disposal site.
The continued use of the disposal site
would center potential impacts on existing
disturbed habitats, protect the existing
biological conditions in other undisturbed
areas in the Massachusetts Bay, and lessen
potential ~nflicts between interested
parties.

The MEDS would receive the parent
material and rock remaining after
beneficial uses have been completed. The
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sediment characterization performed for
the Project indicates that this material is
suitable for unconfined, ocean disposal.
The silt material from the project has been
determined as unsuitable for unconfined
MBDS disposal, either capped or
unconfined and therefore, this site is
dropped from further consideration for this
project. It's use for the disposal of future
maintenance material will require
additional studies, demonstration projects
or both.

3.1.2 Identification of Potential Disposal
Sites

As a starting point for identifying disposal
alternatives, a wide range of sites were
developed from a number of sources to
create a "universe" of sites from which
potential disposal areas could be extracted.
The sources for the universe of sites
included potential disposal sites from the
Central ArterylTunnel Project, the MWRA
Residuals Management Facilities Plan
(Black and Veatch 1987), Massachusetts
Bay Disposal Site Designation, an EPA
study on nearshore disposal facilities
(Metcalf and Eddy 1992), and conversa
tions with local, state and federal agencies.
The process through which these
conceptual disposal alternatives were
evaluated, and by which specific sites were
identified, and evaluated, is detailed in
Appendix E of the DEIRIS. A summary
of the process is provided herein.

3.1.2.1 Phase 1 Site Screening

The BHNIP disposal site evaluation
process consisted of three phases. The
Phase I screening process was limited to
identifying fatal environmental impact



flaws of particular sites. These fatal flaws
included:

• water supply wells located on a site

• sites within a sole source aquifer

• sites within the estimated habitat of
rare and endangered species

• sites in or abutting state parks

• sites within Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACECs)

• sites containing a 21E hazardous
waste property

• upland sites with less than 15 acres
of developable land

Landfills were first screened against
requirements for accepting dredged
material and for being permitted for use
until at least 1996. Disposal and
stockpiling capacity and distance from the
dredging locations were also used as
screening criteria on those landfills that
met the first two criteria.

Sites were categorized into land-based and
aquatic sites. Land-based sites included
inland and coastal sites and landfills.
Aquatic sites included shoreline facilities,
subaqueous depressions, borro<w pits, in
channel trenches and existing open water
disposal sites. The universe of sites in all
categories that made up the first phase
screening process consisted of the
following:

• 312 land-based inland and coastal
sites;

• 21 landfills; and
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• 21 aquatic sites

An additional 22 sites within the various
categories were identified in consultation
with the DOWG and agency personnel.
This consultation also resulted in limiting
disposal site selection to sites within the
Commonwealth. As stated earlier, the
MEPA scope indicated an interest in using
the information gained in this project to
help resolve regional long-term dredging
disposal needs in the Commonwealth.

The Phase 1 screening resulted in the
following number of sites remaining as
potentially suitable for disposal purposes:

• Land-based inland - 14
• Land-based coastal - 12
• Landfills - 4
• Aquatic shoreline - 10
• Subaqueous depressions - 6
• Borrow pits - 4
• In-channel trenches - Not

identified or screened in Phase 1
• Existing open water sites - 2

The list of sites remaining after the first
phase site screening (Table 3-1) were
presented at ameeting of the DOWG on
January 25, 1993.

3.1.2.2 Phase II Site Screening

Phase II screening consisted of evaluating
potentially acceptable disposal sites against
objective criteria relevant to the environ
ment and physiography of the site.
Criteria were used that reflected regulatory
guidelines (e.g., 404 (b)(I) dredge and fill
guidelines; Clean Water Act, Massachu
setts Coastal Zone Management regula
tions) and requirements, (especially
Massachusetts's Wetlands Protection Act



and Site Suitability Criteria for Solid
Waste Site Assignments). Criteria recom
mended by DOWG participants or
identified in other dredged material
disposal site screening documents (e.g.,
Metcalf and Eddy 1992) were also
included. '

While each criterion is important, certain
criteria stand out from the list as potential
deciding factors in the site screening
process. To aid in discriminating between
the most important and less important
criteria; each criterion 'was assigned a "P"
(priority) or an "S" (standard)
classification. "Priority" crit~ria are those
that require compliance with a specific
regulatory criterion. Inability to meet
priority criteria could become a fatal flaw.
"Standard" criteria are important to the
overall evaluation of a site's suitability but
do not rise to the level of the most
stringent standard or, represent a
potentially fatal flaw. Categorizing the
criteria into P and S groupings enabled a
semi-quantitative screening in addition to
the standard qualitative analysis.

Phase n criteria were applied to all sites
identified as potentially feasible after Phase
I, as well as several additional sites
identified with the assistance of the DOWG
(see Table 3-1). A semi-quantitative
evaluation of sites was performed for each
disposal site category. Within each
disposal site category, site "scores" were
compared to focus attention on the most
promising sites. Criteria that were not met
were examined carefully to evaluate
whether the concern could be avoided or
reduced through site planning and
management, or readily mitigated. Data
for all sites were examined both
quantitatively and qualitatively before
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determining whether a site should be short
listed.

The results of the Phase II screening were
presented to the DOWG on April 15,
1993. Discussion at this meeting and
subsequent investigations revealed addi
tional information and issues regarding
many sites that resulted in further
modification of the short-list (Table 3-1).

In particular, the elimination of Rowes
Quarry (MAL-O1) at the end of the Phase
II screening raised considerable comment
in Working Group meetings because this
site had been short-listed by MWRA for
landfilling sludge from the Deer Island
wastewater treatment facility. 1

Several agencies commented that Rowes
Quarry had been dropped from the list of
potential disposal sites in the DEIRIS
without adequate explanation. The project
team revisited' the site, reviewed the
existing information on the site, and has
identified several technical, environmental,
social, and permitting issues that detract
from the suitability of Rowes Quarry for
silt disposal. These issues are discussed
below.

USEPA. 1990. Public record of decision on the
"Final Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement, Long Tenn Residuals Management
for Metropolitan Boston". U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. Boston, MA.



A. Technical

B. Environmental

A portion of the estimated 356,000 cubic
yards of fill required to prepare the quarry
floor for a landfill could potentially be
obtained from the BHNIP parent material.
Some mixing with clean material will be
required to reduce the chloride
concentrations in the BHNIP material to
acceptable levels for terrestrial use.
Chloride concentrations in the berth parent
material averages 1.8% (BHNIP DEIRIS,
Volume 2, Appendix C-3), which converts
to approximately 8,000 - 18,000
j.tmhos/cm conductivity. The Bureau of
Waste Prevention Policy 94-037 currently
sets a maximum allowable conductivity of
4,000 j.tmhos/cm. A dredge material
disposal policy currently under
development is likely to set an even
stricter threshold (Joel Hartman, MA
Division of Solid Waste, personal
communication). The amount of mixing,
and thus the quantity of BHNIP material
that can be beneficially used as part of the
fill material will need to be more fully
addressed should this site ever be used for
marine material disposal.

liner installation. Because no soils exist on
the site, the entire fill quantity would need
to be transported to the quarry in an
estimated 17,800 truckloads. Assuming
the constructed landfill would be 30 acres
in size on the 43-acre site, the silt capacity
is estimated to be 484,000 cubic yards (or
24,200 truckloads). Therefore,
constructing the site would require
importing three-quarters the amount of
material the landfill would eventually
accommodate.

Rowes Quarry's proximity to the Rumney
Marshes ACEC will probably require
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~EI. 1989. ~independent
assessment of the selection pt'<X:ess
for MWRA residuals landfill in the
greater Boston area. Nonnandeau
Engineers, Inc., Concord, NH.
Prepared for the City of Revere, MA
24 pp + App.

2

Converting Rowes Quarry to a lined
landfill for BHNIP silts would require
compliance with Massachusetts Department
of Environmental Protection (DEP)
regulations for siting and constructing a
solid waste landfill (310 CMR 19.000).
Several unconventional engineering
techniques would be necessary to
overcome the construction constraints
imposed by the bedrock fractures, exposed
bedrock, high groundwater, and venical
quarry walls. NEI (1989) calculated that
356,000 cubic yards of fill would be
required to prepare the quarry prior to

According to a technical reporf rebutting
MWRA's selection of Rowes Quarry as a
potential residuals landfill site, the quarry
is characterized by exposed fractured
bedrock, with groundwater within 1 to 3
feet of the ground surface. Groundwater
was also observed discharging from the
exposed northeast quarry wall about 30 to
40 feet above the floor, and standing water
is present in portions of the quarry, due in
part from groundwater. MWRA had
determined that the quarry site is
hydrologically linked via surface water
drainage, and possibly groundwater
through the bedrock fractures, with the
adjacent Rumney Marsh. This 1,070-acre
salt marsh is located at the confluence of
the Pines and Saugus Rivers, and is
considered an extremely valuable regional
resource, as indicated by its 1988
designation as an Area of Critical
Environmental Concern.
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extensive studies of the marsh and estuary
in order to determine the risk to the ACEC
from the landfill should the liner or
leachate collection system fail. These
studies are likely to include calculations of
the probability and frequency of several
design failure scenarios, estimates of both
acute and chronic levels of contamination,
and the probable fate of contaminants in
the ACEC, as well as hydrologic testing
and modeling to understand the ground and
surface water connections between the site
and the ACEC. The time and costs
required to complete these studies and the
difficulty of designing, building, and
permitting a secured disposal facility
makes the option prohibitive.

c. SociallEconomic

The high densities of residences and
sensitive receptors (including several
schools and a nursing home) in the
immediate vicinity of Rowes Quarry are
also a strong deterrent against the use of
this site. NEI (1989) reported over 12,000
residences within 1 mile and 2,500 within
one-half mile. In the 7 years since the
report, the population numbers have likely
increased due to the high development
pressures in the surrounding communities
of Malden and Revere.

The quarry owner has consistently rejected
any discussion of selling Rowes Quarry,
which would require BHNIP to take this
site by eminent domain. This approach is
objectionable to the Project team because
of both the loss of a thriving business and
the associated jobs, and the length, and
expense of the eminent domain process.
The cost to buy the property is estimated
to be 5 to 14 times higher than the other
possible sites.
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D. Permitting

The permitting process for Rowes Quarry
will likely be disproportionally long and
complex compared to most other sites on
the current disposal options list. This is
due primarily to: 1) its proximity to
Rumney Marshes ACEC; 2) its location
straddling the MaldenlRevere corporate
boundary, which would necessitate
permitting in both towns, and; 3) the
surrounding high-density residential
population which voiced opposition to the
use of the quarry by MWRA because of
nuisance issues and the likelihood of a
decline in property values. Additionally,
as described above, obtaining the property
by eminent domain could result in lengthy
court proceedings. Some or all of these
permitting obstacles would result in
delaying the BHNIP well into the future.

I

E. Future Maintenance

In light of Rowes Quany's current siting
limitations, this site may be a more
reasonable disposal option for future
maintenance dredging material because
several major obstacles may be eliminated
or reduced in magnitude over time. The
owner of the quarry stated in 1989 that the
quarry resources will be exhausted within
the next sev~ral decades (NEI 1989). At
that point, the quarry operation will cease
and the owner may be more amenable to
selling, which would eliminate two BHNIP
concerns of interrupting an active business
and taking the property by eminent
domain. Also, technological advances may
improve the dewatering techniques
currently available, which will make all
land-based disposal options more available
in terms of both environmental impacts
and costs. In such a case, Rowes Quarry



may be an advantageous disposal site
because of the quarry's proximity to
Boston Harbor. Finally, designation of the
site for future maintenance disposal would
allow sufficient time to complete the
anticipated lengthy permitting process well
in advance of the need for the site.

3.1.2.3 Phase III Site Screening

Phase ill involved the development of
additional site-specific information for the
short-listed sites through site visits, aerial
photographs, and discussion with
appropriate resource agencies. The short
listed sites were re-evaluated against the
Phase n criteria in light of the additional
information resulting in a revised short-list
(see Table 3-1).

3.1.2.4 Phase IV Site Screening

In response to comments received during
the DEIRIS public comment period, two
areas of additional information were
identified that would benefit the site
selection process. These included: 1)
water resources at the land-based inland
sites; and 2) biological conditions at the
aquatic sites, excluding MBDS. The
following sections discuss the additional
data acquisition efforts undertaken by the
project partners to further screen the short
listed sites remaining after the Phase ill
screening.

A. Review of Phase II Evaluative
Criteria for Land-based Inland Sites

Additional information was collected to
review selected Phase II Evaluative
Criteria for Land-based Inland Sites.
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Information was obtained from
Massachusetts DEP representatives
regarding public water supplies. A
Normandeau representative also visited the
DEP Northeast regional office to review
theDEP Water Supply Protection Atlas
and the Bureau of Waste Site Cleanup
(BWSC) Resource Maps. Individual
BWSC Resource Maps were obtained for
all fourteen Land-based Inland Sites.

Normandeau obtained information on
public water supplies from the DEP
regional offices. Mr. J. Otavio Paula
Santos of the DEP, Division of Water
Supply in Boston provided Normandeau
with the "List of Public Water Supplies
and Their Sources" for DEp· Northeast
Region. Mr. Larry Dane (DEP Southeast
Regional Office in Lakeville, MA)
provided a listing of towns in the DEP
southeast region which have surface water
supplies and their surface water sources.
Mr. Dave Erickson (DEP Northeast
Regional office in Woburn, MA) informed
Normandeau that the Massachusetts Water
Resource Authority (MWRA) supplies
water to most of the Boston Metropolitan
area. The second largest water supply
source is the- Merrimac River upstream of
the Lawrence Dam. Additional surface
water supplies include the Hobbs
Brook/Stony Brook Reservoirs along Route
128 and also the Concord River.

A Normandeau representative visited the
DEP Northeast Regional office in Woburn,
MA on December 9, 1994. The purpose
of this visit was to review the DEP Water
Supply Protection Atlas and the DEP,
BWSC Resource Maps relative to the
Phase II Evaluative Criteria concerning
surface water and groundwater resources.
Information that was collected from the
regional offices was used to re-evaluate
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certain screening criteria and to evaluate
those criteria which were previously listed
as "undetermined" (see Appendix E,
DEIRIS), meaning that information for a
particular site was not available.
The re-evaluating confirmed the screening
of the 14 inland. sites. The only change
occurred at the Wrentham site (W-495).
The DEP, BWSC Resource Maps show
that the W-495 is located within a DEP
Zone n Wellhead Protection Area.

B. Additional Sampling in
Marine/Coastal Habitats Since Draft EIRIS

Additional sampling at nearshore aquatic
and marine sites was conducted in October
1994 (see Appendix E). The sampling
plan was review.ed by Federal and State
resource agencies and modified in response
to agency comments. The purpose of the
sampling was to add an additional data
point to the body of information already
existing and used in the DEIRIS and to
confirm or refute the earlier findings.
Nineteen locations in Boston Harbor and
three locations on Massachusetts Bay were
surveyed using a sediment profile imaging
(SP!) camera. Samples were collected for
benthic infauna at each location using a
0.04 m2 Van Veen grab. The dredging
and disposal sites surveyed in this study
are shown in Table 3-2.

A finfish resource evaluation was
conducted in October and November 1994
(see Appendi?c E). Demersal fishes were
collected using a nine-foot otter trawl with
a 0.64 cm cod end mesh at the six stations
shown in Table 3-2. Three trawls, lasting
either 5 or 20 minutes (depending on
conditions) were made at each location.
Gill nets were utilized to collect demersal
fish at eight stations, including the four
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dredge or disposal sites listed in Table 3-2.
Scientific gill nets measuring 30.3 m x
3.03 m with vcirying mesh sizes were set a
surface and bottom depths for a total of 72
hours, and were fished at a 24 and 48 hour
interval.

Lobster resources were assessed through a
trapping program (see Appendix E).
Modified lobster traps (escape vent closed)
were set at three offshore, one outer
harbor, and nine inner harbor locations.
These included the dredge and disposal
sites listed on Table 3-2. Traps were
harvested every twentY-four hours for a
three-day period in October 1994.
Lobsters were measured, sexed, and
enumerated.

The results of these sampling events,are
fully discussed in Chapter Four of the
FEIRIS and were factored into the
environmental' assessment of each potential
aquatic disposal site. The sampling reports
fish, benthic, and lobster resources are
included as Appendix E (see Volume 3).
The findings of the October 1994 sampling
confirm the earlier data gathered in
sampling programs conducted in July and
November 1986 and April 1993, as
summarized in the DEIR/S.

3.2 SEDIMENT/SITE MATCIDNG

As stated in the original MEPA scope and
the 1988 Feasibility Report, ocean disposal
(Massachusetts Bay Disposal Site) is the
preferred disposal option for
uncontaminated marine sediments of accep
table quality and is the option against
which other alternatives were originally
evaluated. However, a substantial
component of this project has focussed on
the issue of quantifying the levels of metals
and organics in project sediments. Review



of these results has indicated a wide range
of chemical concentrations in sediments
throughout the project area (Section 2.2
and Appendix C of the DEIRIS). Charac
terization of sediments for disposal options
relies on interpretation of the results of
bioassessment in terms of ecological
significance, and is, therefore, not a
clearcut decision. The Corps has joint
responsibility for making this determi
nation. The EPA has veto authorization
The silt from the Reserved Channel area
was the only material for which a

.consistent opinion was not reached.
However, based on pUblic and agency
comments on the DEIRIS, and to ens.ure
that the disposal option alternatives
analysis would identify sufficient space, it
has been concluded that alternatives to
unconfined ocean disposal would have to
be sought for all silt materials from the
project.

Potential impacts arising from disposal of
the silt vary among the generic alterna
tives. These differences are reflected in
testing requirements and required control
measures (fable 3-3). All disposal types
evaluated require bulk chemical analysis of
most parameters identified in the "Green
Book" (EPA/ACOE, 1991). Unconfined
open water disposal and lined and unlined
landfills, each have identified thresholds
for a suite of parameters that must be met
for disposal to be Pent:litted (fable 3-4).
Thresholds for non-landfill upland disposal
are not currently established; however, site
suitability was evaluated assuming that
such a facility would be lined and that the
Category A (lined) landfill criteria would
be appropriate.

Similarly, regulatory thresholds for in
harbor or coastal containment have not
been defined. Both alternatives would
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provide isolation of the disposed material
from the surrounding environment once
disposal is complete. The in-harbor
containment alternative provides the
opportunity for isolation during disposal.
It was assumed that there were no
sediment quality thresholds necessary for
in-harbor containment or open-water
containment, but that either alternative
would be dependent on achieving accept
able water quality conditions as
demonstrated by acceptable water quality
modeling results or monitoring. Stability
of the disposed material after emplacement
on the bottom would also have to be
addressed.

In response to agency and public
comments received on the DEIRIS, and to
address these latter issues of water quality
impacts and sediment stability, the project
team performed extensive studies in
preparation of this FEIRIS. The first was
a series of models to determine the
transport and fate of silt disposal at the
aquatic short-listed sites. The results of
these models are used in Chapter 4 in
evaluating impacts among the short-listed
sites. The complete water quality
modeling report appears as Appendix F in
Volume 3 of the FEIRIS.

The second series of studies included a
characterization of near bottom water
velocities generated by typical vessel
operations in the improved Boston Harbor.
This study, and other studies on sediment
stability, are included in Appendix G in
Volume 3 of the FEIRIS. This
information is used in evaluating the need
for armoring and stabilizing sediments
disposed under aquatic conditions in the

. Inner and Outer Harbor.
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In sum, sire-specific sediment data were
compared to thresholds for each disposal
alternative (Table 3-5). Clay and rock
from all dredging areas were acceptable
for any type of disposal, provided capacity
was available. The following section
discusses how silt material could be
managed for each of the generic disposal
options, including special handling or
design features required for disposal, with
the least environmental impact.

3.3 SUITABILITY OF GENERIC
TYPES OF DISPOSAL
ALTERNATIVES FOR
DREDGED Sll..T

The types of impacts associated with
disposal of dredged materials can be.
categorized generally as habitat loss or
alteration, water quality degradation,
emigration (physically or biologically) of
contaminants from the disposal site, and
socioeconomic concerns (primarily tishing,
land use and traffic) and are related to site
preparation and management activities.
The following paragraphs summarize the
site preparation and management re
quirements needed for each generic
disposal alternative to minimize these im
pacts. The findings are summarized on
Table 3-6.

3.3.1 Land-Based Alternatives

A. Inland and Coastal Sites

In general, upland sites would have to be
cleared and graded before construction of a
silt containment facility. The containment
facility would include a liner, diked
disposal cells constructed in sequence,
runoff and leachate controls, and access

roads (Table 3-6). Closure of the site
would include capping and landscaping.
Configuration of the containment facility
would be designed to minimize impacts to
critical environmental features.

Locations of upl'and sites are shown in
Figure 3-1. Access to inland sites is
restricted to truck or rail transportation.
Coastal sites could be accessible by barge,
although this could require dredging of
access channels.

,
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Potential impacts associated with
developing an upland (either inland or
coastal) disposal facility are, in contrast to
landfills, relatively severe (Table 3-7).
While it would be desirable to focus on
previously degraded sites, areas that have
received other waste materials are not
always suitable for disposal facility
development without remediation first.
While chemically-degraded sites may be
suitable for a long-term future regional
facility after remediation, sites that have
experienced habitat alteration (clearing,
excavation and mining) are the most likely
candidates available for the BHNIP.
Development of a disposal facility on such
a site could result in loss and/or alteration
of terrestrial hapitat (particularly
Wrentham (W-495) and Woburn (WOB
11)), possibly including wetlands. Loss of
vegetated wetland habitat (Table 3-8)
would occur with development of the
Wrentham (9 acres), Woburn (1 acre) and
Squantum Point (QUI-Q3) (0.3 acres) sites.
Everett (EVR-Q4), Squanturn Point and
Wrentham all provide habitat for state
listed species of special concern (fable 3
8).

Development of the coastal sites (Everett
and Squantum Point) would affect marine
resources due to dredging. Prevention of
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water quality impacts would depend on site
design features including design criteria to
minimize the risk of exposure of
freshwater resources to elevated chloride
levels (inland sites only) or contaminants.
Marine waters could experience locally
elevated turbidity and contaminant
concentrations at the dewatering site
(Mystic Pier or North Jetty) for inland
sites, but this would be limited by proper
design and monitoring. Depending on site
access, use of coastal sites could affect
marine water quality during site
preparation (dredging for barge access) or
dewatering (for truck transportation). Both
inland and coastal sites offer some risk of
contaminant emigration due to the
prolonged period required for drying the
sediments before capping. Although the
disposed materials would remain azoic, the
containment area would appear pondlike
and may be attractive to birds.

Both types of sites could have socio
economic impacts - displacement or
alteration of land use and high truck traffic
volumes. None of the short-listed sites are
currently in use except Woburn which has
a closed, but uncontained, municipal
landfill onsite. Due to its large capacity,
Wrentham. would experience the highest
truck volume but its proximity to major
highways would minimize the
neighborhood effects of this traffic. Rail
access could become available for
Woburn. Barge transport would be likely
for Everett and Squantum Point.

Disposal of silty sediments from Boston
Harbor in an upland area would remove
this associated chemical load from the
harbor environment (Table 3-9). A
regional facility might be able to use a
chemically-degraded area, but the remedial
actions necessary to develop such a site
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would be greater than a single project
(even a large one) could bear. Thus, such
sites were not short-listed although any
upland site that demonstrated merit for
potential development would require a
preliminary assessment, as a minimum, for
hazardous materials. Parent material
(clay) could be used in constq1ction of the
site, although the silt would then have to
be stockpiled during construction. There
would be potential for enhancement of
terrestrial habitats once the facility was
closed. Any landscaping would have to
preserve the integrity of the cap, probably
eliminating the planting of trees.

B. Landfills

Existing landfills can provide disposal
space for marine dredged materials under
two scenarios - use for daily cover or
burial. In the case of the BHNIP, the
surficial silts would have to be mixed with
clean materials to meet the regulatory
thresholds for daily cover.

No special site modifications would be
required for landfills, although all the
short-listed landfills have odor limitations.
Three existing landfills (Figure 3-1),
Plainville/Laidlaw, East Bridgewater and
FitchburglWestminister, were identified as
having the ability to accept marine
sediments in the approximate time frame
for the BHNIP.

From a qualitative perspective, use of lined
landfills for disposal of dredged materials
provides the least environmentally
damaging alternative (Table 3-8) because
the natural environment has already been
disturbed to develop the landfill.
However, competition for space at landfills
is a key issue. Landfill space is fast



approaching capacity, and while various
landfills are capable of handling marine
sediments, this type of use could displace
other, higher-priority uses. Of the 122
landfills currently permitted to accept
municipal solid waste in Massachusetts,
114 are scheduled for closure by 1996
(DEP, January 1993 active MSW landfill
list). The three sites short-listed have
limited capacity for burial of dredged
material (Table 3-8). The exception is that
there continues to be a need for daily
cover and filial closure material. Dredged
material can be suitable for these purposes
under some circumstances. To be used for
daily cover, sediment must have contami
nant levels within a range that, after
mixing with a "reasonable" amount of
clean material, would meet TCLP
regulatory levels (Table 3-4). Maximum
need for daily cover that could be provided
by BHNIP dredged materials ranges from
SO cy/day (plainvillel Laidlaw) to 250
cy/day (FitchburglWestminister) (Table 3
8). Only clean material that would
contribute to construction of an
impermeable layer could be used for a cap.
Marine clay can be suitable for this
purpose (S. Lipman, MADEP, 1993, pers.
comm.). The limited available capacity
for dredged materials at these landfills
would minimize the traffic burden
associated with the BHNIP.

The benefits (Table 3-9) of using landfills
for disposal of marine sediments are
relatively high, primarily because this
alternative utilizes existing facilities.
Again, however, this apparent benefit must
be weighed against the constraint of
competing uses for a limited resource.

3.3.2 Aquatic Alternatives

A. Shoreline Facilities

There are two fill alternatives proposed for
the Mystic Pier sites, Revere Sugar,
Amstar and Cabot Paint (see site locations
Figure 3-1). The first alternative is for
partial fill which would result in a final
elevation (including cap) of mean low
water. The total fill alternative elevation
would be mean high water (or higher
where adjacent Jand elevations would allow
it). For both alternatives, a bulkhead
would be constructed to isolate the site
from the harbor during dispQsal. The
bulkhead would remain in place after
disposal in the total fill alternative but be
cut off at MLW after the cap was secured
for the partial fill alternative.

Two fill alternatives were considered for
these sites since the cost of disposal site
development can only be offset by
maximizing the disposal site capacity.
However, the total fill option creates an
irretrievable loss of subtidal habitat by
replacing it with fast land. The partial fill
option is designed to allow for the
establishment of intertidal habitat.

Little Mystic Channel and Reserved
Channel (Figure 3-1) would require
maintenance of aquatic habitat. Little
Mystic Channel would be filled to a final
elevation (including cap) of -6 to -3 ft
MLW. Fill in the Reserved Channel
would encompass either the entire area
west of Summer Street or only the western
end of that area. The western end would,
in either case, be filled to a final grade
(including cap) of +9 ft MLW, a suitable
elevation for establishing salt marsh
vegetation. The eastern portion would be
filled to a fin"rl elevation of -6 ft MLW.
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Both sites would be bulkheaded during
disposal.

Both shoreline fill scenarios would result
in loss of marine habitat, although in the
partial fill scenario loss would be
temporary (Table 3-7). Permanent habitat
losses would be highest at Cabot Paint
(total fill). Temporary habitat losses
would be highest at Reserved Channel (if
~ntire area used) or Little Mystic Channel
(Table 3-10). There were no marked
differences in benthic infauna among the
six potential disposal sites, but the pier
areas (Amstar, Cabot Paint, Mystic Piers
and Revere Sugar) may provide slightly
better finfish refuge potential than the
channels (Little Mystic, Reserved) because
of the pilings. Ultimately, in the partial
fill alternative, marine habitat could be
altered from fine-grained substrate to
vegetated or rocky substrate of potentially
higher productivity (Reserved Channel,
Little Mystic Channel).

Temporary localized water quality impacts
could be minimized by appropriate site
management (e g., dredging and disposal
methodology, disposal behind bulkheads,
use of silt curtains, disposal timing) for
both total and partial fill alternatives. In
both scenarios, the disposal site would be
essentially isolated from the rest of the
harbor. The partial fill scenario could
pose a slightly higher risk of emigration of
silty sediments in the long term than the
total fill. Since the short-listed shoreline
sites are in relatively quiescent parts of the
harbor, and thus relatively safe from
erosional currents, other forces (e.g.;
boats, biological activity) are unlikely to
disrupt the cap of the partial fill.

Land use impacts would be site dependent.
Any fastlands created would have to be

used for a water-dependent activity.
"Alterations in current use would be

greatest at Amstar because of MWRA's
newly constructed floating dock (for trans
port of Deer Island workers). Other pier
areas are not presently in use. Filling in
the eastern portion of Reserved Channel
could interfere with the existing marina
operations. Traffic impacts would be
minimal at pier sites since sediments would
be transported by barge. It could be
necessary to use a barge and truck combi
nation for Little Mystic Channel and
Reserved Channel because of low
clearance bridges across the entrance of
each site.

Each of these fill alternatives could result
in environmental or socioeconomic benefits
(Table 3-9). All of the shoreline sites are
likely to have or have been demonstrated
currently to contain, contaminated
sediments with elevated chemical
constituents. Either the total or partial fill
alternative would isolate these contam
inants from the Boston Harbor environ
ment. The partial fill scenario has the
potential to enhance the environmental
quality of the site by providing clean
substrate for benthic organisms (all sites),
or plantings to increase primary produc
tivity (especially Reserved Channel and
Little Mystic Channel). Totally filled sites
could be developed for port-related
activities. Clay from the improvement
dredging could be used in capping these
sites, reducing the need to transport
material to MBDS.

C. Subaqueous Depressions

Use of the outer harbor subaqueous sites B
and E (Figure 3-1) would rely on existing
bathymetric conditions to keep disposed
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sediments in place. Sediments would be
transported by bottom-dumping scow.
After disposal of silt is complete, the area
would be capped by depositing granular
material over the sediments.

Use of the subaqueous depressions would
result in temporary habitat losses until
capping was complete (fable 3-7). The
disposal site footprint would be smallest at
the Winthrop Harbor site (8 acres).
Subtidal habitat would be altered by
changes in substrate texture and depth.
Some fine-grained sediments and
associated contaminants would remain in
suspension and be transported away from
the disposal site. ADDAM'S model
results indicate that the plume could extend
a distance of approximately 4,500 ft from
the disposal site and on a flood tide
potentially carry contaminants (which may
exceed water quality criteria by 2x) outside
the disposal site.

Commercially harvested clam beds on the
Snake Island flats and the Basin could be
sensitive to sediments with elevated
contaminants dispersed from a Winthrop
Harbor disposal site. Disposed sediments
would be exposed to currents for the
duration of disposal activities, presenting a
risk for further emigration and
bioaccumulation.

The model results imply that water quality
exceedences should not extend up-channel
beyond Chelsea Point in Winthrop, so the
Belle Isle Main ACEC should not be at
risk (fable 3-11). Subaqueous B and E
are exposed to higher current velocities
than Winthrop Harbor but water modeling
showed no impacts to areas of potential
exposure including the Governor's Island
flats and Deer Island flats. There would
be no land-based traffic impacts to any of

these sites, alth'ough some impacts to
navigation would occur. Restrictions
would be temporary in Winthrop Harbor
and Subaqueous B. Seasonal recreational
boating could restrict disposal operations
in Winthrop Harbor. Small boat use of
the channel paSsing across Subaqueous E
could also cause seasonal restrictions on
use of the site.

Using subaqueous depressions for material
disposal would isolate dredged
contaminants from the harbor ecosystem.
Another benefit associated with the
subaqueous disposal alternatives is the
ability to use project parent material for
the cap (fable 3-9).

D. In-Channels and Borrow Pits

Both In-Channel and Borrow Pit
alternatives would require additional
dredging of in-situ parent material.
Sufficient surficial material dredged from
the borrow pit areas would be stockpiled to
use as final capping material to restore the
site to pre-existing substrate conditions.
Native clay from channel deepening could
be used for the initial cap at borrow pits.
Sand, from either the parent material or
bought, would be used to cap the in
channel areas due to the tolerances that
have to be achieved in the final bathymetry
in the navigation channels.

In-Channel alternatives would include
Chelsea Creek, Inner Confluence and
Mystic River navigational channels.
Borrow pit alternatives include Meisburger
2 and 7, and Spectacle Island CAD (see
Figure 3-1). This latter site is located in
the shallow (-10' MLW) subtidal area east
of the Island and is totally disassociated
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from the Island itself and the CArr project
work in progress.

Both the In-Channel and the borrow pit
alternatives would temporarily remove
marine subtidal· habitat from production.
There would be a greater impact at the
previously undisturbed Meisburger sites
than the In-Channel alternatives. Surface
substrates at borrow pit sites could be
altered somewhat but substrate in the In
Channel sites would not be noticeably
different from the planned post-dredging
conditions.

Containment of sediments during disposal
for inshore alternatives is an issue
requiring mitigation to lessen the resulting
turbidity plume. ADDAM'S model results
indicate that water quality criteria
exceedences would not occur at the
offshore (Meisburger) or Spectacle Island
CAD site. Sediments would be exposed
for the duration of the disposal operation,
resulting in some potential for emigration
through current transport or biological
activity. The smaller capacities of the In
Channel alternatives would result in
shorter periods of exposure than the
borrow pits. However, ADDAM's model
results, for the Subaqueous E site, indicate
that there could be water quality criteria
exceedences during flood tide after four
hours; and silt/clay plumes were predicted
to extend as much as 4,500 ft upstream of
this in-harbor disposal site. Because of
shallower water near the Spectacle Island
CAD site, dilution to below water quality
criteria was predicted at greater distances,
but reached that distribution level in less
than four hours.

Biological impacts could vary among the
In-Channel alternatives primarily because
of the Mystic River's value to anadromous
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fish although seasonal restrictions on
disposal in the Mystic River Channel could
avoid these impacts. The offshore borrow
pit sites, Meisburger 2 and 7, support high
benthic productivity and fisheries resources
are relatively abundant. The outer harbor
Spectacle Island CAD appears to support
substantially lower benthic production. Its
location in the general vicinity of the
proposed Central Arteryrrunnel fish reef
mitigation and beach project, however,
would mean that disposal methods and/or
mitigation efforts would need to account
for the protection to this resource if it is in
place by the time the Harbor is dredged.
Additionally, special plans to avoid or
mitigate for fishing gear losses (lobster,
pots, etc.) from barge traffic or
construction activities may be necessary at
the Meisburger and Spectacle Island sites.

The In-Channel alternative would use
suitable granular material (sand and gravel)
as a capping material due to the tight
tolerances needed in the in-channel option
and the ability to reduce voids in the cap
by using sand rather than cohesive clay.
Clay could be incorporated into the borrow
pit cap. Sediments (sand and gravel)
dredged from-the borrow pit sites during
site preparation could be used for beach
nourishment or construction, if the need
exists. Otherwise, this sediment would
have to be disposed at MBDS. The In
Channel alternative has the advantage of
being located in an already impacted area
(Le., the navigational channels).

E. Existing Disposal Sites

Previously-used dredged material disposal
sites, MBDS and Boston Lightship (Figure
3-1), could be utilized for the project for
silt disposal, with capping. At MBDS



disposal of contaminated material with
capping is prohibited unless a successful
demonstration is made; with respect to the
BLDS, the Corps has successfully
demonstrated effective capping at sites
with similar depths elsewhere in New
England. A containment area would be
prepared by configuring parent material in
a specific area. Silt would be point
deposited by accurate positioning of the
barge. Once disposal was complete,
additional granular material would be
deposited over the silt to form the final
cap.

Disposal of silty dredged materials at a
previously-used disposal site would have
impacts generally similar to use of a
borrow pit (fable 3-7). Since disposal of
the silty sediments at the Massachusetts
Bay Disposal Site is currently prohibited
by EPA without further testing, a field
program to demonstrate the effectiveness
of capping moves this site out of a
reasonable time frame for use on the
current project. Agency concerns associat
ed with capped disposal at MBDS have
largely focussed on emigration of contam
inants/sediments during disposal and long
term integrity of the cap. In a recent study
by EPA (1993) ADDAM'S models were
run for the MBDS using this project's data
and no water quality exceedences were
predicted outside the site during the
disposal phase (Table 3-12). These results
were used to conclude that disposal
activities from this project (BHNIP) would
not add to impacts from the MWRA ocean
outfall at a level to cause a risk to
threatened and endangered species in the
area. ADDAM'S model results for the
Boston Lightship also indicate that water
quality criteria would not be exceeded
outside that disposal site which is half as
deep and twice as close to Boston as
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MBDS. In the foreseeable future BHNIP
is the only project that could provide its
own capping material, perhaps represent
ing the only opportunity to cap silty sedi
ments of this volume and provide a
demonstration of this option's
effectiveness. This scenario would provide
beneficial use of all parent material
dredged from the project. Capping at the
MBDS may represent a practicable
alternative for the future maintenance
material as it is not considered imple
mentable at this time due to the EPA and
CZM requirement for a demonstration of
its efficacy. The ability of the Corps to
perform a capping demonstration would
hinge, in part, on the availability of
suitable material.

3.4 DEVELOPMENT OF DISPOSAL
OPTIONS

As discussed previously, there are few
alternative disposal sites that have the
capacity to handle all the dredged material,
parent, silt and rock, for this project. In
addition, disposal considerations must
include the requirement of future disposal
of maintenance· (silt) material. In order to
address both the present and future
capacity needs individual disposal sites
have been combined into disposal options
which attempt to balance environmental
consequences with practicability concerns.

The volume of material requiring disposal
from the proposed BHNIP was
conservatively estimated to ensure
sufficient capacity will be provided at
disposal options. Table 2-1 presented the
estimated volumes of rock, parent and silt
material requiring disposal. The volumes
shown assume up to a 0.5 foot of parent
material is also dredged to ensure all silt



material is removed. The volumes also
factor in a 20% expansion of silt and
parent material over in-situ volumes to
account for the water entrained in the
dredging process. Rock was assumed to
expand by 50% over in-situ conditions due
to the blasting fractures. Based on the
measured in-situ volumes and expansion
factors the BHNIP will generate
approximately 132,000 cy of rock, 2
million cy of parent material and 1.3
million cy of silt. These quantities
represent one consideration used in
developing potential disposal options. As
discussed in Section 3.2 and summarized
on Table 3-5, sediment quality must also
be taken into account in considering
disposal sites. Environmental impacts of
using undeveloped sites for disposal,
presented in Section 3.3, are also a factor
in developing disposal options, particularly
related to contaminated dredged material.
Finally, practicability considerations of
costs, technology and logistics which are
reasonably related to project needs must be
factored into the development of disposal
options.

These four factors: sediment quality,
environmental impact, volume and
practicability, were used to formulate
several disposal options by combining
land-based and aquatic:: sites. The
following sections describe options in four
categories developed through the process
defmed above. Each option assumes that
dredged parent material and rock will be
used for beneficial uses to the maximum
extent possible and that these uses will be
identified and expanded throughout the
Em./S process. The remaining quantity of
this material after beneficial uses are
accomplished will be disposed at the
MBDS.
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Options for disposal of silt material
considered·potentially unsuitable for
unconfined ocean disposal (Table 3-13) are
the primary focus of the next section. Op
tions defined as group "An include
combining land-based sites for silt
disposal. The "B" group options focus on
combining aquatic sites while "C" group
options include combinations of land-based
sites and aquatic options. The "D" group
options consider aquatic sites previously
used for offshore disposal and which have
the capacity to receive all the project
material.

Tables 3-14 through 3-19 and 3-21 provide
the costs of alternative disposal options
described in the following paragraphs.
The objective of preparing these tables was
to determine relative unit costs by
estimating the total cost to dredge the silts,
process the dredged material, transport the
material to the disposal site, construct any
required features at the disposal site and
any other costs associated with the
dredging and disposal of silts. The costs
are based on April 1995 price levels.

The unit costs should not be used to
estimate a project cost. Project costs, once
a disposal site is selected, will be
computed based on optimal use of
equipment, distribution of silts to other
disposal sites if applicable, and other
factors that can not be estimated until a
final disposal plan is selected and the cost
of disposal of the parent material is deter
mined. Also cost for mobilization would
have to be added as well as associated
design and construction management costs
required for the selected plan.

Assumptions used are listed on each table.
Existing information was used when
available. Experience from other projects
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was used when specific site data was
unavailable. These assumptions should be
carefully reviewed since) in some cases)
significant cost items are not included
(i.e.) real estate acquisition costs for
upland and shoreline sites).

3.4.1 Land-Based Options CA)

Use of any of the upland sites for silt
disposal would require that the material be
dewatered prior to disposal. Dewatering
would occur at Boston Harbor shoreline
sites to facilitate trucking efficiency and
minimize potential chloride impacts to
freshwater systems. For calculations of
disposal needs it was assumed that
dewatering and compaction would reduce
the silt volume nearly to its in-situ estimate
of approximately 1.1 million cy.

Option AI. Option Al would involve
disposal of all silt at landfills. The three
landfills which survived the screening
process (see Table 3-1) are expected to
have a combined maximum need of 1,000
cy/day of cover material. TCLP results
indicated that most of the harbor silts
would have to be mixed with equal
quantities of clean materials to be suitable
for daily cover) reducing the total potential
daily use of project material to 500 cy/day,
or 7-13% of the anticipated dredging rate.
Over the anticipated 100 days of silt
dredging (assuming two dredges, yielding
8,000 cy/day each), the total daily cover
needs at the landfills of 50,000 cy would
fall far short of project disposal needs. In
order for landfills to provide the necessary
capacity, project sediments would have to
be buried, not simply used as daily cover.
Using all three landfills, a total of 525
cy/day of silt material, or 52,500 cy over
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the 100 day dredging period could be
buried. The maximum disposal capacity
for project silts combining daily cover and
burial is, therefore, 102,500 cy.

As pointed out in preceding sections, there
are definite environmental advantages to
using landfills since they are engineered
and permitted designated disposal areas.
The major drawbacks to using landfills are
daily limitations on quantities that the
landfills can handle and competing public
uses for landfill capacity. It would take
more than 4 years to accommodate the 1.1
million cy generated by the BHNIP using
Option A1. Costs would range from $62 
$108/cy to dispose of material at the
landfills not including the cost of land
needed to stockpile silt for four years (see
Table 3-14).

Option A2. Option A2 would involve a
combination of one or more landfills and
one or more inland sites. Meeting the
capacity requirements of the BHNIP
would, at a minimum, involve using Wren
tham (W-495), Squantum Point (QUI-Q3),
and all three landfills. To reduce the
volume of dredged materials to be buried
at the landfills .(52,500 cy), a third upland
site, Everett (EVR-04), would have to be
included. Any other combination of inland
and landfill sites would fail to provide
adequate capacity. Distribution of dredged.
material to four or five different locations
would be difficult logistically and each
town would feel the maximum potential
effects of disposal. In addition, all
dredged material would have to be
dewatered. Once dewatering started,
dredged materials would have to be
removed at the rate of 4,000-8)000 cy/day
(200-400 truckloads) while silt was being
dredged.



This option also assumes that a lined
disposal facility would need to be desighed
and constructed at two or more inland or
coastal sites and that silt overburden in
excess of landfill capacity would have to
be stored until access to sufficient
quantities of clay become available for the
facility's liner. Costs for Option A2
would be approximately $63/cy (see Table
3-15).

Qption A3. Option A3 would rely entirely
on developing land-based disposal sites for
the silty material. Individually none of the
four upland sites could provide the total
capacity needed for the BHNIP, but the
combination of the Wrentham ryv-495),
Woburn (WOB-ll) and Squantum Point
(QUI-Q3) sites meet the capacity needs.
This option also provides some excess
capacity beyond the current project needs.
The benefits of Option A3 include
reserving landfills for other public uses,
minimizing the area and time needed for
stockpiling and minimizing impact to the
marine environment. Significant
drawbacks include long-term management
of three sites along with attendant costs,
the minor capacity available for future
dredging projects and on-site and
neighborhood impacts from constructing
the facilities and transporting up to 55,000
tLucldoads of silt to the sites. Costs for
implementation of the above scenario of
the Wrentham, Woburn andSquantum
sites would be $60/cy (see Table 3-15).
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3.4.2 Aguatic Options (B)

Aquatic options must be able to
accommodate an estimated 1.3 million cy
silt material which includes the 20%
expansion factor over in-situ volumes.

Option Bl. Option Bl relies on placing all
the silt material in shoreline containment
areas. Use of all the sites short-listed
could not provide all the disposal capacity
needed for the BHNIP, but use of some or
all of the sites could provide a variety of
disposal configurations in combination with
other types of sites. Filling these sites
(Amstar, Cabot Paint, Mystic Piers,
Revere Sugar to fastland; Little Mystic
Channel to -3 ft MLW; and Reserved
Channel to MHW in its western end and -6
ft MLW near the Summer St. bridge)
would result in a temporary or permanent
loss of marine habitat. However, this
option would benefit the Boston Harbor
aquatic environment by covering the silty
sediments that presently exist at these sites,
would enhance sediment quality for benthic
organisms and could enhance primary
productivity by creation of low salt marsh
in Reserved Channel or subtidal
productivity in parts of the Little Mystic
Channel. Impacts to harbor traffic are also
minimized by providing disposal within the
vicinity of the proposed dredging. This
option would not have capacity remaining
for future use unless an additional site
were included in the development plans.

Costs for maximum capacity at all six sites
range from $7 - $362 cy depending upon
the amount of engineering and site
preparation required (Table 3-16). Costs
include construction of a bulkhead across
the face of each site and transfer of
sediments from barge to truck by crane.



Option B2. Option B2 involves filling
existing outer harbor subaqueous sites. No
site by itself would provide the capacity
necessary for the BHNIP. Combination of
the maximum f1l1 scenarios at Subaqueous
B and Subaqueous E and Winthrop Harbor
would provide sufficient project capacity.
Because development of the subaqueous
sites would not include construction of a
physical containment structure, future use
(if any capacity remained) would be depen
dent on having sufficient capping material.
This option would result in temporary
water quality impacts, and loss of marine
subtidal habitat during the disposal and
capping process. The habitat would be
altered. in depth, microtopography, and
potentially, sediment grain size
characteristics. The logistical benefits to
this option are substantial as it would mean
disposal sites would be near the dredge
sites, minimizing conflicts with ship traffic
and greatly reducing transportation costs
and impacts.

Costs for this option would be
approximately $20 per cubic yard (see
Table 3-17). No site preparation costs
would be incurred.

Option B3. Option B3 would require
overdredging in at least three navigational
channel areas, creating cells beneath the
authorized channel, f1l1ing the dredged
cells with silt and capping it with sand.
Because this scenario would be confined to
the footprint of the federal portion of the
BHNIP, no additional habitat would be
impacted. This option would prolong the
dredging process by 3-6 months and
require temporary barge storage of
dredged silt until the initial cell was
dredged. The three channel areas where it
would be feasible to overdredge, Mystic,
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Chelsea and loner Confluence, would be
able to provide the capacity needed for
BHNIP. Pare~t material would have to be
disposed elsewhere (probably MBDS) or
put to some beneficial use. Overdredging
would be impractical in the Reserved
Channel because it is the only tributary of
Boston Harbor that has no physical
restrictions to ,future deepening. The
ability to localize any impacts makes this
an attractive option for the BHNIP, it
would also offer a potential solution to
hold aside cap'acity for future maintenance
dredging. Again, transportation distur
bances and costs would be minimized by
this option. '

This option would cost approximately $30
per cy (see Table 3-18).

Option B4. Option B4 would require
dredging and capping a borrow pit for
containment of BHNIP silts. A beneficial
use would be sought for the material
dredged from the pit. Meisburger 7 could
provide capacity for all the silt dredged
during the BHNIP. Meisburger 2 also has
the capacity if the sand and gravel deposits
are proved to average more than 10 feet
thick. The Spectacle Island CAD with a
45-acre footprint could also provide the
necessary capacity. Each of these sites
could be constructed to provide capacity
for other projects if they occur during the
time frame ofthe BHNIP. The Meis
burger sites could provide sufficient
additional capacity for future maintenance
dredging of Boston Harbor, assuming
disposal was confined to discrete cells.

Impacts associated with this option would
be temporary but would include
disturbance to areas utilized by commercial
fish ~nd fishing activities. In-harbor sites



may experience some water quality
exceedences while the offshore sites would
not. Costs would range between $21 and
$33 per cy, depending on the site selected
(see Table 3-19). Reuse of sediment
dredged at the disposal site could reduce
the costs.

Option B5. Option B5 assumes a
combination of aquatic shoreline sites and
any of the other aquatic sites. This option
would require use of at least two sites - an
aquatic shoreline site and a subaqueous, in
channel or borrow pit site. An advantage
over Option Bl would be the avoidance or
minimization of permanent habitat loss,
depending on the aquatic shoreline site
selected. For example, this option could
provide the capacity needed for the BHNIP
by filling Revere Sugar to fastland and
constructing an intermediate footprint at
the Spectacle Island CAD. Any aquatic
shoreline site could similarly be combined
with the Spectacle Island CAD or with
reduced disposal scenarios at the
Meisburger sites to meet project capacity
needs. Other possible combinations within
this option would require the use of four
or more sites (e.g. Little Mystic Channel,
Subaqueous E, Inner Confluence In
Channel and Mystic River In-channel).
Any sites not used could potentially be
available for future disposal of Boston
Harbor dredged materials.

3.4.3 Land-Based Aquatic
Combinations (C)

Option Cl. Option Cl would utilize a
combination of landfills and aquatic
shoreline sites. The combination of all six
shoreline sites (to full capacity) and three
landfills. (50,000 cy of daily cover plus

burial of 52,500 cy) would provide
'disposal capacity for a total of 1.18 million

cubic yards. This option does not provide
any future maintenance disposal and is
logistically quite complex in terms of
requiring dewatering locations, barge and
truck loading at various sites around the
dredging location and increased truck
traffic in shoreline and landfill commu
nities. In addition the option removes
landfill capacity from other public users.
The costs for this option range from $37 to
$362/cy depending upon the site.

Option C2. Option C2 would combine
non-landfill upland and aquatic shoreline
sites. It could be implemented by using as
few as three sites; a combination of
Wrentham (W495) and Everett (EVR-()4)
with Reserved Channel or Little Mystic
Channel (to -6 ft MLW). That option
would yield excess capacity. Alternative
ly, Squantum Point (QUI-Q3), Wrentham,
and Mystic Piers (at maXimum capacities)
would meet needs but provide very little
excess capacity. The costs for these
scenarios would range between $30 and
$76/cy depending on the site selected.

Not using Wrentham would require a mini
mum of eight sites: Squantum Point,
Everett and the six aquatic shoreline sites
except Little Mystic Channel, to their
maximum capacities. Truck traffic
impacts would be reduced in this scenario
but construction of shoreline facilities
would keep the cost range high, between
$37 and $362 depending on the site.

Option C3. Option C3 would utilize a
combination of landfills and aquatic
disposal sites. Use of any of the borrow
pits to full capacity would make landfill
disposal essentially superfluous; however,
landfills could be used in part if there were
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strong public pressure for landfill use.
Without the landfills, this option becomes
similar to Options B4 or B5, discussed
earlier. The Spectacle Island CAD, Meis
burger 2 or Meisburger 7 (borrow pits)
could provide the 1.3 million cy capacity
and would be the simplest way to minimize
use of landfill space and completely
confine the dredged materials. No habitat
would be permanently lost although
capping the aquatic site would likely result
in some alteration of substrate character.
Spectacle Island CAD is located in shallow
enough water to enable use of control
structures to isolate the site during
disposal. At other sites, because no
physical structure other than lateral con
straints provided by bathymetric conditions
(existing or created) would be in place
during disposal, some emigration of
sediments and contaminants might occur
from the aquatic disposal site during place
ment, potentially affecting nearby fisheries
and other aquatic resources. If borrow
pits were not used for this option, a
minimum of two subaqueous depressions
would be required.

Since no structures would be needed, costs
for disposal under Option C3 would be
less than C1 or C2. Assuming use of
Spectacle Island CAD and East
Bridgewater landfill, Option C3 costs
range from $21 to $62/cy.

Option C4. Option C4 would combine
development of a new land-based disposal
facility with a non-shoreline aquatic site.
Many possible combinations of two or
three sites could meet current needs and
potentially provide excess capacity for
future dredging. Most efficient
implementation of this option would likely
focus on aquatic disposal first;
development of the upland facility would
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start when clay dredged from the improve
ment portion of the BHNIP could be
provided for the liner of the upland
facility. The selection of both the upland
and aquatic sites would determine whether
excess capacity would remain for future
dredged material disposal. Presumably,
any excess cap'acity would be provided at
the upland site, provoking the question of
costs and responsibility for long-term
management of the facility. Possible
combinations of sites include Wrentham
(W-495) and Subaqueous E; Wrentham,
Everett (EVR-04), and Mystic River; and
Squantum Point (QUI-03), Woburn (WOB
11), Subaqueous E, Mystic River and
Inner Confluence.

Providing a constructed facility with
substantial excess capacity would drive the
costs of the BHNIP up substantially and
would render this option impracticable. A
regional use facility could be constructed
and maintained by a separate authority.
Costs for the suggested combinations of
sites would range from $19 to $76 per cy,
assuming that upland site preparation costs
would be offset by future users of the
excess capacity provided.

3.4.4 Previously Used Aguatic Disposal
Sites

Option Dl. Option Dl would rely on
solidification of silty sediments prior to
disposal at either MBDS or Boston
Lightship. Solidification processes have
been demonstrated to stabilize metals,
PAHs and PCBs (Breslin, et al. 1988;
IWT Co. 1993, pers. corom.) and have
been considered to provide permanent
removal of these contaminants from the
ecosystem when applied in the terrestrial
environment (see Section 3.5 and Table 3
20). There would be no short-term water



quality impacts associated with offshore
options, as demonstrated by the
ADDAM'S model results. This option
would also address concerns about
resuspension and/or transport of silt
sediments offsite, as well as further
reducing on-site risks. However, this
option would require special handling of
the dredged material, and this, along with
the cost of the treatment material, would
make this option more costly. Disposal of
solidified material at an offshore site could
increase habitat complexity or make habitat
reestablishment more difficult.

Costs for solidification with offshore
disposal would be approximately $90 per
cy (see Table 3-20).

Option D2. Option D2 would rely on
disposal of the silty sediments at either
MBDS or Boston Lightship and subsequent
capping with parent material (primarily
clay) from the channel deepening. As
discussed in prior sections, resuspension of
contaminants during disposal and from the
boundaries of the designated disposal site
has been the major concern associated with
the capping option. However, modeling
done in this study and by the EPA indi
cates that short-term water quality criteria
exceedences should not be a problem with
these sites. This project overcomes a
major stumbling block faced in the past by
proposals for capping at MBDS: avail
ability (or lack thereof) of suitable capping
material. The BHNIP will produce over 2
million cy of parent material, 1.5 times the
quantity of silt to be dredged. Further,
due to the physical constraints created by
the transportation tunnels under the Main
Ship Channel, it is likely that the Inner
Confluence, Mystic Channel and Chelsea
Channel will never be deepened below the
authorized 40 feet. Thus, the supply of
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potential capping material is unlikely to be
available for this purpose again without
relying on an outside source. However, in
its final site designation, EPA has found
that disposal-and-capping (of unsuitable
material) is prohibited at MBDS until its
efficacy can be effectively demonstrated
(40 CPR 228.12 as amended).

Cost for this option would be
approximately $13 to $27 per cy for
disposal of project silt (see Table 3-21).

3.5 ALTERNATIVE
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

The silt portion of material to be dredged
from Boston Harbor could undergo certain
treatment processes that may either
immobilize or reduce chemical
concentrations to a level that may be
acceptable for open water or other disposal
options. Various commercial treatment
processes exist that have been successfully
utilized elsewhere in the country on
sediment and on other material that may be
applicable to dredged material. In
response to interest generated by the
DEIRIS in potential treatment
technologies, the project team developed a
questionnaire survey of technology
providers. Section 3.5.1 details the
development and results of this survey.

3.5.1 Treatment Technologies

To gather information on technologies
available for the treatment of the
contaminated dredged materials, the
DOWG developed a survey questionnaire.
The survey questionnaire was sent to 38
providers of treatment/disposal services.
The format of the survey was based upon a



rating system developed by the USEPA for
screening treatment options for Superfund
sites. This rating method was also used by
the Corps and the EPA in the evaluation of
treatment and disposal options for the
remediation of contaminated sediment in
the Great Lakes (Averett et al. 1990.). To
evaluate the different treatment
technologies, information on the
effectiveness, implementability and cost
was requested. In addition, the respondent
was requested to rank ten factors, from 1
to 10, which affected the estimated cost.
A letter was also sent with the survey form
to provide background information on the
proposed project and to provide a
summary of laboratory results on the
physical and chemical characteristics of the
dredged materials. A copy of the survey
questionnaire is included as Appendix D in
Volume 3 of the FEIRIS.

Of the 38 survey questionnaires sent, 14
were completed and returned (37 percent
response rate). The companies contacted
are listed in Table 3-22. The technologies
represented by the responding firms
included: thermal treatment (7), solvent
extraction (2), soil washing (I),
biotreatment (I), solidification/stabilization
(2), and landfill (1). The questionnaire
responses were summarized and are
presented in Table 3-23. Of the 14
responses, 13 were further evaluated. The
response from Soil Technology was not
considered for additional evaluation due to
limited development of the technology
(laboratory scale).

The following paragraphs summarize each
technology category its potential applica
bility to the BHNIP.

1. Thermal. This category includes
incineration processes, pyrolytic processes,
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vitrification processes, wet air oxidation,
and other processes that involve heating
the sediment hundreds or thousands of
degrees above the ambient temperature. A
number of these processes have been
widely demonstrated, and are considered
effective for destroying organic contami
nants. However, they are often more
expensive than other options. For ex
ample, the lowfuel value and high water
content of sediments results in high
additional energy input requirements
during incineration. In addition, volatil
ized metals and other incineration by
products must be removed from flue gases,
ash or other residues for treatment and
disposal. Incineration processes may also
be difficult to implement because of siting
problems related to complex permitting
requirements and generally poor
community acceptance. On the other
hand, few of the non-incineration thermal
processes have been demonstrated on other
than a bench-scale or pilot basis.

2. Solvent Extraction, Soil Washing and
Other Chemical Treatments. These
technologies use chemical agents and
processes to destroy, modify, remove
(extract) or chemically immobilize toxic
materials, or to alter them in a way that
affects their solubility, stability, separabili
ty and other properties affecting handling
and disposal. Averett et al. (1990)
identifies available chemical treatment
processes, including chelation and
nucleophilic substitution (dechlorination),
as well as 22 extraction technologies, most
of which can be viewed as essentially
chemical in nature. Variations of these
technologies are potentially effective in
treating PCBs, non-halogenated semi
volatiles such flS PAHs, and metals.
However, according to the literature, many
chemical processes may be difficult to



implement because of materials handling
and process control requirements that have
not been fully demonstrated for application
to dredged material. Heterogeneity of
grain size and density can limit the effec
tiveness of the extraction processes. For
those processes, there may also be
problems associated with recovery and
disposal of the extraction solvents.

3. Biotreatment. These technologies,
which include such processes as aerobic
and anaerobic bioreclamation and
digestion, treat contaminated sediment
through the biodegrading action of
microorganisms or enzymes produced by
microbes. However, biodegradation is
effective only to materials high in organic
content, and is generally ineffective for
treatment of heavy metals. In addition,
biodegradation generally works best under
operating conditions which permit a high
degree of control of critical process
parameters such as temperature, moisture,
and nutrient content. These conditions
may not be readily achievable for a large
volume of material where climatic
conditions vary widely or in instances
when the treated materials are highly
heterogeneous. Furthermore, biodegra
dation processes are complicated by the
possible toxic effects of one contaminant in
the treated matrix on the microorganisms
used to treat another contaminant.

4. Solidification/Stabilization. These
technologies typically isolate and limit
mobility of contaminants through
solidification andlor stabilization (SIS), and
are usually applied to sediments that are
ultimately placed in a confined site or
disposal area. Averett et al. (1990) cite 12
such processes, including lime-based and
Portland cement-based solidification
processes, as well as encapsulation. SIS
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facilitates materials handling, decreases the
SUrface area of the sediment mass across
which contaminant loss or transfer can
occur, and can limit contaminant solubility
through Ph adjustment or sorption
phenomena. According to the literature,
SIS processes can be effective for both
organics and metals. The most common of
these technologies have been demonstrated
on a pilot or full-scale basis for treatment
of soils and solid residues from other
treatment processes. In addition, the
immobilization processes are generally not
as sensitive to process control conditions
as the biological and chemicalMextractive
processes. However, the effectiveness of
cement-based solidification processes may
be impeded by organics in the treated
materials which reduce the binding
capacity of the fixative, resulting in prema
ture structural degradation. Another
limiting factor in the use of immobilization
technologies is the availability of a suitable
confined disposal area or beneficial use for
the solidified material. Marine
applications may be available, however.
Artificial reefs constructed of stabilized
incinerator residues have been placed in
Long Island Sound. Studies on mobility
from these reefs of dioxins and furans
(Wente and Roethal 1993) and various
metals (Breshlin, et al. 1988) have
indicated that these constituents have
neither leached nor been accumulated by
organisms attached to the reef. Other
proprietary stabilizing agents have been
demonstrated to immobilize PCBs and
PAHs (lWT 1993, pers. comm.). Blocks
constructed of solidified dredged material
may also be useful for shoreline protection
and reinforcement.

5. Physical, Mechanical and Landfill
Disposal. These are largely dewatering
and separation technologies often used to
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prepare materials for additional treatment
or landfill disposal. Dewatering processes
include passive settling and drainage
systems, as well as active mechanical
systems such as belt filter presses and cen
trifugation. Mechanical separation and
particle classification processeS employ
equipment such as grizzlies, hydroclones,
and hydraulic classifiers to separate fine
grained clays and organic matter from
coarser dredged material. This process
may be.desirable for the Boston Harbor
material not only to facilitate handling, but
because contaminants tend to sorb
primarily onto the finer-grained material,
thereby reducing the volume of material
which would require treatment. These me
chanical technologies are generally widely
available, and many have been fully
demonstrated in the treatment of sludges as
well as in mining and other materials-han
dling industries. Factors limiting the
effectiveness of these technologies can
include the moisture content, flow rates,
particle size distribution of the subject
materials, and practicability of handling
the large volumes and high daily produc
tion (dredging) rates. In addition, debris
typically found in the harbor would have
to be carefully removed prior to process
ing.

Many of the specific processes which fall
within each of the technology categories
identified above have been reviewed in
published literature, either generically or
in connection with specific dredging or
sediment remediation projects. From this
review it was apparent that different
investigators have used varying approaches
to process nomenclature and categorization
of specific processes (e.g., some reviewers
classify chelation as a chemical process,
others as a physical process; some place
extraction within the chemical treatment

category, others regard extractive
processes as a treatment category by
itself.) Averett et. al. (1990) have
organized over 70 treatment process
options within six technology categories.
It is important to note that while many of
these technologies have been widely
demonstrated in non-marine applications,
only a few have been used for bench scale
and pilot scale tests on marine dredged
materials, and few are considered
commercially demonstrated and available
for this purpose. The total volume of
material being handled on this project and
its rate of production are also serious
impediments to the use of these
technologies.

3.5.2 Technology Screening Criteria

A wide range of treatment technologies
from the above described processes have
been assessed with respect to effectiveness

. in treating the specific parameters of
interest in the BHNIP (pCBs, PAHs,
metals) as well as the implementability of
each process considering the volume and
through-put expected from the project.

The critical characteristics of the Boston
Harbor Dredging Project that impact the
selection of the alternative technologies
include the following:

• The tyPes of contaminants that
are of concern, based upon
containinant con-
centrations found during the
sampling and testing program,
are polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs), polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), petroleum
hydrocarbons and trace metals.
The ability of each technology to
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treat these contaminants in the
medium of dredged material is an
important qualifier on effective
ness.

41 Approximately 1.3 million cubic
yards of dredged material may be
unsuitable for unconfined ocean
disposal and therefore could
require treatment. Depending on
the disposal option selected,
production rates could range from
4,000 to 9,000 cy per day. This
quantity and rate of dredged
material would require a large
scale facility for any of the
applicable treatment technologies
to be used. It is therefore,
important to select demonstrated
technologies that have operated
on similar types of dredged
materials at the scale required by
the project schedule. This
imposes a substantial constraint
because there is very limited
experience with operating
treatment technologies at the
scale of the proposed project for
marine dredged materials.

• Implementation of any alternative
treatment technology will result
in residue streams to the
environment. The ability of each
technology to control these
residue streams, and thus to
mitigate environmental impacts,
is another important consideration
for effectiveness.

Appendix D in Volume 3 contains a copy
of the technology questionnaire that was
sent to the selected treatment providers.
This questionnaire was reviewed and
commented on by the DOWG and contains
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the technology screening criteria deemed
important by the group. The results of the
questionnaire are described in the next
section.

3.5.3 Treatment Technology Rating

The treatment technology and disposal
options were rated based upon their stated
effectiveness, implementability and
estimated cost (Table 3-24). For this
study, effectiveness is defined as the ability
of a process to meet the desired
remediation goals while minimizing
impacts to human health and the
environment during the construction and
implementation of the process and the
overall reliability of the process. The
relative rating criteria used a numerical
scale of I to 4 with the following
effectiveness ratings (Averett et al. 1990):

Rating = 4. Process option can
achieve the performance objective
with greater than 99 percent
efficiency. The process is highly
reliable.

Rating = 3. Process option can
. achieve the performance objective

with 70 to 99 percent efficiency.
This process is moderately reliable.

Rating = 2. Process option can
achieve the performance objective
within 40 to 70 percent efficiency.
This process is minimally reliable.

Rating = 1. Process option is less
than 40 percent efficient in
achieving performance objectives.
The process is not reliable.



Since both inorganic and organic
contaminants have been detected in harbor
sediments, the effectiveness of the process
was rated for each contaminant group, for
a maximum combined rating of eight.

The second factor evaluated was
implementability, which is defined as the
technical and administrative feasibility of
using a treatment or disposal technology
option. The implementability ratings are
defined as follows (Averett et al 1990):

Rating = 4. The process option is
commercially available, has proven
applicability to the contaminated
sediments and has been field
demonstrated at process rates similar
to those proposed.

Rating = 3. The process option is
commercially available, has proven
applicability to contaminated
sediments and has been
demonstrated on a pilot scale for
sediments..

Rating = 2. The process option has
been demonstrated on a bench scale
to be applicable to contaminated
sediment and adequate information
is available to proceed to a pilot
scale demonstration. Innovative
technologies developed in laboratory
studies may be assigned this rating.

Rating = 1. The process option is
conceptual or emerging and requires
additional developmental work for
application to contaminated
sediment.

The last factor to be evaluated and rated
was estimated cost. The ratings for

estimated costs are as follows (Averett et
al 1990):

Rating = 4. Unit cost for the
process option is less than $20 per
cubic yard.

Rating = 3. Unit cost for the
process option is in the range of $20
to $100 per cubic yard.

Rating = 2. Unit cost for the
process is between $100 and $200
per cubic yard.

Rating = 1. Unit cost for the
process option is greater than $200
per cubic yard.

The individual rating scores for
effectiveness, implementability and costs
were added together to determine the
composite score. Since the effectiveness
of the processes on both inorganic and
organic contaminants were rated
separately, the maximum score for
effectiveness is; 8 and the maximum total
score achievable is 16.

The composite .scores ranged from 7 to 13
(Table 3-24). The lowest composite score
was for the LADS System process. The
LADS System combined thermal
solidification/stabilization process had a
low composite score ·because it is an
emerging technology, has a high estimated
unit cost (> $1OO/cy) and because no
information was provided on this method's
effectiveness on organic contaminants.

Commercial Recycling and Laidlaw Waste
Systems received the highest ratings of the
group. The Commercial Recycling
solidification/stabilization process provides
high effectiveness in treating both organic
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and inorganic contaminants, relative ease
of implementation and relatively low cost
($55 to $95/ton). Disposal of the dredged
material in the Laidlaw landfill also
received a high rating because of its
effectiveness, relative ease of
implementation and low cost ($50 to
$65/ton). Although this option is highly
rated, its implementation may be
compromised by the volume of materiai
that can be disposed of on a daily basis at
the landfill, and the concentration at which
some of the contaminants in the dredged
sediments have been detected. The landfill
would be able to accept up to 2,500 tons
of material per day. The material would
be accepted as long as the concentration of
regulated contaminants (particularly PCBs
and lead) did not exceed state standards.

These ratings of the different treatment and
disposal options is based solely upon the
information provided by the companies
which completed and returned their survey
questionnaires. Based on these responses,
none of the technologies demonstrated
experience in treating marine dredged
sediments or any data which seems
translatable to the BHNIP. If treatment of
dredged materials is required as part of
any future maintenance dredging, the
development of a pilot test program for the
highest rated technologies should be
considered to collect additional information
on the effectiveness, implementability and
cost of using technology.

3.6 BENEFICIAL USES

There is a strong potential for a portion of
the Boston Harbor dredged material to be
used for one or more beneficial uses. The
types and volurnes of parent material may
never be available again from Boston
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Harbor and therefore provide some unique
mitigation
opportunities for dealing with the silt. The
parent material, specifically the rock and
Boston Blue Clay could have a variety of
beneficial uses.

It is also possible that the silt portion of
the dredged material containing elevated
levels of organics (pCBs, PAHs and petro
leum hydrocarbons) and heavy metals
could be utilized for daily cover at
Massachusetts Category A lined landfills.
However, the concentration of certain
contaminants in the material must meet the
DEP criteria for this type of use. One
drawback to utilization of the dredged
material for landfill cover is that each
landtill is limited to receiving small
quantities (50-250 cubic yards at the short
listed sites) of material for daily cover use.
Stockpiling at landfills is limited due to the
confined space available. Consequently,
only a small portion of the Full Project
quantity of dredged silt material (approx
imately 1.1 million cubic yards total) could
be used in this manner.

Beneficial uses for rock and parent
material are broader in scope and could
include the uses described in the following
paragraphs.

3.6.1 Use of Rock Material

A limiting factor to the beneficial use of
any of the rock material is that some or all
of the rock may be used to armor the in
channel disposal sites to prevent prop wash
of deep draft vessels from affecting cap
stability. The following are potential uses
of rock remaining from the project after
construction and project uses.



A. Fish Habitat Enhancement

There will be a large quantity « 132,000
cubic yards) of rock removed from this
project which could be utilized for
constructing or improving a fishery
habitat. For a perspective on the overall
volume of material available, a
containment structure with an approximate
height of 15 feet and encompassing an area
of over 5 acres could be constructed. A
structure of this magnitude could be
loeatedin an in-harbor or offshore area
considered to be in need of hard-substrate
to enhance fisheries habitat but away from
heavily utilized locations and high energy
areas. A drawback to the rock to be
removed for the BHNIP is that it will be
mostly small in size ( < 10") and mixed
with some clay which would not provide
large interstitial space for fisheries habitat.
It would however, provide hard substrate
for benthic organisms and some interstitial
space which could increase the diversity
and productivity of habitat niches.

B. Shoreline Protection

Some of the rock material could be util ized
for shoreline protection along certain areas
in and around Boston Harbor. Specifical
ly, there are waterfront areas in Chelsea
and Mystic Rivers and along the Main
Ship Channel that may be structurally
unstable due to erosion from inadequate
protection. As an example, an area that
may benefit from increased shoreline
protection is a city property located along
the south shore of the Chelsea Creek near
Condor Street. Additionally, there may be
shoreline areas outside of Boston Harbor
proper that could benefit from increased
protection. Massport does not have any
waterfront areas that could readily use the

rock material for protection. However,
due to the size of the rock material after
blasting (10" diameter) its use as shoreline
protection will be limited.

C. Containment Site
Development/Armoring

The rock removed from dredging could be
useful for developing a containment site
for the unconsolidated (silty) dredged
material. One such use could be for the
construction of subaqueous berms that
could assist in retaining the finer material
during disposal operations at some types of
sites. Likely sites for this use would
include the subaqueous sites in the outer
harbor and Spectacle Island CAD. The
rock could particularly be useful in
providing armor aggregate for a portion of
the containment berms. However, it is
expected that a substantial quantity of other
larger size rock may be needed to
completely protect the exposed faces of the
containment berms.

!

As stated earlier, some quantity of the rock
may be used to armor the in-channel
disposal areas in the areas that may subject
to the highest prop wash effects (Inner
Confluence). The final quantity expected
to be used for armoring will be determined
during the final design of this disposal
option.

D. Upland Fill/Commercial Reuse

The dredged rock mixed with clay could
be useful for various upland filling
applications where clean fill is needed
(highway construction, etc.). It would be
relatively easy to handle and transport, and
could provide a suitable foundation for
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certain light commercial or industrial uses.
Additionally, the rock could have some
commercial reuse potential as construction
aggregate. Its clay content may decrease
its utility.

3.6.2 Use of Parent Material

A. Open Water Disposal Cap

There will be approximately 2 mill ion
cubic yards of parent material (primarily
clay and sand/gravel) available from the
Boston Harbor Dredging Project. The
clay fraction is highly cohesive and could
be useful as capping material at an open
water disposal site. Capping would be
initiated soon after the disposal of silt
material was completed. The operation
would be conducted using traditional barge
scows with bottom operating doors. The
material would be point dumped within
specific radii from the center of the silt
material to form a continuous mound
deposit of approximately 1 meter thick on
top of the silt. This would effectively
provide a clay cap which would seal off
the silt from the environment.

However, since the open water options
have been dropped from further
consideration as disposal sites for this
phase of the project, based on DEIR/S
comments, there will be no opportunity to
demonstrate capping with the parent .
material.

B. Nearshore Containment Cap

The parent material could also be used in a
similar fashion for capping any of the
nearshore containment. However, because
of limited barge access to some of these
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sites, it may be necessary to utilize land
based equipment or a barge mounted crane
for offloading the sediments from barges
for cap placement.

C. Subtidal/Intertidal Habitat Creation

The Reserved Channel and Little Mystic
Channel containment options will require
surface material that would be suitable for
establishment of subtidal and intertidal
habitat. The parent material to be dredged
would be suitable as base material that
could be placed directly onto the silty
dredged material in the containment site.
A surface layer of clean sand/silt mixture
placed over the clay would provide
substrate favorable for benthic recruitment
and establishment of vegetation.

D. Landfill Liner/Cap/Closure Material

The parent material could also be useful
for lining landfills or other upland sites
that may require liner material. Since the
parent material is primarily clay, it is
highly impermeable and could be suitable
for this purpose. This material could also
be useful for capping or covering some of
the silt to be dredged from this project that
may require burial. The predominately
clay parent material may also be useful as
final closure material at certain landfills.
Massachusetts DEP, Division of Solid
Waste Management has identified a state
wide need of 7 million cubic yards of clay
for municipal landfill capping and a need
for at least an equal amount of fill for
landfill grading prior to capping.

The Central Artery/ Third Harbor Tunnel
project has been working with the DEP in
developing a clay distribution program to



meet part of this need. The CArr has
identified some 82 communities in
Massachusetts that could use a portion of
the clay coming from the CArr project.
Appendix H in Volume 3 of this FEIRfS
contains the application form and
requirements for communities to receive
clay from the CArr project.

The Corps is willing to investigate ways of
working with the DEP to further this
program. However, a limiting factor on
the Corps is that the project's parent
material is considered improvement
material and therefore, its dredging and
disposal must consider the least costly
option to meet the 1988 Feasibility Study
cost-effectiveness evaluation. The parent
material is suitable for unconfined ocean
disposal at the MBDS, which is also the
least costly option. Beneficial use of the
parent material cannot increase the cost of
its disposal above that of using the MBDS.
However, to advance the interests of the
DEP, the project team evaluated means of
making the parent material available for
use at municipal landfills if there is still a
need and interest after CArr project
benefits are realized.

Trucking and transporting project clay
would be cost prohibitive. However, the
project team investigated barge access
facilities within the Commonwealth that
could serve as distribution points for
project parent material. Assuming that a
IS-foot minimum depth would be required
for a barge, the project team identified
several ports and the unlined municipal
landfills that could he served from them
(see Table 3-25). Should these
communities express an interest in
receiving project clay, individual
arrangements may be made with the Corps
to barge a specific quantity of clay to a
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designated site for off-loading, handling,
transporting and stOCkpiling at the
municipalitieS expense.

Based on the contaminant profile and
physical characteristics of the parent
material, the material would be suitable for
liner material, intermediate cover, a
subgrade layer, or a final cap.. Should a
municipality demonstrate an interest in this
material, further testing will be required to
ascertain the suitability of the material
under DEP Policy #BWP-94-037 and Solid
Waste Management regulations. The
project team will continue to coordinate
interests in the beneficial re-use of the clay
with the DEP.

3.6.3 Summary of Beneficial Uses

In summary, beneficial uses of rock and
parent material may include a variety of
enhancement' and containment purposes as
follows:

ROCK (Amount available: approximately
132,000 cubic yards)

Fish habitat enhancement
Shoreline protection

I

Containment site develop-
mentlarmoring
Upland fill
Commercial reuse (construction
aggregate)

PARENT MATERIAL (Amount
available: approximately 3.3 million cubic
yards)

Open water disposal cap
Nearshore containment site cap
Landfill liner/cap
Landfill final closure material
Other upland site liner/cap



3.7 PREFERRED DISPOSAL OPTION

• reasonable capacity for this project

• reasonable in light of logistics,
technology and cost.

• marine and/or upland
habitat

• wetlands
• anadromous fish passage
• important resident fish and

shellfish
• water quality
• threatened and endangered

species
• traffic (marine and/or

roadway)
• neighborhood impacts

• maximizing use of parent
material

• use of any available sand
or gravel

• providing capacity for
future dredging needs

• providing clean bottom
habitat within Boston
Harbor

• providing alternatives
which are practicable and
achievable

Distinctions can be made among disposal
alternatives based on their ability to
provide environmental benefi,ts (Table 3
9), although, again, it is difficult to weigh.
benefits against each other, particularly on
the generic level. However, benefits that
would weigh most heavily toward includ
ing a particular alternative would include:

Identifiable future disposal estimates (Le.,
50-year maintenance for Boston Harbor)
point out the necessity to evaluate disposal
optioI;lS on both the generic and specific
levels. As indicated in Section 3.4,
identifying capacity for the BHNIP is the

in the preferred alternative (based on
" sensitive resources identified in this study)

would include unmitigatable risks to:
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maximization of environmental
benefits

ability of disposal sites/methods to
meet regulatory criteria for
receiving material

minimization of negative
environmental impacts

Environmental impact is the most
important criterion. Land-based (landfill
and development of new inland or coastal
sites) and aquatic (nearshore and various
open water alternatives) disposal sites
would inherently involve different types of
impacts (Table 3-7) since different
resource types would be involved in each
case. Thus, while comparisons among
land-based alternatives and among aquatic
alternatives are fairly straight forward,
comparisons between upland and aquatic
alternatives are more complex. The types
of environmental impacts that would weigh
most heavily against a site being included

•

•

•

Selection of the Preferred Disposal
Altemative will be based on screening the
options through a series of key criteria
which include:

The preceding discussions have dem
onstrated the complexity of identifying and
combining sites to form disposal options.
This section will assess the issues involved
in critically evaluating the merits of the
disposal options to select the preferred
option.



first challenge. Adding future dredging
projections to the equation makes the
evaluation more complex but is critical to
the process and was identified as such in
the MEPA scope. The preferred disposal
option should include a site or sites and
methods to accommodate future dredging
as well as the current need.

Cost, in addition to logistics and
technology, is a factor in determin.ing
practicability of the disposal options.
Final cost comparisons among disposal
options cannot be made without
considering specific sites. An acceptable
benefit/cost ratio must be reached in order
to qualify for Federal participation in a
navigation improvement project. The
three major costs used to compute the
benefit/cost ratio include: design, dredging
and disposal costs incurred to deepen the
Federal Channels (parent material); design,
dredging and disposal costs incurred to
deepen those berths that receive direct
project benefits (silt and parent material);
and costs associated with maintenance of
the improvement project for its economic
life (50 years). Costs to dredge and
dispose of silt (maintenance material) from
the Federal channel during initial
construction of the improvement project is
not included as part of the improvement
project cost as this is considered
maintenance of the existing channels. The
total improvement cost must be compared
to the benefits that the deeper project will
provide. Therefore, the benefit-to-cost
ratio for the project or each separable
increment of the project must be at least
1:1 for the project to qualify for Federal
funding.

While a particular disposal option may
pass the Federal participation criteria, the
sponsor may find its cost contribution
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unacceptably high. There is no cost
criterion that applies to the project related
berths, however, affordability relative to
the perceived benefits in site management
would likely be used by individual owners
in their decision to participate.

Identification of suitable disposal options
for BHNIP has. been an open process
involving valuable collaboration with the
project's working groups. The DEIRIS
was another step in that process.

Table 3-26 provides a summary of the
principal impacts associated with the
twenty-four disposal sites and one
treatment technology that remained poten
tially suitable for BHNIP material disposal
after site screening. The existing
conditions at each site and principal
environmental 'impacts associated with its
use are provided in Attachment 1 in
Volume I of this FEIR/S.

The next chapter provides a detailed
environmental analysis of the sites
described in Attachment 1 and listed on
Table 3..:1 as having survived the site
screening process. The Chapter also
includes a practicability screening applying
cost, technology and logistics, culminating
in a selection and description of the
preferred alternative. That alternative is
in-channel disposal with sand capping.

The In-Channel disposal scenario assumes
that the silt material will be dredged from
each channel and placed on a barge, while
deeper cells will then be dug in the Mystic
River, Chelsea Creek and Inner
Confluence channels (parent material); the
silt would the~ be placed within the cells
'and capped with sand. Parent material
removed from the trench would be
disposed at MBDS. Each



channel/tributary would then contain its
own capped silt material. The environ
mental resources impacted for this disposal
alternative are the same as for the dredging
site.

Benefits from this alternative include
keeping the silt material within the channel
to be dredged, thus reducing the amount of
silt exposed to biological resources
elsewhere and keeping transportation costs,
vessel traffic disturbances and socio
econoplic impact to a minimum.

The proposed disposal sites occur in
tributaries currently used by ship traffic.
The U.S. Coast Guard would need to
coordinate between ships needing to use
the tributary and disposal activities.
However, since material would essentially
be disposed at or near the same place it is
dredged" only barges for temporary
storage and those required to dispose of
excess parent material would have to be
dealt with; major barge movement within
the Harbor should not be necessary.

The characteristics of the underlying
sediments in the channels have been
described in Section 2.2 of the DEIR/S as
clean parent material. Bulk sediment
analysis indicated that no parameter
exceeded Category I limits. The channel
would be filled with silt and capped with
sand. The remaining parent material
would be disposed at the MBDS or other
suitable site. Since the channels are
currently covered with silt material, .
returning the silt to its place of origin and
capping it with sand would provide an
environmental benefit.
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The disposal site would end up, as
proposed, 3.0 to 5.,0 feet deeper than the
channel's current authorized depth. The
area would of course remain subtidal; the
substrate would change from a silt material
to sand with gravel or rock armoring in
areas affected by prop wash. The benthic
community may change as a result of this
sediment change but should be "healthier"
because the availability of contaminants for
bioaccumulation will be reduced, at least
until future siltation occurs. No federally
or state-listed threatened or endangered
species are expected to be at risk from this
activity in the channel and tributaries.

Each of the channels falls within the
Designated Port Areas of Boston Harbor
(e.g., Mystic River, Chelsea Creek, East
Boston and South Boston designations)
under State jurisdiction (310 CMR 10.00)
and within Tidal Water jurisdiction under
Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water
Act. Since these proposed disposal sites
are part of the overall maintenance
dredging operation, their construction will
not impact these regulated resources
beyond the impacts of the dredging itself,
other than from increased silt plumes
during disposal. ADDAM's model results
indicate that these plumes should not
directly impact economically impo~t fish
and shellfish resources. Any impacts
would be temporary and, upon capping
and project completion, the resources
should restore themselves to natural
conditions. Newly-exposed substrate and
clean capping materials will provide better
substrate conditions for benthic community
development in the near-term.
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TABLE 3-1. POTENTIAL DISPOSAL SITE LISTS BY CATEGORY PRODUCED
AT THE END OF EACH SCREENING PHASE.

PHASE 3
PHASE 1 PHASE 2 (DEIRIS)

LAND-BASED OPTIONS:
Land-based Inland

BRN-06 BRN-06

CAN-17

EBROOK

HLB-13 HLB-13

NAT-02 NAT-02

NOR-02 NOR-02

RAYNHAM

RED.:.03 RED-03

SAG-02 SAG-02

W-495 W-495

WEY-I3

WIL-06

WIL-07

WOB-ll WOB-ll

Land-based Coastal

BOS-I3 BOS-I3

BOS-23 BOS-23

BOS-25

BOS-3I BOS-3i

EVR-04 EVR-04

LOGAN

LYN-02 LYN-02

MAL-Oi

CHAR-OI CHAR-OI

PROV

QUI-03 QUI-03

QUI-09 QUI-09

•

3-4/ (Continued)



TABLE 3-1. (CONTINUED)

PHASE 1

Landfills

Agawam

E. Bridgewater

Fall River

Plainville

Fitchburg/Westminister

AQUATIC OPTIONS:
Aguatic Shoreline Sites

Amstar'

Cabot Paint

CHEL-Ol

FPC

LMC

Mystic Piers

Northend Park

ResChn

Revere Sugar

Spec CDF

Subaqueous Depressions

Subaq B

Subaq D

Subaq E

Subaq F

CHEL-02

Winthrop

PHASE 2

E. Bridgewater

Fall River

Plainville

Fitchburg/
Westminister

GCR PeabodY"~

Amstar

Cabot Paint

CHEL-Ol

FPC

LMC

Mystic Piers

Northend Park

ResChn

Revere Sugar

Spec CDF

Hangman f s Island*

Island End River*

Subaq B

Subaq E

CHEL-02

3-4:t

PHASE 3
(DEIRIS)

E. Bridgewater

Plainville

Fitchburgj
Westminister

Amstar

Cabot Paint

LMC

Mystic Piers

ResChn

Revere Sugar

Sub B

Subaq E

Winthrop

(Continued)



TABLE 3-1. (CONTINUED)

PHASE 3
PHASE 1 PHASE 2 (DEIRIS)

Borrow Pits

Willet I Willet I

Willet III Willet III

Meis 2 Meis 2

Meis 7 Meis 7

Spec Is CAD Spec Is CAD

In-Channel Sites
Chelsea Creek**

Mystic River**

Inner Confluence**

Existing Disposal Sites

MBDS MBDS MBDS

Boston Lightship Boston Lightship Boston Lightship

*Added after DOWG meeting, 1/25193
**Added after DOWG meeting, 4/15193
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TABLE 3-2. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION COLLECTED FOR NEARSHORE AQUATIC, IN-CHANNEL, BORROW PITS, SUBAQUEOUS AREAS AND
EXISTING DISPOSAL SITES (OCTOBER 1994)

W
\

+...c

SITE BENmOS FISHERIES: FISHERIES: LOBSTER
SPI1 BENmOS PELAGICz DEMERSAL3 TRAPS

Nearshore Aquatic
Mystic Piers X X
Revere Sugar X X X X
Amstar X X
Cabot Paint X X
Little Mystic Ch8lmel X X X X
Reserved ChalUlel X X X

In-Channel/Borrow Pits
Ill-Chalmel Mystic River X X X X
hl-Clllllmel Chelsea Creek X X X X
hl-Chalmel hmer Confluence X X X X
Spectacle Island X X X X
Meisburger 2 & 7 X X X X

Subaqueous
Subaqueous B X X
Subaqueous E X X X X
Winthrop Harbor

DisDosal Sites
Boston Light Shit> X' X X X

I Sediment Profile Camera

2 Gillnets

3 Olter Trawl



LlHi£D LANDnLL lINLIHJlD LAHD,zr,r. LAND-BAII:D AQI1A1'IC $HOJUlr.IKII Ol'W-IrATZR 'l1.'m

ClUIMC1'ZIU'II1'IC (CJI'l'J1QOar A) (CJI'!'2:QORr B) (NOf(~£ANm'zr,r.) COH'J'JlIHHrm' 09EH 1'£\1'J:R COH'J'Jllt&IZN'1'

Potent.1al • Leachate Jmpacts • Leachate lmpacts • Gl"OUnc:Ma ter • Contaminant • Water column Jmpacts • Contaminant

Envlronmental · (Hlnlmal slnce contamlna tlon mlgratlon • Benthlc lmpacts migratlon

Problems llned) • ~btland lmpacts • Burlal lmpacts • Bloaccumulatlon • Burlal lmpacts

Major Testlng • Bulk analysls • Bulk analysls • Bulk analys.1s • Bulk analysls • Bulk analysls • Bulk analysls

Requlrements • TCLl!' • TCLP • TCLP • TCLP • Benthlc toxlclty • Elutrlate or water

• Elutriate • Elutriate • ElutrJate • Elutrlate • DloaccumulatJon quallty modeillng
• Benthlc 1mpacts
• Dloaccumulation

Avallable qptions • Dally cover • uncontined disposal • unconfined disposal • Habitat creation • Unconfined disposal • Habitat enhancement

• Disposai with burial • contoudng/grading • Confined dispo!!al • Upland use • Capping • Burial

material • Reuse
• Daily cover

Design • Existing site design • Existing site design • Capacity • Capacity • Capacity • Capacity

Considerations • Transportation • Transportation • Contaillll1ent • Containment • Containment • Containment

• Monitorlng • Monitorlng • Monitodng • Moni toring
• 7~ansportation • Transportation • Transportation • Transportation

W Avallable Control • J.f1x wl th cleaner • Diking • Diking • Bulkheading • Point dumping • Subaqueous berm, Measures materials • Runoff control • Runoff control • Diking • Capping • Borrow pit

• Dewatering • De'waterlng • Leachate control • Subaqueous berm • capping

..t:: • Dewatering • capping • Point dumping

~ "TCLP = toxic concentrations leaching potential



TABLB 3-4. NASSAClltJSB'l"rS JlBGOLA'1'ORY GUIDELINE L!VILS or DREDlJID NA'1'I1U:ALS !'OR VARIOUS DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES.

OPEN WATER DISPOSAL

MASSACHUSETTS SEDIMENT CLASSIl'lCATION

.. lib III' A D
BULK ANAlYSIS lI!I!m)
Mercul}' ~.5 0.6-1.5 >1.5Lead <100 tOQ.200 >200Zinc <200 2OO-om ><XlOArsente <10 10.20 >20Cadmium <5 5-10 >10ChIOmIum <100 lOO3Xl ~Copper <200 .2OO-om ><XXINickel <50 a>-100 >100Total PCBs cO.5 0.5-1.0 >1.0Total PAHil

~
TotlIlVOC.
Total PHC
Volat1le Solids WlI'ler (%) <5 6-10

~
CoI1Ient ('16) <40 40«1S1ll1Clay ('lr.) <00 ~tr' OIl&Greaee (%) cO.5 0.5-1.0
mLf
Arsenio
Cadmium
ChromIum
Lead
MeIClHy
Selenium
Silver

UPLAND DISPOSAL

lANOFlLl CATEGORY

MIN. BUlK SOIL CONe."(UNr;D) (lJNUN£Dt FOR TCLP ANALYSIS (ppm) TCLP REGUlATORYC A" D LEVels' (mgIl)

10 2
1m 1m

40 40
25 14

500 100

2 2
tOO 100
10 4

tooo 500
>10
>00
>llO
>1.0

100 5
20 1

100 5
100 5

4 0.2
20 1

100 5



__ 1IQIJUIC

1111' III DIllOW ,m ~ AQlII1'IC /II
(0lIC0IIn.-0) _mucn:D (CU'UR) ~ llI'loIIII) ClIUI\Uo l1I'loUID DlLIIIlI !I'IIID~"

Jall/ZII UN n£, .- JIOCI( '1£' .- IIDCK 11£' .- Mel( 'IU .- IlQd; ,rM .- ~ ,u, .- JIOCX "1111 .- IlQd;

P.eserted Chann"l FP U 5 5 U 5 5 5 5 5 5 S 5 5 5 5 5 10,5 5 U A,S,C,S 5

conloy P U 5 NA U 5 NA 5 S NA 5 5 NA 5 5 )110 5 A,S NA D,S A,B,C,S NA

Almy B"se P U 5 NA U 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 10,5 IIA D,I: A,IJ,C,S NA

Boston EdJson {Bor'l" P U 5 NA U 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 10,5 NA D,I: A,B,C,S NA

Borthl

BO.,ton EdJson P N NA NA N NA NA 5 NI, NA S NA NA 5 NA NA 5 NA NA D,S NA NA

(Int8kel

fraJn ShJp Chan".) FP N S S N 5 5 S 5 5 5 5 S 5 5 5 5 5 5 0,1: A,B,C,S S

lIorth Jetty P N 5 NA N S NA 5 5 NA 5 S NA 5 5 1110 5 10,5 NA lJ,1: A,B,C,S NA

Iry"tic PJor" P N 5 1110 N S NA 5 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 10,5 NA lJ,1: A,B,C,S NA

Chelsea RJver FP N 5 NA N 5 NA S 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 10,5 NA U A,B,C,S IIA

!.·oiIsta.rn l/lner.!J$ P N 5 NA N 5 NA S S NA S 5 NA 5 5 1110 5 10,5 NA 0,1: !l,B,C,S NA

GUJ[ Oll P U S NA U 5 NA S S NA S 5 NA S 5 1110 5 10,5 NA D,S A,B,C,S NA

MystJc IU,er FP N 5 5 N S 5 S S S 5 S S 5 S S 5 10,5 5 U A,B,C,S S

ltoI"n P N NA NA 1/ NA NA S NA NA S NA NA S NA NA 5 NA NA D,I: NA NA

ReYQre sugar P N 5 NA N 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 S NA 5 5 NA 5 10,5 NA D,I: A,S,C,S NA

DJ.trJg•• p N 5 NA N 5 NA S S Nlo 5 5 NA S 5 NA 5 10,5 NA D,I: A,B,C,S NA

ProJerJzed p N 5 NA N S NA S 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 5 NA 5 A,S NA D,I: A,IJ.,C,S NA

Keyst FP - tede.ro!J projet:t.1 P • Non·Fedel'al p.rojoct

A • ",ultabJe as liner
B • suitable IS CJo-SIl18 m.!lt.erlal
C • 3uHable "s d.JJly corer wltho!Jt I'3b:Jnq
D • suJublo .IS s-oJJd waste lor d13posaJ

Jo .a lJned JdndIJJl

E: - suJtable lis wJJy cover tilth mJxing
].I • unsul table

HA • not oJppJJC4bJe
S • 3lJJtabJo
U. unro301ved} tu-ated as unsuJUbJe lor dlsposaJ optJon aHernatJvo-s o'JnalysJs



TABLE 3-6. SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL SJ:TE PREPARATJ:ON 1 MANAGEMENT
REQmREMENTS FOR USE OF GENERJ:C DJ:SPOSAL
ALTERN'ATI:VES.

WLDIl) AQtIM'IC

BKIS'ZING
W:r.aHD WLAND BORRDf1 01?1Qi DISPOSAL

.r.azmFZLL IliL/INl) COASrAL m:lIRSHOB!i: EnS R!I2!ER SrJ!ZS

SITE PREPARATION
-Baseline investigations x x x x x
-Permitting x x x x x x x
-Acquisition x x x
-Dredging x x
-Containment structure-dike x x x

.-berm x
-bulkhead x

-Access road/rail x
-Alteration of navigational chan.''lel x

-Liner x x

MATERIAL PIlEPARATION
·Dew~tering :X x x
-Hixing- x

TRllNSPORTATION
-Barge x x x x x x x
-Truck. x x x x
-Rail x x

SITE MANAGEMENT
-Runoff control. x x x
'Closure
-landscaping x x
-dredged clay x x x x x x
-soil x x
-structure x
-marine organic x
-marine mineral x
-prior demonstration of success x
-marine habitat x x

-Burial x x x x x
·Dail.y Cover x x x
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TABLll: 3-7. POTENTIAL IMPACTS mOM SILT DISPOSAL AT GENERIC ALTERNATIVE DISPOSAL SITES.

LIIJID-BlISED AOUATIC SUBAQUEOUS BOJIROW PITS UISTING SITES SOLIDIFICATION

IlfPlICT LNJDFILL IN1JIND COllSTAL TOTAL PARTIlIl. OIftER HNIBO/t CHANlfEL wI CliP WI CAP 1'1/0 CAP

[exceeds Sediment crltaria X

&oS5 of Habitat
Ter.restriai X X
hbtland (F.W.) P
Hi/dne l1ubtid4l1 X T T T T T T
Hi/rlne intertidal T X

~teration of Habitat
Tauel1trial X X
Il'etillnd (F. W.) P P
Huine subtidal T X X X X T T T T
Harine lntertidal X X P

Wate.r Quaiity
Freshwate.r P

Harlne T T T T T T T T

current Use (Dispiacement) X X X X X

isoc1oeconomi c

Trafflc
Truck X X X
Barge X X X X X X X P P P P

fflstoricl P P P P P P P
llrcheologlc6l

Emlgratlon Potentlal for
contamlnants
Durlng disposal P P P P P
Prior to containment p p p p

Volatlzatlon p p

Long-term P p P P P P P P X

Bloaccum. potential T T T T X

Key: X ~ Impact; P ~ posslble impact; T = Temporary !mpact.



TABLE 3-8. IMPACTS CAUSED BY USING SPECIFIC UPLAND SITES FOR BOSTON HARBOR DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSAL.

PLAINVIEWI EAST
RESOURCE LAIDLAW WESTMINSTER BRIDGEWATER WRENTHAM

LANDFILL LANDFILL LANDFILL

-Dewaterfng faclilly at Mystic PIer or North Jelly -Dewatering facility at Mystic Pier or North Jelly 'Dewaterlng facility at Mystic Pleror North Jetty
-Dewatering facility at Mystic Pier or North Jelty
'Slle modification from undeveloped

SITE DESIGN 'No special slle mOdifications reqUired -No specfal slle modifications requIred ·No speclalslle mOdllfcations reqUired forest/shrub to lined landllli·Avallable capacity: dally covllr .: 500 cy/day ·Avallable capacIty: dally cover" 260 cy/day 'Avallable capacity: dally cover" 400 cy/day -Foolprlnt approx. 60 acres
·Wasle " 150-200 cy/day ·Waste "200 cy/day ·Waste <C 75 cy/day 'Capaclty approx. 785,500 cy

-No groundwater Impacts

WATER QUALITY None 'Posslble tllmporary surface waler Impacts
from sedlmllntntlon and conlamlnante

MARINE None
INTERTIDAL

MARINE None
SUBTIDAL

SHELLFISH None

FINFISH None

FRESHWATER
AQUATIC None

RESOURCES
WETLAND 'Permanent loss of 9 ao. wetland

VEGETATION, None 'Permanent loss of habllat to resIdent

WILDLIFE
species and fragmentation of wooded land

THREATENED & Possible habllat for northern halrstreak

ENDANGERED None and Philadelphia panic grass

SPECIES

HISTORIC & None
ARCHEOLOGICAL

SOCIOECONOMIC No chan~e In land use, but use for dredge Possible change from undeveloped forest
malerlal lsposal would preempt other uses and shrubland to lined containment facility

&LANDUSE

Increase In truck traffic lor transfl0rtlng
.Increase In truck lrafflc durIng

TRAFFIC construction and dredge disposal phase
drlldged malerlallo landlll ·Heavy truck use already occurs from

adjacent gravel operation



TABLE 3-8(CONTINUED). IIMPACTS CAUSED BY US:~NG SPEQ:IIFIC UPLAND SITES FOR BOSTON HABBOR DRED'GED MATER:IAL D,ISPOSAL

RESOURCE WOBURN EVERETT SQUANTUM
POINT

'DG'HllIiBOOg Idly at My.1Ie Plar o,r NollhJIlt)' 'O'radglll bargllllanlll 'D'rtllge baro,elane
.~pIIlg cIoItd munk:lpalllllldllll ·S~. mocIllned korn 6barldaofl'll ·Coosuvet "ned coollllnmmol beirm Md

SITE DESIGN wl1 Rned IlCIIhy urblllllllllllto/'Mdllll IiII WIIh dred,gifl'll mllledllts up 10 10 Ilat deep
• Foolprlnl-25l1Cfoe • FOOIlpdn,I-6 a(;foe .D'lIWIllenhmugh d"lmnUon buln, cap when dry
• Cllpadly-158,600 CJ • C!I,poclly-70,OOO f:f • Foo,lpdlll-1B lICfllll • ClIpllclly-2tO,ooo CJ

·Mcly Improv,m irOUntlwa'lm'rqual'!ly by
'TemporaJY IoeIllIncrllllllllIn IUlpmndlld solids dorlng dredging

WATER QUALITY
capp,!ng lend I

'Posslbllliomponuy sUrface walllr Impacts 'Tampo,rary re'lease 01 conlam/nanls during dredgIng
Irom n[jfmelllallon lind con,lamlnElJlls

MARINE None 'Dredglng 012 aerea 01 Inlerlldal habllat Permanllnt !oss 01 approximately 0.3 ae. 01
'PolenUalslllallon dUrlng dredgIng and barga manueverlng flnll-gralned Udal flat and 0.03 ac. 01 sail marsh

INTERTIDAL

MARINE None DredgIng 01 ap~roxlmalelY 0.03 ac. 01 nna1lralnod A1lerallon 01 apgroXlmalelY1.4 ae. 01
sediment and Isturbance during barge manueverlng flna-gralned ha lIat

SUBTIDAL 1'1111 resulllntBmporBry loss 01 benlhle production

None No harvestab/e shellfish beds In area Temporary Impact 10 mussel and softshell clam habllat
SHELLFiSH

None
Temporary disturbance to finfish habitat. Temporary dIsturbance to lInfish habitat,

FINFISH

FRESHWATER Posslblelemporary Impacts to trlbulary

AQUATIC to Hall's Brook None

RESOURCES
WETLAND ·Permanentloss of portion of 1ae. wetland 'No Iroshwater wotland Impacts 'PBrmanonlloss of a~proXlmalelY 0.33 ae:. 01 watland

VEGETATION, ·Pe·rmanentloss oloady success!onallioid ·Loss of open land In an urban setting 'Permanont/ass 01 s rubland bird habitat and
and wooded habilal disturbance 01 sail marsh tidal flat habilat

WILDLIFE

THREATENED & None None Loss 01 short-eared owl mlgratorylWlnterlng habltal

ENDANGERED
SPECIES

HISTORIC & Nona Jacknlfe drawbridge within 1000 II of site None

ARCHEOLOGICAL

SOCIOECONOMIC Permanent cappIng 01 closed munlelpallandlill Permanent changelrom abandoned urban land to landfill None

&LANDUSE

'Constructlon tralilc 'ConstructlontraUic 'Constructlon traUic

TRAFFIC ·Incroaseln truck and ralltraHlc due to .Dredged malerlallransported by barge .Dredged malorlallrBllGporled by barge
transporl 01 dredged ma1odalto tandfin



TABLE 3-9. POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF DREDGED MA'l'IlRIAL DISPOSAL AL'l'ERNATlVES.

AQUATIC BORROW EXISTING DISPOSAL
U~LAND SHORELINE SUBAQUEOUS PITS SITBS SOLIDIFICATION

BINBFI'1' LMtDI'ILL IHL1IND COASTAL TOTAL PARTIAL OUTD. HARBOR CHANNBt. WI CAP WI CAP W/o CAP

Remove/Isolate Contaminated
Sediment from Environment X X X X X X X X X X

Cover Existing contaminated
Sediments P X X P

Enhance Resource/Habitat P P X P X

Economic Benefits P P

Cap Existing Disposal Site X X X

Beneficial Use of Parent X X X X X X X X X
Material

Use of Existing On-site
Materials X

Future Use of Impacted Area X E' E' X X X X X E'

Key: X Benefit; P = Possible bellefit



TABLE 3..10. IIMPACTS CAUSED BY USING SPECliFlO AQUATtO SHORELINE SITES FOR BOSTON HARBOR D'RIEDGED MATERIAL DISPOSAL

MYSTIC PIERS R;EVERE SUGAR AMSTAR
RESOURCE

TOTAL FILL PARTIAL FILL TOTAL FILL PARTIAL FILL TOTAL FILL PARTIAL FILL

B'IIlWII'ad Ill1bot' llot; III bI,hInd BuIkhI'ld Ilarllor ller, fQ. btIlIn4 Bl.llkhlld Ilartlor 'loa; III '*'1m BulkhI'ld 111M1101: Ilnl bIlIIncI BiJkhlld lIadJor 1101; 1111 blhkld BlAlIhtld lIarllor 'lo.1lI1 blhlnd
all olrilrJwilr 10 MHW Of hIgIlI,r.. III OIII1IWWllt 100 It MLW. oap .11 MIWw.II 10 MHW Of hlglltt. em OUIIllrlwllr 100 1\ MLW, OI'P I .11 ou,ltalrlWalt 10 MHW or hlghl,r: III oulftWwtlr 10 0 It M1.W. cap

SITE D'ESIGN Oraglbllo pol,.lon ltadl'nlI'RII. willi ItIIld to MLW. D,"~nt 10 OII'I'lne kI po4"~on HillmInl.. wlih und 10 MLW. Ot.gllnt 10 OtI,g,lhelo poI!d'on Hdlrm,nle. I'Ill!I olay 10 MLW. Ollglhelo
Fl»lpdnl-2.7 10~ po4~011 HclIme,ntt.FooIprlnl- FooIpIIIlI-3.7 &11.: po4Il1011ltldlme,nl,e. Foolpdrt- FooIprlnl4.S10.: potMlon Hdlmtnll. Foolprllll-
OIPaolly.l117,000 0'11. yd'l. 2.710.: olp,aollyoG:S.ooo OU,yd,e•• O.PIOIlya2GC.ooo 011 yd•• 3.710,; 0'P'lo,Ily-ll'5,OOO 0II)'dt. oecloltY0241,000 oU yelt. 3,510.; oaplolly-12ll,OOO ou.yelt.

·P.,rma,l1IlJ1lon 0\ 38 mUon QGI. ·P,'rmlJll'n1IoN 0120 mJihn gal, ·Parman,nt10110'121 mlhn g,1I. 'Parmlll1'lnt loll 0/27 millo'll gill. ·PtrmlJll,ntIoM 0163 mllon gal. ·P,mlalltnIlOlI III 39 million gal.
01 So.lon Halbor oopaclty, no 01 Sollon Halbot CCjlIlclly. no of Sollon HlIOOrc:8lllClly. no 01 Sollon H'lbor CllPi.clly, no of So'llon Ha rbor capaclty. no olllosion Harbor capaofty, no

WATER QUALITY 1mPRt' on Ollnllll veloclly Impact on curr.nt vtloclly IlIlpact on ClIrron! velocity Impact on CUtle,n! Y.,I,oclty 1,lI'P'ct on Clllle'nl Yslo,cIly Impsct on CIIulnt Yslod,ty
·Dewal.,r!l1g con'rolo .,.od,d. ·Dlwallrlng oo,nlro" nHded ,O.wa,.lIng control. noad'd. 'OowaI, ring oo,nlrob n.oded. ·Dewalerlng oonllo,1I nlld.d. .Dowalorl,ng conlrol. n.lt<lod.

Permallllnllois 01 macrolllgae. No loas 01 hard aubalmle Pemlanenl loss 01 macrnarga., No 1018 01 hard substrale ·PermanenllollS 01 barnacle. No Joss or hard sUbstrale
MARINE blVnacle, and blue mu_1 barnacle. and 1~lorlna etlall mussel and greon algoa

INTERTIDAL
production on hard aubellllie production on liard eubalrato production on hard Bubalrale

·Parmanont lOBS 01 graval beaoh

Loss 012.7 acres flllIl·gralllOd 'Alte,rallon 012.7 Ilc.llna-gralned Loss of 'J.7 acres fine-grained 'Alleral/on of 'J.7 ac. fine-graIned Loss 01 'J.5 aores fine-grained 'Alleral/on or 'J.6 ac. flno-gralned

MARINE soft habllat aoft SUbstrate. so,1t habllal soft SUbstrata. sollhabftat solt subslrate.
.Capplng 0,1 existing contamlnanls .Capplng 01 9lI1sllng contamlnanls .Capplng 01 exlsllng conlamlnanls

SUBTIDAL ·Loss or plUng and bUllIllead 'Loss 01 piling and bulkhead ·Loss of piling and bulkhead
(hard substrata) (hard Bubslrate) (hard subslrale)

SHELLFISH
Loss of Inlertldal mussels on pilings None

'Mortallty 01 demersalllsll eggsi .Mortallty 01 demersaaillsh eggs: 'MortaNty 01 demersal fish eggs; 'Mortallly 01 demersal fish eggs: 'Mortallty of dsmersaallish eggs: 'Mortallty of demersallish eggs:
talV89 lUld adults larvae lUld adults larvae and adults larvae and adulta tawae and aclults larvae and adults

FINFISH lrapped bahlnd bulkhead. lrapped behind bUlkhead. trappad behInd bulkhead. trapped behind bulkhead. trapped behind bulkhead• trapped behind bulkhead.
•Permanentloss of lInlish refuge .Temporary loss of IInllsh refuge 'PllrmanentloBS ofllnflsh refuge ·Temporary loss olllnllsh refuge ·Permanent loss o1l1nllsh reluge ·Temporary loss of IInllsh reluge
and loraglng habllat and lorag In9 habitat and loraglng hab~al and loraglng habllal and loraglng habllal and foraging hab~al

FRESHWATER
AQUATIC None

RESOURCES
WETLAND Permanent loss 012.7 acres Allerallon 01 subslrate 012.7 acres Permanent loss of 3.7 acres A~erallon 01 substrate of 3.7 acreE Permaoont loss 013.6 acres Allerallon 01 substrale of 3.6 acrss

sublldal wellands aubtldal wetlands. sublldal wellands subtldal wetlands. sublldal wei lands sublldal wellands.
VEGETATION, Possible bird lorage habtlat PossIble bird lorage hab~at PossIble bIrd lorage habllat Possible bIrd forage habllat Possible bird forage hab~at Possible bird lorage habllat

WILDLIFE

THREATENED &
ENDANGERED None

SPECIES

HISTORIC & None
ARCHEOLOGICAL

SOCIOECONOMIC
'CorNerslon of aquallc habtlat EHm/nate luturo polenl/al use .Converslon of aquatic habllat Eliminate future potential use .Ellmlnmlon of MWRA 1I0allng ·Ellmlnallonol MWRA floallng
lofaslland. In commercial port acllvtly lolastland. In commerclal port acllvlly dock on eastern edge 01 sne. dock on eastern edge 01 site.

& LANDUSE
.Proposed fulure use compatible .Proposed future use compallble 'COrN. 01 aquatic hab. 10 faslland 'Reslr/cllon 01 ship 10 shore

I'rilh neighborhood. wllh nelghbomood. .Prop.luture use of compallbls transler of people and lrelghl
wfsurroundlno landuse

'Transport sediments by barge •TrallSport sed/ments by barge .Transport aedlmsnlll by barge ·Transport sedlments by barge .Transport sedlmenla by barge 'Transport sedlmenls by barge
(approx. 100 barge trlps) (approx. 70 barge trips) (approx. 100 barge trips) (approx. eo barge trips) (approx. 130 barge trips) (approx. 90 barge trips)

TRAFFIC ·No Iruck trallic Impacts .No truck tralllc Impacte ·No truck Irafllc Impacts .No truck traffic Impacts .No truck tralllc Impacls .No truck tralllc Impacis



, TAS LE (3-1 oleoNTIN UED). 'IMPAOTS OAUSED BY USING SPEOIFIO AQUATIO SHORELINE SITES FOR BOSTON HARBOR DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSAL.

OABOTPAINT
UTILE MYSTIO OHANNEL

RESERVED OHANNEL
RESOURCE

TOTAL FILL PARTIAL FILL AREA A AREA 8 (WEST END)

Bulkhead harbor lacei 1111 behInd Bulkhead harbor 'ace; 'III behind Bulkhead river 'ace: 1111 behind
Bulkhead near Summer S'. Bridge. Bulkhead westernmost end;
wesl 0' marina. Fill 10 ·611 MLW; Fill 10 9.6ft MLW, Caplo

SITE DESIGN
al~ curtaln/walrlo MHW or higher. slit curtaIn/weir 10-0II MLW. cap sill curtalnlwelr 10 ·311 MLW. cap 311 Cap; Cut bulkhead. MHW; Remove bulkhead: Sa~marsh
Footprlnla6.6 aCi wllh sand 10 MLW. Foolprhrt- Ihlok with sand 10 MLW. Foolprlnl-16 ao.; FoolprlntaB.9 ao Footprlnta7.7 ao
capaolly-19B,OOO ou. yds. 5.6110.; capaclty..1B.OOO cu. yds. oapaolty·303.000 cu. yds. oapactty.14,OOO cy CSJlsaltyal86,OOO

'Pe,manontloss of 33 million .Permanontloss of 12 mllllan .ono C60 and olx discharge pipes
·Perm. loss of 48.5 million gallons ·Porm.loss of 16 million gallons

01 Boston Harbor Capaclty, no ot Boston Harbor capaally
WATER QUALITY ga11ono af Boston Harbor capaalty gallans 01 Bastan Harbor capacity may nood to bo dlvortod Impact on aurrent velocity '3 C60's wauld noed to be relocated

'Dewaterlng comrols _dad. ·Dewaterlng comrols needed. ·6lhatlon controls needed. '61l1al1on controls needed. '61l1allon controls needed.

'Perm.loss of Fuous &barnacle Permanent loss of gmvel 'Tempomry reduction In Fucue. gillen algae and Temporary reduction In Fucus, .Perm. loss of barnacls. FuGUs. grsen
MARINE production on hard substrate boaches on northeast and bamacle production on hard SUbstrate green algae and barnacle algae and barnacle prod. on hard sub.

'Permanent loss of gravel northwest 'Short-term Impact on small sandYllravel beach production on hard subslrate .Perm.loss ot small rocky beach
INTERTIDAL beaches on northeast and Inerease In IlIIertldal habllat

northwest .Increase primary prod. (sallmarsh)

Penmanent loss 016.6 aores ·Aheratlon of 6.6 ao. 0' soli 'Converslon to ehallow subtidal habhat
'Converslon to shalloW SUbtidal 'Converslon to shallow subtidal

MARINE II09·gralned solt habRa! eubstrate. habhat habitat, then to sail marsh
.Improve sediment quality 'Improve sadlment qUalhy 'Improve sediment qualhy .Permanentloss of 7.7 ac. 01

SUBTIDAL 'Tempomry loss of 16.0 acres ot soft substmte 'Temporary loss 018.9 acros of solt substrate
soft sUbstrale

None Short·term Impacts on mussels and metal bulkhead None
SHELLFISH lb·

WiJ)

'Mortallty of demersal fish eggs; .Mortallty 01 demersal IIeh eggs: ·Mortality of fish eggs:
larvae and adults· larvae and adulls ·Short·term mortality ottlsh eggs; larvae and adults trapped behind bulkhead. larvae and adulis

FINFISH trapped behind bulkhead. trapped bshlnd bUlkh&ad. 'Temporary reduction on prey aVailable to epecles wlllch feed prlmartly on benthic Invertebrate trapped behind bulkhead.
·Permanent loss of IIntlsh refuge .Tempomry loes ot IInlish refuge .Temporary loss ot IIntlsh Illfuge and foraging habitat 'Temporary loss of tlntlsh reluge
and foraging habllal and foraging habitat and foraging habitat

FRESHWATER
AQUATIC Not applicable

RESOURCES "7
WETLAND Permanent loss ot6.6 acres ot Alteration 01 5.6 acres of

Temporary Impact 01 15 ao. of subtidal wetlands Tempora~ 105s ot B.9 ac. Temporary loss of 7.7ao.
Intertidal and eubtldal wetlands Intertidal and eubtldal wetlands of subtlda wetlands of Intertidal and subtidal

VEGETATION, wetlands

WILDLIFE

THREATENED &
ENDANGERED None

SPECIES

HISTORIO&
None

AROHEOLOGICAL

SOCIOECONOMIC
'Convel8lon ot aquatlo habllat None None

Possible conflict wllh yacht clubto fastland.

&LANDUSE

.Transport eedlments by barge .Transport sediments by barge
'Sedlment by barges (140) and trucks (9800): minor delays to(approK. 70 barge trtps) (approK. 16 barge trips) 'Transport sediments by barge (approK. 170·220 barge trips

TRAFFIC 'No truck traffic Impacts or11,700·16.200trucktrlps) eommerclallrecreatlonallxlallng traffio.
'Some roadway trallle delays and noise Impacls



TABLE 3"11. POTENTIAL liMlPACTS CAUS,ED BY US,liNG SP'ECIFIIO SUBAQUEOUS, BOBROW PITAND lIN-CHANNEL SITES FOR BOSTON HARBOR D'RiE013iED MATERIAl OJISPOSAL

SUBAQUEOUS SUBAQUEOUS WINTHROP CHELSEA INNER
RESOURCE CREEK CONFLUENCEB E HARBOR IN-CHANNEL IN-CHANNEL

P'IJo. ,!lend oap YMI NIld to P/'IOI ellI and Olf! vMl Nne! toO PlIO. ,Iland Clf! v.tIh NIld 10 tOvll' 6rtdg'. OIIlM.llo·&6 IIMlW tOv.f dredg" ohllln,' to -GO 11 MLYI
final dfplh 0/·1511 PdLW. final d.plh 01 -aft ~'LW. llnal d,.,pIh 01-12ft MtW. 'FIII to 42 It MLW \\WI OOIllIIIl'Illl~N 'FIII to -« ItMLW~ OOllllnin,atld I

SITE DESIGN Foolprlnl083 10. Foolprl'nt-711I,or", FllOtpl!tr,t.9 lor.,. Hdll'llllli. Hdtllllllll
Caplo~-u.p to 582,000 Capaolly-u,p to SOl,ooo C.p.c~.IB7,ooo ttl oC.p to -40 11 Ml.W \\till NIId oClP 10 ·4211 MLW y,lllh .Ind

oClpaoXy·.:l32,OQOoy oC.'p.oXy~8.ooo cy

'Poleoll1l110'r wllle,r quaJlly exco,edenCllS ·Poleo"'lIIlor WIlte'r quailly QxcEl'Ildencos 'Po'lenlllll for wale,rqullll,ty exco,edeoclII ·Po'lentleJ forwlllerqullJlly excoede,nees .Po,IGnUallor walo,r qlllllty exCftdlnCGt

WATER QUALITY
aner 4hra up 10 4500 h lrom dump slto. aner 4 hm u'p to 4500 n Irom dump site. alter 4h18 up to 4500 Illrom dump elto aller 4hm uric to 4500 It from dump slle Mw4 hra uPl04500ltfromdurrpl~e

'PermlVlonllos5 01 up 10 204 mUllon .PemlanmnllO$S 01 u1p 10 201 million 'PermSllm,ntloss 01 up 10 64.8 mllRon ·Negllglble e' oct on current veloclty .Neglgible el'llIC\ on cu frenl veloclly
g·aI. 01 Boolon Harbor wolo,r ceplloilly gal. 01 Boo,lon Harbor wale,r capllelly g,aI. 0,1 BooIon Harbor walar capacity 'No ehBnge In Harbor volume .No ch,angeln Balbor volulllG

MARINE Not applicable
INTERTIDAL

MARINE
Temporary loss 01 up 10 63 ac. 01 Temporary loss 01 up 10 79 ae. 01 'Temporary loss 01 up 10 8.14 ac. 01
so ft subslralo son subslrale soh subs! rate No habllalloss beyond that caused by Improvemonl dredgIng project.

SUBTIDAL -Improved habitat qualUy for benthIc
launa

Short·term Impact on sollsheU clam and lobster populations due to Short·term Impact on sollshell clam Potential short·term Impacts to nearby resources
SHELLFISH Iner9llSed suspended sediments population due to Increased duo to Impaclslo water ~alllY,

suspended sediments allhough no commercial eds nearby•

FINFISH
• Short·lerm mortall~ 01 IIsh eggs, larvae. and adulls

• Temporary reduction 01 proy awllab eto sPIICles which leoo prlmarlly on Invertebrales
• Temporary Inlerlerencewlth commercial fishery

FRESHWATER
AQUATIC Not applicable

RESOURCES

WETLAND Temporaz Impact on 63 ae. Tempora~ Impact on 79 ae. Tempora~ loss 018.14 ac.
No Impacts beyond those Incurred due to dredging proJocl

VEGETATION, of subtld wetland 01 subtlda wetland 01 subtlda wetland

WILDLIFE

THREATENED & • None expocted
ENDANGERED

SPECIES

HISTORIC & • Nona
ARCHEOLOGICAL

SOCIOECONOMIC
Mlnor lemporaJ'f Impact on Interruption 01 use 01 small vessel Temporary Impact on boat Irallic

Prolonged dredgln~ In naVI~atlonal channel rosuilingboatlrallic navigation channel

&LANDUSE
In addrtlonal minor nterrup! on 01 shIppIng trafllc

-Transportation of dredged material .Transportatlon 01 dredged material 'Transportatlon 01 dredged materlal ·Addlt. drooglng would require 60 days • 30 days 01 additional dredgIng

TRAFFIC
by barge by barge by barge .120 bBrg:etrlps required 10 remove • 60 bargetrlps to remove clay

-Approx. 450 barge trips ·Approx. 450 bargelrlps ·Approx. 120 bargelrlps clay sediments
'Tamporary Interruptions In Dorchester 'Relocatlon 01 smaU vessel channel .temporary Imerruptlons In Wlnlhrop
Channel Harbor Channel



,.ABLE 3-11 (C 0 NT'O). POTENTIAL IMPACTS CAUSED BY USING SPECIFIC SUBAQUEOUS, BORROW PIT AND IN-CHANNEL SITES FOR BOSTON HARBOR DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSA~·

MYSTIC MEISBURGER MEISBURGER
SPECTACLE

RESOURCE RIVER ISLAND
IN·CHANNEL

2 7 CAD

oOver dredge to -70 It MLW 'Dredge pit 13ft deep 'Dredge pit 10 ft dellp -Dredgoexlstlng sediments to -31 It MLW

'FIII to -44ft MLW wllh alit -FlU wllh dredged silt 'FIII with dredged em .FIU wllh dredged alit
SITE DESIGN oClIp to -42 It MLWwith IlIlnd oClIp with olay and sand to pre·exlsllnl/ oonloulD oCap with clay and sand to pre-exlsllng contoure oClIp with clay and eand to pre-exlsUng contours

oCllpsclty..742,OOO f:i ·Foclprlnl..OO acrea oFOOlprtnla121 acrea 'Foolprlnla2()o60 acres
oCllpsclly.,I,320,OOO C'J oCapaclly.l,320,OOO f:i oCepaolty~I.320.000cy

'Potentlallor water quality exceedences Water quality crnerla not exceeded Water quality criteria not exceeded Potential lor water quality exceedences:
after 4 hrs up to 4600 ft from dump site oUlslde site 4 hrs after dump. oUlslde site 4 hrs after dump. Construction/mitigation sleps would be planned

WATER QUALITY ·No change In Harbor vDlumes

MARINE
Not applicable

INTERTIDAL

MARINE
ND habltalloss beyond that caused 'TempDrary IDss Df 150 ac. Df soft substrate 'Temporary loss 01 82-403 ac. of SDft subsllate Temporary loss of 20-70 lIc. of SDft substrate
by Improvement dredging project 'Beach ImprDvement from excavated materIal 'Beach Improvement Irom excavated materlal

SUBTIDAL

PDtenlial shDrt.term Impacts to 'ShDrt·term Impact on lobster populatlDn Potential tempDrary slltallDn D/) nearby

SHELLFISH nearby resources due to Impac1s 'TempDrary Interference with commercial fishery musselbeds'
to water qUality _0

'shDrt-term mortallt~ 01 fish eggs, larvae and adults

FINFISH
'TempDrary reduction 01 prey avallab e to species which leed~rlmarllY on Invertebrates

'Temporary Interference with commerclal shery

FRESHWATER t ~-~'f.'"

Not applicable ,-

AQUATIC
RESOURCES
WETLAND No Impacts beyond Ihose Incurred due 'No state jurlsdlctlDnal wetlands ( >80 ft MLW) Temporary loss Df 22 ac. DI sublldal wetlands

VEGETATION,
tD dredging project 'Temporary Interference with commercial fishery

WILDLIFE

THREATENED & None expected, allhough some species 01 Whales

ENDANGERED None expected and sea turtles cDuld occur In area Incidentally Nol applicable

SPECIES

HISTORIC & None

ARCHEOLOGICAL

SOCIOECONOMIC
Prolonged dredging In navIgational channel

Temporary Impact on fishing and recreational boating ·Temporary Impact Dn recreational boatingresulting In addilional minor Interruption 01

&LANDUSE shIpping traffic 'Posslble conlllCl with construcllon 01 fish reel

'90 days 01 addltlcnal dredging .Dredge will be on-site lor> 1year 'Dredge will be on-site lor> 1 year 'Dredge will be on-site for> 3 mDnths

TRAFFIC
'185 barge trips to remove '660 barge trips reqUired to remove sediments '660 barge trIps required to remove sediments .660 barge trips required to remove sediments
parent material '660 barge trips reqUired to transport harbor '660 barge trips required to transpDrt harbDr '660 barge trips required to transport harbor

sediments to site sediments to site sediments to site



e TABLE 3-12. IMPACTS CAUSED BY USllNiG EXISTING OPEN WATER D'ISPOSAL SITES FOR BOSTON HABBOB DREDGED MATER:IAL D'fSPOSAL

RESOURCE MASSACHUSETTS BAY DISPOSAL SITE BOSTON LIGHTSHIP

SITE DESIGN
COIlIInllool pOOl'l dlIpoGlll ollllllwo wellks aller 11111 of d,rtdglng:

Cllp,plng wlth plll'llnl malo,rfal.

WATER QUALITY No waler qllsllly crllerla exceedences ahe,r fOll'r hours ou'lsldelho silo.

MARINE N<ll applicable
INTERTIDAL

MARINE .Benthlc resources malnlalned In ploClOerlng slage due 10 regular disposal Possible malure benthic community now existing,

SUBTIDAL ·No slgnlllcnn,l ch ange from exIsting condilions DIsposal would temporarily conve,rt to a pioneering community.

SHELLFISH GlI'ls 01 any shelilish In Immedlale vIcinity 01 disposal site could become clogged

FINFiSH ·Some mortality 01 demersel fish due to burial
·Avoldance 01 disposal operation

FRESHWATER
AQUATIC Not applicable

RESOURCES

WETLAND Designated disposal slle Alleratlon 01 SUbtidal habllat conditions
VEGETATION, In Tidal Walers

WILDLIFE

THREATENED &
'Endangered whales and turlles are transients In area, and would likely avoid disposal acllvltles

ENDANGERED
SPECIES

HISTORIC & None Needs lurther revIew
ARCHEOLOGICAL

SOCIOECONOMIC 'Deslgnated dredged material disposal site Former dredged malerlal disposal site

&LANDUSE
.No change In current use

'Dlsposat 01 parent material and rock would require up to 500 barge trips (4000 cy capacity)

TRAFFIC 'Dlsposal 01 slit would require up to 170 barge tripe (4000 cy capacity)
·Average 011W0 barge trips per day



TABLE 3-13. ALTERNATIVE DIPSOSAL OPTIONS FOR DISPOSAL OF SILT SEDIMENTS

SITE
TYPE SITE CAPACITY (CY) COST DISPOSAL OpnON

UPLAND
Landfill E. Bridgewater 200 daily cover, 200 fill in cy/day $62 A1, A2, Ci, C3

Plainville 50 daily cover, 250 fill in cy/day $94 A1,A2, Ci, C3
Fltchberg/
Westminster 75 daily cover, 250 fill in cy/day $108 A1,A2,Ci,C3

Inland Woburn 158,600 $69 A2, A3, C2, C4
Wrentham 451,200 $62 A2,A3,C2,C4

Coastal Everett 37,000 $76 A2,C2,C4
SquantumPt. 210,000 $44-$51 A2,A3,C2,C4

AQUATIC
Shoreline Amstar 128,000 MLW, 241,000 MHW $62-$50 81,85, Ci, C2

Cabot Paint 18,000 MLW, 198,000 MHW $362-$66 81,85, Ci, C2
Lt. Mystic
Channel 303,000 to -3 ft. MLW $47 81,85, Ci, C2

Mystic Piers 98,000 MLW, 187,000 MHW $47-$38 81,85, Ci, C2
Reserved A 14,000 MlW, 390,000 MHW $341-$44 81,85, Ci, C2
Reserved 8 186,000 MLW, 3-15,000 MHW $45-$40 81,85, Ci, C2
Revere Sugar 86,000 MlW, 204,000 MHW $93-$61 81,85, Ci, C2

Subaqueous Sub. 8 562,000 $20 82, 85,C3, C4
Sub.E 591,000 $19 82, B5, C3, C4

In-Channel Chelsea 332,000 $30 83, 85, C3, C4
Mystic 742,000 $30 63, 85, C3, C4
Inner Confl. 246,000 $30 83, 85, C3, C4

Borrow Pit Meisburger 2 1,320,000 $30 84,85,C3,C4
Meisburger 7 1,320,000 $33 84, 85, C3, C4
Spec. lsi. CAD 1,320,000 $21 84, 85, C3, C4

Existing Sites Boston Lt. Ship 1,320,000 $16 01,02
M80S 1,320,000 $27 01,02

TREATMENT Solidification 6,000 per day $55 01.



TABLE 3-14. COST ESTIMATES FOR LANDFILL SITES FOR BUNIIt SILT DISPOSAL

Landmls

LocllUon D'lstllnce Slit Dredging Dewatering Hauling Hauling TIppIng TIppIng Total Unit Cost
(miles) Volume Cost Coat CosUCY Coat Fee Cost Coat for Slit

(CYI S8.29 $17.00 (SICYl (SICYI

East Bridgewater 25 200,000 $1,658,000 $3,400,000 $9.20 $1,840,000 $28 $5,600,000 $12,498,000 $62.00
Plainville 35 200,000 $1,658,000 $3,400,000 $12.25 $2,450,000 $56 $11,200,000 $16,706,000 $94.00
FllchburgJWestmlnster 45 200,000 $1,658,000 $3,400,000 $12.25 $2,450,000 $70 $14,000,000 $21,508,000 $106.00

ASSUMPTIONS
Silt volume Includes disposal and possible contour capping.
Hauling cosls assumed fleet of 20 trucks and 3 loaders working 5 days per week.
Dewatering cost based on combined use of air drying and bell filler press and InclUdes land rental.



TABLE 3-15. COST ESTIMATES FOR LANO-BASEO SITES FOR BHNIP SILT DiSPOSAl

Wobum-11

Foalprint Perimeter Dike Material Dike Cost UningCost Road Fill Clearing!
(Sg Ftl 1FT) (CY) $15.00 Ie:'( $26.00 /5'( $13.00 Ie:'( Drainage

617,500 3,100 63,400 S951,000 51,783,889 $1,560,000 $59,200

Silt Dnldging Hauling cap Dewatering Treatment
Volume Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost

(CY) $!!.29 /C'{ $9.30 /C'{ $1s.oo /C'{ $17.00 Ie:'( $2.00 Ie:'(

158,600 51,314,794 51,474,980 5525,000 $2,696,200 5317,200

Land Cost Total Unit Cost
Cost for Silt

$212,638 $10,895,000 568.69

ASSUMP110NS

Foo!prtnt (area) pIaIlimetered fra'n quad sheet.
Foolprintselecled IDavoid welIands and power lines. As a resulltwoolltreeareaswere nctlarge enoughID use.
Dike\lQlJmecomputedfromQkeheighl0l12', topv.;dIh 0110' and side slopes of WID 3H ("CAD CELL" program).
SeCment llickness 10'v.ilh 2' cap lliclcness.
Unerconsistsolgeomembrane for positive cut-oll, l' Qfsand and a geotexliIeliller.
Also included in c:ost 01 mer is a geotexlilefiller atlhe cap Ia)er.
Sand cost5121CY, geotexliIe $3I5'f and geomembrane 5161SY.
Vokme 01 road fiB caIctJaled for road wi1lin lhe c1ked area requiring 120,000 c:f.
Clearing costs deIem"ined t1f asstmng S2llllOIaaefor 14 acres.
Drainage COSlS assumedID be mauling local¢ainage @$20,ooo.
Hauing COSlS assuned lIeetcf301Juc:ksand 4 loaders WOllciIlg 7 days/'MCfor 3 monlhs.
Cop was assumed ID be trucked frClm Bosllln (Boston Blue Clay from~Prcied).
Dewatering cost based on ccmllined use of air~ and be111ilIerpress and includes land rental.
Trea1menl 0I1eadlate from $iIe is~ID~e l;lline1ainled1lllllerID be reansported

ID a local1relI1menlpIIllll, c:cnslrUdion of padalge 1rea1mentpIanl or1nldcing ID lhe ocean.
Dewatering $iIe ren1aI cak:UIated @ 51.571SF.



TABLE3-1S (CONTINUED). COS! ESTIMATFS FOR LAND-BASED SITFS FORDISPOSAL OF Bm..p Sll..TS

Ckl3ring/
Drainage

S188,000

06115195
09:40AM

Road Fill
$1:tOO ICY

S902,4OO

T_nl
Cost ICY

$2.00

S1,95O,ooo

Perimotor Dike M2terial Dike Cost Lining Cost
(F!) (CV) $11.00 JC:o( $26.00 ISN

6,185 91,200 S1,OO3,200 $4,404,400

Dredging Hauling cap Dewatering
Cost Cost Cost Cost It:'(

SlI.29 IC:'f $12.00 JC:'( $11.00 JC:o( $17.00

53,740,448 $5,414,400 S1,9n,800 $7,670,460

Land Cost Total Unit Cost
Cost farSilt

$525,000 SZT,n6,ooo $61.56

~1,200

~(area)plDiil._ed Iran quad sheetand added fortoo separale dl<:edareas.
~scIcded to lIVOid-.cls, power Illes and resldenIiaI areas.
DiIGI wtmo ca1l'I*dfran cIlce he/91tor 12',lcp IMdIh of 1cr, side slopes of Wto 3H ("CAD CEll." progam).
8c6mcnl1'Odcrless 10'will Z cap1l1dcness.
Uncrcal:lisls of geantl.a.ocforpasfive ctJI.<Jlf, l'of sand and II geoleXIiIefllll!r.
NIiO h:UledIncost of Iller Is II geoIe:dIIe lifera1!he cap 13yer.
SrdccoI S12K:f, geaIo:>cIIIe= and geanembrane S161Sf.
~ofl'l*l. Cllla.llIledlorl'Clld oMIhinlle_area~ 150,000 CY.
0cIrrQCOSlS dc:Iemined byass&mng $2llOCIIllCre for 60 acres.
IlrtlnIgo COSlSUSlI'lled to be~ Ioc3Ilhinage~ S20,ooo
Ha*'cI= assuned lleetor 20 tucIcs and 04101lders~7 dIlys/Wkfor 15 months.
capwsusuned to be lU'C!'&Sed IoalIywilhveune of96,000 c:f delenrinecI from "CAD CEll."1lf"O!¥'Il1l.
~costbaed Ct1 c:omllined use or* ciying and bellfiller press and incUIes land renI8I.
T~ ors-tllIlrl fn:rnslle Is expeded to I'e<l'*e saine lllinled_tobe1nlnsp<lI1ed

to aloc:al1lWtncntpllrt.conm.dc>n or Jl'IdCage1realmenl plan! arllUd<ingto!he ocean.
~sile rerGlI CIlc:WledQ S151fSF.
Undccst~Q S15,OOOJAc.



UPLAND

$quantum - (TlVclting)

TABLE 3-15 (CONTINUED). COST ESTIMATES FOR LAND-BASED SITES FOR DISPOSAL OF BHNIP Sll.TS

Perimeter Dike Material Dike Cost Clearing!
(FT) (CY) $15.00 ICY Drainage

4,300 87,900 $1,318,500 $45,200

rC3p Total Dredging Cost Hauling
Volume Volume $8.29 ICY Silt CostJt::'(

(CY) (CY) ST.76 It::'( Parent $5.00

46,000 256,000 $2,097,860 $1,280,000

Road Fill Land Cost Total Unit Cost
513.00 ICY Cost tor Silt

S650,ooo $269,456 $9,231,000 $43.96

Perimeter Dike Material Dike Cost Clearing!
(FT) (CY) $15.00 ICY Drainage

4,300 87,900 $1,318,500 $45,200

rC3p Total Dredging Cost Land Cost
Volume Volume 58.29 ICY Silt

(CY) (CY) ST.76 Jt::'( Parent

46,000 256,000 $2,097,860 $269,456

Dredging Rehandling Total Unit Cost
Al:cess Cost Cost for Silt

$8.50 ICY $15.00

51,380,000 $5,550,000 $10,641,000 $50.67

Dredging
Access

(CY)

210,000

Silt
Volume

feY)

782,500

Dewatering
Cost

$17.00 ICY

210,000

Footprint
(Sg Ft)

Silt
Volume

(CY)

782,500

Footprint (area) planimetered from quad sheet
Footprint selected to avoid wetland.
Dike volume computed from dike height of 12', top width of 10' and side slopes of 1Vto 3H time perimeter of 4300'.
sediment thickness 10' with 2' cap thickness.
Clearing costs determined by assuming $14OO1acre for 18 acres.
Drainage costs assumed to be rerouting local drainage@ $20,000.
Hauling costs assumed fleet of 10 trucks and 3 loaders working 7 dayslwk for 4.5 months.
Dewatering cost based on combined use of air drying and belt filter press and includes land rental
Volume of road fill calculated for road within the diked area reQuiring 50000 CY.
The 2700' x 175' access channel assumed to have existing depth of-4'MLW and reQuire a 12' depth.
Rehandling cost is for a barge..mounted crane to unload all scows.
Dredging costs - parent ='lJ7.76, silt =$8.29.
Dewatering site rental calculated @-$1.57/SF and land cost calculated @S15,OOOJAc.

160,000
ASSUMPTIONS

$3,570,000

Squantum - (Barging)

footprint
(Sg Ft)



-
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TABLE 3-15 (CONTINUED). COST ESTIMATES FOR LAND-BASED SITES FOR BHNIP SILT DISPOSAL

Everett'()4

Slit 2'Cap Total Mechanical Rehandling Total Bulkhead Depth of Bulkhead
Volume Volume Volume Dredging CostlCY Dredging (IF) Plies Cost

(CY) (CY) (CY) CostleY Cost (FT) ($30/SF)

37,000 18,000 55,000 $6.29 Slit $15.00 $1,271,410 400 105 $1,260,000
$7.76 Parent

Dike Dike Footprint Average Wier/Silt Total Unit Cost
(CY) Cost Area Depth Curtain Cost for Slit

$16.00 ICY (SQ FT) (FT) Cost ($/CY)

17,100 $256,500 243,936 8 $36,590 $2,624,500 $76.34

~

I

'"VJ ASSUMPTIONS

Footprint (area) planlmetered from quad sheet.
Footprint selected to avoid crossing municipal boundary.
Dike volume computed from dike height of 8', top width of 10' and side slopes of 1V to 3H.
Dike length 1700'.
Sediment thickness varies (assumed to be 8') with cap thickness of 2'.
Volumes shown are dredged volumes (expansion of dredged material has not been applied).
Rehanding cost is for a barge-mounted crane to unload the scows.
Bulkhead costs reflect $30/SF for steel.
Bulkhead assumed to tie to fast ground and only be necessary along fronting water edge.
Wier required and Is based on cost of $O.15/CY of material contained.
Dredge costs - parent =$7.76, silt =$8.29.



TABLE 3-16. COST ESTIMATES FOR AQUATIC SHORELINE OPTIONS

VolWllll Concrete Panel Bulkhead

Fill to Sediment 3'Cap Total Surface Depth Capacity/ Bulkhead Depth of Panel Steel
Illvelof: Volume Volume Volume FootprInt (FT) FtDepth (LF) Plies Cost H·plllls

(MLW) (CY) ICY) (CY) (SQFT) (CY) (FT) ($4/SQFT) ($B&/LF)

Revere Sugar 20 204,000 18,000 222,000 180,000 37,5 8,000 1545 125 $339,900 $2,051,953
Amslar 20 241,000 17,000 258,000 153,000 45.5 a.oOO 1085 125 $234,300 $1,414,453
Mysllc PIers 20 187,000 13,000 200;000 120,000 45 4,000 195 125 $42,900 $258,984
Cabot Palnl 20 198,000 27,000 225,000 243,000 25 9,000 1805 125 $353,100 $2,131,641
Lillie Mysllc Channal 20 840,000 70,000 910,000 630,000 39 23,000 360 125 $79,200 $478,125
Reserved Chann el A 20 390,000 43,000 433,000 390,000 30 14,000 825 110 $181,500 $984,219
Reserved Chann el B 20 315,000 38,000 353,000 334,000 28.5 12,000 225 110 $49,500 $262,969

Dredging/Handling Tle·Backs Oeotextlle/Dralnage Quantities

l"¥ Dredging Dredging Rehandling Total Three Rows Fabric Sand Filter T-dralns
",

CostlCY CostlCY CostlCY Dredging Costlrow (SV) (CV) (EA)
(slit) (parenl) Cost ($220/LF)

Revere Sugar $6.29 $7.76 $15.00 $5,160,840 $1,019,700 24,215 11,852 77
Amslar $6.29 $7,76 $15.00 $5,999,810 $702,900 22.364 11,333 53
Mysllc PIers $8.29 $7.76 $15.00 $4,651.110 $128,700 14,308 8,869 10
Cabol Paint $6.29 $7.76 $15.00 $5,225,940 $1,059,300 31,458 18,000 80

W
LHlle Mysllc Channel $6.29 $7.76 $15.00 $21,156,800 $237,600 71,560 46,667 18
Reserved Channal A $8.29 $7.76 $15.00 $10,081,780 $544,500 46,083 28,889 41

) Reserved Channel B $6.29 $7.76 $15.00 $6,201,230 $146,500 37,824 24,741 11

'=' Oeotextlle/Dralnage Costs

4: Wier/Slit Daslgn and ContIngency Total Unit Cost
CurtaIn Const. Mgt Cost Cost for Slit Fabric Sand Filler T-dralns B'head Labor

Cost Cost (26%) ($/CY) ($7/SX) ($13/CX) ($680/EA) ($4/SF)

Revare Sugar $24,000 $654,000 $2,499,000 $12,498,630 $61.26 $169,507 $154,074 $43,260 $360,396
Amslar $22.950 $626,000 $2,400,000 $11.998,470 $49.79 $156,689 $147,333 $29.820 $262,215
Mysllc Plars $18,000 $376,000 $1,436,000 $7,180,879 $36.40 $100,156 $115,556 $5,460 $46,011
CabolPalnl $36,450 $679,000 $2,595,000 $12,974,746 $65.53 $220,208 $234,000 $44,940 $395,169
Llllla Mysllc Channel $94,500 $1,628,000 . $6,220,000 $31,100,528 $37.02 $500,920 $606,667 $10,060 $66,636
Reserved Channel A $58,500 $891,000 $3,408,000 $17,031,862 $43.67 $322,583 $375,556 $23,100 $203,124
Reserved Channel B $50,100 $655,000 $2,504,000 $12,519,391 $39.74 $264,765 $321,630 $6,300 $55,397

ASSUMPTIONS
Bulkhaad design sourca: J. Fowlar & NY Dlslrlcl MOTB.

Volumas ahown are dredgad volumas (axpanslon of dredged malerlal has nol been applied). T·dralns Ihru bUlkhead every 20' extend Inlo filler.
Surface area planlmelered from navlgallon chart vertical sides assumed. Sand filler laId on top orrabrlc In 2' layer.
Depth Is an average as shown on navlgallon chart or recent survey. Fabric placed on boUom and sldas,
Dredging coslls nol depandenl on dlslance 10 disposal sHe. Concrele panels fltIed betwaan H·pllas @384 SF/day.
Bulkhead assumed to lis 10 fasl ground and may be necassary along sevaral sides. H-plles spacad 8' apart.
Wier required If disposal slle 10 creale faslland (coslls $0.15 l( sUrface area). Tie-backs assumad 10 run length of bulkhead.
Rehandling Includas Roallng crane plus reposllloning of materIal In the slle. Labor costs for divers, crane and laborars @$1720/day.



TAD:LEJ..I6. (CONTINUED) XSTJAfATES FOJR.AQUATliC SiJ1IORELJNE Oil'TliONS TO MLW

Vol_ Co,ncrl,11 I""J11I,1 Elllllkl\l'ld

Flllrllo 1l,I,dllrml,n:t a'cap To,!.' Ilhl,rf.C' DI'pl'l:I C'rp'I'CI'ly! I!l'If,Jkhl.d DI,plh of "Inl) ,5tH,)
l'IV.lo,f: Volqrm. Voilim. Volum. Foo,tprtlrnt (fT) FtDi,pth (LF) 1"'1'1'11 Cost H-pillu

fMrLW) (CY) (CY) fCY} (SQPT! fOY) (FT! (S4.fSQPT) (S!l,51LF!

RWIUlI S~,g'.,r ° 86,000 18,000 104,000 160,000 17.5 6,000 '''45 105 $216,300 $1,723,641
Am"'l'!rr ° 128,000 17,000 145,000 153,000 2M 8,000 1085 105 $149,100 $1,18,8,141
Mysllo PIGnJ ° 98,000 13,000 '111,000 120,000 25 4,000 195 105 $27,300 $217,547
CabolPlllnt ° 18,000 27,000 45,000 243,000 5 9,000 1605 106 $224,700 $1,790,578
L1llle Mysllo Ch!,nnel -3 303,000 70,000 373,000 630,000 16 23,000 360 102 $48,080 $390,150
Reserved Channel A ·6 14,000 44,000 58,000 390,000 4 14,000 825 84 $95,700 $736,313
Reserved Channe IB 9.5 186,000 37,000 223,000 334,000 18 12,000 225 99.5 $40,050 $237,867

D,rldglnlllHandllnq Tle-Backl Olot.xtlll.fDralnagl QqanUtlal Bulkhaad COlt,
Dredging Dredging Rehandling Tolal Thre.Rowl FabrIc Sand Filter T-drllins Bulkhead Dep1h of Bulkhead
CostleY CostlCY CostlCY Dredging Costlrow (BY) (OV) (EA) (LF) PIIIII Cost

..... (Illtl (parenti Cost (S2201LFI (PTI (S30ISQFTI

Revere Sugar $8.29 $7.76 $16.00 $2,412,620 $1,019,700 20,782 11,662 77 165 105 $519,750
Amsler $6.29 $7.76 $15.00 $3,368,040 $702,900 20,018 11,333 53 375 106 $1,181,250
Mysllo Piers $8.29 $7.76 $15.00 $2,578,300 $128,700 13,875 8,889 10 225 105 $708,750
Cabol Palnl $8.29 $7.76 $16.00 $1,033,740 $1,069,300 27,892 18,000 80 930 105 $2,929,500

\.N Lillie Mysllo Channel 58.29 $7.76 S111.00 $8,6110,070 $237,600 70,640 46,667 16 360 102 $1,101,600

\ Reserved Channel A $8.29 $7.76 $111.00 $1,327,600 $544,600 43,700' 26,889 41 585 84 5M74,200

~
Reservad Channel B $6.29 $7.78 $15.00 $5,174,060 $148,500 37,581 24,741 11 585 99.5 $1,748,225

~
OeotexlllllDralnaQll Costs

Wier/Slit Oe.lgn lind Contingency Totel Unit Cost
Curtain Const. Mgt Cost Cost for Slit Fabric Band Filter T-dralns B'head Lebor

Cost Colt (26%1 ISICY) (S7/BY) (S131Cy) ($S80/EA) ($4ISF)

Revere Sugar $24,000 $419,000 $1,800,000 $8,000,138 $93.02 $1415,474 $154,074 $43,260 $242,070
Amalar $22,950 $414,000 $1,582,000 $7,911,270 $61.81 $140,123 $147,333 $29,820 $166,884
Myslfo PIers $18,000 $226,000 $861,000 $4,304,540 $43.92 $97,125 $116,556 $5.460 $30,553
Cabot Palnl $38,4nO $341,000 , $1,303,000 $6,514,421 $361.91 $195,242 $234,000 $44,940 $251,471
Lillie Mysllc Channal $94,500 $741,000 $2,831,000 $14,153,197 $48.71 $494,480 $606,667 $10.080 $51,570
Reserved Channel A $58,500 $250,1HI0 $956,000 $4,760,170 $341.44 $305,900 $375,556 $23,100 $107,102
Reserved Channel B $50,100 $440,000 $1,682,000 $8.408,256 $45.21 $26~,928 $321.630 $8,300 $44,622

ASSUMPTIONS
Bulkhead design souroe: J. Fowler & NY Dlstrlol MOTS.

Volumes shown are dredged volumes (expansion or dredged malerIal has nol been applied). T-dralns Ihru bUlkhead evelY 20' extend Inlo flller.
SUrfaca araa planlmelered from navigation chart vertlcalskfes assum ed. Sand flller laid on lop orfabrlo In 2'layar.
Depth Is an average as shown on navigation ohart or recenl survey. Fabrlc plaoed on bollom and skies.
DredgIng cost Is not dependenl on distance to disposal slle. Concrete panels fltIed between H-plles @384 SF/day.
Bulkhead assumed 10 lie 10 fael ground and may be necesealY along several skies. H·plles spaoed 8' apart.
Wier required Ifdisposal slle 10 ereale fasl fand (coslle $0.15 xsurface area). Tie-backs assumed 10 run length or bulkhead.
Rehandling Includes fIoallng crane plus reposllloning or malerlalln the slle. Labor cosls for dlvel1!, crane and laborers ~ $1720/day.



TMILE 3-17. COST ESTIMATE FOR SUBAQUEOUS DEPRESSION OPTION FOR BHNIP SILT DISPOSAL

Subaqueous B

Footprint Perimeter Fill to Existing Volume
(Sq Ftl (FT) Depth to Depth

Below Below Slit 3'Cap Tolel Closure
MLW

~~~ VOI~~~ VOI~6-t~ Sllll,~~ Dike
Length-> 1250 IFTl ICY)
Wldth-> 2000

(North) 2,500,000 6,500 15 21 268,109 274,539 542,649 130,000 .

Length-> 900
Width"> 1200

(South) 1,080,000 4,200 15 26 294,440 117,912 412,352 255,600

$3,019,264 Rock

$4,073,422
$5,249,513
($623,600) <.. See nole 1

$19.71 w/sand cap

$11.35
($11.34) wIno cap
$11.34

Tolel Unit Cost
Cost for Slit
Slit $/CY

$3,203,576

$2,781,264

$2,535,829

Costs

Parent Dredging Design and
Material Cost Constr. Mgt

Cy Cost 7%

(North) $1,867,829 $161,000 $507,000

(South) $2,051,264 $174,000 $556,000

Parent for Dike .. 385,600 $2,394,576 $166,000 $641,000

Parent for Cap but to MBDS a 392,451 $3,045,422 $213,000 $815,000
Sand for Cap .. $3,924,513 $275,000 $1,050,000
Parant to MBDS .. (60,000) ($466,600) ($33,000) ($125,000)

(Portion)
Note 1: There Is a shortfall of parent materlallf this site used alone.

The negative cost when combined wnh Sub·E cancels a portion of
the 250,000 r:y parent material shown being sent to MBDS.

$14,989,754
$20,239,267 wlsand cap

ASSUMPTIONS

Footprint (area) planlmetered from navlgallon chart,
Exlsllng depth calculated from navlgallon chart soundings wnhln area.
Fill depth Is finished depth Including a3 foot cap.
Design effort Involves minimal sne hydrographic SUN&y ($20,000) and benthic and fish stUdIes ($10,000).
Dredging costs· sin .. $8.36, parent- $7.76, cap" $6.21, dike a $6.21.
Cap and dike both consist of parent material.
Parent material 10 MBDS Is rallo of sln/(Iotal sin) x tolal parent.



TABLE 3-17 (CONTINUED). COST ESTIMATE FOR SUBAQUEOUS DPRESSION OPTION FOR BHNIP SILT DISPOSAL
Subaqueous E

Footprint Perimeter FII'I ExllItI'n,g Vo,lume
(Sq Ft) (FT) Depth to Depth

Below Below Slit 3' CliP Total Closure
MLWIFn MLW(FT) Volume(CYl Volume(CYl SlItlC"I) ICV) Dike ICVI

Length=> 850
Wldth=> 4100

3,465,000 9,900 6 15.8 591,164 382,280 973,444 62,200

Costs

Parent Dredging DesIgn and contingency Total
Material Cost Constr. Mgt Cost Cost

(CY) Cost (7%) (26%) Slit
\N

I
-\"" $4,128,298 $319,000 $1,112,000 $5,559,298

'-:J
62,200 $387,506 $27,000 $104,000 $518,506Parent for Dike =

Parent for Cap but to MBDS = 382,280 $2,966,490 $208,000 $794,000 $3,9£8,490
Sand for Cap = $3,822,796 $26a.ooo $1,023,000 $5,113,796
Parent to M8DS = 31.0,000 $2,405,600 $168,000 $643,000 $3,216,600

(Portion) $3,172,845
ASSUMPTIONS

Unit Cost
for Slit
($/CY)

$19.34
w/sand cap

$11.28
wIno cap

Rock

Footprint (area) planimetered from navigation chart.
EXisting depth calculated from navigation chart soundings within area.
Fill depth is finished depth inclUding a 3 foot cap.
Design effort involves minimal site hydrographic survey ($20,000) and benthic and fish studies ($10,000).
Dredging costs - silt =$8.38, parent =$7.76, cap = $6.23, dike =$6.23.
Cap and dike both consist of parent material.
Parent material to MBDS is ratio of silt/(total slit) x total parent.

$16,435,739
$21,549,535 w/sand cap



IN.cHANNEL

TABLE 3.18. COST ESTIMATE FOR IN·CHANNEL DISPOSAL OPTIONS FOR BHNIP SILT

Volumo Coele

Coli Coli Numbor Slit Parenl Extra Parenl 3'Cop Slit Total Sill Total Paront Tolal Total Slit Cop Crodglng COBlgn arid ContlngBncy Totol
elzo DBplh of Romoved Removed Removed Requlrod Cepoclty Removod Removed Extro PeronI Copaclty Volume Cool Conot.Mgl Coot Cool

Cello porcell porcoll percell parcell percell Removed (CV) coet(1''') (2&'/0)

MYBtlcRlver

20Ox600 48 2 9,300 16,100 19,600 10,400 9,100 18,600 32,200 39,000 18,200 20,800 5B57,000 560,000 5229,000 $1,148,000
50 1 9,300 16,000 24,900 10,400 14,500 9,300 16,000 24,900 14,500 10,400 $462,000 532,000 $124,000 $618,000
55 6 9,300 16,000 36,000 10,400 26,600 55,800 96,000 216,000 153,600 62,400 $3,190,000 $223,000 $853,000 $4,266,000
56 1 9,300 16,100 37,800 10,400 27,400 9,300 16,100 37,800 27,400 10,400 $544,000 $38,000 $146,000 $128,000
60 2 9,300 16,100 44,000 10,400 33,600 18,600 . 32,200 88,000 67,200 20,800 $1,166,000 $82,000 $312,000 $1,660,000

~ . 65 7 9,300 16,100 49,400 10,400 39,000 65,100 112,700 345,800 273,000 72,800 $4,317,000 $302,000 $1,155,000 $5,774,000
.' 70 3 9,300 16,000 62,600 10,400 42,100 27,900 48,000 167,500 126,300 31,200 $1,906,000 $133,000 $510,000 $2,649,000
" -

l6Ox500 65 7,300 12,300 24,900 7,700 17,200 7,300 12,300 24,900 17,200 7,700 5390,000 $27,000 $104,000 $521,000
60 7,300 12,300 29,200 7,700 21,600 7,300 12,300 29,200 21,600 7,700 $417,000 $29,000 $112,000 $558,000
70 7,300 12,300 30,900 7,700 23,200 7,300 12,300 30,900 23,200 7,700 $427,000 $30,000 $114,000 $571,000

...,,,
Inner Confluence

20Ox500 46 1 9,300 16,100 19,600 10,400 9,100 9,300 16,100 19,500 9,100 10,400 5429,000 $30,000 5116,000 $574,000
55 4 9,300 16,000 36,000 10,400 25,600 37,200 64,000 144,000 102,400 41,600 52,127,000 5149,000 $5~9,OOO $2,845,000

~
60 4 9,300 16,100 44,000 10,400 33,800- 37,200 64,400 176,000 134,400 41,600 $2,331,000 5163,000 5624,000 $3,118,000

\ Cheleoo

~ 20Ox5Q0 65 3 9,300 16,000 36,000 10,400 26,600 27,900 48,000 106,000 76,800 31,200 51,695,000 $112,000 $427,000 $2,134,000

fA
66 2 9,300 16,100 37,800 10,400 27,400 18,600 32,200 75,600 64,800 20,800 $1,088,000 $76,000 $291,000 $1,455,000
68 4 9,300 16,100 41,100 10,400 30,700 37,200 64,400 164,400 122,800 41,600 $2,266,000 $168,000 $604,000 $3,020,000
60 1 9,300 16,100 44,000 10,400 33,600 0 0 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 SO
65 2 9,300 16,100 49,400 10,400 39,000 16,600 32,200 98,800 76,000 20,600 $1,234,000 586,000 $330,000 $1,650,000

l6Ox500 49 7,300 12,200 16,100 7,700 8,400 0 0 0 0 0 SO $0 SO $0

412,500 711,400 1,780,300 1,320,400 459,900 $24,736,000 51,730,000 $6,619,000 533,087,000

Remaining In Chennel Cepocltv" 1x 33600 +7 x6400 = 92,400
ASSUMPTIONS

Remaining Sl~ 10 In Channel = 1099100·412600 = 686,600 $5,692,000 $398,000 $1,523,000 57,613,000
$6.29 =Unll Cost 01 SI"

Remaining Parent to MBDS = 1684000·711400 = 972,600 57,647,000 $526,000 $2,019,000 510,094,000
F·76 =Unll cost of Perent (oven Ifused ae cop)
$6.29 =Unit cost of Extra Parent Unil Cost for SI~

$10.00 ,; Unit Cost of cap 530.31 wlo poreht Rock $7.08!.500
$37.03

1,664,000 =TolBI Porenl Grand Total $57,875,600

1,099,100 =TolalSm



TABLE 3·1'. COST ESTIMATES FOR AQUATIC B<ORROWl"IT OPTION FOR BllNIP BILT DISPOSAL

OostsFo~lprlnt Perimeter
(Sq Ft) (FT)

L~ nglh-> 2000
Wldlh-> 1873

Exlstlnll
Deplh
Below.

MLWIFTI

EXCllvllte
to Depth

Below
MLWIFT'

Sl'lt
Volum.ICVI*

Volume

3' CIl'P Tolal
Volume ICvl* Volume ICVI

Design lind
Constr. Mgt

COltl7%1

Conllng,ency
Cost

126%1

Total
COlt
Slit

Unit Cost
for Slit
15/eYl

• Tolal volume of sedlmenls and cap llKcesd esllmaled yield of sand/gravol
(H Is possible thai yield did nol Bccount for lenses of 91~)

Parenl to MBDS -

3,746,000

Malsburger 7

7,746 80 93 1,319,518 412,361 1,731,879

1,684,000

$24,026,242

DredgIng
Cosl

$13,067,840

$1,775,000 56,675,000 533,376,242 $30.37

Daslgn and Conllngency Tolal
Conslr. Mgl Cosl Cosl

Cost (1%) (25%) Parenl

$131,000 $3,300,000 $16,498,840

$49,875,082
$7,081,500 Rock

$56,956,582

I Footprint Perimeter Existing Excevata Voluma Costs
rSII Ft' 1FT' Depth to Depth

Below Below Slit 3'ClIp Total Dredglnll Design ~nd ContIngency Total Unit Cost
Lenglh-> 2500 MLWIFTI MLWIFTI VolumelCYl Volume ICV. Volume ICYl Cost Constr. Mgt Cost Cost for Slit
Wldlh-> 2107 Cost 17%1 126%1 15/CYI

Footprlnl (area) prO\lldad by Normandeau (possibly Irom Melsburger report).
Exlsllng depth oblalned Irom navigallon chart soundings.
Proposed sOOlmenl thickness Is the difference betwaen exlsllng end excavated deplhs minus Ihe 3 fool cap.
Side slopes of 1 vertical to 3 horizontal were assumOO.
Volumes shown are dredged volumes (expansion of dredgad malerlal has not been appJled).
Dredging costs account for dredging CAD and Boston Harbor sedIments. (Melsburg mat... $6.65, parenl" $7.76, sl~" $9.18).
No value was assigned \0 material excavated from dIsposal sHes.
Design effort Invloves mInImal sHe hydrographic SUNOYS {$20,OOO)and benlhlc and fish studies ($10,000).
Contingency Is 25%.

5,267,500

ASSUMPTIONS

9,214 80 90

Paranlto MBDS·

1,319,497 580,663 1,900,180

1,684,000

$27,400,430

Dredging
Cost

$13,067,640

$1,948,000 $7,337,000 $36,665,430 $33.36

Design and Contingency Tolal
Conslr. Mgl Cosl Cosl

Cost (1%) (25%) Parent

$131,000 $3,300,000 $16,498,640

$53,184,270
$7,061,500 Rock

$60,265,770



TABLE 3·19 (CONTINUED). COST ESTIMATES FOR AQUATIC BORROW PIT OPTION FOR BHNIP SILT DISPOSAL

CAD (Spectacle)

Footprint Perimeter Existing Excavate Volume Costs
(Sq Ft) 1FT) Depth to Depth

Below Below Slit S'Cap Total Dredging Slit Curtain Design and Contingency Total Unit Cost
MLW MLW Volume Volume Volume Cost Cost Const. Mgt Cost Cost for Sill
(FT) (FT) (CY) ICY) ICY) I$SO/SY) 00st17%) (26%) 1$/CY)

The CAD Is to be localed furthsr offshore than CAfT plan to avoid unsuitable malerlal.
Footprint (area) planlmetered from navigation chart for two different sized areas.
Existing depth calculaled from navigation chart soundings within area.
Propossd sedlmsnt thickness Is the difference bstwesn existing end excavated depths minus ths 3 foot cap.
Side slopes of 1vertical to 3 horizontal were 'essumed.
Volums shown ere dredged volumes (expansion of dredgsd malerlal has nol been appllsd).
Dredging costs account for dredging CAD and Boston Herbor ssdlmsnls. (CAD mat. =$4.71, sill" $6.42, parent .. $7.76)
Design effort Involves minimal site hydrographic surveys ($20,000) and benthic and fish studies ($10,000).
Contlngsncy Is 25%.
Sill curtain was assumed 10 consist of two squa re enclosures 200' on a side and 18' deep.
No cosl was assumed for deploymenl of sill curtain.

1,974,554

ASSUMPTIONS

4,980 8.3 31.3

Parent to MBDS =

1,318,766 216,905 1,535,671

1,684,000

$17,244,430

Dredging
Cost

$13,067,840

$96,000 $1,237,000 $4,644,000 $23,221,430 $21.13

Design and Contingency Total
Const.Mgl Cosl Cosl
Cost (1%) (25%)

$131,000 $3,287,000 $16.465,840

$39,687,270
$7,081,500 RO'ck

$46,768,770
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TABLE 3-20. COSTS FOR ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR BHNIP
DREDGED MATERIAL

,

TECHNOLOGY TYPE COST PER TON COST PER CUBIC YO

Thennal $75 to $120 $113to $180

Solvent Extraction, Soil Washing
and other Chemical Treatments $80 $120

Biotreabnent $135 $200

Solidification/Stabilization $90 $135

Physical, Mechanical,& Landfill
DisDOsal $55 $80



TABLE 3-21. COST ESTIMATES FOR USING EXISTING AQUATIC DISPOSAL SITES FOR BUMP SILT DISPOSAL

Boston lightship

Footprint Slit 3'Cap Remaining Dredging Design and Contingency Total Unit Cost
(SF) Volume Volume Parent Cost Constr. Mgt Cost (25%) Cost for Silt

(CV) (CV) Volume Cost (7%) ($/CY)
(CV)

Note 1 => 8,454,800 1,107,500 1,055,500 628,100 $23,352,370 $1,655,000 $5,838,000 $30,845,000 $15.87

Dredge costs· slit =$9.67,parent and cap =$7.76.
Unit cost for silt disposal =(dredge cost for slit + dredge cost for cap) divided by silt volume
Cap volume calculated for 3' cap over footprint of 9,500,000 SF.
Volumes shown are dredged volumes (expansion of dredged material has not been applied).
Design effort involves minimal site hydregraphlc surveys ($20,000).

Note: 1) Unit cost doesn't consider remaining parent material or design/contingencies costs.
2) Unit costs include all parent material, design and contingencies costs. (expanded vol)
3) Unit cost doesn't consider remaining parent material but does consider design/contingencies costs. (expanded vol)
4) Unit cost Includes only silt, design and contingencies it does not include cap.



TABLE 3-22.

COMPANlES SENT QUESTIONNAIRES FOR INFORMATION TREATMENT
TECHNOWGY FOR THE BOSTON HARBOR NAVIGATION IMPROVEMENT

PROJECT I

COMPANY

Retecb, Inc., Ukiah, CA

IT Corporation, Knoxville, TN

ConTeckEnvironmental Services

CanonieEnvironmental Services Corp.
(SoiIRech ATP Systems, Inc.)

ECOVA Corporation

Carlo Environmental Technologies, mc.

Separation and Recovery Systems, Inc.

Maxymillian Technologies
(formerly Clean Berkshires, mc.)

Hrubetz Environmental Services, Inc.

Seaview Thermal Systems

Remediation Technologies, Inc.

SRE,Inc.

ART International, Inc.

CF Systems Corp.

Dehydro-Tech Corp.

BeIgIl1811Il USA

Cleantech ofArkansas, Inc.

RESPONSE

None

None

Yes

Yes

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

None

None

None

Yes

None

Yes

None

None



TABLE 3-22 (CONTINUED)

COMPANIES SENT QUESTIONNAlRES FOR INFORMATION TREATMENT
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE BOSTON HARBOR NAVIGATION IMPROVEMENT

PROJECT

OHM: Corporation Yes

Grace Dearborn, Inc. None

MEET None

Marine Remediation Systems~ Inc. None

Concurrent Technologies Corp. None

LADS Systems~ Inc. Yes

Applied Environmental Recycling Systems None

ReSHAPE Corporation None

Laidlaw Waste Systems~Inc. Yes

Bardon Trimount Inc. None

WEB Engineering Associates, Inc. None

lWf Corporation None

GeoCon None

Modell Environmental Corporation None

Commercial Paving Co.~ Inc. Yes
(Commercial Recycling Systems)

Charles Group Inc. None

Waterways Experiment Station None

RESPONSECOMPANY



TABLE 3-22 (CONTINUED)

COMPANIES SENT QUESTIONNAIRES FOR INFORMATION TREATl\1ENT
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE BOSTON HARBOR NAVIGATION IMPROVEMENT

PROJECT

COMPANY

Zenon Enviromnenta1 Inc.

BioSafe, Inc.

Soil Technology

Resources Conservation Company

RESPONSE

None

Yes

Yes

None



TABLE 3-23. TECHNOLOGY SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

The following abbreviations and notations apply to the following Table 3-23.

b bench scale
c commercial scale
d day
D demonstration
Dm demobilization
dw dewatering
el electricity
hrs hours
I laboratory scale
M mobilization
m month
mIn minutes
Ms moisture
mt metals
N No
NA not available/applicable
ng natural gas
o organics
pp proprietary
pt pilot scale
sc screen
sft square feet
t theoretical
Y Yes



-
TABLE 3-23. TECHNOLOGY SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

Carlo Comme,rcla,1
COMPANY ART Envlronmenta,! RecVcllng

International BloSafe TechnoloDv Systems
TECHNOLOGY TYPE Solvent Therma,l Thermal Solidification

Extraction Destruction Desorption Stabilization
EFFECTIVENESS
Demonstrated Throuoh-Put cvld 2 1000 626 1000
Maximum Throuah-Put cvld 3 8000 600 NA
Meet Taraet Levels a-Y M-N O-YM-Y a-Y M-N a·Y M-Y
Waste Bv-Products Yes Yes No No
Aoolicable to Dredaed Material Yes-b&ot Yes-b&ot Yes Yes-c
Efficiencies in Scale NA Yes Yes Yes
Minimum Contaminant Concentr None NA None None
Processing Time None NA 600 cv/d Varies
IMPlEMENTABILITY
Pre-Treatment Reauirements Yes-sc&dw Yes-sc&dw Yes-sc&dw Yes-dw
Mob-Demob Reouirements M-2m Om-1m M-2m Dm-2m M-2wk Dm-NA M-2d Dm-NA
Soace Reauirements 15000 sft NA 70 000 sft 10000sft
Traffic Impacts Truck None None Truck
Looistics 15000 sft NA Land Land
Special Fabrication None None None None
Buildino Reauirements Yes Yes Yes Yes
Availabilitv of Technoloov Po, Lot C C PO,I c
Number of Handlino Events Two Varies Three Seven
Environmental Impacts Air None Air Water
Permittabilitv Air. Water Water Air Air Water
Site Safetv Yes No No No
Environmental Constraints None None Tm Ms Tm
Marketabilitv of Residuals Yes Yes Yes Yes
COST DATA
Estimated Price Ranoe $55-$65/ton $122/ton $28-$40/ton $55-$95/ton
Factors Affectina Price:

Initial Contaminant Concentrati 2 1 8 8
Taroet Contaminant Concentra 1 9 5 9
Quantitv of Waste 4 2 6 2
Characteristics of Residuals 5 4 10 10
Labor Rates 4 10 7 6
Moisture Content 2 6 4 1
Facilitv Preparation 3 7 9 5
Waste Handlina 3 3 3 4
Characteristics of Material 4 6 2 3
Utilitv/Fuel Rates 5 8 1 7



TABLE 3-23 (Continued) TECHNOLOGY SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

ConTeck Hrubetz
COMPANY Environmental Dehydro-Tech Environmental LADS

Services CorDoration Services, Inc. Svstem,lnc
TECHNOLOGY TYPE Thermal Solvent Thermal Thermal SolidI

Desorption Extraction Desorption Stabilization
EFFECTIVENESS
Demonstrated Throuah-Put cv/d 750 50 tid 10 None
Maximum Throuah-Put cv/d 360 tId NA NA 1000
Meet Taraet Levels O-Y M·N O-Y M-N O-S M-N O-NA, M-Y
Waste Bv-Products No Yes Yes Yes
Applicable to Dredaed Material Yes Ves-t Yes-t Yes-I
Efficiencies in Scale Yes Yes NA Yes
Minimum Contaminant Concentr None None NA None
Processing Time 20 min 1-2 hrs Varies hrs
IMPLEMENTABILITY
Pre-Treatment Reauirements Yes-sc&dw Yes-sc Yes-sc&dw Yes-sc&dw
Mob-Dernob Reauirements M-2wk,Dm-NA M-2vr,Dm-NA M-1 wk,D-1 wk M-1-2vr,D-1 wk
Soace Reauirements 39000 sft NA 6,700 sft NA
Traffic Imoacts Truck Varies Unknown Truck
Looistics w nct, el NA Land Baroe
Special Fabrication Yes None Yes None
Buildino Reauirements Yes Yes None None
Availabilitv of Technoloav c Pp,l,pt,c C . Pp,pt
Number of Handline Events Five NA Varies Six
Environmental Impacts Air, sec None Air Air, Water
Permittabilitv Air, Water Air, Water NA Air, Water
Site Safetv Yes No Air, Noise Noise, Odors
Environmental Constraints Tm,Ms None Ms
Marketabilitv of Residuals Yes No No No
COST DATA
Estimated Price Ranoe $26·$65/ton $50·$150Iton $40-$100/ton $90-$130/ton
Factors Affectina Price:

Initial Contaminant Concentrati 6 9
Taraet Contaminant Concentra 2 5
Quantitv of Waste 3 1 6 1
Characteristics of Residuals 8 10
Labor Rates 6 3 7
Moisture Content 1 1
Facilitv Preparation 7 1 8
Waste Handlina 5 2 3
Characteristics of Material 4 2 2 3
Utilitv/Fuel Rates 5 3 4 2
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TABLE J.23 (ContiJillu!ed) TECHNOLOGY SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

Laidlaw
COMPANY Waste Maxymillian OHM Ramediatlon Separation and SoilTeoh

Svstems Technoloaias Services CorDoretion Re,ooverv Svstems ATP Svstems, Inc.
TECHNOLOGY TYPE Lined Thermal Destl Slurry-Phase Thermal Thermal

LandfUl Incineration Bio-Treatment Desorption Des'orptlon
EFFECTIVENESS
Demonstrated Throuah-Put cyld 2500 200·1400 135 100 200
Maximum Throuah-Put cvld 2600 200·1400 276 300 700
Meet Target Levels NA O-V M-N O-V M-N O-V M-N O-V M-N
Waste Bv·Products NA Yes Yes Yes No
Aoolicable to Dredaed Material Yes Yes-d Yes-b Yes-t Yos-c
Efficiencies In Scale NA Yes Yes Ves No
Minimum Contaminant Concentr NA None Yes None None
Processina Time NA 10-30 min 5-15 day NA 40 min
IMPLEMENTABILITY
Pre-Treatment Reauirements None Yes-sc&dw Yes-sc&sw Yes-sc&dw Yes-sc&dw
Mob-Demob Reauirements None M·1-2m,D-1 m NA M-3m,D-1m M-2m,D-2m
Space Reauirements NA 32,500 8ft NA 17,000 8ft 62,500 8ft
Traffic Imoacts NA None None None None
Logistics NA Land None 10 000 8ft Storeoe
Soecial Fabrication NA None None None Yes
Buildina Reauirements NA Yes Yes Yes Yes
Availabilitv of Technoloav C C C C c
Number of Handlina Events Once Six Four Two Four
Environmental Impacts NA Air, Water None None None
Permittabilitv NA Air, Water Water Air, Water Air
Site Safetv No No No No Air, Odor
Environmental Constraints NA None Tm Tm,Ms None
Marketabilitv of Residuals NA NA Yes Ves Yes
COST DATA
Estimated Price Range $50-$65/ton $40-$200/ton $130-$140/ton $80-$225/ton $50-$100/ton
Factors Affectina Price:

Initial Contaminant Concentrati 2 8 1 6 6
Target Contaminant Concentra 2 9 1 5 10
Quantitv of Waste 1 1 2 2
Characteristics of Residuals 10 2 9 7
Labor Rates 6 2 10 4
Moisture Content 4 2 1 1
Facilitv Preoaration 5 2 7 8
Waste Handling 2 1 8 5
Characteristics of Material 1 3 4 3
Utilitv/Fuel Rates 7 11 9



TABLE 3~24. TECHNOLOGY RATING SUMMARY

APPLIED TO RATING
COMPANY TREATMENT STATE OF DREDGED COMPOSITE

NAME TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MATERIAL AVAILABILITY EFFECTIVENESS IMPLEMENTABILITY COSTS SCORE
ART International, Inc, Solvent Extraction Pilot No ProprietarY M=O, 0=4 2 3 9
Blosafe Thermal Destruction Demonstrated No Commercial M=O, 0=4 3 2 9
Carlo Environmental Thermal Desorption Demonstrated Yes Commercial M=O, 0=4 3 3 10
Commercial Recyoling SIS Demonstrated Yes Commercial M=3,0=3 4 3 ,·:d' 13
ConTeck Environmental Thermal Desorption Demonstrated No Commercial M=O, 0=4 3 3 10
Dehvdro-Teoh Corp, Solvent Extraction Demonstrated No Proprietary M=O, 0=4 3 3 10
Hrubetz Environmental Thermal Desorption Demonstrated No Commercial M=O, 0=3 3 3 9
LADS System Inc. Thermal SIS Pilot Yes Emerging M=30=NA 2 2 7
Laidlaw Waste Systems Lined Landfill Demonstrated Yes Commercial M=3 0=3 4 3 13
Maxvmlllian T-echnologles Thermal Destruotion Demonstrated Yes Commercial M=O, 0=3 4 2 9
OHM Remediation Servloes Blo-treatment Demonstrated No Commercial M=0.0=3 3 3 9
Separation and Recoverv Thermal Desorption Demonstrated No Commercial M=O, 0=3 3 2 8
SollTech ATP Systems Thermal Desorption Demonstrated Yes Commercial M=O, 0=4 4 3 11

:'..:



TABLE 3-25. PORTS MEETING:MINIMUM DEPTH
I

REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSFER OF BHNIP
MATERIAL TO UNLINED MUNICIPAL LANDFILLS

2 From: Central ArteryfI'hird Harbor Tunnel Clay Distribution List, July 5, 1994.

1 From: Designated Port Areas as defined in the Wetlands Protection Act Regulations (310 CMR
10.26).

~ClPALITIES

Natick, Needham, Newton, Milton, Millis
Natick, Needham. Newton, :Milton, Millis
Natick, Needham, Newton, Milton, Millis
:Milton, Needham, Cohasset, Newton,
Norwood, Sharon, Holbrook, Rockland,
Weymouth, Scituate
Middleboro, Duxbury, Marshfield, Bourne,
Lakeville, Plymouth, Kingston, Rockland,
Scituate
New Bedford, Fairhaven, Dartmouth,
Westport, Freetown, Mattapoisett,
Lakeville, Middleboro, Raynham, Taunton
Freetown, Lakeville, Attleboro, Taunton,
Raynham, NewBedford, Fairhaven,
Middleboro

DEPTH RELATIVE
TO:MLW

II ft. (1977) at MLW

varies, > 19± ft.

30± ft.

13 ft. in 1970 from
Feb. <78 NOAA
chart, No. 13275

varies, > IS ft.

varies, > 15 ft.

varies, but sufficient
varies, but sufficient
varies, but sufficient
varies, > 22 ft.

Beverly Harbor

PORT

Gloucester Inner
Harbor
Salem Harbor

Chelsea Creek
East Boston
South Boston
Weymouth, Fore
River

Plymouth Cordage

Lynn Harbor

Mount Hope Bay

New
Bedford/Fairhaven



TABLE 3-26. SCREENING MATRIX FOR DETEmsINING THE LEAST ENVIRONMENTALLY DAMAGING
PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVE FOR DISPOSAL OF SILT FROM THE BBNIP.



WATER LEAST

PElU4ANENT QUALIT! ENVIRONMENTALLY

HABITAT EXCEEDENCES SOCIOECONOMIC REASONABLE COST DAMAGING

T!PE SITE LOSS OR BEYOND EFFECTS CAPACIT! BENEFICIAL USEb ($/cy) ALTERNATIVES

ALTERATION DISPOSAL
SITE

Mystic altered mitigated minor no contain $35 *
Piers contaminants

Reserved altered mitigated neighborhood, yes resource $85 *
Channel traffic enhancement;

contain
contaminant:;

Revere altered mitigated minor no contain $35 *
Sugar contaminants

Subaqueous Subaqueous altered yes minor yes no $20

B

Subaqueous altered yes minor yes no $19

E

In-Channel Chelsea no mitigated minor yes no $37 *
Creek

Inner no mitigated minor no no $37 *
Confluence

Mystic no mitigated minor yes no $37 *
River

Borrow pit Meisburger no no displacement yes minable resource $31

2 of fisheries

Meisburger no no displacement yes minable resource $33

7 of fisheries

Spectacle no mitigated minor yes minor $21 *
Island CAD

Existing MBDS no no minor yes no $16 *



WATER LEAST
PERMANENT QUALITY ENVIRONMENTALLY

HABITAT EXCEEDENCES 'SOCIOECONOMIC REASONABLE COST DAMAGING
TYPE SITE LOSS OR BEYOND EFFECTS CAPACITY BENEFICIAL USEb ($/cy) ALTERNATIVES

ALTERATION DISPOSAL
SITE

nlsposal
Site

Boston no no displacement yes no $27 *
Light Ship of fisheries

TREATMENT Various no no minor yes potentially $55-
$200

~200,000 cy
through site preparation or use of silt, parent material not included since it has universal benefit
cost could be reduced by beneficial use of mined sediments
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Chapter Four: Selection Of Preferred Disposal
Location

This Chapter provides a detailed
environmental analysis of potential disposal
sites to determine the least environmentally
damaging and practicable alternative for
the disposal of silt from the BHNIP.

Under NEPA (40 CFR 1505.2) and MEPA
(MGL c.30, s.61-62h and 301 CMR
11.00), the BHNIP must demonstrate that
the proposed project avoids or minimizes
any adverse impacts to environmental
quality. This analysis must consider all
applicable local, State and Federal
regulations, including Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act and the 404(b)(1)
Guidelines (40 CPR 230.20-.54), the
Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act
(MGL c.131, sAO) and its implementing
regulations (310 CMR 10.00), the
Massachusetts Waterways Act and its
implementing regulations (310 CMR 9.00),
and consistency with the Massachusetts
Coastal Zone Management Program
regulatory and non-regulatory policies, and
federal consistency (MGL c.6A, s.2-7;
c.21a; c.706; and c.1230) and their
implementing regulations (301 CMR 20.00
and 21.00).

The selection process involves comparison
of the long-term and short-term impacts
that would arise through implementation.of
each alternative. The "short-list" of land
based and aquatic-based sites, selected as a
result of the site screening process
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described in Chapter 3 (see Table 3-1), is
evaluated based on direct and indirect
impacts within each alternative. The
evaluation of environmental impacts at
potential disposal sites includes information
developed as a result of comments on the
DEIR/S. The information collected since
the DEIRIS caused us to reduce the
available footprint of the Wrentham site.
For example, to avoid impacts to Zone II
aquifer protection area. Investigation at
the aquatic disposal sites in the fall of 1994
confirmed our understanding of the
biological conditions at the aquatic sites as
evaluated in the DEIRIS.

In performing the LEDPA, identification
of the least environmentally damaging
alternative(s) is performed separately from
the practicability analysis. These two
issues have been separated in response to
several comments received during review
of the DEIR/S. Environmental impacts
now receive more emphasis than
practicability, and thus is more in keeping
with the intent of the above-stated
regulations. Separating the analyses also
permits identification of sites that may be
more sl}itable for other disposal projects or
for disposal of future maintenance material
from the BHNIP.

For example, while a number of the sites
discussed in this section would have
insufficient capacity to be used as the sole



repository of the silt from the BHNIP,
they could be of interest for a combination
of alternatives, if practicable, or a smaller
project in the future. This assessment of
environmental effects addresses these sites
from the dual perspectives of suitability for
the BHNIP and for future maintenance or
an unidentified future project. Site
capacity is relevant in.comparing
environmental impacts because the use of
several sites requires construction
disturbances at each and therefore, have
greater cumulative environmental impacts.

The parallel process for identifying the
most practicable alternative(s) is based on
an assessment of technical requirements
and constraints, and a comparison of cost
estimates for each site. Selection of the
LEDPA results from the weighting of the
least environmentally damaging
alternatives with the practicability analysis
results.

The following section identifies the least
environmentally damaging alternative
among the short-listed, land-based sites.

4.1 LAND-BASED SITES

Land-based sites are being considered in
the context of providing an alternative for
placement of approximately 200,000 cy, in
the event that there are volume, suitability,
permitting or practicability constraints
from other alternatives that cannot be
resolved. Potential land-based sites
include the short-list of coastal sites and
inland sites identified on Table 3-l.
Consideration of the land-based sites
involves two aspects: generic issues which
are applicable to all land-based sites; and
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site-specific issues which are unique to
individual sites. The following land-based
sites are considered in this discussion:

Lined Landfills

• BPI-East Bridgewater Landfill
• Plainville Sanitary Landfill
• Fitchburg-Westminster Sanitary

Landfill

Coastal Sites .

• Squantum Point
• Everett

Inland Sites

• Woburn
• Wrentham

Full descriptions of each site are provided
in Attachment 1 to this Volume.

4.1.1 Generic Issues

Use of any of the land-based sites for silt
disposal will require that the silt be
transported by barge to a waterfront
dewatering facility, off-loaded onto the
facility, dewatered, and loaded onto
trucks, rail cars, or barges for
transportation to the land-based disposal
site for fmal disposal. With each
additional handling and transportation step,
the potential for environmental impacts
increases. This section will address
several of the major issues unique to land
based disposal, specifically dewatering and
hauling. Additionally, proposed use of
any inland site as a disposal facility
(monofilI) would trigger a rigorous



environmental site review under the
Massachusetts DEP Solid Waste Sitihg
Suitability regulations.

4.1.1.1 Dewatering

Land-based transport and handling logistics
require that the silt material be dewatered
prior to hauling to a land-based disposal
area. The present water content of the in
situ silts ranges from 33%-74%, with an
average water content of 51 %. For
economical and safe handling,
transportation, and disposal, the water
content will need to be reduced so that no
free water is available.

Several dewatering options are available
for dredged materials. These include air
drying, mechanical drying, chemical
stabilization and mixing with dry material.
However, the sheer volume of silt material
to be dredged in the BHNIP eliminates
most options as environmentally risky, too
costly or slow (see Appendix I for a
description and assessment of dewatering
technologies). Of the available options,
the least problematic and most economical
methods are mechanical dewatering with
belt presses, and air drying. A
combination of the two methods may be
most feasible.

Belt filter presses have been effectively
used on numerous projects of similar
magnitude, including dewatering of
municipal sludges, industrial processing
sludges and harbor silts. Belt filter presses
have the distinct advantages of being
mobile, requiring relatively little space,
being unaffected by precipitation and
temperature, and generating few odor
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problems. A potential limitation to belt
filter presses on the BHNIP project is that
the silt has a high clay content that may be
difficult and slow to process with this
method.

A single 2-meter wide belt filter press is
truck-mounted and can process approxi
mately 350 cy of silt per day, assuming a
24-hour operation. Six presses would be
required to process the silt from a 2,000
cy scow. At this daily rate, dewatering
200,000 cy would be accomplished in
approximately 4 months. The silt might
need to be mixed with water and a
polymer to achieve the desired consistency
for spreading on the presses. The leachate
from the presses could potentially be
recycled into the mixing tank for future
processing, thereby reducing the need for
water treatment. The recycled leachate
would be treated on-site using portable
flow-through fIlters to remove particulates
and contaminants prior to discharge into
the Harbor, in order to meet water quality
criteria.

To air dry the silts, a series of diked and
sealed asphalt containment cells would
need to be constructed at one or several
sites. Air drying estimates indicate that
approximately 5 acres are required to
handle 15,000 cy of silt, assuming a
maximum depth of 2 feet (see Appendix 1).
An average of 14 days is anticipated, with
daily working of the silts, to reduce the
water content so that no free water
remains. Because this method relies on
suitable weather, its use would be limited
to the standard construction season (April
November), and would not be efficient
during rainy or high humidity periods.



Most of the water would be removed by
evaporation, although some discharge
would occur to remove surface water
picked up during the dredging process and
precipitation from storm events.
Assuming that a maximum of 56,000 cy of
silt can be dredged per week,
approximately 20 acres would be necessary
to air dry one week's worth of silt.
Ideally, four 20-acre sites consisting of
four 5-acre cells each, for a total of 80
acres would be needed. This arrangement
would provide sufficient space to allow for
one site for off-loading silts, a second site
in which silts are .drying, a third site for
removing the dried silt, and a fourth site
for emergency storage during wet weather
or unexpected delays in transporting off
site. A settling basin would be needed for
every 10 acres of cells to collect and treat
excess water prior to discharge back into
the Harbor. This dewatering arrangement
would be necessary to keep pace with
dredging and allow 200,000 cy of silt to be
dredged, dewatered and hauled to an
upland site in 6 to 8 weeks.

Sufficiently large areas of open space on
Boston Harbor are very limited.
Reduction of the space available for
dewatering would result in lengthening the
time needed to complete the upland
disposal dredging. For example,
dedicating only one dredge to upland silt
disposal would cut the acreage needed in
half, to 40 acres, but would increase the
operational time of the dewatering facility
to approximately 12-14 weeks for 200,000
cy. The environmental and practicability
impacts relating to each option would need
to be weighed in order to determine if a
balance between area and schedule could
be achieved.
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For both dewatering methods, loaded
barges would need to be brought by tug to
a berthing area near the facility for off
loading. It is important that the
dewatering area(s) have the following
features in order to allow efficient material
offloading, dewatering and offsite transport
of dewatered material:

• be located in direct proximity
to the Harbor

• have adequate water depth and
berthing facilities for loaded
barges

• have adequate land area
(minimum of 2 acres for belt
filter presses and 5 acres for
air drying) for barge
offloading, construction of a
dewatering facility and
operation of land based equip
ment

Odor may be a major issue for dewatering
via air drying. Standard odor controls
such as daily cover and chemical agents
will be unsuitable because they function by
interfering with air exchange and
evaporation and would, therefore, impede
the drying process. Other potential
impacts from air drying include water
qual ity impacts from stormwater runoff
and removal of the surface water collected
during the dredging process, and noise
from the equipment operation.

Several representative waterfront areas
were identified for potential dewatering
sites. These sites are located near the
areas requiring dredging.



The approximate capacities of several
possible dewatering areas are as follows:

Conley:
25 acres (overall area)
75,000 cubic yards (air drying
containment capacity)

Revere Sugar:
13 acres (overall area)
39,000 cubic yards (air drying containment
capacity)

Mystic Piers:*
3-8 acres (overall area)
15-24,000 cubic yards (air drying
containment capacity)

North Jetty:
15 acres (overall area)
45,000 cubic yards (air drying containment
capacity)

*Range includes potential of utilizing
adjacent space at Piers 48, 49 and 50.

These sites are representative. Their
actual availability depends on lease
agreements and other competing uses
occupying the sites when they would be
needed for dewatering.

4.1.1.2 Hauling

Transport of silt material to the land-based
sites from the dewatering facility will
require loading the dewatered silts from
the containment cell into barges for
hauling to Everett and possibly Squantum
Point (there is some potential for
dewatering directly at Squantum Point;
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however, barge access will still be
required), or into trucks for all other
proposed land-based sites. Rail is a
possible option, although no active tracks
lead to any inland site so that off-loading
onto trucks would ultimately be required.

For barges to access either Squantum Point
or Everett, dredging would be needed to
create a berth for off-loading. An
estimated 2,300 cy of shallow subtidal
dredging would be necessary at Everett to
increase the existing 5-foot depth to the
needed depth of 10 feet (see Attachment
1). At Squantum Point, approximately
13,000 cy of subtidal and 6,500 cyof
intertidal dredging would be necessary to
gain shore access (Attachment 1). Some
of the intertidal habitat impacted at
Squantum Point may include salt marsh.
These dredged sediments would need to be
tested to determine what proportion, if
any, required special handling.

Trucking considerations include traffic,
noise, and roadwear in Boston and on the
secondary roads leading from major
highways to the Wrentham-495 and the
Woburn sites, and landfills. Assuming a
20 cy capacity for the trucks,
approximately 10,000 truckloads would be
required to transport the material, which
translates to a maximum of 238 truck trips
per day at the highest dewatering rate.

4.1.1.3 Solid Waste Siting Suitability

Disposal at the inland coastal sites would
require that the site meet DEP's solid
waste siting criteria (310 CMR 16.40).
This permit requirement clearly does not



apply to the listed lined landfills. At all
upland sites, site suitability for
construction of a secure landfill would
need to be determined. The siting and
permitting of a new solid waste facility in
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is a
lengthy process. Initially an application
for the suitability of the site must be
submitted to the Massachusetts Department
of Environmental Protection. The
application must include: 1) documentation
that the selected site meets the suitability
criteria; 2) the engineering design report;
3) the landfill operations and management
plans; and 4) certification that the applicant
bas complied with the Massachusetts
Environmental Policy Act. The
application is then reviewed by the DEP
and public bearings are held to obtain
comments from the affected community.
The entire process, including site
investigations, landfill design and
permitting, may require three to five
years. The actual time required for the
permitting of a facility may vary from this
estimate, depending on the complexity of
the site conditions and environmental
constraints, time required by the DEP to
review the documentation and the level of
public concern.

Given the difficulty of siting and
permitting a disposal site, the land-based
options may be more suitable for future
maintenance material.

4.1.2 Direct Impacts

This section describes the direct
environmental impacts associated with the
land-based sites. The impacts include
permanent and temporary loss of federal or
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state resources and the permanent
alteration of resources from the existing
conditions to altered conditions after
construction. The impacts discussed in
this section are attributable to the upland
inland and coastal sites only; no direct or
indirect impacts would occur with use of
the lined landfills because the facilities are
currently constructed and operating.

4.1.2.1 Permanent Loss

Both inland sites, Woburn arid Wrentham,
have jurisdictional wetland habitat within
their respective footprints. Construction of
a disposal facility would permanently fill
these resources and eliminate their
associated functions (fable 4-1). At
Woburn approximately 1 acre of forested
wetland would be affected, and avoidance
would be very difficult due to the physical
configuration of the site. At Wrentham,
most of the major wetland areas have been
avoided in calculating the usable site
acreage. New information provided by the
DEP, since the DEIRIS, indicates a 15
acre area containing numerous isolated
wooded wetlands. Avoidance of these
wetlands reduces the available capacity of
the site from the 785,000 cy stated in the
DEIRIS to approximately 525,000 cy. No
permanent loss of jurisdictional wetlands
would occur at Everett or Squantum Point.

At all of the inland and coastal sites,
construction of the disposal facility would
result in the permanent loss of vegetation
and wildlife habitat within the footprint of
the facility. Current conditions at three of
the sites, Squantum Point, Everett, and
Woburn, are moderately to highly
disturbed with predominantly bare or



artificial substrates and early successional
vegetation. At the fourth site, Wrentham,
the habitat is predominantly undisturbed
forest and shrubland, although sand and
gravel operations have left the southern tip
of the site highly disturbed. Wildlife
habitat values are correspondingly low at
Squantum Point, Everett and Woburn,
although at Squantum Point, wildlife
habitat value is relatively higher in spite of
the site's disturbed condition because it
provides open land on an urbanized
harbor. At Wrentham, wildlife habitat
values are considerably higher due to the
site's large size and relatively low degree
of disturbance.

4.1.2.2 Temporary Loss

Temporary loss is presumed to be a less
serious impact than permanent loss because
the functions attributed to the lost resource
would be regained. In the case of wetland
habitat, the Federal "no net loss" policy
would be maintained. Temporary losses at
the land-based sites would include channel
dredging in the shallow subtidal areas of
Squantum Point and Everett to allow barge
access (fable 4-1). The maximum depth
of dredging is anticipated not to exceed 6-8
feet, therefore the benthic community that
re-established after dredging should be
very similar in composition and structure
to the original community. Also, at these
two coastal sites, the use of the surround
ing mudflats and beaches by shorebirds
and waterfowl could be disrupted by on
site activities; however use should resume
upon closure of the facility. The common
terns observed in courtship on the
abandoned pier at Everett will also likely
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avoid the site during disposal activities, but
could return upon closure.

At the inland land-based sites, temporary
impacts due to odor and noise may occur
along trucking routes that pass sensitive
receptors such as residential areas and
schools. These impacts would likely be
more obvious in the suburban roads of
Woburn because at Wrentham, Green
Road and Route lA, are already used by
quarry and asphalt trucks. Temporary
odor impacts would cease upon completion
of the silt disposal. Noise impacts would
continue through capping and closure of
the facility.

4.1.2.3 Permanent Alteration

At Squantum Point, permanent habitat
alteration would occur with channel
dredging for barge access in the O.3-acre
intertidal zone where mudflat, and possibly
salt marsh, would be converted to subtidal
land. This would result in changing the
functions and values of the area from
intertidal (primarily migratory bird resting
and feeding habitat, intertidal productivity,
water quality- treatment and shoreline
stability) to those of subtidal areas
(primarily shellfish and finfish feeding and
breeding habitats). This alteration could
be mitigated at closure by restoring
intertidal conditions to the affected areas.

4.1.3 Indirect Impacts

The primary indirect impacts would
potentially occur at Wrentham, and include
risk to a Zone n aquifer, forest

1).\\
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fragmentation, and loss of tax. base if a
proposed industrial subdivision were
precluded. The Zone II aquifer lies under
the northernmost portion of the site.
Avoiding the aquifer, in combination with
avoidance of the wetlands (see Permanent
Losses section) further reduces the capacity
of the Wrentham site to 451,000 cy.
Forest fragmentation would result because
most of the portion of the site proposed for
the containment facility (excluding the
southernmost portion which is disturbed) is
currently part of a large block of
undeveloped shrub/forested land. Upon
site closure, the facility would be capped
and could be managed as natural habitat,
but because penetrating roots are usually
discouraged on permanent caps, it is
unlikely that forested habitat would be
allowed to develop. Loss of potential tax.
base to the Town of Wrentham could
result if an industrial subdivision currently
proposed at the northern end of the parcel
were precluded by development of the
disposal facility. However, because this
portion of the parcel overlies the Zone IT
aquifer, and would likely be avoided by
BHNIP. the two projects could potentially
be developed concurrently.

At Squantum Point, indirect impacts would
include a potential conflict with a proposed
MDC park at the site. Park development
plans could be feasible after closure and
capping of the disposal facility.

Other indirect impacts that are common to
all four land-based sites are noise and odor
impacts to sensitive receptors, primarily
residences, surroundin~ the sites. Noise
could be partially mitigated by limiting
operations to hours of the day that
minimize the impact. Potential odor
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controls include use of chemical agents to
mask or seal odors, or the application of a
daily cover material. The need for daily
cover could substantially reduce the
capacity of the facility for silt disposal.

4.1.4 Identification of the Least
Environmentally Damaging Land-Based
Alternatives

Impacts to the, lined landfills and the four
upland alternatives evaluated herein are
summarized in Table 4-1. The three lined
landfills are treated together and obviously
have the fewest environmental impacts
because the facilities have already been
constructed and are equipped to control
any potential operational impacts such as
odor or noise. Primary differences among
the upland sites include impacts to
freshwater wetlands (Woburn) and
intertidal wetlands (Squantum Point),
traffic and neighborhood issues, and
impacts to non-wetland habitats. Based on
these issues, the sites would be ranked
(from least to greatest impact):

• Lined Landfills., Everett

• Wrentham
• Woburn
• Squantum Point

These sites are subjected to the '
practicability screening in Section 4.4.

I

4.2 AQUATIC SITES

The short-list of aquatic sites presented in
Chapter 3 includes sites from several



categories. These sites are shown on
Figure 4-1.

Shoreline
Amstar
Cabot Paint
Little Mystic Channel
Mystic Piers
Reserved Channel
Revere Sugar

Subaqueous Depressions
Subaqueous B
Subaqueous E

Borrow Pits
Meisburger 2
Meisburger 7
Spectacle Island CAD

In-Channel Sites
Chelsea Creek
Inner Confluence
Mystic River

Existing Disposal Sites
Boston Lightship

The proposed disposal scenario would be
unique to ea~h type of site. Shoreline sites
are aquatic areas contiguous to the Boston
Harbor shoreline. The existing site
boundaries are defined by man-made
bulkheads and walls, with one side
exposed to the Harbor. There are two fill
alternatives proposed for the Amstar,
Cabot Paint, Little Mystic Channel, Mystic
Piers and Revere Sugar sites. The partial
fill alternative would result in a final
elevation, including cap, of mean low
water. The fast land alternative would
result in filling to the elevation of the
adjacent land. For both alternatives, a
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bulkhead would be constructed to isolate
the site from the Harbor during disposal.
The bulkhead would remain in place after
disposal in the fast land alternative but be
cut off at MLW after the cap was secured
for the partial-fill alternative.

The alternative rll1 scenarios identified for
the Reserved Channel involve partially
filling different areas of the Channel
upstream of the Summer Street bridge.
Fill could be placed either in the entire
area west of Summer Street or in the
western end of that area. In either case,
the western end would be filled to a final
grade of +9 ft. MLW, a suitable elevation
for establishing salt marsh vegetation. The
eastern portion would be filled to a final
elevation of -6 ft. MLW. Both areas
would require bulkheading during disposal.

Use of the Outer Harbor Subaqueous sites
B and E would rely on existing
bathymetric conditions to keep disposed
sediments in place. Sediments would be
transported by bottom-dumping scow.
After disposal of silt is complete, the area
would be capped by depositing granular
material over the sediments.. The final
elevation of each site would be no higher
than the surrounding conditions.

Construction of any of the borrow pit
sites, Meisburger 2, Meisburger 7 or
Spectacle Island CAD, would require
dre:dging existing sediments to create a pit
in which to bury the silts from the BHNIP.
In each case, a portion of the surface
material present at the site would be
retained to be placed over the BHNIP silts
to isolate them from the water column and
restore the substrate to preexisting



conditions. Sediments dredged from the
Meisburger sites would likely be suitable
for beneficial uses such as beach
nourishment or construction aggregate.

In-ehannel disposal would occur within
portions of the footprint of the channels to
be dredged under the ~HNIP. These areas
would be deepened by dredging additional
parent material. "Because of the character
of the subsurface sediments, the additional
deepening can be done in confined cells.
Individual cells would be filled soon after
construction and capped with granular
material soon after being filled. The extra
parent material that would be dredged
would be disposed in the same manner as
the parent material originating from the
planned dredging project.

Disposal at Boston Lightship (BLS) would
require no site preparation. Barges would
dump silt at a designated location resulting
in a mound. The mound would be capped
at the conclusion of the disposal activities.

4.2.1 Direct Impacts

Direct impacts could include the permanent
or temporary loss, or permanent alteration,
of aquatic habitat in the footprint of the
disposal operation. The 404 (b)(I)
guidelines direct the project proponent
avoid or minimize the loss of aquatic
habitat. The Corps and EPA have also
established a Memorandum of Agreement
stipulating a goal of no net loss of wetland
values and functions.
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4.2.1.1 Permanent Loss [404 (b)(1)
issues]

Of the aquati~ disposal alternatives
evaluated for .the BHNIP, any site where
disposal of dredged material would raise
the elevation of the site above the high
water elevation would result in a
permanent loss of aquatic habitat and the
associated functions. This has been
proposed only for one scenario involving
the shoreline sites, Le. creation of fast
land. Because each of these sites abuts a
filled shoreline, disposal would eliminate
both subtidal and intertidal habitat. The
subtidal habitat at these sites is composed
primarily of soft, fine-grained sediments,
whereas the intertidal habitat consists
primarily of vertical bulkheading,
composed of wood, steel, concrete, or
rock. Selection of one of the shoreline
sites for fill to fast land could be contrary
to the goal of avoidance of loss of aquatic
habitat, particularly if other sites were
available and practicable and would not
result in permanent loss of aquatic habitat.

Disregarding the issue of site capacity and
the ability to meet the disposal needs of the
BHNIP, the aquatic sites differ with
respect to the level of direct impacts. The
first level of comparison is the permanency
of the impactS. Filling the aquatic
shoreline sites (Amstar, Cabot Paint, Little
Mystic Channel, Mystic Piers, or Revere
Sugar) to fast land would result in the
permanent loss of aquatic habitat (Table 4
2.). Although these areas were found to
have relatively low capacity for bottom
habitat productivity, and their individual
footprints are small, federal regulatory
concerns focus on the fact that Boston
Harbor has e?,perienced thousands of acres



of fill over the last two centuries. If this
design was selected for disposal of the
BHNIP sediments, it would require the
filling of all the identified aquatic shoreline .
sites for a total permanent loss of 30.5
acres of subtidal estuarine habitat.
Additional disposal alternatives would also
be necessary because those sites could not
hold all the project's silts. Individual sites
range in size from 2.7 (Mystic Piers) to 15
(Little Mystic Channel) acres (Table 4-2).

4.2.1.2 Temporary Loss

Temporary loss of habitat is presumed to
be a less serious impact than permanent
loss because it minimizes the impact to
aquatic habitat function. Habitat function
in the footprint of disposal activities could
be temporarily disrupted or lost under
several scenarios. This concept assumes
that it is possible to restore the affected
substrate to (or near) its original character,
so that biological activities could bere
established after disposal. This approach
is proposed for the borrow pit sites, where
material removed to create the pit would
be stored adjacent to the pit, until
construction of the final cap or closure of
the site. This method ensures that both
the physical and chemical composition of
the surface sediments are restored.
Construction of a borrow pit could also
cause a temporary impact on an area
adjacent to the pit because the cap material
would likely be stored on the sea floor
rather than on a barge. In the case of the
offshore sites, dredging of the pits would
be most easily accomplished with a hopper
dredge, sidecasting material intended for
use as a cap onto the adjacent substrate.
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Therefore, the adjacent substrate habitat
would also be temporarily impacted.
Storage of the cap sediments underwater,
in the same conditions as the disposal site,
could be beneficial to future recruitment of
organisms to the cap.

4.2.1.3 Permanent Alteration

In some cases, although there would be no
permanent loss of aquatic habitat, use of a
site for disposal of dredged materials could
alter the substrate in either of two ways,
through a change in depth or a change in
substrate character. At sites where little or
no site preparation (e.g., the subaqueous
sites in .the Outer Harbor, and the
shoreline sites under the partial fill
scenario) would be required, disposal
would reduce the site depth. The
distribution of benthic organisms is not
related strictly to depth, but more closely
to physical features such as intertidal
exposure, substrate texture (grain size) and
current or wave regime. However, motile
organisms associated with the substrate
(e.g., winter flounder) seek out different
depth strata over the course of their life
cycles or in response to seasonal changes
in environmental conditions. For instance,
during periods of warm water
temperatures, estuarine fish move into
deeper areas to find cooler temperatures.
This behavior is more prevalent in adult,
rather than juvenile, fish.

Change in the physical or chemical
character of the substrate is the other
alteration that could occur" Sediment grain
size distribution can have a significant
effect on the distribution of benthic species



(Rhoads & Germano 1982). so a radical
deviation from the conditions present at a
disposal site could affect recruitment of
benthos following capping. Presence of
organics or contaminants in sediments
could restrict the character of the benthic
community to stress-tolerant. opportunistic
species. The purpose of the cap at any of
the potential aquatic disposal sites.
however. would be to isolate these
contaminated sediments from the
surrounding environment. Any capping
material used would need to meet all
regulatory standards for unconfined. open
water disposal and would. in fact, be of
the same or better chemical quality than
the present sediments at any disposal site.
Therefore. the chemical quality of the
sediment at the disposal site would not be
compromised when capped.

Sites where capping could alter the
physical character of the sediments include
the in-ehannel sites. the Outer Harbor
subaqueous sites and the partial-fill
shoreline sites. The resulting chemical
quality of the cap could be an
improvement over existing site conditions
at any of the in-harbor sites (e.g.• in
channel or shoreline sites). although
physical character could be different.
Capping the dredged material with
substrate similar to the existing substrate
(if available) would increase the chance of
returning populations to pre-dredge
conditions. However. there is good reason
to modify the existing substrate if the
proposed substrate meets or exceeds the
habitat productivity and diversity potential
of the areas as they exist at present.

Direct impacts at all the other sites. as
well as the partial fill scenario for the
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shoreline sites. would be temporary (Table
4-2). The sites can be compared on
several criteria:

• the size of the impact area;

• physical changes to the site
that could affect its functional
value;

• the likelihood and rate that the
benthic community. as an
indicator of the functional
value of the habitat. would
return to pre-project conditions
(a measure of the longevity of
the temporary impacts)

A. Size of Impact

The comparison of impact size is
appropriate only when placed in the
context of whether the site has the capacity
to fill the project's disposal needs. Even if
all shoreline sites were partially fIlled for
the BHNIP. their combined capacity would
fall short of the disposal capacity needed.
The total footprint altered would be about
47 acres. comparable to ~e footprint of
the Spectacle -Island CAD. which was
designed to provide disposal capacity for
the full volume of silt to be generated from
the BHNIP. The In-channel alternatives
(the Inner Confluence in combination with
the Mystic and Chelsea Rivers) would be
sufficient for all the BHNIP silts. Their
combined footprint would be about 116
acres, although at any given time, the
disturbed working footprint would be less
than about 15 acres (two to six cells). In
channel disposal would occur only in the
footprint of the channel deepening.
Therefore, the in-channel alternative is the



only one that will not increase the impact
area of the project beyond that of the
dredging. Subaqueous B (83 acres) and E
(19 acres) would impact similar footprints,
but, even combined, would not provide the
capacity needed for all the BHNIP. Each
of the offshore sites would have sufficient
capacity for the BHNIP sediments.
Estimated impact footprints at these sites
would range from about 86 acres
(Meisburger 2) to 121 acres (Meisburger
7) (Table 4-2).

Based on footprint of impact alone, the
Spectacle. Island CAD would appear to
result in substantially lower total impact
than any of the other sites, except in
channel disposal. However, the dredging
and disposal sequence, as it relates to the
portion of the site impacted at anyone
time, must be considered. Geological
conditions at Spectacle Island make it
unlikely that this site could be developed
in small consecutive cells, whereas the
Meisburger and in-channel sites could be.
In addition, this assessment must be
qualified by evaluating exactly what the
impact entails. .Specifically, these include
whether there are permanent alterations in
habitat conditions, and the likelihood that
fue subtidal community (as an indicator of
habitat value) would return to pre-project
or improved conditions.

B. Physical Changes

Many of the sites evaluated would require
permanent alterations in depth. Under the
partial fill scenario, five of the shoreline
sites would require filling subtidal areas to
intertidal elevations. The sixth shoreline
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site, Reserved Channel, would be filled in
a gradient from shallow subtidal to high
intertidal. " This addition of atmospheric
exposure could have a substantial effect on
both the structure and abundance of the
benthic community, in the high intertidal
zone, although this would not necessarily
be a deleterious impact. Intertidal habitat
in Boston Harbor, once plentiful, is now
primarily restricted to vertical faces of
man-made materials. Few soft substrate
intertidal flats remain in the Inner Harbor.
Such habitats provide refuge and feeding
habitat for juvenile finfish, as well as
permanent habitat for sessile species such
as soft-shell clams. Therefore, the partial
fill scenarios could provide a beneficial
increase in habitat diversity (particularly
for finfish) in Boston Harbor.

Use of the Subaqueous B and E sites
would also require raising the elevation of
the substrate such that water depths would
be shallower than existing conditions. In
these cases, this could prove detrimental to
finfish. In a shallow water environment,
deeper areas are used to avoid temperature
extremes. This is particularly true in the
summer in Boston Harbor. Therefore,
although the benthic impacts would cease
after closure of either of these sites,
impacts to finfish could be permanent.

Depth changes would also occur at Boston
Lightship. In this case, the disposed
dredged material and cap would form a
mound on" the substrate. Because the site
is in deep water (150 ft), the height of the
mound would be insignificant to
surrounding
substrate. It is unlikely that the height of



the mound would affect finfish utilization
of the site.

Substrate character could be permanently
altered at some of the sites, including the
shoreline sites, the in-channel sites,
Subaqueous B, Subaqueous E and Boston
Lightship. Closure or isolation of the
disposed dredged materials at these sites
would require capping with sediments not
native to the disposal site. The three
borrow pit areas, Spectacle Island CAD,
Meisburger 2 and Meisburger 7, would
each be capped using surface sediments
from the excavated site.

The existing sediments within the shoreline
sites are predominantly silty, and evidence
suggests that they contain elevated
concentrations of various organic and
inorganic contaminants. The partial fill
scenario would cover these sediments with
dredged materials, isolating them from the
Boston Harbor ecosystem in permanently.
Dredged materials disposed at these sites
would have to be confined to prevent their
redistribution in the Harbor. A sand or
clay cap would be used for this purpose.
Sand would be more rapidly colonized by
benthic infauna than would clay. Neither
sediment would be particularly susceptible
to adsorption of chemicals. Demersal
finfish, especially winter flounder, would
find a sand substrate more attractive than
either silt or clay. Sand would also
provide a more suitable habitat for
Crangon (sand shrimp), an important food
resource for finfish, that has been reported
to occur in the Inner Harbor. These
benefits would decline as silts from other
sources settled out ot the water column in
these areas.
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Use of a granular cap in the in-channel
sites, or the two subaqueous sites, could be
beneficial to finfish. Because the in
channel area appears to provide spawning
and juvenile nursery habitat for winter
flounder, this provision of preferred
granular substrate would be especially
beneficial. Those areas requiring armoring
with rock, because of their vulnerability to
vessel traffic,' would be of reduced value
to juvenile winter flounder but would
increase benthic diversity which may be
beneficial to other fish. Again, this benefit
would diminish as sediments accumulated
in the channels.

Capping of the disposal mound at Boston
Lightship with sand would provide
substrate similar to the natural conditions.
A clay cap would be structurally different,
and would probably provide a less valuable
habitat than c~rrently exists.

C. Subtidal Community Recovery

The likelihood that the structure of the
bottom (subtidal benthic) community
would re-establish is a function of the pre
project conditions and the types of
alterations that would be made at the site.
The benthic community at each site was
selected as an identifier of site habitat
quality because the organisms are sessile
(and therefore site-specific) and are an
important energy source for higher trophic
levels. In general, areas that are in
stressed environments prior to use as a
disposal site have benthic communities
adapted to tlUlt level of stress. As in the
Inner Harbor, most benthic species in this
type of environment are pioneers; they liv~

in the surficial layers of the substrate.
They also reproduce frequently (multiple



generations per year) and prolifically.
Larval development may follow two
strategies within the same species, ie.,
direct (avoiding the dispersion of
planktonic larval development) or
planktonic (allowing initial recruitment to
the area). These characteristics allow
these species to colonize recently disturbed
sediments quickly and to recover from
intermittent stresses. All areas examined
for use as a disposal site for the BHNIP
had some pioneering species in their
benthic communities. However, the
benthos in the Outer Harbor and the
offshore areas had proportionately higher
numbers of later successional stage species
composed of longer-lived, subsurface
dwellers. These later successional
communities take longer to develop and
require a more stable physical and
chemical environment.

The ability of a site to recover its pre
project bottom productivity can, therefore,
be related to the proportion of pioneering
species comprising the community. Sites
in the Inner Harbor are predominantly
pioneering communities, therefore
recovery would be expected to be the most
rapid. Sites in the Outer Harbor exhibited
a mixture of pioneering and Stage IT
benthic species. Therefore, some recovery
would be apparent in the short term, but a
longer period would be required to
complete the recovery. All three offshore
sites supported benthic communities that
were primarily Stage IT species with few
pioneering species. These communities
would take the longest to recovery.
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4.2.1.4 Summary

Based on all aspects of direct impacts, the
potential aquatic disposal sites are ranked
(from least to greatest impact):

• In-channel

• Shoreline/partial fill

• Spectacle Island CAD, Meisburger
2, Meisburger 7, Boston Lightship

• Subaqueous B, Subaqueous E

• Shoreline/fast-land

The in-channel alternative is ranked as
having the least direct impact because this
alternative would be confined entirely
within the footprint of the navigation
improvement dredging. Also, the
proposed capping would improve the
physio-chemical conditions of the
substrate, and biological recovery would
be expected to be rapid. While partially
filling the shoreline sites would satisfy the
last two concerns, their location outside
the proposed dredge area would result in
an increase in the total impact area for the
project.

4.2.2 Indirect Impacts

Indirect impacts would encompass those
effects that occurred beyond the boundaries
of the disposal site (and mixing zone) as a
result of the implementation of a particular
disposal scenario. These effects include
changes in water quality, or effects on
marine biota or habitats.



4.2.2.1 Water Quality Effects

Water quality impacts caused by the
disposal of dredged materials were
examined in several ways. The mixing
zone is of primary regulatory interest
under the Clean Water Act and the Water
Quality Certification Regulations for both
state and federally regulated waters,
although it is not defined quantitatively in
the regulations. Pollutant-transport and
ADDAMS models were used to identify
mixing zones for the potential disposal
sites. In this analysis, for state-regulated
waters, the mixing zone was identified as
the area outside of which the chronic water
quality standards are met. For sites
outside of state-regulated waters, the
mixing zone was defined as the site
boundary outside of which water quality
standards would be met four hours after a
disposal event, the typical standard used

. for open-water disposal sites. For state
water quality requirements, the mixing
zone analysis focussed on the period
immediately following each disposal event.
The more typical water quality condition
for this project is reflected in a scenario of
multiple-day disposal events. Model
results indicated that this scenario would
cause steady state water quality conditions
to be reached after an extended period of
repetitive (daily) disposal events.
Maximum concentrations based on this
scenario were also modelled. Results of
these analyses are detailed in Appendix F.

Disposal of silty dredged materials in
aquatic systems tends to result in
dispersion of about 5 % of the sediments
away from the point of disposal. Local
hydrodynamics, operational schedules, and
the volumes of material disposed determine
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whether repeated disposal events would
result in an undesirable concentration of
suspended sediments. This effect has been
modelled using a pollutant transport model
based on the ADDAMS model
(STFATES); results are detailed in
Appendix F. There is no regulatory
criterion for Total Suspended Solids (TSS)
against which to compare these results.
However, other dredging projects in
Boston Harbor have been required,
through per:rnit conditions, to prevent TSS
from exceeding 50 mglL (including
ambient loads). A criterion of 50 mglL
was used to determine the TSS mixing
zone for each potential disposal site for the
BHNIP.

Physical handling of dredged materials can
cause some chemical changes, particularly
dissolution of contaminants bound to
sediment panicles. This effect is generally
quite limited. Elutriate testing provides an
indication of this effect. Elutriate tests
performed on actual sediment samples
from the channels proposed for dredging
showed that mercury, copper and PCBs
could be released from sediments
descending through the water column at
the disposal site. Concentrations of metal
in addition to naphthalene (a PAH
compound that represents PAHs most
likely to be in the dissolved, as opposed to
particulate, phase), that would result from
the proposed disposal event schedule were
modelled using the pollutant transport
model described for TSS. Resulting
concentrations were added to ambient
concentrations and then compared to
chronic-level water quality criteria (from
USEPA 1986). Of these parameters,
PCBs exhibited the greatest potential to be
released into· the water column. Model



results indicate that the chronic water
quality criterion for PCBs (0.03 ppb)
would not be exceeded outside the TSS
mixing zone at any aquatic site.

A third potential source of short-term
water quality impacts is loss of sediments
to the water column when the disposed
"mass" of dredged materials encounters the
substrate. The likelihood of sediment
rebound was evaluated using STFATES
(Appendix F). This effect could
conceivably occur during each disposal
event. The primary effect of sediment
rebound would be release of additional silt
into the water column. Model results
indicated that the release of sediments back
into the water column would be negligible.

Comparison of water quality effects among
sites can be made based on the size of the
mixing zone required to meet State
standards for Water Quality Certification.
The state standards require minimization of
the. mixing zone around a dredging or
disposal operation and the avoidance of
impacts to migration routes and other
impacts to resources. Mixing zones for
each of the potential aquatic disposal sites
were identified for total suspended solids
(which represents an absolute load to the
water body) and PCBs (the parameter
whose predicted levels from disposal
alone, in addition to ambient levels, are
closest to the chronic water quality
criterion). For the in-channel locations,
the models also included input of these
parameters from nearby dredging
operations; the only disposal alternative at
which this combined effect could happen.
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Mixing zone models assumed disposal
would take place near high tide to avoid
buildup of undesirable constituents (TSS,
PCBs). This schedule restriction would be
part of the dredge management plan.
Because there has been no numerical
standard established for total suspended
solids, a value of 50 mglL, based on other
recent Harbor dredging projects, has been
used in this analysis as the critical limit for
the mixing zone. The PCB analysis used
the federally-established chronic water
quality criterion of 30 ng/L (0.03 ppb).

In each case, the mixing zone needed to
meet total suspended solids concentration
goals would be larger than for PCBs
(Table 4-3). Under worst-case conditions
(an anticipated 14-day period of 6,000 to
10,000 cy disposal per day), the area
needed for mixing for the in-ehannel
alternative would range from 12.4 (TSS,
Mystic River) to 30.0 (TSS, Chelsea
River) acres. In each case, the shape of
the mixing zone would reflect tidal current
characteristics. In general, the shape of
the mixing zone would be oriented along
the predominant ebb tide direction. Width
would be controlled by current velocity.
Mixing zones' in the Inner Harbor areas
would be elongated, while those in the
Outer Harbor, reflecting the more open
conditions, would be more square. This
aspect is important in examining-potential
impacts in the Inner Harbor. Mixing
zones in the Outer Harbor sites (7.7 - 10.4
acres) are similar to the offshore (about 10
acres) sites.

Typically, at open water disposal sites, the
boundaries of the mixing zone are defined
as the boundaries of the site. In waters



under federal (Sec. 103) jurisdiction, the
acute water quality criteria must be met
outside the disposal site (Le., the mixing
zone) within four hours following a
disposal event. The ADDAMS model
results indicated that this condition could
be met at the Meisburger 2 and 7 sites and
the Boston Lightship site. The estimated
footprints of these sites range from 86 to
121 acres; and the mixing zone would not
extent beyo~d this area.

Modeling of repetitive disposal events
(Appendix F) indicated that none of the
aquatic disposal sites would experience
chronic water quality violations over the
duration of the disposal. Disposal
activities at the shoreline sites, whether
partially or totally filled, would not affect
water quality during the construction
phase.

The modeling results suggest that there
would be spatial (size) differences in the
mixing; zones at each site, but that
shoreline resources should not be exposed
to contaminant levels that exceed chronic
water quality criteria. It also appears that
while some portion of the waterway would
be disturbed during the disposal events,
blockages of anadromous fish migratory
routes would not likely be a problem.
Comparing sites, based on the size of the
mixing zone, would result in the following
ranking (smallest to largest mixing zone);

• Spectacle Island
• Subaqueous E
• Meisburger 2, Meisburger 7
• Boston Lightship, Subaqueous B
• Mystic River
• Inner Confluence
• Chelsea River
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4.2.2.2 Site Stability

The use of a site for disposal of dredged
materials could have long-term impacts if
the prevailing hydrodynamics (especially
bottom currents) caused resuspension of
the sediments. Normal tidal currents,
wind or storni generated waves and vessel
activity (propeller wash) can all affect the
magnitude of bottom currents. The
predominance of each of these factors
varies among the sites being evaluated for
disposal of dredged materials. Bottom
currents in excess of 20 cm/sec (0.7 ft/sec)
can resuspend and transport noncohesive
silt (Gross, 1977). The cohesiveness of
Boston Harbor surface sediments suggests
that they would reach the bottom in
clumps, and might require a slightly higher
bottom current to induce resuspension (in
the 30-50-cmlsec or to 1.6- ft/sec range).
This effect was examined using the
LTFATES model developed by the US
Army Corps of Engineers Waterways
Experiment Station (see Appendix F for
details). Results were used to predict the
likelihood of long-term transport of
dredged material from the disposal site,
and therefore the resulting need for a cap
on the site to prevent such transport, and
the likelihood that the cap would be
successful.

Factors affecting site stability (as presented
in Attachment 1 and Appendix F) are
summarized in Table 4-4. The seriousness
of each source of impact is a function of
its frequency and magnitude, the likelihood
of catastrophic failure, and the types of
mitigative actions during and after
construction that would be feasible at each
site. Site de~ign is also an important
factor in determining site stability. This



issue was evaluated for construction and
post-construction phases for each site.

A. Project construction

During construction, only the shoreline
fast-land and partial fill scenarios would be
completely protected from potentialIy
erosional forces because the bulkhead
would isolate these areas from the Harbor.
The sites that would be exposed to erosion
from tidal currents would be at the greatest
risk because of the frequency (as often as
once to twice daily) and breadth of these
forces. Propeller wash effects, on the
other hand, could occur as frequently as
one to several times per day, but in limited
areas. Storm events would generally be of
lower frequency (variable among sites
from once to many times per year in
susceptible areas) and therefore could be
dealt with on a case-by-case basis. While
a cap could be protected with armoring, in
the long term it would generally be
difficult to protect the site completely
during construction.

Subaqueous B would be particularly
vulnerable because it could be disturbed by
tidal currents, ship passage, and one-year
storm events. Both Subaqueous E and
Spectacle Island CAD would be exposed to
tidal currents and storm and wind
generated waves. In fact, Spectacle Island
CAD could be affected by storms much
more frequently than once per year.
Additional studies would be necessary to
confirm the severity of this effect and to
determine whether engineering solutions
would be available. The three offshore
sites, Meisburger 2, Meisburger 7 and
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Boston Lightship, would be susceptible to
disturbance by storms (but not to other
factors such as propellor wash) during
construction. The potential to construct
Meisburger 2 or 7 in cells would enhance
the ability to implement protective
measures such as interim capping to secure
the site in response to predicted storm
events. This would be less easily
accomplished at Boston Lightship because
the entire disposal mound would have to
be secured, although the greater water
depths at BLS indicate that a more severe,
and less frequent, storm would be
necessary to affect this site. Portions of
the in-channel locations could be exposed
to vessel-generated currents routinely.
This situation could be minimized by
construction management such as
scheduling the use of the most vulnerable
areas during periods of lowest ship traffic
(Le., avoid periods when liquified natural
gas (LNG) tankers are expected),
implementing navigational restrictions, and
providing physical barriers such as silt
curtains around the disposal site. Stability
of the shoreline sites would not be affected
by these factors during construction.

B. Post-Construction Cap Failure

Because of its mound configuration and
frequen~y of potential weather events
capable of affecting it, the Boston
Lightship would be at a relatively high risk
of failure. The higher frequency of
weather events that could affect Spectacle
Island CAD would place it at a similarly
high risk for failure. Although weather
disturbances would be less frequent at
Subaqueous Band E, the frequency of



potential disturbance by tidal currents in
addition to the storm currents would
increase the risk of site failure. Either site
could be armored after closure if post
closure monitoring showed it was
warranted.

The integrity of the partial fill shoreline
sites would be dependent on being able to
maintain sufficient geotechnical strength to
prevent slumping after the bulkhead was
cut off at MLW. While the slope would
not be great at these sites, the disposed
dredged materials would have a high water
content that would initially be unstable.
Stability would improve as the sediments
became consolidated, although this could
take a period of years. With the exception
of the Reserved Channel, each of the
shoreline sites is adjacent to a berth or
channel and could be exposed to travelling
or turning vessels. This would not be a
problem for the fast land scenario.

The ability to construct the Meisburger 2
and 7 sites in multiple cells would reduce
the risk of catastrophic failure during and
after construction. Therefore, these sites
are considered to be at lower risk of
failure despite the potential for weather
related bottom currents to affect the
substrate more than once a year.

Vessel traffic is the only factor that would
be likely to disturb the substrate in the in
channel disposal sites. Because areas
vulnerable to disturbance by propeller
wash can be identified and armored, the
in-ehannel areas face a lower risk of
failure than other sit~.

C. Summary

The risk of site failure differs among sites
and between the construction and post
construction phases. During construction,
the sites are ranked (from least to greatest
risk):

• Shoreline-Fast Land or Partial Fill

• In-channel
• Meisburger 2, Meisburger 7
• Boston Lightship
• Subaqueous E
• Subaqueous B, Spectacle Island

CAD

The shoreline sites would have the lowest
risk of site failure during construction
because the bulkhead would prevent
exposure to erosive currents emanating
from any source. In-channel locations
were considered to have the next lowest
risk because the only potential source of
strong bottom currents (vessel traffic)
would be limited to identifiable areas.
Construction management techniques,
including limiting the size of the exposed
work face, to limit the period of exposure,
can be implemented to minimize impacts.

The potential for post-construction failure
(Le., cap failure and release of disposed
silts to the environment) would rank the
sites (from least to greatest risk):

• Shoreline-Fast Land
• In-channel
• Meisburger 2, Meisburger 7
• Shoreline-Partial Fill
• Subaqueous E
• Subfiqueous B
• Spectacle Island CAD, Boston

Lightship
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The shoreline (fast-land) alternatives would
experience the lowest risk of post
construction failure beacuse the bulkhead
would protect the disposed sediments from
the influence of all currents. Because the
magnitude of the vessel traffic impacts in
the Inner Harbor is more predictable than
storm effects in other locations, protective
measures are more easily identifiable and
implementable for the in-channel locations
than other sites; thus is ranked as having
the record lowest risk.

4.2.2.3 Downstream Impacts

Use of aquatic disposal sites could impact
downstream resources during site
preparation, during disposal or after
disposal. This analysis addresses the
concerns of impacts during active site use
and the potential impacts of post
construction cap failure at the site.

A primary mechanism for these impacts is
the hydrodynamics of the disposal site.
Because tidal currents predominate over
other normal currents at all of the potential
aquatic disposal sites for the BHNIP,
"downstream" includes the areas
influenced by either flood or ebb tides in
relation to the disposal site. As indicated
in the preceding section, hydrodynamics
govern whether material (suspended
sediments, including bound or dissolved
contaminants) could be transported from
the disposal site. Modeling done to
evaluate impacts to water quality provides
insight into the likelihood that biological
resources and commercial users of water in
the sphere of influence of the disposal site
would be affected by use of the site.
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Impacts arising during site preparation or
disposal would constitute short-term
effects. Impacts arising after closure of
the disposal site would constitute long-term
impacts.

A. TSS Concentrations

Environmental concerns about dredging
and aquatic disposal events include the
potential for. increased total suspended
solids (TSS) to interfere with the vital
functions of aquatic organisms (e.g.,
clogging of gills) as well as seasonal
movements (e.g., fish migrations). There
is also concern that if concentrations of
any contaminants released from the
sediments exceeded chronic-level water
quality criteria,. organisms exposed to those
waters could experience sublethal or toxic
effects. Because they are sessile, benthic
organisms would be at a greater immediate
risk of this exposure than motile finfish.

The distribution of TSS around the
disposal site is a function of both local
hydrodynamics and the settling velocity of
the suspended particles. Silt settles, in a
static environment, at a rate of 0.01 ftlsec
(0.3 cm/sec). Review of the STFATES
model output can, therefore, provide an
estimate of the areas most likely to
experience sedimentation of the dredged
material escaping the disposal site during
descent. Excessive quantities of settling
silt could smother sessile organisms such
as soft-shell clams and attached (demersal
adhesive) eggs of finfish species such as
winter flounder. Confined silts would also
return those contaminants adsorbed to the
sediment particles to the local



environment. Depending on the quality of
the existing environment, this could
increase the potential for contaminant
uptake through dermal contact (e.g.,
winter flounder) or ingestion (by any
benthic feeding species) or, alternatively,
keep conditions or the level of risk the
same if surrounding habitats reflect
degraded sediment quality.

, Downstream resources of concern can be
categorized into two groups: biotic and
human use. Based on site-specific
investigations (see Attachment 1), five
biotic resources (anadromous fish, winter
flounder, lobster, soft-shell clams and
benthos) were identified among the 15
potential aquatic disposal sites. Three
human uses (fishing grounds, water intake
and swimming areas) were identified. .
Each potential disposal site was evaluated
in terms of whether its use could affect
any of these resources either during project
construction or as the result of post
construction cap failure (Table 4-5). The
silt dispersal from the site during each
disposal event (vagrant silt) would be the
primary source of these potential impacts.

Anadromous fish passage through the
Inner Harbor could be affected by
degradation of water quality, in particular
increased suspended solids (TSS). Typical
disposal operations in the In-channel sites
would cause areas of temporarily elevated
TSS, but these areas would extend only
part way across the entire width of the
channel. Therefore, it is unlikely that
disposal would interfere with passage of
anadromous fish through the Mystic River.
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B. Project Construction

With the exception of the shoreline sites,
only sedimentS deposited downstream
would be detectable immediately adjacent
to any disposal site during construction.
Because all disposal at the shoreline sites
would be behInd bulkheads, shoreline sites
would be unlikely to have any definable
effect on downstream resources during
construction.

The areas affected during each disposal
event at all other sites would generally be
directly seaward of the barge, assuming
that disposal was restricted to periods
around high tide to optimize the mixing
zone size (see preceding section). The
magnitude of dredging in the BHNIP and
the design of each disposal site would
necessitate frequent repositioning of the
barge within the site, thereby reducing the
likelihood that any specific downstream
area would be subject to repeated
sedimentation. Simple geometry dictates
that the larger the footprint of the disposal
site, the less frequently vagrant silt would
settle outside the site boundaries. In the
in-channel alt,ernative, the sediments
settling downstream of the disposal site
would be similar to the existing sediments.
Excessive siltation could increase mortality
of organisms on the substrate, including
winter flounder eggs in an area about 1.1
acres in size adjacent to each disposal cell.
Site configuration determines, however,
that the area downstream of most disposal
cells, except those in the Inner Confluence,
would be impacted either by the dredging
or disposal aspects of the BHNIP.
Therefore, d<?wnstream sedimentation
would not expand the impact footprint of
this alternative by a substantial amount.



Potential disposal sites located in the Outer
Harbor or offshore would not be adjacent
to areas otherwise impacted by the
BHNIP. Therefore, any downstream
sedimentation outside the disposal area
would expand the impact footprint of the
particular disposal alternative. In addition,
sediments of the Outer Harbor and
offshore sites contain lower levels of
contaminants than those dredged from the
llIlner Harbor. Disposal at any of the Outer
Harbor sites would cause sedimentation on
Ampelisca beds, indirectly affecting winter
flounder feeding habitat. The smaller
footprint of Spectacle Island CAD would
allow a relatively larger proportion of the
vagrant silt to settle outside the site
boundaries than either Subaqueous B or E.
Sedimentation outside the boundaries of
the Meisburger 2 or 7 or Boston Lightship
sites could affect Stage n benthic
communities .and the groundfish and
lobsters that they support. As with the
Outer Harbor sites, the smaller the
footprint of the disposal site, the more
likely vagrant silt would be to settle
outside the boundaries. Therefore,
Meisburger 2 would be likely to affect a
larger area outside its direct impact
footprint than either Meisburger 7 or
Boston Lightship.

C. Post-Construction Cap Failure

The preceding section on site stability
addressed the factors that could influence
cap failure at each disposal site. The
severity of cap failure is a function of the
likelihood that it could occur and the
resources that could be affected if it did
occur.
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Using these criteria, the shoreline sites and
. the in-channel sites would have the lowest

potential impact fro~ post-construction site
failure. Vessel activities would be the
most likely cause of loss of site integrity.
However, analysis of traffic patterns has
been used to identify areas vulnerable to
disturbance so that additional protective
measures could be implemented (Le.,
"armoring" of the substrate with project
rock material). While the dispersal of
disposed dredged materials from these sites
should be avoided, it would not change the
character of the downstream areas
substantially.

The three potential disposal sites in the
Outer Harbor would face a relatively high
risk of cap failure after construction.
Each, and particularly the Spectacle Island
CAD, would be vulnerable to bottom
currents generated by high-frequency (one
year or less return period) weather events.
In addition, both Subaqueous B and E
could be disturbed by normal tidal
currents. Dispersal of BHNIP sediments
disposed in any of these Outer Harbor sites
into other areas of the Outer Harbor could
have deleterious impacts on several
biological or human use resources by
introducing contaminant-bearing sediments
into an area of improving environmental
quality.

Because of their greater depths, the three
offshore sites would have a reduced
potential of experiencing cap failure than
the Outer Harbor sites, although they
could be affected by storm events. Like
the Outer Harbor, however, release of
BHNIP sediments from these disposal sites
would introduce them into an area of



higher sediment quality. The biological
resources that are present at these sites
reflect the physical and chemical quality of
the sediments, and would, therefore, be
more severely affected by contact with
contaminated sediments than in the Inner
Harbor.

D. Summary

Project construction would have limited
impacts on downstream resources. The
sites could be ranked into two categories
under thi$ effect (from least to greatest
effect):

• all Inner Harbor locations
• all Outer Harbor and offshore

locations

This ranking reflects the same rationale as
the ranking- for site stability with the
additional factor that biota in the Inner
Harbor are already adapted to the quality
of the sediments proposed for disposal.
Post-construetion cap failure, in which
project sediments were released into the
local environment, could have broader
impacts that would be more distinct among
sites. This evaluation ranked the sites
from least to greatest effect:

• In-channel, Shoreline - Fast-Land,
Shoreline - Partial Fill

• Meisburger 2, Meisburger 7,
Boston Lightship

• Subaqueous B

• Subaqueous E, Spectacle Island
CAD
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Again, this ranking reflects the rationale
described for site stability and the exisitng
character of the biota at the potential
disposal sites.

4.2.2.4 Biological Exposure Potential

Exposure of organisms to contaminants,
associated with (or dissociated from) the
dredged materials disposed at any of the
potential disposal sites, could occur
through either water column or benthic
routes. Exposure could occur within or
beyond the disposal site boundaries,
depending on site characteristics. Data
from elutriate, toxicity and bioaccumula
tion testing were used in conjunction with
pollutant transport modeling to evaluate the
relative' magnitude of these effects.
Application of these results to each site
must take into account the quality of the
environmental conditions at or adjacent to
the disposal site.

A. Water Column Exposure

Water column exposure is a function of
areal extent, duration of exposure and
contaminant load. A simple approach to
evaluating water column exposure is an
extension of the pollutant transport models
described in the preceding section and
applying these results to species of concern
for each disposal site. The focus would be
primarily on pelagic and suspension
feeding species. Because of the transient
behavior of both water column biota and
constituents released into the water column
during the disposal process, the potential
exposure would be limited. Although
demersal finfish species and benthic



surface deposit-feeding species would also
be exposed to the water column, direct
contact with contaminants in the substrate
is likely of greater concern for these
species.

Disposal of dredged materials through the
water column is not expected to result in
violations of chronic water quality criteria
outside the mixing zone, regardless of the
location of the disposal site. While there
are differences in the size of the mixing
zone for each site, differences among the
sites, in terms of exposure of pelagic .
organisms to contaminants outside these
zones, would not be expected.

B. Substrate Exposure

Exposure of bottom-dwelling (benthic)
organisms can be viewed as a simple
function of footprint of the disposal site,
exposure duration and contaminant load
(relative to existing conditions). Although
population data are available for benthic
communities, use of individual sites by
finfish and other motile species is more
difficult to quantify because many species
exhibit both lifestage, seasonal and small
scale spatial differences. in distribution.
There are no regulatory criteria currently
in place against which to evaluate the
sediment concentrations.

The potential for toxicity and
bioaccumulation of contaminants caused by
exposure to the BHNIP sediments was
evaluated for the DEIRIS (Appendix C of
DEIRIS). Exposure to both berth and
channel sediments resulted in increased
mortality of the sensitive test species,
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Ampelisca abdita (amphipod) whereas both
¥acoma nasuta (clam) and Nereis virens
(polychaete) exhibited no signs of
increased mortality. By extension, then, it
would be expected that if disposed
sediments were left exposed, sensitive
species (e.g. Ampelisca abdita) would be
unable to colonize them, whereas
potentially less sensitive (e.g. polychaetes
and clams) species might. The COEIEPA
tests were run with adult organisms, not
larvae or juveniles, which are often more
sensitive lifestages. These results are not
completely representative of the actual
environmental effects of the sediments, as
subtidal areas in the Inner Harbor do
support a variety of benthic infaunal
species, occasionally including sensitive
taxa such as Ampelisca.

Bioaccumulation was measured in clams
and polychaetes. Test results indicated
that benthic organisms that colonized
exposed sediments dredged from berths
would be likely to bioaccumulate metals
(lead and mercury) and organic
contaminants (pCBs and 12 of 16 priority
pollutant PAHs) from the sediments,
providing a route for ingestion by demer
sally-feeding finfish and epibenthic
invertebrates. Exposure to channel
sediments, however, would likely result in
bioaccumulation of cadmium, chromium or
lead, but not organics, by deposit feeders.

A similar analysis could be applied to
downstream areas that would be expected
to experience sedimentation of silts
dispersed during the disposal events. The
STFATES models were used to predict
downstream areas that would experience
sedimentation of the vagrant silt (Le., that



lost to the water column during a disposal
event) and the thickness of the silt layer.
Although hydrodynamic conditions could
cause this layer to be resuspended and
retransported, the areas identified by this
analysis would be likely to experience
sedimentation repeatedly during the
disposal process. Areas predicted to
receive a silt layer thicker than 1 em after
a single disposal event were considered to
have the potential to expose biota to
contaminants if the site initially had lower
levels of contaminants than the BHNIP
sediments. In sites where the benthic
community was primarily surface dwelling,
this quantity of siltation could smother the
organisms.

The difference in potential biological
exposure to contaminated sediments among
the sites is a function of the footprint and
the length of time the site is uncapped, as
well as the sediment and benthic quality of
the adjacent areas. Finfish would be less
likely to forage in areas of relatively
degraded sediment and benthic quality if
better resources were typically available
(i.e., if conditions caused by disposal
contrasted marked!y with the normal
conditions). Beyond the site (Le.,
downstream), potential biological exposure
is a function of these factors and the
likelihood that vagrant silt would settle.

C. Site Footprint

The potential disposal sites fall into three
categories of footprint and exposure period
during construction. The shoreline sites
would be completely isolated from Boston
Harbor during construction, resulting in no
exposure to marine organisms. The in-

, channel and Meisburger sites could be
constructed in cells, leaving only a portion
of the total footprint exposed at anyone
time. This construction approach would
create frequent disturbance in the cell
footprint throughout its period of use,
discouraging finfish from entering the
area. If finfish were to spend time
associated with the disposed silts, this
would be more likely to occur at the in
channel locations because of the similarity
between the BHNIP sediments and the
natural conditions.

Development of the Subaqueous B,
Subaqueous E, Spectacle Island and Boston
Lightship sites in cells would be more
problematic. Therefore, dredged material
could be continuously exposed throughout
the entire dredging project. The quantity
of material to be disposed would require a
large footprint at each of these sites.
Therefore, although finfish would avoid
the area where disposal was actively
occurring, they could spend time in areas
that had been filled but not yet capped.
This likelihood would be offset by the fact
that the disposed sediments would be
dissimilar to the naturally-occurring
sediments at Boston Lightship. Finfish
seeking cooler temperatures during
summer months could be attracted to the
deep pit to be constructed at Spectacle
Island. Since surface sediments near
Spectacle Island contain quantities of silt,
the differences between the BHNIP
sediments an~ natural conditions might not
be immediately distinct. Therefore, there
is some risk of increased exposure to
finfish near Spectacle Island. Finally,
unless a the disposal site was decked over
immediately, the shoreline/fast-land

I
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r
alternatives would resemble ponds along
the waterfront. This could attract birds.

D. Downstream Impacts

With the exception of the shoreline sites,
where virtually no silt would be lost to the
water column during disposal, the aquatic
sites would not differ in the total quantity
of dredged material lost to the system
(about 3-5% of the total released from the
barges). The differences among the sites
would lie in the dispersal of the vagrant
silt. The volume of water (roughly
represented by the depth of the site)
available to dilute the sediments, and the
typical current regime, determine the
concentration of suspended materials, and
the distance from the site this material is
dispersed, before it reaches the substrate.
Thus, deeper sites and sites with regularly
fast currents would exhibit lower
concentrations of suspended materials.
These currents would cause sediments to
be dispersed farther. Concentrations of
sediments on the substrate where they
would be deposited at these sites would be
lower than at sites from which dispersion
was reduced.

The in-ehannel, Subaqueous B and
Subaqueous E sites would each be exposed
to regular periods of elevated currents. In
channel sites would be exposed to ship
traffic while Subaqueous sites would be
exposed to tidal currents. These currents
would tend to prevent permanent
deposition of vagrant silts. Because of the
layout of cells in the three channel areas,
most material that dispersed from the
actual disposal activities would settle on an
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area that had recently been dredged or was
soon to be dredged. Therefore, there
would be little increased downstream
impact and little increase in biological
exposure potential. Similarly, the
dimensions of Subaqueous B and E would
allow vagrant silt from a large portion of
the disposal events to settle within the site
boundaries.

The Meisburger, Spectacle Island and
Boston Lightship sites would each have a
higher potential for downstream biological
exposure because typical currents would be
more likely to allow sedimentation to
occur, although most vagrant silts would
settle within the disposal site footprint. As
with the in-channel and subaqueous sites,
the extent of downstream sedimentation
would be limited by the dimensions of
each site. The siltation is unlikely to be
thick enough to smother existing benthic
organisms. Finfish would not be deterred
from foraging in these areas.

E. Summary

The likelihood of biological exposure to
contaminated. dredged materials in the
water column would not differ much
among the disposal sites, as indicated by
the results of the water quality modeling.
There would, however, be differences
among the sites in terms of the potential
for biological exposure to the substrate,
resulting in the following ranking (from
least to greatest potential):

• In-Channel, Shoreline-Partial Fill
• Meisburger 2, Meisburger 7,

Shoreline/fast-land

~\



• Spectacle Island CAD
• Subaqueous B, Subaqueous E
• Boston Lightship

Biological exposure potential would be
lowest under the in-channel and partial-fill
shoreline scenarios because the character
of the disposed sediments would be similar
to existing conditions at and adjacent to
these sites.

4.2.3 Identification of The Least
Environmentally Damaging Aquatic
Alternatives

Table 4-6 provides a summary of the
relative severity of the impacts discussed
in the preceding section at the potential
disposal sites. The in-ehannel disposal
alternative was consistently ranked among
those alternatives having the least impact.
The partial-fill shoreline alternative was
ranked among the alternatives having the
least impact in most instances. Therefore,
in-channel disposal or partial filling of
shoreline areas would constitute the least
environmentally damaging alternatives for
aquatic disposal of dredged material
unsuitable for disposal at the MBDS.

The In-ehannel disposal option would offer
a distinct advantage over other sites
because it would confine the disposal of
sediments to areas that would be disturbed
by the dredging for the BHNIP. Other
advantages include the minimal
downstream impacts and potential for
biological exposure. These are both due to
the similarity of the sediments proposed
for disposal to existing conditions within
this portion of the Harbor. The two most
critical drawbacks to the use of these areas
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would be the size of the mixing zone and
the effects of vessel traffic on site stability.
Proper management of the disposal
activities wou~d be necessary to minimize
these factors. '

Because of the proposal to have dredging
and disposal, 'at times taking place
simultaneously in two in-channel locations,
the mixing zone would be the sum of that
in each in-channel location. While this
sum would cause the total area needed for
mixing to be larger than that needed in the
Outer Harbor, it would represent a
relatively smcl.II portion of each section of .
the Harbor. bperational controls, such as
confining disposal to periods around high
tide, would be instituted to minimize the
size and character of the mixing zone.
This would ensure that the mixing zone
did not move upstream or spread across
the entire width of the Harbor.

The effects of vessel traffic on site stability
in in-channel locations can be controlled
by construction and site closure methods.
Areas most vulnerable to disturbance by
vessel traffic have been identified.
Construction of cells in those areas would
need to be scheduled to avoid the once to
twice monthly passages of LNG tankers
because these vessels require the entire
channel width for passage. Other vessels
can maneuver under more restricted condi
tions, enabling tHe use of silt curtains
around the disposal site to help confine the
descent of disposal material. Capping of
these areas could include a layer of rock to
armor the sand cap, preventing future
erosion of the cap.



Partial filling of the shoreline sites,
particularly those located in the Mystic and
Chelsea Rivers, would also have relatively
few environmental impacts. Drawbacks to
use of these sites include the fact that they
are located outside the proposed BHNIP
dredging footprint, and therefore extend
the total project impact area, and site
stability at the edge of each site nearest to
the Harbor. With the exception of the
Reserved Channel site, each of the
shoreline sites is located adjacent to either
an active channel or an active marine
terminal and would, therefore, be
subjected to bottom currents associated
with vessel maneuvering. Filling these
sites would elevate the substrate so that it
could be subjected to even higher
velocities than occur at the bottom of the
channels once the bulkhead was cut back
to the top of the fill (MLW). While the
portion of each site nearest to the Harbor
could be armored with rock, the risk of
site failure would be higher than at in
channel sites.

The other sites examined would have
greater impacts associated with dredged
material disposal, in particular the .
introduction of a large mass of contam
inated sediments to relatively undisturbed
(Meisburger sites) or recovering (Outer
Harbor sites, Boston Lightship) areas.
Each of these sites faces more substantial
risks to site stability than the Inner Harbor
because sites of the potential severity of
weather-generated bottom currents and the
greater difficulty securing the sites against
these occurrences. Even without such an
event, recovery of the aquatic resources at
any of these sites would be prolonged.
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4.3 PRACTICABILITY ANALYSIS

This section evaluates the practicability of
using each of the potential disposal sites
shortlisted through the site evaluation
process (see Chapter Three) by examining
the following issues:

• Availability
• Permitability
• Construetability
• Logistics
• Monitoring
• Conflicts
• Capacity
• Cost
• Future Use

These issues are defined and discussed in
the following subsections. These issues
are often inextricably linked with one
another. However, we have attempted to
distinquish sites using these practicability
criteria. Information on each site is
summarized on Table 4-7.

Practicability is defined by the 404(b)(1)
Guidelines as "available and capable of
being done after taking into consideration
cost, existing technology, and logistics in
light of overall project purposes." Under
NEPA these factors may be included in the
discussion for determining an agency(s)'
environmentally preferable alternative.
According to NEPA (40 CFR 1505.2(b»,
"an agency may discuss preferences among
alternatives based on relevant factors
including economic and technical
considerations and agency statutory
missions. n



• Boston Lightship

4.3.1.2 Aquatic Sites

Little Mystic Channel, Reserved
Channel, Subaqueous B,
Subaqueous E, Spectacle Island,
Meisburger 2, and
Meisburger 7

Amstar, Mystic Piers, Revere
Sugar, in-channel (Mystic River,
Chelsea River, and Inner
Confluence)

•

•

In Massachusetts, coastal waters out to the
three-mile limit are regulated by the
Commonwealth. Use of these waters is
controlled (through the Wetlands
Protection Act, up to 80 feet below MLW)
by the state and the municipality abutting
them. Boston Lightship (and the
Massachusetts Bay Disposal Site for parent
material disposal) is the only site that falls
strictly under federal jurisdiction. All
other aquatic sites are within state waters,
requiring review at the municipal, state,
and federal level. Several of the shoreline
sites (Amstar, Mystic Piers and Revere
Sugar) and the in-channel sites (Mystic
River, Chelsea River and Inner
Confluence)·are within the State's
Designated Port Area, a status that
supports water~dependent use (see Chapter
Seven). The remaining aquatic sites are
within State waters but have no additional
regulatory classification. No distinction is
made between the partial-fill and fast-land
scenarios for the shoreline sites on this
basis. Based on this criterion, the aquatic
sites would be ranked for practicability,
due to availability, as:
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Of the upland (undeveloped) sites, Woburn
and Squantum Point are owned by
municipalities, Everett is owned by a
public utility, and Wrentham is privately
owned. For the lined landfills availability
is not an issue since all have indicated a
willingness to accept portions of the silt.

4.3.1 Availability

Availability is defined by ownership and
jurisdictional control. It reflects whether a
site is privately owned or within the public
domain. Further, it considers whether use
of each site is regulated primarily by state
or federal regulations, or whether the site
has special regulatory status. Sites
privately or municipally-owned are
considered to have low practicability
because of the need to purchase the site.
Sites within state or municipal jurisdiction
are considered to have moderate
practicability but may have complex
permitting issues. Sites beyond state
jurisdiction are considered to have high
practicability because of somewhat less
complex permitting. Special regulatory
status could modify these ratings in either
direction, although those sites whose
special status reflected important
environmental resources (e.g. ACECs)
were eliminated earlier in the site selection
process.

4.3.1.1 Upland Sites

The follow subsections discuss the short
listed sites in terms of the practicability
concerns listed above.
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4.3.2 Permitability

4.3.2.1 Upland Sites

This issue evaluates the complexity of the
permitting process. It is partially related
to the potential for repeated use of a
particular site beyond the BHNIP. For
inland and coastal sites, permitability
issues are mainly tied to the need for the
proposed disposal site to undergo review
through the state's Solid Waste Siting
Review and Designation process. The
siting and permitting of a new solid waste
facility in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts is a lengthy process.
Initially an application for the suitability of
the site must be submitted' to the
Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection. The application
must include: 1) documentation that the
selected site meets the suitability criteria;
2) the engineering design report; 3) the
landfill operations and management plans;
and, 4) certification that the applicant has
complied with the Massachusetts
Environmental Policy Act. The
application is then reviewed by the DEP
and public hearings are held to obtain
comments from the affected community.

The entire process, including site
investigation, landfill design and
permitting, may require three to five
years. The actual time required for the
permitting of a facility may vary from this
estimate, depending on the complexity of
the site conditions and environmental
constraints, time required by the DEP to
review the documentation and the level of
public concern. Thus the siting process
for Solid Waste Facility designation for
this project could be a serious limitation
for the BHNIP given the proposed 1997
starting date. .
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Given the difficulty of siting and
permitting a disposal site, the land-based
options may be more suitable for future
maintenance material. The upland sites
therefore are considered to be low in
practicability for the permitability
criterion. Permitability is a relatively
minor issue for the three lined landfills
sites because the landfills are already
permitted to receive special waste. All
would need to have the silt characteristics
reviewed by the State and municipalities
prior to acceptance. Their rankings for
upland sites for ther permittability criteria
are:

• Lined Landfills

• Remaining Upland Sites

4.3.2.2 Aquatic Sites

For aquatic sites, their use may require
further study that would extend the period
needed for permitting. This factor would
cause a site to have low practicability for
the BHNIP (although it could still be
practicable for future projects). Another
issue would be whether use of a particular
site would result in the loss of aquatic
habitat. Since this loss would potentially
be mitigable, such sites would be
considered to have moderate practicability
for the BHNIP and future projects. Sites
likely to be suitable only for a one-time
use, and not resulting in the permanent
loss of aquatic habitat (whether or not
mitigable), are rated as having higher
practicability for the BHNIP.

Three sites, Meisburger 2, Meisburger 7
and Boston Lightship, have capacity well
above that needed for the BHNIP and
would be likely candidates for repeated use
for disposal once approval for this use was



given. Therefore, regulatory comrnenters
on the DEIRIS have indicated that it would
be necessary to conduct formal site
designation investigations prior to granting
permits. The formal site designation
process for open water disposal sites is a
minimum of two years long. Given the
importance of these sites (the Meisberger
sites, in particular) as commercial fishing
habitat, this process could take
significantly longer. These factors would
place delays on the BHNIP that would
jeopardize the necessary federal funding
for the project.

The fast-land scenario for the five
shoreline sites (Arnstar, Cabot Paint, Little
Mystic Channel, Mystic Piers and Revere
Sugar) would result in the permanent loss
of aquatic habitat, thus being a direct
conflict with 404(b)(1) criteria and made
more problemmatic by the lack of
available compensatory resource areas for
mitigation in the Harbor area. Permitting
the remaining aquatic disposal scenarios is
highly practicable.

Review of permitting issues results in the
following ranking of aquatic sites (from
high to low practicability):

• In-channel (Mystic River, Chelsea
River, Inner Confluence)

• Partial-fill shoreline (Amstar,
Cabot Paint, Little
Mystic Channel, Mystic Piers,
Reserved Channel, Revere
Sugar), Subaqueous B, Subaqueous
E, Spectacle Island CAD

• Fast-land shoreline (Arnstar, Cabot
Paint, Little Mystic
Channel, Mystic Piers, Revere
Sugar)

• Meisburger 2, Meisburger 7,
Boston Lightship

4.3.3 Constructability/Complexity of
Engineering

4.3.3.1 Upland Sites

The degree of complexity required to site,
design, build and operate the dewatering
facility is high for all of the upland sites.
The primary engineering and operating
constraint would be the dewatering system,
which would need to be constructed on the
Boston waterfront and used to treat the silt
prior to hauling to any of the upland sites
(See Section 4.1.1.1).

The sheer volume of material (200,000 cy
proposed for upland disposal) is extreme
for most dewatering technologies, with the
exception of air drying, which has a large
acreage requirement and is seasonally
limited. The proposed belt filter presses,
which could be used in combination with
air drying, is standard technology, but is
slow and maintenance intensive.

Additionally, a disposal facility constructed
at any upland site would essentially equal a
lined landfill with a liner; berms;
underdrains; leachate collection system;
pre-,mid-, and post-monitoring; capping;
and a long-term site closure plan. Site
specific analyses to evaluate risks to the
environment would be required, such as
assessment of the stability and current
contamination levels of the closed,
partially capped landfill underlying
Woburn, and the limits and hydrologic
connections of the Zone II aquifer at
Wrentham. For this practicability
analysis, it is .assumed that all four upland
sites have a high degree of complexity,
and therefore a low practicability for the
Project.

The lined landfills are also rated low in
practicability with respect to engineering
complexity because of the need to dewater
the silts at the Harbor prior to transporting
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to the landfill. However, all other
construction and operation concerns are
eliminated since the disposal facilities
already exist.

4.3.3.2 Aquatic

Constructability or complexity of
engineering concerned with the techniques
needed to prepare and close sites, are
generally rather simple for the aquatic
sites. Site preparation could include
dredging (in-channel and borrow pit sites);
dike construction (subaqueous sites);
bulkhead construction (shoreline partial-fill
or fast-land scenarios with weir structures
to allow drainage); or no site preparation
needed. at all (Boston Lightship).

All alternatives, except the fastland
scenarios, would require capping in a
submerged environment. While placing
cap material in shallow conditions (e.g.,
in-ehannel, shoreline, subaqueous, and
Spectacle Island sites) is a proven practice,
commenters on the DEIRIS raised
concerns about whether this could be
successfully demonstrated at deeper sites
(Meisburger 2, Meisburger 7, and Boston
Lightship).

Compared. to upland sites, practicability of
site preparation and closure of aquatic sites
would be high for shallow sites (Le. In
channel, Spectacle Island, Subaqueous B
and E) and lower for deep sites such as
Boston Lightship, Meisburger 2 and 7).

4.3.4 Logistics

4.3.4.1 Upland Sites

Logistical concerns include the number of
handlings of the material to be disposed,
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hauling distances, and rate of disposal as
controlled by the slowest factor (e.g.,
trucking, dewatering, dredging, avoidance
of sensitive receptors, etc.). For the
upland sites, the material will be handled
several times:

• off-loading for dewatering,
• working during the dewatering

process,
• loading onto trucks for hauling,
• spreading at the disposal facility

Each handling step involves planning;
incurs an increased cost in time and
equipment; and represents a potential risk
to the environment through accidents.

Hauling distance also affects the
practicability of the upland sites. Two
coastal sites are in close proximity to the
BHNIP via barge. Everett is on the
Mystic River, and Squantum Point is in
Boston Outer Harbor at the mouth of the
Neponset River. In contrast, use of the
two inland sites, Woburn and Wrentham,
would require truck round-trips of 1 and 2
hours, respectively. Depending on the size
of the truck fleet used, the dredging or
dewatering rate could be limited by the
hauling rate. The size and speed of the
truck fleet will be dependent on issues
such as restricted operating hours (due to
noise or air quality effects) in areas of
sensitive receptors, existing traffic
volumes, either in Boston or at the
receiving town, and cost of operation.

Lined landfills have similar logistical
issues as the upland inland sites, having
both multiple handling needs and trucking
requirements. Round-trip trucking times
to the Plainville, FitchburglWestiminster,
and E. Bridgewater landfills are estimated
as 2, 3, and 1 hours, respectively.



The upland sites and lined landfills are
rated relatively low in logistical
practicability due to the multiple handling
required as a result of dewatering and
hauling. Woburn and Wrentham are
especially problematic because their
distances from the Harbor could ultimately
slow the BHNIP dredging rate.

4.3.4.2 Aquatic Sites

The logistics of disposal operations at
aquatic sites are simpler than with land
based sites because there is no need for
dewatering prior to transport to the
disposal site. Among the aquatic sites,
handling is most complex for the shoreline
sites because site configuration requires
that silt be offloaded from barges by crane
rather than dumped from the bottom of the
scow. The sites that could be developed in
cells (m-channel and Meisburger sites) or
require no preparation (Boston Lightship)
would experience the shortest delays
before being available for disposal.

The proximity of the in-channel disposal
sites to the dredging operation make this
alternative the most highly practicable of
those examined. On the other hand, the
distance of the Boston Lightship and
Meisburger sites from the dredging, while
not enough to constrain the production
rate, complicate their use logistically by
necessitating the use of larger barges,
traversing longer stretches of commercially
used waterways, as well as the potential
for more weather-related delays (and
risks). Site preparation at sites such as
Spectacle Island and Subaqueous B and E
would be more extensive, potentially
resulting in the need to stockpile silts
temporarily. As these sites are located in
the Outer Harbor, barges would need to
traverse virtually the entire length of the
Harbor's waterways.
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Therefore, Boston Lightship, Meisburger 2
and 7, Subaqueous B and E and Spectacle
Island are considered to be moderately
practicable with respect to logistics. In
channel and shoreline sites are rated highly
practicable.

4.3.5 Monitoring

4.3.5.1 Upland

Monitoring of the silt disposal process (for
both upland and aquatic sites) will be
required both during and after disposal to
ensure that the silts are adequately
contained and are posing no undue risk to
the environment. For disposal at the
upland sites, monitoring would likely be
required at the dewatering facility as well
as the disposal facility. For dewatering,
monitoring would include Harbor and air
quality monitoring and would cease at the
end of the dewatering phase. At the
disposal facility, monitoring would likely
include groundwater and surface water
sampling for leachate leakage, air quality,
cap and berm stability and leachate
characteristics. These monitoring needs
are standard in the landfill industry and
therefore represent no technological
hurdles but are costly. Monitoring at
Everett and Woburn may be somewhat
complicated by potential contamination
from an adjacent 21-E site at Everett and
the closed on-site landfill at Woburn.

The lined landfills have monitoring
programs currently in place for accepted
wastes. Project monitoring needs for
these sites would be limited to Harbor and
air quality monitoring at the dewatering
facility. This monitoring would cease at
the end of the dewatering phase of the
Project.

The practicability of monitoring at the
upland sites is moderate due to the



standard, but extensive nature of the
monitoring that is likely to be required.
At the landfill sites, the monitoring
practicability is high because of the limited
monitoring needs at the dewatering site.

4.3.5.2. Aquatic Sites

For disposal at aquatic sites, monitoring
would likely be required to verify
compliance with the projected mixing zone
during disposal operations. Post
construction monitoring would likely be
required to confirm the integrity of the cap
or bulkhead and to verify the recovery of
biological resources.

The practicability of monitoring at the
aquatic sites is moderate at the offshore
and Outer Harbor sites because events that
could affect the integrity of the cap would
be infrequent, although potentially severe
in nature. In addition, monitoring would
be affected by the more complex structure
of the existing biological resources at these
sites indicating that the period of recovery
would be prolonged. In contrast, the
practicability of monitoring sites in the
Inner Harbor would be high because the
frequency of occurrence of factors that
could influence site stability would be high
(allowing rapid confirmation of cap
integrity), and because existing biological
resources are adapted to this stressed
environment and would be expected to
recover rapidly. Therefore aquatic sites
are ranked with .respect to monitoring as:

• High practicability - In-channel,
shoreline (partial-fill and fastland)

• Moderate practicability - Boston
Lightship, Meisburger 2,
Meisburger 7, Spectacle Island,
Subaqueous B and Subaqueous E
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. 4.3.6 Conflicts with Other Activities

4.3.6.1 Upland

The upland sites are all located on inactive
lands. No known projects are proposed at
Everett or Woburn. There has been
mention of a potential industrial park usage
at the Wrentham site. The Town of
Woburn has expressed possible interest for
assistance by the BHNIP in permanently
closing the partially capped landfill
currently on the Woburn site. At
Squantum Point, the Metropolitan District
Commission has plans for a park on a
portion of the proposed disposal site. The
construction of the disposal facility would
require coordination with the MDC to
ensure the needs of both projects can be
met. It is likely that a park can be
accommodated on the site once the
disposal facility was closed and capped.

Use of the lined landfills does not interfere
with any known project.

There is a high practicability for all lined
landfills, Everett, Woburn, and Wrentham;
and moderate practicability for Squantum
Point because of the proposed MDC park.

4.3.6.2 Aquatic Sites

There are three basic areas of potential
conflict between aquatic disposal activities
and other site uses: public works projects,
fishing activities and navigation. Of these,
there is the potential for long-term
interference with public works projects at
some sites that would require mitigative
action. Two sites (Little Mystic Channel
and Reserved Channel) have CSOs on site.
Either the partial-fill or fastland scenario at
the Little Mystic Channel site or the
partial-fill scenario at Reserved Channel



would require rerouting of these CSOs.
There is concern that the Spectacle Island
site could disturb the integrity of the
closure of the Spectacle Island landfill and
subsequent park development. Additional
site investigations would be necessary to
evaluate the likelihood that disposal
activities would avoid conflict activities on
Spectacle Island.

Water quality modelling (Appendix F; and
Section 4.2) indicates that disposal would .
not affect the proposed artificial reef. The
Meisburger sites are proximal to the
MWRA sewage outfall currently under
construction. There is concern, on
MWRA's part, that the proximity of these
activities could make interpretation of
outfall monitoring results extremely
difficult given the coincidence of dredging
disposal with the early stages of the new
outfall operation. The Meisburger.sites
would be considered to have low
practicability for this criteria.

Interference with fishing activities would
cease at the completion of the disposal
operations, although recovery of the
resource would extend for a longer period.
Each of the offshore sites, Meisburger 2,
Meisburger 7 and Boston Lightship, were
found to support large standing stocks of
fishable resources. Meisburger 2 and 7
are both heavily fished for lobster.
Lobstering activity is variable in Boston
Harbor, but is more focussed in the Outer
Harbor. The Chelsea River provides
habitat for juvenile winter flounder.
Because of the current status of the
fisheries resources and the fishing industry
in New England, sites that would
experience this type of conflict are also
considered to have low practicability for
the BHNIP unless mitigative actions are
readily available.

Disposal activities at sites that are located
within designated navigation channels
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(Mystic River, Chelsea River, Inner
Confluence and Subaqueous B) could
interfere with navigation during the period
while disposal occurred. Interference
would cease when the disposal was
completed. The degree of interference
could be minimized by careful
management of disposal activities and
administration of navigational restrictions.
Navigational conflicts were considered to
rank these sites as having moderate
practicability.•

The remaining sites, Amstar, Cabot Paint,
Mystic Piers, Revere Sugar and
Subaqueous E would conflict with other
uses. Therefore, they are rated as having
high practicability for dredged material
disposal.

In terms of conflicts with other activities,
the potential aquatic disposal sites would
be ranked from high to low practicability:

• Amstar, Cabot Paint, Mystic Piers,
Revere Sugar, Subaqueous E

• In-channel (Mystic River, Inner
Confluence), Subaqueous B

• Little Mystic Channel, Reserved
Channel. In-channel (Chelsea
River), Spectacle Island,
Meisburger 2, Meisburger 7,
Boston Lightship

4.3.7 Capacity

Site capacity is an easy factor to quantify.
However, direct comparison across sites,
especially between upland and aquatic is
not simple because many of the sites
examined for the BHNIP could provide
only a portion of the needed capacity. In
the most simple terms, those sites that
could provide the capacity needed for the
entire volume of silt that would be dredged



during the BHNIP would have the highest
practicability. Those sites that could
provide at least 30% (about 400,000 cy) of
the needed capacity would have moderate
practicability for the BHNIP. Those sites
that could provide less than 30% of the
needed capacity for the BHNIP would have
low practicability. The short-listed sites fit
these categories as follows:

., High - In-channel sites combined,
Spectacle Island,
Meisburger 2, Meisburger 7,
Boston Lightship

• Moderate - Wrentham, Little
Mystic Channel (fastland),
Subaqueous B, Subaqueous E

• Low - Woburn, Squantum Point,
Everett, lined landfills, fast-land
shoreline sites (Amstar, Cabot
Paint, Mystic Piers, Revere
Sugar), partial-fill shoreline sites
(Amstar,Cabot Paint, Little Mystic
Channel, Mystic Piers, Reserved
Channel, Revere Sugar)

The DEIRIS identified possible
combinations of sites that could provide
the required. capacity for the BHNIP.
These combinations are described in
Section 3. Commenters on the DEIRIS
favored. .combination options to achieve the
capacity needs including Al (all landfills); .
Bl (all aquatic shoreline sites); B5 (various
combinations of aquatic sites); and CI-C4
(combinations of upland and aquatic sites).

It was determined in the DEIRIS that the
landfills (Option AI) were incapable of
accepting the total quantity of silt for
disposal. Further investigations for the
FEIRIS found that the silt from the BHNIP
would require dewatering and may be
unsuitable for daily cover and contouring
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at these landfills. Therefore, the landfill
capacity continues to be inadequate for the
BHNIP. Additionally, several of the
comments received on the DEIRIS
indicated a reluctance to see permitted
landfills in the state used for large scale
dredge material disposal. Smaller scale
projects may be more suited to landfill
disposal.

In the B1 combinations, it would take a
minimum of four shoreline sites to
accommodate the entire volume of silt
generated by the BHNIP. A possible
combination would include filling Little
Mystic Channel, Amstar, and Revere
Sugar to fastland (totalling 1,285,000 cy)
and partially filling (35,000 cy) Mystic
Piers. This would result in the loss of
habitat at these locations without the
benefit of readily available compensatory
mitigation.

Option B5 could be developed in many
ways. Use of two of the federal channels
for disposal could be supplemented with a
shoreline site (most likely Little Mystic
Channel). Costs for this scenario could be
minimized by distributing the disposal in
the most cost-effective way. However,
this would still be a more expensive
alternative than some of the others.
Combining two in-channel locations with
either a subaqueous site or a borrow pit
site would be less expensive than including
a shoreline site because of the reduced.
infrastructure. Subaqueous E could be
combined with the fastland scenario at
Little Mystic Channel to attain the
necessary volume. In this case, there
would be some excess capacity. It might
be appropriate to leave this at Little Mystic
Channel for use in future use. The two
subaqueous·sites could be combined with a
smaller shoreline site such as Mystic Piers
(fastland) or Reserved Channel (partial



4.3.9 Future Use

4.3.8 Cost

Low - Amstar (partial fill),
Reserved Channel (partial fill),

I •

Revere Sugar (fast-land), Cabot
Paint (fastland), East Bridgewater,
Wrentham, Woburn, Everett ($60
80); Revere Sugar (partial fill),
Plainville, FitchburgIWestminster
(> $90); Cabot Paint (partial fill)
($360)

Moderate - In-channel (Mystic
River, Chelsea River, Inner
Confluence) ($30), Meisburger 2,
Meisburger 7, Little Mystic
Channel (fastland), Mystic Piers
(fastland) ($30-39); Little Mystic
Channel (partial-fill), Mystic Piers
(J?artial fill), Amstar (fast-land),
Squantum Point ($40-51);

•

•

• High - Boston Lightship ($16);
Subaqueous B, Subaqueous E,
Spectacle Island ($20);

This issue is linked to capacity and
permitability because it addresses the
questions of whether a particular site could
experience repeated use and whether the
site would be available if it is not used for
the BHNIP. Ranking the disposal sites for
future use ha~ no direct meaning for this

A general comparison of the cost of using
individual disposal sites can be made on a
unit price (cost per cubic yard) basis. The
costs listed on Tables in Chapter Three
reflect use of the full capacity of each site
except the Meisburger 2 and 7 and the
Boston Lightship sites where costs are not
linked directly to volume. Based strictly
on unit cost, the sites would be ranked
from highest to lowest practicability as
follows:
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fill). Either of these options would use
virtually the full capacity of the three sites.
A final combination could include the two
subaqueous sites and a portion of one of
the borrow pits. In this option, reserving
excess capacity at the borrow pit sites
could enable their use in the future.

The DEIRIS "Cit options include
combinations of land-based and aquatic
sites. Because of constraints associated
with dewatering, it has been assumed that
only 200,000 cy could be designated for
upland disposal from the BHNIP. Either
Squantum Point or Wrentham could
provide 200,000 cy or greater capacity.

The capacity of the various sites for
projects other than the BHNIP cannot be
fully projected here. Generally, it would
be expected that a project proponent would
attempt to identify a single site that would
have sufficient capacity for the dredged
material that could not be disposed in a
designated disposal area.

The small capacity of Everett (37,000 cy)
precludes practicable use of this site in the
BHNIP. Its prime location may make it
suitable for future, smaller projects,
however, use of Squantum Point or
Woburn in conjunction with a single,
moderately sized aquatic site for the
remainder of the silts would accommodate
the BHNIP. Use of Wrentham for part of
the BHNIP silts would leave a portion of
that site (approximately 250,000 cy)
available for future dredging projects.

Also, capaCity alone is not a deciding
factor in practicability analysis. As
described in previous subsections, these
are logistical, engineering, and
permittability issues which complicate the
capacity discussion.



current project. This is provided in
accodance with the MEPA directive to
consider future needs and provide a
consideration of options.

4.3.9.1 Upland Sites

All of the upland sites may be more
feasible for future use than for the BHNIP,
due primarily to the potentially lengthy
permitting process required for siting an
upland lined disposal facility. The
proximity of Everett and Squantum Point
to Boston Harbor make these sites
especially attractive for dredge disposal.
Even other ports may find these more
accessible than overland transport. The
small size of Everett may preclude its
feasibility for anything but a local small
project. However costs and other design
factors may eliminate upland monofills as
reasonable options for smaller dredge
projects. Again, dewatering, hauling and
other related issues remain.

An advantage offered by upland sites over
aquatic sites is the ease of construction of
cells for repeated use by several dredge
projects. The large size of Wrentham
makes it especially attractive as a multiple
use site, however costs of dewatering and
construction may keep upland sites as
impracticable.

4.3.9.2 Aquatic Sites

The in-channel sites are unique in that they
would be available only when the channels
are dredged, either for improvement or
maintenance dredging. These sites would
not be available for future dredging
projects that are not directly linked to
channel dredging. Several options were
discussed in Section 4.3.7 that consider
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using a portion of the available in-channel
capacity. If once of these options was
identified as the least environmentally
damaging practicable alternative (LEDPA),
the remaining tributary could be available
for future channel maintenance operations.

For the partial-fill shoreline alternatives,
two factors combine to make multiple use
of these sites impracticable. The
construction costS are relatively high and
would have to be incurred by the first
user. In addition, interim closure of these
sites (capping and cutting off of the
bulkhead to restore tidal flow) would make
reuse of the site logistically difficult.

One BHNIP combination option, involving
Little Mystic Channel and Subaqueous E,
could yield an excess capacity of about
111,000 cy. Underfilling Little Mystic
Channel initially could allow limited future
use, probably on a one-time basis. .
Without considering complex combinations
of numerous sites, no other shoreline site
would have the potential for repeated use.

The Subaqueous sites (B and E) would be
suitable for a one-time use only. The
dimensions of the perimeter dike and the
cap needed to contain silt at these sites
represent a significant portion of the total
site footprint.· Development in cells would
result in further reductions in site capacity.
This would preclude multiple uses of these
sites.

While the geological conditions at the
Spectacle Island CAD site suggest that it
could not be developed in cells for the
total BHNIP volume, it would likely be
possible to construct cells of smaller
volume without compromising the site's
structural integrity. Thus two options that
were described in Section 4.3.7 in which
the Spectacle Island (as a representative



borrow pit) site was combined either with
the two Subaqueous sites or a combination
of in-ehannel sites, could result 'in excess
capacity at Spectacle Island that would be
usable in the future.

The Meisburger sites each have the
potential to provide capacity far in excess
of the BHNIP needs. Because these sites
would be developed as relatively shallow
borrow pits over large footprints, there is
Iimited concern for structural integrity
between cells. If either of these sites was
used for the BHNIP, it is highly likely that
there would be interest in using them again
in the future. The large capacity available
would generate interest in repeated use.
As stated in Section 4.3.2, however, use
of either site would probably require a
formal site designation study.

There are no known physical limitations to
the capacity of the Boston Lightship site.
As with the Meisburger sites, use for the
BHNIP would not preclude future use and
would likely encourage it, triggering the
need for a formal site designation study.
Again, even if this site is not used for the
BHNIP, there may be further interest in
using it for other projects. It would be a
candidate for repeated uses.

4.5 IDENTIFICATION OF THE
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE FOR
THE BOSTON HARBOR
NAVIGATION IMPROVEMENT AND
BERm DREDGING PROJECT
(BHNIP)

Selection of the preferred alternative must
consider both environmental impacts (as
addressed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3) and
practicability (as addressed in Section 4.4)
of the alternatives under review. Both
NEPA and MEPA emphasize the concept
of selecting the least environmentally
damaging alternative (LEDA) that is
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practicable for the project proponent to
construct. Thus, the sites that were
identified as having the lowest levels of
environmental impacts for the BHNIP
disposal were examined for practicability.

The sites that would incur the lowest level
of environmental impacts were identified
in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The LEDA sites
are:

A. Land-based:
• lined landfills
• Everett
• Squantum Point
• Woburn
• Wrentham

B. Aquatic:
• Amstar (partial fill)
• Cabot Paint (partial fill)
• Little Mystic Channel

(partial fill)
• Mystic Piers (partial fill)
• Reserved Channel (partial

fill)
• Revere Sugar (partial fill)
• Mystic River in-channel
• Chelsea River in-channel
• Inner Confluence in-

channel

These sites were reviewed in terms of cost
and capacity (Table 4-7), as a first step in
assessing their practicability. This review
concluded that most of the LEDA sites
were less desirable for the BHNIP because
of high cost or low capacity., The
surviving sites are Squantum Point, Little
Mystic Channel (partial fill), Mystic River
(in-channel), Chelsea River (in-channel)
and Inner Confluence (in-channel).

In order to distinguish among these sites,
the environmental impacts and
practicability issues were reexamined.
Squantum Point was eliminated at this
stage because of intertidal dredging and



wildlife habitat impacts (Table 4-2) and its
low practicability for availability,
permitting, ease of engineering and
logistics (Table 4-7). Of the remaining
four sites, use of Little Mystic Channel
would result in filling outside the footprint
of the dredging project and a permanent
alteration in depth from subtidal to
intertidal, both of which were viewed as
more substantial environmental impacts.
In addition, Little Mystic Channel was
lower in practicability for most issues
(availability, permittability, ease of
engineering, and logistics; Table 4-7) than
the in-channel sites.

The preferred alternative for the disposal
of silts from the BHNIP is, therefore, in
channel disposal in the Mystic River,
Chelsea River and Inner Confluence,
within the footprint of the dredging
project. Distinct advantages of using this
alternative include confining disposal
impacts to the areas impacted by dredging
activities, anticipated rapid recovery of
biological resources to preexisting status,
ability to sequester dredged silts near their
point of origin, and ability to
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compartmentalize the disposal operation.

4.6 FUTURE MAINTENANCE

The selection of the disposal site for future
maintenance dredging must reexamine the
environmental and practicability criteria
discussed above. Factors such as sediment
characteristics and volume of the dredging
project will be critical in determining the
suitability of the disposal sites. Sites such
as Little Mystic Channel and Squantum
Point would receive high priority in this
review. Sites that were identified in this
review as having lengthy permitting needs,
but were otherwise reasonable, would also
be reviewed carefully. The disposal site
for future maintenance will be determined
based on the appropriate environmental
regulations and technical evaluations at that
time. The New England Division Corps
recommends, and will participate with the
Commonwealth in, conducting an overall
regional dredged material management
plan for future maintenance of all of
Massachusetts Bay's harbors.
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TABLE 4-1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS TO BHNIP LAND-BASED ALTERNATIVE DISPOSAL SITES.

i
~.

Site Capacity (cy) Pennanent Losses Temporary Losses Pennanent Alteration Indirect Impacts

· All Lined 200,000 None None None Odor and noise
Landfills would be part of

landfill operation

Everett 37,000 Highly disturbed Channel dredging in Same as losses. Odor and noise.
vegetation and subtidal; shorebird
wildlife habitat. use; common tern

use.

Wrentham 315,000 Large tract of forest Odor and noise Same as losses. Forest
and shrubland. along trucking route. fragmentation; tax

loss; odor and noise.

Woburn 158,600 I acre of forested Odor and noise Same as losses. Odor and noise.
wetland. Highly along trucking route.
disturbed vegetation
and wildlife habitat.

Squantum 210,000 Moderately disturbed Channel ~redging in Channel dredging in Freshwater runoff;
Point vegetation and subtidal; shorebird intertidal wetlands. park plans' odor and

wildlife habitat. use. noise.



TABLE 4-2. COl\WARISON OF THE SIZE AND EFFECT OF DIRECT Il\WACTS AT BHNIP ALTERNATIVE AQUATIC
DISPOSAL SITES.

DIRECT IMPACT EXISTING BENTHIC POTENTIAL
IN EXCESS OF PRODUCTIVITY RECOVERY

SITE DREDGED AREA EFFECT OF IMPACT VALUE RATE

SHORELINE: FILL TO FASTLAND
Amstar 3.5 acres Permanent loss of benthic productivity and Low No Recovery
Cabot Paint 5.6 acres feeding and refuge habitat. Low No Recovery
Little Mystic Channel 15.0 acres Low No Recovery
Mystic Piers 2.7 acres Low No Recovery
Revere Sugar 3.7 acres Low No Recovery

SHORELINE: PARTIAL FILL
Amstar 3.5 acres Temporary loss of benthic productivity and Low Rapid
Cabot Paint 5.6 acres feeding and refuge habitat. Positive effects: Low Rapid
Little Mystic Channel 15.0 acres existing contaminated scdiments capped; in- Low Rapid
Mystic Piers 2.7 acres creased productivity in Reserved Channel. Low Rapid
Reserved Channel 7.7-16.6 acres Pennanellt alteration in depth (subtidal to Low Rapid
Revere Sugar 3.7 acres intertidal) and substrate. Rapid

IN-CHANNEL
''?;,
·",t·

Mystic River oacres* Temporary loss of benthic productivity con- Low Rapid
Chelsea River oacres* current with and in same footprint as Low Rapid
Inner Confluence oacres* improvement dredging of existing channels. Low Rapid

SUBAQUEOUS DEPRESSIONS Temporary loss of benthic productivity and
Subaqueous B 83 acres feeding and refuge habitat. Pennanent aIter- High Moderate
Subaqueous E 79 acres ation of depth and substrate character. Per- High Moderate

manent loss of cooler water refuge habitat.

BORROW PITS Temporary loss of benthic productivity within
Spectacle Island 45 acres + pit; undefined area for cap storage would ex- High Moderate
Meisburger 2 86 acres + perience temporary loss of benthic productivi. Moderate-High Slow
Meisburger 7 121 acres + ty; cap may require annoring leading to per- Moderate-High Slow

manent change in substrate character and ben-
thic community.

DISPOSAL SITES Temporary loss of benthic productivity; per-
Boston Lightship 100 acres (est.) manent change of depth and substrate charac- Moderate-High Slow

ter.

The entire disposal tootprmt (about 56 acres m the MystiC RIver, 4U acres In the Chelsea River and 21 acres In the Inner COlltluence) would be wlthm the bOUndanes ot t
channel improvement dredging.

he



TABLE 4-3. SUMMARY OF SHORT-TERM WATER QUALITY EFFECTS FROM DISPOSAL AT
BHNIP ALTERNATIVE DISPOSAL SITES.

I

MIXING ZONE I
I I
I EXCEEDANCES OF CHRONIC ,

SITE WATER QUALITY CRITERIA
,

Parameter
,

Size (acres)" of Concern OR STANDARDS

SHORELINE: FILL TO FASTLAND
Amstar N/A N/A
Cabot Paint N/A N/A
lillIe Mystic Channel N/A N/A
Mystic Piers N/A N/A
Revere Sugar N/A N/A

N/A N/A

SHORELINE: PARTIAL FILL
Amstar N/A N/A
Cabot Paint N/A N/A
Little Mystic Channel N/A N/A
Mystic Piers N/A N/A
Reserved Channel N/A N/A
Revere Sugar N/A N/A

IN·CHANNEL
Mystic River 12.4 TSS None anticipated
Chelsea River 30.0 TSS None anticipated
Inner Confluence 14.7 TSS None anticipated

SUBAQUEOUS DEPRESSIONS
Subaqueous B 10.4 TSS None anticipated
Subaqueous E 8.9 TSS None anticipated

BORROW PITS
Spectacle Island 7.7 TSS None anticipated
Meisburger 2 9.6 TSS None anticipated
Meisburger 7 9.6 TSS None anticipated

DISPOSAL SITES
Boston Lightship 10.0 TSS None anticipated

aln-channel: smaller mixing zone represents typical project disposal schedule; larger mixing zone caused by anticipated period of higher-than-average disposal rate.



TABLE 4-4. POTENTIAL SOURCES OF SITE DESTABILIZATIONTHAT COULD ARISE DURING
AND/OR AFTER CONSTRUCTION AT BHNIP ALTERNATIVE DISPOSAL SITES.

STORM & WIND
TIDAL CURRENTS EVENTS VESSEL ACTIVITY OTHER

SITE
During After During After During After During After

SHORELINE: FILL TO FASTLAND
Amstar
Cabot Paint
Little Mystic Channel
Mystic Piers
Revere Sugar

SHORELINE: PARTIAL FILL
Amstar X
Cabot Paint X
Little Mystic Channel X CSOs CSOs
Mystic Piers X
Reserved Channel CSOs CSOs
Revere Sugar X

'1t'r?"

IN-CHANNEL
Mystic River X X
Chelsea River X X
Inner Confluence X X

SUBAQUEOUS DEPRESSIONS
Subaqueous B 0, X X X X X X
Subaqueous E X X X X

BORROW PITS
Spectacle Island X X X X
Meisburger 2 X X
Meisburger 7 X X

DISPOSAL SITES
Boston Lightship X X



TABLE 4-5. SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACfS TO DOWNSTREAM BIOLOGICAL AND HUMAN USE RESOURCES
FROM BHNlP DISPOSAL SITE ALTERNATIVES.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES HUMAN USE RESOURCES

Anadromous Winter Fishing Water
I

SITE Human
Fish Flounder Lobster Clams Benthos Grounds Intake Contact

SHORELINE: FILL TO FASTLAND
Amstar P P P P P
Cabot Paint P P P P P P
Little Mystic Channel P P P P P
Mystic Piers P P P P P
Revere Sugar P P P P P

SHORELINE: PARTIAL FILL
Amstar P P P P P
Cabot Paint P P P P P P
Little Mystic Channel P P P P P
Mystic Piers P P P P P
Reserved Channel P P P
Revere Sugar P P P P P

IN-CHANNEL
Mystic River P D,P P D,P P
Chelsea River P D,P P P D,P P
Inner Confluence P D,P P D,P P

SUBAQUEOUS DEPRESSIONS
Subaqueous B D,P D,P D,P D,P P
Subaqueous E D,P D,P P D,P D,P

BORROW PITS
Spectacle Island D,P D,P P D,P P P
Meisburger 2 D,P D,P D,P D,P
Meisburger 7 D,P D,P D,P D,P

DISPOSAL SITES
Boston Lightship D,P D,P D,P D,P

D = during disposal
P == post-construction cap failure



TABLE 4~6. SUMMARY OF RELATIVE SEVERITY OF IMPACTsa OF POTENTIAL BHNIP AQUATIC DISPOSAL
ALTERNATIVES.

SITE STABILITY DOWNSTREAM IMPACTS
BIOLOGICAL

DIRECT IMPACTS CONSTRUCTION POST-CONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION POST-CONSTRUCTION EXPOSURE

• In-channel • Shoreline-partial, • In-channel, shoreline- • In-channel, shoreline- • In-channel, shoreline- • In-channel, shoreline-
fastland fastland partial, fastland partial, fastland partial

• Shoreline-partial • In-channel • Meis 2, Meis 7 • Spec Is, Sub B, Sub E, • Meis 2, Meis 7, BLS • Meis 2, Meis 7,
Meis 2, Meis 7, BLS shoreline-fastland

• Spec Is, Meis 2, Meis • Meis 2, Meis 7 • Shoreline-partial • Sub B
7, BLS

• Sub B, Sub E • BLS • Su~ E • Sub E, Spec Is • Spec Is

• Shoreline-fastland • Sub E • Sub B • Sub B, Sub E

• Sub n, Spec Is • Spec Is, BLS • BLS

OUsted in order of least to greatest effect within each impact.



TABLE 4-7. SUMMARY OF FACTORS AFFECTING PRACTICABILITY OF ALTERNATIVE DISPOSAL SITES.

Com~Ublllty

Ease of Engineering Ease of with other
Aval1l1Mlly Permlttillg logistics Monltodng Activities CII,pacily [cy] Cllst

UPLAND SITES

Lined LnndliUs IIIGII' MODlmATE LOW LOW IIIGII IIIGII LOW LOW
[No purchase [D13watcring) [Dewatering facility) [Dewal~ring; Multiple [Dewatcring [No connicts)
required) handling; hauling distance) only)

East Bridg~walcr " " " [I hour trucking] " · [200,000 cy] $62

Plainville . " " [2 hours trucking) . · [200,000 cy] $94

Fitchburg/We8tminist~r " " " [3 hours trucking] " · [200,000 cy] $108

Constnl Sites LOW LOW LOW LOW MODlmATE
(Solid Waste [Monolill facility; (Haul by barg~; dewatcring; [Groundwater;

siting; dewatering facility) double handlingl air quality;
dllwatllring] l,lQchatcj

dllwalering)

Squantum Point (Municipally " " " " MODERATE MODERATE21 MODERATE
owned) [MDC park 0,000 cy $51

plans)

Everell [Privately owned) " " · [Complicated by IIIGII LOW 37,000 LOW
adjac~nt 21-E) [No connicts) cy $76

Inlnnd Sites LOW LOW LOW [D~watering; LOW (Dewatering; HIGH (No LOW
[Solid Waste multipl~ handling; multiple handling; haul by Connicts)
siting; haul by truck) trUck]
dewatering)

Woburn [Municipally " [Form~r landfill) · [ComplicDtlld by " LOW 158,600 $69
owned) ~xisting closed cy

landlill)

Wrentham [Privately owned) . LOW · MODERATE · MODERATE $62
451,200



Compatibility
Ease of Engineering Ease of with other

AvaiiabiUty Permitting Logistics Monitoring Activities Capacity [cy] Cost

AQUATIC

Shoreline-Fllstlllnd MODERATE MODERATE MODERATE MODERATE MODERATE HIGH LOW LOW
[Aquatic [Bulkhead with [Double handling likely; [Engineered

habitat loss) drainage) close 10 dredge sile) slruclure]

Amslur Designated Port " " " " [None) 241,000 $50

Area

Cabot Paint Designated Port " " " " " 198,000 $65

Area

Little Myslic Channel LOW " " " " LOW MODERATE M:0DERATE
Stale Waters [CSOs) 840,000 $47

Mystic Piers MODERATE " " " " IIIGII LOW $38

Designated Port [None) 187,000

Area

Revere Sugar " " " " " " 204,000 LOW
$61

Sltoreline·I'lirtial Fin

Amslar " IIIGII MOI>EltATE MOI>ERATE IDouble MODERATE IIIGII LOW LOW
[No [Bulkhead, cap, handling likely; close to [Engineered 128,000 $62

designation partial removal or dredge site) slructure,
required] bulkhead) resource

recovery rapid)

Cabot Paint " " " " " " 18,000 $362

Litlle Mystic Channel LOW " " " " LOW 373,000 MODERATE
Slale walers [CSOs) $47



...c.
I

\J'\-

Compelibtuty
Eue or EaP1eerimg Ease or vtllh o,(her

Aval:JabU:Uy Pemlttmg Loglsl.lc.s MO'lIIiItoriag ActlvllJe'I Ca,paclty [ty) Cost

Mystic Piers MODERATE HIGH MODERATE MODERATE MODERATE HIGH 98,000 $47
Dcsignatcd Port No dcaignation (Nonc)
Aren required

Revere Sugar MODERATE " .. " " IIIGII 86,000 LOW
Designated Port No [None) $93
Area designation

required

Resllrved Channel LOW .. .. .. .. LOW 186,000 $45
Stllte Wllters [CSOs]

In-Chromel MODERATE IIIGil IIIGII IIIGII MODERATE MODERATE IIIGil MODERATE

Mystic River Fllderal Channel, .. DrIldge cells, sand Close to dredging, little ..
DPA Clip need to stockpile, single 742,100 30

handling

Chelsea River " .. .. .. .. LOW 332,400 30
[Navigating fish)

Inner Confluence .. " .. .. .. MODERATE 245,900 30
[Navigation)

Subaqueous Depres.~illns LOW LOW IIIGII MODERATE MODERATE MODERATE MODERATE LOW
(Designation [Delay until dike material [Cap integrity,
required) available, neor dredge sile resource

bllt requires traversing recovery
enlh~ ship channell [intermediate)

Subaqueous B LOW .. Dike [clay) + cop 562,000 $20
State Wnters

Subaqueous E LOW LOW IIIGIt MODERATE MODERATE MODERATE MODERATE LOW $19
591,000



-C
I

~

Compatibility
Ease of Engineering Ease of with other

Availability Pennitting Logistics Monitoring Activities Capacity ley) Cost

LOW LOW HIGH MODERATE MODERATE MODERATE HIGH MODERATE

Borrow Pits [Barging through entire Cap integrity,

harbor minimal delay for resource

site prep.] recovery,
[intermediate]

Spectacle Island State Waters No designation Dredge pit, self cap . " 1,320,000 $21
required

Meisburger 2 State Waters LOW MODERATE " LOW " 1,320,000+ $30
Disposal Site Dredge cells [but Cap integrity,
Designation marginal at this resource
Study depth), self cap recovery,

{prolonged)

Meisburger 7 State Waters . " " " " 1,320,000+ $33

pisposal Sites IIIGII LOW MODERATE MODERATE LOW MODERATE IIIGH

Boston Lightship Federal Waters (Site Designation No site preparation; Most distant aquatic site but Unlimited LOW
Needed) capping unconfirmed distance would not constrain (1,320,000+) $16

production rate

'HIGH = highly practicable for the specific criterion

MODERATE = moderately practicable for the specific criterion

LOW c low practicability for the specific criterion









Chapter Five: Dredging Management Plan

The Dredging Management Plan, described
in this section, provides an overview of the
dredging operation proposed for the
improvement of Boston Harbor and related
berth facilities. The key elements of the
Plan include: a description of alternative
dredging equipment and specific
recommendations for this project; dredged
material disposal operations; sequencing of
the dredging and disposal operations; an
overview of potential environmental
impacts caused by dredging and proposed
techniques and equipment to mitigate these
impacts; establishment of dredging
performance standards; a description of
recommended monitoring plans during
dredging and for long term post
construction monitoring; and a discussion
of operational contingency plans which
would be implemented to assure the safe
and success~l completion of the project.
The Plan focuses upon those details of
.dredging and related operations as they
may impact the environment.

5.1 SELECTION OF DREDGING
METIlOD

A broad range of dredging equipment
types and operating techniques are
available for the dredging of sediments and
rock from Boston Harbor. Identification of
the best dredging method for the BHNIP
requires the consideration of the factors
described in the following paragraphs.
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5.1.1 Project Objectives

Approximately 2.8 million cubic yards of
in-situ material will be removed as part of
the BHNIP. This total volume includes an
estimated 1.1 million cubic yards of
contaminated silt, 1.6 million cubic yards
of parent material, and 88,000 cubic yards
of rock. As described in Chapter 2.0, an
additional 1.8 million cy of parent material
will be dredged to provide in-ehannel
disposal volume for the silt.

Dredging and rock removal will take place
in the existing authorized Federal channel
and in berth facilities throughout the
harbor area. The proposed project depth is
-38 ft. (MLW) in the Chelsea River
(known locally as Chelsea Creek) and -40
ft. (MLW) in sections of the Mystic River,
Reserved Channel, and a portion of the
Main Ship' Channel. The maximum depth
of dredging will typically be approximately
-55 ft (MLW) with some areas reaching 
70 ft. (MLW) to prepare the in-ehannel
disposal facilities.

Boston Harbor is subject to a normal tidal
range of approximately 9.5-ft. Peak tidal
currents range from approximately 0.7
knots through the Inner Confluence to
around O.5-knots in both the Mystic River
channel and the Chelsea Creek. The
project site is subject to periodic northeast
storms and seasonal hurricanes which can
generate severe winds, waves, and extreme
water surface elevations. Historic storm
related high water events, measured at the
Commonwealth Pier, have exceeded 14 ft.



(MLW). Such storm events will challenge
the operating limits of personnel and
equipment.

Dredging operations will be performed
such that all of the identified contaminated
silts are efficiently removed. The
equipment used must remove the maximum
amount of sediments with minimum cross
contamination of silt and parent material.
This Will require the use of equipment
which can consistently dredge to a depth
tolerance of less than 0.5 feet.

Project objectives also require that the
selected dredge equipment be capable of
accomplishing the task within time allotted
while assuring a safe and environmentally
responsible project. Dredge and material
transport downtime must be minimized to
avoid costly additional disposal. Over
dredging (removing more material than
required) must be minimized. The
dredgirig and support equipment must be
able to efficiently reach each dredging site,
for example, upstream of the Chelsea
Street Bridge.

5.1.2 Physical Limitations

The project site is an active harbor with
extensive commercial vessel traffic. About
two deep draft commercial vessels per day
transit the channel reaches, both entering
and leaving the harbor. These vessels
typically maintain minimum bottom
clearances when transiting fully loaded.
Water velocities, generated by the
propeller wash of transiting vessels of this
kind, and by that of assisting tugs, can be
of sufficient magnitude to resuspend
unconsolidated bottom sediments.
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Studies have shown the resuspended solids
may move 300 - 400 feet during these
events. It is anticipated that granular
material will move much less and that in
areas such as the Inner Confluence where
there are the highest instances of propeller
wash material to be blasted during the
project may be used. Dredging operations
will be performed at exposed open water
locations as well as at confined nearshore
berthing facilities. Floating equipment
must minimally impact normal commercial
vessel operations (being easily moved
when required). Dredging equipment will
be adequately sized to operate within
confined berths.

Channel deepening, particularly within
limited reaches of the Mystic River and
Chelsea Creek, could affect the stability of
bulkheads and pile supported structures
situated along the edge of the channel
section. Preliminary studies have indicated
no stability concerns but the contractor will
be directed to make his "box cut" (vertical
sides) well inside the channel limits. In
addition, the project site is characterized
by numerous utility crossings. These
facilities will be identified and protected
during the dredging and rock removal
operations. Dredging operations will be
performed in the vicinity of commercial
and residential structures. Construction
noise is not anticipated to be a major
problem.

5.1.3 1Lurbidity

There are three primary causes for
turbidity levels to exceed those of
background during the proposed dredging
and material disposal operations:



Turbidity generated by dredging operations
is typically due to: (1) the impact and
subsequent removal of the bucket from the
bottom; (2) spilling fine sediments from
the bucket as it is hauled through and out
of the water column; and (3) from
disposal and capping operations when the
dredged materials are dumped from the
transport scows into the disposal site.

Turbidity generated by the dredging
operation can be minimized by the careful
control of the rate of dredging. Minimizing
the swing speed and cutter rotation speed
of a hydraulic dredge will generate
minimum resuspension of bottom
materials. Mechanical dredges will be
fitted with closed environmental buckets
which minimize the quantity of material
which is lost from the bucket as it is
hauled through the water column. Slower
bucket cycling rates will reduce the
turbidity generated by mechanical
operations. Use of sensors to confirm full
bucket closure is also anticipated.

5.1.4 Trash and Debris Management

Dredging operations may encounter a
variety of trash and debris especially in the
berth areas. Removal of these materials '
will typically be performed by the on-site
dredge. Small items such as rotted timber,
miscellaneous wire rope, cables, crushed
drums and barrels, and items typically
smaller than the excavating bucket will be
removed witl:r the bottom sediments and
placed into the dump scow. These
materials will be placed at the designated
disposal sites as part of the normal
disposal operation. Larger materials, and
any items which may demonstrate a
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potential health or safety issue, will be
specially handled. Large timber piles,
vessel hulks, discarded vehicles,
unidentified drums, and similar materials
will be segregated from the bottom
sediments for eventual disposal at upland
sites.

Floating debris, resulting from the
dredging or debris removal operations,
will be skimmed from the water surface
and placed into containers on the dredge or
support barge. The dredging contractor
will be required to develop and administer
a Corps approved Debris Management
Plan. This plan will require that the
designated landfill facility be approved and
that all load manifests be submitted to the
Corps Contracting Officer. Contingency
plans will be developed for managing any
excavated containers with unknown
contents or identified hazardous materials.

5.1.5 Compatibility with Disposal

Contaminated silts, dredged from the
project areas, will be placed at designated
in-channel facilities. Suitable granular
parent material if available or imported
sand material will be used for in-channel
capping of the silts. Parent material not
suitable for capping will be disposed of at
Massachusetts Bay Disposal Site (MBDS)
and/or transported to marine facilities for
off-loading by others to stockpiles for use
such as daily cover for landfills,
construction fill, or other beneficial uses.
Presently, there has been no indication of
possible quantities to be used at landfills.
Excavated rock will be processed and used
as a thin armoring layer (6 - 12") over the
in-channel disposal facility sand cap where



required due to high bottom velocities
generated by propeller wash. Any surplus
unprocessed rock will be transported to
MBDS and/or to marine facilities for
stockpiling and additional beneficial use.
The transport distances for the parent
material and rock will vary between
several hundred yards to about 30 miles,
depending upon the location of the disposal
or off-loading sites.

Mechanical dredging will remove the
bottom sediments with minimal change to
the material water content. Transport of
the mechanically dredged materials by
bottom dump scows, and possibly barges
for rock, will minimize the volume of
water and material to be transported.
Hydraulic dredging operations which
would require the management and
possible treatment of large volumes of
water which would be transported through
floating pipelines with the dredged
materials. Rock would not typically be
transported by hydraulic pipelines. Scow'
transport of the dredged material can
accommodate the varying haul distances
which are anticipated for the project.

5.1.6 Dredge Types

The proposed dredging will be performed
only by proven equipment, utilizing
demonstrated techniques. Three basic
types of dredges are readily available. The
following paragraphs briefly describe each.

5.1.6.1 Mechanical Dredge

Mechanical dredging uses equipment such
as clamshell dredges, dipper dredges,
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draglines, grab buckets, as well as barge
mounted excavators for the removal of
bottom sediments and other materials. The
dredged material removed by mechanical
methods is typically high in solids content.
Removal of the mechanically dredged
material from the dredge site requires
placement of the material in scows or on
barges and transportation to the disposal
area. The dredged material must be
dumped, slurried, or mechanically re
handled for placement into the disposal
facility. The mechanical dredge can leave
an irregular bottom and typically generates
relatively high levels of turbidity
throughout the water column unless special
closed "environmental" buckets are used
and/or silt barriers are installed.

Mechanical dredges are rugged and highly
reliable and capable of removing a broad
range of materials, including
unconsolidated silts, consolidated clays,
sand, gravel, trash, and debris. Such
equipment is able to operate in the open
channel as well as within confined berth
spaces. Barge or scow transport of the
dredged material is efficient over long haul
distances. Mechanical dredging
productivity is generally low, when
compared to hydraulic dredging
operations, due to the depth of excavation
and to scow loading operations. Such
operations are subject to spillage and
splashing, wh~ch allows sediments to
resuspend in the water. Recent
innovations in dredge bucket design have
improved the ability to minimize turbidity
caused by mechanical dredging operations.



5.1.6.2 Hydraulic Dredge

Hydraulic dredges operate using a solids
handling centrifugal pump to transport
dredged sediments through a pipeline. The
dredged materials are hydraulically
transported as a slurry from the dredge to
a disposal site. The slurry can also be
placed in barges for removal to the
disposal site. The simplest form of
hydraulic dredge, the plain suction dredge,
removes unconsolidated bottom sediments
through a tube which extends from the
suction intake of a barge mounted pump to
the channel bottom. The dredged slurry is
pumped via pipeline to a stockpile or
disposal site. '[Jle most significant
improvement to the plain suction dredge is
the addition of a mechanical cutterhead on
the intake side of the suction tube. On the
cutter-suction dredge, the suction head is
fitted with a rotating open basket which
includes blades or cutting teeth to remove
tile bottom materials and facH itate intake
into the suction tube. As the cutter rotates
and mechanically removes sediments from
tile bottom, a high velocity water flow
captures the sediments and carries them as
a slurry iDto the dredge suction. The
cutter-suction dredge is versatile and
highly efficient, and is available in a broad
range of sizes to meet the demands of
various size projects.

The hydraulic dredge is typically moved
into position by a tug or push boat and
stabilized by a spud system. The dredge
typically uses three spuds or legs which
pass through the deck barge and can be
raised and lowered to the channel bottom
to firmly hold the horizontal position of
the dredge. The dredging operation
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consists of a lateral swing, controlled by
anchor cables, of the cutterhead as the
dredge barge pivots on a single spud. As
the cutterhead swings from side to side,
bottom material is excavated and pumped
by the dredge. The dredge advances
through the dredging reach by lowering a
second stern spud following completion of
a lateral swing. The first spud is raised,
and the dredge is pivoted on the lowered
spud in a walking fashion..

Bottom materials, excavated by the
cutterhead and entrained by the suction
intake, are pumped through a hydraulic
pipeline from the dredge to a disposal>site.
Hydraulic dredges are able to excavate a
broad range of materials. Turbidity,
generated by the cutterhead, is typically
limited to the immediate vicinity of the
bottom intake. Turbidity is managed by
controlling the cutterhead rotation speed,
the swing speed of the dredge, and by
implementing operational controls.
Hydraulic dredges require the use of a
floating or partially submerged pipeline
which can obstruct navigation and restrict
channel use. Hydraulic pipelines typically
require in-line booster pumps to extend
pumping distances and are thus restricted
by practical and economic constraints.
Hydraulic pipeline transport of dredged
materials requires the use and entrainment
of large vOlumes of water, typically
between 3 and 5 times the in-situ dredging
volume. Management of this water
typically requires extensive facilities for
processing when dealing with contaminated
sediments.



5.1.6.3 Hopper Dredge

Hopper dredges are self propelled floating
ships which include an integral suction
pipe or several suction pipes which are
dragged along the channel bottom. The
bottom materials are drawn through a
suction head on the drag arms and passed
through the suction pipe and centrifugal
pump and deposited, as a slurry, in a large
onboard hopper. After loading, the hopper
dredge can sail to an offshore or other
designated dump site and open bottom
doors and discharge the dredged materials.
Some hopper dredges have the capacity to
off-load the dredged materials by pumping.
Hopper dredges are able to operate in sea
conditions which would severely restrict
the safe operation of other types of
dredges. In addition, hopper dredges
present a minimum interference to other
vessel operations when working in busy
channels and are able to efficiently
transport dredged materials over short haul
distances. However, disposal of the
dredged materials requires that the
dredging process be temporarily suspended
as the dredge travels to the disposal site.

Hopper dredges are typically more
effective when dredging in deep channel
projects and are not effective in restricted
areas such as berths and docking facilities.
Hopper dredges have high production
characteristics when dredging loose alluvial
soils and unconsolidated sands, but are
severely restricted by stiff clays and
similar bottom materials. Very fine silts
are easily dredged by hopper vessels, but
such materials do not readily settle in the
onboard hoppers. This requires the dredge
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to carry only partial loads, with relatively
high water content, to the disposal site.

5.1.7 Rock Excavation Equipment

The BHNIP will include the removal of
about 88,000 .cubic yards of rock from
various locations throughout the project.
Specialized equipment, in addition to that
required for the dredging activities, will be
required for rock removal. Removal of
unweathered rock from those areas which
require increased depths will require pre
treatment prior to removal. This will
include drilling and blasting of the rock
formations. After removal of the silt and
parent material overburden by dredging,
the rock will be drilled. Removal of the
overburden will allow the blasted rock to
-expand and fracture. This will make
excavation more efficient.

Drilling is typically performed by a series
of barge mounted drilling rigs, which will
bore holes of pre-determined diameter and
depth and in a specific pattern in the rock
formation. The drilling barge is moved by
an assisting tug or push boat and held in
position by an anchoring system. An
ancillary barge will likely be used to carry
and store explosive materials. The drilled
holes will be packed with precise quantities
of explosive, which will be detonated in
order to fracture the rock and facilitate
removal.

The fractured rock, broken into
manageable size pieces by the blast, will
be removed by traditional mechanical
dredge equipment using special rock
handling buckets. The dredged rock will
be handled in the following three ways: (1)



loaded into scows or on to barges for
transport to either MBDS, or; (2) used as
armoring layer over the cap for in channel
disposal, or; (3) transported to marine
facilities for off-loading to an upland site if
the contractor presents a plan to the Corps
for approval of the upland site.

5.1.8 Recommended Dredging Equipment
and Performance Criteria

The selection of dredging equipment
required factoring in all of the above
considerations to be certain equipment will
be capable of performing as required. In
addition, the dredging operation will be
continuously monitored to assure that
specific minimum performance criteria are
met which also affect the selection of
dredging equipment. Those criteria will
include, but not necessarily be limited to:

• Verification of dredging depth by
periodic digital hydrographic
soundings performed in accordance
with Corps Class 1 standards,
requiring accuracy to O.5-ft.

• Verification of dredging location
by periodic surveys performed in
accordance with Corps Class 1
standards, which will require
horizontal accuracy to within
3.o-m.

It will be the responsibility of the dredging
contractor to assure that these criteria are
satisfied. Independent verification of
compliance with the critical operating
criteria by the Corps Contracting Officer
will assure that the project will proceed in
a responsible manner. Results of these
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compliance reports will be made available
to designated third parties, as appropriate.

5.1.8.1 Recommended Equipment

Dredging will be performed throughout the
BHNIP site by barge mounted mechanical
equipment. This equipment will provide
continuous and reliable service for the
entire duration of the project. The
mechanical dredge can be fit with different
types of buckets to optimize dredge
production in the various materials which
will be encountered. This dredge plant will
be capable of operating in both the open
channel sites as well as within the
restricted berth areas. Dump scows will be
used for hauling and placement of the
dredged materials. Scows will also be used
for temporary storage of silts during the
initial phase of construction, while in
channel disposal facilities are under
construction.

Hydraulic or hopper dredging operations
are not recommended for the BHNIP for a
number of reasons. The hydraulic dredge
was not the preferred alternative because it
would require a long pipeline system
which would be a potential obstruction to
navigation. There is no readily available
area for construction of a facility to
dewater the silt material and manage the
high volumes of entrained water. Hopper
dredging operations are not recommended
because of the restricted operating areas
and the anticipated difficulty of dredging
the consolidated parent material.
However, the Corps will entertain a
contractor's suggestions for limited. use of
either hydraulic or hopper dredging
equipment particularly in regard to in-



channel disposal where water entrainment
would not be as great a concern.

Optimum production of the recommended
mechanical dredge wi).l require the use of
as large a bucket as possible. Bucket size
and type depend upon the available power
on the dredge and the type of material to
be excavated. Silts will be dredged using
a sealed "environmental" bucket with a
capacity of 15 - 22 cubic yards. The
dredge crane will require between 1,500
and 2,000 horsepower. The
"environmental" bucket has been
successfully used to minimize turbidity in
the immediate vicinity of dredge sites. The
b~cket is specifically designed to reduce
sediment loss during closure, and rubber
seals minimize the loss of fines as the
bucket is drawn up through the water
column. Parent material will be dredged
using a heavier standard open bucket. The
increased weight and digging teeth of a
standard bucket will efficiently excavate
these non-eontaminated consolidated
sediments with minimal loss of material
through the water column.

Scows and barges will vary in size
depending upon availability and location of
the dredging operation. Dredged material
scows typically range in size from 500 cy
to 4,000 cy. It is anticipated that smaller
scows will be used in the confmed reaches
of the project such as the berth areas.
Larger scows will be used in the open
channel reaches. The scows will be moved
from the dredge sites to the disposal sites
by tugs. Small harbor tugs, with on-board
power of around 1,500 hp, would be used
to transport the loaded scows to disposal
sites within the channel area. Loaded
scows, which transit exposed areas, will
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require the assistance of larger 3,000 hp
ocean-going tugs.

The project volume is sufficiently large
and the required work areas are so broadly
spread out, that it is expected that the
dredging Contractor will employ two (2)
dredges. During the period when dredging
is to take place in the Mystic River both
dredges could work in different areas of
the river and· not interfere with each other.
At other times, one dredge would work in
the Reserved· Channel and one dredge
would work in Chelsea Creek.

Additional equipment which might
typically be on site will include a fuel
barge, a maintenance barge, and a small
work tug to assist with moving the dredge
and scows. Rock excavation will be
initiated once the silt and parent material
is removed and the rock is exposed.
Special equipment associated with these
operations is described in Section 5.2.4.

5.1.8.2 Operational Controls

The dredging operations, including the
required drilling and blasting; can be
managed sufficiently to minimize the
associated environmental impacts. The
principal objective of defining and
implementing operational controls on the
construction activities is to minimize
sediment resuspension throughout the
dredging process while maximizing
operational efficiency. The drilling and
blasting operations present an additional
control challenge. Pressure wave
propagation resulting from blasting can
injure and kill fish. Specific blast control
techniques must be incorporated into the



.. Employ a sealed n environmental"
bucket as described in previous
sections.

.. Restricting the bucket drop
velocity and haul speed during
mechanical dredging.

.. Employ fish behavioral and control
devices to reduce exposure to
blasting areas.

5.1.8.3 Contract and Specification Issues

• Notify lobster fishing interests of
dredge movements.

The project will be executed by the
dredging contractor under the terms of a
performance based contract. This means
that the operation must satisfy specific
performance standards during all
operations. Dredging must be performed to
the lines and grades defined on the design
drawings and must be performed in such a
manner as to control turbidity levels. If
these criteria or standards are not
achieved, the Contracting Officer will be
obligated by contract to require the
Contractor to alter the method of operation
or cease operations until the required
standards are met. The contract
documents will clearly identify the
procedures to be implemented by the

Contract documents are used to clearly and
equitably define the expectations and
requirements of both the Corps'
Contracting Officer and the Contractor for
the successful completion of any
construction project. A similar effort is
expected between private berth owners and
their contractors. The BHNIP contract
documents will define the quantities,
locations, and types of materials to be
dredged. The required location and
elevations of the dredged material, after it
is placed at the in-channel disposal
facilities, will be clearly defmed. Proper
location, materials, and acceptable
tolerances for the disposal facility capping
system will be clearly defined in the
drawings and specifications for this
project.
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Include, as part of the contract
documents, the requirement for
submittal and implementation of
project specific: Accident
Prevention and Site Emergency
Plan; Environmental Protection
and Turbidity Control Plan;
Quality Control Plan; and Diving
Plan.

Require the dredge operator(s) to
meet specific minimum
competency and experience
requirements.

dredging program. The specific control
methods which are employed will be
dependent upon the dredging techniques
which are implemented. Control
techniques,. demonstrated on other sensitive
dredging operations, may include the
following:

.. Contractually require that the
dredging, disposal, and blasting
operations meet specific minimum
environmental performance
standards· and environmental
windows.

..

..



Contracting Officer in the event that the
performance criteria are not met.

The Contracting Officer has the
responsibility to enforce all terms of the
contract and has the sole authority to direct
the Contractor to alter or cease operations.
It is anticipated that the Contracting
Officer would secure the services of a
qualified subcontractor to monitor the key
performance criteria. It is likely that the
dredging Contractor would simultaneously
monitor those criteria to optimizing the
operation and to demonstrate project
quality assurance. Daily performance
reports from the monitoring subcontractor
will keep the Contracting Officer apprised
of the operation performance. These
reports would be available to interested
parties.

5.2 DREDGING OPERATIONS

Orchestration of a large dredging project
such as the BHNIP will require careful
planning by a team made up of the US
Army Corps of Engineers, Massport, State
and Federal regulatory agencies, the
dredging Contractor and critical Sub
Contractors, and public and commercial
interests in and around Boston Harbor.
The specific operations to be performed as
part of the BHNIP are diverse, but all are
directed at completing the project in an
efficient and responsible manner. The
following sections describe the specific
operations.

5.2.1 Project Mobilization

Prior to the initiation of actual dredging, a
number of preparatory tasks must be
completed. The completion of these
mobilization tasks will set the foundation
for the efficient execution of the contract
work.

5.2.1.1 Upland Support Requirements

Dredging and rock excavation operations
will require an upland support area with
direct access to the Harbor. It is
anticipated that such a support facility can
be provided at a Massport facility. It is
possible that such sites could be used to
support simultaneous activities in different
parts of the Harbor. The upland support
facility must provide sufficient vehicle
parking for all of the project personnel.
Temporary project trailers, including office
facilities and enclosed material storage
facilities will be placed at this site. Marine
support equipment, such as personnel
transports, survey vessels, tugs, and other
craft will berth at this location. Repairs to
both floating and support equipment will
be performed' at this staging area. These
sites could also be used for temporary
sediment dewatering facilities in the event
that volume restrictions limit the quantity
of material that can be placed at the in
channel disposal sites. However, neither
of the dewatering sites would be large
enough to handle the dewatering of all silt
materials. Experience with dewatering of
dredged material at Moran Terminal
suggested use of thin lifts for air drying
which would require acreages up to 80
acres.
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5.2.1.2 Navigation and Commercial
Traffic

Scows of various sizes will be used to
transport the dredged materials from the
dredging sites to the disposal facilities.
Silts will be disposed at in-ehannel
locations throughout the Inner Confluence,
Mystic River, and Chelsea Creek. The silts
will be capped with suitable parent
material or sand which will be hauled
within the Harbor in scows (see paragraph.
5.2.2.4). Excavated rock will be processed
and placed from barges or scows on top of
the sand cap as armoring to resist
resuspension of the sand by the propeller
wash of passing deep draft vessels . .It is
anticipated that two dredges-will be
simultaneously working in various sections
of the Harbor during the project term.
Modeling has shown that Federal water
qUality standards would not be violated.
All commercial and recreational marine
interests in Boston Harbor must be fully
informed of the potential interference with
normal traffic by the dredging equipment.
Vessels will be required to navigate safely
around the equipment. Larger commercial
vessels will require special procedures to
coordinate1novement of the dredging
equipment and securing of the disposal
operations to allow passage through the
channel.

Blasting operations will be performed in
the Mystic River channel, the Inner
Confluence, at the mouth of the Reserved
Channel, and in the Main Channel east of
the Reserved Channel. Vessel operators
must be warned of all blasting operations.
Blasting schedules will be provided to all
commercial operators. Vessel movements
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will be regulated by the US Coast Guard
during actual blasting activities.

5.2.1.3 Structural Evaluation

Prior to dredging or blasting operations, a
detailed survey of existing infrastructure
will be performed. This survey will
include a review and documentation of the
harbor structures that may be impacted by
the proposed activities. The location of
critical structures will be determined and
recorded on control documents. Structure
condition will be described and a
photographic record will be made. Pre
project conditions will be clearly
identified. A condition report of each
structure will be prepared by the blasting
contractor and provided to each facility
owner prior to any construction activities.
A survey of the existing channel and berth
areas included within the project bounds
will be performed to identify and locate all
submarine utilities. The survey will
encompass a review of record drawings
maintained by utility companies, including
but not necessarily limited to: Boston
Edison Company; Metropolitan District
Commission (MDC) Water and Sewer
Divisions; Boston Gas Company;
Massachusetts Water Resource Authority;
and private marine facilities. The survey
will identify the location of all utility
elements and will identify specific means
for protection or relocation during the
dredging and/or blasting operations.

5.2.1.4 Regulatory Constraints

All construction activities related to the
dredging of silts and parent materials and



the removal of rock from the project area
and thin disposal will be performed under
the conditions established within the
permits issued for this work. These permit
documents may identify specific
environmental performance criteria which
must be satisfied. Berth areas will require
individual permits with a special condition
that vessels moored at the berth shall not
extend into the federal channel.

5.2.1.5 Seasonal Limitations

The movement of anadromous fish will
require the limitation or stopping of
dredging activities in the Mystic River and
Inner Confluence during the spawning
period between 1 February and 15 June.
Blasting will also cease during that period.
If agreeable to the State regulatory
agencies; monitoring may be conducted to
determine if dredging and disposal can
continue during this time frame in the
Mystic River and Inner Confluence.

5.2.2 Dredged Material Handling
Procedures

The proper handling of dredged material
will assure that potential impacts to the
environment are minimized. The following
sections characterize the general
procedures which will be used throughout
the project.

5.2.2.1 Monitoring Requirements

During dredging operations, activities of
the contractor will be observed by the
Corps on-site construction management

staff. This staff will be directly
responsible to the Contracting Officer. In
addition to monitoring and verifying the
dredge position (particularly important in
areas of known utility crossings), this staff
will also assure compliance with required
permit conditions.
Specific comments to this DEISIR
requested independent monitors to be on
the contractors vessels. While the Corps
would not object to an onboard observer,
there are safety and liability issues to be
addressed. The Corps does not typically
fund this type of activity although it does
contract with a dredge inspection firm
which verifies disposal locations for
contract and permit compliance. The
independent observer can alert the Corps
inspector of any perceived permit
violations. However only the Contracting
Officer can modify or halt dredging and
disposal operations.

5.2.2.2 Environmental Bucket

Dredging of the silt materials will be
performed with an enclosed
II environmental II bucket. The bucket is
specifically designed to reduce sediment
loss during closure and is provided with
rubber seals to minimize loss of fines as
the bucket is drawn up through the water
column. There are several manufacturers
of such buckets. The key features of these
proven systems include those design
innovations which minimize the generation
of resuspended sediments during all phases
of the bucket operation.
Traditional buckets remove a concave bowl
shaped cut from the channel bottom,
whereas some environmental bucket
designs make a uniform horizontal cut in
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the sediments. This type of an
environmental bucket enhances the ability
of the operator to make a uniform cut of
the channel bottom without performing
secondary operations, such as dragging of
the bucket to smooth any residual ridges,
which tend to resuspend bottom sediments
and increase turbidity. Modem
environmental buckets include integral
bucket covers which protect excavated
sediments from being washed from the
bucket as it is hauled through the water
column. These covers are included with
]purge valves which reduce the effects of
bucket impact during descent through the
water and initial contact with the bottom,
thus further reducing potential
resuspension. Clamshell seal indicator
switches are available to alert the operator
when the bucket has not completely sealed.

5.2.2.3 Dredging Locations

Dredging will be performed in the Federal
channel in the Chelsea Creek and in
portions of the Federal channels in the
Mystic River and Reserved Channel.
Dredging of some private berths, adjacent
to these channels, will also take place. In
addition, several private berths located in
the project area and located along the main
ship channel will be taking advantage of
the opportunity to dispose of silt material
dlredged from their berths at the disposal
sites constructed as a part of the BHNIP.
For a detailed description of the project,
the reader should refer to Section 2.0 of
this document.
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5.2.2.4 Facility Construction

Construction of land-based facilities is not
anticipated. Sand used as capping material,
will be loaded at existing terminal facilities
situated throughout the harbor or barged
into the harbor depending on the contractor
source of the sand. Off loading of trash
and debris, which cannot be placed in the
in-channel disposal cells, will require pier
space for temporary storage and transfer to
an approved landfill. It is anticipated that
the trash transfer operation will be
intermittent and require a relatively small
area. In the event that contingency plans
for upland disposal of a small portion of
the silt materials is required, a dredged
material dewatering operation would be
temporarily established at a waterfront site.
This would only be implemented if the in
channel disposal storage volume was not
sufficient to contain all of the silt material
and disposal of small volumes of material
at the Little Mystic channel was not
available. The dewatering operation would
consist of either diking or of mobile
mechanical equipment.

5.2.3 Dredging Sequencing

The following paragraphs identify the
mechanism and rationale for determining
the dredging priorities for the BHNIP.

5.2.3.1 Site Prioritization

The location for th~ start of dredging will
be governed by the time of year that the
project begins. For example, if the
contractor were to get underway during the
environmental restriction time period, they
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would be directed to work initially in the
Chelsea Creek and Reserved Channel. If
no restriction is in effect, the contractor
will be directed to begin dredging in the
Mystic River. Scheduling for the dredging
and preparation of in-channel silt disposal
cell facilities in the Mystic River is critical
to ensure a sufficient number of cells
available for disposal of contaminated silt
from the Reserved Channel. If the Mystic
River disposal cells are restricted or .
prohibited during dredging of the Reserved
Channel, then the Chelsea Creek cells will
be used until such time as the dredge plant
operating in the Reserved Channel can be
moved to the Mystic River or Inner
Confluence. Use of the Mystic River in
channel disposal cells for material from the
Inner Confluence and Chelsea Creek may
be necessary to assure availability of cells
for the Reserved Channel contaminated
silt.

5.2.3.2 Material Prioritization

It is estimated that over 1.3 million cubic
yards of dredged material storage volume
will be created during the excavation of
the in-channel disposal facilities. This
volume was estimated by examining the
seismic records made during November
1992 which indicate the subsurface
-composition. The depth of subsurface
information was limited to -55 ft (MLW)
in several locations. However, additional
capacity may be realized if the contractor
is able to dredge deeper than -55 ft
(MLW).

To create the in-channel disposal cells, the
contractor will be directed to dredge as
deep into the exposed parent material as
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practical with the equipment available.
Some areas will support excavation to as
much as -70 ft (MLW). The practical
limitations to the depth of dredging will be
dictated by the geotechnical stability of the
dredge cut and by the proximity and
integrity of any adjacent structures.
Dredging too close to a structure or
dredging soils which will slough
excessively may lead to undesirable
structure movement.

It is estimated that the volume of silt to be
dredged is approximately 1.1 million cubic
yards and that it can be expected to expand
to 1.3 million cubic yards as a result of
dredging and handling. It appears that the
in-channel disposal areas will
accommodate the Federal channel silt and
the material to be dredged from the berths
which have been identified as direct
project beneficiaries. Any significant
increase in dredging volumes and/or
required in-channel disposal volumes will
require that additional disposal capacity be
found during construction. Some of the
remaining material dredged from the
berths could be placed either in the Little
Mystic Channel or sent to an upland site.
This is discussed further in paragraph
5.6.2.3 of the Contingency Plan section of
this document. Material dredged from
these berths will receive preference over
non-beneficiary facilities.

5.2.3.3 Schedule

As mentioned in previous sections, the
schedule for dredging will depend upon the
requirement to construct the in-channel
disposal cells prior to dredging of silt
materials. Scheduling of operations will



include consideration of the restriction of
activities in the Mystic River and lmier
Confluence during 1 February to 15 June
due to expected environmental limitations.

It is anticipated that Federal funding will
allow the BHNIP contract to be bid during
the winter of 1996-1997 with award and
"notice to proceed" expected during the
early spring of 1997. The contractor
would be directed initially to construct in
channel disposal cells in the Chelsea
Creek. A portion of that work will require
the dredging and temporary storage of
approximately 9,000 cy of silt in scows.
Dredging of contaminated silt in the
Reserved Channel would start as soon as
the Chelsea Creek in-channel disposal
cell(s) were available to receive material.

As soon as dredging is able to commence
in the Inner Confluence and Mystic River,
the contractor will be directed to transfer
the dredging operations to those sites.
Dredging must take place in the Mystic
River and Inner Confluence throughout the
entire available environmental "window".
The contractor would proceed with
dredging and construction of in-channel
disposal facilities in the Mystic River and
Inner Confluence until those reaches were
completed. These operations would be
terminated if they were not completed
before the following environmental
restriction period. It is possible that a
dredge operating in the Mystic River or
Inner Confluence would have to be moved
to the Chelsea Creek to prepare in-channel
disposal cells for use during the restricted
period. These flexible operations may be
necessary to maintain continuity and to
keep the project on schedule. This would
mean Chelsea silt would be disposed in the
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Mystic River rather than its own river bed,
thus creating cells to be used later.

5.2.3.4 Limitations

Since in-channel disposal cells will be
constructed by dredging silt and then
parent material, an obvious limitation to
the continuity of operations is that of not
having in-channel cells available when
needed for disposal. If silt can not be
placed in the disposal cells, then parent
material cannot be dredged, thus
effectively stopping construction of
disposal cells. The construction
management team will be responsible for
assuring that in-channel cells are always
available for contaminated silt disposal.
As a contingency, a limited quantity of silt
material could be temporarily stored on
scows until parent material can be removed
and the disposal facilities made available.
When working in the Chelsea Creek and
Reserved Channel, each cell constructed
above the Chelsea Street Bridge will store
an average of 31,000 cy of silt.
Approximately 9,000 cy of that material
will have been dredged in the process of
creating the disposal cell facility.
Therefore, silt brought in from dredging of
the Reserved Channel will require careful
monitoring to avoid exceeding the cell
capacity in the Chelsea Creek. It may be
beneficial to delay dredging in the
Reserved Channel until sufficient cell
capacity exists in the Chelsea Creek.

Dredging operations will be performed in
active commercial channels. The dredging
Contractor will be required to
accommodate the passage of vessel traffic.
Since the Chelsea Creek channel is



relatively narrow, the contractor will need
to periodically shut down the dredging
operation and move out of the channel to
let traffic pass.

5.2.4 Blasting and Rock Removal

Significant volumes of rock will need to be
removed from several areas for the
BHNIP. Silt and parent material will first
be removed by dredge from the specified
areas to expose the underlying rock.
Holes, drilled in the rock by barge
mounted drill rigs, will be filled with
explosives. Vessel traffic will be cleared
from the area and the explosives will be
detonated, resulting in loose fractured rock
that will be dredged by mechanical means.
The excavated rock will be placed in
scows or on barges for transportation to an
unconfined disposal site, used as an annor
layer for the sand cap, or used for
commercial purposes. If the rock is used
for upland commercial purposes, truck
traffic can be expected to be moderate
since production of the blasted rock will
occur at different periods during the
construction of the project. At present,
there is no known commercial use for the
rock.

5.2.4.1 Locations

Approximately 88,000 in-situ cy of rock
will be removed from the mouth of the
Reserved. Channel, the Inner Confluence,
and from the Mystic River Channel. All of
the rock is located within the Federal
Channel reach. It is estimated that 34,000
cy of rock will be blasted and dredged
from the maneuvering areas of the Main
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Ship Channe at the mouth of the Reserved
Channel. The remaining 54,000 cy of rock
will be taken from the Inner Confluence
and Mystic River Channels.

5.2.4.2 Seasonal Limitations

The same seasonal limitations described in
Section 5.2.1.5 apply to rock removal
operation.

5.2.4.3 Mitigation

In addition to imposing seasonal
restrictions upon the blasting operations,
specific mitigation techniques will be
employed to further reduce the potential
impacts of blasting. Fish behavioral or
other devices will be used to startle,
frighten or deter fish from the blasting
area during operations. Sonic startle
devices or pneumatic bubble barriers will
be evaluatecI'as fish deterence devices to
induce fish to leave the critical area and
thus reduce mortality.

5.3 DREDGED MATERIAL
DISPOSAL' OPERATIONS

The following sections describe the general
operations aSsociated with disposal of the
dredged mat~rials. These descriptions
focus primarily on the anticipated in
channel operations.

5.3.1 Equipment and Facilities

The basic equipment which a Contractor
would use for in channel disposal
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operations will likely consist of a tug and
nominal 3,000 cy scows. At least two (2)
scows will be used to service each
operating dredge.

Parent material will be transported by tug
and scow to the MBDS. The tug must be
of sufficient size to control a 3,000 or
4,000 cy scow on the open sea in all types
of weather. A minimum of two (2) scows
for each dredge will be required since the
round trip time to the MBDS is about 8 
10 hours. One scow will receive dredged
material as the other is transported
offshore for dumping. The disposal site
will be identified by a buoy and each tug
will have onboard a dredge inspector to
verify disposal location.

5.3.2 Impacts on Dredging Qperations

The difficult scheduling requirements
created by the in-channel disposal option is
expected to impact the dredging operation.
The frequent changing of buckets will
probably take place during the time scows
are being shuffled and taken away for
disposal. ·The dredge will need to cover
the same area of channel at least twice 
once for silt material and once for parent
material. While dredging the parent
material, the dredge will remain in one
location longer because more parent
material will be removed per area to create
disposal space.

5.3.3 Weather Restrictions

Disposal operations will be affected by
both weather conditions and environmental
restrictions. Disposal of parent material at
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the MBDS requires exposure to the
sometimes harsh New England weather
particularly during the winter months when

. cold temperatures and Nor'easter storms
confront the towing vessel's crew. Tug
captains will have the final say as to
whether they will risk making disposal
trips in stormy weather although the
Contracting Officer's representative may
direct against venturing out in rough seas.
Typically, contract specifications allow for
weather related delays.

Another type of weather related restriction
to the disposal process will be the.volume
of vessel ~affic on the Mystic River and
Chelsea Creek. Winter weather will bring
an increase in fuel deliveries to distributors
on both of these rivers. Dredgingand
disposal operations will need to move
equipment to let tankers pass. Because of
the relatively short time for disposal, the
delay caused by increased vessel traffic is
not expected to be as great on the disposal
operation as it would be on the dredging
operations.

5.3.4 Capping Qperations

Capping will be employed to isolate the
silt material placed in the in-channel sites.
The cap will be designed to act as a barrier
during future maintenance operations,
preventing the dredge bucket from
penetrating into the disposed material.
The DEIR/S contemplated use of parent
material for capping. During discussions
with state agencies it became clear that use
of the predominantly clay parent material
for capping was unacceptable due to
unresolved concerns over the ability of the
highly cohesive clay to spread out over the



cells to minimize voids in the cap.
Another area of concern was the ability of
the silts to support the clay cap. Finally,
the construetability concerns regarding the
ability to meet the tight tolerances required
in the navigation channels (-42 feet MLW)
with highly cohesive material, eliminated
the use of clay as a capping material for
the in-ehannellocations. Therefore, sand
or granular parent material will be used for
a cap.

The New England Division of the Corps
has performed extensive capping projects
and monitoring of capped disposal areas,
primarily in Long Island Sound. An
extensive capping and monitoring
bibliography in included in this FEIRIS in
the references section found in Chapter
Nine. As part of their studies, the Corps
obtained core samples from a variety of
disposal sites in the Long Island Sound.
Analysis of the split cores showed that the
cap and contaminated material interface
was easily discernable in most cores.
More importantly, a mixing zone of less
than 10 cm (approximately 4 inches) was
observed. This zone was identified by a
boundary signature appearing in the
chemical analyses that were performed on
the cores at 20 em intervals. The
contamination profile of the sediments
below the cap abruptly changed at the
cap/silt interface to below detection limits
within the cap material (see Figures 5-1
and 5-2).

Although the contractor will be required to
develop a specific method for placing a
nominal 3-feet of granular capping
material; it is generally understood that the
cap material will be spread on individual
cells as filling with silt is completed.
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Spreading the Cap materials will be done
by partially opening the doors on split
hulled scows and gradually releasing sand
as it moves over the cell. A survey of the
trench will be required prior to placement
of the cap. The contractor may be
required to drag a heavy beam along the
top of disposed silt prior to placement of
the cap to prevent the cap from protruding
above the -42 ft (MLW) datum and to
maintain cap thickness as uniform as
practicable. If imported sand is required,
it will be loaded onto scows at a harbor
facility. A final survey will be required
after capping is completed to verify
operating depths.

5.4 CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCING

5.4.1 Dredging and Disposal Sequencing

Construction of the BHNIP will require
about 18 months. This will vary
depending on the contractor awarded the
job and the job and the equipment brought
to the job. Because of the length of time
over which the dredging will take place,
the restricted dredging period (to protect
anadromous fish runs) in the Mystic and
Inner Confluence will impact on project
scheduling. It is assumed that a contractor
will use two dredging plants in order to
minimize dredging time. However, this
complicates the scheduling of dredging
locations and production rates. A detailed
example scenario using two dredges has
been worked through and is included in
Appendix J and is summarized on Figure
5-3. This scenario is only to serve as a
guide and to show that the sequencing can
work. A contractor will probably modify



the sequencing to meet equipment and
weather needs.

The primary goal of scheduling is to keep
both dredge plants in full production at all
times. Another objective is to minimize
storing silt in scowslbarges. Cells must be
ready to accept silt material when silt
material is being dredged. Initially silt
will be stored in scows while the first cell
is being prepared. Depending on the
number of scows available for storage, the
initial cell may be smaller than suggested
in the scenario. However, as long as the
storage cells are dug deep enough there
will be adequate capacity for the silt
removed from the top of the cell and
several adjacent cells. Once a cell is
prepared it typically will have capacity to
store about three times the silt removed to
create the cell. In this fashion, the
contractor can "get ahead" or fill cells
with material from another tributary or
berth.

The example scenario which has been
worked through, begins in April (year 1)
when dredging is expected to be prohibited
in the Mystic and Inner Confluence. A
single dredge plant would begin just
upstream of the Chelsea Street Bridge and
begin creating cells progressing upstream.
By early May, three cells should be
prepared and a second dredge plant begins
in the Reserved Channel. As the Chelsea
dredge continues to create four more cells
by mid-June, the Reserved dredge has
alternated between dredging silt and parent
material as cell capacity is created in the
Chelsea.

In mid-June the dredge working in the
Chelsea Creek moves to the Mystic River
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just upstream of the Tobin Bridge.
Likewise, the dredge from Reserved
Channel moves to the Inner Confluence.
Silt produced by both dredges is initially
sent to cells in the Chelsea Creek until
cells are prepared in the Mystic and Inner
Confluence. Once cells are established in
the Mystic and Inner Confluence, the
process of creating cells and disposing silt
in these areas will continue until the end of
January (year 2) in the Mystic and the end
of November in the Inner Confluence. It
should also be noted that berth owners
must arrange to have the berths dredged at
the appropriate time. This scenario
assumes the owners will contract with the
Corps' contractor who is on site and will
be able to adjust berth dredging to
accommodate disposal cell availability.

By the end of November, the dredge
working the Inner Confluence has
completed all cells and dredged all
berthing areas of both silt and parent
material, that dredge will then move back
to the Reserved Channel and produce silt
for cells in the Mystic. This dredge will
be finished producing silt near the end of
December and will proceed to remove
parent material and rock from the
Reserved Channel. This d~edgewill be
demobilized when finished with the
Reserved Channel early in March.

Meanwhile, in late January, the dredge
working in the Mystic River will move
back to the Chelsea Creek to continue
where it left off and will ship its first cell's
silt back to the Mystic. After completing
the upstream cells, the dredge will move to
the Lower Chelsea Creek. No cells would
he created below the Chelsea Street Bridge
during the initial improvement project.



This area would be available for future
maintenance dredging operations. It
appears the dredge may finish in the
Chelsea Creek about mid-May and cannot
return to the Mystic until mid-June.
Between mid-June and the end of October,
the dredge will finish creating cells and
dredge the berths in the Mystic and any
rock removal necessary.

Since scheduling is subject to change daily
due to weather conditions or equipment
problems, there may be times when silt
may have to be stored on scows as done
during the initial dredging. Dredging may
be required to slow down in order to meet
an environmental requirement or it may
become necessary, provided regulatory
agencies permit it, to work into the
environmental window in the Mystic and
Inner Confluence.

5.4.2 Project Demobilization

Following completion of the dredging and
disposal operations, all equipment and
personnel will be demoblized from the site.
A final survey wilL be performed to
determine the post-dredging bottom
conditions. Final drawings, which show the
location and depth of all material placed at
the in-channel disposal facilities, as well as
the location and depths of the cap system,
will be prepared. A post-construction survey
of all potentially impacted infrastructure will
be performed to determine the extent of
damage which may have resulted due to the
dredging and/or blasting operations. This
survey will include a review of claims which
may have been made by struCOJIe and utility
owners. Any temporary utility relocation or
protection works which may have been
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installed prior to dredging will be removed.
If damage is detected, it will be the
contractor's responsibility to repair the
damage. The project must have been
completed according to specifications before
it will be accepted by the Contracting
Officer.

5.5 SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION
l\.fiTIGATION

This Plan has identified specific techniques to
be employed during the various critical
operations throughout the project which will
minimize impacts of the project. The
following sections summarize these
recommended actions.

5.5.1 Dredging

Dredging operations will be required to meet
specific performance criteria during all
activities. Rem()val of contaminated silts will
be performed with a closed n environmentaln

bucket with a capacity between 15-22 cy.
which has been proven to reduce turbidity
levels resulting from dredging operations.
One of the most effective mitigation
measures which could be implemented would
be to require the dredge operator to meet
minimum competency and experience
criteria. Operator skill can be exploited to

assure efficient and low impact dredging.

The "environmental" bucket has been
successfully used to minimize turbidity in the
immediate vicinity of dredge sites. The
bucket is specifically designed to reduce
sediment loss during closure and is provided
with rubber seals to minimize loss of fines as
the bucket is drawn up through the water
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column. Restricting the bucket drop velocity
and haul speed will further minimize the
potential for increased turbidity in the water
column due to dredging. Silt curtains will be
deployed around the dredging and disposal
cells to further minimize turbidity in the
immediate vicinity of the active work area.

All construction activities related to the
dredging of silts and parent materials and the
removal of rock from the project area will be
performed under the conditions established
within the permits issued for this work. It is
anticipated that these permit documents will
identify specific environmental performance
criteria which must be satisfied.

5.5.2 Rock Excavation

Blasting of rock in the Mystic River and
.Inner Confluence areas where anadromous
fish have been observed will not be
performed between 1 February and 15June.
Also, appropriate fish deterence devices will
be employed to minimize fish mortality
during blasting.

5.5.3 Dredged Material Disposal

Dredged material disposal will require the
dumping of dredged silts from scows into the
prepared in-channel facilities. Disposal of
parent materials will be at MBDS unless the
material can be beneficially used at an upland
site and the scow can be off-loaded
immediately.
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5.6 MONITORING DURING
DREDGING AND DISPOSAL
OPERATIONS

Monitoring during dredging and disposal
may be required to comply with
environmental permits. It will be the
responsibility of the Contracting Officer to
implement and execute these requirements.
The monitoring program if required, will
identify specific minimum performance
criteria which must be satisfied to safely,
effectively, and responsibly complete the
required dredging and associated activities.
Performance criteria may involve readily
quantifiable and measurable parameters such
as turbidity, depth and planar distribution of
deposited sediments.

5.6.1 Dredge Performance

The critical performance parameters which
will be continuously monitored during
dredging operations will include specific
production and performance data and position
verification. Also monitored will be the
amount of parent material mixed in with the
silt: Too much clay will indicate a change in
procedure may.be needed to avoid filling the
in-ehannel cells with clean material.

Dredge performance is quantified by
continuously monitoring the volume of
material removed as a function of time. An
accounting of the number of cycles
performed by the dredging bucket over a
fixed period can form the basis for an
estimate of dredged quantities, assuming the
bucket removes approximately the same
quantity in each cycle. A complementary
technique requires maintaining a count of the
numbers of scows which are filled to the load



line and hauled to the disposal site. The
volume of dredged material is approximated
based on the displaced. volume of the scow
and the estimated specific weight
and water content of the material. The
estimated. volume is typically factored to
account fur the increase in volume of the
dredged material as compared to the in-situ
volume.

The volume of each scow is documented and
a cumulative estimated total of dredged
volume is maintained by the Project
Engineer. PeriOdic hydrographic surveys of
the project site are typically performed to
determine more precisely the quantities of
material dredged from the project site. These
surveys are performed in accordance with the
standards establ~ed by the US Army Corps
of Engineers, Engineering Manual No. 1110
2-1003, 28 February 1991. Specific
procedures and acceptable quality control
standards for surveys performed for
construction administration, payment, and
project acceptance are defined in this
universally accepted manual. Volumes will
be determined by a comparison of the pre
dredge hydrographic survey with the post
dredge survey. In-place volumetric
differences within the payment prism will be
computed as the difference between those
surveys.

Positioning of the dredge during dredging
operations and maintenance of horizontal and
vertical control during hydrographic surveys
are related critical issues. The US Army
Corps ofEngineers, New England Division,
maintains a series of benchmarks throughout
Boston Harbor which provide accurate
references for elevation and position. These
benchmarks, complemented by temporary
control points which reference these
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benchmarks, will be used for all survey
measurements. All horizontal positioning will
be referenced to the State Plane Coordinate
System and will be accurate to within 3.0
meters. Depth measurements shall be
referenced to the National Geodetic Vertical
Datum of 1929 (NGVD) and shall show the
local Mean Low Water Datum (MLWD) as
referenced. to NGVD. All vertical depth
measurements shall be limited to a standard
error not to exCeed. 0.5-ft. These
requirements meet the standards for Class 1
surveys.

Disposal activities, such as the positioning of
a scow during dumping operations, will not
ordinarily require the accuracy of a Class 1
survey. Positioning of those scows to within
approximately 5.0 meters will be sufficient.
Monitoring of potential movement of the
dredged materials placed. at the disposal sites
will be performed to the more demanding
accuracies required of a Class 1 survey, due
to the need to accurately determine the fate
of the placed. materials.

The daily operations of the dredge will
include repositIoning of the dredge a number
of times. In addition, the dredge bucket will
be lowered to the bottom and material will be
hauled from the bottom approximately once
per minute. Positioning can be verified by
several methods, all of which satisfy the
accuracy requirements of a Class 1 survey.
These methods include: positioning by pre
established and surveyed rangelines and
reaches; location by land-based survey
instruments to· establish the range and
azimuth of the dredge from a known
benchmark; and positioning by satellite using
a differential Global Positioning System
(GPS). The depth of excavation will be
continuously monitored by the dredge
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operator using a bucket mounted pressure
transducer compensated for transducer
position and bucket geometry. The operator
will also mark and calibrate the bucket
suspension and closing lines to provide a
visual check of digging depth. The dredge
operator will establish visual and electronic
tide gauges to continuously compensate the
digging depth for water surface elevation
variations.

5.6.2 Environmental Impacts

Potential impacts to water quality will occur
within a relatively constant distance from the
dredging operations. An estimate of plume
size based upon recent mq<iels (see Appendix
F) is approximately 5QO-ft from the dredge.

Mechanical dredging operations can be
eJcpected. to result in 3-5% of the total
dredging quantity being brought temporarily
into suspension. It is therefore possible that
contaminants will be released to the water
column as a result of this resusp~nsion. The
difficulty arises with variations across the
project areas in current, water depths, fresh
water input, CSO discharges, sediment
physical characteristics, and other pOint
sources which will all contribute to actual
turbidity levels around the dredge site. In
addition, dredging methodologies employed,
such as production rate, barge overflow, and
careful bucket operation, can have an even
greater impact upon turbidity levels at ~e
dredge site.

5.6.3 Accountability and Supervision

Contract documents will clearly define the
levels of responsibility and lines of authority
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forthe sponsor, Contracting Officer, and
Contractor. The Contracting Officer will be
designated by the US Army Corps of
Engineers and will be responsible only to the
project sponsor, Massport. The Contracting
Officer will not be responsible for berth

. dredging or utility relocations, removals or
production unless a special 'agreement is
executed between the Corps and Massport.
The Contracting Officer will be responsible
for implementing all terms of the contract
and for assuring that all conditions of the
project permits are satisfied. The Contracting
Officer will employ, at hislher discretion,
various experts to assist with contract
administration. For example, the Contracting
Officer may designate a firm. that specializes
in environmental data acquisition to monitor
water quality at the dredging and disposal
sites. Other specialists, retained to support
the Contracting Officer, could include
licensed surveyors and/or hydrographers to

monitor and verify all dredging depths,
volumes, and critical disposal information
and on-board inspectors to monitor dredge
production and to verify that proper
procedures are employed during disposal
operations.

It is likely that .other project experts will be
directly responsible to. the Contracting
Officer. Critical mitigation tasks such as
installation and operation of fish behavioral
devices and pneumatic blast wave attenuation
systems are not within the typical areas of
expertise provided by construction
contractors. Successful implementation of
these critical systems can be more reliably
assured if performed by specialized
professional firms directly responsible to the
Contracting Officer.



All of the project personnel, including the
dredging contractor, scientists performing
monitoring, mitigation specialists, and others,
will be responsible to the Contracting
Officer. The Contracting Officer will
maintain authority over work in the federal
channels. Massport and/or private berth
owners will be responsible for all work
outside of the channels.

5.7 LONG TERM MONITORING OF
DISPOSAL SITES

The long term monitoring program for the
selected aquatic dredged material disposal
will be based upon the tiered approach
presented in the Disposal Area Monitoring
System (DAMOS) protoco1.1 DAMOS
evaluates impacts to specific targeted
resources to establish a threshold of effects to
the general environment.

5.7.1 DAMOS Monitoring Program and
Parameters

The Disposal Area Monitoring System
.(DAMOS) is a program begun in 1977 by
Corps' New England Division (NED) to
manage New England's regional dredged
material disposal sites. The program's main

objectives are to minimize and manage the
potential impacts of dredged material disposal
on the marine environment. DAMOS is the
most extensive dredged material disposal site
monitoring program in the world and has
conducted numerous published investigations
of dredged material behavior and effects.

Monitoring priorities are determined based
on: 1) the nature and volume of sediments
disposed at the various disposal sites; 2)
relevant findings of prior monitoring; and 3)
discussions with State and Federal resource
agencies. Typically, the most heavily used
sites are monitored on an annual basis, while
the less heavily used sites may go several
years between monitoring surveys.

Monitoring of dredged material disposal sites
has four primary objectives: 1) assuring that
disposal operations are completed, and
comply with permitted performance
standards; 2) verifying that disposal materials
and the interaction of the benthic community
behave as predicted during project design
modeling; 3) providing information that will
also optimize utilization of the disposal sites;
and 4) assuring that disposal activities are in
compliance with enviromnental laws and
regulations.

To address these objectives, monitoring
parameters must respond to, at a minimum,
the following questions:

Gennano, J.D., and D.C.
Rhodes, and J.D. Lunz, 1994.
An inlegra1ed tiered approach to
monitoring and managemenz of
dredge material disposal siies in
lhe New England Region;
Contribution No. 87, Report No.
SAlC-90n575&2.34. SAlC,
Newport, R.I., pp.55 with
appendices.
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•

•

What physical and chemical
enviromnental effects are associated
with the proposed dredged material
disposal activities; and

What biological responses are
associated with those physical or
chemical effects?



5.7.2 Sampling Plan

Specific sampling plans must be designed
within this context, and, the pre-existing
environmental conditions of the disposal
site(s), and any sensitive receptors and/or
risk pathways associated with on-site
resources and the user populations.

Typical monitoring at disposal site(s) will
consist of a ~epth (bathymetric) and sediment
profile camera survey (e.g. REMOTS).
Monitoring of in-channel placement locations
will be conducted as part of the project
construction and will consist of depth surveys
to assure that minimum navigation depths are
not impacted. It is anticipated that the .
slllIVeys will be used to document the
placement of material at the site and to .
confirm the expected recovery of the benthic
organisms after disposal ceases. Similar
slllIVeys at MBDS, following the disposal of
material from the dredging for the Third
Harbor Tunnel, indicated the continued
development of a large disposal mound and
healthy benthic recolonization.2,

3

An early warning signal that
disposal impacts may affect
human health.

Life history impacts of
commercially important
demersal fishery species,
which is a surrogate measure
for;

The rate of benthic
secondary production of
prey species, which is a
surrogate measure for:

•

•

•

REMOTS scanning also provides an
opportunity to indirectly evaluate biological
resource conditions using trend or surrogate
means. This approach establishes a
hierarchy of trend or surrogate measures that
provides a foundation for resource
evaluation. As an example, the enumeration
of polycheate tubes at the sediment-water
interface, is a surrogate measure for:

• Densities of opportunistic
colonizing polycheate
species, which is a surrogate
measure for:

REMOTS scanning will proyide an
opportunity to evaluate the as-built conditions
of the· disposal cells or mounds. Conditions
such as visual grain size and/or re
colonization anomalies suggesting
unanticipated disposal materials response can
be easily determined. Based on visual
estimation of the photographic anomaly,
further action(s) may be determin:ed if
necessary (e.g. chemical or bioassay
analyses).
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SAlC, 1994a. Baseline Survey oj
the Massachusetts Bay Disposal
Site: Final Designation, 14
September 1993. Draft DAMOS
Report, Submitted to the U.S.
AImy Corps of Engineers, New
England Division, Waltham,
MA.

SAle, 1994b. Monitoring Cruise
at the Massachusetts Bay
Disposal Site, August 1994.
Draft DAMOS Report,
Submitted to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, New
England Division, Waltham,
MA.

2

:3



Benthic surveys conducted to evaluate the site
alterations show that conditions within the
Mystic River, Inner Confluence and the
Chelsea Creek are already of low benthic
resource value, and therefore both biological
and chemical monitoring is unwarranted. In
the short term, the project will improve
benthic conditions. However, should areal
conditions (e.g. CSO discharges and runoff)
remain unchanged, post-construction
sediments should return to pre-project
conditions. Because a granular cap is
replacing the existing surface silt layer, a
temporary shift in the benthic assemblage
from silt-loving to sand-loving organisms and
then back again when the silt returns should
be expected. Also, this pre-project sediment
condition is not isolated to the channel, rather
the channel is reflective of the greater
harbor.

5.7.3 Reporting Requirements

Results of the long term monitoring
investigations conducted under DAMaS will
be prepared in report form, reviewed, and
published as a DAMOS contribution. The
DAMaS contributions are distributed to
regional State and Federal resource and
permitting agencies for review and comment;
the interested public, and many regional
college and university libraries (such as
UMASS Boston, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute, etc.) as public information.

5.8 CONTINGENCY PLANS

A key element of the properly managed
dredging operation for the BHNIP will be the
identification and planning for anticipated
problems which may develop. The following
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sections describe environmentally related
contingencies, which could be implemented
when such problems are encountered. It
must be recognized that these identified
contingencies do not necessarily exhaust all
possible operating scenarios. It is anticipated
that the Contractor will be required to
develop a detailed Contingency Plan as part
of the contractually requited submittals.
These contingencjes would be identified in
the Accident Prevention and Site Emergency
Plan and the Environmental Protection and
Turbidity Control Plan.

5.8.1 Project Delays

Any long term marine construction project
may be subject to periodic delays resulting
from any number of causes. Reasonable
delays are typically factored into the overall
schedule for the. project. A detailed Project
Schedule will be developed at the start of the
project. The Corps, Massport berth owners
and contractor will participate in the
development, review. and approval of the
schedule. The progress of the BHNIP will be
continuously monitored by the Contracting
Officer. Any prolonged delays which could
impact critical milestones. such as meeting
specific environmental milestones or permit
conditions, will activate contingency plans.
The cause of the delays will be critically
reviewed and procedures will be
implemented to eliminate those delays.

To assure that 'Contractor delays will not be
extended and potentially threaten completion
of the project, the Contracting Officer will
have the authority to require the
mobilization of additional equipment and
personnel as may be required. The
Contractor will be obligated to provide the



proper equipment and labor, at his/her cost,
to perform the contracted services Within the
established time schedule. Delays caused by
conditions which are not within the control of
the Contractor, such as weather related
phenomena, water quality degradation due to
a Jrlon-project related occurrences, or other
uncontrollable conditions will be treated in a
similar manner. The Contractor will be
required to mobilize additional personnel and
equipment, as may be required, but will be
compensated for providing that contingency.

5.8.2 Operations Issues

There are many issues associated with the
effective and successful execution of the
dredging, blasting, disposal, and support
operations for the BHNIP that may trigger
contingency requirements. These are
described in the following paragraphs.

5.8.2.1 Operator Qualifications

It is essential that the most qualified and
experienced persons be employed in critical
roles for all aspects of this project. One of
the most crucial positions is that of the
dredge operator(s). Experience has shown
that the skills of the dredge operator will be
fully exploited to ensure that bucket dredging
is performed 'with minimal impact to water
quality. The operators must be keenly aware
that bucket impact on the channel bottom,
closing speed during excavation, haul speed
through the water column, surface breaching
techniques,. and scow loading op~rations are
all potential sources of turbidity. Turbidity
must be minimized during all project
operations, but especially during the dredging
of the silt layer.
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The Contracting Officer will contractually
reqUire the Contractor to employ dredge
operators with demonstrated exemplary
skills. The Contracting Officer will reserve
the right to require the Contractor to replace
any operator that does not meet minimum
skills or does not demonstrate an ability to
satisfy the performance parameters demanded
by this project.

5.8.2.2 Trash and Debris Management

It is recognized that the proposed activities
will likely encounter various types of trash
and debris on the channel bottom and in the
berth facilities. The dredge plant will be
capable of removing and managing most, if
not all, of these materials.

Several contingencies must be considered.
The Contractor will be required to contain
and collect all floating debris which result
from the dredging operation. Floating debris
and solid trash will be collected and placed
into containers which will be maintained on
the dredge or support barge. This debris will
be periodically offloaded and transported to
an appropriate landfill for proper disposal.
Dredging operations may periodically release
petroleum products which are entrapped in
the bottom sediments. During dredging these
oils may be released and consequently collect
on the water surface. The Contractor will be
required to maintain sorbent booms and
clean-up materials to immediately eliminate
any such surface impacts.

While it is unlikely that unforeseen containers
or drums containing unknown and possibly
hazardous materials will be encountered, it
will be prudent to include such occurrences
in a contingency plan. The Contractor will be



required to submit, as part of the Accident
Prevention and Site Emergency Plan, a
detailed procedure for handling and
managing unknown containers. At a
minimum, this contingency will include
required response notification protocol,
testing requirements, health and safety
procedures, drum handling procedures,
diving support as required, and disposal
requirements.

5.8.2.3 Disposal Operations

The critical elements of the disposal
operation include: construction of the in
channel disposal cells; placement of the
dredged silts into the disposal cells;
containment of turbidity which may result
from the disposal operations; and installation
of the cap system. Each of these tasks will be
planned and executed with some inherent
risk. 'The design process is specifically
required to minimize risks. Development of
contingency plans for those elements of risk
which are difficult or impossible to quantify
will further assure the successful completion
of the project. The following paragraphs
identify three disposal operation
contingencies.

Design of the in-channel disposal facilities is
constrained by the geotechnical properties of
the parent material, the approximated
stability of contiguous structures, and the
assumed bulking properties of the silt
materials. It has been estimated by the Corps
that 1.1 million in-situ cy of silt will bulk to
approximately 1.3 million cy requiring in
channel disposal. The available capacity of
the in-channel facilities has been estimated by
the Corps to be only slightly more than 1.3
million cy. It is clear that a modest variation
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in any of the factors affecting the disposal
volume approximations could require
alternative disposal plans. Because of the
expected small quantity, upland disposal of
these materials or use in an ecological
improvement project in the Little Mystic
River could accommodate those silts which
might not fit into the available in-ehannel
facilities. It should be clear, during the initial
'disposal phases of the project, if the volume
allowances and bulking assumptions were
adequate.

It may be effective to restrict scow dumping
procedures to times of slack tide. Maximum
tidal velocities through Boston Harbor occur
approximately 3.5 hours after low water and
about 4 hours after high water. Slack tide
occurs at the time of high or low water.
Migration of any turbidity plume, which may
result from the dumping operation, would be
minimized by avoiding times of peak tidal
velocities.

5.8.2.4 Penni! Conditions Exceeded

The BHNIP will be constructed under the
conditions of the environmental permits
dictated by the appropriate regulatory
agencies. Significant exceedance of the
allowable levels for mrbidity and other
possible monitoring parameters may require
a modification of the operation which causes
the exceedance. The first requirement of the
project monitoring staff will be to quantify
the exceedance and identify the specific
source of theexceedance. If the source is not
project related, dredging, disposal, and/or
rock removal operations would continue. If
the significant exceedance is clearly caused
by the BHNIP construction operations,
remedial action alternatives will be evaluated.



The Contracting Officer will identify the
appropriate contingency to mitigate the
exceedance. The Contractor will be required
to immediately implement the required
contingency.

lit the event that no appropriate contingency
plan is available, the Contracting Officer
shall develop a specific procedure. If
appropriate, that procedure will be reviewed
with appropriate regulatory agencies and
implemented with their approval. These
agencies must recognize that an immediate
response to such field modifications will be
essential. Each agency should identify a
responsible contact person, who will be
available at all hours with authority to
approve procedural changes.

5.8.2.5 Equipment Failure

Contractor equipment failure will not be
allowed to impact the project schedule or
affect the water quality conditions imposed as
a part of the project contract. The Contractor
will be required to immediately repair any
failed equipment or to replace critical
equipment to the satisfaction of the
Contracting Officer.

5.8.3 Environmental Conditions

Any marine related construction activity is
subject to the inclement weather. Responsible
Contractors are experienced in dealing with
weather related impacts. Project specific
concerns include the possible effects of
dredging related noise and odors on the areas
in the immediate vicinity.
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5.8.3.1 Weather Related Issues

Normal weather phenomenon do not
typically impact dredging operations. Blasting
activities may be sensitive to precipitation.
However, extreme weather can significantly
impact the proposed activities. The Boston
area is subject to periodic severe northeast
storms and to seasonal hurricanes. Extreme
water surface fluctuations, high winds, and
intense precipitation are characteristics of
such events. The duration of these events
rarely exceeds several days, with the most
intense activities lasting a matter of hours.
Modem forecasting techniques will typically
provide adequate time to secure the
construction equipment and to implement
procedures for the protection of life and
property. The approved Accideru Prevention

and Site Emergency Plan will identify
specific procedures for evacuating personnel
and for safely securing floating equipment in
the event of such severe weather.

Stability of the dredging, disposal, and
blasting work in-progress will be a great
concern during extreme weather events.
Blasting operations would be terminated as
far in advance of the predicted event as
possible. All explosive materials will be
removed from the site and stored at secure
upland facilities which are likely to be at
Massport owned waterfront industrial site
depending on the blasting location. As part of
the normal daily procedures, the disposal and
capping operations must be carefully
coordinated. Capping of the placed silts must
be done as soon after placement as possible.
Severe storm activity could potentially
generate waves which could resuspend
uncapped silts. Resuspended silts could
migrate to areas outside of the disposal cells.



Interim hydrographic surveys of the work
sites should be performed if possible. These
surveys would indicate the position of the
placed silts, capping material, and extent of
completed dredging before any storm effects.
Post-storm surveys would be performed in
the same areas to evaluate the effects on the
work sites. These surveys would provide
vital information to the Contracting Officer
and allow for the proper planning of repairs
to any damaged sections of the cap and
identify areas which might require re
dredging.

Precautions to prevent "short dumping" of
clean parent material prior to arrival at the
l'v.fBDS include: monitoring of weather and
sea conditions, prohibiting the scow from
leaving the harbor, establishing a point of no
return and employing dredge inspectors to
verify the disposal location.

5.8.3.2 Noise

The proposed areas to be dredged are all
located within the Designated Port Areas of
Boston Harbor. Periodic dredging is a
necessary and normal activity within these
areas. Noise associated with dredging is
characterized by sources common to Port
activities and is expected to be minimal.
Limited reaches of the proposed project are
situated in the vicinity of commercial and
residential structures. Typically, the dredge
will not operate in one position for any
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extended time. Dredging is a progressive
operation and will expose
any specific location to the associated noise
for only a matter of weeks. It is anticipated
that the dredge will operate continuously (24
hours/day 7 days/week).

5.8.3.3 Odor and Air Quality

Dredged materials will normally contain
traces of organic matter and can generate
distinct odors when removed from the
channel bottom and placed in scows. Such
odors are typically associated with the release
of hydrogen sulfide and methane. Dredging
of typical channel sediments will not
normally release these gases at concentrations
that could be hannful.

The odor associated with even low
concentration releases of hydrogen sulfide
and methane can be obnoxious. Scows will
typically have athin layer of water which
covers the majority of the load. This cover
will tend to minimize gas release. Released
gas will be readily dispersed in the
atmosphere. While odor can be of concern, it
is not typical for odor issues to persist at
projects, such as the BHNIP, where the .
material is being placed in submarine
facilities. Odor problems are most often
associated in the vicinity of permanent upland
storage facilities. This will not be typical of
the BHNIP operations. .
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Figure 5-2. PAH Concentrations 11 Years After Place,ment: Interface
at 80 to 100 Cm
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Figure 5-3
Boston Harbor Navigation Improvement Project
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Figure 5-3 (cant'd)
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Chapter Six: Summary of Project Impacts and
Mitigation Opportunities

This chapter of the FEIRIS summarizes the
primary, secondary and cumulative impacts
imposed by the Boston Harbor Navigation
Improvement Project (BHNIP) and
identifies potential mitigation opportunities
which would offset these impacts.

Primary impacts are those that include
physical disruption or displacement
(temporary or permanent) caused directly
by the proposed dredging or material
disposal activities. Primary impacts also
include such issues as turbidity/suspended
solids, sedimentation, dissolved oxygen
(DO) reduction, chemical release, noise
and odor.

Secondary impacts include indirect effects
such as land-based changes, increases in
truck traffic and changes in vessel traffic,
if any. Cumulative impacts include all long
term effects of the BHNIP, in association
with future maintenance dredging, and
reasonably foreseeable long-range material
disposal issues.

This chapter also identifies potential
mitigation opportunities for these impacts
within the framework of federal and state
regulations. Section 6.1 summarizes and
quantifies the primary, secondary and
cumulative impacts caused by the preferred
alternative identified in Section 4.0 of this
FEIRIS.
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6.1 PRIMARY IMPACTS OF
PREFERRED PROJECT .

6.1.1 Direct Impacts to Resource Areas

The primary impacts associated with
dredging include direct disturbance of
bottom sediments in the areas to be
dredged. The preferred project
alternative, termed the Full Project (see
Chapter Two), will remove contaminated
silt on 320 acres within the Boston Inner
Harbor representing approximately 21 % of
the Inner Harbor area. This acreage is
made up of the following individual areas:

Federal Project

• Reserved Channel: 44 ac.
• Main Ship Channel: 18 ac.
• Mystic ~iverlInner Confluence: 134 ac.
• Chelsea Creek: 68 ac.

Project Beneficiaries

• Prolerized/Distrigas Terminals: 6 ac.
• Moran Terminal: 1.5 ac.
• Eastern Minerals Terminal: 1 ac.
• Gulf Oil Terminal: 7 ac .
• Conley Terminal: 14 ac.



Non-Beneficiary Berths

• Revere Sugar Terminal: 1.5 ac.
• Mystic Piers Terminal: 3 ac.
• North Jetty Terminal: 3.5 ac.
• Army Base: 13 ac.
• Boston Edison Intake: 0.5 ac.
• Boston Edison Barge Berth: 0.5 ac.

Approximate total acreage of full
project: 315.5 acres, rounded to 320
acres in this report.

The Full Project will remove about 1.1
million cy of silt, 1.7 million cy of parent
material, and 88,000 cy of rock, all
measured in place. Due to expansion
during removal and handling, the
corresponding bulked volumes required for
disposal are approximately 1.4 million cy
of silt, 2 million cy of parent material, and
132,000 cy of rock.

Based on chemical analyses and results
presented in the DEISIR, the parent
material and rock is considered suitable for
a variety of unconfmed disposal options.
As described in Chapter Three, several
beneficial uses of this material are planned
or under consideration. These include:

Parent Material

Open Water Containment Cap
Nearshore Containment Cap
Subbtidaliintertidal Habitat

Creation
Landfill Liner/Cap Closure Material

Fish Habitat Enhancement
Shoreline Protection
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Containment Site Development
Upland Fill/Commercial Reuse
Armoring for Disposal Site

The disposal of the silt materials is a more
complex issue. Based on the sediment
analyses and results presented in the
DEIR/S, the 1.4 million cy of silt
generated by the Full Project is considered
unsuitable for unconfined ocean disposal
sites.

Chapter Four of the FEIRIS detailed the
selection process for the preferred material
disposal alternatives. In-channel disposal
has been determined to be the LEDPA,
and will handle the entire 1.4 million cy of
material removed from within the dredging
footprint based on design calculations
performed by the Corps. The in-channel
cells will occupy 116 acres.

While it is expected that in-channel
disposal would provide sufficient capacity
for all contaminated silts, excess capacity
for contingency planning purposes, has
been identified and evaluated as part of the
FEIR/S in response to agency comments.
As described in Chapter Four, Little
Mystic Channel (LMC) could provide an
additional 15 acres or 303,000 cy of
confined capacity within the Mystic River
Designated Port Area (DPA). This site
also ranked fairly low in terms of severity
of environmental impacts along with the
other shoreline sites (see Table 4-6). It
also rated, in general, moderately
practicable in the practicability screening
and was one of the least costly options (see
Table 4-7).

In summary, the primary impact of the full
project dredging and the in-channel



materials disposal would include the
temporary displacement of benthic
substrate over approximately 320 acres in
a DPA. Should the LMC be required as a
contingency site, it would impact an
additional 15 acres of benthic habitat in a
DPA.

As part of project planning, the proje~t

team conducted a functions and values
assessment. As presented in Appendix K,
this assessment has been presented as a
"Principal Valuable Function Evaluation"
(PVF). The purpose of the PVF is to
provide a process to compare real pre
project functional conditions against effects
caused by the BHNIP. Based on this
comparison, conceptual mitigation
considerations (if necessary) can be
developed to offset anticipated impacts.
The PVF describes significant resource
conditions during the pre-project phase and
the dredging and disposal phases. The
resulting substrates over the in-channel
disposal areas will consist of clean
granular material as opposed to the present
condition of contaminated silts. Given the
current trend of improvement in Boston
Harbor water quality, the disposal and
sequestering of contaminated silts should
help to provide cumulative benefits to the
BHNIP project area.

6.1.2 Dredging Impacts

6.1.2.1 Water Quality/Sediment Quality

A mechanical bucket dredge will be used
to excavate the substrate. Only a relatively
small percentage of the dredged material
becomes suspended in the water column
when the appropriate equipment (Le., an
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environmental bucket for the silts) is used.
More of the material would be released
during dredging operations if large debris
prevents the dredge bucket from closing.
To minimize this, the environmental
bucket will be fitted with a sensor to alert
the operator if the bucket fails to close.
Suspended material resulting from the
dredging project is principally restricted to
the silt or clay fraction (::;;;.06 mm) with
sand particles (> .06mm) settling out
immediately after suspension. Grain size
analyses of 18 stations in Channels identify
the substrate as 86.5% clays and silt,
11.2% as sand, and 2.3 % rock.

The organic material associated with the
silt and clay materials could depress
ambient oxygen concentrations. However,
the chemical oxygen demand for all 18
stations sampled averaged 80,509 ppm for
surficial samples, a moderate value. The
clean parent material (approximately 62%
of the material to be dredged) would not
exert an oxygen demand on the water
column because this material does not
contain substantial organic materials.
Increased turbidity would reduce light
penetration, lessening primary productivity
and possibly reducing oxygen release from
photosynthetic processes. Finally, upon
settling, the suspended sediment load, both
sand and silt/clay, could cover non-motile
organisms adjacent to the dredging areas.

All of these effects are expected to be
spatially and temporally limited to the
immediate area of the dredge and length of
the activity. The benthic community in the
Inner Harbor is dominated by
opportunistic/pioneer species indicative of
a disturbed environment. Shellfish species



known to exist in the tributaries are not
commercially harvested.

Monitoring results (EA, 1992) of dredging
activities for the Central ArterylThird
Harbor Tunnel Project (CArr) ~ndicated

that Boston Harbor main ship channel
dredge plume, generated during the tunnel
trenching, was diffused and dispersed
within 500 feet. Background (up-current)
total suspended solids ranged from 8-20
mgll and the plume (5oo-ft. down current)
ranged from 8-34 mgll. BHNIP would
expect similar results. Additional
modeling results are presented in Appendix
F (ASA 1995). These results estimate that
during dredging operations a small portion
(~2%) of the dredged material is released
into the water column (Tovalaro, 1984
cited in ENSR, 1991). This fraction
accounts for both material suspended by
the dredge (1.2%) and dredge scow
overflow (0.8%). It is assumed that
release from dredging operations will be
continuous.

All of the effects associated with increased
turbidity in Boston Harbor would occur in
the immediate area of the dredge, be
transported by currents, and settle rapidly.
After completion of the dredging activity,
these impacts will cease. The motile
organisms should generally escape this
downcu.rrent sedimentation by leaving or
avoiding the area of activity. Sessile
organisms will be impacted. However,
sessile organisms inhabiting Boston Harbor
are estuarine species that are tolerant of
recurring turbidity stresses.

One of the functional characteristics of an
estuarine system, such as Boston Harbor,
is to serve as a nutrient retention area,
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increasing the 'productivity of its
subcomponents. Nutrients are, effectively
"trapped" in the sediments where they are
stored. This trapping and storage function
also allows for the retention of pollutants
in the same substrates, especially in fine
grained sediment which have a larger
surface area for pollutant adsorption. The
physical removal of these sediments by
dredging operations has the potential to
release some of the sediment bound
pollutants.

A review of the levels of sediment
chemistry, the ambient water quality and
the use of an environmental bucket or
clamshell dredge, indicates that a low
potential exists for substantial degradation
of ambient water quality during dredging.
After project completion, the benthic
substrate of the Boston Harbor will be less
contaminated in the dredged areas due to
the removal of the surficial sediments
which contain a majority of the
contaminant load and placement of clean
cover material, thus providing a beneficial

effect.

6.1.2.2 Biological Resources

The primary impact of this project on
biological resources will be the removal of
benthic organisms inhabiting areas to be
dredged. ThIs impact could represent a
low (29 organisms/m2) to high (4,800
organisms/m~ loss of benthic organisms,
depending on the season and areas to be
dredged. As described in Section 4.0,
NAI conducted a fisheries, lobster and
benthic survey within areas of the Harbor
potentially affected by dredging and
disposal activities. REMOTS data for the



Mystic River: 0.2
Chelsea River: 0.2
Inner Confluence: 0.9

Representative BHNIP finfish data, based
on 20-minute trawls, in the same study
areas, is also calculated as CPUE as
follows:

Mystic River and Inner Confluence catch
data are dominated by sublegal sized (::;;
83mm) males, whereas Chelsea River data
is equally distributed by size
(legal/sublegal) and sex.

"Ar.f\
>...

Mortalities of fish and invertebrates are
most likely to occur during the explosive
fracturing and mechanical removal of
approximately 88,000 cubic yards of
bedrock. Fish kill zones depend on rock
density, anticipated explosive size during a
single blast, open water fish kilI research,
and physical characteristics of the Harbor.
BHNIP fish density data (two seasons of
fish trawls and gill net collections) indicate
the average density in Boston Harbor is

approximately 10 fish/m2
• If at any given

time the fish were present in the water
column directly over the blast and
orientated sideways to it, the maximum
moralities may range from 300 to 14,000

The Mystic River catch was dominated by
winter flounder, atlantic tomcod and scup.
The Ch~lsea River catch was also
dominated by wint~r flounder and atlantic
tomcod. At the Inner Confluence, the
dominant species was winter flounder.
These findings are comparable with
previous finfish surveys in the area (e.g.
Haedrich and Haedrich 1974).

Sediment suspension will also displace
motile species that will attempt to avoid.
gill abrasion, lower DO levels, and
reduced sensory opportunities for predation
(masked odors and low visibility) in the
dredging area. These would be all
temporary and the effects would not have

long term detrimental impacts.

Chemical signals essential for anadromous
fishery migrations could become masked
by the dredging operation's suspension of
sediments and associated chemicals.
Dredging will be scheduled to avoid
impacting critical spawning runs of those
species.
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21.8
25.0
13.59

Mystic River:
Chelsea River:
Inner Confluence:

in-channel Mystic and Chelsea River
resulted in an organism sediment index of
3.0, indicating moderate habitat value.
The dredging of the channel will cause a
short term loss of benthic productivity that
will be rapidly offset through faunal
recolonization. This recolonization
potential has been recently demonstrated
by MWRA studies of Harbor areas
disturbed by the 1992-93 winter storms.
These areas were extensively recolonized
by opportunistic species such as Ampelisca
sp. (1. Kelly, pers. comm. 1993).

Fishery resources associated with the
Mystic River, Chelsea Creek and Inner
Confluence should be considered
moderately significant. Representative
lobster catch data for the three reaches
within the dredging footprint is calculated

as Catch Per Unit Effort (CPUE) as
follows:



fish per blasting operation. High end
mortalities would be unusual. Monitoring
of blasting operations during the
navigational improvement project in
Portsmouth Harbor in New Hampshire did
not indicate fish kills close to these
maximum ranges. However, the
monitoring results recorded only the fish
seen floating at the surface. Even if the
number of fish killed per blast are high,
they are similar to the range of fish killed
in a commercial fish trawl.

Species of marine mammals which may
occur in tidal waters in the vicinity of the
project area, include harbor seals (phoca
vitulina), harbor porpoises (phocena
phocena), and grampuses (Grampus
griseus). However, their presence in the
Boston Harbor system is uncommon
(Cortell, 1990). Sinc~ most of the
dredging impacts will occur well within
the Inner Harbor where marine mammals
are uncommon, the project is not likely to
cause adverse ~pacts to these species.

6.1.2.3 Threatened and Endangered
Species

The intertidal and subtidal areas, including
and adjacent to the Federal channel, are
not known to provide habitat for any
Federal threatened and/or endangered
species, or State rare species.
Coordination with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, the National Marine
Fisheries Service and the State Natural
Heritage Program have confirmed the lack
of any threatened, endangered, or rare
species in the dredging area.
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6.1.2.4 Histodcal. and Archeological
Resources

Boston Harbor has been subject to
navigation improvement projects since the
mid-nineteenth century. The channels and
rivers in and around the Harbor have been
deepened, widened, and straightened. This
activity has severely limited the historic
and archeological potential of the Harbor.

The dredging portion of BHNIP will not
adversely affect sites of historic,
architectural or archeological significance,
as defined by the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966. The
Massachusetts Historical Commission
reviewed the deep-draft navigation
improvement project, including the
berthing areas, and determined that
dredging the previously maintained
channels and berthing areas will not have
an adverse impact on any historical or
archeological resources.

The Chelsea Street Bridge is considered to
be eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places, as it is the only Strauss
heel-trunnion bascule bridge known to
survive in the Commonwealth. Navigation
improvement dredging is not expected to
impact this bridge.

6.1.2.5 Noise and Odor

Dredging with a mechanical bucket will
produce noise from the engines lifting and
lowering the dredge bucket. The noise
produced will be similar to other diesel
engine equipment in the area. Many of the
receptors in the three tributaries are
businesses. Residential areas only exist



6.1.3.2 Biological Resources

6.1.3.3 Threatened and Endangered
Species

Most of the episodic effects on biological
resourc~s will be triggered by the dredging
itself. By locating the material disposal
locations within the footprint of dredging
limits the stresses associated with disposal.

12.4 ac.
30.0 ac.
14.7 ac.

There are no impacts anticipated, since the
Federal channel and berthing areas are not
known to provide habitat for any Federal
threatened and/or endangered species, or
any State rare species.

Mystic River:
Chelsea Creek:
Inner Confluence:

Downdrift harbor fauna should be tolerant
to stresses associated with fluctuating
turbidity levels and DO reduction. Given
Boston Harbor hydrography, the mixing
zone extends (based on TSS) over the
following areas for each of the in-channel
disposal sites:

released up to 6,000 cy/day. Instantaneous
releases did not indicate any exceedence of
chronic water quality criteria. It is
important to note that chronic water
quality criteria are the most stringent (very
low levels) measure and much more
stringent than the legally applicable state
water quality standards.
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near the mouth of Chelsea Creek and near
the Tobin Bridge. Noise may be greater
during the warmer time of year when
people are outside more frequently and
windows are open. Although the dredges
are expected to work 24 hours a day, the
noise level will be masked by background
noise from nearby transportation activity.
Noise generated by this project should not
be substantially different from other
Harbor baseline noise levels.

Water quality modeling results (Appendix
F) conclude that under continuous loading
for the in-channel disposal option no
constituents were found to exceed chronic
water quality criteria, if material were

6.1.3 Disposal Impacts

6.1.3.1 Water Quality/Sediment Quality

In addition to the noise produced during
the dredging operation, odor from dredged
material placed on barges may occur. The
odor impact, if any, would depend on the
time of year and the direction of the wind.
The number of barges that would be filled
range from two to four per day based on
the current dredging schedule (see Figure
5-3). Therefore the potential impact would
be continuous while dredging the silt.
Perception of odor would be minimal
during the cold months of the year. This
is due to the fact that more human activity
would occur indoors and cold temperatures
could keep the odor-causing bacteria count
low. Generally, the dredging activity will
be far enough away from population
concentrations that mixing with ambient air
is expected to be sufficient to dilute
increased odors.



6.1.3.4 Historical and Archeological
Resources

Historical and archeological resources are
not anticipated to be impacted based on
coordination with the Massachusetts
Historical Commission and the Board of
Underwater Archeology.

6.1.3.5 Noise and Odors

Impacts regarding noise and odors would
be similar to, and part of, the actUal
dredging operation. Therefore noise and
odors generated by the proposed material
disposal operations, should not be
perceivable beyond the actual dredging
operations or the ambient air conditions.
Noise and odor impacts may become more
of an issue if excess capacity is needed in
the LMC. Disposal and site grading at the
LMC would be near to a housing
development. Odors may be more
noticeable, not only because of the
proximity to sensitive receptors, but
because the site will be graded to intertidal
habitat, exposing the muds at low tide.

Odor controls, whether chemically applied
treatments or operational controls such as
observing wind direction in the disposal
area, would be employed should the LMC
site be needed. However, as stated earlier,
the in-channel option is expected to
provide sufficient capacity for the BHNIP

silts.

6.2 SECONDARY IMPACTS

Secondary impacts consist of those
affecting land-side issues, Harbor traffic
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and other socio-economic effects. The
following subsections consider the
identifiable secondary impacts of the
preferred alternative.

6.2.1. Vessel Traffic

The BHNIP wiIl not dramatically change
operations in the Port of Boston. Vessel
traffic is not expected to increase in
number significantly. The current mix of
vessel traffic wiIl continue to include large
container ships, barges and tankers. Some
commentors expressed concern that the
BHNIP will attract more ships thereby
creating secondary impacts to marine
mammals, ranging from disturbing normal
behavior patterns to mortality from ship
collisions. There are in place, Coast
Guard regulations that are designed to
deter interference with marine mammals in
U.S. waters. The BHNIP is not designed
to attract a vast array of new and larger
ships. The Port geometrics, and service
infrastructure, limit the eventual growth of
the Port. Therefore, vessel traffic
attributable to the BHNIP is not likely to
have secondary impacts on navigation
interests or marine mammals.

6.2.2 Terminal Improvements

The BHNIP wiIl not dramatically change
operations in the Port of Boston. Vessel
traffic will continue to include a mix of
large container ships, barges and tankers.
The volume of cargo will not change
noticeably as a result of dredging, since
cargo volume depends on more than
channel depth. Massport continues to
upgrade its container handling facilities to
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provide "state of the art" off-loading and
storage at Moran and Conley Terminals.
Therefore dredging need not trigger
additional landside improvements at these
terminals.

6.2.3 Roadway Improvements

][nJ.and transportation improvements to
serve the Port of Boston have long been
the subject of planning and investment.
The Seaport Access system, which is part
of the Central ArterylTunnel Project will
result in more direct and convenient
connections for trucks between port
terminals and the regional highway
network. At the same time, through State
and Massport effort, infrastructure changes
to accommodate double-stacked trains are
being promoted. This latter effort is
separate from the dredging project. The
lBHNIP will not alter these efforts in any
way.

6.2.4 Growth of Fort Devens

One of the comments on the DEIR
concerned impacts of the BHNIP on Fort
Devens and the surrounding area. The
concern related to environmental impacts
of increased activity at Fort Devens
because of additional cargo volumes being
handled at the "inland port". As stated
heretofore, the BHNIP, alone, will not
increase cargo volumes coming through
the Port of Boston. Further, Fort Devens
will not change significantly as an "inland
port" without major investment in the
railroad infrastructure serving the port.
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Any project to improve rail infrastructure
would be separate and distinct from the
BHNIP. In 1994, 3% of containers
handled in the Port of Boston were moved
by rail. Of those containers, less than one
third moved by rail between Moran
Terminal and Ayer (Fort Devens) or
beyond, with the rest going through the
"inland port" facility at Fort Devens
represented -only 1% of the total container
trade in the port- of Boston. It is unlikely
that this situation will change with the
BHNIP. The rail route via Ayer is
convenient for export cargo from New
England and Canada, which represents
only a small portion of the total cargo
handled by the Port.

The region's imports substantially exceed
the export cargo reflecting the nature of
industry in the area. The New England
textile and shoe industries, which
traditionally exported high volume cargo
through the Port, have given way to
industries producing low volume, high
value cargo which is generally shipped by
air. The current export/import balance is
expected to continue in the future
regardless of the impact of dredging.
Growth at Fort Devens will not be
materially affected by import cargoes being
carried by rail from Moran Terminal.

6.3 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Cumulative impacts include all long term
maintenance requirements of the BHNIP in
association with reasonably fore~eeable

long-ranged material disposal issues.
These impacts also consider other actions
in the Boston Harbor area that may have



an impact on, or be impacted by, the
project.

6.3.1 Maintenance Dredging

Currently, estimates indicate that BHNIP
will need to dredge and dispose of 4.4
million cy of material in the 50-year
project life scenario to maintain the ship
channel.

The selection of the disposal site for future
maintenance dredging must reexamine the
environmental and practicability criteria
discussed in Chapter Four. Factors such
as sediment characteristics and volume of
the dredging project will be critical in
determining the suitability of the disposal
sites. Sites that were identified in this
review as having lengthy permitting needs,
but were otherwise reasonable, would also
be reviewed carefully. The disposal site
for future maintenance will be determined
based on the appropriate environmental
regulations and technical evaluations at that
time. The New England Division Corps
recommends, and will participate with the
Commonwealth, in conducting an overall
regional dredged material management
plan for future maintenance of all
Massachusetts Bay's harbors.

6.3.2 Relationship to Other Projects

During construction of this project,
additional barge traffic will occur in the
shipping channels and at the open water
disposal sites. Barge traffic from the
BHNIP is not anticipated to interfere with
barge traffic from the Central ArterylThird
Harbor Tunnel (CAIT) project. Barge
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traffic to Spectacle Island is anticipated to
be complete by the end of 1998. Barge
traffic for the CAIT project will leave
from Subaru Pier, north of Reserved
Channel, during the summertime, May
thru September. Additional small barge
traffic will begin next summer in 1996 to
transport material from the Fort Point
crossing area. BHNIP activities will not
be coincident with this work.

The MBDS is not receiving any more
material from the CAIT project.
Approximately 470,000 cubic yards of
material from the CAIT project was
disposed at the MBDS. No material was
disposed at this disposal site from the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
(MWRA) project in Boston Harbor (the
other large project in Boston Harbor).
Other small dredging projects in the
Massachusetts Bay area may dispose of
materials at the MBDS. The draft and
final EISs for the MBDS site designation
discuss the cumulative impacts from
disposal at the MBDS. However, because
of the current designation restrictions to
the MBDS, the likelihood of many projects
being accepted for disposal there is slight.

Disposal of clean parent material at the
MBDS is not expected to interfere with the
monitoring efforts of the outfall pipe for
the MWRA project. About 95 to 97% of
the parent material will be deposited within
the MBDS. Any suspended material that
may leave the disposal site will be mixed
and diluted with other suspended solids in
Massachusetts Bay.

Beneficial cumulative impacts are expected
with the dredging of silt material from the
navigation improvement project. Silt



material will be removed from the
navigation channel and disposed in-channel
and capped with coarse grained material
which will sequester the contaminants.
This will isolate the silt material, leave
clean material in place, and will
substantially increase the volume of clean
substrate in the Inner Harbor. At the same
time, the MWRA is controlling sludge and
CSO's disposal into the harbor, and will
have a new sewage treatment plant in
operation. This will reduce the amount of
contaminants released to the Harbor. The
clean substrate in the Inner-Harbor and the
reduced level of contaminants entering
Boston Harbor will have an overall
cumulative benefit.

6.3.3 Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

Construction of this project will result in
the use of diesel engines on dredges used
to remove material from the navigation
channels and berthing areas, and to dispose
of the material. Diesel fuel, which is an
irreversible and irretrievable resource, will
be used to operate this equipment. A
minor temporary increase'in air pollutants
will occur as a result of this action.

In-ehannel disposal of silt material will
eliminate the use of this area for future
disposal of maintenance material. The
contractor will be directed to dig as deeply
as possible in the navigation channel to
increase storage capacity. This will
maximize the use of in-channel disposal
and the use of parent material for
beneficial use.
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Disposal of clean parent material will
reduce the capacity of MBDS by an
incremental amount. The capacity of
MBDS will be reduced by approximately
two million cy (or less, if used
beneficially). Although this is a large
amount of dredged material, the MBDS
will still have many more years of useful
capacity.

6.4 MITIGATION FOR DREDGING
AND DISPOSAL IMPACTS

Based on, the preceding summary, several
options for mitigating unavoidable impacts
are described in this section. Critical to
the understanding of mitigation planning is
the regulatory framework that provides the
underpinning for developing mitigation
plans that not only address a specific
impact but create long-term value to the
impacted areas. This regulatory
framework consists of local, state and
federal interests.

An overriding principle is establishing
mitigation concepts is the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) protocol for
establishing and prioritizing mitigation
measures incorporated into the Clean
Water Act, Section 404 (b)(l) Guidelines,
and the EPA/Corps Memorandum of
Agreement on their implementation. The
overall principals are:

• The avoiding of an impact altogether by
not taking a certain action or part of an
action;

• The minimizing of impacts by limiting
the degree or magnitude of the action
and its implementation;



• The rectifying of the impact by
repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring
the affected environment;

• The reducing or eliminating of the
impact over time by preservation and
maintenance operations during the life

of the action; and

• The compensating for the impact by
replacing or providing substitute
resources or environments.

The following sections describe how the
BHNIP complies with this hierarchy from
project design through post-construction
monitoring.

In addition to complying with specific
conditions or policies as required by
r~ou1atory agencies, the BHNIP has
incorporated design and oper~tional

mitigation actions to offset any adverse
effects generated by the project. These
include:

1. Capping with sand, with rock armoring
in high-scour areas

2. Scheduling of dredging and disposal to
fit environmental windows and to meet
water criteria

3. Coordination with the U.S. Coast
Guard to avoid interference between
BHNlP activities and commercial traffic

4. Scheduling to avoid peak recreational
Harbor usage (4th of July, other holidays)

S. Identification of significant structural
features (bridge abutments, utility lines,
bulkheads, moorings, buoys, etc.)
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6. Dredging performance standards to
meet environmental and permitting
conditions as well as design controls

7. Use of environmental bucket to trap
contaminated sediments during dredging
and outfitting it with "a sensor to detect
closure problems due to debris

I
8. Use of silt curtains during disposal

9. Employment of fish deterrence systems
during blasting

10. Requirement for contractor to provide
an incident response plan to cover spills of
dredged material, fuel, and machinery oil

11. Trash and debris management on
separate scows with agreements to dispose
of material in landfills

12. Contingency plans for reasonably
foreseeable equipment failures, weather
conditions, encounters with buried
structures, and permit limit exceedences

The following paragraphs focus on
resource mitigation requirements in terms
of the CEQ mitigation protocol.

6.4.1 Avoidance

As described in Chapter Two, the Full
Project alternative is the preferred project
alternative to be implemented. The
dredging footprint is unavoidable, but as
described earlier, any disruption or
displacement of benthic organisms is
temporary.



As described in Chapter Four, the BHNIP
proposes to dispose of the bulked volume
of 1.4 million cy of contaminated silt using
two LEDPA strategies. The first will
dispose and sequester the silts in place by
overdredging 54 cells into the underlying
clean parent material. These cells will be
located within the existing dredge
footprint, avoiding additional spatial
requirements.

Second, the clean parent material (clay)
and rock, not expended in beneficial uses
(e.g. landfill liner or capping material),
will be disposed at a previously approved
and permitted disposal area (MBDS). No
BHNIP silt or parent material disposal will
b~ conducted in significant offshore marine
fisheries resources such as the Meisburger
sites.

6.4.2 Minimization

When avoidance is not feasible, the
BHNIP will be designed to minimize
adverse effects to sensitive resources and
interests. Minimization includes limiting
the spatial extent of the proposed dredging
footprint to meet the size and draft of the
largest vessels transiting the proposed
channel, thereby minimizing the volume of
the dredge material required for disposal.
Limiting project activities to areas within
DPA's, minimizes impacts to areas
designated to support water d~endent
industrial and maritime uses. Other
elements minimizing impacts include the
design and operational measures
summarized above under Section 6.4.
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6.4.3 Rectification

The BHNIP will be prepared to rectify any
unexpected impacts, or impacts caused by
temporary project elements (e.g. staging
areas, piers, piles, etc.) after they have
been used and removed from service.
These activities are more fully described in
the mobilization and demobilization.
sections of Chapter Five.

6.4.4 Reduction or Elimination

The use of in-channel cells to dispose and
sequester contaminated materials reduces
or eliminates future adverse effects of this
material's continued exposure to aquatic
resources and keeps the material close to
its source and therefore does not "export"
contamination to more pristine areas. This
is also the case should use of LMC be
required for contingency capacity.
However, this contingency option would
require compensation for lost benthic
habitat.

6.4.5 Compensation

The mitigation protocol hierarchy places
compensation for resource impacts as the
lowest prioritized option. This means that
avoidance, minimization, rectification or
reduction of impacts should be exhausted
first.

To establish compensation as a permittable
mitigation option, the BHNIP must prove
that the preceding mitigation alternatives
(avoidance, minimization, rectification and
reduction/elimination) are not completely
practical or feasible to address all project



impacts. Once established as a suitable
mitigation option. compensation must be
based on offsetting any adverse effects to
protectable resources.

In an attempt to define the requirements
for resource mitigation, the project team
conducted a preliminary identification of
potential sites and projects for mitigation
consideration. Based on the PVF
(Appendix K). the BHNIP should not be
required to provide compensatory
mitigation. These findings are summarized
below:

6.4.5.1 Summary ofPVF Conditions at
the In-Oumnel Sites

Benthic Habitat: Pre-project conditions
include an opportunistic and pioneer
community of low abundance. over the
entire 116 acres that will contain the 54
disposal cells. The disposal footprint is
less than the 320 acres of dredging impact
primarily since the Reserved Channel and
its entrance from the Main Ship Channel,
would not contain disposal cells. The
project will establish 152± acres of clean
granular material substrate and 50± acres
of clean hard rock substrate. These
project conditions will provide a more
varied habitat (soft and hard substrates),
and should support a more abundant and
varied community (burrowing and
epibenthic).

ShellfishlLobster Habitat: Pre-project
conditions include the area being mapped
by EOEA (1978) as shellfish habitat, and
yielded moderate CPUE catch data for
lobster at 1.4 per trap day. The project
will establish 152± acres of clean granular
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material substrate and 50± acres of clean
hard rock substrate. Project effects should
not alter EOEA's mapping of the shellfish
resource. These conditions should enhance
existing shellfish habitat. and attract hard
substrate species (e.g. blue mussels); and
improve existing feeding. resting, refuge
and breeding habitat for lobster.

Finfish Habitat: Pre-project conditions
indicate a low abundance of demersal and
pelagic species typically found in the
Boston Harbor area. An anadromous fish
run exists through the Inner Confluence
and Lower Mystic River portion of the in
channel area. Project activities may pose
short-termed diSruptions to existing finfish
activities. but these should be limited in
terms of time and location of activity and
can be avoided by observing the
environmental "window". The clean
granular substrates should enhance finfish
habitat following completion of the project.

Production Export: Production export
does not exist in either the Pre-project
evaluation scenarios. Parts of the 50±
acres of rock cap may provide attachment
for species, and any attached aquatic
vegetation should provide some additional.
but limited production export function. in
the post project condition.

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization:
Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization occurs.
and will continue to occur, in each of the
evaluation scenarios. Areal bulkheads and

I

wharves will not be adversely impacted by
the project. Removal of contaminated silt
and replacing the surficial layer with clean
sand will also, enhance this function.



Wildlife Habitat: Currently feeding
habitat for waterfowl, dabbling and diving
birds, and some roosting sites exist.
Project activities may pose short-termed
disruptions to existing wildlife activities,
but these should be limited in terms of
time and location. No enhancement of
habitat conditions is anticipated.

6.4.5.2 Summary ofPVF Conditions at
[Me

As stated earlier, the project team has
evaluated other disposal alternatives for
capacity contingency purposes. The
environmental and practicability screening
described in Chapter Four indicates that
Little Mystic Channel is the LEDPA for a
contingency site. The following is a PVF
evaluation for the LMC that is designed to
help identify required mitigation actions
should this site be required for excess
capacity.

Benthic Habitat: Pre-project conditions
include an opportunistic and pioneer
subtidal community of low abundance,
over the entire 15 acres. The project will
change the entire site from contaminated
subtidal substrate to clean intertidal
substrate, and therefore should provide an
opportunity for a more diverse and
abundant benthic community structure.

SheIIfishlLobster Habitat: Pre-project
conditions include the area being mapped
by EOEA (1978) as shellfish habitat, and
yielded moderate CPUE catch data for
lobster at 1.1 per trap day. The project
will establish up to 15 acres of clean soft
granular material intertidal substrate.
These conditions should enhance existing
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shellfish habitat for soft-shell clams and
. ribbed mussels, but will eliminate transient
lobster habitat.

Finfish Habitat: Pre-project conditions
indicate a low abundance of demersal and
pelagic species typically found in the
Boston Harbor area. The site is also
adjacent to an anadromous fish run in the
Lower Mystic River. Project activities
convert the site from transient demersal
and pelagic habitat to an intertidal fish
habitat.

Production Export: The establishment of
clean intertidal substrate should attract both
rooted and attached aquatic vegetation, and
should provide some additional, but
limited, production export function.

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization: The
proposed intertidal conditions will continue
to function as buffeting from wave and
current energy.

Wildlife Habitat: Currently, feeding
habitat for waterfowl, dabbling and diving
birds, and sonie roosting sites, ·exist.
Project activities may pose short-termed
disruptions to- existing wildlife activities,
but these should be limited in terms of
time and location. Proposed intertidal
conditions should provide additional
feeding habitat for wading and shorebirds.
However, wildlife usage is highly
dependent on areal land uses, and in this
case, urban and maritime, may limit the
amount of achievable enhancement.



Endangered Species Habitat: Endangered
species habitat does not occur at this site.

6.4.6 Resource Enhancement Concepts

Given the findings provided in the PVF,
the BHNIP should pose only limited
negative temporary effects to either the in
channel or Little Mystic Channel PVF's.
In fact, the project as designed appears to
provide significant on-site enhancement of
project specific PVF's primarily through
the sequestering of contaminated sediments
and placement of clean substrate. Given
these findings, no compensatory resource
mitigation should be required under either
federal or state wetland regulations for the
in-ehannel option. Resource compensation
may be required at the LMC for
converting subtidal to intertidal habitat.
Should this contingency site be required,
consultation with the appropriate resource
agencies will identify compensatory
mitigation options. However, for the
preferred alternative, no compensatory
mitigation is required.

As local sponsor, Massport is willing to
work with state resource agencies to
identify resource enhancement
opportunities in the Harbor Area. As
examples, these can. include supporting the
development of an "urban fishing park"
through rehabilitation of water access
structures to enhance public use aI!d access
to functional, recreational fishing areas. In
addition, Massport is willing to work with
appropriate agencies to increase the
number of vessel sewage pump-out
facilities in the Harbor Area.

I

6.4.7 Summary

Massport will continue to explore resource
enhancement options, if required, during
the permitting of the project. The project
as designed contains numerous operational
mitigative measures. The preferred
disposal alternatives meets the CEQ
protocol for establishing and prioritizing
mitigation measures, and is the least
environmentally .damaging alternative.
The Draft Section 61 finding included as
Chapter Eight, summarizes the mitigation
actions proposed for the project and for
meeting permit requi~ements identified in
the next Chapter.
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Chapter Seven: BHNIP Regulatory Status

The purpose of this section is to clearly
outline a non-exhaustive list of anticipated
permitting issues relative to mitigation,
which will require project compliance; and
the means by which the BHNIP currently
complies, or how the BHNIP proposes to
comply with all relevant jurisdictional
requirements.

7.1 LOCAL JURISDICTION

Dredging and dredge material disposal
activities will occur in three separate
municipalities, which include the Cities of
Boston, Everett and Chelsea. In telephone
conversations with each city's conservation
commission (ConCorns), on January 23
and 31, 1995, it was reported that none of
these cities have local wetland protection
bylaws. Therefore they have no apparent
mitigation jurisdiction beyond that which is
designated to them through state law and
regulation.

7.2 STATE JURISDICTION

The proposed dredging and disposal plan
occur within Designated Port Areas
(DPA's). This is significant to the
application of the Chapter 91, and coastal
zone management and state wetland
programs having jurisdiction over this
project. The DPA's are illustrated on
Figure 7-1 and 7-2.

7-1

7.2.1 Massachusetts Waterways Licensing
Program (MGL c.91 and 310 CMR 9.00)

The Massachusetts Waterways Licensing
Program, dated October 4, 1990
(c. 91) defines DPA's as follows:

"Those areas designated in 310
CMR 9.24 (2) and (3) of the
Waterways Regulations
promulgated in 1978 (MGL c. 91
and 310 CMR 9.00); and are
almost completely developed areas
where few or no natural land
forms or vegetation remain. They
tend to be paved, bulkheaded, and
used for heavy industry so that
they have virtually no significance
to the interests of the Act, except
for land under the ocean." <A
Guide to the Coastal Wetlands
Regulations of the Massachusetts
Protection Act G.L. 131. s.40,
Cooperative Extension Service,
UMASS, Amherst, 1978, pg. 13)

As currently set forth in 310 CMR 9.04,
the following geographic areas are subject
to jurisdiction, relative to the BHNIP:

• all waterways, including flowed
tidelands; and

• all filled tidelands, except for
landlocked tidelands.

C. 91 also allows that the Massachusetts
Port Authority (Massport) "in accordance
with its Enabling Act, St. 1956 c. 465,



While Massport may be exempt from a .
requirement for written authorization, any
project that includes dredging or dredged
material disposal must comply with the
following requirements relative to DPA's
(310 CMR 9.40):

may undertake certain activities within
eenain geographic areas without written
authorization (emphasis added) in the form
of a license or permit from the
Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection (MADEP) 310
CMR 9.03 (3). Except as provided in 310
CMR 9.03 (3)(b), Massport shall obtain a
license or permit pursuant to c. 91 for any
project consisting entirely of (emphasis
added) uses other than water-dependent
industrial uses. n Privately owned berths to
be dredged in the BHNIP may require
individual compliance.

Additional requirements for all dredging
and dredge material disposal projects (310
CMR 9.36 (3-5» include requirements for
operations issues associated with dredging
and disposal. These are considered in the
Dredge Management Plan.

Land under the ocean in DPA's plays a
role in flood control, storm damage
prevention, and the protection of marine
fisheries. The additional functions in
DPA's include support for coastal
engineering structures, such as bulkheads,
seawalls, revetments, and solid fill piers.
This support contributes to its value for
flood control and storm damage
prevention.

with the MADFM regarding the
assessment of such impacts.

7.2.2 Massachusetts Wetland Protection
Act (MGL c. 131. § 40 and 310 CMR
10.00)

The Massachusetts Wetlands Protection
Act and its implementing regulations
describe the performance standards within
DPA's.

Finally, all projects under c. 91
jurisdiction must conform with all relevant
federal, state and local environmental
protection standards; municipal zoning and
harbor plans; and must meet all standards
to preserve water related public rights (310
CMR 9.33 through 9.35 et seq).
Massport, and the Corps are not subject to
zoning requirements. Individual, private
berth owners, however, must comply.
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The design and timing of dredging
and dredged material disposal
activity shall be such as to
minimize adverse impacts on
shellfish beds, fishery resource
areas, and submerged aquatic
vegetation. MADEP will consult

The design and timing of dredged
material disposal activity shall be
such as to avoid interference with
anadromous/catadromous fish runs.
At a minimum, no such activity
shall occur in such areas between
March 15th and June 15th of any
year, except upon a determination
by the Division of Marine
Fisheries (MADMF) that such an
activity will not obstruct or hinder
the passage of fish.

1)

2)



Since land under the ocean is considered
the only resource impacted by the BI-lNIP,
this limits protectable interests to storm
damage prevention and flood control, and
protection of marine fisheries. Activities
which could affect these interests include:

• Dredging;
• Construction of Seawalls;
• Dredge Material Disposal;
• Bulkheads and Revetments; and
• Point Discharges;
• Piers, Docks, Wharves, Floats,
• Fill; Piles and Dolphins.

These activities are typically acceptable in
DPA's. Table 7-1lists those conditions
which must be met, in order to obtain an
Order of Conditions for these activities in
DPA's.

Revisions to dredge material disposal
compliance requirements are currently
proposed by the MADEP, Division of
Water Pollution Control (DWPC) in water
quality certification regulations (314 CMR
9.07) effective March 1, 1995. Table 7-2
is a reproduction of Table ill from 314
CMR 9.07. These revised regulations
more clearly outline specific disposal
opportunities for the dredge material.

The in-ehannel disposal option, with clean
granular capping, is most closely
represented by confined (bulk-headed) in
Harbor disposal and therefore may comply
with these requirements. As stated earlier
in this FEIR, portion of the BHNIP dredge
material disposal program would be to
d.ispose of up to 303,000 cy of silt material
at LMC, as a contingency should the
projected volume capacity of the in
channel cells be inadequate to handle the
entire volume. This disposal alternative
will displace up to 15 acres of subtidal
estuarine resource. Chapter Four of the
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FEIRIS describes the biological/ecological
resource quality as being degraded.
Should the use of this site be required to
provide additional disposal area for the
silts, these materials will be completely
sequestered from the remaining aquatic
environment. As shown in Table 7-2, this
activity may also be approvable with
effluent control.

7.2.3 MCZM Jurisdictional Review and
Policies Relative to DPA's (MGL c. 6a. §

2-7 and 301 CMR 20.00)

301 CMR 20.05 sets forth the regulatory
and non regulatory policies adopted for the
MCZM project review program. Of
special significance to the BHNIP are
regulatory policies 1,4, 5 and 7 and non
regulatory policy 7.

Regulatory policy 1 is concerned with
protecting It. • • ecologically signifiqmt
resource areas (salt marshes, shellfish
beds, dunes, barrier beaches and salt
ponds) for their contribution to maritime
productivity and value as natural habitats
and storm buffers. It

Regulatory policy 4 conditions construction
in water bodies"... to minimize
interference with water circulation and
sediment transport and to preserve water
quality and marine productivity . . . If

Regulatory policy 5 extends this concern to
ensure that "... dredging and disposal of
dredged" material minimizes adverse effects
on water quality, physical processes,
marine productivity and public health. "

Regulatory policy 7 encourages It. • • the
location of maritime commerce and
development in segments of urban
waterfronts designated as port areas.



Within these areas, prevent the exclusion
of maritime dependent industrial uses that
require the use of lands subject to tidelands
licenses. "

Non-Regulatory policy 7 encourages It. •

expansion of water-dependent uses in
DPA's and developed harbors,
redevelopment of urban waterfronts and
expansion of visual access. It

The intent of these policies is to ensure
that special physical and operational
requirements of uses dependent on access
to navigable channels are recognized while
not compromising environmental
resources. In addition, assigning priority
to the use of DPA's for maritime
dependent industrial development
encourages such uses to locate there.
These policies, therefore, minimize the
need for dredging new deepwater channels
elsewhere and maximize the use of prior
public investments made in existing port
facilities.

According to MCZM policy statement and
guidance (310 CMR 20.99) all proposals
for maritime-dependent industrial
developments in DPA'S will be
encouraged by MCZM and will be
facilitated as much as possible by the
EOEA agencies, unless the proposed use
will seriously conflict with, or preempt
other existing maritime-dependent
industrial uses in that port, or other ports.

The BHNIP dredging and disposal plans
appear consistent with their CZM policies.

7.2.4 Massachusetts Division of Water
Pollution Control. Clean Water Act 401
Certification (314 CMR 9.00)

Under Section 401 of the federal Clean

Water Act, an applicant proposing any
activity requiring a federal permit that will
result in a discharge to waters or wetlands
subject to federal jurisdiction is required to
obtain a state certification that the project
will comply with state water quality
standards. For purposes of Section 401,
Itdischarges" include the filling of "waters
of the United States" requiring a Section
404 permit under the Clean Water Act and
discharges associates with dredging and
dredged material disposal under Sections 9
and 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act.

A 401 Water Quality Certification issued
by th~ Department of Environmental
Protection is a determination that the
proposed activity.will not violate the
Massachusetts Surface Water Quality
Standards, as implemented by 314 CMR
9.00. The Department may, during the
course of its review of any project, attach
conditions to ensure that water quality is
protected, environmental damage is
minimized, and all other applicable state
requirements are satisfied. This
certification is necessary for the federal
permit to be valid, and any certification
conditions become conditions of the federal
permit.

The regulations also contain criteria for
dredging and dredged material disposal.
In addition to Section 404 permits for the
discharge of dredged and fill material in
wetlands, the Department must also certify
permits issued by the Corps of Engineers
to implement Sections 9 and 10 of the
Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 for
structures or work in or affecting the
course, location, condition or capacity of
navigable waters of the United States.
Under Section 103 of the Marine
Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act
of 1972, the Corps of Engineers regulates
the transportation of dredged material by
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vessel or other vehicle for the purpose of
dumping it in ocean waters at designated
dumping sites. These activities also may
require a Section 401 Water Quality
Certification from the Department.
Section 307(c) of the Coastal Zone
Management Act of 1972 r~quires

applicants to obtain a certification or
waiver that the activity complies with the
state's coastal zone management program
for activities affecting a state's coastal
zone.

The water quality certification application
must demonstrate that the proposed action
is the preferred, practicable alternative.
Chapter Four provides a step-wise
screening approach to determine that the
in-channel option is the least
environmentally damaging alternative.
The application must also demonstrate that
all practicable steps have been taken which
will minimize potential adverse impacts.

Chapter Six presents a summary of design,
operational, and resource enhancement
options that are made part of the BHNIP to
address these concerns. In addition a fate
and transport model of all aquatic
alternatives was prepared (see Appendix F)
to compare impacts of dredging and
disposal to stringent chronic water quality
criteria. The model indicates that, with
appropriate operational scheduling, the in
channel alternatives meets the most
stringent chronic water quality criteria.

Based on the technical information
presented in the Draft and Final EIR/S, the
BHNIP preferred alternative will comply
with the requirements for a water quality
certification.
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7.3 FEDERAL JURISDICTION

Permits will be required for various
Massport activities and structures within
Corps jurisdiction, including dredging of
berth areas. The Corps administers
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and
Section 10 of the River and Harbors Act of
1899 which regulates structures and work
in navigable waters.

All permit applications will be evaluated
by the Corps based on a public interest
review of the probable impacts of the
proposed activity and its use. 404(b)(1)
Guidelines compliance must be
demonstrated through "factual
determination" before permit issuance.
These Guidelines prohibit discharges into
aquatic areas where less environmentally
damaging practicable alternatives exist.
Table 7-3 contains the factual
determinations for all short-listed sites.
These factual determinations are based on
the findings of the current BHNIP
environmental database and the PVF
described in Chapter Six.

Once compliance is clearly demonstrated
by the applicant, the Corps can proceed
with an evaluation of pUblic interest. The
Corps considers the following criteria,
among others in evaluating an application:
the need for the project; practicability of
reasonable alternatives and the beneficial
and or detrimental effects.

The Federal portion of the project also
requires compliance with the 404(b)(1)
guidelines. This FEIRIS is intended to
serve both the Massport berth dredging
project and the Federal portion of the
BHNIP.
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TABLE 7-1: ACCEPTABILITY CONDITIONS FOR ACTIVITIES WITHIN DPA'S

Activity Interest to be Protected Adverse Effects to Interest Conditions Required to Meet
Performance Standards

Dredging Protection of marine fisheries • Dredging may adversely affect water • Dredge channel and port area so that
circulation by creating areas of all portions of them will be adequately
stagnation flushed by the tides.

• Dredging may adversely affect water • Complete the dredging operation as
quality by changing dissolved oxygen, quickly as possible by using the most
temperature, turbidity, or by stirring efficient and practical equipment.
up pollutants in the bollom sediments.
A high concentration of certain • Where possible, schedule dredging so
pollutants in the bollom sedimcnts, as not to conflict with fisheries use.
such as PCB's or heavy metals, may
preclude the possibility of dredging • Bollom sediment analysis and
under the regulations of the Division evaluation of dredging should be
of Water Pollution Control (DWPC). coordinated with the DWPC.

• Minimize the amount of dredging.

Storm damage prevention and flood • Extensive dredging of a port area may • Whenever possible, channel axis should
control increase wave height, which may not be parallel to direction of major

increase their potential destructive storm waves.
energy.



TABLE '1.1: ACCEPTABILITY CONDITIONS FOR ACTIVITIES WlTlnN DlWS Icc'1!,tlau,ed')
,
,

Aclivlty Inleres,t to be Pro,tected Adverse Effects til loterefl COtl,d:IUo,u ReqllJred to Meet I

Penol1ll1l1iOCe Slan,d11m
Dredge Material Dlspul,al Stonn damage prevention and flood • DhpoJIII of dredged malerial may • Wave height at IIny point along the

control CaUse ahoaling of nCilfshore land under ahoreUne ehetl not inerene by mo,re ,

ocean which will Interrupt sediment than 10% by disposal of dredged
transport procesaes, thereby affecting material on neor~horc areOl of land
the volume and fonn of coostal under ocean.
beaches.

• Disposal of clean dredged material may
cause the shoaling of nearshore land
under the ocean which can create areas
of stagnation.

Protection of marine fisheries • Disposal of clean dredged material can • Disposal of spoil in disconti nuoUs
alter the distribution of sediment bands, interrupted at least every 250 ft.
grain size. by 50 ft. breaks to provide for passage

of water, nutrients and aquatic life.
• Disposal of clean dredged material may (These figures arc guidelines onlYi the

bury eel grass beds. concept should be adjusted IIs'necessary
in the particular project).

• Dredged material disposal on any
portion of land under the ocean shall
have a mean grain size distribution
which does not differ from the existing
land under the ocean sediment grain

~ size by morc than 50% .

• Disposal of dredged material should
avoid eel grass beds to the maximum
extent possible.
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TABLE 7-1: ACCEPTABILITY CONDITIONS FOR ACTIVITIES WITHIN DPA'S (continued)

Activity Interest to be Protected Adverse Effects to Interest Conditions Required to Meet
Perfonnance Standards

Fill Protection of marine fisheries e The process of placing fill behind e Fill must be contained within a
or within seawalls or bulkheads may seawall, bulkhead, or revetment
cause turbidity and sedimentation. permitted by the Regulations.

• Pollutants which may be present in the • The area to be filled shall be dewatered
fill may be leached out into or prior to placement of the fill or a silt-
resuspended in the water column. ation cUl1ain shall be placed immediate-

ly around the retaining structure to
contain the material suspended in the
water displaced as the area is filled,
where conditions permit.

• Only clean fill may be permillcd (scc
description of clean fill in the water-
ways (c. 91) regulations.

Seawalls, Bulkheads, and Revetments Protection of marine fisheries • Construction of seawalls, bulk- • The construction should be
heads and revetments are likely to accomplished as quickly as possible
adversely affect water quality by using the most efficient and practical
generating turbidity in the area. equipment.

Storm damage prevention and control • The placement of seawalls, bulk- • No conditions are necessary
heads and revetments within the DPA's
is not likely to have an adverse effcct to
storm damage prevention and flood,
control.
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I TABLE 7-1: ACCEPTABILITY CONDITIONS FOR ACTIVITIES WlTfUN DPA'S (ccloIa,ll!:lueGl)

I
- ._-

, ActivIty 1I1terest to be Protected Advers,e Effecls to IlIIterest CtIl'UtY,IiO'BS reqllilred to Meet

I

performuce Sllmd:lIlrl!:s

I

Point Discharges (de-wilterlDg) Protection of marine fisherlel • RunClff from roadl Ilnd parking loti or • Sed·lmenllltion or catch basins as
other paved surfaces conta,lns pollut- approprilltc to the amount of nmoff.

I

ants such as oil, grease, heavy metol.
and particulote maller, thereby • ODS trips.
advel'lely Ilffecting wllter quality.

• Periodic maintenance and cleaning of
the basins and traps.

• Periodic cleaning of debris from paved
surfaces.

Storm damage prevention and flood • Headwall and support may Interrupt • Headwall and supports must be spaced

control sediment transport. so that sediment transport is not
interrupted.

Piers, Docks, Wbnrves, FloRts, Piles Storm damage prevention and flood • Piers, piles, etc., are unlikely to • No conditions are necessary.

nnd Dolphins control have an adverse effect on stonn
damage prevention in DPA's.

Protection of marine fisheries • Piers, piles, etc., which are too close • Space piles as far apart as practical
together may alter water circulation and for the structure being built, in no
cau 9C areas of stagnation, thereby case less than 10 feet apart.
adversely affecting water quality.

• Installation of piles, piers, etc., may • Construction shall be completed as
cause turbidity and sedimentation quickly as possible to minimize the
during the construction process. amount of turbidity and sedimentation.

Infonnation contained in this table from:
A Guide to Coastal Wetlands Regulations of the Massachusel\s Wetlands Protection Act G.L. 131. s.40, Co?perative Extension Se£vice, UMASS, Amherst, 1978.



TABLE 7-2: NORMALLY APPROVABLE DREDGING HANDLING AND DISPOSAL OPTIONS

Chemical Type (fable 1) Category One Category Two Category Three

Physical Type (fable II) A B C A B C A B C

DREDGJNG METHODS

Hydraulic X X X X X X X X X

Mechanical X X X X X X X X X

DISPOSAL METHODS

Hydraulic: Sidecast X X 0 0 0 0 o. 0 0

Hydraulic: Pipeline X X X X X X X X X

Mechanical: Sidecast X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mechanical: Barge X X X X X X X X X

PLACEMENT

Land or in-barbor disposal with X (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a)
bulk-heading

Open ocean disposal at high X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
energy, sandy sites

Open ocean disposal at low 0 X (b) 0 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b)

energy, sandy sites

Unconfined in-harbor X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Beach Replenishment X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OTIIER CONDmONS

Timing 8lIld placement to (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)
Avoid Fisheries Impacts
(spawning and running periods
and areas)

Legend X = Normally approvable
o = Not normally approvable

(a) = Normally approvable but control of emuent will be required
(b) = Approvable only after bioassay, performed in accordance with established EPA procedures, indicates no significant
biological impact. A statistically comparable project which has successfully passed the bioassay test may be substituted. If a
significant biological impact is found, this material is unsuitable for open water disposal.
(c) = Required in all cases

·7-/:;'-



TABLE '-3 FACTUAL DETERMINATION: IN-CHANNEL SITES

40~(B)(J)

GUlDELJNES

SUBSTRATE

WATER CmCtlLATION,
FLUCTUATION, AND
SALINITY

TURBIDITY/TSS

CONTAI\nNANTS

AQUATIC ECOSYSTEM

MIXING ZONE

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

SECONDARY EFFECTS

EXISTING
CONOmONS

Conllmlnalcd IUt OYGrlyltl'l olQl'l plf'nt
ma~rill (olay).

150 billion gaUon tidal priam.

Clm SB water (314 CMR 4.05.4.06), an
urbanized estuarine condition.

Class SB water (3t4 CMR 4.05 -4.06), .ilts
are conlidered contaminated, parent materinl
and rock considered clean.

Opportunistic/pioneer benthic community,
marginally signilicMttnmslent fishery and a
fish run.

Open water site with no existing mixing zone.

Benthio substrate is currently degraded due to
the on·going silting of the harbor and the
contaminated point and non·point discharges to

the harbor.

Contaminated silts will remain exposed as the
bottom subSlnlte in the inner harbor and
berthing areas.

8110Jrf·TERM
CONOmONS

POI,t·drcdlew dltpo.,al'llb,'1rI1o will be
olean paf'nt and/or clpping materltl (clay
or .tnd).

No Impaclllllticipated.

:!> 700 mg/l @ surface for up Ip 600 m,
!!': I,too mg/I @ bollom for up Ip looO
m, (lAlSalle eta11991)j My plume should
rapidly dissipate.

Low potential for subslllJltial degredation
of ambient water quality, subslra~

condilions should greatly Improve with
the removal of the contaminated silla.

Opportunistic/pioneer species should
recolonize and rework new substm~

material. transient aquatic macrofauna
should return following dredging
activities, there are some losses to fmfl8h
expected due to blasting of rock.

During disposal activities. isolated with
silt curtains/barriers, a vertical mixing
zone will include the water co1W1U1
overlying the pit; localized and tempomry
turbidity evenla should dissipate rapidly.

Dredging and capping of In·channel
disposal cells will expose clean parent
materialllll new subslnl~.

Creation of 116 acres of clean parent
malerlal intertidal habitat will replace
degraded intertidal and subtidal
conditions; opportunistic and pioneer
sp,ecies should natumlly recruit to the area
and rework new sediments; limited hard
subslra~ habitat will remain; and fmfuh
util izotion will be limited to periods of
Inundation.

LONG-TlJRM
CONDmONS

CIWl parent material wUlll't~llII1ly be covered with new
lUll from po1nt and non-polAt dlrobargCl.

No additionallmpacls are antlcipated.

Should return to Clan SB water In an urbanized estuorlne
condition.

As future sillntion proceeds, the substrate condition will to
deteriomte.

Opportunistic/pioneer species should recolonize and
rework new substrate ma~rIal, transient aquatic
macrofauna should return following dredging activities,
there are some losses to fUifish expected due to blasting of
rock.

No additional impacts are Mticipnted.

As future siltation proceeds, the substrate condition will
continue to deterlora~.

Biological communities and habitats should further
improve with the on'going improvements to the Boston
Harbor System and waler quality.



TABLE 7-3 (CON'T) FACTUAL DETERMlNATION: AMSTAR SITE

404(8)(1) EXlmNG SHORT·TERM LON(].TERM
GUIDELINES CONDfflONS CONDITIONS CONDfflONS

SUBSTRATE Three types of existing intertidal subslmte; Creetion of 3.5 acres of clean parent Intel1idal habitat should should be limited by surrOlUlding
hard subslmte (pilings and seawalls), material intel1idal habitat will replace conditions, no additional Impacts are anticipated.
gravel/cobble beach, and boulders; also 3.S deg raded intertldal and subtidal
ocr"" of colegol)' III glOy silty/cloys. condition.o; oppol1Unlatic and pioneer

species should naturally recruit to the orea
and bioturbate new sediments.

WATER CmCULATION, Circulation at Amstar influenced by tidal Less exchange since boltom elevation will No eddltionallmpacts anticipated.
FLUCTUATION, AND exchange. be increased, will remain intertidol.
SALINITY

TURBIDITYITSS Class S8 water in an urbanized estuarine Localized and temproal)' Impacts are Siltation curtains and barriers should remain end be
condition. anticipated during the disposal operation maintained IUltil any turbidity plwne dissipoles, and poses

at Amstar. silt curtains should isolate little to no risk to receiving waters.
turbid conditions to a limited area.

CONTAMINANTS Class S8 water in an urbanized estuarine Sequestering of 128,000 cy of silt should No additional Impacts anticipated.
condition. isolate contaminats from the Mystic River

environment.
.,

AQUATIC ECOSYSTEM Existing conditons include barnacle, mussel, Loss of subtidal substrates will displace Creation of 3.5 acres of clean parent material intertidal
green algae and Fucus $p. on hard substrate; existing benthic invertebrates (polychaetes habitat will replace degraded intertidal and subtidal
polychaetes, oligochaetes and nematodes in the and oligochaetes and nematodes), reduce conditions; opportunistic and pioneer species should
soft substrate: and the protected waters within productivity of barnacles, musselll and naturally recruit to the area and rework new sediments;
the berthing area providefmfish refuge and green olgoe; fmfish utilization will also be limited hard substrate habitat will remain; and fmnah
forage habitat. oltered, and limited to periods of tidal utilization will be limited to periods of imUldation.

inundation.

~UXING ZONE Abandoned berthing area with no existing During disposal activities, isolated with Siltation curtains and barrier should remain and be
mixing zone. silt curtains/barriers, a vertical mixing maintained IUltii any turbidity plwne dissipates, and poses

zone will include the entire and subtidol little to know risk to receiving waters.
woter columns within the site, and
turbidity should settle and/or slowly be
diluted by tidal circulation.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS 8enthic substrate is currently degraded due to Sequestering of 128,000 cyof Crention of 3.5 acres of clean parent material intertidal
the on-going silling of the harbor system, and conllU11inated sillB over 3.5 acres of habitat will replace degraded intertidal and subtidal
the contaminated point and non-point degraded benthic habita,t, and a conditions; opportunistic and pioneer speciea should
dischargea. pennanenet loss of 3.5 acres of subtidal naturally recruit 10 the area and rework new sediments;

habitat. limited hard subslmte habitat will remain; and fmfl8h
utilization will be limited to periods of inundation.

SECONDARY EFFECTS Site remains in an abandoned, degraded Creation of 3.5 acres of clean parent Biological communitiea and habitats should further
condition; with a potential for future material intertidal habitat will replace improve with the on-going Improvements to the Boston
development. degraded intertldal and subtidal Harbor System and water quality.

conditiollS; opportunistic and pioneer
epeeiea should naturally recruit to the area

" and rework new sediments: limited hard!

substrate habitat will remain: and fmflBh
utilization will be limited to periods of
inundation.

-



TABLE 7-3 (COWl') FACT'UAL D'ETERMINATION: BOsrON LIGHTSHIP SITE (B:I,s)

404(B}(J)
GUJDWNES

SUl1lSTRATE

WATER CIRCULATION,
FLUCTUATION AND
SALlNlTV

TURBIDITYITSS

CONTAMINANTS

AQUATIC F..cOSYSTEM

MIXING ZONE

CUMULATIVE FJ1FECTS

SECONDARY EFFECTS

BXlS11HG
COHDmoNS

SedlmeDlary IIld depotitlonal cRvl,rollll'lent
domlnaled moody a,and, and mud; hltlorle
dll,pol,allndlcalU that hwrdow IJld low
levell1ldlo'lcl1ve Wlillel are preteDt at tho
,ltc.

Op,en OCC8Jl clrcul.tion Influenced by tidea
aDd winds.

ChUB SA wiler Quality, limited turbidity.

Surface walen appear relatively free of
conlnminanla, but aedimenla are awpected of
being contnmlnated with hazardoua aDd low
level radioactive waslea,

Sedimenlll are dominated by an
amphipod/polychaete, nemertean worm and
burrowing anemone community; and both the
lobster and fmflsh community are aignificlUlt
and represcnlfttive of a typical Gulf of Maine
fishery.

Open water sile with no existing mixing
zone,

An area of potentially degraded aedimenlll
which is heavily fished commercially.

Availability of suitable disposal areas are
limited, therefore non-Wle could limit future
disposal options.

SlJORT·TERM
CCNDmONS

DepoaillOll of silt and clay altould be
compatible with cxlltina: lubltrale
variability IJld cbllraeler; UJlconllAed
dll'POIlI will oon'lpOWld hiltona
contamination p,roblema.

Chlll1,gca In boltom conloun should not
.[ter exilling lurf.ce wllter hydrology.

~ 700 mgll @ surfoce for up Ip 600 11'1,

~ 1,100 mgll @ boltom up Ip 100011'1,
(lASane elBl 1991); any plume should
rapidly dillipete.

Projectspeclfle modelling
(REFERENCE) indiClltes thatlimi!ed
Water qualily degradation should be
lll1tlcipated during disposal, in the wont
cnse, degredation should be limited and
rapidly dissipated within hours of
disposol,

A portion of the benthic resources should
be lost durinll disposal activ ities, but
should rapidly recolonize following the
aclivities, lobsler and fmflsh reaources
should evacuate the area during
operations and should also return
following the cwalion of activities.

During open wnter disposal the vertical
mixing you will include the water
column overlymg the target area,
localized and temporary turbidity events
should dissipate rapidly.

Disposal of -- ey of contaminated silt
should have limited effeclll on areal
water quality; these actlvitIes will caUlle
short term reductions on fllhery
resources, abundances and dive1'9ity.

Current aDd documented fllhing
actIvitiea (commercial aDd recreational)
would be IntemJpted during the disposal
operations.

LONG-TERM
CONDmONS

UIUCCU,red eOl\l&mlnaled .llta may have Ilimltine effcoll
on Indivlduela rccolonlzlnl the dltpoll1 area; r1aka .re
lIl11eip.1ed to be fim,lled.

No IIddlllonal impacll Ire 1U11lclpaled.

No additional impacts are Mlicipaled.

Since BLS is suspec!ed of containing unsecured wastes,
the addition of conlnmina!ed cilia from BHNIP should
have little IIddlionel effecla to the eraa,

As the regenerating ecosystem develops, the fishery
conununity should also respond with greater abundance
and diversity.

No additional impaclll are anticipated.

Ul1llecured contaminated ailts may have limited, but
continued effeclll on individuels recolonizing the disposal
area: risks are anticipated to be limi!ed.

Use of the site for future maintenance dredge material
disposal could periodically interrupt offshore fllhing
activities.



TABLE 7-3 (CON'T) FACTUAL DETERMINATION: LITTLE MYSTIC CHANNEL (LMC)

404(8)(1) EXlmNG SHORT-TERM LONG-TERM
GUIDELINES CONDmONS CONDmONS CONDmONS

SUBSTRATE Fine grained aill/clay with elevated Tamponll)' 1088 of 153 acres of existing substmte, replaces with Cap material placed at the aite ahould be
metal levels (Category II and 11I-314 clean parent material capping and sequestering contaminated quickly recolonized and reworked.
CMR 9.00), and elevated levels of dredge material and existing substrate.
PAH's, TPH,s and PCB's.

WATER Circulation in LMC is innuenced by No impacl8 are anticipated. No additional impacl8 are anticipated.
CIRCULATION, tidal exchange, six discharge pipes and
FLUCTUATION aCSO.
AND SALINITY

TURBIDITY/TSS Class SC water (314 CMR 4.05·4.06), localized and temporary impacl8 are anticipated during disposal No additional impaCI8 are anticipated.
an urbanized estuarine condition. operalioM in LMC, sill curtains should isolated turbidity within

a limited area.

CONTAMINANTS Class SC water (314 CMR 4.05-4.06), Post disposal substrate will be clean parent and or capping No additional impacts are anticipated.
an urbanized estuarine condition; material (clay or sand), over 15.3 acres of existing benthic
depressed DO; and polyhaline. substrate; contaminants should be sequestered.

AQUATIC Benthic infauna include oligochaetes, Benthic infauna impacts should be temporary and recolonization Creation of 15.3 acres of clean parent
ECOSYSTEM polychnetea and nematodes; limited of opportunislic/pioneer speclea should occur in the capping material intertidal habitat will replace

lobster; and several fmfish are material: motile species will evacuate the work area and those degraded intertid al and subtidal conditioitB;:
associated with the main ship channel, not limited by depth requirements should return post activity. opportunistic and pioneer species should
and should move in and out of LMC. naturally recruit to the area and bioturbale

new sediments: limited hard s~bstrate habitat
will remain: and fmfish utilization will be
limited to periods of indundation.

MIXING ZONE Open water sile with no existing mixing During disposal activities, Isolated with silt curtainslbarriers, a Siltation curtains and barrier should remain
zone, but adjacent to shore-based' vertical mixing zone will include the entire and subtidal water and be maintained until any turbidity plume
dischargel CSO's. columns within the site, and turbidity should senle andlor slowly diSBipates, and poses linle to know risk to

be diluted by tidal circulation. receiving waters,

CUMULATIVE Benthic substrate and water quality are Disposal and sequestering contaminated silts and capping, over Creation of 15.3 acres of clean parent
EFFECTS currently degraded due to the on-going the existing degraded substrate will provide clean Bubslrate for material intertidal habitat will replace

Bilting of the harbor, and the recolonization. degraded intertidal and subtidal conditions;
contaminated point and non-point opportunistic and pioneer species should
discharges to the harbor. naturally recruit to the area and rework new

sediments; limited hard substrate habitat will
remain; and fmflJlh utilization will be limited
to periods of indundation.

SECONDARY Site remains in an abandoned, degraded Creation of 15.3 acrea of clean parent material intertidal habitat Biological communities and habitats should
EFFECTS condition: with a potential for future will replace degraded intertidal and Bubtidal conditions: further improve with the on-going

development. opportunistic and pioneer species should naturally recruit to the improvements to the Boston Harbor System
area and rework new sedOOenl8; llmited hard substrate habitat and water quality,
will remain: and fmflsh utilization will be limited to periods of
indundaUon.



TABLE 7·3 (CON'T) FACTUAL DETERMINATION: MASSACIWSETTS BAY DISPOSAL SITE (MBDS)

I
-

I,
404(8)(1) EX/mHO 8110RT·TE/t"r LONG-TERM
OU/DElJNES CONDITIONS CONDmOHS CONDmONS I

SUBSTMTE A pcrmltlcd opelII 0;_ dltpotal alia wlll\ Conllftucd varlablo Iolttu'lO Mel quality. No oddltlolllilmll'lcli 1,10 Mll~lptlcd.

I
VllYlnll,cdlmOlll CAll'lclcrl"'ler II'Id qllllilyj
.~bjccl olhlalodo dtJpol'.l,.Mdy.m 1M rll\o
.UlIclay =.In. Irom low to hlS,h levell of
vl'riolJil conllmlmilill.

WATER CIRCULATION, Open o;ellI\ dcculatioll lIInuonced by tldOl Illd ChanlOlIn bollom conloull at this deep No addilionallmpllcllicc IIltlclpated.
FLUCTUATION AND Wlnd,. waler lito Ihould not aller exi.Ung lurlace
SALINITY wa,ler hydrology.

TURBIDITYITSS Open OCelll\ water cOlllidered relatively clCllll, :!: 700 mg/l @ turlace for up Ip 600 m, No tKIditional impncls are anticipalcd.
therefore limited lurbidity. :!: 1.100 mgll @ bottom for up Ip 1000

m, (lIlSlIlIe elal 1991); llIIy plume should
rapidly dleeipale.

CONTMll1NANTS Surface waters app ear relatively free of Project tpecifie modelling Since MBDS contains unlecurcd wOlllee, the tKIdition of
contaminlllls, but sedimenls contain levell (REFERENCE) Indicateethnt limited lWecured or capped contaminated sills from BHNIP
mnging from low 10 high relative to various water quality degredation should be Ihould have little additional effect to the habitata of Ihis
contaminlllta. lIIlticipated during duponl, In Ihe worst permitted disposaltite.

Clllle, degredation thould be limited and
mpidly dUlip.ted wilhin hours 01
disposal; unsecured contaminated silts
may have limited, but continued effecls
on individuals recolonizing MBDS, risks
aro anticipated to be limited.

AQUATIC ECOSYSTEM Sedimenla arc dominated by a variety of A portion of Ihe benlhie resourcet should Aslhe regenemtlng ecosystem develops, the fishery
polychaeles and oligochnetes; bolh Ihe 10bsler be 1011 during disposal activities, but community should also respond with greater abtmdance
and fUlfilh comminities are significant and should mpidly recolonize following and diversity.
representative of a typical Gulf of Maine operations: lobaler and fUlflSh reaources
fishery with some southern innuences. should evacuate the area during

op cllltioll8 and should also return
following the ceslationof activities.

MIXING ZONE Open water site with no existing mixing zone. During open water disposal the vertical No additional impacta are anticipated.
mixing you will Include Ihe water colwnn
overlying Ihe target area, localized and
lempomry turbidity eventa should
dissipate rapidly.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS An area of degraded sediments which i. Disposal of clean parent materials should UIIICCUred contaminated .illa may have limiting effects on
heavily filhed commercially. have limited effecla on areal water individuals recolonizing MBDS, risks are anticipated to be

quality; theae activities will cause short limited.
lermreductiollll on nshery resources,
abundances lIIId diversity.

SECONDARY EFFECTS Availability of suitable disposal al'Cllll are Current and docwnented fIShing activities Use of the site for furore maintenance dred ge material
limited, therefore non-UBe could limit future (commercial and recreational) would be duposal could periodically interrupt offshore fIShing
disposal options. Interrupted during the disposal operaliollll. activities.



TABEL 7-3 (CON'T) FACTUAL DETERMINATION: MEISBURGER 2

404(B){/) EX/SliNG SHORT·TERM LONG·TERM
GUiDELINES CONDffiONS CONDffiONS CONDffiONS

SUBSTRATE Clean sand and glnvel, appears Material disposal would occur and be No additional impacts are anticipated.
suilable for beach nourislunent and conlalned within a borrow pit and capped with
capping. clean parent material and the fmal cover would

be a portion of the sand and gmvel removed
during the pit construction: and therefore
would be eimilat to existing condllions.

WATER CIRCULATION, Open ocean circulation influenced by Underwater contours would be returned to pre' No additional impacts are anticipated.
FLUCTUATION AND tides, winds and major rivernow. project conditions, with the fmal capping of
SALINITY sand and gmve!.

TURBIDITY/TSS CIll89 SA water quality, limited S 700 mg/I @ surface for up Ip 600 m, S No additional impaclJl are anticipated.
turbidity. 1,100 mgll @ bottom for up Ip 1000m,

(laSalle elal 1991); any plume should mpidly
dissipate.

CONTAMINANTS Surface waters and sediments appear Project specific modelling (REFERENCE) No additional impaclJl are anticipated.
relatively free of conlllmination. indicates that limited water quality problems

should be anticipated during pit construction
and moreover, during disposal: in the worst
case degedation should be limited and mpidly
dissipated and diluted.

AQUATIC EcOSYSTEM Sedimenis dominaled by Benthic community will be completely lost Aa the regenemling ecosyslem develops, the fishery
amphlpod/polychaete assemblage, during pit construction, but ahould recolonize community should also respond with greater numbers and
lobster appear significant to the area, the rmal cap after disposal opemtiona are diversity. ""

and the fmfish community is completed, lobster and fmfish resources should
significant and comprised of typical evacuate the area during opemlions and should.
Gulf of Maine demersal and pelagic also return to the area followng the cessation
structure with some southern of activities.
innUences (NA 1995).

MIXING ZONE Open water site with no \,xisting During open water disposal the vertical mixing No additional impaclJl are anticipated.
mixing zone. you will include the water column overlying

the larget IIrea, localized and Icmpomry
turbidity events should dissipate mpidly.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS An IIrea relatively free of Sequestering of 106 • 10' cy of dredged As the regenemting ecosystem develops, the fishery
conlllmlnanlJl, which is heavily fished material and future mainlenance material community should also respond with greater numbers and
commercially. within the borrow pit, capped with clean diversity.

parent material will have limited effeclJl on
IIreal water quality, which will occur only
during project activites; these activities will
cause short term reductions on fishery
resources, abundance and divellIity.

SECONDARY EFFECTS Availability of sullable disposal areas Current and documented fishing activities Use of the site for future maintenance dredge material
are Ibniled, therefore non-use could (commerci.1 and recreational) would be disposal could periodically Interrupt offshore nBhing
limit future disposal options. interrupted during the disposal opemtions. actlvitiell.



TABLE 7-3 (CON'T) FACTUAL DETERMINATION: MEISBURGER 7

404(8)(1) 1!XJSl1NG STIORT·TERM LONG-TERM
GU/DEL/NBS cowmONS CONDmOHS cowmONS

SUBSTRATE Clean tU1d andlravel, l,ppaa,11 luillblCl Materlll d,uposil would lKClI,r lind be cGntllifted No add.ldona,llmpIC!I arc IiIIllclp'l(ed. I

fo,r beach nOli r1ahmenl ud capp,mg. wllhln. borrow pl'l UK! Clpped with ckan p•.rcftl
,

nutcrl.llilld tho fll1ll1 COVClr wo,u,1d be II portion I

of thCl.and andlravel removed durll1lthCl p,ll
con.tnIct/,on; and therClforCl would bo Ibni:lar to
oxlttll1'l oondltlona.

WATER CmCULATION, Open OOCllJl circulation innuenced by Underwater contoullI would be returned to pre- No additional bnpao18 are anticipated.
FLUCTUATION AND tides, winds and major rivernow. project conditlona, with tho fUlal cappillg of sand
SALJNlTY and gravel.

TURDIDITYITSS Clnls SA water qusllty, Ibnlted S 700 mgll @ surface up l)I 600 m, S 1,100 No additional bnpaclll are antioipated.
turbidity. mgll @ boltom for up l)I 1000 m, (LmSaUe ellll

1991); any plwne should rapidly dissipate.

CONTAMINANTS Surface watelll and sedbnents appear Projectlpeeific mooelling (REFERENCE) No additional bnpacts are anticipated.
relatively free of contllmlnation. lndiealcl that limited water quality probleml

should be anticipated durillg pit construction and
moreover, durillg disposal; in the worst cOle
degedatlon should be limited lllId rapidly
diuipated and diluted.

AQUATIC ECOSYSTFM Sediments dominated by Benthic conununity will be completely 10lt AI the regenerating ecolystem developl, the fIShery
amphipoo/polychaete assemblage, during pit construction, but should recolonize the community should also respond with greater numbers and
lobster appear significant to the area, fUlll Clp I[ler disposal operations are completed, divel'llity.
lllId the fUlfish community is significant lobster and fUlfish resources should evacuate the
and comprised of typical Gulf of Maine area during operations and should also return to
demeraallllld pelagic slructure with the area followng the cessation of activities.
some southern innuencea (NA 1995).

MIXING ZONE Open WIlter site with no existing mixing During open water disposal the vertical mixing No additional impacts are anticipated.
zone. you will include the water column overlying the

target area, localized ll11d tempomry turbidity
events should dissipate mpidly.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS An area relatively free of contaminants, Sequestering of up to 19.5 million cy of material As the regenerating ecoaystem develops, the fIShery
which is heavily fished commercially. and future maintenllllce material within the community should also respond with greater numbeR and

borrow pit, capped with clean parent material divel'llity.
will have limited effects on areal water quality,
which will occur only during project activities;
lheae activities will cause shorlterm reductions
on fIShery resources, abundance and diversity.

SECONDARY EFFECTS Availability of suitable disposal areas Current end docwnentcd fllhing activities Use of the aite for future maintenance dredge materi.1
are Ibn ited. therefore non-use could (commereial and recreatiolllll) would be disposal could periooically iIlterrupt offshore fIShing
limit future dispolal oplions. Interrupted during the dispolal opemtions. activitiea.



TABLE 7-3 (CON'T) FACTUAL DETERMINATION: MYSTIC PffiRS 49-50

404(B)(l) EX1S17NG SHORT-TERM LONG-TERM
GUIDELINES CONDITIONS CONDmONS CONDmONS

SUBSTRATE Contaminated silt overlying clean pIIrent material. Displacement of 2.7 ac~ of contaminated silty Sequestering of 98,000 cy of contaminated silts
substrate. over 2.7 acrea of degraded benthic substrate.

WATER CIRCULATION, Circulation influenced by tidal exchange. Entire walersheet area lost to fastland. No additional impacts are anticipated.
FLUCTUATION AND
SALINITY

TURBIDITY/TSS Class SB water in an urbanized estuarine condition. Sheet pile bulkhead and dewatering, limited No additional impacts are anticipated.
turbidity when the bulkhead Is driven.

CONTAI\flNANTS Contaminated silt overlying clean parent material. Sequestering of 98,000 cy of contaminated silts No additional impact are anticipated.
over 2.7 acres of degraded benthic substrate.

AQUATIC ECOSYSTEM Areal opportunistic/pioneer benthic conununity, fairly Pennanent 105s of 2.7 acres of aquatic habitat. Pennanent loss of 2.7 acres of aquatic habitat·..,~.
significant transient lind brood fishel}', and fish run in
adjacent river habitllt.

MIXING ZONE Abandoned berthing area with no existing mixing Mixing zone will be limited to any temporal}' or No additional impacts are anticipated.
zone. pennanent dewatering outfall to the Mystic River;

~....'"
any plume should be limited and rapidly dissipated. ,.~.,-:

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS Benthic substrate is currently degraded due to the on- Sequestering of 98,000 cy of contaminated silts Pennanent loss of 2.7 acrea of aquatic habitat.
going silting of the harbor system, and the over 2.7 acres of degraded benthic substrate, and a
contaminated point and non.point discharges. permanent loss of 2.7 acres of aquatic habitat.

SECONDARY EFFECTS Site remains in an abandoned, degraded condition; Dewatering discharges. On-going maintenance of bulkheading to eliminate
with a potential for future development. potential of seeps or releases of sequestered

materials.



TABLE 7·3 (CON'T) FACTUAL DETERMINATION: RESERVED CHANNEL (RC) AREA A

-"

4C4(B:)(I)
aU1DWNlIS

BUElSTRATE

WATER CIRCULATION,
FLUCTUATION AND
SALINITY

TURBlDITY/TSS

CONTMnNAN1'S

AQUATIC ECOSYSTEM

MIXING ZONE

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

EXISTING
COMJmONS

Graylb'-ck .,f,1t IIld clay, con'lamlM,1(d
aubdl"llc (calCIOry n IIld HI).

Clreul,t1ol1ln RC Is lnnuenecd by
tidal cxchsn,.c and three CSO'••

crus SC water (314 CMR 4.05-4.06),
IlJl urbMize4 estuarine condition.

Gmy/black silt and clay, contaminated
substmte (category II and Ill); c1us
SC water (314 CMR 4.05·4.06), M
urbanized estuarine condillon.

Piles, grllJlile leawalls, floating docks
and metal bulkheads support green
algae, Fucus sp., bamaelco, and
periwinkles; soft sedimenls contain
oligochaeles, polychaetes and
nematodes: fUllish habitat is present,
but appealB timited to transient use,
although flounder spawning habitat
may be present,

Open water site with no existing
mixing zone, but adjacent to shore·
bllSed discharge/CSO's•.

Benthic substrate Is currently degraded
due to the on-going silting of the
harbor system, and the contaminated
point and non·polnt dischargco.

S110J!tT·TBJ/1M
CONDmONS

Temporary IoN o'f 11.9 ICrea of ~h,tin.
wbdl"llc, replacod wi,1iII cleM p.,rwt ml,terlll
CI,pp,inS IIld t~lI'CllcrlnS cllnl&mintl(d dredae
m.,lorltlllld exbtLn,. IlIb.lfalc.

Sewer ou,IfII'1 would need 10 be relocll(d, nil
olher Impacllare anticipated.

Localized and temporary Imp.cls arc anticipated
during disposal opemtlon in Re, .ilt curtains
should Isolatc turbid condltlonl to a limiled
area.

S~ucstering of 14,000 cy of silt should isolate
contaminals from the oreal environment.

Loss of subtidal subslmles displacing existing
benthic invertebratco (poychaetes, oligochaetco
and nematodco), reduce productivity of
barnacles, mwsels and algae; fUltish utilization
will also be altered, and limited 10 periods of
tidal Inundation; any flounder spawning habitat
will be lo.t.

During disposal activitico, isolated with silt
curtains/barrielB, a vertical mixing zone will
include the enlire intertidal and subtidal water
columns within the sile, and turbidity should
settle and/or slowly be diluted by lidal
ciroulation

Sequestering of 14,000 cy of contaminated siltl
over 8.9 acres of degraded benthic habitat, and
a permanenet loss of 8.9 acrco of subtidal
habitat.

LONG-TEJUI
CONDmONS

CI'P malCrbI p,'-ced .t Iho .lle thOll1d be qlllckly
rccolonlted and reworked.

No IddltIGl1Illmp,.cll are ant!clpll(d.

No Ildditlonal impacls Ire sntici,pated.

No additional impacts arc anticipated.

Creation of 8.9 acres of clean parent material Intertidal
habitat will replace degmded Intertidal and subtidal
conditions; opportunistic IIId pioneer specico should
naturally recruit and bioturblte new sedimenls; limited
hard substralell will remain: and fUlftsh utilization will be
limited to periods of tidal Inundation.

Siltation curtains and barrielB should remain and be
maintained until any turbidity plume dissipatcs, and pOlCS
little to no risk to receiving wat.lB.

Creation of 8.9 acres of clean parent material Intertidal
habitat will replace degraded intertidal and subtidal
conditloll8; opportunistic and pioneer specico should
naturally recruit and rework new 8ediment8; limited hard
substrates will remain; and fmflllh utilization will be
limited to periods of tidal inundation.

SECONDARY EFFECTS Site remains in an abandoned,
degraded condition; with a potential
for future development.

Creation of 8.9 acres of clean parent material
intertidal habitat will replace degraded Intertidal
and subtidal conditionl; opportunistic ind
pioneer specics should naturally recruit and
rework new sediments; limited hard substrates
will remain; and fmfi.h utilization wjl( be
limited to periods of tidal inundation.

Iiiiiiiiiiiii.

Biological communities and habitats should further
improve with the on-going improvement8 to the Boston
Harbor System and water quality.



TABLE 7-3 (CON'T) FACTUAL DETERMINATION: RESERVED CHANNEL (RC) AREA B

404(8)(1) EXISTING SHORT·TERM LONG-TERM
GUIDELINES CONDrrJONS CONDrrJONS CONDrrJONS

SUBSTRATE Graylblack silt lIJld clay, contaminated Temporal)' 1088 of 7.7 acres of existing Cap material placed at the site should be quickly
substrate (category II and III). substrate, replaced with clean parent material recolonized lIJld reworked.

capping and sequestering dredge materialllJld
existing substrate.

WATER CIRCULATION, Circulation in RC is influenced by Sewer outfall would need to be relocated, no No additional bnpacla are anticipated.
FLUCTUATION AND tidal exchange and three CSO's. other impacla are anticipated.
SALINITY

TURBIDITY/TSS Clll8s SC water (314 CMR 4.05·4.06), Localized and temporal)' impacts are anticipated No additional impacts are anticipated.
an urbanized estuarine condition. during disposal operation in RC, silt curtains

should Isolate turbid conditions to a limited
area.

CONTAMINANTS Gmy/black slit lIJld clay, contaminated Sequestering of _ cy of silt should isolate No additional impacts are anticipated.
subslmte (categol)' II and III): class contaminants from the areal environment.
SC water (314 CMR 4.05·4.06), an
urbanized estuarine condition.

AQUATIC ECOSYSTEM Steel bulkhead, granite seawall and Loss of subtidal substmtes displacing existing Creation of 7.7 acres of clean parent material intertid6r
sloping rip-rap supporta a moderate benthic invertcbrates (polychaetes, oligochaetes habitat will replace degmded intertidal and subtidal' .'''.. T.'

growth of Fucus sp•• Ulva sp. and and nematodes); reduced productivity of conditions; opportunistic and pioneer species should
Ellleromotpha sp. and barnacles; small barnacles, mussels and algae; fmfl'lh utilization naturally recruitllJld rework new sediments; limited hard
gravel beach supporta periwinkles: sol\ will also be altered, and limited to periods of subslrates will remain; and fmfl'lh utilization will be .
substrotes support polychaetes. lidal inWldalion; any flounder spawning habitat limited to periods of tidal inundation.
oligochaetes and nematodes; fmflsh will be lost.
habitat is present, but appears limited
to transicnt use, although flounder
spawning habitat may be present.

MIXING ZONE Open water site with no existing During disposal activlties, isolated with silt Siltation curtains and barriers should remain and be
mixing zone. but adjacent to shore- curtains/barrier. a vertical mixing zone will maintained until any turbidity plume disaipates, and poses
based discharges/eSO's'. include the entire intertidal and subtidal water lillie to no risk to receiving waters.

columns within the site. lIJld turbidity should
sellie and/or slowly be diluted by tidal
circulation.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS Benthic substrate is ourrently degraded SelJuestering of _ cy of oontaminated silts over Creation of 7.7 acres of clean parent material intertidal
due to the on·going silting of the 7.7 acres of degraded benthic habitat, lIJld a habitat will replace degraded intertidal and subtidal
harbor system. lIJld the contaminated pennanenet loss of 7.7 acres of subtidal habitat. conditions; opportunistic and pioneer species should
point and non·point discharges. naturally recruit lIJld bioturbate new sed imenla; limited

hard substrates will remain; and fmfish utilization will be
limited to periods of tidal inundation.

SECONDARY EFFECTS Site remains in IUl abandoned, Creation of7.7 acres of clean parent material Biological communities and habitats should further
degraded condition; with II potential Intertidal habitat will replace degraded intertidal Improve with the on·going improvements to the Boston
for future development. and subtidal conditions; opportunutic and H.mor System IlI1d water quality.

pioneer species should naturally recruit lIJld
rework neW sediments; Ilmlted hard sUbstrate8
will remain: and fmflBh utilization will be
limited to periods of tidsl inundation.



TABLE 7-3 (CON'T) FACTUAL DETERMINATION: REVERE SUGAR

404(8)(1) EXISTING SlJORT·TERM WNG-TBRM
GUIDELINES CONDmONS CONDmONS CONDmONS

SUBSTRATE Co>nlAmlnated .i1t overlylnl clean parent materl.l. Dupf,cement of 3.1acrea of contaminated .I,11y ScquCltcrina of 85,000 cy of conllmlnated .ilta
IlIbllrate. over 3.1 acrca of dC8rlll1ed benthic IlIbllrate.

WATER CIRCULATION, Circulation lnfiuenced by IIdal exchlll18e. Entire watel'lhcct Irca 10ltto fllltlMd. No add illonallrnplc18 arc lUIticlpated.
FLUCTUATION- AND
SALINITY

TtJRBlDITV/TSS crus sa waler in l1li urbMized ealuarinc condition, Shcot pile bulkhead IIIId dewatering, limiled No Ildd illonal impaclIsrc IIIIlleipcted.
turbidity when the bulkhead Is driven.

CONTAMINANTS Contaminated silt overlying clean parent motorial, Scqueatoring of 85,000 cy of contaminated silll No additional impacll arc IIIItlcipcted.
over 3.1 acrea of degraded benthic substrate.

AQUATIC ECOSYSTEM Areal opportun istic/pioneer benthic community, fairly PcnnnnentloBs of 3,7 acrC! ofaquatic habitat. Pennanentlo8S of 3.7 acrea of aquatic habitat,
significnnttranBientlllld brood fishel}', Ill1d fish run in
adjacent river habiitat,

MIXING ZONE Abnndoned berthing area with no exiBting mixing zone. Mixing zone will be limited to any tempomry or No add itionallrnpacts are IlItticipated.
pennanent dewatering olltfa II to the Mystlc River;
any plume should be limited IlItd mpidly dissipated.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS Benthic aub.tmte is currently degmded due to the on· Sequestering of 85,000 cy of contaminated ailto Pennnnent loss of 3,1 acrea of aquatic habitat.
going silting of the harbor syatem, IlItd the contaminated over 3.7 acrea of degruded benthic aub!trute, and a
pointllltd non·point dischargea. pennllltent loS! of 3.7 acrea of aquatic habitat,

SECONDARY EFFECTS Site remain! in an abandoned, degmded condition; with II Dewatering dischargC!. On·going mainlenanee of bulkheading 10
potential for future development. - eliminate potential for seeps or releases of

sequestered materisls.
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TABLE 7-3 (CON'T) FACTUAL DETERMINATION: SPECTACLE ISLAND CAD

404(8)(1) EXlSl1NG SHORT-TERM LONG-TERM
GUJDEUNES CONDJ110NS CONDJ110NS CONDI110NS

SUBSTRATE Fine sand, silt and clay; Category I (314 Capping of the disposal pit with parent No additional impacts are anticipated.
CMR 9.00, generally clear of material, and final capping with on-site
contaminants; high levels of arsenic in borrow material should preserve existing
both surface and deep sediments. substrate conditions.

WATER Tidal circulation dominates with wave Cap elevation will mimic existing No additional impacts are anticipated.
CIRCULATION, heights ranging from 0.09-2.6 ft and bathymetry.
FLUCTUATION AND wave powers of 0.1·412.9 ft Ibs/sec.
SALINITY

TURBIDITY/TSS Class SB water (314 CMR 4.05-4.06), S 700 mg/I @ surface for up to 600 m, S Should return to Class SB water.
influenced by raw sewage discharges, 1,100 mg/I @ bollom for up to 1000 m
CSO's, various industrial discharges, and (laSalle etaI1991); any plume should ,~

urban runoff. rapidly dissipate.

CONTAMINANTS Fine sand, silt and clay; Category I (314 Capping of the disposal pit with parent No additional impacts are anticip ated.~

CMR 9.00, generally clear of material, and final capping with on-site
contaminants; high levels of arsenic in borrow material should preserve existing "1""~~_'

both surface and deep sediments. substrate conditions.

AQUATIC Benthic resources are dominated by After construction/and disposal activities, Benthic resources should continue to be
ECOSYSTEM amphipods, gastropods and nereid opportunistic/pioneer benthic resources dominated by amphipods, gastropods and

worms; EPB lobsters; and forage and should recolonize the site. nereid worms; EPB lobsters; and forage and
predator finfish· species. predator finfish species.

MIXING ZONE Open water site with no existing mixing During disposal activities, isolated with silt No additional impacts are anticipated.
zone. curtains/barriers, a vertical mixing zone

will include the water column overlying the
pit; localized and temporary turbidity
events should dissipate rapidly.

CUMULATIVE The area has been affected by the historic No impacts are anticipated. No additional impacts are anticipated.
EFFECTS Spectacle Island Landfill; however, this

condition should be improving based on
CAlf capping and securing of the island.

SECONDARY Benthic resources are dominated by Benthic resources should continue to be Biological communities and habitats should
EFFECTS amphipods, gastropods and nereid dominated by amphipods, gastropods and further improve with the on-going

worms; EPB lobsters; and forage and nereid worms; EPB lobsters; and forage improvements to the Boston Harbor System
predator finfish species. and predator finfish species. and water quality.









Chapter Eight: Draft Section 61 Findings

This chapter of the FEIR/S'presents draft
Section 61 Findings as required by
M.G.L. c. 30 § 61. The MEPA
regulations (301 CMR 11.01 (3)) require
review and evaluation of projects to
determine whether all feasible means and
measures will be used to avoid or
minimize damage to the environment. The
draft evaluation required by M.G.L. c. 30
§ 61 can be contained in the EIR and the
required findings should be based on the
EIR. No agency may act on a permit or
commence a project until this finding is
complete.

This chapter contains a Draft Section 61
finding to comply with Massport' s
responsibilities as the project' s local
sponsor. A final finding will be prepared
by Massport after two key events occur.
These are:

• The Secretary issues a certificate
on the FEIR/S, and

\

• The results of a second and tinal
confirmatory sampling round of
fisheries, benthics and lobster
resources, conducted in April/May
1995, are completed. This data
wiII be made part of the Final
Section 61 Finding.

As stated in 301 CMR 11.10, any agency
which acts on a project for which an EIR
has been prepared must make a finding.
This requires DEP to prepare a Section 61
finding before it issues permits and
certifications for the BHNIP. This
Chapter therefore, also serves to provide a
draft finding that the
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DEP may use as a basis for their required
finding.

Section 61 findings typically consist of the
foIIowing:

• project description;
• overall project impacts;
• specific impacts and mitigation

measures for these impacts; and
• a summary of findings.

Section 8.1 contains Massport' s draft
finding and foIIows the outline described
above. The information presented in each
section may be repetitive with preceding
information in other sections of this
FEIR/S but is repeated as appropriate to
complete the draft finding. Section 8.2
contains a model finding for the DEP
agencies that will have permitting
responsibility for p0t:tions of the project.

8.1 DRAFT SECTION 61 FINDING
FOR MASSPORT

8.1.1 Project Description

The Boston Harbor Navigation
Improvement and Berth Dredging Projects
(BHNIP) encompass the deepening ofthree
tributary channels (Reserved Channel,
Mystic River Channel and Chelsea Creek
Channel) and two areas in the Main Ship
Channel (Inner Confluence and the mouth
of Reserved Channel) to provide sufficient
ship maneuvering areas for the deepened
channels; six berth areas that would benefit
directly from the channel deepening
(Conley 11-13, Prolerized, Distrigas,
Moran, Eastern Minerals and Gulf Oil);



and six berth areas and one intake
structure that would not benefit directly
from (Le., be connected to) the channel
deepening (Boston Army, Boston Edison
Intake, Boston Edison Barge, Conley 14
15, Revere Sugar, Mystic Piers 1, 2, 49
and 50). The President Roads Anchorage
Area and adjacent channels would be re
marked to enlarge the deep water
anchorage without additional dredging.
Deepening of the channels to -40 ft MLW
(except Chelsea Channel to -38 ft MLW)
would allow greater use of the hitherto
underutilized -40 ft MLW Entrance
Channel and Main Ship Channel (see
Figure ES-1).

The improvements to the three Federal
channels were proposed as a result of a
Feasibility Study completed by the Corps
of Engineers in 1988. The three-channel
project was selected as the economically
and environmentally preferred project
alternative. It was authorized by Congress
in the Water Resources Development Act
of 1990 (p.L. 101-640). The authorized
project would allow the Port of Boston to
maintain its competitiveness in the highly
competitive national and international
marine trade business by reducing the cost
of transporting goods and thus improving
efficiency.

Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport),
as local sponsor of the project, submitted
an Environmental Notification Form
(ENF) to Massachusetts Executive Office
of Environmental Affairs in April 1991.
The Secretary's Certificate on the ENF
required the preparation of an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) with
three major areas of focus:
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• sediment characterization,,
• evaluation of disposal alterna

tives, and
• a dredging management plan.

The Corps of Engineers, New England
Division, committed to preparing an EIS in
1992 due to the cumulative impacts of
Federal actions (maintenance dredging,
navigation improvement dredging, and
permitting of the associated berthing areas)
and the significant public concern over
disposal of dredged material. Because the
channel improvement and berth dredging
projects are intricately linked and
interdependent and would be reviewed by
the same regulatory audience, it was
determined that preparation of a joint
Environmental, Impact Report/Statement
(EIR/S) would be most efficient.

A Draft EIR/S was published in April
1994. The FEIR/S responded to
comments received on the Draft including
the Secretary' s certificate dated June 10,
1994 and complied with the requirements
for an FEIR as described in 301 CMR
11.07 (10). The document also met the
requirements for an FEIS as specified in
40 CFR Part 1503.

,

The purpose of the BHNIP is to increase
the navigational efficiency and safety of
Boston Harbor for present types of deep
draft vessels. This purpose was the basis
for the 1988 Feasibility Report prepared
by the Corps to conclude that the project
was justified economically. There are also
direct economic benefits that accrue to the
Port from the BHNIP. These include: 1)
increased navigational efficiency and safety
by reducing the need to wait out tides or to
decrease loads' prior to entering the
Harbor; 2) the ability to ship more tons of
containerized cargo with fewer ships; 3)
the ability to attract new shipping lines;



and 4) ability to maintain vital refined oil
products facilities and allow for double
hulled tankers.

The BHNIP will result in removal of
approximately 1.1 million cubic yards (cy)
of silt (as measured in-place). The total
quantity of silt requiring disposal is
slightly higher, 1.4 million cy, which
accounts for 0.5 f~et of over-dredging into
the underlying parent material and a 20%
expansion factor due to dredging. An
extensive sediment sampling and testing
program was undertaken to characterize
me dredged material. The surficial silt
layer (or "maintenance" material) was
found to contain varying concentrations of
metals, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),
and other organics. The sediment bulk
chemistry data, in combination with test
organism toxicity and bioaccumulation
testing, indicated that the silt was generally
unsuitable for unconfined open water
disposal. The complete chemical and
bioassary results are provided in Appendix
C of the Draft EIRIS.

It was further determined that the
lmderlying sediment (parent material) was
composed of clay and sand/gravel and has
low levels of metals and organics. The
Corps initially determined that
approximately 360,000 cy of silt was
suitable for ocean disposal. Using the
same data, however, the EPA determined
that none of the silt was suitable for
unconfined ocean disposal. In response,
the Corps adopted the more conservative
position and assumed that all silt from the
project is considered unsuitable for
unconfined ocean disposal.

The underlying parent material, composed
primarily of Boston Blue Clay with gravel
pockets, has been shown on this and other
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projects to be uncontamInated and suitable
for unconfined open water disposal. The
total volume of approximately 2 million cy
of parent material (including the expansion
factor) can be disposed at an unconfined
open water site if no beneficial uses (e.g.,
landfill and/or capping) are identified.
The final component of the dredged
material is rock that would be removed
from Mystic River Channel and two areas
of the Main Ship Channel. Beneficial uses
considered for the 132,000 cy (post
dredging volume) of rock included habitat
enhancement or armoring disposal sites
that are subject to high-energy
hydrodynamics.

In addition to addressing the dredged
material disposal needs for the BHNIP
itself, disposition of the future maintenance
of the deepened channels over the 50 year
project life was addressed. The estimated
4.4 million cy of future maintenance
material would be composed primarily of
silt. For the purpose of the disposal
alternatives analysis, it has been assumed
that this material could contain elevated
levels of contaminants. Under this
assumption (which mayor may not be the
case), the material would have to be
deposited in a confined disposal site yet to
be determined. The BHNIP will not
require federal maintenance dredging for
an estimated ten years. The Corps has
responsibility for maintenance dredging.

An environmental and practicability
evaluation of options led to the
identification of the in-channel disposal
option as the least environmentally
damaging and practicable alternative.
Chapter Four of the FEIR/S provided the
environmental and praeti~ability screening
of 24 potential disposal sites. The in
channel option combines three sites .within
the Harbor. This option disposes of silt



within the dredging footprint of the Mystic
and Chelsea Rivers and the Inner
Confluence in cells constructed in the
parent material that are capped with sand
after filling. The in-channel option
confines most impacts to the dredging
footprint, and is rated the least
environmentally damaging practicable
alternative (LEDPA).

The FEIRIS also identified a secondary
preferred alternative site for excess silt
capacity should the preferred alternative
fail to provide sufficient capacity after the
project is underway. Based on the
environmental and practicability screening
process mentioned above, the Little Mystic
Channel was identified as a secondary
contingency site. This site would be filled
to mean low water, changing
approximately 15 acres from a subtidal,
but degraded condition, to intertidal habitat
with clean substrate. This option provides
approximately 373,000 cy of contingency
capacity. If this site is required for
secondary capacity, mitigation for change
in substrate will be discussed with the
appropriate resource agencies when
required.

8.1.2 Summary of Project Impacts

Certain short-term adverse effects of the
dredging and in-channel disposal would be
unavoidable. Some benthic organisms and
demersal fish would be killed during
dredging and blasting. Substrate in the
areas dredged would be temporarily devoid
of benthic organisms but would be
recolonized in approximately one year,
reforming habitat with prey suitable for fin
fish. Turbidity would increase temporarily
in the area of the dredge. Use of an
environmental (closed) bucket will help
minimize contaminant release. Other
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turbidity controls, such as silt curtains,
will be assessed in terms of suitability
depending on the location of the dredging
operation. Close monitoring of the
dredging operations, to identify problems
and quickly seek corrective measures, will
be undertaken.

The anticipated dredging rate would
generate approximately two to four barges
per day, depending on whether one or two
dredges were operating and the size of the
barges. Thus barge traffic should not
noticeably impede normal ship traffic.
Interference with navigation would be
minimized by coordination with the Coast
Guard.

Impacts due to disposal of dredged
materials are temporary since they do not
permanently alter the substrate of the in
channel areas. Also, in-channel disposal
impacts remain within the footprint of the
dredging so that resource areas outside the
navigation channels are not impacted
except for temporary turbidity impacts.

During the ItA year dredging process non
motile benthic organisms utilizing the
disposal areas would be buried.
Recolonization should occur within one
year after disposal operations are
completed based on the existing benthic
population of early successional stage
organisms. Fin fish would tend to avoid
the area during disposal due to noise and
turbidity disturbances. The benthos and
fish would eventually recolonize the
dredge site and will benefit from the
removal of contaminated silts. Important
anadromous fish populations would be
protected by suspending dredging and
disposal in the Mystic River during the
running season.



The water column in the vicinity of the
disposal site would experience increased
turbidity following each disposal event.
Approximately three to five percent of the
silt/clay fraction would be lost to the
environment during the disposal descent
phase. Disposal simulation model
evaluations indicated that disposal will not
cause adverse exposure (i'.e., exceedances
of water quality criteria). Based on Total
Suspended Solids (TSS), a turbidity plume
has been calculated based on fate and
transport modeling. It will not interfere
with fish passage and migration. Use of
mitigation measures, such as silt curtains,
to contain suspended solids and associated
chemicals, are proposed as additional
safeguards to minimize water quality
impacts in the Harbor.

Secondary impacts of the project,
consisting of land-side infrastructure
impacts, Harbor traffic, and other
socioeconomic interests, are minimal. The
BHNIP is not expected to increase vessel
traffic in the Harbor but will enhance
navigational safety and maintain the
competitiveness of the existing Port.
Vessel traffic will continue to include a
mix of large container ships, barges and
tankers. The Seaport Access system,
which is part of the Central Artery/Tunnel
project, will result in more direct and
convenient connections for trucks between
port terminals and the regional highway
network, thereby reducing traffic impacts
on local neighborhoods. This roadway
system is independent of the dredging
project.

8.1.3 Specific Impacts and Mitigation
Measures

Chapter Six of the FEIR/S provides a
thorough description of th~ primary,
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secondary and cumulative impacts of the
proposed project and the specific
mitigation measures provided to minimize
the impacts. The following subsections
discuss each of the major impacts
identified in the FEIRIS and the applicable
mitigation proposed.

8.1.3.1 Impacts to Harbor Bottom

Dredging of the BHNIP will remove
contaminated silt from approximately 320
acres of Harbor bottom. Disposal of the
silt material will consist of placing the
material in 54 cells excavated into the
uncontaminated parent material. These
cells occupy approximately 116 acres
within the 320 acres impacted by dredging.
The disposal cells will be capped by clean
granular material to provide a substrate for
re-establishment of the benthic population
temporarily displaced by the dredging and
disposal. Removal of contaminated silt
and replacement of contaminated silts with
clean substrate mitigates the impacts to the
Harbor bottom.

8.1.3.2 Water Quality/Sediment Quality

Material suspended during the dredging
process is principally restricted to the silt
or clay fraction of the material with sand
particles settling out immediately after
suspension. Grain size analysis of 18
stations within the Channels identify the
substrate as 86.5% clay and silt, 11.2%
sand and 2.3% rock. Chemical oxygen
demand from the suspension of silts is
expected to be low to moderate.
Biological oxygen demand may be
temporarily impacted from increased
turbidity. Water quality modeling results
conclude that under continuous disposal at
the in-channel locations, no constituents
were found to exceed chronic water quality



criteria if no more than 6,000 cy per day.
Modeling of an instantaneous release
scenario did not indicate any exceedance of
chronic water quality criteria.

The use of an environmental closed
bucket, and the application of silt curtains
around the disposal cells, will mitigate for
any temporary impacts to water quality
from the dredging and disposal operations.
Operational controls restricting the amount
of material disposed per day, or disposed
only at appropriate tides, will also be made
part of the dredging operational control
plans. Impacts have been determined to be
short-lived, localized and controllable
through standard dredge management
practices.

8.1.3.3 Biological Resources

The primary impact of dredging will be
the removal of benthic organisms
inhabiting the 320 acres to be dredged.
The dredging will cause a short-term loss
of benthic productivity that will be rapidly
offset through faunal recolonization
demonstrated by Boston Harbor studies.
Removal of contaminated silts over the
dredged area would improve the
maximization of faunal recovery.
Dredging could also mask chemical signals
used by migrating fish. This impact will
be avoided by scheduling dredging so as to
not coincide with migratory fish passage.
Fish and invertebrates will be impacted in
the short-term by blasting activities
proposed for small sections of the BHNIP.
Fish deterrence devices, such as sonic
blasts or bubble screens, will be deployed
to minimize fish mortality from blasting.

Disposal activities will have little or no
effect on downstream Harbor fauna since
they are characterized as tolerant to
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stresses associated with fluctuating
turbidity levels and dissolved oxygen
reduction. The use of silt curtains will
minimize the downstream impacts; if any,
on Harbor fauna.

8.1.3.4 Operational Controls,
Contingencies and Mitigation

Impacts associated with the field operations
of dredging arid disposal were described in
Chapter Five of the FEIRIS. Operational
controls and mitigation strategies have
been incorporated into the project design.
These operational controls are:

• Capping the disposal cells with
sand to maximize the potential for
faunal recolonization with rock
armoring in areas subject to vessel
prop wash scouring;

• Scheduling of dredging and
disposal to fit environmental
window and to meet water quality
criteria

• Coordinating with the U.S. Coast
Guard· to avoid interference
between BHNIP activities and
commercial traffic

• Scheduling activities to avoid peak
recreational Harbor usage (4th of
July, other holidays)

• Identification of significant
structural features (bridge
abutments, utility lines, bulkheads,
moorings and buoys) to avoid
negative impacts



8.1.3.5 Resource Enhancement Activities

• A recognition that the in channel
sites will be monitored by the
Corps under the DAMOS
program.

Based on the data provided in the FEIRIS,
the preferred alternative will not require
compensatory resource mitigation. As
local sponsor, Massport is willing to work
with state resource agencies to identify

f>k\

• Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone
Management
- Coastal Zone Consistency Review

The BHNIP project will require permits
and approvals from the following DEP
agencies:

resource enhancement opportunities in the
Harbor area. As examples these can
include working with state and local
resource agencies to identify potential
resource enhancement options such as
supporting the development of an "urban
fishing park" through rehabilitation of
water access structures to enhance pubic
use and access to functional recreational
fishing areas. In addition, Massport is
willing to work with appropriate agencies
to increase the number of vessel sewage
pump-out facilities in the Harbor Area.

• Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection
- Water Quality Certification
- Division of Wetlands and Waterways

review of local Order of Conditions

8.2 MODEL SECTION 61 FINDING
FOR DEP AGENCIES

8.1.4 Findings

For the reasons stated above, Massport
finds that, with implementation of the
operational mitigation measures described,
all practicable means and measures will be
taken to avoid or minimize adverse
impacts to the environment relative to
Massport actions. It is anticipated that
appropriate conditions will be included in
environmental permits to be issued by the
DEP to ensure implementation of said
measures.
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Use of environmental bucket to
trap contaminated sediments during
dredging and outfitted with a
sensor to detect closure problems
due to debris

Use of silt curtains during disposal

Imposition of dredging
performance standards to meet
environmental and permitting
conditions as well as design
controls

A recognition that the Corps will
make parent material available for
beneficial use

Requirement for contractor to
provide an incident response plan
to cover spills of dredged material,
fuel and machinery oil

Trash and debris management on
~eparate scows with agreements to
dispose of materials in landfills

Contingency plans for reasonably
foreseeable equipment failures,
weather conditions, encounters
with buried structures, and permit
limit exceedances

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



The following paragraphs provide a
detailed outline of how the BHNIP
complies with DEP regulatory policies for
their permits.

8.2.1 Massachusetts Wetlands Protection
Act CMGL c. 131. § 40 and 310 CMR
1O.0m

The entire aquatic portion of the BHNIP
will occur within the Mystic River,
Chelsea Creek, East Boston and South
Boston DPA's and as such, must address
only one significant resource (land under
ocean) relative to the Act and Regulations.
This limits protectable interests to storm
damage prevention and flood control, and
the protection of marine fisheries. To
comply with these interests, the BHNIP
must fulfill specific applicable performance
standards. The BHNIP fulfills these
requisite conditions in the following
manner:

1) Dredge channel and port area so that
all portions of them will be adequately
flushed by the tides.

BHNIP Compliance:

The proposed channel deepening should
not alter the flushing rate of Boston
Harbor appreciably, given the 150 billion
gallon plus diurnal tidal prism that
currently exists.

2) Complete the dredging operation as
quickly as possible by using the most
efficient and practical equipment.

BHNIP Compliance:

The proposed navigation improvement
dredging is scheduled to occur over a 12
to I8-month time frame. Mechanical
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Dredging with limited blasting has been
selected as the most feasible method to
complete the BHNIP. An environmental
bucket, determined to be the most feasible
and least envi~onmentally damaging
methodology to dredge contaminated
material, will be used to remove the silts.

3) Where possible, schedule dredging so
as not to conflict with fisheries use.

BHNIP Compliance:

As required by regulation, the BHNIP will
avoid any construction or disposal activity
during the period of March 15 through
June ~5. In addition, the turbidity plume
for the in-channel locations does not
impede fish passage in any of the Channels

4) Bottom sediment analysis and
evaluation of dredging should be
coordinated with the DWPC.

BHNIP Compliance:
I

As stated in the DEIRIS, and based on the
3 tier analyseS, the 2.9 million cubic yards
of dredged material from the BHNIP will
consist of approximately 1.7 million cubic
yards of "clean" parent material including
rock. The remaining 1.1 million cubic
yards of silty material has been determined
to be contaminated. Therefore, the
BHNIP accepts the finding that all of the
silt material is considered to be unsuitable
for unconfined open water disposal.
Further, all bulk chemistry, bioassay and
biological evaluations have been planned
and coordinated with federal and state
regulatory authorities. Extensive water
quality model'ing studies have been
performed fo~ the in-channel options.
Results indicate that the option meets
DWPC regulations.

,



5) Minimize the amount of dredging.

BHNIP Compliance:

The Full Project is the preferred, and
congressionally-authorized alternative for
the dredging project. In addition to the
removal of all unconsolidated silts required
for maintenance, parent material would be
dredged to project depths. The purpose
and need for the Full Project has been
documented in the FE:rR/S. It offers the
greatest benefits to the Port of Boston.

. The impacts associated with the dredging
are temporary. In the absence of
improvement dredging, maintenance
dredging of the channels and. berths would
be required to maintain navigational safety.
ne maintenance material, or silt, is the
contaminated portion of the BHNIP
dredged materials. Issues regarding silt
dredging and disposal, are therefore, issues
that require resolution regardless of the
improvement project.

6) Whenever possible, channel axis
should not be parallel to direction of
major storm waves.

BHNIP Compliance:

The BHNIP is limited to the existing
channel configuration.

7) Wave height at any point along the
shoreline shall not increase by more than
10% by disposal of dredged material on
nearshore areas of land under ocean.

BHNIP Compliance:

The BHNIP will not significantly alter
surface water hydrology within the project
area.
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8) Dispose of spoil in discontinuous
bands, interrupted at least every 250 ft.
by 50 ft. breaks to provide for passage
or water, nutrients and aquatic life.

BHNIP Compliance:

This does not apply to the BHNIP since
disposal of the silt materials will occur and
be sequestered within the in-channel cells.

9) Dredged material disposal on any
portion of land under the ocean shall
have a mean grain size distribution
which does not differ from the existing
land under th~ ocean sediment grain size
by more than 50%.

BHNIP Compliance:

No dredge material disposal will occur on
any unpermittedqr undesignated land
under the ocean. In-channel disposal will
be fully contained, sequestered and capped
beneath granular substrate material.

10) Disposal of dredged material should
avoid eel grass beds to the maximum
extent possible.

BHNIP Compliance:

There are no eelgrass beds located at the
in-channel sites. .

11) Sedimentation or catch basins as
appropriate to the amount of runoff.

BHNIP Compliance:

Not applicable to the BHNIP project.

12) All drainage structures should have
gas traps, with appropriate
maintenance.
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BHNIP Compliance:

.
Not applicable to the BHNIP project.

13) Headwall and supports must be
spaced so that sediment transport is not
interrupted.

BHNIP Compliance:

Not applicable to the BHNIP project.

14) Space piles as far apart as practical
for the structures being built, in no case
less than 10 feet apart.

BHNIP Compliance:

Not applicable to the BHNIP project.

15) Construction shall be completed as
quickly as possible to minimize the
amount of turbidity and sedimentation.

BHNIP Compliance:

The BHNIP should be completed over a
12-18 month timeframe with dredging and
disposal within the same footprint so that
minimal additional areas would experience
turbidity and sedimentation impacts.

8.2.2 Massachusetts Waterways Licensing
Program CMGL c. 91 and 310 CMR 9.00)

While Massport is exempt from the
requirement of an individual license,
individual private berth owners are not.
The BHNIP complies with c. 91
performance standards in the following
manner:

1) Unless the project is located in a
DPA, no dredging of channels, mooring
basin, or turnarounds should occur
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below a mean low water depth of 20 ft.
unless the waterway serves a commercial
navigational purpose of jurisdictional
significance and cannot be relocated to a
DPA. I •

BHNIP Compliance:

The entire dredging and dredged material
disposal program is situated in the Mystic
River, Chelsea Creek, East Boston. or
South Boston DPA's.

2) The design and timing of dredged
material disposal activity shall be such
as to avoid interference with
anadromous/catadromous fish runs. At
a minimum, rio such activity shall occur
in such areas between March 15th and
June 15th of any year, except upon a
determination by the Division of Marine
Fisheries (MADMF) that such an activity
will not obstruct or hinder passage of
fish.

BHNIP Compliance:

The BHNIP avoids any
construction/disposal activities during the
period of March 15 through June 15.

3) The design and timing of dredging
and dredged material disposal activity
shall be such as to minimize adverse
impacts on shellfish beds, fishery
resource areas, and submerged aquatic
vegetation.

BHNIP Compliance:

Given the nature of the current water and
sediment quality of the project area, the
opportunistic character of the benthic
biota, and the lack of aquatic vegetation;
the BHNIP does not permanently impact
any of these biological resources. Any



disturbance or displacement will be
temporary, and the sediment quality of the
post dredge substrate will be cleaIl
granular material.

4) Outline operational requirements for
dredging and dredge material disposal,
for review and approval.

BHNIP Compliance:

Chapter Five of the FEIRIS provided a
comprehensive Dredge Management Plan
outlining all proposed operational
requirements that satisfy this performance
standard.

5) Provide appropriate supervision of
dredging and dredge material disposal.

BHNIP Compliance:

Chapter Five of the FEIR/S provided a
comprehensive Dredge Management Plan,
and details all proposed supervision and
construction management plans sufficiently
to meet this performance standard.

8.2.3 MCZM Policies Applicable to the
BHNIP

1) Policy 1 states, "Protect ecologically
significant resource areas (salt marshes,
shellfish beds, dunes, beaches, barrier
beaches and saltponds) for their
contribution to maritime productivity
and value as natural habitats and storm
buffers. II

BHNIP Compliance:

The BHNIP dredging and disposal plans
will not impact resources identified in this
policy.
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2) Policy 4 states, "Condition
construction in water bodies and
contiguous land areas to minimize
interference with water circulation and
sediment transport and to preserve
water quality and marine
productivity••. II

BHNIP Compliance:

Dredging and material disposal activities
should have minimal temporary effect on
water quality, marine productivity, and the
designated fish runs. Appropriate
scheduling of activities during periods of
low productivity and environmental
dormancy should serve to minimize
adverse effects to biological resources.
The in-channel disposal and sequestering
of contaminated silts, and the disposal of
clean parent material at designated and
approved disposal sites, should help to
balance both water and sediment quality.
Also, biological resources will naturally
re-establish themselves in the post project
condition. Re-colonization is expected
after one year following disposal.

3) Policy 5 states, "Ensure that
dredging and disposal of dredged
material minimizes adverse effects on
water quality, physical processes, marine
productivity and public health".

BHNIP Compliance:

Since the channel bathymetry will not be
sig~ificantly lowered in the post dredging
condition, there should also be no increase
in flood erosion hazards or adverse effects
on natural replenishment of beaches.
Given the nature of the project area
shoreline, sediment transport is not very
significant within the project area.
Turbidity will be a short-term
phenomenon, and should pose no long



lasting adverse effects. Contaminant
stripping during dredge and dredge
material disposal should be controllable.
No chronic water quality thresholds will be
exceeded during either continuous or
instantaneous loadings, provided daily
disposal volumes do not exceed 6,000
cy/day.

4) Policy 7 states, "Encourage the
location of maritime com'merce and
development in segments of urban
waterfronts designated as port areas.
Within these areas, prevent the exclusion
of maritime dependent industrial uses
that require the use of lands subject to
tidelands licenses.II

BHNIP Compliance:

All facets of the dredging and dredge
material disposal proposal are consistent
with the DPA designation and consistent
with existing usage. The deepening of the
channel is necessary to make the DPA
serviceable to the current shipping needs.

5) Non-Regulatory Policy 7, which deals
with state financial assistance and direct
state action states, IIEncourage through
technical and financial assistance
expansion of water-dependent uses in
DPA's and developed harbors,
redevelopment of urban waterfronts and
expansion of visual access ll

•

BHNIP Compliance:

The proposed maintenance and
improvement dredging is consistent with
this policy.

8.2.4 Section 401 Water Quality
Certification

The BHNIP must demonstrate that it
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complies with the 404(b)(1) guidelines (40
CFR 230.11) and 310 CMR 9.00
regulations for water quality certification.
The following narrative demonstrates the
BHNIP's compliance with these guidelines.

1) Physical Substrate Determination

BHNIP Compliance:
,

The BHNIP will remove both
contaminated silt, clean parent material
(clay), and/or rock from 320 acres
federally designated channels and berthing
areas exposing clean parent material
(predominately clay with some ledge)
throughout the project area. The resultant
substrate should be clean and
representative of the natural harbor
substrate. Existing silts appear to be the ,
result of continuous point and non point
discharge to the Boston Harbor
Environment.

In-channel disposal of the contaminated silt
material will provide in-situ disposal
opportunity of dredge material. The
capping of the in-channel cells with the
BHNIP parent material and/or sand would
also provide suitable clean post-project
benthic substrate. The disposal and
sequestering of the silt material within the
in-channel cells should provide an overall
improvement in substrate conditions.

2) Water Circulation, Fluctuation and
Salinity Determination

BHNIP Compliance:

The channel :deepening and proposed
dredge material disposal program will not
alter the existing hydrology, flushing rate
tidal prism.



3) Suspended ParticulatelTurbidity
Determination

BHNIP Compliance:

The dredging of the channel and berth
areas will be performed in a manner to
minimize the possibility of sediment
release. A review of the levels of
sediment chemistry, the ambient water
quality and the use of an environmental
bucket, indicates that a low potential exists
for substantial degradation of ambient
water quality during dredging.

Several factors may affect the
characteristics of turbidity plumes
associated with the project, including the
discharge rate, character of the dredged
material slurry, water depth,
hydrodynamic regime, and the discharge
configuration. Typically, the quantity of
material re-suspended in the upper water
column ranges from 1-5% of the total
amount released.

The BHNIP modeling analysis presented in
the FEIRIS indicates that no chronic water
quality thresholds will be exceeded during
either continuous or instantaneous
loadings, provided daily disposal volumes
do not exceed 6,000 cy/day.

4) Contaminant Determination

BHNIP Compliance:

The BHNIP modeling analysis included in
the FEIRIS indicates that no chronic water
quality thresholds will be exceeded during
either continuous or instantaneous
loadings, provided daily disposal volumes
do not exceed 6,000 cy/day.

In-channel disposal, as proposed,
concentrates both dredging and material
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disposal operations within the BHNIP
footprint. This will minimize the project
area and impacts involving additional
remote sites.

5) Aquatic Ecosystem and Organic
Determinations

BHNIP Compliance:

The Harbor benthic faunal communities
are dominated by opportunistic deposit
feeders. The Harbor is inherently stressful
to benthic populations due to low DO
levels and sediment contamination. The
removal of this assemblage of organisms
during dredging will have minimal impact
on the ecological productivity of the
Harbor as a system.

The dredging of the channel will cause a
shon term loss of benthic productivity that
will be rapidly offset through faunal
recolonization. Fishery resources
associated with the Mystic River, Chelsea
Creek and Inner Confluence are
moderately significant based on a fisheries
survey reported in the PEIRIS as Appendix
E.

The Mystic River catch was dominated by
winter flounder, atlantic tomcod and scup.
The Chelsea River catch was also
dominated by winter flounder and atlantic
tomcod. At the Inner Confluence, the
dominant catch species was winter
flounder. These findings are comparable
with previous finfish surveys in the area.

Chemical signals essential for anadromous
fishery migrations could become masked
by the dredging operation's suspension of
sediments and associated chemicals.
Dredging will be scheduled in non
sensitive areas of the Harbor and during
appropriate periods to avoid impacting



seasons of critical spawning runs of those
species.

Sediment suspension will also displace
motile species that will attempt to avoid
gill abrasion, lower DO levels, and
reduced sensory opportunities for predation
(masked odors and low visibility) in the
dredging area. These would be temporary
and the effects would not have long-term
detrimental impacts given the
recommended mitigation practices.

Downdrift harbor fauna should be tolerant
to stresses associated with fluctuating
turbidity levels and DO reduction.
Locating the material disposal locations
within the dredging footprint limits stresses
associated with the BHNIP from being
exerted on remote communities. Most of
the episodic effects on all biological
resources will be triggered by the dredging
itself. Motile organisms should evacuate
the sites before and after filling or habitat
displacement takes place. Sessile
organisms will be lost.

Species of marine mammals which may
occur in tidal waters in the vicinity of the
project area, include harbor seals (phoca
vitulina), harbor porpoises (phocena
phocena), and grampuses (Grampus
griseus). However, their presence in the
Boston Harbor system is uncommon.
Since most of the dredging impacts will
occur well within the Inner Harbor where
marine mammals are uncommon, the
project will not cause adverse impacts to
these species.
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The intertidal and subtidal areas, including
and adjacent to the Federal channel area,
are not known .to provide habitat for any
Federal threate·ned andlor endangered
species, or State rare species. Letters
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
the National Marine Fisheries Service and
the State Natural Heritage Program have
confirmed the lack of any threatened,
endangered, or rare species in the area.

6) Disposal Site Determinations (Mixing
Zone)

BHNIP Compliance:

For the in-ehannel site, the mixing zone
will extend over several acres. Based on
hydrographic variations, the following
spacial extents were reported in the
FEIRIS:

Mystic River: 12.4 acres
Chelsea Creek: 30.0 acres
Inner Confluence: 14.7 acres

Data reported in the FEIRIS and technical
appendices indicate the mixing zone will
not impact or impede fishery migration.

8.2.5 Findings

For the reasons stated above, the DEP
finds that, with the implementation of the
operational mitigation measures decribed,
all practicable means and measures will be
taken to avoid or minimize adverse
impacts to the environment. It is
anticipated that appropriate conditions will
be included in DEP permits to ensure
implementation of said measures.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES STATEHOUSE
ROOM 481 .
BOSTON, MA 02133
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TIlE HONORABLE RICHARD VOKE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES STAlE HOUSE
ROOM 343
BOSTON, MA 02133

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT:

CITY CLERK
CITY OF GLOUCES1ER
GLOUCES1ER MA 01930

ROBERT N. FORMAN, CHAIRMAN
BOARD OF SELECIMEN
TOWN OF NAHANT
334 NAHANT ROAD
NAHANT MA 01908

TIlE HONORABLE JOHN R. MCCARTHY
MAYOR, CITY OF EVEREIT
484 BROADWAY STREET
EVERETT, MA 02149

TIlE HONORABLE THOMAS M. MENINO
MAYOR, CITY OF BOSTON
BOSTON CITY HAIL FIFTII FLOOR
BOSTON, MA 02201

ROBERT W. MURPHY, CHAIRMAN
BOARD OF SELECIMEN
TOWN OF SWAMPSCOIT
ELIHU TIIOMSON ADMlNISlRATION BUILDING
SWAMPSCOIT MA 01907

THE HONORABLE JAMES A SHEETS
MAYOR, CITY OF QUINCY
1304 HANCOCK STREET
QUINCY, MA 02169

BRUCE H. TOBEY MAYOR
CITY OF GLOUCESlER
GLOUCESTER MA 01930

MARIE T. TURNER, CHAIR
WINTHROP BOARD OF SELECIMAN
1 METCALF SQUARE
WINTHROP, MA 02152

MICHAEL C. WOOD
TOWN ADMINISTRAroR
TOWN OF NAHANT
NAHANf MA 01908

FEDERAL AGENCIES:

MR. BRAD BARR MANAGER
NOAAlSTElLWAGEN BANKNMS
14 UNION STREET
PLYMOUTII, MA 02360

US FISH & Wll..DLIFE SERVICE
RALPH PllL MARKETPLACE,
4TII FLOOR 22 BRIDGE STREET
CONCORD, NH 03301-4901
ATTN: MR. MICHAEL BAR1LEIT, SUPERVISOR

VERNON B. LANG

MR. BRUCE BLANCHARD DIRECTOR
US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
OFFICE OFENVIONMENTAL PROJECT REVlEW
WASHINGTON. DC 20240

MR. RON BROWN SECRETARY
US DEPARTMENT OF CO:MMERCE
HOOVER BunnING
14TH & CONSTITUTION AVENUE
WASHINGTON, DC 20230

BRADBU1MAN
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
BRANCH OF A1LANTIC MARINE GEOLOGY
QUISSETT CAMPWOODS HOLE, MA 02543

LT. TED COATES
US COAST GUARD MARINE SAFETY OFFICE
455 COMMERCIAL ST
BOSTON MA 02109-1045

US ENVIRONMENTAL PROlECTION AGENCY
J. F. KENNEDY BUIIDING
BOSroN, MA 02203
ATTN: MR. JOHN DEVILLARS DIRECTOR

PHIL COLARUSSO
ED REINER
MS. PATIENCE WHITTEN
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LT PATRICK G. FORAN
FIRST COAST GUARD DISTRICT
408 A1LANTIC AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02110

DR. NORBERT A. JAWORSKI
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROlECTION AGENCY
27 TARZWELL DR.
NARRAGANSEIT RI 02882

MR. SCOTT M. KAVANAUGH OFFICER-IN
CHARGE, US NAVY COMNAVBASE
DETACHMENT BOSTON
CHARLESTOWNNAVY YARD Bun..DING 24
CHARLESTOWN, MA 02129

MRJAMES LAWLESS. DEPUfY DIRECTOR
NATIONAL OCEAN SERVICE - NOAA
ROOM 11515
1335 EAST WEST HIGHWAY
SILVER SPRINGS MD 20910

GORDONLEICH
US DEPARTMENT OF THE IN1ERIOR
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL POlley
ROOM 2340
1849 C STREEr, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20240

MS. JO LINSE
NOAAJORCA22
BIN NO 15700
7600 SAND POINT WAY NE
SEATl1..E, WA 98115-0070

FRANCIS MARDULA
US DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
MARAD ROOM 7221 MAR-224
400 7TH STREET. SW
WASHINGTON, DC 20590

ROBERT MCKEON DIREcrOR,
NORTHATI..ANTIC REGION MARITIME
ADMINISTRATION
DEFf. OF TRANSPORTATION
26 FEDERAL PLAZA R-3737
NEW YORK. NY 10278

LCDR TED OATES
US COAST GUARD MARlNE SAFETY OFFICE
455 COMMERCIAL STREET
BOSTON. MA 02109-1045

JACOB PA1NAIK
US COAST GUARD MARlNE SAFETY OFFICE
BRIDGE ADMINISTRATION DIVISION, G-NBR-3
2100 SECOND STREET. S.W.
WASHINGTON, DC 20593

I

MARGHERITA PRYOR
OCEANS AND COASTAL PROTECTION DIV.
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PR01ECTION AGANCY
401 M STREET SW MAIL CODE 4504F
WASHINGTON DC 20960

ANDREW L. RADDANr
AcrG REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICER
US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL POllCY AND
COMPLIANCE
408 AlLANTIC AVENUE ROOM 142
BOSTON MA 02210-3334

NATIONAL MARJNE FISHERIES SERVICE
ONE BLACKBURN DRIVE
GLOUCESTER. MA 01930.2298
ATTN: MR. RICHARD ROE DIRECI'OR

JONATIIAN KURLAND
CHRIS MANTZARIS
WIlLIAM ROBINSON

MR. DAVID ROSE·
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
CHARLESTOWNNAVY YARD
CHARLESTOWN. MA 02129

BECKY TIJDDEN
US ENVIRONMENTAL PR01ECTION AGENCY
W33
75 HAWTIIORN STREET
SAN FRANSISCO, CA 94105

DONNA WIETING ACTING DIRECTOR.
ECOLOGY AND CONSERVATION OFFICE
US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
OFFICE OF TIm UNDER SECRETARY FOR
OCEANS AND ATMOSPHERE
WASHINGTON DC 20230
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MS. JOAN YIM, DEPUlY ADMINISTRATOR
US MARITIME ADMINISTRATION
US DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF PORT AND lNIERMODAL
400 SEVENTH STREET, SW
WASHThIGTON, DC 20590

STATE AGENCIES:

TIlE HONORABLE SlEVEN V. ANGELO
CHAIR. NATIJRAL RESOURCES &
AGRICULTIJRE
ROOM 473F STAlE HOUSE
BOSTON, MA 02133

MS. NANCY BAKER
MA EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
AFFAIRS, ROOM 2000 100 CAMBRIDGE STREET
BOSTON, MA 02202

COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT
ROOM 2006 100 CAMBRIDGE STREET
BOSTON, MA 02202
ATIN: MS. PEG BRADY, DIRECTOR

DEERlN BABB-BRaIT

MA DIVISION OFMARINE FISHERIES
100 CAMBRIDGE STREEf
BOSTON, MA 02202
ATIN: MR. PHILIP COATES DIRECTOR

LEIGH BRIDGES

MARIANN CONNOLLY
MWRAPROGRAM MANAGEMENTDMSION
100 FIRST AVENUE - BUILDING 39
CHARlESTOWN NAVY YARD
CHARLESTOWN, MA 02129

MR. JAY COPELAND
DMSION OF FISHERIES & WTIDLIFE
NATIJRAL HERITAGE & ENDANGERED SPECIES
PROGRAM
100 CAMBRIDGE STREEf
BOSTON, MA 02202

MR. SlEVEN CORBETT
DIRECTOR OF ADMIN SUPPORT DIVISION
MA WAlER RESOURCES AlITHORTIY
100 FIRST AVENUE
CHARLESTOWN, MA 02129

JON COSCO
MERRlMACK VAllEY PLANNING COMMISSION
160 MAIN STREET
HAVERHIT.L, MA 01830

MS. TRUDY COXE, SECRETARY
MA EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
AFFAIRS, ROOM 2000 100 CAMBRIDGE STREET
BOSTON, MA 02202

COLm M. CUNNINGHAM, CHAIRMAN
MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION
COMMONWEALTII OF MASSACHUSEITS
LEVERETT SALTONSTAll STAlE OFFICE
BUILDING
100 CAMBRIDGE STREET

. BOSTON MA 02202

MS. MAGGIE DEBBIE
MASS WAlER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
CHARLESTOWNNAVY YARD
100 FIRST AVENUE
CHARLESTOWN, MA 02129

MA DEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
DIVISION OF WETLANDS & WAlERWAYS
8TIfFLooR
1 WIN1ER STREET
BOSTON, MA 02108
AnN: MR. CARL DIERKER, ACTING DIRECTOR

MITCH ZIENCINA

MA DEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
WAlER POllUTION CONIROL
1 WIN'IER STREET·
BOSTON, MA 02108
AnN: MR. BRIAN DONAHOE, DIRECTOR

ruDY PERRY

MR. MICHAEL GILDESGAME
OCEAN SANCTUARIES COORDINATOR
MA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES
13TH FLOOR
100 CAMBRIDGE STREET
BOSTON, MA 02202



MS. ASTRID GLYNN
DIRECI'OR OF TRANSIT
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF TRANSPORTATION &
CONSlRUCTION
ROOM 3170
10 PARK PLAZA
BOSTON, MA 02116

DANIEL GREENBAUM, COMMISSIONER
MA DEPT OFENVIRONMENTAL PR01ECTION
ONEWINTER STREET
BOSTON, MA 02108

MR. JOEL HAR'ILEY
MA DEPI' OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
SOLID WASTEMANAGEMENT
1 WINTER STREET
BOSTON, MA 02108

CHRISTOPHER LAM
MWRA, CHARLESTOWNNAVY YARD
100 FIRST AVENUE
CHARLESTOWN, MA 02129

MR. JOEL A. LERNER, DIRECTOR
MA DMSION OF CONSERVATION SERVICE
100 CAMBRIDGE STREET
BOSTON, MA 02202

MRLESLIE LEWIS
MADEPI' OFENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
100 CAMBRIDGE ST., RM 1905
BOSTON, MA 02202

MR. STEVEN G. LIPMAN
BOSTON HARBOR COORDINATOR
MADEPI' OFENVIRONMENTAL PROlECTION
1 WINTER S1REET
BOSTON, MA 02108

MR. VIC MASTONE, DIRECTOR
MA EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
AFFAIRS
BOARD OF UNDERWATER. ARCHEOLOGY
100 CAMBRIDGE STR.EEr
BOSTON, MA 02202

MS. JOANNE MCBRIEN
MA DEPI' OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
DMSION OF ENERGY RESOURCES, ROOM 1500
100 CAMBRIDGE STREET
BOSTON, MA 02202

MS. ruDITH MCDONOUGH
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
MASS STATE HISToRICAL COMMISSION
80 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON, MA 02116

:MlCHAEL B. MCHALE II INTERN DEM
6 APPLECREST ROAD
ANDOVER. MA 01810

MS. JULIA O'BRIEN
MDC PLANNING OmCE
20 SOMERSET STREET
BOSTON, MA 02108

MARY PADULA, COMMISSIONER
MASS. EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF COMMUNITIES
AND DEVELOPMENT, ROOM 1804
100 CAMBRIDGE STREET
BOSTON, MA 02202

MR.MARK RADVILLE
PROJECT MANAGER, ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
MA WATER RESOURCES AUTIIORlTY
100 FIRST AVENUE
CHARLESTOWN, MA 02129

STEPHEN J. REMEN, COMMISSIONER
MASS. EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS
DMSION OF ENERGY RESOURCES
100 CAMBRIDGE STREET ROOM 1500
BOSTON, MA 02202

MS. STACY A. RICHARDS
AGENCY COORDINATOR
MASSACHUSETTS' HIGHWAY DEPAR1MENT
CENIRAL ARTERYtrUNNEL
ONE soum STATION
BOSTON, MA 02110
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MR JOHN A. SIMPSON
MA DEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PR01ECTION
WATERWAYS DIVISION
ONE WINTER. ST.
BOSTON MA 02108

MS. CASSIE mOMAS
MADEPI' OFENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
SCENIC RIVERS PROGRAM, ROOM 1404
100 CAMBRIDGE STREET BOSTON, MA 02202

HIMANSHU VAKIL
CEN1RAL ARTERYmJNNEL PROJECT
MAll.. STOP 02-3X-Ol
ONE SOUTH STATION
BOSTON MA 02210

MR. PETER WEBBER, COMMISSIONER
MADEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
DIVISION OF WATERWAYS
100 CAMBRIDGE SlREET 14TII FLOOR
BOSTON, MA 02202

MR. PETER M. ZUK, PRomer DIRECTOR
MASSACHUSElTS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
CENTRAL AR1ERYmJNNEL
ONE soum STATION
BOSTON, MA 02110

MUNICIPAL OFFICES:

BOSTON POliCE DEPARTMENT
HARBOR PATROL UNIT 154
BERKELEY STREET
BOSTON, MA 02116

NEWBURYPORT HARBOR COMMISSION
CITY HAIL
NEWBURYPORT, MA 01950

CHAIRMAN, PLANNING BOARD
TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTT, TOWN HAlL
MONUMENT AVE
SWAMPSCOTT MA 01907

NAHANT HISTORICAL SOCIETY
ClOSEARS
P.O.BOX42
NAHANT, MA 01908

CITY COUNCIL
crtY OF GLOUCESTER
GLOUCESTER MA 01930

MR. ARMANDO J. CARBONELL
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CAPE COD COMMISSION
3225 MAIN STREET P.O. BOX 226
BARNSTABLE, MA 02630

ROBERT J. CIOLEK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
BOSTON WAlER AND SEWER. COMMISSION
425 SUMMER STREET
BOSTON, MA 02210-1700

MR. BRIAN DELOREY, ASSISTANT DIR.
FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENI'
BOSTON REDEVELOPMENT AU1HORTIY
ONE CITY HALL SQUARE
BOSTON, MA 02201-1007

JOHN DEPRIEST, PROJECT MANAGER.
TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION
CHELSEA DEPT. PLANNING & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT, CITY HALL, ROOM 101
500 BROADWAY
OIELSEA, MA 02150

JOSEPH GRAUL. COMMISSIONER
NAHANT CONSERVATION COMMISSION
TOWN HAIL
NAHANT ROAD NAHANT, MA 01908

WIlLIAM F. HENNESSEY, CHAIRMAN
HARBOR ADVISORY COMMII lEE
TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTT ADMINISTRATION
BUllDlNG
SWAMPSCOTT, MA 01907

MR. DOUG HERBERICH
BOIC
43 HAWKINS ST
BOSTON MA 02114

MR. CHRISTOPHER KELLY
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
BOSTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
ROOM 805
BOSTON CITY HAIL
BOSTON, MA 02201
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MR. RICHARD B. MERlENS
BOSTON REDEVELOPMENT AUTIIORITY
ONE CITY HALL SQUARE
BOSTON, MA 02201

LAWRENCE PICARIELLO, CHAIRMAN
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTI
ELIHU TIiOMSON ADMINISTRATION BUlLDING
SWAMPSCOTI, MA 01907

MR. MARTIN PILLSBURY
:METROPOLITAN AREA PLANNING COUNCIL
60 TEMPLE PLACE
BOSTON, MA 02111

ENVIRONMENTAL DEPARTMENT
BOSTONCITY HALL
BOSTON, MA 02201
AnN: MR. ARTHUR PUGSlEY

NAOMI SCHUSSlER

MR. PETER. SCARPIGNATO
DEPARTMENT OF PUBUC WORKS
ONE CITY HAIL SQUARE
BOSTON, MA 02201

MR JIM SORRENTINO
EDIC
10DRYDOCK AVENUE
BOSTON. MA 02210

LEWIS H. SPENCE, RECEIVER
CHELSEA CITY HALL
500 BROADWAY
CHELSEA, MA 02150

JOHN P. SUUlVAN, CHIEF ENGINEER
BOSTONWATER AND SEWER COMMISSION
425 SUMMER STREET
BOSTON. MA 02210-1700

MS KATIIIE PETERS, CLERK
CAPE COD COMMISSION
3225 MAIN STREET P.O. BOX 226
BARNSTABLE, MA 02630

LffiRARIES:

PROVINCETOWN PUBLIC LIBRARY
330 COMMERCIAL STREET
PROVINCETOWN MA. 02657

HYANNIS PUBLIC LIBRARY
401 MAIN STREET
HYANNIS MA 02601

,BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
666 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON, MA 02117

BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
CHARLESTOWN BRANCH
179 MAIN STREET
CHARLESTOWN, MA 02129

BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
EAST BOSTON BRANCH
276 MERIDIAN SlREET
EAST BOSTON, MA 02128

BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
KIRSTEIN BRANCH
20 CITY HAlL AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02108

BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
ORIENT HEIGHTS BRANCH
18 BARNES AVENl1E
EAST BOSTON, MA 02128

BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
NORTH END BRANCH
25 PARMENTER STREET
EAST BOSTON, MA 02113

BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
soum BOSTON BRANCH
646 EAST BROADWAY
soum BOSTON, MA 02127

BOSTON REDEVELOPMENT LmRARY
ONE CITY HAIL 9TII FLOOR
BOSTON, MA o22oi

i

CHELSEA PUBLIC LIBRARY
I

595 BROADWAY
I

CHELSEA, MA 02150
I
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EVEREITPUBUC LIBRARY
410 BROADWAY
EVERElT, MA 02149

WINTIIROP PUBUC LIBRARY
2 METCALF SQUARE
WINTROP, MA 02152

QUINCY PUBUC LIBRARY
410 WASHINGTON STREET
QUINCY, MA 02169

STA'IE TRANSPORTATION LIBRARY
10 PARK PLAZA
BOSTON, MA 02116

ATIN: MARY
TRANSPORTATION LmRARY
NOR'IHWES'IERN UNIVERSITY
1935 SHERIDAN ROAD
EVANSTON, n.. 60208-2300

DAVID MCARDLE
SAWYER FREE LffiRARY
2 DALE AVENUE
GLOUCESTER, MA 01930

MR. FRED C. SCHMIDT HEAD, DOCUMENTS
DEPr.- KS DOCUMENTS DEPARTMENT
TIlE LffiRARIES
COLORADO STA'IE UNIVERSITY
FORT COLLINS CO 80523-1019

PUBLIC INTEREST GROUPS:

MASS. ASSOCIATION OF CONSERVATION
COMMISSIONS
10 JUNIPER ROAD
BELMONI', MA 02178

CONSERVATION LAWFOUNDATION
62 SUMMER STREET
BOSTON, MA 02110-1008

S.T.O.P.
530MAINST
WEST DENNIS, MA 02670

JIM BARLE'ITA
SAVE THE HARBOR/SAVE THE BAY
43 CHARLESBANK ROAD
NEWTON, MA 02158-1703

BRUCE BERMAN
SAVE THE HARBOR/SAVE THE BAY
BAYWATCH 2003
COMMONWEALlH AVENUE #26
BOSTON, MA 02135

.POLLY BRADLEY
NAHANT SWIM, INC.
C/O NORTHEAS1ERN UNIV. MARINE SCIENCE
CENTER
EASTPOINT
NAHANT MA 01908

MS. PRISCILLA CHAPMAN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SIERRA CLUB
3 JOY STREET
BOSTON, MA 02108

BILL COFFEY
SWIM: NAHANf
35 EMERALD ROAD
NAHANT, MA 01908

NICOLE CROMWElL
SAVE THE HARBOR/SAVE THE BAY
434 SMITH STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02908

MS. CINDY DELPAPA
MA AUDUBON SOCIETY
346 GRAPEVINE ROAD
WENHAM, MA 01984

MS NIAZ DQRRY MANAGER, TOXICS
CAMPAIGN
GREENPEACE
1436 U STREET, NW
WASHINGTON D.C. 20009

MR.. DAVID DOW, CHAIR
SIERRA CLUB CAPE COD CHAP'IER

18 TREETOP LANE
EAST FAlMOU'Ill, MA 02536-4814
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EITA B. GOODSTEIN
S.T.O.P.
530 ROUTE 28
WEST DENNIS. MA 02670

:MR. DON R. mCKMAN
DIRECfOR OF MEDIA RELATIONS
MA AUDUBON SOCIEfY
soum GREAT ROAD
LINCOLN, MAOI773

JOHNlEWIS
SIERRA CLUB NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER.
97 NEWBURY STREET
BOSTON. MA 02116

MARY E. LOEBIG. COCHAIR S.T.O.P.
63 MEADOWSPRING DRIVE
soum DENNIS. MA 02663

SUSAN NICKERSON
APCC
POBOX 636
ORLEANS, MA 02653

NOEILERONAN
CETACEAN RESEARCH UNIT
966 ROUTE 78
JAVA~ NY 14082

ROSEMARY SETON
CE:I'ACEAN RESEARCH UNIT
33 BROADWAY APARTMENT 2
ROCKPORT, MA 01966

JENNIFER SHEA
CETACEAN RESEARCH UNIT
126 AMS1ERDAM ROAD
ROCHES1ER. NY 14610

SUSAN STABLES
S.T.O.P.
26 MARSHVIEW cm.CLE
EAST SANDWICH, MA 02537

STOP
63 MEADOWSPRING DR
SOUTII DENNIS MA 02660

MAX STRAHAN
GREENWORLD. SUITE 193 510
COMM:ONWEALTII AVENUE
BOSTON. MA 02215

JODI SUGERMAN. POllCY DIRECTOR
SAVB THE HARBOR/SAVE THE BAY
25 WEST STREET FOURTH FLOOR
BOSTON. MA 02111

MASON WEINRICH. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CETACEAN RESEARCH UNIT 18
COASTAL ADVOCACY NElWORK
POBOX 159
GLOUCESlER, MA 01930

MASON WEINRICH, CHAIRMAN
COASTAL ADVOCACYNE1WORK
CiO MASSACHUSETTS BAYS PROGRAM
100 CAMBRIDGE STREET
BOSTON MA 02202

LESLYN L. ZAK
CETACEAN RESEARCH UNIT
33 BROADWAY#2
ROCKPORT, MA 01966

,

MS. MARINA ZELLNER, PRESIDENT
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF LOWER CAPE
COD
PO BOX 460
WEST CHATHAM, MA 02669

PRIVATE ENTITIES AND
INDIVIDUALS:

IEP INC WETLANDS GROUP
POBOX 1840
SANDWICH. MA 02563

CONSERVATION COORDINATOR
NEW ENGLAND AQUARIUM
CENTRAL WHARF
BOSTON, MA 02110

NUCCI VINE ASSOCIATES
253 LOUIS STREET
NEWBURYPORT,· MA 01950
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MR WllLIAM ADLER
MA LOBSlERMANS ASSOCIATION, INC.
80 OTIS PLACE BOX 600
SCITUA1E, MA 02066-0006

DOROTIIY ALLEN
12FENNO WAY

. NAHANT, MA 01908

NICOLA ARENA. PRESIDENT
CONTAINERSHIP AGENCY, INC.
420 FIFTII AYE.
NEW YORK NY 10018-2702

MR. DAVID P. ARGYROS, MANAGER
SAFETY & ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE CH
SPRAGUE & SON CO
ONE PARADE MAlL
PORTSMOUTH, NIl 03801

MR. GEORGE AVCRY, CONSULTANT
SLIP 104, ADMIRAL HILL MARINA
1000 JUSTIN DRIVE
CHELSEA, MA 02150

JOHN BABEL
HMM ASSOCIATES
196 BAKER AVENUE
CONCORD, MA 01742

RUSSEL BARNABY, PROJECT COORDINATOR
CHAMBER COMMERCE
CENlERMANAGEMENT OFFICE
50 TERMINAL STREET
CHARlESTOWN MA 02129

JASONBOEHK
34 BELKNAP ST., APT 1
SOMERVIILE MA 02144

MS. PATRICIA BONANNO
POBOX 1545
BUZZARDS BAY, MA 02532

ARlHUR J. BOYLE, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
I.T.O. CORPORATION OFNEW ENGLAND
P.O. BOX 65
SOUTH BOSTONMA 02127

MARGARET B. BRIGGS
HMM ASSOCIATES
196 BAKER AVENUE
CONCORD, MA 01742

OIERYL BROWNLEE
34 BELKNAP ST.
SOMERVll..LE MA 02144

MS. GLORIA BRUNDAGE
POBOX 61
YARMOUTH PORT, MA 02645

RONBUIT
ENSEARCH ENVIRONMENTAL CORPORATION
211 CONGRESS STREET
BOSTON, MA

CPT. ROBERT CALDER
TIIE BOSTON SHIPPING ASSOCIATION

MS. BEVERLY M. CARNEY
38 LONGVIEW DRIVE
ORLEANS. MA 02653

NANCY CASE, PRESIDENT
LADS SYSTEMS, INC.
810 TIIIRD AVENUE SUTIE 408 SEATTLE, WA
98104

MR. MICHAEL CAWLEY
EASlERN ENTERPRISES
9 RIVERSIDE ROAD
WESTON, MA 02193

:MICHAEL CAWLOY
8NEWHALL ROAD
LYNNFIELD, MA 01940

MR ALAN D. CIRCEO DIRECTOR AC CRUISE
LINES. INC.
290 NORTIIERN AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02210

MR MATI CLARK, LAB DIRECTOR
EVERGREEN CONSTRUCTION CO. INC
34 wn..LIAMS WAY
BELLINGHAM, MA 02019



PAUL P CODINHA
70 FRIEND SlREET
GLOUCESTER MA 01930

EDWARD CONNOllY
lNTERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN'S
ASSOCIATION
37 SOLEY STREET
CHARLESTOWN, MA 02129

DANIEL CONROY
lNTERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN'S
ASSOCIATION
LOCAL 1066 183 "N" STREET
soum BOSTON, MA 02127

MS. SHELL! COSTA
1 BAY VIEW'DRIVE
BREWSTE.R. MA 02631

MR. BRIAN J. COX
BOSTON LINE & SERVICE CO. , INC.
1 BLACKFALCON AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02110

DR PETER H. CRESSEY, CHANCELLOR
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETIS
DAR'IMOUIlI
OLD WESTPORT ROAD
NO. DARlMOUTII, MA 02747

RICK CUNNINGHAM
SAL1WATER SPORTSMEN
77 FRANKIJN ST
BOSTON MA 02110

MR. STEVE DALTON
MOBIL OIL COORPORATION
MARlNE TRANS DEPT
PO BOX 070116
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10307

MR. STEVEN C. DAVIS, PRESIDENT
RACKEMANNENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES,
INC
ONE FINANCIAL CENTER
BOSTON, MA 02111-2659

PHILLIP DAWES
BIOSAFE
10 FAWCETT ST.
CAMBRIDGE MA 02138

SHERYL DCOFFNER
CAMBRIDGE INFORMATION GROUP
7200 WISCONSIN AVENUE SUITE 610
BETHESDA, MD 20814

:MR. RODOLFO A. DE SOTOMAYOR
DOCK SUPERVISOR, EXXON COMPANY USA
52 BEACHAM STREET
EVEREIT, MA 02149-5534

MS. EDITH DEANGELIS
388 MERIDIAN STREET
EAST BOSTON, MA 02128

MR. MIKE DECONINCK.
MIDA
PO BOX 625 44 NORTH STREET
MATAPOSIT, MA 02379

MR. RUSSElL DECONT!, DIRECTOR
CENTER FOR COASTAL STUDIES
PO BOX 1036 59
COMMERCIAL STREET
PROVINCETOWN, MA 02657

MR. RICHARD DELANEY
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-
BOSTON URBAN HARBORS INSTITU1E HARBOR
CAMPUS
BOSTON, MA 02125-3393

MARSHALL DENNIS
COR1EI.L ASSOCIA1ES
244 SECOND AVENUE
WALTHAM, MA 02154

MR RICHARD DENTREMONT
ICF KAISER ENGINEERING MA lNC
190 TAFfS AVENUE
WINTHROP, MA 02152

MR. RALPH DEXtER, GENERAL MANAGER
MORAN SHIPPING AGENCIES, INC.
141 PEARL STREET
BOSTON, MA 02110
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MS. HARRIET DIAMOND
DIAMOND ENVIRONMENTAL ASSOCIAlES
32 CHATHAM ROAD
NEWTON lllGHLANDS, MA 02161

PAUL V. DOBIE
STEAMSHIP CLERK'S UNION
LOCAL 1066 IL.A. 11 MONUMENT SlREET
CHARLESTOWN, MA 02129

MS. ANN DONNER
MOVE MASSACHUSETTS 2000
SUITE 628 294
WASHINGTON STREET
BOSTON, MA 02108

MR. MICHAEL F. DUARlE
BAY STAlE TOWING
PIER 1 EAST BREMEN STREET
EAST BOSTON, MA 02128

DWIGHI'DUNK
COLER AND COLANTONIO
20 POND PARK ROAD
HINGHAM, MA 02043

TIMDUNLAP
ECDC ENVIRONMENTAL
ONE 'WESTINGHOUSE PLAZA SUITE 200
HYDE PARK MA 02136

JOSEPH DUNN, PRESIDENT
NORTH SHORE HARBORMASlERS
ASSOCIATION
87 BARSTOW STREET
SALEM MA 01970

MAUREENEDRIDGE
CENTER FOR MARINE CONSERVATION,
SUl1E500
1725 DESALES STREET, NW
WASlllNGTON, DC 20036

ALEXANDER FERENT
Bffi..COOP
287KSlREET
SOUTII BOSTON, MA 02127

THOMAS FTIZGERAlD
INlERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN'S
ASSOCIATION, LOCAL 1066
7 PARSEN LANE
BILLERICA, MA 01821

MR. KEN FREEMAN
MORRISON KNUDSENIIN1ERBETONI JF WIllTE
POBOX 1905
BOSTON, MA 02205

MR. PAUL FRIDAY
CONCURRENT lECHNOLOGIES CORP
1450 SCALP AVENUE
JOHNSTOWN, PA 15904

ALFRED E. FR1ZET I.E
BOSTON SHIPPING ASSOCIATION, INC.
CHARLESTOWNNAVY YARD 33 TInRD
AVENUE, SUITE 1
BOSTON, MA 02129-4516

DAVID P. GALMAN
BOSTON TOWING & TRANSPORTATION
BOSTON HARBOR DOCKING PILOTS
36 NEW STREET
EAST BOSTON, MA 02128

PAUL GAUDES, MANAGER,
PORT OPERATIONS REGION DIRECORATE,
NORTII AMERICA NEDLLOYD LINES (U.S.A.)
CORP
451 D STREET SUITE 804A BOSTON MA 02210

MARTINAGAVIN
87 BELGRADE AVENUE
ROSLINDALE, MA 02131

MR. JOHN GEDDIE
. 8040 BELLAMAH CfNE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110

MR. DOUGLAS GIFFORD
58 CHARLES STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02141

JAMES GOLDS1EIN
TELLOS INSTITUIE
11 ARLINGlON STREET
BOSTON, MA 02116
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DR. DIANE GOUID
MASSACHUSETIS BAYS PROGRAM
ROOM 2006 100
CAMBRIDGE STREET BOSTON, MA 02202

SANDRA GOUID
COURAGEOUS SAILING CENTER
1FIRST AVENUE CHARLESTOWNNAVY YARD
CHARLESTOWN, MA 02129

ALEXGWEFINKEL
INNOVA. TECH ASSOC
11 CAMELOT COURT #1A
BOSTON, MA 02135

MRWILLIAM HAGENZIEKER
86 COURT ST.
AUGUSTA ME 04330

ROBRT F. HEFFERNAN. VICE PRESIDENT
NORTIl SHORE RECYCLED FIBERS
S3 JEFF.ERSON AVE. P.O. BOX 3007
SALEM MA 01970

MR. JOHN HEGARTY
60 MOSELEY SlREET
DORCHESTER, MA 02125

MS INGEBORG HEGEMANN
TIIE BSC GROpp
42SSUMMERSTREET
BOSTON, MA 02210

MR. FOREST HENDERSON
EAENGINEERING
2 COMMERCIAL STREET
SHARON. MA 02067

MR. mOMAS HllL
C/O NEW ENGLAND FISHERIES MANAGEMENT
COUNCIL
27 FERRY STREET
GLOUCESTER, MA 01930

EDWARD HOll.INGSHEAD
FAY. SPOTFORD &FORNAN, SUTIE 920
22 PARK PLAZA
BOSTON, MA 02116

JEFFREY A. HOPKINS,
DIRECTOR OF SALES AND MARKETING
DECORATIVE SPECIALTIES INlERNATIONAL
1 CANAL STREET
soum HADLEY MA 01075

WILLIAM P. HOROHOE, PRESIDENT
JOHN T. a..ARK AND SON
BOSTON FISH PIER. WEST BUll..DING SUTIE 301
BOSTON MA 02210

MR. GARY HUNT
BP OIL COMPNAY
41 LEE BURBANK. mGHWAY
REVERE MA 02151

JENNIFER. JONES
STRA. SUTIE 1700
1100 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VA '22209

DOUG JORDAN
12 OLD HILLS RD.
DENNIS MA 02638

MICHAEL KARL
EASTERN ENTERPRISES
9 RIVERSIDE ROAD
WESTON, MA 02193

MR. KENNErn S. KAMLET
SEMMES, BOWEN AND SEMMES
250 WEST PRATT STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201

MR. PATRICK KEANEY
PTIENVIRONMENTAL
1601 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM MA 02154

J. WILUAM KENNEY
VULCANIBOSTON, INC.
253 NORTIIERN AVENUE SUITE 201
BOSTON. MA 02210

MR. RONALD KENNY
GLOBAL PETROlEUM CORP
140 LEE BURBANK mGHWAY
REVERE. MA 02151



MS CAROLYN KILEY
BAY STAlE CRUISE COMPANY
67 LONG WHARF
BOSTON, MA 02110

CAIYI'AIN CRAIG KINNEY
PO BOX 993
CONWAY, NH 03818

CAIYI'AIN ARTHUR M. KNIGlIT
491 JERUSALEM ROAD
COHASSETT, MA 02025

MR. PAUL KRAYCH
DYNAMIC CORPORATION, SUITE 500 2275
RESEARCH BOULEYARD
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850

NIl( KUNCHUR. P.E.
AECL ACCELERATORS
436B HAZEIDEAN ROAD
KANATA ONTARIO, CANADA K1L 119

MR. PAUL LAMB
EASTERN MINERALS INC.
37 MARGINAL STREET
CHELSEA MA 02150

WALTER B. LANDIN
OPERATIONS ENGINEER
BOSTON GAS COMPANY
201 RIVERMOOR STREET
BOSTON MA 02132

MR ARTHUR LANE
PEABODY & LANE, INC
ONE CONSTITUTION PLAZA
BOSTON, MA 02129

BETSIL LATTIMER
lID SEA BREEZE LANE
NAHANT MA 01908-1547

STEVELECCO
MCQUIRE GROUP
ONE COURT STREET
NEW BRITAIN, cr 06051

DAVID LEVEILlE
GLOUCESTER FISHERMAN'S WIVES
52 PERKINS STREET
GLOUCES1ER, MA 01930

MS. VIVIEN LI
EXECUTIVE DIREcrOR
THE BOSTON HARBOR ASSOCIATION
SUITE 609
374 CONGRESS STREET
BOSTON, MA 02210

LARRY LIEBESMAN
250 WEST PRATT STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21044

TOM LOGRANDE
GLOUCESTER FISHERMAN'S WIVES
22R DALE AVENUE
GLOUCESlER, MA 01930

EDWARD LONERGAN
89 BASS POINT ROAD
NAHANT MA 01908

VERNON B. LONG
22 BRIDGE ST, UNIT #1
CONCORDNH

MR. WILLIAM LONGFIELD
201 WEBSTER ST.
EAST BOSTON MA 02128

MR. KENETH MACGRIOR
PURCELL ASSOCIATES
90 NATIONAL DRIVE
GLASTONBURYCT 06033

MR. ROBERT MAGNUSSON
WEHRANENGINEERlNG
6 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
ANDOVER MA 01810

MR. EDWARD MAHONEY
193 CAMP STREET F4
WEST YARMOUTH, MA 02673

MRMARK MAHONEY
1021MAINST
WINCHESlER MA 01890
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KEVINMANNING
INTERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN'S
ASSOCIATION. LOCAL 800
507 HOGG MEMORIAL DRIVE
WHITMAN. MA 02382

J.MARALDO
WASTEMANANGEMENT SPECIAL WASlE
56 ROLAND STREET
CHARLESTOWN. MA 02129

CHRIS MARCHESI
GROUNDWATER. INC.
415 KILLINGWORTIl ROAD
HIGGANUMcr 06441

:MR. PHILIP K. MCCARTHY
REGIONAL OPERATIONS MANAGER
COASTAL OILNEWENGLAND.lNC
222LEE BURBANK HIGHWAY
REVERE, MA 021514096

MR. IAN MCDERMOIT
C CORE MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY
STJOHNS NEWFOUNDLAND CANADA
A1B3X5

MR. TONY MCDONALD
AAPA
1010 DUKE STREET
ALEXANDRIA. VA 22314

MR JACK. MCGINNESS. PRESIDENT
BOSTON HARBOR LOBSTERMENS ASSOC.
Z SAGAMORE TERRACE
HULLMA 02045

SUZANNE MCGRADY
SWAMPSCOIT REPORlER
40 soum STREET SUITE 100
MARBLEHEAD MA 01945

MS. MELANIE MCGUIRE
ALCEON CORPORATION
2067 MASSACHUSETTS AYE.
CAMBRIDGEMA 02140

ROBERT MCKEON
CAMBRIDGE CO.
551 5TIi AYE. SUITE 501
NEW YORK NY 01107

WILLIAM R. MCNAMARA
INTERNATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT
lN1ERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN'S
ASSOCIATION
399 POND STREET UNIT D-6
BRAINTREE, MA 02184

MAITHEW A. MERKEL
P&O CONTAINERS. LID.
THE BOSTON FISH PIER, WEST BUILDING 2
SUTIE305
BOSTON MA 02210

KEVIN MILLER
ENVIRONMENTAL PROlECTION SYSTEMS
POBOX 3219
BROCKTON, MA 07404

WILLIAM MILLER
ll.A
222 WILSON AVENUE
QUINCY, MA

FRANK MIRARClll
67 CREELMAN DRIVE
SCITUATE MA 02066

DR. SCOIT C. MOHR
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT BOSTON
UNIVERSITY 590 COMMONWEALTIl AYE
BOSTON MA 02215

DR. LIN MORGENSTERN
PRINCIPAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNER.
BOSTON EDISON CO.
800 BOYLSTON STR.EEr P 292
BOSTON, MA 02199

MR. ANDREW M. MORRISON
PROLERlZED NEW ENGLAND
P.O. BOX 0048
EVEREITMA 0214~

SAlC
221 3RD STREET
NEWPORT RI 02840,
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MR & MRS PALMER
ANCHOR COITAGES
201 NORlH SHORE BOULEYARD
EAST SANDWICH, MA 02563

CAPTAIN S1EVE PALMER
BILL BLACK. SHIPPING AGENCY
900 E FIRST STREEf
SOtITH BOSTON, MA 02127

GERARD PARTEE
INIERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN'S
ASSOCIATION B/A , LOCAL 805
21 SIVAN AVENUE
EAST BOSTON, MA 02128

MARGEPATIERSON
1RANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATOR
REXHAM, INC.
P.O. BOX 811
SOtITH HADLEY MA 01075-0811

EUGENE PECK
15 PARK STREEf
BOSTON, MA 02136

CAPT A. ROSS POPE
PAT1ERSON WYLDE & CO INC
WEST BUDDING 2 - SUTIE 305
BOSTON FISH PIER
BOSTON. MA 02210

MR. ARV POSHKUS
19 CAMDEN STREET
STOUGHTON. MA 02072

DAVID E. POWELL
C. H. POWELL COMPANY
1 INlERCONTINENTAL WAY
PEABODY MA 01960

JOHN W. RAGO B.A.
PRESIDENT, IN1ERNATIONAL
LONGSHOREMEN'S ASSOCIATION
LOCA L 1604 26 SUNSET DRIVE
WAKEFIELD,MA

MR. wn..LIE RICH
DISlRIGAS
18 ROVER STREET
EVERETT MA 02149

JERRY RIGHAN
CTPS
10 PARK PLAZA, ROOM 2160
BOSTON MA 02116

Wll.LIAM E. ROBINSON
MA LOBS1ERMANS ASSOCIATION
7 HOUSTON AVENUE
SAUGUS. MA 01906

JOHNW.ROGO
26 SUNSET DRIVE
WAKEFIELD MA

MR. JOHN ROSTANZO
BOSTON EDISON
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING DEPT.
800 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON MA 02199

ROSE RUGGERIO
19 SWIFT TERRACE
EAST BOSTON, MA 02128

MR. ROBERT & MICHAEL RUSSO
63 BARNES AVENUE
EAST BOSTON. MA 02128

ANGELA SANFILIPPO
GLOUCESTER flSHERMANS WIVES
3 BEAUPORT AVENUE
GLOUCESTER, MA 01930

JEFF SEGAL
7 WEBSTER. AYE..
EAST BOSTON MA 02128

DERRICK A. SHIRLEY
PORT MANAGER
SEA-LAND SERVICE, INC.
BER1H n P.W. CONLEY MARlNE FACILITY
soum BOSTON MA 02127

MR. ROBERT E. SILVA
1ERMINAL MANAGER GULF OIL
281 EASTERN AVENUE. PO BOX 188
CHELSEA, MA 02150-0188
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MR.. JOHN SMOLAK
WARNER AND STACKPOLE
75 STATE SlREET
BOSTONMA 02109

MR.. JACK SOBEL DIRECI'OR,
HABITAT CONSERVATION CENTER FOR
MARINE CONSERVATION
1725 DESALES STREET, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20036

MR. SAM SOFER
SRE lNCORPORATED
158 PRINCETON ST.
NUTLEY NJ 07110

MS KATHLEENFINIGAN STONE
SRENVlRONMENTAL ENGINEER

BOSTON EDISON CO.
800 BOYLSTON STREET P 292
BOSTON, MA 02199

MR. GEORGE STRAWAL
2747 RICHMOND TERRACE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10303

JAY SULLIVAN
201 ROVER STREET
EVERETT, MA 02149

MR. RAY SUTHERLAND
29 FRIEND STREET
GLOUCESTER, MA 01930

MR. PE1ER TAYLOR
ATLANTIC FUELS MARKETING CORP
11 BROADWAY
CHELSEA, MA 02150

MR. HALSEY TAYLOR
901NAVlGATIONBLVD
CORPUS CHRISTI TX 78407

CHASE TAYLOR
593 CENTRE STREET
JAMAICA PLAIN MA 02130

MR. ANTHONY TERMINE
THE GILI..EI1E COMPANY
1GILI..E'ITE PARK
BOSTON, MA 02127-1096

:MR. RICHARD F. THOMAS, PE
GAHAGAN & BRYANT ASSOCIATES,INC.
111 MARKET PLACE SUITE 1001
BALTIMORE, :MD 21202

JIMTRENZ
TERRANE REMEDIATION, INC.
347 MT. BLUE ST.
NORWELL MA 02061

:MR. BRUCE TRIPP
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC lNSTITUTE
COASTAL RESEARCH CENTER
WOODS HOLE, MA 02543

FRAN VALENTI
F. M. VALENTI, INCORPORATED AND
ASSOCIATES
1 SAUNDERS LEDGE
NAHANT MA 01908-1692

I

MR. RICHARD VARNEY
40 DRAPER AYE.
HUIL MA 02045-2233

:MR. GERRY VII.LENEUVE
763 THIRD AVENUE
BERLIN, NH 03570

DAVIDVlNE
253 LOW SlREET
NEWBURYPORT, MA 01950

DR. MICHAEL J. WADE
PRINCIPAL SClENTIST
WADE RESEARCH, INC
110 HOLLY ROAD
MARSHFIELD, MA 02050

:MR. JONATHAN C WALES
BOSTON TQWlNG & TRANSPORTATION
36 NEW STREET
EAST BOSTON, MA 02128

DR. GORDON T. WALLACE
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETIS AT BOSTON
BOSTON MA 02125-2293
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MICHAEL R. WALSH
REGIONAL GENERAL MANAGER
MAERSKINC.
SUITE 260, EDGEWATER. PARK
401 EDGEWATER PLACE
WAKEFlELD MA 01880

MARK WEISSMAN
NEW ENGLAND CONST. CONS. ASSOC.
MARlNE FISHERIES COMMISSION
270 PELHAM ISLAND ROAD
WAYLAND, MA 01778

JAY WENNEMER.
MANOMET OBSERVATORY
57 JUSTINE AVENUE
PLYMoum, MA 02360

CAPT ARTIIUR WHITrEMORE
BOSTON Pll..OTS
PIER 1 soum BREMEN STREET
EAST BOSTON, MA 02128

MR. JACK WIGGINS
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETIS
BOSTON URBAN HARBORS INSTITUlE
HARBOR CAMPUS
BOSTON, MA 02125

OSCAR WlLKINS
WASTE MANAGEMENT INC.
56 ROLAND STREET
CHARLESTOWN, MA 02129

NANCYWD:.SON
I06PONDST
NAHANT MA 01908

COLLEEN WOOD
CErACEAN RESEARCH UNIT
19 BROOK STREET
MANCHESTER, MA 01944

MR. BRUCE YOUNG
NORTIffiAST PETROLEUM, INC
72 CHERRY HILL DRIVE
BEVERLY, MA01915

LOUIS ZAPPIERI
BOSTON SAND AND GRAVEL
201 ROVER STREEI'
EVEREIT, MA

RACHELZOLL
SALEM EVENING NEWS
23 CHESlNUT ST
SALEM MA 01970
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Chapter Twelve: Index

Advisory Committee '.' 1-10,3-4,4-33,4-'34,5-30
Alternatives....1-2,1-10 thru 13, 1-15, 1-16,2-1,2-3,2-4,2-9,2-10,2-15,2-16,3-1 thru 4

3-6,3-12 thru 3-14,3-16 thru 19,3-37,4-2,4-8 thru 12,4-21,4-27 thru 29,4-33
4-39,4-40,5-28,6-2,6-13,6-15,6-16, 7-5, 8-3

Amstar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-16,3-17,3-23,4-9,4-10,4-30,4-32,4-36 thru 38, 4-40
AnadromousFish 3-19,3-37,4-18,4-22,5-12,5-18,5-21,6-14,6-15,8-4

Barge Traffic 3-19,6-10,8-4
Beneficial Use . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4, 3-5, 3-20, 3-24, 3-29, 3-33, 3-36, 5-4, 6-11, 8-7
Benthos 4-12,4-15,4-22,8-4
Birds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-15, 4-27, 6-15
Boston Lightship3-6, 3-19,3-20,3-26,3-27,4-9,4-10,4-13 thru 15,4-18 thru 20,4-23,4-24

4-26 thru 38, 4-40

Cabot Paint. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-16,3-17,3-23,4-9,4-10,4-32,4-36 thru 38, 4-40
Capping.. 1-8,1-11, 1-12, 1-14, 1-16,2-7,2-13 tbru 16, 3-3 thru 6,3-14,3-15,3-17 thru 20

3-24,3-26,3-27,3-35,3-38,3-39,4-7,4-8,4-12,4-14, 4-15, 4-19, 4-28, 4-32, 4-33
4-39,5-3,5-9,5-13,5-17,5-18,5-29,5-30,6-12,6-13, 7-3, 8-3, 8-6,8-12

Chelsea Creek .. 1-4, 1-5, 1-7, 1-8,2-1 thru 4,2-6 thru 8, 2-10, 2-11, 3-18, 3-34, 3-38, 3-39
4-9,5-1,5-2,5-8,5-11,5-13 thm 15, 5-17,5-19,5-20,5-26,6-1,6-5,6-7,8-1,8-8

8-10, 8-13, 8-14
Circulation . . . . 2-11, 7-3, 8-11, 8-12
Clams 4-13,4-21,4-22,4-25,6-15
Coastal Zone Management Act. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7-5
Conley Terminal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 2-5, 6-1
Contaminated Sedimen1&l1, 2-14, 3-6, 3-17, 3-32, 4-12, 4-24, 4-26, 4-29,5-5,6-12,6-16,8-7
Costs. 1-5, 1-6, 1-8, 1-11, 1-13,2-2,2-3,2-8,2-10,2-13,3-3,3-10,3-21 thru 27,3-32,3-38

3-39, 4-37 thru 39
Cumulative Impacts 1-9,3-1,6-1,6-9,6-10, 8-2,8-5
Currents 2-11,3-17,3-18,4-18 thru 21,4-23,4-27,4-29, 5-1, 6-4

Designated Port Area. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4-30, 6-2
Dissolved Oxygen 6-1,8-6
Dredging. 1-1 thro 9, 1-11 thru 16, 2-1 thru 14, 2-16, 2-17, 3-1 thru 5, 3-7, 3-10, 3-12, 3-14,

3-15, 3-17 thru 19,3-21 thru 26, 3-30, 3-33 thru 3-39, 4-4, 4-5, 4-7, 4-9 thru 11,4-13
4-15 thru 17,4-21,4-22,4-26,4-28, 4-29, 4~-33, 4-34, 4-36, 4-38 thru 41, 5-1 thru 5-30

6-1 thru 14, 7-1 thru 5,8-1 thru 14
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Energy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-6,3-28,3-34,4-14,6-15, 8-3
Environmental Consequences. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-20
Environmental Bucket . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-14,5-12,5-13,6-3,6-4,6-12, 8-7, 8-8, 8-13
Everett 3-14,3-15,3-22,3-25,3-26,4-2,4-5 thru 8, 4-30, 4-33 thru 35, 4-37, 4-40, 7-1

Filling 3-4,3-5,3-17,3-23 thru 25,3-34,4-9 thru 11, 4-13, 4-15, 4-28, 4-29, 4-37,4-41
5-18,5-21, 7-4, 8-4, 8-14

FishRun 6-14,6-15

:Historic. . . . . . . 3-5, 5-1, 6-6
Hydrology 8-9, 8-12

In-Channel Sites . . 3-19,4-9,4-12 tbro 14,4-22,4-27,4-29,4-30,4-37,4-39 thm 41, 5-17
Indwm~Dwcl~moot 7-4

Little Mystic Channel. . . . 3-16, 3-17, 3-23, 3-25, 3-35,4-9,4-11,4-30,4-32,4-35 tbru 41
5-13, 5-14, 6-2, 6-15, 6-16, 8-4

Lobsters ' 3-12,4-23

Main Ship Channell-3 1-8 2-2 thru 7 2-11 thru 13 3-27 3-34 5-1 5-13 5-16 6-1 6-4 6-14" , """"8-1 thru 3
Mammals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-6, 6-8, 8-14
Marine Mammals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-6, 6-8
Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport) 1-1, 7-1, 8-2
Meisburger 2 . . 1-12, 1-14,3-18,3-19,3-26,4-9,4-13,4-14,4-18 tbru 20,4-23,4-24,4-27

. 4-31 tbru 38
Meisburger 7 .... 3-24,3-26,4-9,4-13 tbro 15, 4-18 thru 20, 4-23, 4-24, 4-27, 4-31tbru 33

. 4-35 tbru 38
Mitigation. 1-10, 1_16,3-4,3_19,3_33,4-32,4-37,5-16,5-20,5-23,5-24,6-1, 6-3

6-11 thru 16, 7-1, 8-1, 8-4 tbru 8-7,8-14
Moran Terminal 1-4,2-6,5-10,6-1,6-9
Mystic Piers 1-8,2-6,3-17,3-23,3-25,4-5,4-9 tbru 11, 4-30, 4-32, 4-36 tbru 38,

4-40, 6-2, 8-2
Mystic River 1-3, 1-4, 1-8,2-1,2-3 tbro 5, 2-7, 2-10,2-11,3-18,3-19,3-25,3-26,3-38, 3-39

4-9,4-17,4-18,4-22,4-30,4-32,4-33,4-36,4-38,4-40,4-41, 5-1, 5-2,5-8, 5-11, 5-17
5_19,5_21,5_26,5_28,6-1,6-2,6-5,6-7,6-14,6-15,8-1, 8-3, 8-4, 8-8, 8-10, 8-13, 8-14

Navigation Improvement Project 1-3, 1-8, 2-2, 2-4, 2-8,3-2, 3-38, 6-1, 6-6, 6-10
Noise 4-4,4-5,4-7,4-8,4-33,5-2, 5-29, 5-30, 6-1, 6-6 thru 8, 8-4

President Roads 1-4, 1-8,2-3,2-6,2-7,2-11,2-12,8-2

Reserved Channel. 1-3, 1-4, 1-8,2-1,2-3 tbro 5, 2-7, 2-8,2-10,2-11,3-16,3-17,3-23 thru 25
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Threatened and Endangered Species . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-20, 6-6, 6-7
Treatment Technology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-31, 3-38

3-35,4-9,4-13,4-20,4-29,4-32,4-35 thru 38, 4-40, 5-1~ 5-8, 5-11, 5-13 thru 16, 5-19
6-1, 6-10,6-14, 8-1

Revere Sugar. 1-8,2-6,3-16,3-17,3-23,3-25,4-5,4-9,4-10,4-30,4-32,4-36 thru 38, 4-40
6-2,8-2

Rock Blasting. . . . . . , . . . . . . .. 2-4
Runoff : 2-2,3-14,4-4, 5- 26, 8··,:'"

. 2-6,5-11Utilities .

Water Quality Impacts . . . . . . . . 1-15, 2-15, 3-13, 3-15, 3-17, 3-24, 4-4, 4-16, 4-17, 8-5
Wetlands 1-9, 1-16,3-4,3-7,3-14,3-37,4-1,4-6,4-8,4-30, 7-1, 7-2, 7-4, 8-7, 8-8
WIldlife 4-6,4-7,4-41,6-6,6-15,8-14
Wmthrop Harbor 3-18,3-24
Woburn...3-11,3-14,3-15, 3-23, 3~26, 4-2,4-5 thru 8, 4-30, 4-32 thro 35, 4-37, 4-38, 4-40
Wrentham.. 3-12,3-14,3-15,3-22,3-23,3-25,3-26,4-1,4-2,4-5 thru 8, 4-30, 4-32 thru 35

4-37thru40

Salt Marshes 7-3,8-11
Secondary Impacts 6-1,6-8,8-5
Sediments. . . . . . . . . . . . 1-11 thru 13,2-2, 2-11, 2-12, 2-14, 2-15, 3-2, 3-3, 3-6, 3-12

3-13,3-15 thru 20, 3-22, 3-23, 3-26 thru 3-29,3-32, 3-33, 3-35, 3-39, 4-5
4-9 thru 18,4-20 thru 29,5-1 thru 5,5-8,5-12, 5-13, 5-18, 5-21, 5-24

5-26,5-27,5-30,6-1,6-4,6-5,6-12,6-16,8-7,8-13
Sewage Treatment Plant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-11
Shellfish 3-5,3-37,3-39,4-7,6-3,6-14,6-15, 7-2, 7-3, 8-10, 8-11
Solid Waste 2-15,3-8,3-9,3-16,3-35,3-36,4-3,4-5,4-6,4-31
Spectacle Island CAD. . . . . . 1-14,2-14,3-18,3-19,3-24 thru 26,3-34,4-9,4-12 tbru 15

4-19,4-20,4-23,4-28,4-32,4-39
Squantum Point 3-14, 3-15, 3-22, 3-23, 3-25, 3-26, 4-2, 4-5 thru 8, 4-30, 4-33, 4-35

4-37 thru 41
Suspended Sediments. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-16, 4-21
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1) Federal Project: This includes deepening portions of the federal channels to 40 feet
including areas within the:

Although the full project, in its entirety, is sponsored by Massport, the dredging

activities (and sites) are broken down into two components:

.. Prolerized.. Distrigas.. Moran
~ Mystic Piers.. Eastern Minerals.. Gulf Oil
~ North Jetty.. Army Base.. Boston Edison Intake

AI-l

Non-federal Project: This includes the dredging of several berth areas throughout
the Inner Harbor, Mystic River, Chelsea Creek, and the Reserved Channel. This
portion of the project is administered by Massport and includes the following sites:

This portion of the project is being administered by the Army Corps of Engineers
New England Division (ACOE NED).

.. Mystic River

.. Chelsea Creek (to-38 feet MLW)

.. Inner Confluence

.. Main Ship Channel

.. Reserved Channel

ATTACHMENT 1:
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES EVALUA

TION AT POTENTIAL DREDGING AND DISPOSAL SITES

The purpose of this Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences Evalua

tion is to provide more detailed descriptions of dredging sites and potential disposal sites, as

summarized in Sections 2.0,3.0 and 4.0 of this Environmental Impact Report/Statement (EIRIS).

Described herein are the baseline environmental conditions, proposed site uses and potential envi

ronmental consequences from dredging or disposal at each site. This evaluation is designed to

provide a description of both the "existing conditions" and "environmental consequences" at the

potential sites, in accordance with the MEPA EIR and Federal EIS guidelines.

2)



~ Boston Edison Barge Berth
~ Conley

The project is described in Section 2.1, Volume 1 of the EIR/S. This evaluation focuses on the

environmental conditions and impacts at the disposal sites.
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2.0 ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION:

DISPOSAL SITES

As part of this EIRIS process, an extensive site screening process (Section 3.0 in

EIRlS) was undertaken to identify potential disposal sites for this project's dredged material. As

a result of this process, 24 candidate sites were deemed potentially suitable for material disposal.

They are grouped according to site type as follows:

Land-Based Coastal Sites
Squantum Point (QUI-03)
Everett (EVR-04)

Land-Based Inland Sites
Woburn (WOB-ll)
Wrentham (WREN-495)
Plainville Sanitary Landfill
Fitchburg/Westminster Sanitary Landfill
BFI-Northem Disposal, Inc. (East
Bridgewater)

Aquatic Sites
In-Channel Disposal (3 sites)
Subaqueous Containment Site B
Subaqueous Containment Site E

Nearshore Aquatic Sites
Mystic Piers (Massport 49 & 50)
Revere Sugar
Amstar
Cabot Paint
Little Mystic Channel
Reserved Channel

Borrow Pit Sites
Spectacle Island Confmed Aquatic
Disposal (CAD)

Meisburger Sites 2 and 7

Existing Open Water Sites
Massachusetts Bay Disposal Site
Boston Lightship Disposal Site

Al-3



Locations of these potential sites are shown in Figure Al-l and pr~sented in more detail on

figures contained in the following sections. The sites are described generally in the order given
,

above; their order has no bearing on their status as an acceptable or preferred alternative.

The environmental evaluation process included a review of previous environmental

studies and reports followed by site investigations to supplement and fiIi primary data gaps. Field

groups comprised senior scientists in disciplines such as wetland ecology, wildlife ecology, marine

ecology, estuarine ecology, water quality planning, and engineers experienced in environmental

issues at landfills, materials disposal, site drainage, and site planning. During the in-field site

investigations, these experts recorded their findings for baseline environmental conditions for each

candidate site.

This evaluation examines impacts to each potentially sensitive resource at each of the

candidate sites. Summaries of project impacts at each candidate site are presented in Section 3.0

of the EIRIS.
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A1-S

GEOLOGY/SOILS

HYDROLOGYIWATER QUALITY

Squantum Point (QUI-03)

SITE EVALUATIONS:

LAND-BASED COASTAL SITES

Existing Conditions

Squantum Point (QUI-03)

The type of bedrock underlying the site can only be inferred since no outcrops of

bedrock are evident. Based on the mapping by Kaye (1980) this area may be underlain by

conglomerate or by tuffaceous sediments. Depth to bedrock is unknown.

The hydrology of the site is not fully understood and is complicated by remains of

the old airport's storm drain system (observed during site walks by project staff in November

1990 and May 1993). After a heavy rainstorm, water was observed in small pools in the upland

The site appears to consist of historic tidelands that were filled for the construction

of a small naval air station. The area is generally flat and surrounded on the shoreline perimeter

by an eroded and dilapidated metal and concrete seawall. Soils in the project area are primarily

Udorthents, which are classified as areas filled with excavated materials (SCS 1989a). Thickness

of material is generally six feet or more, although the actual depth of fill at this site is unknown.

The Squanturn Point site is located at the tip of Squantum Point in the City of QlllinCY

(Figure Al-2). Formerly the Squantum Naval Air Station, the site is 44 acres in total area;

however the eastern portion ofthe site has been developed into a staging point for the Deer Island

wastewater treatment facility. The available area for the BHNIP containment facility is

approximately 32 acres. The 100-year floodplain is 11 feet above MSL.

2.1.1

2.1

2.1.1.1



Squantum Point (QUI-03)

areas, while the wetland did not appear to be storing any runoff. Closer observation revealed a

graded storm drain on the edge of the wetland and an outfall pipe to Dorchester Bay that, at that

time, was clearly discharging water. It is not known whether the wetl~d was the sole source of

this storm water flow or if other stonn drains contributed as well. Water in the wetland drain was

later observed to have reversed direction, flowing back into the wetland.. This indicates that the
• i

wetland area is hydrologically connected to Dorchester Bay and influenced by tides, although the
i

wetland plant community reflects only mildly brackish conditions. . The erosion behind the

decayed seawall indicates that overland flow to the bay does occur, although the erosion is in part

due to tide and wave action.

No information concerning groundwater resources at this site was available. However,

groundwater appears strongly influenced by tides and could be highly saline. Any groundwater

at this site would not be suitable for public water supply.

The Neponset River and Dorchester Bay are both classified as SB by the Massachu

setts Department of Environmental Protection (MADEP), in the surface water regulations (314

CMR. 4.00). This classification protects saline water bodies for the following uses: propagation

of fish and aquatic life and wildlife, primary and secondary contact recreation, and shellfish

harvesting with depuration. Abundant shellfish beds are present in the tidal flats off Squantum

Point as noted during a site visit in October 1990. However, as these shellfish cannot be reliably

depurated, Massachusetts Department of Marine Fisheries (MADMF) has closed the area for

harvesting except for bait (Ralph Stevens, MADMF, 1993, personal communication).

Limited water quality data are available for the Neponset River at its confluence with

Dorchester Bay; however, water quality in the river is likely influenced by combined sewer

overflows (CSOs) and non-point source pollution (NAI 1990). Historical data have shown high

variability in fecal colifonn concentrations at the mouth of the Neponset River (NAI 1991a).

Bacteria and dissolved oxygen are likely the two most limiting factors on water q~ality in

Dorchester Bay, although a complete assessment of water quality Camlot be made at this time.
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Squantum Point (QUI-03)

AQUATIC RESOURCES

There are no freshwater streams or ponds on the Squanturn Point site, although several

depressions may intennittently retain surface water.

Marine resources are influenced by conditions in both the Neponset River and

Dorchester Bay. Thus, although the intertidal area is broadly defined as tidal flat with a fringing,

patchy salt marsh, substrate conditions vary dramatically, depending on exposure. The following

description of intertidal communities is based on studies performed by NAI in 1990. Physical

conditions appeared little changed in subsequent site visits by NAI in May 1993.

The intertidal zone was narrowest (65 feet) in the easternmost portion of the site,

broadening to more than 1000 feet at the northwest comer. Salt marsh vegetation was patchy and

best developed along the western side of~e parcel. Sediments in the upper intertidal zone were

predominantly sand, grading to pebbles and then silty sand within about 50 feet ofthe bulkheaded

shoreline. At the northern end of the point, sandy sediments extended 100+ feet from the

shoreline. Seaward, sediments were silty sand/sandy silt with large quantities of shell hash. There

were extensive blue mussel (Mytilus edulis) beds in the lower intertidal zone along much of the

northern border of the site.

Dominant benthic infauna of the northerly exposed tidal. flat included the spionid

polychaetes Streblospio benedicti, Polydora cornuta and Pygospio elegans; oligochaetes; soft-shell

clam spat (Mja arenaria); and nematodes (NAI 1990). These species typically exhibit wide

temporal fluctuations in abundance but represent potentially important food resources for higher

trophic levels because of their high abundances. These same taxa were also abundant in the areas

of intertidal sandy beach. The additional prevalence of the longer-lived maldanid polychaete

Clymenella torquata in the beach community suggests that environmental conditions have

exhibited consistent patterns in the recent past, allowing the establishment ofa stable benthic com

munity. A microfloral community appeared to be established along the north-facing tidal flat.

The chlorophyll a concentrations indicated a' moderate to high potential for utilizing nutrients

contributed by the Deer Island treatment plant and other sources (NAI 1990).
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Squantum Point (QUI-03)

The intertidal substrate along the western border ofthe site was primarily fine-grained

sediments with large quantities of shell hash. Salt marsh broadened from about 5 to 15 feet
I

moving south along the site. Mussel beds were extensive about 600-700 feet offshore. The
I

benthic community along the western boundary of Squantum Point exhibited the typical

opportunistic dominants, spionids and oligochaetes, as well as abundant soft-shell clam spat. Less

abundant taxa add to the diversity and food-resource value of the flat (NAI 1990) and contribute

substantially to the biomass available for consumption by foraging fish, megainvertebrate fauna
I.

and shorebirds. The sediment surface yielded high values for chlorophyll a (NAI 1990).

The ti~ flats were described as productive clam beds by Chesmore et a1. (1971).

There continues to be a large soft-shell clam population in this area, av~raging 16.5 clams/ff (NAI

1990). Clams were sparsest along the northern boundary and most abundant at the northwest

corner. Mean size was 5.3 em with 62% of the clams being larger than 5 cm (harvestable size).

Presently, harvesting of shellfish is prohibited except for bait because of contamination (Ralph

Stevens, MADMF, 1993, personal communication). Live razor clams (Ensis directUs) were also

observed.

The blue mussel beds were dense aggregations with abundances averaging 58/ff, and

over 90% alive (NAI 1990). Benthic infauna were very abundant in the vicinity of the mussel

beds. Unlike the other parts of the intertidal zone, the mussel beds supported a variety of arthra-
I

pods (mostly amphipods) and other moIlusks, with soft-sheIl clams bejng numerically dominant.

Dominant annelids were the same ubiquitous taxa. Few burrowing species were represented.

Chlorophyll a values were moderate to high.

Finfish and epibenthic fauna were not investigated. The abundance and diversity of

habitat available for benthic infauna indicate the suitability of the Squantum Point intertidal zone. ,

to provide trophic support for these consumers. Species such as green crabs (Carcinus maenas)

and other crabs (Cancer sp.) are likely to forage among the mussel beds and open tidal flats and,

in turn, be preyed upon by wading birds. Flounder and other demersal fish, particularly juvenile

stages, use intertidal areas extensively for feeding. The MADMF officially recognizes the

Neponset River as a spawning run for rainbow smelt. MADMF considered the anadromous
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Squ3ntum Point (QUI-03)

fishery resource of the Neponset River to include a large smelt run, a limited shad run and a river

herring (alewife and blueback) run (MADMF 1990, personal communication).

An area of potential concern in the vicinity of the Squantum Point site is a bed of

submerged vegetation in the Neponset River that extends from Commercial Point to an area

beyond Tenean Beach (MWRA 1987). The extent and· character of this resource has not been

detennined.

The Squantum Point intertidal area was rated as having a high potential for aquatic

diversity and abundance and a moderate-to-high potential for nutrient retentionltransfonnation

(NAI 1990). The extensive shellfish beds around the entire flat and fine sediments on the western

shoreline suggest a high potential for sediment/toxicant retention. This site has a high potential

for shellfish habitat as indicated by the variety of substrate conditions and mollusk species present.

The large food resources in this tidally influenced area indicate a moderate-to-high potential for

providing fish habitat. Similarly, the tidal flat resources are potentially important for migratory

shorebirds. The breadth ofthe intertidal area offers sediment and shoreline stabilization, although

the open exposure to the north and erosion behInd the sheetpile wall indicate that stonn tides

reach the upland edge of the site.

VEGETATION

Random seed dispersal and tolerance of the degraded and artificial substrates

remaining after past uses have influenced the type of vegetation that has developed on the site.

Vegetation has not developed to the point of presenting well-defined classes with good structure

and habitat, owing at least in part to the compacted fill substrate which serves as soil. Two broad

upland vegetation classes currently e~st within the confines of the seawall: early successional

shrubland, approximately 10-15 feet tall; and old field encroaching on the abandoned runways and

perimeter road.

Most of the site is covered by aggressive plant species, able to withstand disturbed

conditions. The mixture of shrubs, grasses and forbs is dominated by sumac (Rhus typhina),
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Squantum Point (QUI-03)

,

baybeny (l.lyrica pensylvanica), poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans) and multiflora rose (Rosa

multiflora), making foot travel difficult. Grass species include quackgrass (Agropyron repens),

upland bent (Agrostis perennans) and broom beardgrass (Schizachyrium scoparium), while the

forbs are predominantly Eurasian invaders, including wild carrot (Daucus carota), mugwort
I

(Artemisia vulgaris), heath aster (Aster ericoides) and tansy (Tanacetum vulgare).

WETLAND RESOURCES

The on-site and adjacent wetland areas described herein were field delineated by NAI

in 1990 using the 1989 federal identification methodology (NAI 1990) and are those areas

estimated to fall within the review of Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act. Also

documented are those associated wetland resource areas, identified from published references or

by field observation, that are protected under the jurisdiction of the Massachusetts Wetlands

Protection Act (MGL c 131, s 40) and its implementing regulations (310 CMR 10.00). These

include: 1) Land Under the Ocean, 2) Coastal Beach, 3) Salt Marsh, 4) Land Containing Shell

fish. 5) Fish Run, 6) Land Subject to Coastal Stonn Flowage, and 7) Bordering Vegetated

Wetland. Also present is a regulated buffer zone extending 100 feet inland and/or upland of the

coastal beach. salt marsh, and bordering vegetated wetland.

During the 1990 wetland delineation, on-site construction activities associated with

the Deer Island staging facility continuously changed terrestrial site characteristics. Therefore, the

team ofwetland scientists had problems clearly identifying on-site conditions. The 1993 site visit,
I

however, indicated more stable conditions. Existing fill soils and transitional vegetation greatly

complicate wetland delineation. Should Squantum be chosen for final design a comprehensive

wetland resource evaluation and boundary delineation will be required:using the current state and

federally approved methodologies.

Several acres of salt marsh are found on Squantum Point, outside and adjacent to the

seawall. These are interspersed with areas of tidal flat and coastal beach. The largest band of salt

marsh lies on the northwest comer, outside the wall, and runs southward beyond the site. This

salt marsh band consists almost entirely of cordgrass (Spartina alterniflora), with minor amounts
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of sea lavender (Limonium cf. nashiz) and seaside goldenrod (Solidago sempervirens), and has a

substrate of sand and cobbles. The width of the marsh averages approximately 30 feet, with its

upper limit coinciding with the high tide level. A strip of coastal beach approximately 10 feet

wide included the apparent mean high tide line, above which beach grass (Ammophila brevigulata)

dominated to the base of the seawall. Several small patches of salt hay (Spartina patens) were

interspersed with beach grass.

Landward. of the seawall, fills and, disturbed surfaces dominate the area. The

hydrology is very difficult to discern, owing to the presence of an old subsurface drainage system

of unknown extent. At one culvert break along the northern wall, erosion has initiated a depres

sion along 15 feet of the wall, now colonized by some beach and salt marsh species: cordgrass

(8. altemiflora), reed (Phragmites australis), sea-blight (Suaeda linearis), seaside goldenrod (8.

sempervirens) and saltwort (Salicornia europaea).

The northwestern shore supports a more patchy, irregular salt marsh which extended

seaward from the base of the seawall. Dominated by cordgrass, this marsh was obviously situated

in a high energy environment as indicated by the eroding peat on its seaward face, and the

deteriorating condition of the seawall behind it.

A 1.0± acre brackish wetland with an ephemeral hydrologic connection with

Dorchester Bay lies about 300 feet inside the seawall, and is surroundeq by upland vegetation and

soils. Appearing as an open herbaceous community, the plant species include a mixture of

freshwater and salt-tolerant plants. It is dominated by red-top (AgrQstis alba), rushes (Juncus

effusus and Juncus gerardi), cattail (Typha angustifolia), three-square sedge (rush) (Scirpus

americanus), purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) and seaside goldenrod (S. sempervirens). This

wetland drains to the northwest through a low-lying iron catch basin and culvert placed at such

an elevation and slope that allows the highest spring and storm tides to back flow through the

culvert, bringing salt water into the wetland's northwest corner. The wetland soil is mineral, and

clearly hydric. It has some permeability but little or no organic content, as would be expected with

recently formed soil. Immediately following a two-day, 2 to 4 inch rainfall, the wetland had no

ponded waters, but the fill substrate was fully saturated. Approximately 0.1 cubic feet per second

(CFS) was running out of the culvert. Other small areas of wetland may occur in slight depres-
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sions among early-succession shrublands and would require delineation if this site were selected

for final design.

I

In 1990, the inland wetland was evaluated using the Hollands-Magee freshwater

wetland model (NAI 1990). Results indicated that the wetland had a very low hydrologic and

structural diversity, resulting in low biological value. Scores for nine of ten wetland functional

elements using the Hollands-Magee model rated below median; only aesthetics rated above

median, mostly due to the abundance of showy flowering plants. This means that this wetland

ranks below most New England inland wetlands in the NAI database for all the Hollands-Magee

values other "than aesthetics.

WILDLIFE

The old-field portion of the site is somewhat diverse, with an intricate mix of shrub

and herb layers providing h~bitat/edge conditions. The shrub layers form an interconnecting
I

network, providing habitat for numerous ground animals, including cover and food for small to
I

medium-sized mammals and resident, migratory and wintering bird species. Observed on-site

mammal species included: muskrat, house cat, mouse (evidence); and several bird species:

common grackle, ring-necked pheasant, northern flicker, American! goldfmch, song sparrow,

eastern kingbird, gray catbird, American robin, yellow warbler and short-eared owl. The tangles

ofpoison ivy and multiflora rose provide cover and food (e.g., berries): for many of these species.

Small trees, such as red cedar and poplar, provide nesting places for birds with substantial height

requirements (e.g., American goldfinch, eastern kingbird), whereas the rose-ivy tangles are

excellent for low nesters (e.g., song sparrow: Harrison 1975). Animal movement into and out

of the area is restricted mainly to urban species, aquatic species, and birds because of the site's

isolation from other wild or open areas.

Little wildlife value can be attributed to the inland wetland Community, due to the low

food value of the plants and low value for cover. Outside the seawall, however, the mixture of

salt marsh, beach and tidal flats provides extensive haQitat for migrating and resident shorebirds.

These interspersed resources, combined with the high diversity of marine invertebrates, provide
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excellent food resources for birds such as turnstones, yellowlegs, sanderlings and smaller sand

pipers. During field visits, double.;crested cormorants were observed utilizing open water, with

herring gulls, great black-backed gulls, ring-billed gulls, brant, greater yellowlegs, black-bellied

plovers and mallard ducks in the beach and tidal flat areas.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

The Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (MANHESP)

records did not identify any protected species or habitats which occur on the site (MANHESP,

letter dated March 1, 1993).

A short-eared owl was observed on-site during fieldwork on November 5, 1990. This

owl is presumed to have been migrating from the more populated Canadian tundra breeding

grounds or occupying a wintering ground at the time it was seen. Most short-eared owls in the

east breed much farther north in open country and then winter from northern New England south

to the Chesapeake Bay (Johnsgard 1988). This species may utilize any wet meadow habitat in

the Boston Harbor area during the winter. The Squantum Point area is unlikely to provide

suitable habitat for breeding, due to small size, urban setting and high present levels of

disturbance. This species is listed by Massachusetts as an endangered breeding species. This

species is of worldwide distribution. In New England, it is most connn,only seen as a migrant and

winter visitor in coastal fields, airports and salt marshes (Johnsgard 1988). It is known to actually

breed in a very few locations in New England, mostly coastal. It prefers open grassland habitats

where abundant small mammals are available as prey - especially meadow voles (Microtus

pennsy/vanicus). Brackish marshes connected to tidal flowage and wet grassland areas often have

an abundance of such small mammals.

mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Detailed information regarding historical and archeological resources on Squantum

Point was obtained in 1990, when the site was under consideration for development (NAI 1990).
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For that study, documentary research for assessing possible historical and archeological resources

included consultation of the State Register of Historic Places, files and materials at the

Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC), the Quincy Historical Society and the Boston

Landmarks Commission as well as insurance atlases and maps. Data on known prehistoric sites

were collected from the MlIC, interviews with local archaeologists and individuals, and cultural

resource management reports. USDA soil surveys were examined for stratigraphic data. A site
I

walk was conducted to locate surface cultural remains and to assess the archeological sensitivity

of the site. The 1990 study and a follow-up file review at MHC in 1993 revealed no known

historic resources on the site or its environs.

Approximately 11 prehistoric sites are recorded from the Squantum area. These sites

include shell middens as well as dog and human burial areas, which primarily date to the Late

Woodland, Contact and Early Historic periods. No sites are recorded for the project area.

SOCIO-ECONOM1CILAND USE

This former naval air station, a 44± acre site, is now owned by the Metropolitan

District Commission (MDC), which intends to build a waterfront park as funds become available.

Part of the site is used as a ferry docking facility to transport construction personnel to Deer

Island for the Boston Harbor Clean-up Project (reference). This facility includes parking for 930

vehicles. The feny facility will be made available to the MDCupon completion of the

construction of the sewage treatment plant at Deer Island. The remainder of the site is a mixture

of paved area and shrubs. To the east of the site is the Village at Marina Bay, a mixed-use

development including residences, a marina, offices, restaurants and shops.

Quincy has a long histoIY, beginning as a prosperous farming community and the

home oftwo Presidents. Major industrial facilities including the former Fore River Shipyard now

line its coast along with residential uses. Much of the land area in Quincy is devoted to park use.

The population of 86,182 is 90% white and 6% Asian. The median f~ily income is $44,184.

Higher-income households have settled in Quincy with the development of new housing in and

adjacent to Marina Bay.
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Environmental Consequences

Access to the subject site is via 1-93 south to Neponset Circle, Route 3A to Quincy

Shore Drive, an MOC parkway and from there, to a connector road to Commander Shea

Boulevard. Existing mudflats around Squantum Point presently constrain marine access, therefore

dredging would be required.

Direct impacts at Squantum Point would include the filling of the shrublands and

abandoned runways of the site. Although disturbed, this area currently provides wild open space

on a heavily developed harbor. No unusual wildlife are known to breed at Squantum Point,

although a short-eared owl (a Massachusetts breeding endangered species) was observed on the

site in November 1990. This individual was probably overwintering or migrating through, feeding

on the mice and voles that are common in such areas. Filling the site would destroy the current

habitat, making it unavailable to any species during the dredging phase of the BHNIP. With·

completion ofthe dredging, the containment facility would be capped and landscaped. Ifdesired,

the plantings could be done to provide some habitat improvement for target species (e.g., open

Permanent Loss

In several respects, Squantum Point would provide the most suitable disposal option

of the short-listed land-based sites. With its estimated capac~ty of 210,000 cy, the site could

potentially accommodate the entire volume that could be reasonably dewatered for land-based

disposal; it is currently in a disturbed state due to the presence of the abandoned runways,

underdrains, and seawalls; and can be accessed by barge, although some dredging would be

requir~d, which would eliminate trucking related difficulties. The major limitations of the site

include the dredging impacts and the site's proximity to the .residences of the Village at Marina

Bay.
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natural grasslands to attract birds of prey), thereby ultimately enhancing the site's ability to

support wildlife.

Temporary Loss

Dredged material would most likely be delivered to the site via barge, requiring

dredging ofa 60-foot-wide channel from the Deer Island ferry channel to the northeast comer of

the site. This dredging would impact approximately 1.4 acres (13,000 cy) of subtidal habitat, and

0.3 acres (6500 cy) of intertidal habitat, some ofwhich may include a narrow band of salt marsh.

Impacts to aquatic resources would include destruction of existing benthic communities in the

dredged channel, although the new channel bottom, which would be an average of 6 feet deeper

than present depths, would likely be re-colonized by benthic organisms similar to those impacted.

Permanent Alteration

Channel dredging in the 0.3± acre intertidal zone would result in the conversion of
I •

tidal flats and salt marsh to subtidal habitat. It is presumed that the tidal flats and salt marsh

provide protection of wildlife habitat and of marine fisheries including shellfish. Other benefits

include storm damage prevention, groundwater supply protection, flood control and pollution

prevention. Primary functional losses would include a 0.3 acre reduction in migratory bird resting

and feeding areas, intertidal productivity, water quality treatment and shoreline stability. Impacts

to migratory bird habitat would include the permanent loss of the dredge channel area as well as

temporary impacts in the vicinity due to disturbance from project activity. Loss of intertidal

productivity would be greatest in the salt marsh area where primary productivity is highest.

Nutrient transformation is significant in both tidal flat and salt marsh habitats, although the

shallow SUbtidal. dredge channel, when recolonized, would also perform that function to some

extent. Shoreline stability would be affected by both loss of the buffering capacity provided by

existing gentle grades, and the disruption of the erosion-resistant salt marsh peat that currently

forms a continuous band along the northeastern (exposed) side of the ~ite. Engineered protection
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against storm-driven waves and long-shore currents or refilling the access channel after disposal

would possibly be required to minimize erosion.

The freshwater wetland currently known to exist on the site would not be impacted,

however, should this site be selected for disposal, the wetlands should be remapped because of

the disturbances and changing hydrology of the site.

INDIRECT IMPACTS

Increased turbidity and redeposition of suspended sediments during the dredging

process could cause temporary impacts to adjacent benthic communities.

Upon closure of the project, ·freshwater runoff would be directed via swales to outfalls

on the north and west sides of the site. The outfalls would open at the concrete/sheetpile seawall,

and runoff would then cross the bands of salt marsh. During stonn events, freshwater flow across

the intertidal zone could impact infauna by creating osmotic stress. This would be most

significant for species whose recruitment period is limited, such as soft-shell clams. Adults can

isolate themselves from short-term perturbations by retracting their siphons. Spat are located at

the sediment surface. Those located in the runoff path could die if freshwater runoff coincided

with low tide. Runoff would reach mussel beds only during major storm events, due to the

location of this resource in the lower intertidal zone. This would likely be of little impact due

to the animal's ability to seal itself off, and to the short duration of exposure in each tidal cycle.

Loss of productivity on the tidal flat would depend on the design of the outfall and

quantity of flow. The overall ability of the tidal flat to support finfish and shorebirds could be

reduced by the intermittent loss of productivity in the runoff path, both by benthic microflora and

invertebrates. However, this would likely be a minor impact since only a relatively small portion

of the flat would be affected. Other functions of the intertidal area would be little impacted.
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GEOLOGY/SOIL

The placement of 935,880 cy of dredged material (predominantly silts) should not

severely impact the previously altered site geology and soil conditions. These silts would not be

placed in or on any existing resources (e.g., wetlands), and would be. placed with appropriate
I

containment (capping) and sedimentation/erosion controls.

HYDROLOGYIWATER OUALITY

Groundwater impacts are difficult to anticipate due to the complex drainage system

currently underlying the site, but would be expected to be minor because of the likely dominance. '

of marine hydrology. Surface water from runoff would be directed so as to minimally alter

current hydrologic budgets of surrounding lands and tidal flats. The site's flat topography would

naturally limit impacts from altered runoff patterns.

Because the quality ofgroundwater resources at this site is unknown, potential impacts

cannot be fully addressed. However, a liner would be required by the MADEP and should

minimize leachate contamination of the groundwater.

AQUATIC RESOURCES

No freshwater ponds or streams occur on the Squanturn Point site, so there would be

no impacts on these resources.

WETLAND RESOURCES

The avoidance of any filling or other activity directly affecting protectable resource

areas was established as one ofthe design criteria for the containment f~cility. Therefore, impacts

would be limited to dredging a barge access route, and are described in the previous section. A
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detailed final investigation would be required to confinn that no other jurisdictional wetland

resources occur in the shrub tangles on the site. No encroachment into the buffer zone associated

with the ~ordering Vegetated Wetland or Coastal Beach is proposed.

mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Because there are no listed historical or archeological resources at or near the

proposed Squantum Point site, no impacts are anticipated. However, the site is an artificially

.filled landfonn, and cultural or prehistoric resources could lie buried below. No adverse impact

would be expected as long as no subsurface activity is conducted. If excavation were required,

then machine-excavation with archeological monitoring would be recommended to detennine the

existence of potentially significant remains from either the Naval Air Station or small, isolated,

intact preh~storic sites.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACTS

The site is proposed for development of a waterfront park by the MDC. Use of

Squantum Point for dredged material disposal could delay and potentially alter these plans.

Potential mitigation for loss of the planned park would be to design a park that would be

compatible with the site after it was capped.

Odor and noise from the dredge disposal could affect residences and businesses in the

Village at Marina Bay. Odor could be minimized by chemically treating or covering the disposal

site daily with clean materiaL Noise impacts could be reduced by restricting usage during

nighttime and other sensitive periods.
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2.1.2 Everett (EVR-04)

The Everett site is approximately 23 acres in size in a "U" shaped parcel around a

shallow inlet on the Mystic River (Figure Al-3). The Boston/Everett Corporate boundary bisects

the parcel so that approximately two-thirds of the site lie in Everett and one-third in Boston.

Boston Edison Company owns the Everett parcel. The Boston parcel is city-owned and currently
i

has a MDC pumping station located on the southern side. This site discussion will focus on the

IS-acre Everett parcel.

2.1.2.1 Existing Conditions

GEOLOGY/SOILS

Soils on the site consist primarily of Udorthents with a wet substratum. Udorthents

are defined as fill soils over former tidal marshes. ·and other wetland resources (SCS 1989a,

1989b). The depth of fill ranges from 2 to 20 feet or more, with seasonal high groundwater

ranging from 3 to 5 feet below the surface.

Based upon the mapping of Kaye (1980). the central portion of the site is underlain

by bedrock consisting ofsandstone or quartzite while the northern and sputhern portion ofthe site
I

is underlain by sandstone argillite. with minor interbedded sandstone andlor quartzite. Bedrock

has been mapped as outcropping near the site and the average depth to bedrock on site may be

relatively shallow.

BYDROLOGYIWATER QUALITY

I

There are no surface waters on the site. so the hydrology is fairly simple. The

topography of the site is flat, therefore most precipitation will infiltrate to the groundwater or be

taken up through evapotranspiration. Any water that does run off most likely will run into the

Mystic River.
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The site consists of low-yield aquifers «100 gpm) with half the site being classified

as low and the other half as very low (MADEP Groundwater Overlay Maps). There are no wells

on site or within 0.1± mile. Groundwater quality is influenced by tidal action and is probably

saline in nature. Also, there are several hazardous waste sites near the site which may have an

influence on groundwater quality. The site is not suitable as a drinking water supply. No data

were available for groundwater quality at the site.

The Mystic River is classified as Class SC by MADEP. Waters under this

classification are saline and designated for the protection and propagation of marine life and for

secondary contact recreation. Water quality in the vicinity of the site is most likely influenced

by several NPDES discharges into the Mystic River.

Water quality data for the Mystic River are available from sampling done by MADEP

in 1982-1986 (Menzie-Cura and Associates 1991). Samples were t3ken downstream and near the

confluence of Island End River. Results of this sampling indicate that the average concentrations

for cadmium, copper, and lead exceeded the chronic criteria for aquatic life. The acute aquatic

life criteria for cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, and zinc were exceeded on at least one

occasion.

AQUATIC RESOURCES

The aquatic resources near the Everett site were not sampled; however, substrates

appeared to be made up of fine-textured sediments in the exposed intertidal areas. It is likely that

the subtidal communities are similar to those observed in the Mystic River and pier areas of

Mystic Piers, Revere Sugar, and Amstar (as detailed in later sections). The intertidal areas may

support soft-shell clams (M arenaria), but are likely to have small populations due to the fine

textured substrates.
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VEGETATION

The upland portion of the site is flat and dominated by early-successional grasses,

forbs and scattered saplings. Plant cover is sparse on approximately 50% of the site, where gravel

and old asphalt dominate. These areas have poor quality rooting substrates and also appear to b.e

periodically used by vehicles entering the site. The remainder of the site has better herbaceous

cover: dominant species include several clovers (Trifolium spp.), grasses including broom

beardgrass (Schizachyrium scoparium), mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris), goldenrods (Solidago spp.),

milkweeds (Asclepias spp.) and bird's foot trefoil (Lotus comiculatus). Scattered saplings of

cherries (Pnmus sp.), trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides), gray birch (Betula populijolia), and

staghorn sumac (R. typhina) occurred across the site, and are most prevalent on the western leg

of the parcel. This leg in general appeared to be less disturbed, with better herbaceous and

sapling cover.

Common reed (P. australis) occurred in patches around the periphery of the inlet at

the top of the bulkheads. Because the bulkheads appear to be well above the high tide line, and

would not impound :freshwater, these stands ofcommon reed appear to be opportunistic, occurring

in upland settings. One exception may be the seaward edge of a small stand in the northwest

comer of the inlet. In this area the fill behind the bulkhead has collapsed and may be exposed

to tidal inundation during exceptionally high tides.

WETLANDS RESOURCES

No delineation ofjurisdictional resources was perfonned at Everett; however, areas

of tidal waters will fall within the purview of Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act.

Massachusetts jurisdictional resources ((MGL c.l3I, sAO, and 310 CMR 10.00» on the site

include coastal bank, tidal flats, coastal beach and land under the ocean. A 100-foot buffer area,

inland of the top of the coastal bank occurs on the east and west portions of the site. Small areas

of coastal beach and coastal bank occur along the seaward end of the east and west portions of

the site. These resources are composed of eroding fill, and have been partially reinforced by

boulders and rubble.
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With the possible exception of the .seaward edge of the common reed stand as

described in the previous section, no vegetated freshwater wetlands occur on site. During the site

visit, a pool of standing freshwater was observed in an asphalt depression in the northeast corner

of the site. The lack of requisite soils and vegetation preclude this as a wetland.

WILDLIFE

The paucity of vegetation and the surrounding urbanization limit the value of the

Everett site for terrestrial wildlife. Animals typical of urban settings, such as rock doves,

European starlings, house sparrows, and house mice might use the site, as would birds that nest

on bare ground, such as killdeer. The western leg of the site, which is somewhat more densely

vegetated, also would support species typical of herbaceous or "old field" habitats: for example,

common yellowthroat, song sparrow, and meadow vole (DeGraaf and Rudis 1986). A song

sparrow was heard in this area during 1993 site visits.

The intertidal flats and river bordering the site would be ofmore value to wildlife than

would the site itself. Herring gulls and grea~ black-backed gulls were observed feeding on the

intertidal flat between the inlet and Route 99 on May 12, 1993. On May 25, 1993, a black-bellied

plover, a semipalmated plover, and a killdeer were observed foraging on the intertidal flat along

the Mystic River on the southwest corner of the project area Common terns, a Massachusetts

Species of Special Concern (321 CMR 10.60) were observed courting and apparently nesting on

the dilapidated pier on the western side of the inlet. While only pilings remained for most of the

length ofthe pier, the outermost section"remained intact and formed an isolated platform on which

the birds were seen. A great black-backed gull, a potential nest predator, also seemed to be sitting

on a nest on the same platform on May 12, but a gull observed on May 25 exhibited no nesting

behavior.
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THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

MANHESP records indicate that no protected species or habitats occur on the site

(MANHESP, letter dated March I, 1993).

Common terns feeding and courting were observed near the Everett site during two

site visits in May 1993. As stated above, the common tern is a Species of Special Concern in

Massachusetts. Four terns were sitting on the dilapidated pier in the inlet on May 12. One was

seen to stand and pull material on the ground closer to itself. This activity and the posture of the

birds suggested that they were sitting on nests on the old pier. During a subsequent field visit on

May 25, six common terns were observed to exhibit nesting behavior. Terns were also observed

foraging in the Mystic River near the site.

mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no listed historical or archeological resource~ on the Everett site. A
I

jackknife bridge was inventoried by MHC within 1000 feet upstream of the site. It has been for

sale since 1990 and may have been dismantled (Mr. W. Smith, IvIHC, pers. comm.).

SOCIQ-ECONOMICILAND USE

This site is a narrow basin abutting 28± acres of vacant land on the north side of the

Mystic River in Everett. It is surrounded by industrial uses including a Boston Edison power

station. A rail line abuts the western boundary of the site. There is a park and playground

facility across Broadway and to the north of the site.

Everett was originally a territory ofCharlestown, its neighbor across the Mystic River.

A fanning community for 150 years, Everett evolved into an industrial city with the advent of the

railroads that facilitated transportation to Boston. Factories for bri'ck manufacturing and the

production of chemicals, located in Everett in the 19th century, have been joined by facilities for
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Permanent Losses

Environmental Consequences

DIRECT IMPACTS

The site is a vacant lot in an urban setting, and as such offers habitat for typical urban

species such as song sparrows, rock doves, and house mice. Most of this habitat would be

impacted with the construction of the containment facility, and the resident animals displaced or

destroyed. Upon capping and closure of the project, its value as open space in an urban setting

would be restored, and most of the species curr~ntly using the site should return.

2.1.2.2

Land access to the site is from 1-93 to Sullivan Square in Charlestown, and traveling

north on Route 99 (Broadway) across the Mystic River. The parcel surrounding the basin abuts

Route 99 to the east. Mud flats extend along the. Mystic River edges, making access for vessels

difficult. Some dredging would be required to accommodate barges related to the material

disposal project.

metal product fabrication and machinery in the past 100 years. The predominant land use in

Everett is residential. Everett's population on5,701 is predominantly white with a median family

income of $37,397.

The placement ofdredge spoils and the proposed containment facility would eliminate

all existing vegetation within the disposal footprint. Upon completion of all on-site activities,

natural recruitment and early stage succession of tolerant and opportunistic species should occur.

Everett is the smallest of the land-based potential disposal sites with an estimated

capacity of 55,000 cy..
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Temporary Loss

I

The preferred route to the site would be via barge which would require dredging to

deepen the inlet channel to reach the existing granite bulkhead. This would result in the loss of

approximately 0.3 acres (2300 cy) of subtidal habitat. The dredging process would destroy any

benthic communities in the dredging corridor, although it is likely that similar benthos would re

establish in the deepened channel. Existing depths average 5.0 feet MLW, therefore dredging an

additional 5.0 feet would be necessary to 'achieve a final 10.0 foot channel depth. Turbidity and

redeposition of suspended sediments could cause temporary impacts to adjacent benthic

communities during the dredging pro~ss, although these communities would be expected to

recover quickly following completion of the dredging.

A second possible approach for barge traffic would provide access from the western

leg of the site. However, this would require dredging of 0.2± acres (5000 cy) of intertidal and

0.03 acres (200 cy) of subtidal habitats. This approach would also impact an area of coastal

beach, coastal bank and buffer. Because of the variety and extent of impacts to protected

resources, this approach is considered a less desirable alternative than the inlet channel.

Activities during construction of the facility and dredged material disposal could

discourage use ofthe adjacent tidal flats by shorebirds; however, this is a limited resource in terms

of area and location, so the interruption would not be expected to be an adverse impact. Use of

the site by these birds should resume after capping and closure.

Noise and disturbance during construction and operation of the containment facility

could disrupt use of the dilapidated pier by nesting common terns (Massachusetts Species of

Concern). The extent of use and success of these small, isolated, urban breeding sites is poorly

understood, therefore impacts from adjacent construction activities are difficult to assess. It is

likely that the birds would abandon the breeding site during project operation, and could return

upon project closure.
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Everett (EVR-04)

GEOLOGY/SOn..S

As with Squantum Point, the on-sit~ udorthents represent an unnatural/altered site

condition. Therefore, the placement of dredge spoils would not severely alter or change existing

geological and/or soil conditions.

HYDROLOGYIWATER QUALITY

Because of the Everett site's proximity to tidal waters, impacts to hydrologic

conditions from dredge material disposal, capping and closure would be minimal. Infiltration

would be eliminated by the liner system required by MADEP, minimizing impacts to groundwater

flow. Surface runoff would be directed to minimize alterations to the existing hydrologic budgets

of surrounding lands and tidal flats.

INDIRECT IMPACTS

A playground is located a block away from the site, and a school is less than a half

mile away. Odor from the site and from trucks travelling to the site would be the greatest impact

to these sellsitive receptors. Daily cover or treatment of the dredged ~aterial may be required.

Truck traffic already is heavy along Route 99, so the increase in safety hazard and noise caused

by transportation of the dredged material may need to be evaluated, although increases over

existing levels may not be noticeable. It is unknown to what extent any increase in truck traffic

would result in additional traffic delays. If barges are used to transport material to the site, traffic

impacts would be eliminated. Noise from industries and traffic already occurs in the area.

Therefore, it is not expected that the increase in project noise would be a problem.
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AOUATIC RESOURCES

No freshwater runoff impacts at site closure would be anticipated because runoff could

be discharged directly into subtidal waters, therefore eliminating impacts to intertidal communities.

WETLAND RESOURCES

I,

Under the preferred barge access route, no wetland resources other than Land Under

Ocean would be impacted (see previous section). The containment facility footprint would not .

impact any protected resources.

mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Because there are no identified historical or archeological resources at the Everett site,

no impacts would be anticipated. The jackknife bridge upriver of the project would not be

impacted.

2.2 SITE EVALUATIONS: LAND-BASED INLAND SITES

2.2.1 Woburn (WOB-ll)

The Woburn site is a 59-acre parcel in the Town of Woburn adjacent to the

Wilmington town line (Figure AI-4). The site is primarily owned by the town, but is bisected

by a parcel owned by Boston Edison Co. High power transmission lines travel the Boston Edison

parcel and are joined approximately half way up the site by a transmission line from the northeast

along an easement corridor. These power lines effectively trisect the site into 3 parcels: a

southern parcel approximately 18 acres in size, an eastern parcel of 13 acres,and a northern parcel

estimated to be 24 acres. This assessment will concentrate on the northern parcel for use by the
,
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BHNIP. It is dominated by a temporarily capped municipal landfill, with steep slopes

approximately 10-25 feet in height.

Existing Conditions

GEOLOGY/SOILS

The topography of the Woburn site is irregular with rounded uplands separated by

relatively flat lowlands. The topography of the site reflects the surficial and bedrock geology of

the area. The surficial deposits at the site consistof stratified drift and glacial till. The low lying

areas of the site are underlain by stratified drift which includes kame and kame terrace deposits

of sand and gravel (Castle 1959). Portions of the lowlands have been mined to extract the sand

and gravel for use as aggregate material.- The upland portions of the site are underlain by dense,

poorly sorted glacial deposits of silt, sand and gravel.

Outcrops of bedrock have also been observed (Castle 1959). The bedrock underlying

the site has been mapped as Precambrian age' metamorphosed mafic to felsic intrusive and

volcaniclastic rocks (Zen 1983). These rocks are part of a large fault-bound block which trends

northeast to southwest.

The majority of the soils on site are classified as landfill or udorthents (SCS 1989b).

Two udorthents are distinguished: on the southern parcel is a sandy udorthent with 3-8% slopes;

and on the eastern parcel is a udorthent with a wet substratum. The depth of fill over wetland

material is unknown, and within the udorthent series can range from 2-20 feet. (SCS 1989b).

Small areas of native soil occur on the northern boundary _(Charlton-HoIlis-Rock complex, 3-8%

slopes) and adjacent to the stream in the southern parcel (Windsor loamy sands, 3-8% slopes).

2.2.1.1



Woburn (WOB-ll)

HYDROLOGYIWATER OUALITY

The site is located in the Mystic River Basin immediately south of its drainage divide

with the Ipswich River Basin. Runoff at the site appears to flow to a small stream in the middle

of the property, which flows west to east across the site and then south into Hall's Brook (also

known as Willow Brook). Locally, groundwater is recharged by the infiltration of precipitation

into the surficial deposits. Groundwater appears to flow through the stratified drift deposits to the
,

southeast and then discharge to the valley fill deposits of the Aberjo.na River.

Most of the site consists of low and very low yield aquifer with 20% of the site

consisting ofmedium. yield aquifer (100-300 gpm) (MADEP Groundwater Overlay Maps). There

are no groundwater quality data available for the site. It is not known if water quality has been

degraded by the existing landfill on the site. The Woburn residential areas near the site rely on

Quabbin water through the~ so no private drinking water wells are known to occur

doYt11gradient of the site.

At its northern boundary, the site is approximately 1200 feet away from the nearest

boundary of the Wilmington Groundwater Protection District A. This district is designated to

protect the "zones of contribution of the existing municipal supply wells" (Town of Wilmington
,

1990). The nearest Wilmington water supply well, the Town Park well, is over 0.8 miles to the

north and upgradient of the Woburn site. Three other Wilmington municipal wells are within

approximately 1.0 mile of the site.

The site is located in the upper portion of the Mystic River drainage basin. The only

surface water on the site is a tributary of Halls Brook which is classified as a Class B waterway.

Waters under Class B are freshwaters designated for the uses of protection and propagation of

aquatic life and wildlife and for primary and secondary contact recreation. There are no surface

water supplies downstream of the site. No water quality data exist for this brook, but as with

groundwater, the on-site landfill may have the potential to influence water quality.
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AQUATIC RESOURCES

No aquatic resources occur within the proposed footprint ofthe Woburn site. A stream

tributary to Hall's Brook flows through the southwestern portion of the site. At the time of the

site visit, the stream flowed very slowly in an easterly direction and was approximately 6-10 feet

wide and I foot deep. A red brown floc coated many of the stream's bottom features, including

the vegetation. No culvert was visible where the access road crossed the stream, although a slight

current was apparent. It is assumed that the hydraulic ·crossing is that of a "farm drain" which

allows flow through rock placed at the base ofthe road and permits flow through their interstices.

VEGETATION

The major portion of the site is a disturbed early-successional field and shrubland.

Several small stands ofhardwoods remain on the.northern portion of the site, and along the small

stream. Scattered shrubs, representative of disturbed-site species and most of Eurasian origin,

have become established throughout the site.

On the northern parcel, dominant species on the closed landfill include mugwort

(Artemisia vulgaris), alfalfa (Medicago lupulina), grasses (Two Poa spp. and Bromus tectorum),

clovers (Trifolium repens and T. pratense), and goldenrods (Solidago spp.). Scattered small

individuals of black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia), honeysuckle (Lonicera tatarica), and tree of

heaven (Ailanthus altissima) have become established across the cap. On the steep slopes of the

landfill, stands of trees approximately 30-40 feet in height occurred on the east and north sides.

Common species included trembling aspen (P. tremuloides), gray birch (B. populifolia), and

staghorn sumac (R typhina).

The disturbed old field portions of the southwestern and eastern parcels support

species similar to the plant community on the landfill cap in the northern parcel.
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WETLAND RESOURCES

Several areas offreshwater wetlands which will fall within the purview ofSection 404
I

of the Federal Clean Water Act were observed on the Woburn site. Wetland resources as
I

protected by the Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act and Regulations (MGL c.131, s.40, and

310 CMR 10.00) include Bordering Vegetated Wetlands, Isolated Land Subject to Flooding, Land

Under Warer Bodies and Waterways, and Banks. The following describes the various wetland
I

resources from general observation. No jurisdictional wetland boundary delineations were

performed since site access was limited.

Adjacent vegetation was primarily woody. On the eastern side of the access road,

shrubs overhung most of the stream's length; species included common and European buckthorn

(RJuzmnus cathartica and R. jrangula), red maple (Acer rubrum),' willow (Salix sp.) and

honeysuckle (L. tatarica). On the western side of the access road, small trees (20-30 feet in

height) of red maple, mulberry (Morus alba), black willow (Salix nigra), and gray birch

dominated the stream corridor.

Small isolated wetlands occur in depressions elsewhere on the site. Under the

powerline, several herbaceous wetlands less than 0.1 acre in size were observed; along with

considerable trash, common plant species included cattail (T. angustifolia), bluejoint grass

(Calamagrostiscanadensis), soft rush (J. effusus), andjewelweed (Impatiens capensis). Northwest

of the on-site landfill, a small apparently isolated forested wetland occurred at the base of the

landfill slope. Standing water in the middle open portion of the wetland was estimated to be 2.0±

feet deep at the time ofthe site visit, and stagnant in appearance (heavy pollen accumulation, dark
I

brown in color). Last year's herbaceous stems were visible well int~ the flooded zone, which

suggests that water levels will drop significantly as the growing season progresses.

The canopy was quite open, and dominated by red maple, black willow and big-tooth

aspen (Populus grandidentata), with willow and European buckthorn in. the shrub layer. The herb

layer contained limited species; a composite thicket condition formed a dense homogenous

herbaceous cover in the flooded portion of the wetland. Along the ed~es, jewelweed and water

horehound (Lycopus sp.) occurred, along with common reed (P. australis) and Japanese knotweed
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(Polygonum cuspidatum) which crept down the slope of the landfill and encroached on the

wetland.

A review ofaerial photography revealed a small pond further to the north, occurring

very Close to the Woburn town line, and a more extensive forested wetland system in Wilmington

in close proximity to the northern edge of the site. Neither area was visited during field work,

but would not be impacted by the project design.

WILDLIFE

Mammal species typical of sites such as the closed landfill, with sparse herbaceous

vegetation, include woodchucks and eastern cottontails. The scattered shrubs and adjacent forest

also provided perches or nest sites for species such as indigo buntings, song sparrows and

common grackles, all of which use open land or forest edge. Eastern kingbird, tree swallow, and

hoary bat are examples of wildlife species that forage over open land and also use adjacent trees

for perching, nesting or roosting (DeGraaf and Rudis 1986). The many rocks and other debris

on the landfill top also provided good cover for species such as brown snakes and common garter

snakes (Hunter et aI. 1992).

The hardwood forest on the side slopes of the landfill are~ was young, with an open

canopy (about 40-50% cover), and well-developed shrub and herbaceous layers. Species observed

in the forest/shrub habitat included gray catbird, common yellowthroat, song sparrow, and yellow

warbler. All of these species typically are associated with brushy habitats.

Several forested wetlands occurred in the area north of the landfill. Wildlife species

most likely to occur in these wetlands would include those also able to use the adjacent landfill

(e.g., common yellowthroat, song sparrow), adjacent developed sites (e.g., skunk), or the adjacent

fragmented forest (e.g., coyote, raccoon). Some species typical of forested wetlands would be

unlikely to use the smaller site (e.g., northern waterthrush and veery: DeGraaf and Rudis 1986,

Robbins et al' 1989). .
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Wildlife species obsexved on the site on either May 12 or 27, 1993, include the

Common garter snake (Thamnophis sirtalis)

Red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis)

American kestrel (Falco sparverius)

Ring-necked pheasant (Phasianus colchicus)

Killdeer (Charadrius vociferus)

Northern flicker (Colaptes auratus)

Blue jay (Cyanocitta cristata)

American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos)

American robin (Turdus migratorius)

Gray catbird (Dumetella carolinensis)

Northern mockingbird (Ml1Tlus polyglottos)

European starling (Sturnus vulgaris)

Yellow warbler (Dendroica petechia)

Common yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas)

Rose-breasted grosbeak (Pheucticus ludovicianus)

Indigo bunting (Passerina cyanea)

Field sparrow (Spizella pusilla)

Song spax;row (Melospiza melodia)

Red-winged blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus)

Common grackle (Quiscalus quiscula)

House finch (Carpodacus mexicanus)

American goldfinch (Carduelis tristis)

Rabbit (Leporidae family)

Woodchuck (Marmota monax)
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THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

The Mystic Valley Amphipod (Crangonyx aberrans) is a crustacean that occurs in

cool, shallow, slow-moving or stagnant fresh water with leaf litter; and is only known to occur

in New England (MANHESP 1991). It is a Species of Special Concern in Massachusetts. C.

aberrans has been recorded south of the site in Hall's Brook (Lincoln 1993; MANHESP, letter

dated March 1, 1993). The on-site tributary has several of the habitat characteristics required by

the Mystic Valley Amphipod: shallow depth, sluggish velocity and leaf litter.

No search for C. aberrans was undertaken on the study area, but a 1991 survey

sampled the tributary to Hall's Brook downstream ,of the study area (NAI 1991b). One immature

Crangonyx, which could not be identified to species, and 17 Crangonyx pseudogracilis were

collected at this sample point, but no adult C. aberrans were recorded at any sample point during

the 1991 study. Since C. pseudogracilis typically occupy the same habitat as C. aberrans (Smith

1983 cited by NAI 1991), this survey reported no C. aberrans even in suitable habitat.

HISTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no listed historical or archeological resources identified on or within 1000

feet of the Woburn site.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

Woburn (11) is an 59± acre site containing a city landfill and vacant land. Boston

Edison power transmission lines cross the site, dividing it into three pieces. People use the site

for dirt-biking. The Boston and Maine Railroad tracks run in a north/south direction east of the

site. Adjacent to this site is an office park to the east; another office park to the south, along with

an industrial park and some residential use; general industrial and residential to' the west; and

general industrial to the north with some limited residential use.
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Woburn, originally known as Charlestown Village, was settled in 1636 by people
,

seeking relief from crowded conditions in Charlestown. Once a :f3IDting community, Woburn

housed leather tanning and shoe manufacturing operations in the 19th century after the Middlesex

Canal was built. These industries have been superseded by metal fabriCation and the manufacture

ofelectrical equipment. The predominant land use remains low-densitY housing. The population

ofWobum declined 2% to 35,943 from 1980 to 1990. The median family income in Woburn

is $50,428.

The Woburn site can potentially accommodate 158,600 cy of silt. A major

engineering drawback ofthis site is the dome shape ofthe fonner landfill that currently dominates

the site. The dome would require extensive regrading to construct the·basin config~ation of the

dredge containment facility. The stability and condition of the land~lIed material is currently

unknown, and would require analysis to ascertain its status for constroction. However, a long

term benefit gained by the use of this site would be the secure capping and closure of the landfill,
,

which currently is loosely capped with a coarse mineral cover. Capping would eliminate the

present infiltration and leaching from the portion ofwaste that is above the watertable. Any waste

in contact with the groundwater would continue to leach.

Environmental Consequences2.2.1.2

DIRECT IMPACTS

Permanent Losses

The placement ofdredge spoils and the proposed containment facility would eliminate

all existing vegetation within the construction footprint. Upon completion ofall on-site activities,

early-stage succession of tolerant and opportunistic species should occur. A vegetation plan may

be required for the landfill cap, since shallow-rooted species are generally preferable in

maintaining cap integrity.
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Woburn (WOB-ll)

The preliminary. design incorporates avoidance and minimization of all wetland

resource impacts in its design criteria. As a result, most of the wetlands on the Woburn site and

their buffer zones would not be impacted. The exception is a small 1.0± acre forested wetland

on the northwest side of the site, in which fill would be placed to ensure adequate sideslope

stability during closure ofthe existing landfill. More detailed site information would be necessary

to further quantify surface area impacts to the wetland from any fill. The functions and values

of this wetland have not yet been evaluated but due to its small size, isolation, and disturbed

conditions, the wetland is expected to be of relatively low value for biological support, flood

control, wetland wildlife habitat and water quality functions. Aesthetic, recreational, and

educational values are also expected to be low because of its disturbed setting and lack of public
,

access. Therefore, impacts to this area of wetland would likely be minor.

Construction ofthe containment facility would result in the loss of all upland wildlife

habitat within the disposal footprint until capping and closure of the site were completed. Upon

closure of the project, there would be an opportunity for natural recruitment and restoration and

improved habitat quality by eliminating exposed trash and future dumping. As described above,

a limited permanent wetland wildlife habitat loss would also occur, but is expected to be of

minimal significance.

Temporary Losses

Travel to the site would be along secondary and local roads and would pass by

residences. Truck traffic to the site could increase noise and odor levels and could create safety

problems, particularly along Merrimac Street and New Boston Road. A new exit from Route 1-93

and development of a proposed rail siding east of the site will not be completed in time for

BHNIP's schedule.
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GEOLOGY/SOILS

,

On-site udorthents represent an unnatural and altered soil condition. Given the sandy

gravelly deposits, placement of silty dredge spoils could change the surficial character of on-site.
soils not associated with the landfill. The dredge spoils could provide quality material for capping

of the landfill area.

HYDROLOGYIWATER OUALITY

Becausethe quality ofgroundwater resources at the Woburn site is unknown, potential

impacts cannot be fully addressed. However, a liner would be required by MADEP and would

minimize leakage of contaminants from the dredged material into the groundwater. A potential

benefrt of using this site is that an unsecured landfill would be capped by the dredging project.

This action could result in improvement of the groundwater quality by eliminating the present

infiltration and leaching of-that portion of the waste deposited above the water table. Any waste

in contact with groundwater would continue to leach.

To avoid impacts from high chloride levels, the dredged material would be dewatered

at Boston Harbor prior to transport to the Woburn site. Dewatering facilities are described in the

dredge management plan (Section 3.0 of the EIRIS); monitoring requirements ofMADEP would

be in place to keep impacts from the dewatering process to an acceptable level in the surface

waters of Boston Harbor.

No impacts to surface waters surrounding the disposal site are anticipated during the

dredge disposal phase. The leachate collection system and the liner would be used to collect any

excess water or contaminants. Leachate treatment would be controlled to prevent impacts to the
I

surrounding environment. At the end of the dredge disposal phase (2± years), the site would be

capped with an impermeable cover to prevent further infiltration or surface water runoff from the

dredged material.
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After the site has been capped and revegetated, runoff quality should resemble that

of adjacent undeveloped land. Runoff quality should also improve because the currently sparse

vegetation, steep slopes, exposed soils and trash are all likelyto degrade existing runoff quality.

AOUATIC RESOURCES

Runoff into wetlands adjacent to the site would be controlled to keep sediments from

entering the wetland during the dredge disposal phase. After site closure, runoff would be

redirected to best approximate the pre-project water budget of these wetlands.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

No known threatened and endangered species use the Woburn site; therefore, no

impacts would be anticipated.

mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no listed historical or archeological resources on or near the Woburn site;

therefore, no impacts would be anticipated.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

The site is an abandoned landfill, intersected by powerlines and a sewage pipe. The

site is primarily owned by the City of Woburn, with a parcel owned by the Boston Edison Co.

Use of this site for the project would not result in any loss of tax revenue to the City of Woburn,

since no work would be done near the powerline. The powerlines and pipeline on the site would

not be impacted by the project. Also, capping the site after project completion would save the

City of Woburn the expense of capping the existing landfill.
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The site is primarily industrial, with some nearby residences. Noise and odors from

the site could affect some of the"se residences. Odors would possibly need to be controlled daily

by covering the dredged material. Daily cover requirements would reduce the available site

capacity. Noise and odor also would be lessened by prevailing winds. The direction ofprevailing

winds is from the west, and no residences occur immediately east of the site.

2.2.2 Wrentham (WREN-495)

The Wrentham site is approximately 181 acres in size, and is located at the

intersection of US Route 495 and Route lA (Figure AI-5). The site is undeveloped and is

bordered primarily by 1-495, open land and an active sand and gravel pit (Bardon Trimount

Quarry and Asphalt Plant). Several single family residences lie within 500 feet on the east and

west of the site; an abandoned railroad bed forms the eastern boundary. Privately owned by

Simeone Corpora?0n, the site is bisected by a power transmission line for which New England

Power Company has an approximately 325 ft wide easement. The northern portion of the site

currently has a proposal for a 23-acre sand and gravel operation in anticipation of an industrial

subdivision (Landmark Engineering of New England, Inc., 1993). Because this site is private

property, on-site access was not gained; observation are from the site borders, aerial photographs

(black and white, 1:6000, dated December 11, 1991), and resource maps (1987 U.S.G.S. Franklin,

MA topographic quadrangle and the 1989 SCS soil survey).

2.2.2.1 Existing Conditions

GEOLOGY/SOn.S

The topography of the Wrentham site ranges from an upland area in the northeast

portion of the property to several water filled depressions in the central and southern portions of

the property. The upland areas are underlain by dense, poorly sorted glacial till and bedrock. The

lowland areas in the central and southern portions of the property are underlain by stratified drift.
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Portions of the stratified drift deposits in the southern portion of the property have been mined

for sand and gravel.

Outcrops of bedrock are found in the upland portions of the property. Based upon

the Bedrock Geological Map ofMassachusetts (Zen 1983), the bedrock underlying the site consists

of the Precambrian Age Dedham Granite. Dedham Granite is part of a structural block which

trends northeast to southwest. In the vicinity of the property the Dedham Granite is traversed by

a north to south trending normal fault.

Soils on the site are predominantly well drained and somewhat excessively drained

outwash and till soils (SCS 1989a). Except for the level idorthents in the quarry areas, slopes

range from 3-8% to 15-35%. The Charlton-Hollis-Rock Outcrop complex includes a dominant

sandy till, but also included are till areas of Canton fine sandy loam, and outwash deposits of

Hinc!dey fine sandy loam and Merrimac fine sandy loam. A linear unit of ponded Freetown

muck, a very deep organic deposit, is associated with a small stream on the western edge.

HYDROLOGYIWATER QUALITY

The site is underlain by medium yield aquifer; approximately one-third of the site is

designated as MADEP Zone II Wellhead Protection Area (MADEP GrQundwater Overlay Maps).

There are no municipal drinking water wells located on the site as the area is primarily serviced

by a municipal piped system. No groundwater qu~ity data were available for the site. There is

a proposed municipal well approximately 0.15 miles west ofthe site. This proposed well location

is in the Blackstone River basin, out of the watersheds of the project study site; however, actual

groundwater divides may not coincide with surface watershed boundaries.

The north and west portions of the site are located in the Charles River basin while

the south portion is in the Ten Mile River basin. There are several small ponds and a stream

located on the site, but no water quality data were available. Surface waters on the site in both

watersheds are classified as Class B waterbodies. Waters under Class B are fresh and designated

for the uses of primary and secondary contact recreation and for the protection and propagation
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of aquatic life and wildlife. Several private wells are near the site for residences on portions of

Green Street and Route lA.

AOUATIC RESOURCES

Several small kettlehole ponds occur within the central project area. Most appeared

to be steep sided; however, the largest pond (on the eastern side of the site) was shallow, with

aquatic vegetation visible throughout. On the western edge of the site lies an unnamed stream

which drains to Eagle Brook after flowing north through a s~ries of off-site ponds. In June, the

stream was approximately 4.0 feet wide and 6 to 8 inches deep, with a sand and detritus bottom

and sluggish flow.

VEGETATION

Vegetation cover types and wetland identification were ascertained from stereo aerial

photographs (black and white, 1:6000, dated December 1991), and ground trothed only

peripherally from the old railroad grade, Green Street, and an improved gravel road bisecting the

site. Should this site be selected, a more thorough site investigation would be required to

determine jurisdictional wetland boundaries and more d~led vegetation descriptions.

The scrubland northwest of the active quarry area was on a low rolling dry plain

bordered by several ~rominent rock outcrops. Based on vegetation composition and structure, the

soil appeared to be well-drained poor sands with an average litter layer. The vegetation was

dominated by a mixture of oaks, approximately 15 feet tall and many with multiple stems. Oak

species included red'oaks (probably Quercus coccinea and Q. rubra), scrub oak (Q. illicifolia) and

white oak (Q. alba). Minor representatives ofother tree species such as red maple (Acer rubrum),

cherries (Pnmus spp.) and gray birch (B. populifolia) were also observed. Tall snags of white

pine (Pinus strobus) were scattered across the site. The understory was dominated by a lowbush

blueberry (Vaccinium sp.), with sweet fern (Comptonia peregrina), meadowsweet (Spirea latifolia)

and blackberry (Rubus sp.) also common. The herbaceous layer was sparse and indicative of dry

site conditions: bracken (Pteridium aquilinum), Pennsylvania sedge (Carex pensylvanica) and
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haircap moss (Polytrichum sp.) were dominant species. Even a small swale running the length·

of the site appeared to be dominated by upland species, again supporting the SCS classification

of well-drained soils on the site.

Shrublands elsewhere on the site were similar in structure and general species

composition. Other common species included multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora), willows (Salix

spp.), poison ivy (T. radicans), and tree-of-heaven (A. altissima). The forested portions of the

site were hardwood-dominated with red oaks and white ash (Fraxinus americana) as the principal

species. Other observed species include sassafras (Sassafras albidum), sugar maple (Acer

saccharum), big-tooth aspen (P. grandidentata) and white pine. Understory species included

white oak, gray birch, black cheny (P. serotina), poison ivy, and lowbush bluebeny as well as

canopy species. Structure was typical of second-growth forests of the area; canopy height was

approximately 70 feet, with a maximum stem diameter at breast-height of about 18 inches, and

an estimated 70% canopy closure.

Several small open areas of old field occurred. Soils were obviously poor and well

drained, with many surface rocks and cobble. The vegetation was typically early-successional,

dominated by forbs such as asters, goldenrods, yarrow (Achillea sp.), ragweed (Ambrosia artemis

ii/alia), wild carrot (Daucus sp.), grasses (Poa compressa and others), and sedges (Carex brevior).

Scattered shrubs (willows, meadowsweet and sweet fern) were established.

WETLAND RESOURCES

Several areas of freshwater wetland occur across the Wrentham site will be subject

to review under Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act. Jurisdictional resources under

Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act and Regulations (MGL c.Bl, sAO, and 310 CMR 10.00)

on the Wrentham site include Bordering Vegetated Wetlands, Land Under Water Bodies and

Waterways, Isolated Land Subject to Flooding, and possibly Banks.

In the northern and western portions, forested wetlands occurred either in isolated

depressions on the landscape or. associated with small ponds. On the far western edge lies an
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ll!IDamed stream system which drains into Eagle Brook. The stream is bordered by a wide swath

ofwooded wetlands, except where it traverses a residential landscaped lot. The wooded wetland

is primarily red maple (A. rubrum) with a minor element of white ash and other species. The

understory was relatively dense with woody species such as red maple, swamp azalea (R

viscosum) and spice bush (L. benzoin). Herbaceous species included sensitive fern (Onoclea sensi

bilis)~ royal fern (Osmwzda regalis), skunk cabbage (Symplocarpusjoetidus) and sedges (Carex

sp.). Immediately bordering the stream, the overstory opened up to a dense shrub swamp.

On the southern and eastern portions ofthe site, where the vegetation is predominantly

low secondary growth, scattered shrub wetlands in isolated basins and in small drainages occur.

Under the powerlines, vegetation is maintained by mowing or herbicides, and emergent/shrub

wetlands were evident on the aerial photographs. Several small kettlehole ponds dot the central

portion of the site. These ponds generally appear to be steep sided with few bordering wetlands.

The largest pond was observed from the railroad tracks to have a narrow band of shrub swamp

bordering its shores. The pond was shallow throughout, with pond lilies and emergen.t species

dominating most open water areas. A narrow shrub swamp separated this pond from an adjacent

smaller pond, but a surface hydrologic connection almost surely occurs at high water levels.

WlLDLIFE

The scrublands could be expected to support many of the species typical of dry,

brushy habitat (e.g., American redstart, gray catbird, New England cottontail: DeGraaf and Rudis

1986; redbelly snake: Hunter et al. 1992). The rufous-sided towhee, is typical of brushy habitat,
I

forages in leaf litter (DeGraaf and Rudis 1986), which was abundant at this site.

the hardwood forest had a good vertical structure, with well-deve10ped shrub and

herbaceous layers. Wood thrush and woodland jumping mouse are typical of this forest type

(DeGraaf and Rudis 1986). A well-developed layer of duff, a stonewall, and abundant logs would

favor small animals requiring cover: for example, chipmunks, masked shrews, and redback

salamanders (DeGraaf and Rudis 1986).
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A small early successional field in the southern corner of the site contained sparse

herbaceous vegetation, with some scattered shrubs and an occasional tree. Common yellowthroat,

song sparrow and mourning dove would be expected in this habitat type. This habitat may be

suitable for the northern hairstreak, a butterfly which is described in the "Threatened and

Endangered Species" section.

The ponds appear to have poor interspersion of vegetation types and vegetation and

water. Therefore, it is likely not to be important for waterfowl brood rearing. Canada goose scat

was observed on the pond edge. These geese probably were feeding there.

The stream, moist soil and dense shrub layer in the red maple swamp would attract

species such as veery, short-tailed shrew and yellow warbler (DeGraaf and Rudis 1986) as well

as two-lined salamanders (Hunter et al. 1992), all of which would not occur in the other, drier

cover types.

Some wildlife species may use a combination of habitats. For example, American

kestrels may perch in the snags jutting above the scrubland and forage above the scrubland and

in the adjacent early successional field (DeGraaf and Rudis 1986). White-tailed deer from the

forest may browse on saplings and shrubs in the scrubland. Eastern kingbirds or eastern phoebes

may hawk insects above the shrubs from perches at the forest edge or in the supercanopy snags.

The Wrentham site and its vicinity are intersected by a powerline, an interstate

highway, several secondary roads, a dirt road, and a gravel mining operation. It is too fragmented

to be used by species that breed in large tracts of unbroken forest (e.g., black-throated blue

warbler: Robbins et aI. 1989). However, wildlife species that use a variety of habitats and that

have home ranges of a half-mile or more in diarileter may use the site as part of their domain.

Examples include red fox, striped skunk and raccoon (DeGraaf and Rudis 1986).

The following species of wildlife were observed on the project site on May 12.and

June 21, 1993:
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Bullfrog (Rona catesbeiana)

Canada goose (Branta canadensis)

Red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis)

Killdeer (Charadrius vociferos)

Rock dove (Columba livia)

Mourning dove (Zenaida macroura)

Eastern phoebe (Sayornis phoebe)

Eastern kingbird (Tyrannus tyrannus)

Blue jay (Cyanocitta cristata)

Tufted titmouse (Parus bicolor)

American robin (Turdus migratorius)

Gray catbird (Dumetella carolinensis)

Northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos)

European starling (Sturnus vulgaris)

Blue-winged warbler (Vermivora pinus)

Prairie warbler (Dendroica discolor)

Indigo bunting (Passerina cyanea)

Rufous-sided towh~ (Pipilo erythrophthalmus)

Song sparrow (Melospiza melodia)

Common grackle (Quiscalus quiscula)

House finch (Carpodacus mexicanus)

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

Two species identified by the State of Massachusetts as of Special Concern occur

adjacent to the site (MANHESP, letter dated March 1, 1993): and include the northern hairstreak

butterfly (Fixsenia ontario), and Philadelphia panic grass (Panicum phiZadelphicum). Both species

are typical of open ground.

The northern hairstreak occurs at disturbed sites that are dry, open and sparsely

vegetated, such as power lines, railroad rights-of-way, and aband~ned gravel pits (Hildreth,
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undated). The old fields and parts of the powerline right-of-way and abandoned railroad bed may

provide appropriate habitat for this species. These areas would need more intensive investigation

to detennine whether they provide suitable conditions.

The Philadelphia panic-grass occurs in open areas or thin woods (Fernald 1950). In

Massachusetts, it has been found in open wetlands, along the shores of water bodies, and in

depressions (MANHESP 1992). The most likely 'place for it to occur on the study area would be

in the wetlands within the powerline corridor and along the banks of open water throughout the

study area.

HISTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no listed historical or archeological resources on or within 1000 feet of the

Wrentham site.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

This 18 I-acre site is predominantly open land, with an active quarry and asphalt plant

at its southern tip. It is located immediately southwest of the Route lA Interchange on Route 1

495 and near the Wrentham State Forest. The vast majority of the site is undeveloped shrub and

forestland containing some ponds and wetlands. There are some residences abutting the property..

Wrentham was first settled in 1669 and was considered part of Dedham. Industries

that developed in the town during the 19th century included the production of straw hats and

jewelry. The major employer in the town today 'is the State, reflecting the presence of a state

school for the retarded. The population of Wrentham is 98% white. The median family income

is $51,184.
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Access to the site is via 1-93 south to Route 1-95 south, and northwest on Route 1-495

to Route lA to High Street to Green Street and onto the site.

2.2.2.2 Environmental Consequences

The Wrentham site is the largest of the land-based potential disposal sites, with an

estimated capacity of 785,000 cy. This size may be sufficient to accommodate all of the silts

since the dewatering process is likely to reduce the volume of the silts to below the in-situ

volume, however the extent of wetlands and MDEP Zone II Wellhead Protection. Area greatly

reduce the suitability of this site. Due to the permitting and design concerns these two resource

areas raise, this site may be more suitable for consideration as a disposal area for future

maintenance material.

DIRECT IMPACTS

Permanent Losses

The preliminary design of three containment structures within the site incorporates

avoidance and minimization of impacts to wetland resources in its design criteria. As a result,

most of the larger wetlands and wetland complexes would be avoided altogether (based on the

restricted in-field wetland assessment and findings to date and wetlands as mapped on

Massachusetts Bureau of Waste Site Cleanup Resource Maps). Several areas ofwooded and shrub

wetlands in the interior portions of the two parcels would be filled. Under the preliminary design

presented in the DEIRIS, over. 15.0 acres of identified wetland resources protected under the

Federal Clean Water Act would be impacted. Under Massachusetts regulations, this acreage

includes both Bordering Vegetated Wetlands and Isolated Land Subject to Flooding. Additional

field surveys would be necessary to determine more accurately the extent and proportion of

wetland in each resource category and to assess their functions and i values. Reconfiguring the

containment facility to avoid these wetlands would reduce the capacity ofthe site by approximate-

ly 45% to 430,000 cy.
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Construction ofthe containment facilities would result in the loss ofall wildlife habitat

within the project footprint until capping and closure of the site was completed, and revegetation

commenced. If managed as open space with natural vegetation, the site would likely regain much

of its current value as wildlife habitat.

The on-site potential for use by the Philadelphia panic grass and Northern hairstreak

should be verified, because both species have been recorded at nearby locations. The scrub-shrub

wetlands and old-field areas are the most likely habitats in which to find these two species,

respectively. These habitats occur throughout the southern portion ofthe site. Upon detailed field

investigation by experts ofthese two species, impacts to areas identified as potential habitat would

be avoided.

The placement of dredge spoils and construction of the proposed containment facility

would eliminate all existing vegetation within the footprint. Being a disturbed site, the existing

vegetative composition and structure is of a shrubland, scrubland, and forb dominated old field.

Following capping and closure of the site, this type of vegetative character would likely return.

Temporary Losses

Green Road already is used heavily by quany trucks. The project would increase

truck traffic. Odors from dredged material along the truck route could be a concern.

INDIRECT IMPACTS

Much of the northern portion of the site is within a MDEP Zone II Wellhead

Protection Area (Bureau of Waste Site Cleanup Resource Maps), which violates DEP's landfill

siting suitability criteria (310 CMR 16.40:3(a)I). Although the proposed containment facility

would be lined and have a leachate collection system, the potential risk of contamination of the

aquifer through liner leakage or failure cannot be eliminated. Reconfiguring the containment

facility to avoid the Zone II aquifer would reduce Wrentham's capacity to 710,000 cy.
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Avoidance of both wetland and Zone II aquifer resources results in the elimination

of the northern cell entirely, and an overall reduction in the capacity of the site by approximately

60% to 315,000 cy.

Construction ofthe facility would result in the fragmentation ofa relatively large tract

of undeyeloped land which could discourage use by those wildlife species which require large
,

areas. This impact would be expected to be moderate because the forest and shrub communities

are common in the region, and the study area presently contains an .active gravel and asphalt

operation. Upon closure and revegetation of the site, the fragmentation effects would be

minimized as the vegetation succeeds and matures.

GEOLOGY/SOn,S

The site would require regrading prior to construction ofthe lined containment facility

and deposition of the dredged silts. These activities could require extensive earthmoving of

sandy/gravelly till and filling with silt, thus potentially changing general surface soil characteris

tics. Blasting or drilling could be required to remove all or a portion of the existing bedrock

outcrops.

The site is presently worked, and represents an altered'. condition; therefore, the

placement of the containment facility and dredge spoils would not 'adversely impact existing

geologic and/or soil conditions.

HYDROLOGYIWATER QUALITY

As with the Woburn site, impacts to surface water would be minimized during the

dredge disposal phase by a combination of dewatering the dredged material prior to transport to

the site, and by maintenance of a liner and leachate collection system.
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These actions would prevent chloride, sediment and any sediment-related contaminants

from entering surface waters. Dewatering facilities are described in Section 4.0 of the FEIRIS;

MADEP discharge and monitoring requirements would keep dewatering impacts to surface water

quality within an acceptable range in Boston Harbor.

R~off from capped portions of the disposal site would be controlled so as to

minimize erosion risks prior to entering any surface water system.

AQUATIC RESOURCES

As described in the Water Quality section, the on-site stream and small ponds would

be protected from contamination during the dredged material disposal phase by dewatering prior

to on-site disposal, and by the liner-leachate collection system. Surface runoff from the project

would be treated using appropriate erosion control methods and controlled to avoid directly

entering aquatic habitats. After site closure, runoff from the project area would be redirected to

best approximate the pre-project water budgets of surrounding aquatic habitats.

mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Since there are no listed historical or archeological resources on or near the Wrentham

site, no impacts are anticipated.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ISSUES

Odor and noise from the site should not be a concern near the quarry and asphalt plant

because they would not likely be distinguishable from existing noise and odor levels there.

However, in the northern part of the project, which is farther away from the plant and closer to

the residences, odor ~d noise could become a concern. Daily cover or chemical treatment of

dredged material could be required to control odors.
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The project site is owned by Simeone Corporation, which luis proposed to extract sand

and gravel from the portion of the site that abuts Route 1-495 in preparation for an industrial

subdivision (Landmark Engineering of New England, Inc. 1993). Use of the northern part of the

site by the project would deprive the Town of Wrentham of existing tax revenue as well as the

potential tax revenue from the subdivision. Use of the southwestern parcel would result in loss

of existing tax revenues, as well as any potential for future development.
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2.2.3 Landfill Sites - An Overview

Three private solidwaste landfills within reasonable haul distance have been identified

that could accept portions of the dredged silt material. These three sites include Laidlaw Waste

Systems Sanitary Landfill at Plainville, BFI-Northern Disposal, Inc. in East Bridgewater and

FitchburglWestminister Sanitary Landfill in Fitchburg. All are lined facilities with leachate

collection systems. None have special waste permits but all are willing, within their MADEP

Solid Waste Site Assignment restrictions, to accept dredged material pending MADEP and local

board of health approval. Table Al-1 summarizes the features and constraints of each site for

comparative purposes.

Use of a portion of the dredged material as daily and intermediate cover is also a

possibility at all three sites. To be considered suitable for intermediate cover the material must

meet the physical and chemical standards described under 310 CMR 19.00 and expanded on by

MADEP. Use as final cover should also be considered, provided the material meets the 310 CMR

19.00 standards, including criteria for Toxic Characteristic Leaching Procedures (TCLP), pH,

solids, and reactivity.

As required by 310 CMR 19.00, the introduction of a special waste to any of the

candidate sites should not impact the public health; safety and the environment by comprehensive

ly regulating the storage transfer process, treatment, disposal, use ~d reuse of solid waste.

Protection of these issues generally requires a comprehensive site evaluation and/or assessment

which evaluates on-site and offsite conditions and receptors relative to public health and

environmental risk. Since these candidate landfill sites are lined and presumed suitable to receive

"special wastes," all issues of public health and environmental risk have been addressed

previously. Therefore, both existing and proposed condition narratives, as contained herein, are

brief. Potential impacts for each candidate landfill site are summarized in Table 2.3.2-7 of the

EIR/S.
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Laidlaw Waste Systems' Landfill of Plainville is a double-lined RCRA facility,

operated by Laidlaw Waste Systems, Inc. in Plainville, MA (Figure Al-6). Access is via Route

1-495 to Route 1 N and Madison Street, with an approximate travel time of 1.0 hour from Boston

Harbor (3S± miles).

2.2.3.1 Existing Conditions

PLAINVILLE SANITARY LANDFILL

Landfills

Although no dredged material has been landfilled at the Plainville site, they have

accepted grit and screenings from MWRA sewage treatment projects. Plainville was considered

for the disposal of dredged material from the Moran terminal on Boston Harbor but a different

site was selected. The landfill can accept materials containing up to 1000 ppm total petroleum

hydrocarbons. Materials must contain at least 40% solids. Laidlaw engineers must review bulk

sediment test results, and materials for disposal must contain no free-s~dingwater. Any further

need for testing will be determined by the MADEP. Coordination with the Plainville Board of

Health consists of submitting an infonnation package about the proposed disposal to the Board

for review.

The landfill is very concerned about odor control, because of a campground near the

site. Deodorizing agents will be required after disposal should odor pJ;oblems develop.

Plainville expects to exceed its permitted capacity in 1995,' but has several expansion

proposals in various ~es of preparation. One of the proposals, currently undergoing MADEP

review, would extend the site's capacity for approximately one year, if approved. Three other

expansions could potentially provide disposal capacity until the year 2000.
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FITCHBURGIWESTMINSTERSANITARY LANDFILL

FitchburglWestminster is a lined solid waste facility operated by Resource Control,

Inc. in Fitchburg, MA (Figure A 1-7). Access is gained via Princeton Road off Route 2, with an

approximate travel time of 1Y<! hours from Boston Harbor (45± miles).

The landfill has not received dredged material for disposal but has accepted

petroleum-contaminated soil and wastewater treatment plant sludge. In addition to meeting 310

CMR 19.00 standards, waste disposal material must be at least 25% solids and contain no free

standing water upon arrival at the site. No nuisance materials can be accepted at the landfill, so

disposal material must be odor-free. Local coordination with both the Westminister and Fitchburg

Boards of Health is required.

FitchburglWestminster expects to exceed its permitted capacity in 1997. No

expansions are currently proposed.

BFI-NORTHERN DISPOSAL, INC.

Northern Disposal, Inc. is a lined facility operated by Browning Ferris Industries in

East Bridgewater (Figure AI-8). Access"requires taking Route 24 to Route 27 onto Thatcher

Street. Time of travel is estimated to be 45 minutes from Boston Harbor (25± miles).

This landfill has accepted dredged material from another project in the last three years,

as well as small volumes of sewage sludge and petroleum contaminated soils. This landfill was

selected for the disposal of dredged material from the Moran Terminal on Boston Harbor. The

landfill can accept materials with no free-standing water and a minimum of20% solids. Approval

for disposal is required from both DEP and the Town of East Bridgewater Board of Health. Odor

is a particularly sensitive problem as several residences are located very close to the landfill.

Deodorizing agents will be required after disposal in the event that odor problems develop.
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Northern Disposal, Inc. expects to exceed its current pennitted storage capacity in

1996, although it may pursue a vertical expansion.

2.2.3.2 Environmental Consequences

The three landfills under consideration for disposal of the silt sediments are all

constructed to handle the material so as to avoid impacts on the environment. They are all lined

facilities and strictly regulated for waste-stream handling and disposal. Because of their

similarities, they will be addressed together in terms of project impacts using landfills as disposal

options.

GEOLOGY/SOILS

Geological and soil conditions at landfills are generally accepted to be severely altered

from pre-landfill dumping activities. Landfills designated for waste or special waste disposal can

readily accept several fonns of waste which meet their specific designation. Therefore, specific

impacts on geology/soil would not be an issue.

HYDROLOGYIWATER QUALITY

The dredged material would be dewatered at Boston Harbor prior to being trucked to

a landfill site. Dewatering is required to eliminate standing water and to achieve the criteria for

percentage of solids specified by each landfill. Dewatering at Boston Harbor would reduce the

volume of dredged material and therefore the project truck traffic,' and would minimize the

problem of chloride handling in a freshwater environment. The dewatering facility described

under the Dredge Management Plan (Section 4.0 of the EIR/S) would also be utilized for the

landfill disposal option. As with the upland inland sites, no adverse water quality impacts to

Boston Harbor are anticipated due to the MADEP permit requirements.
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AQUATIC RESOURCES

No impacts to aquatic resources would occur at the landfill sites or Boston Harbor as

a result of dewatering.

WETLAND RESOURCES

No impacts to wetland resources would occur at the landfill sites or Boston Harbor

as a result of dewatering.

WILDLIFE

No impacts to wildlife would occur at the landfill sites or Boston Harbor as a result

of dewatering.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

No threatened or endangered species are known to occur at any of the landfill sites,

Of at the Boston Harbor dewatering facility, so no impacts would OCCUf.

mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

No historical or archeological resources are known to occur at any ofthe landfill sites,

or at the Boston Harbor dewatering facility, so no impacts would occur.
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SOCIQ-ECONOMICILAND USE

Each are existing and active landfills so that their individual or collective use should
I

not pose any additional socio-economiclland use impacts on their respective communities.

2.3

2.3.1

2.3.1.1

SITE EVALUATIONS: NEARSHORE AQUATIC SITES

Existinfl Conditions

Mystic Piers (Massport Piers 49 & 50)

The site is depicted on Figure AI-9.

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Like all of Boston Inner Harbor, the Mystic Piers site is a depositional environment

(EG&G 1984), accumulating fine grained sediments (silts and clays). Sediment sampling along

the harbor-face of Massport's Mystic Piers 1 (Station 1), 49 and 50 (Stations 1 and 2), adjacent

to the proposed disposal site, revealed that the silt-clay component was 41-78%, 'averaging 60%

(see EIRIS Section 2.2). Benthic grabs collected within the proposed disposal area contained
I

predominantly silty sediments, although gravel was present in one sample.

No within-berth data were available for assessing sediment quality. However, all

stations sampled to characterize berth-area dredged materials were within approximately 400 feet

from the mouth of the proposed Mystic Pier disposal site and may be indicative of sediment

quality. Assuming these data reflect conditions within the Mystic Pier site, the sediments are

likely to contain moderate to high levels of metals and organics. Arsenic, chromium, copper and

mercury likely occur in Category II levels; lead and zinc likely occur in Category III levels. Total

PAHs concentrations are likely to be high (>10 ppm), with fluoranthene and benzo(g,h,i)perylene
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contributing the highest concentrations. Total organic carbon is likely to be 2-3% of dry weight,

indicating a relatively high potential for bioaccummulation of contaminants.

WATER OUALITY AND CIRCULATION

The area ofBoston Harbor adjacent to the Mystic Pier site has been classified as Class

SB waters by the MADEP. This designates these saline waters for the propagation of marine life,

primary and secondary contact recreation and shellfish harvesting with depuration. Water quality

ofBoston Inner Harbor is strongly influenced by the numerous discharges into the harbor, includ

ing CSOs, NPDES discharges and non-point source urban runoff. There is no site-specific water

quality data for the Mystic Pier Site; however, water quality can be characterized by Boston Inner

Harbor data which are described in Section 4.1.1 of the EIRJS. At the Mystic Pier site there is

an outfall pipe, which is a minor discharge consisting of either stormwater, sanitary waste water

or from a minor industrial discharge such as non-contact cooling of equipment (Menzie-Cura and

Assoc. 1991).

The opening of the Mystic Piers site indicates that water exchange between Boston

Harbor and the site is not restricted. Thus, water movement at the Mystic Pier site can be

characterized by Boston Inner Harbor currents (described in Section 4.1 of the EIRJS) which are

tidally diverse.

In general, water quality and circulation are driven by tidal cycles, and influenced by

seasonal weather patterns. High summer temperatures have been reported to depress dissolved

oxygen concentrations, often resulting in defaunation in the benthos in Boston Harbor (Hubbard

and Bellmer 1989). This condition is commonly referred to as the "August Effect," and will be

also referred to throughout this document.
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AQUATIC RESOURCES

The site was visited during low tide on April 28, 1993, to evaluate habitat conditions.
I

The intertidal zone is restricted to the tidal excursion vertically along the walls and pilings

surrounding the Mystic Piers site, except in the southwest corner where rubble has accumulated

in sufficient quantity to be exposed at low tide. Intertidal portions of the western and northern

walls were covered extensively with algae (primarily Fucus sp. with some Spongomorpha sp.).

The pilings along the southern perimeter were heavily covered with barnacles, blue mussels
!

(Mytilus edulis) and green algae (Spongomorpha sp.) with algal cover increasing with distance

from the mouth. Diatoms were present on the algae and rubble. Mussels and macroalgae both

provide habitat for other organisms. These communities may be exploited for food or shelter by

crustaceans and finfish.

Benthic Infauna

,

Two areas were sampled (in April 1993) for benthic infa~a Results (extrapolated

to number/m2.) are reported on Table AI-2. Station MP-1, adjacent to the pilings, was nearly

azoic (two taxa totalling 86 individuals/m2.) while Station MP-2, near the head of the site,

contained 17,759 individuals/m2. (11 taxa) of which 11,954/m2 were nematodes. The total

abundance at MP-2 was in the range observed by the Corps in the Chelsea Creek and Confluence

Area in 1986. However, the channel stations were dominated by polychaetes (>70%) while the

Mystic Pier station was dominated by nematodes (67%). Capitella capitata and oligochaetes

comprised 85% of the remaining organisms. These predominant taxa are classified as pioneer
,

taxa Nematodes are early settlers in organically enriched sediments' whose presence stimulates

microbial degradation of organics (Tietjen 1982). Oligochaetes and C. capitata are typically

associated with organically enriched, stressed environments. Its reproductive strategy enables C.
I

capitala to colonize disturbed sediments rapidly. No amphipods or live mollusks were collected.

The moderate abundance of infauna (17,759/m2
) in at least a portion ofthe site contributes to the

productivity of Boston Harbor and these near-surface dwelling organisms are available as prey

items for crabs and demersally feeding fish. Winter flounder' (Ple';'-onectes americanus) have
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been documented as feeding on C. capitata in Boston Harbor (Haedrich and Haedrich 1974; NAI

1985), although their preferred prey includes amphipods and large wonns.

Sediment profile camera sampling in October 1994 at three locations showed two

types of benthic habitat (NAI and Diaz 1995). On the northern side of the site, sediments were

muddy with pit and mound topography, indicative of a depositional environment. The Redox

Potential Discontinuity (RPD) layer, an indication of the degree to which subsurface sediments

are oxygenated, was located at 0.5-1.0 cm below the sediment surface, indicating poor

oxygenation. There were a few infauna tubes at the sediment surface 6ut no othe~ indications of

bioturbation. The information suggests the area is under environmental stress and characterized

by a colonizing or pioneering benthic community. Benthic samples confirmed this assessment.

Only one taxon, the surface-dwelling gastropod Nassarius'trivittatus, was collected with a density

of37.5/m2 (Habitat II, Table AI-3). Abundances were also low in this area in 1993 (MP-l, Table

AI-2).

Sediment profile camera sampling on the southern border ofthe site revealed fine sand

sediments overlaying silt, suggesting occasional erosional conditions. The RPD layer was located

at 1.3 cm below the sediment surface, indicating greater sediment oxygenation than in the northern

Mystic Pier area. Some indicators of biotur~ation, including infauna tubes and anoxic voids, were

observed. Benthic samples from this area revealed a slightly more diverse community (5

taxa/.08m2
, Habitat IV, Table AI-3). Total abundance was low (62.5/m2

), much lower than that

in the same area (MP-2) in 1993 (17,329, Table AI-2). Dom,inants included the opportunistic

polychaete Streblospio benedicti, the gastropod Nassarius trivittatus, and amphipod Ampelisca

abdita, which together composed 60% of the total abundance. Numbers of taxa and total

abundance were among the lowest of Inner Harbor stations. The benthic community in this area

would still be considered pioneer or colonizing, but under slightly less environmental stress than

in the northern area at Mystic Piers site.
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Finfish

Finfish were not sampled at this site. However, recent finfish surveys in the Mystic

River and Inner Confluence give an indication of the species that could move into this area.

Haedrich and Haedrich (1974) observed 23 species in the Mystic River including winter flounder,

rainbow smelt, and alewife. A fall 1994 trawl survey of demersal fish in the Mystic River and

Inner Confluence coIlected winter flounder, Atlantic tomcod, windowpane, scup and rainbow smelt

(Table AI-4). Scientific names for fish species are provided in Table AI-5. Gill netting in the
,

Little Mystic Channel at the same time collected rainbow smelt and Atlantic tomcod (Table A1-6).

Characteristics of the Mystic Piers site may enhance the suitability of the habitat for

finfish.· The pilings and wharf, shading the area below, offer shelter from predators. The

orientation of the site perpendicular to the main channel provides shelter from currents. Both

subtidal and intertidal benthic resources in some areas could provide prey items. Soft substrate

could support feeding by demersal species (e.g., winter flounder). Fish such as cunner, tomcod,

and sculpins could feed on the fouling community on the waIls and pilings (Edwards et aI. 1982;
I

Menge 1982; Ojeda and Dearborn 1990). Two species of particular concern are alewife and

winter flounder. The anadromous alewife spawns above the head of tide of the Mystic River so

reproductive adults migrate upriver past the Mystic Piers site between April and May (Whitlatch
,

1982). Adults descend the river during the summer, juveniles swim downriver past the site from

late summer-fall (Loesch 1987). Another anadromous species, rainbow smelt, may also use this

portion of the Harbor. Winter flounder is one of the most abundant species in Boston Harbor
I

where it is considered to be a resident. It prefers to spawn on sand common in the outer harbor

(Bigelow and Schroeder 1953).

WETLAND RESOURCES

Under thejurisdiction ofthe MassachusettsWetlands Protection Act (MGL c.131, sAO

and 310 CMR 10.00) the Mystic Piers site is a Designated Port Area (DPA). DPAs are almost

completely developed areas where few or no natural land forms or vegetation remain. They tend

to be paved, bulkheaded, and used for heavy industry so that they have virtually no significance
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to the interests of the Act, except for Land Under the Ocean. Land Under the Ocean in DPAs are

significant to flood control, storm damage prevention, and the protection of marine fisheries, as
is Land Under the Ocean outside of DPAs. The major addition is that Land Under the Ocean in

Designated Port Areas also provides support for coastal engineering structures, such as bulkheads,

seawalls, revetments, and solid fill piers. The site is primarily Land Under the Ocean, potentially

important to marine fisheries, storm damage prevention and flood control. Land Under the Ocean

within the Mystic Pier provides food resources and shelter; however, the silty substrate is not

preferred spawning habitat for winter flounder,. nor are the saline conditions conducive to

spawning of the anadromous alewife. Storm damage protection and flood control are provided

by the vertical granite wall surrounding the perimeter of the site.

Under federal wetlands guidelines, the entire Mystic Piers site is defined as Tidal

Waters. The :fme-grained character of sediments at the site, as well as proximity to identified

contaminants, suggest that the potential for retention of sediments, toxicants and nutrients exists.

Abundance and diversity ofthe benthic fauna varied substantially in the site. Compared to other

locations in the harbor, Mystic Piers exhibited moderate potential for supporting higher trophic

levels. Construction activities could be more sensitive at this site due to its proximity to an ana

dromous fish run (in the Mystic River).

WILDLIFE

The aquatic area of Mystic Piers may be used by waterfowl that dive for food (e.g.,

bufflehead and common goldeneye), birds that hunt fish in the water (e.g., red-breasted merganser

and double-crested cormorant), or those that hunt fish from the air (e.g., common tern and belted

king fisher). Coastal areas are particularly important to waterfowl during the winter. Inland

feeding areas usually freeze, so water-dependent birds such as American black ducks move to

unfrozen waters on the coast.

Abandoned piers provide roosting sites for gulls and common terns. Norway rats are

also commonly associated with waterfronts (DeGraaf and Rudis 1986). Harbor seals may
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occasionally occur since they generally feed in shallow water inshore (FAO Adv. Comm. 1976,

cited by Chapman and Feldhamer 1982).

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

No federally or state-listed threatened or endangered species are identified or

anticipated to occur within the boundaries of the Mystic Piers site (Lincoln 1993). Although

common terns have been observed nesting within Boston Harbor, no evidence of nesting was

present at the Mystic Piers site on April 28, 1993.

HISTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no listed historical or archeological resources at the Mystic Piers site.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

The inlet between the Mystic Pier No. 1 and Pier 49 is no longer used for cargo

handling at Massport's Moran Terminal in Charlestown. Charlesto~ is a neighborhood within

the City of Boston. Recreational vessels docking here in the late 19705 were removed to

accommodate shipping activity. The recreational docking has not been reinstated even though the
,

port-related shipping activity ceased t<;> operate in the inlet. There are no residential areas abutting

this property. The closest residential neighbors are across the Little Mystic Channel in the Charles
,

Newtowne complex and in the former Navy Yard.

I

Charlestown, with a population of 14,731, is a dense residential community

surrounded by industrial land use on the north and south edges. To the southeast, the former

Boston Naval Shipyard has been redeveloped into a mixed use complex including residences,

institutions, shops, offices and recreational facilities. The population of Charlestown is 95%
I

white. From 1980 to 1990 the population shifted with a reduction in the percentage of children
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WATER QUALITY AND CmCULATION

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

The site is depicted on Figure Al..10.

Revere Sngar

and an increase in the 25-44 year age group. This reflects the new condominiums lind apartments

constructed in the Navy Yard and along Main Street. The median family income is $41,638.

Benthic samples from the interior portions of the site revealed the sediments to be

anoxic silts with an oily sheen. At the mouth of the site there was a thin oxygenated layer

overlaying anoxic black silts. No samples were collected within the site boundaries for sediment

characterization, but Stations 1 and 2 sampled along the Mystic River berth at Revere Sugar

(Appendix C of the EIR/S) represent probable sediment conditions. Contaminant loads in these

sediments were generally high: Category n levels of chromium and .copper; Category III levels

of arsenic, lead, zinc and PCBs; high levels of total PAHs (18-44 ppm) and total petroleum

hydrocarbons. Individual PAHs .exhibiting particularly:high values (>5 ppm) were pyrene,

phenanthrene, fluoranthene and chrysene. TOC values (3-3.6%) indicate that the potential for

bioaccumulation is high.

Circulation within the Revere Sugar site is governed by tidal flow and physical

structures. The northeast corner of the site is likely to experience reduced flows or eddies during

flood tide since the eastern boundary of the site is perpendicular to the primary flow. Similarly,

Tidal flow and land-based discharges to the Mystic River influence the water quality

of the Revere Sugar site, which is classified as Class SB waters. Dissolved oxygen experiences

August Effect fluctuations at this site.
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the northwest comer would experience reduced flows or eddies during ebb tides. The pilings

across the mouth of the site interrupt linear flow and can reduce current speed, enhancing the

likelihood ofsediment deposition. The even more numerous pilings alon'g the western and south

ern edges of the site create the same effect in these areas.

AOUATIC RESOURCES

Habitat conditions were examined at the Revere Sugar site on April 28, 1993. The

intertidal zone is restricted primarily to vertical excursion on pilings and walls. The wooden

retaining wall along the eastern boundary and the abandoned pier on the southern side supported

small quantities of macroalgae (predominantly Fucus sp. with some green algae). Barnacles and

littorinid snails were present but not numerous. The barnacle cover increased along the western

pilings towards the mouth. The granite wall behind the pilings supported some algae cover (Fucus

sp. and green algae). Barnacle cover was heaviest on the metal pilings at the mouth of the site.

Mussels were observed only at the northwest comer of the site.

Breaching of the retaining wall along the southeast portion of the site has allowed

erosion into the aquatic zone, creating a small intertidal zone of rubble and fine-grained sediments.

Benthic Infanna

Benthic infauna was sampled in three locations in April 1993 (Table Al-2).

Nematodes accounted for >80% of the abundance at Stations RS-l and RS-2 (98% RS-l, 84%

RS-2); C. capitata and oligochaetes were also numerically important components of the Jauna.

Abundances at RS-3 were low, made up primarily of the cirratulid polychaete Tharyx acutus and

nematodes. Freshwater insects (chironomids, collembolans) were collected in low numbers.

Species richness at RS-l, near the mouth of the site, indicates that, at least seasonally, benthic

infauna can be relatively diverse in this site. The polychaetes present are primarily surface deposit

feeders, indicative of the stressed sediment conditions. The tube dwelling amphipod Microdeu

topus gryllotalpa, is commonly found associated with docks, algae and mussels (Bousfield 1973).
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Its presence in the infauna suggests it is present among the fouling organisms on the pilings and

bulkheads. The paucity of suspension feeders (e.g., bivalves) indicate that suspended particulates

or siltation rates are higher than suitable.

Sediment profile camera sampling at three locations in October 1994 revealed all sites

had homogeneous muddy sediments with some pit and mound topography, suggesting a

depositional environment (NAI and Diaz 1995). There was little evidence of bioturbation

(infaunal tubes, burrows, and voids). The Redox Potential Discontinuity (RPD) layer, an

indication of the depth to which sediments are oXidized, was located at less than 1 cm from the

sediment surface. These indicators suggest considerable environmental stress to the benthic

community. Benthic infauna samples collected in October 1994 contained an average of 9 taxa

per 0.12 m2
, and an average of 483.2 individuals/m2

, moderate in comparison to other Inner

Harbor stations (Table AI-3). Oligochaetes, cirratulid polychaetes, and nematodes were the most

abundant taxa, similar to previous collections. The epifaunal amphipod Microdeutopus gryllotalpa

and the motile sand shrimp Crangon septemspinosa were also collected. The benthic infauna

suggest the habitat is under environmental stress, with a pioneering or colonizing successional

stage of benthic community.

Lobster

An assessmentofthe lobster population was made in October 1994 using experimental

traps. A total of 0.2 CPUE (per trap-day) of sublegal-sized lobster «83mm or 325 in CL) and

0.1 CPUE of legal-sized lobster were collected (Table Al-7). Males were twice as common as

females (NAI 1995b). Lobster CPUE was among the highest of those in the Mystic and Chelsea

Rivers, but an order of magnitude lower than offshore areas such as Meisburger 2 and 7 and

Boston Lightship. This is as expected, since benthic and sediment profile sampling indicated a

pioneer successional state with fine grained sediments and low densities of infauna. These less

than optimal conditions may be offset by the presence of abandoned piers, which may provide

shelter for lobsters.
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Finfish

As with Mystic Piers, finfish are likely to utilize the Revere Sugar site for shelter from

currents and predators, and for feeding. Species feeding indiscriminantly on the bottom would

encounter prey_ Species that prefer to browse on hard substrates would find little food. while

winter flounder could spawn in this area, their preferred spawning habitat (sand) may not occur

at this site. Revere Sugar is located well below the head-of-tide, and so does not provide suitable

conditions for anadromous species to spawn. A fall 1994 gill net survey collected predominantly

rainbow smelt along with alewife, mackerel and winter flounder (Table A1-6). Total catch was
I

lower than other Inner Harbor, Outer Harbor, and offshore stations (NAl 1995a).

WETLAND RESOURCES

The Revere Sugar site is located within the Mystic River DPA (310 CMR 10.00).

Under Massachusetts wetlands regulations, most of the site would be designated as Land Under
I

the Ocean and have the potential to be significant to marine fisheries, stonn damage prevention

and flood control. This site could provide both refuge (from currents and predators) and feeding

opportunities (primarily for demersal feeders). It is unlikely to provide spawning habitat for either
,

winter flounder, as it appeared to lack sandy sediments, or anadromous species (e.g., alewife), as

it is located well below the head-of-tide. Stonn damage prevention and flood control are

enhanced at this site by the man made boundaries, although the seawall at the southern end of the
,

site ism disrepair and offers limited protection against exceptionally high tides. The greatest

potential for stonn damage prevention and flood control occurs during low tides.

Intertidal resources include a debris strewn beach in the southeastern comer and the

granite walls and pilings surrounding the site. The beach could be categorized as Coastal Beach

but is not significant in the DPA. No natural intertidal features exist at this site.

Under federal regulations, the entire site is categorized as Tidal Waters. This resource
,

provides two functions not specifically identified by Massachusetts for DPAs. The fine-grained

character of the sediments indicates the potential for sediment/toxicant retention and for nutrient
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retentionltransfonnation exists. Aquatic diversity/abtindartce is moderate at this site and appears

to vary spatially, being highest at the mouth. Potential construction at this site may be more

sensitive because of its location on a river that has an anadromous fish run.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife use of the Revere Sugar site is expected to be similar to that described for

Mystic Piers (Section 2.3.1.1 of this evaluation).

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

No federally or state-listed threatened or endangered species are identified or

anticipated to occur within the boundaries ofthe Revere Sugar site (Lincoln 1993). Although the

state-listed common tern has been observed in Boston Harbor, no evidence of nesting activities

of this species was seen during a site visit on April 28, 1993.

HISTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no listed historical or archeological resources on or within 1000.feet of the

Revere Sugar site.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

Revere Sugar, a site containing 6.5± acres in Charlestown, is currently under lease

from Massport by the MWRA which has constructed· a water transportation facility. for the

ferrying of construction personnel to Deer Island. Construction personnel can park vehicles on

the Revere Sugar property before boarding the ferry to Deer Island. The lease for the ferry

operation runs to 1998. The dock is located on the west side of the property. The property is
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between two industrial sites and between the Mystic River and Medford Street. Across Medford

Street are residences and a cemetery. Land side access to the site from Moran Terminal is via

Terminal Street to Medford Street. These streets have mixed uses.

The neighborhood closest to Revere Sugar has a very low percentage of people below

the poverty line and a high median family income compared to other locations in Charlestown.
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WATER QUALITY AND cmCULATION

In general water, quality at this site is expected to be similar to conditions in the

Mystic River since there are no obstructions to flow. Again, the water quality classification is

Class SB. The character of the sediments observed within this site suggest that it may experience

the late summer hypoxia (August Effect). Water quality on the site may also be influenced by

two discharges on the southern and western banks which are most likely. minor discharges

consisting of stormwater. There is also a NPDES discharge from Cambridge Electric in the

vicinity of the Amstar site (Menzie-Cura and Assoc. 1991).

Amstar

Amstar

The site is depicted on Figure Al-11.

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Benthic samples collected at Amstar contained odorless, grey silty sediments. No

chemical analyses were performed on sediments· from. the Amstar site, but Station 3 from the

Revere Sugar berth was located approximately 300 feet from the mouth of the site and is assumed

to be representative ofon-site conditions (see EIR/S Section 2.2). That station had a 73% silt-clay

component (Category ill). Chromium, copper and nickel all occurred at Category n levels;

arsenic, lead, zinc and PCBs were Category III concentrations. Total PAHs were among the

highest (46.41 ppm) observed during the 1992 berth area sampling. Benzo(b)f1uoranthene,

benzo(k)fluoranthene, fluoranthene and pyrene each contributed more than 5 ppm to the total

concentration. Total petroleum hydrocarbons were 3540 ppm. Total organic carbon was 6.6%,

among the higher values observed during the berth sampling, suggesting that potential for

bioaccumulation of contaminants is lower at Amstar than other sites in Boston Harbor. Zinc and

PAH uptake may be exceptions to this generalization, as these constituents were found at higher

levels at Revere Sugar Station 3 than at other berths.
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Arnstar opens directly on the Mystic River with no obstructions. Like Revere Sugar,

the northeast comer of the site may experience reduced flows or eddies during flood tides as
I

currents are diverted around the end of the wharf. This phenomenon would occur during ebb

tides at the northwest comer. The pilings supporting the eastern wharf and the floating dock slow

currents and contribute to sedimentation under the wharf.

AQUATIC RESQURCES

There are three types of intertidal habitat that occur at the Arnstar site. Pilings and

vertical seawalls along the eastern side provide hard substrate that has been colonized by

barnacles, mussels and green algae. Beneath the ramp to the floating dock is a small, gently

sloping gravel-cobble beach. The cobble support green algae. The rest of the south boundary is

a rip-rap slope comprised of boulders that are heavily covered with Fucus sp. There is little

Fucus sp. on the western rip-rap slope except at the mouth of the site. Along the western
,

boundary barnacles and periwinkles (Littorina sp.) were numerous; green algae was present above

and below the barnacle zone.

Benthic Infauna

Most of the site is submerged continuously. Differences in species composition at the

two sampling locations visited in April 1993 (Table AI-2) may reflect differences in circulation,

exposure and adjacent substrate conditions. Species present at Station AM-I (dominants:

nematodes, Polydora cornuta, oligochaetes) are typically abundant harbor-wide. Total abundance

(18,287/m2) at AM-I was moderate relative to other areas sampled. Station AM-2 supported low

abundances of several species, two ofwhich (Crangon septemspinosa and harpacticoid copepods)

are motile. Sediment at this station was gelatinous, with an oily sheen.

Sediment profile camera sampling at three sites in October 1994 showed all had

homogeneous muddy sediments with some pit and mound topography, suggesting a depositional

or low energy habitat (NAI and Diaz 1995). The RPD layer was within 1.0 em of the sediment
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surface, suggesting limited oxygenation of the sediments. There were few indicators of

bioturbation, such as the presence of infaunaltubes, burrows, and voids. Benthic samples from

one of the sites located near the 1993 sampling station AM-I revealed abundance levels that were

the highest of all Inner Harbor stations (1,912.5/m2 Table AI-3) but an order of magnitude lower

than 1993 sampling at AM-I (Table AI-2). The dominant taxa were opportunistic polychaetes

(Polydora cornuta, Streblospio benedicti) and nematodes, similar to AM-I; together these three

taxa composed 85% of the infaunal population. The benthic community seems to be one under

environmental stress, characterized by pioneering or colonizing benthic infauna.

Finfish

Finfish could utilize this area for refuge from predators, particularly among the pilings

at any tide and among the Fucus sp. of the southern boundary during high tides. The entire site

could provide refuge from peak currents due to its orientation perpendicular to the channel.

Anadromous fish could use the site for this purpose. Subtidal regions could provide food

resources for demersal browsers. Intertidal food resources are limited except for fish that browse

green algae.

The Amstar site does not provide spawning habitat for anadromous species as

freshwater input is limited to three drainage pipes. Winter flounder spawning opportunities are

limited since the site's sediments are not sandy.

WETLAND RESOURCES

Amstar is located within the Mystic River DPA (310 CMR 10.00). The site is

primarily Land Under the Ocean, under Massachusetts regulations, and is considered to be

significant to marine fisheries, storm damage prevention and flood control. As described under

Aquatic Resources, the Amstar site could provide both refuge (from predators and currents) to

many fish species and feeding opportunities (primarily demersal species). It is unlikely to provide

important spawning habitat.
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Man-made features at Amstar were designed to contribute t~ stonn damage prevention

and flood control. Surrounding land elevations are several feet above mean high water. The rip

rap slopes along the southern and western boundaries are effective in dissipating currents and

waves.

The intertidal area under the floating dock ramp could be categorized as Coastal

Beach, but is not significant in the DPA.

The entire site is classified as Tidal Waters, under federal regulations. The fine

grained sediments found at this site, in conjunction with nearby sediment sampling, suggest that

this site has the potential for sediment/toxicant retention and for nutrient retention/transfonnation.

Benthic fauna were moderate in abundance and diversity compared to other sites examined. As

anadromous fish species are known to transverse the Mystic River, it is possible that Amstar could

be used by them as well.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife use of the Amstar site is expected to be similar to that described for Mystic

Piers site.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

No federally or state-listed threatened or endangered species are identified or

anticipated to occur within the boundaries of the AInstar site. The state-listed common tern has

been observed to nest in Boston Harbor. No nesting activities were observed during field

investigations on this site on April 28, 1993.
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HISTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no listed historical and archeological resources on or within 1000 feet of

the Amstar site.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

Amstar is an industrial site containing approximately 20 acres in Charlestown. It is

currently available for sale, although there are several industrial tenants. One tenant runs a sand

and gravel operation and uses the dock for material transfer. The site is in the City's Maritime

Economy Reserve Zone which is geared to water dependent activities. It is surrounded by

industrial uses to the east and west. Across Medford Street from the site are residences and a

park. Access to Amstar is the same as that to Revere Sugar. Demographic characteristics are

similar to those described for Revere Sugar.
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The site is depicted on Figure AI-12.

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Cabot Paint

Benthic samples collected at Cabot Paint contained odorless, gray silty sediments. No

chemical analyses were performed on sediments from Cabot Paint site, but Station I of Eastern

Minerals was located approximately 2000 feet from the Cabot Paint site (see Section 2.2 of the

DEIRlS). This station had a 66.5% silt-clay component; arsenic, chromium, lead, mercury,·zinc

and PCB concentrations all occurred at Category n levels. Total PARs occurred at Category m
levels (11.38 ppm), and benzo(b)fluoranthene contributed 3.67 ppm to the total concentration.

Total organic carbon was 3.6%, suggestingthat some bioaccumulation ofcontaminants may likely

occur.

The ACOE conducted chemical sampling in 1986 (ACOE 1988) at eight (8) stations
,

(A through II) in Chelsea Creek. Station G was located in the vicinity of the Cabot Paint site.

It is assumed for this level of site evaluation that the chemical constituents at Station G should
I

be similar to that of the Cabot Paint site. Station G had a sandy organic clay composed of 68%

fme grained material with a moderate chemical oxygen demand 092,000 ppm). The only

contaminant detected in high concentrations was lead at 283 ppm (Category 1lI). Levels of

mercwy (1.14 ppm), zinc (276 ppm) and chromium (185 ppm) were present at Category n.

WATER QUALITY AND CIRCULATION

The Chelsea Creek is classified as SB waters by the MADEP. Cabot Paint opens

directly into the Chelsea Creek, but the wooden pilings on the north of,this site slow currents and

contribute to some sedimentation in the vicinity of the pilings.
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Dissolved oxygen readings collected in April 1993 ranged from 8.6 - 9.0 mgIL at

water temperatures ranging from 6.6-8.2°C. Salinity data collected on that date ranged from 22.6

28.4 ppt at low tide, indicating the influence of freshwater inputs.

AQUATIC RESOURCES

The intertidal habitats within the Cabot Paint site vary and include 1) a sloping rip-rap

embankment on the north side, 2) gravel beaches on the northeast and northwest sides, 3) the

wooden pilings on the north side, 4) a wooden bulkhead and concrete slab on the northwest side,

5) an abandoned boat ramp on the northwest end, and 6) abandoned barges and boat on the

northwest end. Microalgae cover (Fucus sp. and green algae) varied throughout the site's intertidal

areas. Limited cover was observed on the rip-rap, while approximately 40% of the gravel beach

was covered. The abandoned boat ramp was also covered with Fucus sp. The wooden pilings

were Completely covered with barnacles and Fucus sp. and the wooden bulkhead had some of

these species.

Benthic Infauna

The composition ofthe benthic infauna from samples collec,ted in April 1993 is shown

in Table AI-2. The two sampling locations may 'reflect the differences in substrate conditions,

circulation, and exposure. Station CP-l was located in the vicinity of the submerged pilings,

where the most abundant species were Oligochaeta, S. benedicti, and Nematoda The total

percentage composition of these three species was 59% at Station CP-l. Total abundance at this

station (of 9,202 individuals/m2
) was moderate when compared with the other areas sampled. At

station CP-2 (located in an open area between the pilings) the most abundant species were S.

benedicti and Nematoda. This station had a total abundance of 3,354/m2
, low when compared

with the other stations. The total percentage composition of these three species was 96% at

Station CP-2. Species richness at both stations was low (5-9).
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Sediment profile camera sampling was conducted at three stations within the Cabot

Paint site (NAI and Diaz 1995). Silty sediments with an RPD layer located at less than 1 cm

from the sediment surface occurred at all three sites. These parameters indicate a low-energy

habitat with reducing conditions near the sediment surface. Microalgal mats were observed at the

sediment interface at the southern edge of the site (Station 1) and at one of the stations in the

central portion of the site (Station 2). There was no indication of infauna inhabiting the sediment

surface or at depth. A benthic sample from the southwestern part of t1Je site collected one taxon.

The opportunistic polychaete Polydora comuta was the only organism collected, with an

abundance of 251m2
• Results indicate this was one of the most depauperate areas of the Inner

Harbor (Habitat IT, Table AI-3). Mound and pit topography was ob,served in the southeastern

portion ofthe site, indicating a low energy environment. Evidence ofbioturbation (infauna tubes,

burrows) occurred only in the central and northern portion of the site. A total of 6 taxa were

collected in the O.04m2 sample (Habitat ill, Table AI-3). Opportunistic polychaetes Polydora

comuta and Streblospio benedicti were the most abundant taxa, and composed two-thirds of the

total abundance. The total number of organisms, 375/m2
, was low in comparison to other Inner

Harbor Stations. All abundances in 1994 were an order of magnitude' lower than those observed

in 1993 (Table Al-2).

Finfish

The ACOE NED collected finfish samples by gillnet in July and November, 1986

during a 48-hour effort on two different sampling clays in the Chelsea Creek. The dominant

finfish species found in the July sampling effort were rainbow smelt and alewife. In the

November sampling effort, no fish were caught. Given the limited amount of data for

comparison, no real conclusions can be drawn at this time. Finfish could use the wooden pilings

and Fucus sp. for shelter from predators during high tide. The sandy substrate in the Chelsea

Creek may provide spawning habitat for winter flounder (ACOE 1988).
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WETLAND RESOURCES

Cabot Paint is located within the Chelsea River DPA and primarily contains Land

Under the Ocean, as defined under Massachusetts Wetlands Protection regulations (310 CMR

10.00). Land Under the Ocean is considered to be significant to marine fisheries, storm damage

prevention and flood control. The sloping rip-rap embayment on the north side of the site was

designed for storm damage prevention and control. The gravel beaches could be categorized as

Coastal Beach, but this designation is not significant in the DPA.

Many species of marine fishes, including anadromous fish, may inhabit DPAs.

Anadromous fish such as rainbow smelt and alewife are known to traverse the Chelsea Creek.

As described in the Aquatic Resources section, the Cabot Paint site could provide both shelter

fr:om predators and feeding opportunities for these fish species. This site may also provide spawn

ing habitat for winter flounder.

The entire site is classified as Tidal Waters under federal regulations. The fmed

grained sediments and the results of the samples analyzed indicate that this site has the potential

for sediment/toxicant affinity and nutrient retention. Benthic infauna species diversity was low

moderate and species richness was low at this site.

WILDLIFE

On-site wildlife resources appear limited, and very similar to the Mystic Piers site.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

No federally or state-listed threatened or endangered species are identified or expected

to occur within the vicinity of the Cabot Paint site.
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mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no sites or structures ofhistorical, architectural or,archeological significance

as defined by MHC or the National Historical Preservation Act, as amended.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

This site, containing 6.5± acres off Marginal Street in Chelsea, is a mixed use parcel,

fully occupied by industrial tenants and a major car rental storage facility. The current owner has
- i

demolished s,ome ofthe industrial buildings on site and adapted the remaining buildings to support
I

several industrial uses. The wooden bulkhead along Chelsea Creek has' deteriorated and currently

poses navigation problems for vessels traversing Chelsea Creek. A commuter ferry service to
i

Boston operated briefly out ofthis location during 1990 in an effort to reinstate ferry service from

this site. The service was discontinued.

The City of Chelsea evolved from a summer resort community to a residential suburb

of Boston. A major fire in 1908, in which over 17,000 residents were left homeless, changed the

landscape permanently. The Chelsea which emerged from the fire was primarily commercial with

manufacturing and shipping facilities. Several of the industries have closed in recent years

succeeded by service and distribution operations. The population ofChelsea is 28,710 and is 70%

white with a high percentage also reporting Hispanic origin. The median family income is

$29,039. High end residential use has been developed on property ~urplused by the military,
i

contrasting with more modest housing in densely populated sections of Chelsea.

Access to this site over land is via 1-93 to the Tobin Bridge to Chestnut Street, and

. from Chestnut south to Williams Street, then e~t on Williams to Marginal Street.
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WATER QUALITY AND CIRCULATION

The water quality of the Little Mystic Channel is influenced by tidal exchange, the

six discharge pipes that were observed on the north side of the site, and a Combined Sewer

Overflow (CSO). These storm drainage pipes add urban runoff pollutants (e.g., oil and grease,

No samples were collected within the site boundaries for sediment characterization,

but Stations 2 and 3 at the Mystic Pier sites are in close proximity to the Little Mystic Channel

and should represent probable sediment conditions. The sediment texture was predominately fine

grained with a range of 76.3% - 78.4% silt-clay (Category IT). Bulk sediment metals test results

showed that at Station 2, arsenic, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, and zinc all occurred at

Category IT levels (Appendjx C). At Station 3, arsenic, lead and zinc were found to be Category

ill, and cadmium, chromium, copper, and mercury were found to be Category II concentrations.

Total PARs ranged from 5.23 and 29.75 ppm at Stations 2 and 3 in Mystic Pier 1. Station 3

contained the highest levels of metals of the three stations at this site. At Station 3, benzo(a)

anthracene and benzo(a)pyrene, chrysene, fluoranthene and pyrene were present in concentrations

above 4 ppm. But at Station 2, only fluoranthene was above 5 ppm. At Mystic Pier 1, total

petroleum hydrocarbon concentrations were among the highest observed during the 1993 berth

area sampling. At Mystic Pier 1, there have been approximately twelve minor oil spills (U.S.

Coast Guard, Marine Safety Office, letter dated May 13, 1992). Thi~ may have influenced the

concentration of PAHs and TPHs at this site. PCBs were present at Category III concentrations

at Stations 2 and 3. Total organic carbon ranged from 2.1-4.9% at both stations. This is an

average value, indicating that there are moderate levels of food resources for benthic deposit

feeders, suggesting that some bioaccumulation of contaminants may be occurring.

Little Mystic Channel

Little Mystic Channel

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

The site is depiCU<d on Figure AI-l3.
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Little Mystic Channel

,
detergents etc.) into the Channel. There is one CSO, the Chelsea Street Extension outfall, which

discharges directly to the Little Mystic Channel on the south shore. The currents in Little Mystic

Channel are primarily tidally driven. The Little Mystic Channel is classified as SB water by the

MADEP. Dissolved oxygen readings collected in April 1993 ranged from 9.0-9.4 ppm. As

temperatures peak in August, available dissolved oxygen levels diminish within Boston Harbor

and cause a corresponding depression in biological activity at the sediment water interface (August

Effect). This oxygen depletion contributes to a significant faunal depletion on a cyclic basis

(Hubbard and Bellmer 1989). Salinity data collected in April 1993 ranged from 16.8-28.9 % at
I

low tide, indicating the influence of freshwater inputs to the Harbor. Little Mystic Channel flows

directly into the Main Ship Channel, but the Mystic-Tobin bridge pilings slow currents and con

tribute to some sedimentation in the vicinity of the pilings.

AQUATIC RESOURCES

The intertidal habitats within the Mystic Channel vary and include, 1) vertical granite

walls on the north and south side which contain approximately 80% Fucus sp. and a one-inch

layer of barnacles; 2) sloping rip-rap embankment on the west side which is covered with Fucus

sp. and green algae; 3) wooden bridge pilings on the eastern side which were covered with

periwinkles (Littorina sp.), barnacles and green algae; 4) submerged logs and boat on the north

side; 5) a metal bulkhead which was covered with Fucus sp., heavy barnacle settlement, and some

mussels approximately 50 feet from the bridge; 6) a sandy/gravel beach on the south side which

was sparsely covered with green algae; and 7) a rock ledge beach on the north side which was

covered with Fucus sp.

Benthic Infauna

Composition of the benthic infauna at the site in April 1993 is shown in Table AI-2.

The four sampling locations may reflect the differences in substrate conditions, circulation and

exposure. Station LMC-2, located in the vicinity of the sloping rip-rap embayment, was most

diverse in terms of species composition. The total abundance of organ:isms was 27,907 individu-
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als/m2 at this station, a moderate level relative to other harbor areas sampled. Oligochaeta was

the dominant taxon and had an abundance of 13,717/m2
• Station LMC-1 supported low abundance

of two taxa, Tharyx acutus (861m2
) and S. benedicti (431m2

) at extremely low levels compared to

all the other sites for these taxa. Station LMC-3 supported a low abundance of 10 taxa, the most

abundant being Nematoda and S. benedicti. Station LMC-4 had a low abundance of six taxa, the

most abundant being Nematoda The sediment samples collected at this site for benthic infauna

observations were fine and grayish-black in color with a mild sulfur odor.

Sediment profile camera sampling in 1994 at four locations showed homogeneous mud

sediments throughout the area with evidence of mound and pit topography, indicating a

depositional environment (NAI and Diaz 1995). The depth to the RPD layer ranged from 0.2-1.0

em below the sediment surface, suggesting varying degrees of sediment oxygenation, and thus

environmental perturbation, in the area. There were low numbers of infauna tubes at the sediment

surface, but no other indicators of bioturbation. Benthic samples collected in October 1994

revealed a depauperate benthic community. Numbers of taxa (3/0.12 m2
) and total abundance

(l6.6/m2
) were among the lowest observed in the Inner Harbor (Table AI-3). The surface

dwelling bivalve Mulinia lateralis, the hydrozoan Obelia sp., and amphipod Gammarus

lawrencianus were the only species that were collected; none of these species was collected in the

1993 study (Table Al-2).

Lobster

A total of0.6 sublegal lobsters and 0.6 legal-sized lobsters were collected per trap-day

in the fall collection in 1994 (Table Al-7). The total CPUE was higher than that recorded from

the Mystic and Chelsea Rivers, similar to that at Harbor Stations such as the nearby Inner

Confluence and Logan 02, but much lower than offshore stations such as Meisburger 2 and 7.

Males were more abundant than females (NAI 1995b). Little Mystic Channel had the highest

recorded legal lobster catch (0.6 per trap day, all males) of all stations sampled. This may be a

result of the presence of abandoned piers, which may provide shelter. Abundances of

invertebrates were low to moderate, and were composed mainly of small worms such as

oligochaetes and nematodes, which are not preferred lobster prey items.
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Finfish

The dominant finfish species recorded in the Main Ship Channel include winter

flounder, rainbow smelt, and alewife (ACOE, NED 1988). There probably is movement of at
,

least some of these species in and out of the Little Mystic Channel. Gill net collections in

October 1994 in Little Mystic Channel captured low numbers of rainbow smelt, Atlantic tomcod,
I

alewife, cunner and butterfish'(Table AI-6). Trawls in the Inner Confluence area made at the

same time collected moderate catches of winter flounder, windowpane, and rainbow smelt (Table

Al-4). Finfish could use the wooden bridge pilings, submerged logs and boat and Fucus sp. for

shelter from predators during high tide. The predominant sandy/silt sediment present at this site

prOVides suitable habitat for winter flounder. There was also a fair supply of C. capitata in part

of the channel in 1993 (I892/m2 at Station LMC-2); these are consumed by winter flounder

according to Haedrich and Haedrich (1974). However, 1994 sampling showed little evidence of

food resources for higher trophic levels.

WETLAND RESOURCES

Little Mystic Channel is located within the Mystic River DPA (310 CMR. 10.00). The

site is primarily Land Under the Ocean, under the State regulations, and is considered to be

significant to marine fisheries, storm damage prevention and flood control. The vertical granite

wall on the north and south side, together with the sloping rip-rap embayment on the west of the

site, were all structures designed for storm damage prevention and flood control. Significance to
I

marine fisheries is discussed above.

Anadromous fish are known to traverse the Main Ship ~hanneI and there may be

movement into the Little Mystic Channel. As described in the Aquatic Resources section, the

Little Mystic Channel could provide both shelter from predators and feeding opportunities for

several fish species. This site might also provide spawning habitat for anadromous species.
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The entire site is classified as Tidal Waters under federal regulations. The fined

grained sediments results of the samples analyzed at Mystic Pier, which is in close proximity to

Little Mystic Channel, indicate that this site has the potential for sediment/toxicant affinity and

nutrient retention. Benthic infauna were moderately diverse in species composition at one station

and showed low abundance at the other three stations sampled at this site.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife use in the Little Mystic Channel is expected to be similar to that described

at the Mystic Pier site.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

No federally or state-listed threatened or endangered species are identified or expected

to occur within the vicinity of the Little Mystic Channel.

mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no listed historical or archeological resources at the Little Mystic Channel

site.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

This little-used channel in Charlestown is surrounded by a mixture of land uses

including residential, recreational and maritime-industrial. Adjacent to the site are the Charles

Newtowne public housing project, a City of Boston playground, the Charlestown High School

recreational field and Mystic Pier 1. The channel provides a visual buffer between the residences

to the south and the marine terminal to the north. A public boat ramp is located on the north side
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of the channel. However, this ramp has not received the use anticipated when it was installed in

the early 1970s. Demographic characteristics of this area are similar to those described at the

Mystic Pier site.

!

I

Marine access to this site is constrained by the 12 foot vertical clearance under the

Little Mystic Channel Crossing at the mouth of the channel. Landside access to this site is via

Terminal Street from Moran Terminal.
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The site is depicted on Figure AI-14. Two areas in the Reserved Channel are being

evaluated as candidate sites for disposal, Areas A and B, respectively.

Benthic samples collected at the Reserved Channel contained odorless, gray-black

clay/silt sediment. No chemical analyses were per formed on these sediments, but Station 3 of

2.3.1.6

Reserved Channel

Reserved Channel

Area A-This area is located at the mouth of the inlet on the inner side of the bridge

(away from open water). It is approximately 8.9 acres in size with water depths

ranging from 6 to 12 feet MLW. A floating dock and the yacht club are located in

this portion of the site. The passage under the Summer Street Bridge is 40 feet in

width. Northwest of the bri~ge is a vertical granite wall approximately 50 feet in

length. Continuing west-northwest, the granite wall is replaced by a metal bulkhead.

On the far northwestern end of the bulkhead are some abandoned wood pilings and

an old floating dock. On the southwestern side of the site from the bridge is a sloping

rip-rap embankment for approximately 50 feet. From this rip-rap toward the neck are

discarded concrete slabs and trash material. West of the trash material are wooden

pilings and behind the pilings is a vertical granite wall.

Area B-This portion of the site extends from the neck on the northwest toward the

tip of the peninsula. It is approximately 7.7 acres in size with water depths ranging

from 0 to 16 feet. A steel bulkhead extends for approximately 75 feet. Continuing

along the western tip and along the southwestern side of the inlet is a sloping rip-rap

embankment. Between the bulkhead and the rip-rap is a pile of rubble. On the south

western side toward the neck the rip-rap is replaced by a granite wall, which is

fronted by a rocky beach. In front of the rocky beach are one or two sunken boats

and some abandoned pilings. In the middle of the tidal area is a floating lobster pot

dock.

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS
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the Boston Edison Intake was located approximately 1000 feet from the ReselVed Channel Area

B (see Section 2.2 of the EIS). This station had a 66.2% silt-clay component (Category II) and

indicated PCB and PAll levels at Category III. Fluoranthene, ideno(l,2,3-cd)pyrene, and pyrene

contributed more than 50% to the total PAHs concentrations. Cadmium, Lead, and Nickel were

found at Category II at this station. Total organic carbon was 13%, the second-highest value of

all the sites analyzed. for TOC. This indicates that the potential for bioaccumulation at the

ReselVed Channel Area B is lower than other sites in the Boston Harbor. The total petroleum

hydrocarbon at this station was 4270 ppm.

The ACOE conducted chemical sampling during 1986 at four stations (A, B, C, and

D) in the ReselVed Channel. Station A was located in the western end of the ReselVed Channel

close to Area B. At Station A an 18-23 cm core section was analyzed. It had an 18.2 cm layer

of black organic clay. This upper organic clay consisted of 93% fine grain material with a

moderate chemical oxygen demand (79,000 ppm). Lead was the only chemical constituent present

at Category III concentrations (221 ppm). Mercury (1.48 ppm), zinc (264 ppm), chromium (186

ppm), and nickel (58 ppm) were·detected at Category II levels.

PCB samples were collected at 8 stations by Boston SUlVey Consultants in November

1982, from the ReselVed Channel west of Summer Street Bridge within Area A (MADEP-Boston

Files, 1983). PCB concentrations at all eight stations occurred at Ca~gory ill and ranged from

1.0-34.5 ppm.

WATER QUALITY AND CmCULATIQN

The water quality ofthe ReselVed Channel is influenced by the three combined sewer

overflows (CSO) obselVed approximately 700 feet northwest of Pappas Street, at Summer Street,

and at I Street. These CSOs can add urban runoff pollutants (e.g., PAHs, nutrients, detergents,

bacteria, etc.) into the Channel. Boston Edison has a NPDES discharge pipe in the vicinity of

Summer Street; the NPDES permit limits the thermal influence on surface waters in the ReselVed

Channel.
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The Reserved Channel flows directly into the Main Ship Channel. The Summer Street

bridge pilings slow and deflect currents and contribute to some sedimentation in the vicinity of

the pilings.

The Reserved Channel is classified as SB Water by the MADEP. In both Areas A

and B, dissolved oxygen readings collected in April ranged from 8.4-8.7 ppm and 6.8-8.9 ppm

respectively. As temperatures peak in August in Boston Harbor, available dissolved oxygen levels

can dimiriish and cause a corresponding depression in biological activity at the sediment water

interface (August Effect). This oxygen depletion contributes to a significant faunal depletion on

a cyclic basis (Hubbard and Bellmer 1989). Salinity data collected in April 1993, ranged from

27.0-31.2 ppt at Area A and 23.4-33.4 ppt at Area B during low tide, indicating the influence of

freshwater inputs to the Harbor.

AQUATIC RESOURCES

The intertidal habitats within the Reserved Channel include:

Area A: Wooden bridge pilings and ~ floating yacht club dock were sparsely covered

with green algae. A vertical granite wall on the northwest side of Summer Street was

covered with approximately 20% of algae. A metal bulkhead on the northwest side

was covered with green algae and barnacles. Sloping rip-rap embankment on the

southwest side was covered with Fucus sp., barnacles, Littomia sp., and green algae.

Some concrete slab and trash material was present which had no visible growth; there

were some abandoned wooden pilings and an old floating dock on the far northwest

ern side.

Area B: A steel bulkhead on the northwest side was approximately 90% covered with

barnacles. A sloping rip-rap embankment on the western tip and southwestern side

was moderately covered with Fucus sp., Enteromorpha (tubular green algae), and

other green algae. A granite wall on southwestern side towards the narrow neck had

moderate growth ofFucus sp., Ulva sp., and barnacles. A rocky beach in front ofthe
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granite wall was sparsely covered with Littornia sp., Fucus sp., and green algae.

There were also sunken boats, abandoned pilings and a floating lobster dock present.

Benthic Infauna

i

The composition ofthe benthic infauna from 1993 collections is shown in Table AI-2.

The four sampling lo'cations may reflect the differences in substrate Conditions, circulation and
I

exposure. Stations RC-l and RC-2 were located in Area A and RC-3 and RC-4 located in Area

B.

,

Area A: Station RC-2 was located in the vicinity of the Granite wall on the

southwestern side of Area A, had the most diversified species composition.

Oligochaeta and S. benedicti was the two most abundant taxa (15,480/m2 and
,

1548/m2
, respectively) of all the sites sampled. The total abundance was 21,156/m2

at Station RC-2 which was moderate relativ.e to other areas sampled. Station RC-l

supported low abundance of seven species, the most abundant being Oligochaeta

(2451/m2
). Oligochaetes were moderately abundant at this site compared with all the

other sites. The total abundance was 3,096/m2 at Station ~C-2, and was low relative

to other areas sampled.

Area B: Station RC-3, located in the vicinity of the lobster dock, supported very low

abundance of four taxa, the most abundant being S. benedicti (215/m2
). At Station

RC-4 Oligochaeta (26,574/m2
), Corophium insidiosum (2580/m2

), and Nematoda

(16,641/m2
) were the most abundant taxa. The first two taxa occurred in higher

abundances at this site than any of the other sites sampled. The total abundance at

Station RC-4 was 49,837/m2
, fairly high relative to the other areas sampled.

I

The sediment samples collected at this site for benthic infauna observations were

odorless, clay/silt, and grayish black in color.
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Samples were collected in October 1994 at one location in Area A and two loca~ons

in Area B. As there were no substantial differences among the three stations, abundances were

averaged for the purpose of this assessment. A total of 1,041 individuals/m2
, representing 17 taxa

in the three 0.04 m2 samples was collected (Table A1-3). The species richness and abundance

were among the -highest in the Inner Harbor, although much lower than most of the stations

sampled in 1993 (Table A1-2). The most abundant species were small, opportunistic polychaetes

such as Leitoscoloplos robustus (375/m2
) and the soft-shell clam Mj1a arenaria (158/m2

); both

were also collected in 1993 (Table A1-2).

Lobster

An assessmentofthe lobster population was made in October 1994 using experimental

traps (NAI 1995b). A total of 1.4 lobsters per trap-day were collected, of which 1.2 were

sublegals and 0.2 were of legal size (Table A 1-7). The numbers of lobsters collected were

moderate in comparison to other areas sample in Boston Harbor, higher than river habitats, but

lower than offshore habitats. The wooden pier pilings may provide additional shelter for lobster.

CSO outfalls may enhance nutrient concentrations, resulting in high abundances offood resources.

However, the dominant benthic species were small, surface-swelling polychaetes, which are not

a preferred food source.

Finfish

Gill net collections in October 1994 in the Reserved Channel were the highest of all

stations sampled in Boston Harbor. An average of 96.7 fish were collected per 24-hour set,

composed mainly ofblueback herring and alewife (Table AI-6). Recreationally important species

such as striped bass, American shad, bluefish and rainbow smelt were also collected in low

numbers. These species are typical pelagic species, whose capture is more likely a random event

rather than an indication of habitat value.
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The dominant finfish species in the Main Ship Channel are flounder, rainbow smelt,

and alewif;' There may be movement of these species into the Reserved Channel. Finfish may

use the wooden bridge pilings, floating dock, and Fucus sp. for shelter :from predators during high

tide. The Reserved Channel may provide spawning habitat for winter flounder, although it lacks

the preferred substrate.

WETLAND RESOURCES

Areas A and B of the Reserved Channel are not located within a Designated Port Area

(310 C:MR 10.00). The site is primarily Land Under the Ocean under Massachusetts Wetlands

Protection regulations (310 CMR 10.00); this classification is considered to be significant to the

protection of marine fisheries, which are discussed above. Nearshore areas of Land Under the

. Ocean such as Areas A and B are likely to be significant to stonn damage prevention and flood

control. The vertical granite wall and bulkhead, together with the sloping rip-rap embankment
I

at the site, were all structures designed for stonn damage prevention and flood control. Nearshore

areas ofLand Under the Ocean also provide important food for birds; for example, waterfowl can .

feed on the algae. The sloping rip-rap embankment and the rocky beach (Coastal Beach) at this

site were covered with algae.

The entire site is classified as Tidal Waters under federal regulations. The fined

grained sediment and chemical levels in the samples analyzed show that this site has had an

affmity for toxicant and nutrient retention. Benthic infauna were moderately diverse in species

composition at two stations and showed low abundances and species richness at the other two

stations sampled at this site.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife use at the Reserved Channel is expected to be similar to that described for

Mystic Piers (Section 2.3.1.1 of this evaluation).
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THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

No federally or state-listed threatened or endangered species are identified or expected

to occur within the vicinity of the Reserved Channel.

mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no listed historical or archeological resources at the Reserved Channel site.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

This channel is generally surrounded by industrial and office uses in South Boston.

There is a sewer outfall at the southerly end of the Channel which would require relocation if this

area were to be filled. There is a yacht club immediately adjacent to the Summer Street Bridge,

and a passive water viewing area has been created for the general public to use on the west side

of the channel. This viewing area is not 6(f) land because it was not purchased or improved with

funds from the Land and Water Conservation Act (16 USC 460). As noted earlier there is a float

ing lobster pot dock in the middle of Area B; the extent of its use is not known.

While the South Boston peninsula was settled early in Boston's history, much of the

land area between the subject site and Boston Harbor was created by filling the tidal flats. The

filled land supported maritime shipping and railroad tenninal uses. The area to the south of the

channel has traditionally been a densely populated, predominantly residential neighborhood. The

population of South Bpston is 29,464 of which 96% is white. The median family income in the

subject area is $34,200.

Marine access to this site is restricted by the vertical clearance on the Summer Street

Bridge over the Channel. That clearance is only 6 feet at high tide. The most direct landside

access would be 1-93 south to Summer Street and then east to the Reserved Channel.
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2.3.2 Environmental Consequences of Use of Shoreline Sites for

Dredged Material Disposal

Two different disposal scenarios have been evaluated for each of the shoreline sites.

The former pier areas (Amstar, Cabot Paint" Mystic Piers and Revere Sugar) and Little Mystic

Channel could be filled either to mean low water (including cap) or to fastland. Reserved

Channel would be filled either only in the westernmost end (to +6 ft MLW) or west from the

Summer Street Bridge (maintaining subtidal conditions in the area near the bridge). Disposal in

these areas would require the construction of a bulkhead to isolate the disposal operations from

the harbor waters. In the scenarios where final elevation would be mean low water, the disposed

silt would be capped and then the bulkhead would be clipped off to mean low water.

For ease of presentation, the different types of impacts are discussed generically and

site-specific information on shoreline sites is presented at the end of each subsection.

Direct Impacts

In either fill scenario, the dredged materials placed in shoreline sites would sequester

existing sediments. Although the chemical constituents of the surface sediments at many of these

sites have not been determined, areas adjacent to each site have beeq. tested. It is likely that
I

metals, PCBs and PAHs are elevated to undesirable levels in Amstar, Cabot Paint, Little Mystic

Channel, Reserved Channel and Revere Sugar. Mystic ,Piers is likely to contain elevated levels

of metals and PARs. Covering these sediments would provide the benefit of preventing their

reintroduction into the waters of Boston Harbor and would prevent further exposure of biota that

might utilize these areas. It would not prevent reintroduction of conta.rD.inants from other sources

in the partial fill scenario.

Partial fill. Under the partial fill scenario, subtidal habitat would be temporarily

impacted and removed from productivity. Closure of the site would return it to aquatic habitat,

but in an altered form. Both depth and substrate character would differ from existing conditions.

The footprint of each site is listed on Table AI-8. The quantity of habitat affected would be the
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smallest for Mystic Piers, slightly higher for Amstirr and Revere Sugar, higher for Cabot Paint and

substantially higher for Little Mystic Channel and Reserved Channel. The cap, probably parent

material from the channel deepening, would not be suitable for colonization by benthic organisms

immediately. Dense clay does not generally support benthic infauna, but this area would be likely

to experience sedimentation. Once the sedimentation took place, benthic infauna typical of the

Inner Harbor would colonize the area. Conversion of the site from subtidal to intertidal habitat

would be unlikely to increase its benthic productivity. Reduction in depth could make the area

somewhat more useful for juvenile finfish as shallower conditions have been found to provide

refuge from predators in the absence of other, preferred (e.g., salt marsh, eelgrass bed) refuge.

Such shallow water refuge is limited within Boston inner harbor. This area would be available

during most of each tidal cycle, except for a limited period around each low tide.

Fastland. Filling the Amstar, Cabot Paint, Mystic Piers or Revere Sugar pier area to

the elevation ofthe adjacent land would result in the permanent loss of subtidal habitat (TabIe A 1

8). The bulkhead enclosing the dredged material would replace a portion of the hard substrate

habitat presently provided by pilings and bulkheads along the interior of each site. It is not

proposed to fill any of Reserved Channel to fastland.

Indirect Impacts - Water Quality Effects

Construction of the bulkhead would require driving sheetpile into the existing

substrate. While this activity would suspend some ofthe surface sediments into the water column,

. the effect on water quality is expected to be minimal.

Harbor water trapped behind the bulkhead would be pumped out before disposal of

silts was initiated. Once most of the water was d,ischarged back into the harbor, the remainder

would be filtered to prevent mobilization of silts from the disposal site. Because the site would

be enclosed before disposal took place, individual disposal events would not impact water quality

with the exception of occasional minor spills as silt was transferred from the barge to the disposal

site.
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Indirect Impacts - Site Stability

Long-term water quality effects could arise from two sources - dewatering of the

sediments and failure of the cap or bulkhead. "In the partial fill scenario, no attempt would be

made to dewater the silt in place, with the exception of the consolidation that was caused by

placement of the cap. In the fill-to-fastiand scenario, water would be drained from the site

through wicks in the bulkhead. The wicks would filter particulate material, but would not

completely control dissolved contaminants from being released into Boston Harbor. The elutriate

tests on surface sediments from the channels conducted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

provide an approximation. of the levels of contaminants that could be released through the wicks.

These tests showed that mercury, copper and PCBs had the highest potential of being released.

Cap failure could occur at some ofthe sites adjacent to active piers. Although bottom

currents in the inner harbor are of insufficient speed to resuspend a sand cap and waves do not

develop sufficient height to affect the substrate in the inner harbor, cargo vessels making turns,

docking and departing docks use more power than when underway in the shipping channels.

These same conditions could affect the long-term stability of the bulkhead, although this effect

would be taken into consideration during site design. This effect has the greatest potential to

occur at Amstar, Revere Sugar (these two sites are adjacent to the active Revere Sugar terminal),

Mystic Piers (adjacent to Mystic Piers 2, 49 and 50, as well as the bend at the Inner Confluence),

and Cabot Paint (parallel to the main channel of Chelsea Creek). Littl~ Mystic Channel could be

exposed to activities at the active Mystic Pier 1, but site geometry would allow more flexible

design considerations to avoid this effect. Reserved Channel would not be exposed to the effects

of propeller wash, but unless mov~ or modified, the four CSOs discharging into this area could

affect the cap integrity. Failure of either the cap or the bulkhead would allow release of the

dredged materials back into the harbor system. At a minimum, a turbidity plume would likely

be evident.
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Indirect Impacts - Downstream Resources

Anadromous fish spawning runs· in 'the Mystic River would be the downstream

biological resource of greatest concern for Amstar, Revere Sugar, Mystic Piers and Little Mystic

Channel. The Chelsea River supports winter flounder spawning and has several small intertidal

flats that would be ofconcern with use of the Cabot Paint site. Barring catastrophic failure of the

containment structure, the likelihood of impacting these resources would be limited.

Similarly, harbor water users (e.g., lobster pounds an~ the New England Aquarium)

would be unlikely affected by the use of these sites.

Located near the mouth of the Inner Harbor, at the head of the navigational channel,

the Reserved Channel site is closer to the biological resources of the Outer Harbor than the other

shoreline sites. However, except in the event ofcap or bulkhead failure, it is unlikely to influence

these resources. Discharge of silt from the Reserved Channel containment area could affect the

intake at Boston Edison; this would be likely only in the case of failure of the cap or bulkhead.

Indirect Impacts - Biological Exposure Potential

Filling of any of the shoreline sites would be conducted in complete isolation from

the waters of Boston Harbor. No pelagic or benthic organisms would be exposed to the BHNIP

silt after it had been disposed in one of the shoreline containment sites. In the partial fill

scenarios, the final cap would be of sufficient thickness to ensure that it would not be breached

either through bioturbation or physical forces. In the fastland scenarios, the site would remain

isolated from Boston Harbor waters and their associated biota for perpetuity. However, if the

fastland areas were left uncovered, with a lens of water on the surface, it is likely that they would

be attractive to diving birds. This could pose some risk of exposure to contaminants. Although

there would be little or nothing upon which to feed, birds that attempted to forage could ingest

some sediments. Others could be exposed though skin contact with the water, although this is

unlikely. Although individual birds would be unlikely to attempt to feed in the containment area
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for' extended periods because of limited success, such an area could be attractive to birds for

resting.

Other Issues

No federally or state-listed threatened or endangered specie~ are identified or e~pected

to occur within the vicinity of the Mystic Piers, Revere Sugar, Amstar, Cabot Paint, Little Mystic

Channel or Reserved Channel sites.

The proposed project at the Mystic Piers, Revere Sugar, Amstar, Cabot Paint, Little

Mystic Channel or Reserved Channel would have no effect upon any structure or site of historic,

architectural or archeological significance as defined by :MHC or the National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966, as amended.

The disposal operations at most of the shoreline sites (Mystic Piers, Revere Sugar,

Amstar and Cabot Paint) could be handled by barge transport, avoiding impact to traffic on public

streets. Because of restricted passage under bridges, disposal activities at Little Mystic Channel

and Reserved Channel would require transfer of material from barges 'to trucks and transport on

public streets. Selection of Amstar for disposal of BHNIP materials would displace the MWRA

water transportation facility and potentially displace a sand and gravel operation on the site. Use

of the Cabot Paint site would tend to aggravate the existing concerns about navigation in that
!

portion ofthe ChelseaRiver. Disposal ofdredged materials in the upper Reserved Channel would

require the relocation ofexisting CSOs and could interfere with an existing yacht club. There are

no current uses of the Mystic Piers, Revere Sugar or Little Mystic Channel sites that would be

affected by use of these sites for dredged material disposal.
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The In-Channel disposal scenario is simply the placement and capping of dredged

material within the channel/tributary from which it had been dredged.

The CAJT project examined sediments in and near this area with ponar grabs and

borings to characterize the surficial material and underlying sediments (CortellI990b) (Table AI

9). Surface sediments tended to fonn broad areas of unifonn grain size. Fine sand (with some

silt) predominated in a SOO-foot band following the northeastern shoreline to about mid-island,

300 feet beyond MLW and recurred beyond the mussel bed several hundred feet further south.

In-Channel Areas

The site is depicted on. Figure AI-IS.

In-Channel Areas

Existing Conditions

SITE EVALUATIONS: IN-CHANNEL

AREAS AND BORROW PITS

Spectacle Island Confined Aquatic Disposal (CAD)

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Silt and sediments would be dredged from each channel, placed on a barge, a deeper

trench would then be dug in the channel, and the silt and sediment placed within the trench and

capped. The proposed use and methods are described in more detail in Section 3.0 of the EIRIS.

Each channel/tributary would contain its own silt material and be capped therein. As the

environmental resources and consequences for this disposal alternative are the same as for the

dredging site, the existing conditions of the water and sediment quality, biological and socio

economic environment in each site are described in the Section 3.0 of the EIRIS.

2.4.1.1

2.4.1

2.4

2.4.1.2
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From mid-island and beyond the southern sand band, sediments were primarily silty, with some

clay. Seaward of these areas, surface sediments were clay with some silt (Cortell 1990b).

Bulk sediment analysis of borings indicated that surface and near surface sediments

offshore of the eastern shoreline of Spectacle Island were generally free of contaminants (Cortell

1990b). Three ofthe five borings (STI-7, STI-9, STI-ll; Table AI-9) in the area proposed were

classified as Category I under the Massachusettscriteria for the classification of dredged materials,

although volatile solids at STI-ll were within the Category II range (7-9 ppm) (Table AI-9).

Elevated levels of arsenic, a naturally occurring metal in New England soils, caused surface

sediments at STI-8 and STI-12 to be classified as Category II (12-20 ppm);. subsurface

concentrations ofarsenic resulted in Category ill (>20 ppm) classification of sediments below one
,

foot at STI-8 (Appendix C-l; Table 2 of the Sampling Plan). Because of these findings, the

proposed disposal location has been designed to involve only those areas where Category I

sediments were recorded (see Figure AI-IS).

WATER QUALITY AND CmCULATION

The hydrodynamics around Spectacle Island w~re exami~ed for'the CAfT (Cortell

1990b). Circulation is dominated by tidal currents, affected by the distribution of islands and

channels in the Outer Harbor. Ebb tide currents passing the east side of Spectacle Island can

reach 0.6 knots on spring tides, while spring flood tides reach 0.4 knots. The broad shallow

subtidal area off the eastern shore diverts currents toward the channels ~resident Roads to the

north; Sculpin Ledge to the southeast). The area proposed for the CAD is subjected to lower tidal

currents created by eddies. Waves in the vicinity of Spectacle Island are primarily storm driven.

The maximum fetch for Spectacle Island is 7.1± nautical miles. Wave energy for the area was

calculated for the Massport Logan Inclined Safety Area (ISA) EIR for storms with wind velocities

from 10 to SO knots. The wave breaker height near Spectacle Island ranged from 0.09 to 2.60

feet with wave powers of 0.1 to 412.9 ft-Ib/sec.

The waters in the vicinity of Spectacle Island have been classified as Class SB waters.

This classification protects saline waters for the propagation of marine life, primary and secondary
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contact recreation and shellfish harvesting with depuration. Water quality in the Outer Harbor

area historically has been influenced by raw sewage discharges, CSOs, various industrial

discharges, urban runoff and the pollutants flowing from the Inner Harbor system. However, as

upgrades to treatment processes are completed, water quality in the Harbor has, and will· continue

to improve.

AQUATIC RESOURCES

Benthic Infauna

Benthic resources east of Spectacle Island were examined for the CA/T project

(Stations 6, 7,9, 10; Cortell 1990b). Comparison of stations (through cluster analysis) indicates

that these stations were similar in terms ofspecies,structure (Battelle 1988). The faunal communi

ty was dominated by the tube dwelling arnphipod Ampelisca abdita (37%) and the gastropod

Nassarius trivittatus (20%), reflecting relatively clean, sandy sediments. Nephtyid polychaetes

(Nephtys caeca andN. ciliata) were also numerically important at these stations. 'Total abundance

(ranging from 653-31071m2
) was low compared to other sandy areas (Massachusetts Bay) and silty

areas of the Inner Harbor (up to 24l,230/m2
). Station 10, off the northeast shoreline of Spectacle.

Island, had the highest abundance and number of taxa of the 11 stations sampled around the

island. Larger fauna were evaluated qualitatively along transects swwp for lobster investigations

(Transects 3 and 4 reached the shoreward portions of the proposed CAD site; Cortell 1990b). In

addition to Nassarius sp. and Ampelisca sp. the offshore portions of these transects supported

nereid worms (sand worms), Pagurus sp. (hermit crabs), Panopeus sp. (mud crabs) and Cancer

irroratus (rock crabs).

Sediment profile camera sampling on the east side of Spectacle Island in the area

proposed for disposal revealed a· well-developed benthic community intermediate between a

pioneering or colonizing and equilibrium stage (NAI and Diaz 1995). The majority ofthe stations

had silt sediments. The depth of the RPD layer ranged from 1.5-5 cm, indicating sediments were

well oxygenated. The sediment surface was overlain with mats composed ofAmpelisca amphipod

tubes in varying stages of succession. Benthic samples showed that Ampelisca sp. was the
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dominant taxon, composing 56% of the total abundance. (Habitat I, Table AI-IO). Secondary

dominants included Aricidea (Acmira) catherinae (15%) and Polydora cornuta (7%). Total

abundance, 64,870.6fm2
, representing 59 taxa, was intermediate among the Outer Harbor locations

that were sampled, but at least an order ofmagnitude higher than that observed previously (Cortell

1990b). Slightly more than one third of the stations had silt sediments with a layer of fine sand;

shell hash and gravel were also observed on the sediment interface, (indicating an erosional

environment) along with Ampelisca sp. tube mats. In these areas, the d~pth of the RPD layer was

closer to the surface (0.5-3.5 cm) than in other areas of Spectacle Island. Evidence of
I

bioturbation was observed in all' areas, including infaunal wonns, burrows, and oxic and anoxic

voids. Benthic samples revealed that Ampelisca sp. was the dominant ltaxon, composing 60% of

the total abundance (Habitat II, Table AI-I0). Total abundance, 102,025/m2, representing 41 taxa,

was nearly double the total abundance in other areas of Spectacle Island. Secondary dominants

were similar to other areas of Spectacle Island with one exception. The opportunistic polychaete

Polydora comuta (22% of the total abundance) was joined by Streblospio benedicti (18%) and

Aricidea catherinae (5%). Nephtyid polychaetes, an important food for lobster and demersal fish

such as winter flounder, were collected in moderate numbers.

Lobster

A lobster transect survey'was undertaken to quantify lobster use of the area and

evaluate the substrate for use or potential use by early benthic phase lobsters, considered to be a

vulnerable stage for this species because of limited habitat availability (Wahle and Steneck 1991).

CAlf transects 1 (southernmost), 2, 3, 4 and 5 (northernmost) were located along the east side

ofSpectacle Island (Cortell 1990b); transects 3 and 4 were within the area proposed for the CAD.

Free-living lobsters were most abundant off the north shore of Spectacle Island (Transect 5

yielded 0.0027/£t:2; Transect 6 yielded O.0035/£t:2); Transect 3 yielded the third highest abundance

(o.OO22fff). Abundances along Transects 1,2 and 4 were low (O.0003-0.0004/ff). These average

abundances, however, do not account for the fact that lobsters were concentrated towards the

deeper end of all transects except Transect 3. Lobster pot markers were present in the proposed

site during all three surveys in 1990. Pot markers tended to be most heavily concentrated off t4e
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northern shoreline of the island and farther east of the island in Sculpin Ledge Channel (Cortell

1990a).

During a lobster monitoring program run from early May to early July, 1992 in the

Harbor, Cortell (1992) reported that an average offive lobsters (average catch per 3-day haul, all

size classes) per trap were collected at a station just to the north of Spectacle Island, the southern

side of the ship channel. This catch was typical of several other stations in this study. Other

trawl sampling indicated that abundances were generally lower at a site (closest to Spectacle

Island) just north of the Ship Channel in President Roads, compared with four other stations in

the channel area. At the time, lobstermen fished this area along the edge of the channel between

Spectacle and Long Island.

No early benthic phase (EBP) lobsters were found in samples collected along lobster

transects. The preferred cobble substrate (Wahle and Steneck 1991) was common only along the

nearshore portions of Transects 1 and 5. Mussel beds may also enhance substrate suitability

(Wahle and Steneck 1991). Mussel beds occurred along the nearshore portions of Transects 2,

4 and 5. It was speculated that the anoxic sediments underlying these mussels would preclude use

by EBP lobsters (Cortell I990b). The borings collected offshore of these transects indicated that

sediments were fine-grained, unsuitable for EBP lobsters (Cortell 1990b).

A lobster survey in October 1994 collected a total 0.2 lobsters per trap-day, all under

the legal size limit (Table AI-7). The CPUE at this site was among the lowest of the stations

sampled 'in Boston Harbor. No commercial lobster pots were observed in the area during the

survey. Conversations· with local lobstermen at the time of the survey indicated that they no

longer fish in the area because of a lack of lobsters (NAI 1995b)~ Trawl sampling in October

1994 captured an average of 6.7 lobsters (based on 5 minute tow results standardized to a 20

minute tow), which was similar to that collected in the Chelsea River and Subaqueous E, and an

order of magnitude lower than the lobster catch at Boston Lightship (Table AI-4).
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Finfish

A trawl survey of demersal fish in October 1994 collected a average of 21.3 finfish

per 20 minute trawl, one of the lowest catches in the Boston Harbor area (Table Al-4). Winter

flounder was the predominant species (9.3 CPUE), followed by skate" sp., both of which are

typically demersal. Rainbow smelt and Atlantic silverside, generally pelagic species, were also

collected.

Based on the on-going development of the artificial reef design, as required by the

Individual Permit-Landfill Closure and Maintenance at Spectacle Island for CNT (ACOE no.

199202207; 2/16/93), target fish species in the Spectacle Island area include forage species such

as Atlantic menhaden, Atlantic herring and rainbow smelt, and predator species such as winter

flounder, striped bass, bluefish, pollock, Atlantic cod, tautog and cunner. The northeastern half

of Sculpin Ledge Channel is the recommended location for the proposed terrace reef (NAI 1993).

WETLAND RESOURCES

The Spectacle Island CAD location is considered Land Under the Ocean under the

Massachusetts Wetland Protection Act (310 CMR 10.00) and Tidal Waters under the Federal

Clean Water Act (40 CFR 230). As Land Under the Ocean, the site is cqnsidered to be significant
I

to the protection of marine fisheries, protection of land containing shellfish, storm damage

prevention, flood control and protection of wildlife habitat. This area has been demonstrated to

provide habitat for free-living, but not early benthic phase, lobsters and juvenile rock crabs

(Cortell 1990b). Active use of the area by finfish has not been examined but is likely to occur
, ,

to some degree for feeding (although benthic fauna is sparse) and passage. Waterfowl may feed

in this area. Portions of the nearshore area of Spectacle Island are classified as Land Containing

Shellfish (mussels). The proposed subtidal location of Spectacle Island CAD intercepts the tidal
I

currents from the channels, reducing their intensity. This increases d~position offshore from the

shellfish beds, protecting them from excess siltation. Shoreline erosion is reduced by the

reduction in currents. Storm energy is dissipated by the shallow subtidal expanse east of the
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island. Because this is an open water area, however, the shore east of Spectacle Island provides

.little flood control.

Classified as Tidal Waters under federal regulations, Spectacle Island CAD was

evaluated for its ability to provide the functions of sediment/toxicant retention, nutrient

retention/transformation, recreation and uniquenesslheritage. Sediment sampling at this site

revealed only low levels of chemicals and low-to-moderate levels of fine-grained sediments.

However, reduced currents provide Spectacle Island CAD with greater potential for performing

the functions ofsediment/toxicant retention and nutrient retention/transformation than the adjacent

channel areas. It is likely that recreational boaters with shallow-draft vessels cross this area.

Human use of the island will increase once park development is underway.

Wll..DLIFE

Waterfowl, including great cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo), herring gull (Larus

argentatus), white winged scoter (Melanitta deglandi), common goldeneye (Bucephala clangula),

bufflehead (Bucephala albeola), mallard (Anas platyrhynchos), black duck (Anas rubripes),

merganser (Mergus spp.) and scaup (Aythya spp.) have been observed in the vicinity of Spectacle

Island (Cortell I990a). Each of these species feed on fish and invertebrates (Martin et al. 1951;

Whitlatch 1982; DeGraaf and Rudis 1986) that occur in the area proposed for Spectacle Island

CAD.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

No federally or state-listed threatened or endangered species are identified or expected

to occur within the immediate vicinity of Spectacle Island CAD. Common terns have nested on

a dilapidated pier on the northwestern end of Long Island, approximately 0.6 miles away, across

Sculpin Ledge Channel. All marine mammals are protected under the Federal Marine Mammals

Protection Act. Harbor seals (Phoca vitulina), harbor porpoises (Phocena phocena) and

grampuses (Grampus griseus) occur occasionally in the harbor. None of these species are listed
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as threatened or endangered. There are no natural occurrences of exposed ledge that would be

suitable as seal haul-outs in the vicinity of Spectacle Island CAD.

mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no listed historical or archeological resources at the Spectacle Island CAD

site.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

Activities at the subtidal area east ofSpectacle Island would be visible from Spectacle

Island, Long Island, and Deer Island as well as from vessels using Sculpin Ledge Channel and

President Roads. Currently public access to Spectacle Island and Long Island is limited although

park development on Spectacle Island is expected to begin in 1995. Vessels using President

Roads are predominated by commercial ships, whereas Sculpin Ledge Channel is actively used

by fishing vessels and pleasure boats.

I

This location is currently used only by fishermen and recreational boaters. The site

is less than 1000 ft. from the proposed dike which the Massachusetts Highway Department intends

to construct as part of its closure of the abandoned landfill at Spectacle Island.

SbO

2.4.1.3 Meisburger Sites 2 and 7

These sites are depicted on Figures Al-16 and Al-17.
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SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

The sand and gravel deposits that characterize these sites were first described by

Meisburger (1976) from sub-bottom data. The sites are in approximately 100 ft ofwater (80-110

range). Sand and gravel form much of these irregularly shaped deposits and a layer of medium

sand (up to three feet thick) may cover some of these areas locally. Because these sites are within

the nearfield study area of the proposed MWRA outfall, they have received recent detailed

inspection (Shea et aI. 1991, Butman et aI. 1992 and Blake et al. 1993). AA x 5 nautical mile

area around the proposed outfall was characterized in detail by Butman et aI., (1992) and the most

common sediment type in the area surveyed was coarse sand and gravel (42%). These deposits

lay between gravel and boulder covered drumlins which comprised 23% of the study area. Fine

grain sediments (6%) and a highly variable or patchy distribution of mud, sand and gravel (29%)

made up the remainder ofthe cover. The areas described by Meisburger (1976) are predominately

covered with sand and gravel although the bould~r areas border some of the deposits in these

areas. Results of other studies in this area (Blake et aI. 1993; Shea et aI. 1991) are generally

consistent with the above findings although most of their data were collected from REMOTS

images from representative data. Studies from this area point out that bottom sediments indicate

higher energy areas in some locations while other areas appear to be depositional (silt, clay

sediments), with sand underneath.

WATER QUALITY AND CmCULATION

Again, because ofthe proximity ofthese site locations relative to the MWRA offshore

outfall site, recent studies have focussed on this area and long-term monitoring of water quality

and hydrography is planned (MWRA 1991). Although a 3~D hydrodynamic model of Massachu

setts/Cape Cod Bays is still in development, intensive physical oceanographic surveys were

conducted between April 1990 and June 1991 (Butman et aI. 1992). Some of this long-term

monitoring is located immediately adjacent to the MWRA outfall at Buoy "B". While the report

shou!d be referenced for the details of initial findings, some relevant findings to this assessment

include:
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There is an absence ofwell-defined current in this area, but water and particle

transport takes place by a variety of actions, including tides, winds and river

flow;

Maximum tidal currents 1.0 m off bottom are in the range of 6-8 cmfs in this
i

area (the mean is in the 2-4 cmfs range), compared with much faster currents

(18-20+ cmls) at the mouth of Boston Harbor and somewhat slower currents

(4-6 cm/s) at the MBDS. Mean water currents at 5.0 m at this site are

typically in the 4-7 cm/s range;

Maximum re-suspension of fine-grain materials coincides with storm events

that show a 2-4 fold increase in suspended material in the water column

compared to background (i.e. non-storm periods) in the winter.

The waters in this area have been classified as Class SA. This classification protects

the saline waters for the propagation of marine life, primary and secondary contact recreation and

shellfish harvesting without depuration in approved areas.

AQUATIC RESOURCES

Benthic Iofauoa

Recent studies (Blake et al. 1993) have involved benthic sampling adjacent to

Meisburger 2 in areas shown by Butman et a1. (1992) to have a patchy distribution of mud, sand

and gravel or a mud or fine sand cover. The station nearest Meisburger 2 in Blake's study had

63% sand and gravel. Infaunal benthic densities averaged 83,325 per m2 with the number of

species totalling 67 (samples were collected through a 0.3 mm sieve). The community was

composed mainly of a polychaete assemblage dominated by Spio limicola, Polydora socialis, and

Mediomastus californiensis.
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Sediment profile camera sampling at both Meisburger 2 and Meisburger 7 in 1994

. indicated several benthic communities were present. Approximately half of the stations at each

site contained primarily rock sediments intermixed with sand and gravel, indicating a high-energy,

erosional bottom habitat (NAI and Diaz 1995). Epifauna were observed colonizing the rocky

substrate. No RPD layer was observed because sampling gear was not able to penetrate the

substrate. Benthic fauna in this habitat (V) at Meisburger 2 had moderately high abundance

(1I,075/m2
) representing 55 taxa from one 0.04/m2 sample (Habitat V, Table AI-II). The most

abundant species was the tube-dwelling amphipod Unciola inermis (11% of the total abundance),

followed by spionid polychaetes Polydora quadrilobata (11%), and Prionospio steenstrupi (Table

AI-ll). This community at Meisburger 7 had one of the lower abundances at offshore stations

(4962.5/m2
), representing 61 taxa from 2 0.04-m2 samples (Habitat V, Table AI-lO). Polychaetes

were the most numerous organisms. Dominants included the surface dwelling spionid Polydora

socialis, deep dwelling maldanid Euclymene collaris, and lumbrinerid Ninoe nigripes. The

presence of deep dwelling organisms is an indication of a healthy benthic community.

Approximately one third of the remaining areas at Meisburger 2 had sand substrate,

in some cases with overlying silt (NAI and Diaz 1995). The RPD layer, when observed, ranged

from 1.2-2.0 em, indicating sediments were relatively well oxygenated. A moderate number of

fauna tubes were observed at the sediment surface and on rocks. Infaunal burrows were observed

in the cases where subsurface observations were possible. Benthic samples revealed a diverse

community (150 taxa in the 6 0.04-m2 samples) with moderately high abundance (9,534/m2
,

Habitat vn, Table AI-II). Polychaetes predominated,· including spionid Polydora quadrilobata

(10% of the total abundance), and Polydora socialis (9%) and cirratulid Aphelochaeta marioni

(9%). Many surface-dwelling crustaceans, including cumaceans, isopods, and amphipods,

occurred in !ow numbers. Epifauna (taxa such as Hydrozoa, Bryozoa, and Ascidacea) were

present. The remaining stations at Meisburger 2 had heterogenous sediments, mainly sand and

gravel with some silt and rock. The depth to the RPD layer, when observable, ranged from 0.5

1.5 em below the sediment surface. The total number of individuals, 17,925/m2
, was the highest

of the offshore stations that were sampled (Habitat VIII, Table AI-ll). Polychaetes such as

spionidPolydora quadrilobata(23% ofthe total abundance), sabellidEuchone elegans (14%), and

cirratulid Aphelochaeta marioni (11%), were the most abundant organisms. A total of 88 taxa

were collected in the 2 0.04-m2 samples.
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Most ofthe remaining stations at Meisburger 7 had a gravel substrate mixed with sand

and/or rocks (NAI and Diaz 1995). The RPD layer, when observed, was within 1 em of the

sediment surface, with one exception (8.0 em, station 23). Epifauna tubes were observed on the

sediment surface. Observations of the subsurface area in many cases could not be made because

the substrate was impenetrable. Silt sediments, in some cases with a layer of fme sand, were

observed in a small area on the western edge of Meisburger 7. This area had evidence of well

oxygenated sediments, as indicated by an RPD layer generally at a depth of at least 5 cm. There

was evidence of bioturbation including oxic voids and burrows.

Lobster

A lobster survey using experimental traps was conducted in October 1994.

Meisburger 2 had the highest CPUE ofall stations visited in Boston Harbor, a total of6.4 per trip-
,

day, ofwhich 0.1 met the legal size limit (Table Al-7). Meisburger 7 had second highest lobster

catch of all sites, 5.1 per trip-day, of which 0.1 were of legal size. Lobsters were also collected

in gill nets set at the Meisburger sites in October 1994 (Table Al-6). An average of 5 lobsters

per 24 ho~ set was collected at Meisburger 2, and 4.3 lobsters at M~isburger 7. Lobsters were

rarely collected in gill net collections at other sites in Boston Harbor. A review of the

Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries data on the location of the lobster fishery fishing

effort in 1991, 1992 and 1993 showed fishing traps in the vicinity of Meisburger 7, but no traps

located near Meisburger 2 (NAI 1995b).

From a commercial fisheries perspective, these sites are within the area of greatest

territorial harvest for the coastal lobster fishery (unpublished data, MADMF 1991). For example,

Area #4 (which extends from Lynn to Cohasset) accounted for 41.1% of the 11,000,500 pounds

caught (on coastal licenses) in Massachusetts territorial waters. Site-specific catch data for these

disposal sites were not available.
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Finfish

Trawl data provided by the MADMF (1991-92 Resource Assessment/Surveys,

unpublished data) for a station two nautical miles west of the new MWRA outfall indicated that

three commercial finfish species (winter flounder, Atlantic cod and yellowtail) made up 40-60%

(collectively) of the total catch (Table Al-12). The total catch (all fish) from two spring (May

'91 and '92) collections were 655 (20 min. tow) and 685 (13 min. tow); a total of 17 and 60

lobsters were also collected from these same tows. Rock and Jonah crabs were found in small

numbers. Total abundances of fish and lobster at this site were average to above average

compared with 10 sampling events (in May and August 1991-92) distributed offshore from

Nantasket Beach to the MBDS.

A gill net survey· at Meisburger Sites 2 and 7 was conducted in October 1994. Gill

net CPUE (fish only, per 24-hour set) averaged 12.3 at Meisburger 2 and 17.4 at Meisburger 7,

moderate among the Boston Harbor stations where samples were collected (Table Al-6).

Mackerel was the most abundant species collected. Longhorn sculpin, cunner, and Atlantic cod,

all typically demersal species, were secondary dominants.

WETLAND RESOURCES

The Meisburger sites exist beyond the geographical and depth jurisdiction of the

Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act and Regulations (MGL c.131, s.40, and 310 CMR 10.00).

These sites fall within the federal designation of tidal waters since they fall within the territorial

sea of Boston Harbor, and the associated 3 mile limit ofjurisdiction required for the discharge of

dredged or fill material under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.

WILDLIFE

Approximately 35 species of marine mammals, 5 species of marine turtles and 40

species ofseabirds occur within the Gulf ofMaine. Aerial surveys were conducted for the ACOE
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to assess the use of the Massachusetts Bay Disposal Site (MBDS) by marine mammals', reptiles

and seabirds (MBO 1987). The dominant species observed within the MBDS locale are typical

of the offshore waters of Massachusetts (Meisburger and Boston Lightship sites).

Seabirds observed include northern fulmar (Fulmanus glacfalis), shearwater (Puffinus

sp.), storm petrels (Hydrobatrae), northern gaument (Sila bacsaus), Pomarine jaeger (Steriovarius

pomarinum), gulls (Larinae) and Alcids (Alcidae). Dominant nonendangered mammals include

minke whale (Belasnoptera acutorostrata), white-sided dolphin (Lagenorhynchus acutus), and

harbor porpoise (Phocena phocena). Although five species of turtles potentially could occur on

Massachusetts Bay, only the leatherback turtle (Dermochelys coriacea) is typical in the area.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

The following threatened and endangered aquatic species can occur in the Western

North Atlantic including parts of Massachusetts Bay (U.S. Department of the Interior 1991):

Cetaceans

right whale (Eubalaena gracilis) (Endangered)

humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) (Endangered)

finback whale (Balaenoptera physalus) (Endangered)

sei whale (B. borealis) (Endangered)

spenn whale (physeter macrocephalus) (Endangered)

blue whale (B. musculus) (Endangered)

Turtles

Kemp's ridley (Lepidochelys kempi) (Endangered)

leatherback (Dermochaelys coreacea) (Endangered)

hawksbill (Eretmochelys imbricata) (Endangered)
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loggerhead (Caretta coretta) (Threatened)

green (Chelonia mydas) (Threatened)

shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostrum) (Endangered)

Studies have shown that the majority of local threatened and endangered whale

sightings have been concentrated near the tip of Cape Cod in the northern and central areas of the

Great South channel and north of Cape Cod along Stellwagen Bank and Jeffrey's Ledge (ADL

1992). The sightings offshore from Boston Harbor are typically concentrated eastward of the

MBDS, within the newly designated Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary. The

Meisburger sites are approximately half way between Boston Harbor and the MBDS and are not

a reported area of concentration for these species. Whale watch cruises out of Boston Harbor do

not attend these areas.

Of the five threatened or endangered turtles that could occur in this area, the

leatherback, Kemp's ridley and the Loggerhead are the most regularly observed in Massachusetts

and Cape Cod Bays. Of these species, the leatherback is the most frequently encountered, with

the western North Atlantic estimated to support 16,000 individuals (Lazell 1980); however, it is

primarily an oceanic species. The loggerhead may show the most common inshore occurrence,

with 7,700 individuals estimated to be in north and middle Atlantic coastal water (CETAP 1982).

The Kemp's ridley turtle would be the most rare,. with the Atlantic population estimated to be less

than 500 individuals (Carr and Mortimer 1980). There is nothing unique about the Meisburger

2 and 7 sites that would attract these species nor are we aware of any specific sightings for this

area.

The shortnose sturgeon inhabits estuarine and freshwater areas along the eastern coast

of the U.S. and Canada and would not be an inhabitant of these open water alternative disposal

sites.
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mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no listed historical or archeological resources on the Meisburger 2 and 7

sites.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

The Meisburger 2 and 7 sites are located in an area used for recreational boating and

for commercial fishing. The sites are easily reached by barge during fair weather conditions. The

sites are within one mile of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority's Ocean Outfall,

currently scheduled for completion in 1995.

2.4.2 Environmental Consequences of the use of In-Channel and Borrow Pit Sites for

Dredged Material Disposal

In-Channel Sites

The area;s ofthese channels that would be improved, as defined in Section 3.3, would

be overdredged (to -48 to -70 ft in the Mystic River and Inner Conflue~ce and -49 to -65 ft in the

Chelsea River) to accommodate silt disposal. Disposal areas would be created in cells (Section

4.0), generally about 200 ft by 500 ft (2.3 acres) in size, for a total cell footprint of about 116

acres (Mystic River = 56 acres; Inner Confluence =21 acres; Chelsea River =40 acres). As cells

are filled, a sand and rock cap would be placed over the disposed &-edged materials.

Direct Impacts

Because all disposal activities would be limited to the footprint of the improvement

dredging, there would be no additional direct habitat losses, either pe~anentor temporary, as a

result of the disposal. Closure of the disposal trenches would alter h~bitat conditions, however.
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A cap would be placed over the disposed silt to serve several purposes. Its primary

purpose would be to isolate the dredged silts from the harbor, isolating them from further biotic

activity or exposure. It has been demonstrated that a cap of 1.5 ft prevents the flux of

contaminants from sediments into the overlying water (Fredette et al. 1992). The proposed 3-foot

sand cap, armored where necessary with rock, would protect the silt from resuspension and

downstream transport caused by propeller wash of cargo ships and tugs passing through the

channels. The cap has been designed to be sufficient to prevent future maintenance operations

from disturbing it and releasing the covered silts; the rock on the surface provides a substrate that

would be easily identifiable by a dredge operator (either by "feel" or visually when the bucket was

opened into the barge) in the future.

The cap would temporarily be virtually free of chemical contaminants, an

improvement over the conditions currently present in the channels. Cap material would be highly

unlikely to adsorb contaminants - characteristically, mineral sediments do not. However, the cap

would probably not change the rate at which contaminated silt from other sources accumulated

in the channels. On a'verage, the Chelsea Channel has been estimated to accumulate sediments

at a rate of about I inch per year. Sedimentation rates are much higher in the Mystic Channel;

they have been estimated to average 3 inches per year. It is unlikely that sedimentation is evenly

distributed throughout these channels, however.

Ships turning into the Mystic and ChelseaChannels from th~ Inner Confluence operate

at higher speeds than in the rest of the channel and thereby generate bottom currents that are

capable of resuspending silt on a regular basis. Therefore, this area may be kept swept clean of

silt for an extended period of time. Propeller wash generated by vessels and tugs passing through

the channels may be playing a major role in redistributing silts throughout the harbor. Bottom

currents caused by ships travelling even at low speeds resuspend a sediment layer up to 0.2 m

thick (GCC 1995). Most (95%) of this material is immediately redeposited, but about 5% is

available for transport. Localized short-term turbidity plumes are evident behind vessels traversing

the channels. The small-bodied, surface dwelling invertebrates that inhabit channel sediments are

probably also resuspended when this occurs. This action creates a continually disturbed benthic

environment in the channels. The cap material would not be resuspendable by these currents.

Therefore, the cap could reduce the rate of resuspension and resedimentation from propeller wash.
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Until the cap has been silted over, it could provide an improved habitat for survival

of winter flounder eggs (and other demersal species), both by providing a more stable structure

. to which to attach and by creating an environment that is less stressed by siltation (resulting in

reduced "smothering"). Juvenile winter flounder would use the sandy areas because it provides

the granular sediments that this species burrows into. Flounder would not use the areas armored

by rock.

!

Benthic fauna capable of inhabiting the are armored by rock would likely differ from

the infauna present in the fine-grained sediments present now in the channels. The rock would

provide suitable substrate for attachment of fouling organisms, such as are now present on the

deeper portions of bulkheads and pilings around the harbor. These species could provide suitable

food for browsing fish and lobsters. Interstitial spaces in the rock would fill with sand or silt and
I

thus provide a more diverse habitat. This would tend to increase the species diversity and enhance
I

the habitat.

Indirect Impacts - Water Quality Effects

Modelling done to evaluatt:: impacts to water quality during the disposal operations

(short-tenn impacts) is detailed in Appendix F. Conditions one hour after a single drop (after

steady state was reached) were used to predict the mixing zone. In th~ case of these in-channel

sites, the effects of nearby dredging were added to the disposal event. Conditions representing

repetitive disposal events were modelled to describe more typical conditions.

The distribution ofsuspended sediments and PCBs released into the water column was

modelled following an instantaneous release of silt from a barge in the Mystic River, the Inner

Confluence and the Chelsea River to detennine appropriate mixing zone~ for each area.

Preliminary results indicated that disposal around high tide would prevent excessive buildup of

TSS or contaminants. Therefore, the mixing zone analysis assumed th~t this restriction would be

adhered to. In all three in-channel disposal locations, the mixing· zone needed to meet the

proposed TSS limit (Appendix F) would be larger than that for PCBs, assuming that all Mystic

River sediments would be disposed in the Mystic River channel. In each case, the mixing zone
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would be a narrow, elongated area running along the axis of the channel and would not extend

all the way across the width of the channel. The dimensions of the necessary mixing zones are

listed on Table AI-l3.

Modelling of repetitive disposal events is more indicative of the level to which

constituents would accumulate in an area over the course of the project. It was predicted that

disposal would cause some buildup of suspended sediments (reaching equilibrium within a few

days) that would dissipate with distance from the disposal site, partially due to dilution with tidal

waters and partially due to the natural tendency for the particles to settle out of the water column.

Highest concentrations of suspended sediments (measured as total suspended solids or TSS) would

occur in the immediate vicinity of the disposal site (Table AI-14). Background concentrations

in the inner harbor were observed to be less than 5 mgIL prior to dredging the Third Harbor

Tunnel in 1992 (EA 1992). Dredging the Third Harbor Tunnel resulted in concentrations of total

suspended solids averaging about 21 mgIL 500 ft downstream of the dredge, with tidal stage

having little influence on the concentration.

Elutriate testing indicated that metals such as copper and mercury could dissociate

from the sediments and dissolve during disposal. Repeated discharges of dredged material would

have the effect ofallowing these parameters to build up in the water column (reaching equilibrium

within about two months), particularly in the immediate vicinity of the disposal site. Dilution and

transport by tidal action would be the main factor causing dissipation pf these parameters. Most

metals also have a high affinity for fine-grained sediments (e.g. silt); they would gradually be

reabsorbed to the particles and tend to drop out of the system with the silt. The highest

concentrations predicted for the dissolved metals (3.2 ngIL for mercury; 5.7 ngIL for copper;

Table AI-14) are well below the chronic water quality criteria (25 ngIL for mercury; 2900 ngIL

for copper) established b,y the USEPA (1986 UPDATE?).

Elutriate tests indicated that PCBs were likely to be released from sediments dropped

from the barge. Mechanisms similar to those described for the metals would control dispersion

o~ PCBs from the disposal site. Reparticularization is considered to be an important factor in

partitioning PCBs between dissolved and particulate phases. PCB concentrations varied in the

Harbor; a portion of the sediments proposed for dredging from the Mystic River had substantially
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higher bulk. concentrations than the remaining. sediments. Therefore, water quality models were

run using two different elutriate values. Even under worst case conditions (Le., Mystic River

sediments), the PCB concentrations, including ambient, would be about 60% of the chronic water

quality standards.

Because of their high carcinogenicity, the potential for release of PARs, represented

by naphthalene, was examined. Although PAHs were not meas~red jn elutriate testing,

concentrations ofthe 16 individual priority pollutant PAHs were estimated based on organic-water

kinetics (see Appendix IV). Naphthalene was the most soluble of the 16 compounds in the

sediments. Applying these values to the water quality modelling, it was predicted that PAHs

would exhibit little accumulation in the water column. Naphthalene was predicted to occur at
i

concentrations nearly five orders of magnitude lower than the LOEL (lowest observed effects

level) water quality criterion of 2350 ppb (no chronic criterion has been established).

Indirect Impacts - Site Stability

Vessel traffic, particularly through the turns into the Mystic and Chelsea Rivers,

resuspends sediments in a triangular zone of influence reaching to 40 m wide 170 m astern of an

LNG tanker (the worst case). Vertically, the ship-induced velocities also dissipate with depth

below the center of the propeller. However, none of the cells are proje~ed to be deeper than the

zone of influence. While the propeller wash would resuspend approximately a 0.2 m layer of

sediments in this area, about 95% of this material resettles rapidly. A ship traversing the 800 m

long turning area in the Inner Confluence would cause a net increas~ in suspended sediments of
,

about 423 cy. Other cargo vessels would have slightly less impact on the substrate, but would

also resuspend sediments. Ship traffic levels in Boston Harbor average about two cargo vessels

per day. The largest vessels, LNG tankers, enter the Mystic River at' a rate of 1 to 2 per month.

I,
This effect is of concern for the use of the in-channel di'sposal sites both during the

,

filling phase and following closure of the cells. During the filling phase (a period estimated to

last up to 14 days) the disposed sediments could be resuspended from within any cell within the

zone of influence of a passing vessel. The quantity of material resuspendable would increase as
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the cell was filled. While this effect would not differ from what normally occurs, it would be

counterproductive for the dredging and disposal operations. Ideally, this effect could be

minimized by careful scheduling of disposal to use the cells in the most vulnerable areas during

periods when LNG tankers are not scheduled, and to restrict vessels from passing within 20 m of

an open cell whenever safe navigational practices allow this.

Following closure of each cell, the cap could be susceptible to the erosional forces of

the vessel traffic as well. In this case, the concern would focus on maintaining the integrity of

the cap to prevent re-exposure of the disposed silts. Clearly it would be infeasible to restrict

vessel traffic. Therefore, the emphasis would have to be placed on the strengthening of the cap

itself. The ship simulation study (Appendix D in the DEIR/S) and geotechnical surveys in the

channels were examined to determine areas likely to be scoured qn a regular basis. These were

identified as the areas most vulnerable to propeller wash effects. It is recommended that the caps

on the cells in these areas be armored with rock.

Long-term monitoring of dredged material capping in Long Island Sound (Fredette

et aI. 1992) has indicated that no upward migration ofcontaminants through the cap would occur.

Fredette et al. found that after 11 years, the ,chemical signature of dredged silt and an

unengineered cap in Long Island Sound remained distinct. Migration ofcontaminants into the cap

was limited to about 10 cm. In this boundary layer, metals concentrations were S 5% of the

dredged material and selected PAH concentrations were 0 - 10% of underlying sediments. The

proposed rock layer on the surface of the cap at the in-channel disposal sites would armor and

prevent resuspension of the underlying sand by propeller wash. Initially, there would be no fine

sediments present on the surface, so turbidity caused by propeller wash could be reduced. It is

likely that silts will eventually be transported into the channels from other sources, however,

potentially negating this effect eventually.

Indirect Impacts - Downstream Resources

Downstream biological resources ofconcern include anadromous fish species (alewife,

blueback herring and rainbow smelt) on their spawning runs up the Mystic River, spawning winter
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flounder (and their demersal eggs), and small intertidal flats (potential soft-shell clam habitat) in

the Chelsea River. Geographical areas of concern are sho\W on Figure AI-22.

Downstream areas are expected to experience minimal impacts for several reasons.

Dredging and disposal activities in the Mystic River and the Inner Confluence will be avoided

during the period from February 15 to June 30 to prevent impacts to anadromous fish passage.

Restriction of activities during this time period would also help protect winter flounder spawning

areas. The primary concern for anadromous fish would be contact with elevated concentrations

of suspended sediments and exposure to elevated levels of dissolved contaminants. A plume of

elevated suspended sediments could deter the fish from entering the Mystic River prior to

spawning or juveniles swimming downstream in the late summer and fall if the plume spread

across the entire width of the channel, although Klauda et al. (1991) reported that the most
,

susceptible lifestages (eggs and larvae) of alewife and blueback herring could survive exposure

to suspended solids in concentrations as high as 500 - 1000 mgIL. In this unlikely event, the fish
,

would probably congregate in a low current area until the changing tide reconfigured the plume,

allowing passage. Because the concentrations of dissolved constituents that are expecte.d to occur

during the disposal would be below chronic water quality criteria, they would not impact

anadromous fish or other pelagic organisms.

Because winter flounder are demersal in all except larvallifestages, contact with the

substrate and exposure to increased sedimentation would be of greate!?t concern. Sedimentation

of material dispersed into the water column during each disposal event would likely be most

concentrated in an area about 240 ft (80m) north to 240 ft (80m) south of each cell for the period

that the cell was being filled (about one to two weeks per cell). Each disposal event could

contribute a layer of sediments about 1.4 cm (0.5 in) thick in this area, but build-up would be

unlikely because this layer would have a high water content and be easily resuspended and

transported. Mortality of winter flounder eggs subjected to sedimentation from this source would

likely increase slightly over existing conditions if ship passage does not resuspend this silt.

Because channel sediments represent the majority (78%) of the silt volume to be disposed, and,

except for the ReseIVed Channel, dredged material would be disposed in the tributary from which

it was dredged, this sedimentation would be unlikely to increase concentrations of contaminants.
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Intertidal flats along the Chelsea River would be unlikely to experience detectable

sedimentation. Sedimentation is most likely to occur parallel to the axis ofthe channel rather than

towards the shoreline.

There are a number of water intakes along the waterfront that are also of concern.

There are six lobster pounds and the New England Aquarium that draw water from the harbor to

support live animals. These intakes are generally located outside the zone ofhighest concentration

of TSS or contaminants anticipated for this disposal activity.

Indirect Impacts - Biological Exposure Potential

Water Column Exposure

None of the parameters that were suspected to be problematic in terms of water

quality (based on elutriate values or ambient conditions) are anticipated to concentrate to levels

exceeding the chronic water quality criteria. Highest concentrations would be restricted to a

limited portion ofthe harbor. It is assumed, therefore, that exposure of biota to these levels would

have no discernible effect. Water column exposure would be limited to the loS-year disposal

period.

Substrate Exposure

Because of the relatively small size of each cell (8,000 to 42,000 cy silt capacity),

dredged materials would be exposed only for a period of about 5 to 14 days, on average, prior

to capping. This would be insufficient time to allow recruitment of a substantial benthic

population and subsequent feeding by demersal fish. It is unlikely that finfish would linger in the

disposal cells because of elevated turbidity, general activity and lack of food resources. Even if

they did, exposure for one to two weeks would be unlikely to cause adverse effects for several

reasons. Bioaccumulation is typically aSsumed to require about one month of exposure to reach

equilibrium; most uptake would have to occur through dermal contact rather than ingestion. Each

cell has a footprint of2.3 acres or less, less than 2% of the available substrate in the Mystic River

between the Tobin Bridge and the Amelia Earhart c;lam. And, finally, the chemical profile of the

disposed sediments would not be substantially~ifferent from the adjacent substrate.
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The small downstream areas subject to sedimentation mayhave a higher potential for

exposing substrate-oriented organisms to contaminants. Based on the relative volumes ofdredged

material from the berths (22%) and the channels (78%), it is likely that downstream deposits

would reflect the chemistry of the channels rather than the berths. Because the only downstream

areas that are predicted to experience sedimentation because of disposal are in the channels, this

action is unlikely to increase exposure to organisms substantially over what they experience now.

Other Issues

No federally or state-listed threatened or endangered species have been identified to

occur in the channel and tributaries, so adverse impacts are not expected.

This disposal alternative would have no effect upon any structure of historic or
I

archeological significance as defined by MHC or the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966,

as amended.

BORROW PITS

There are three sites (Spectacle Island, Meisburger 2 and Meisburger 7) that could be

used as borrow pits - sites where existing sediments would be dredged and removed to prepare

the site for use. Of the three sites identified for this type of develoJ?ment, the two Meisburger

sites have deposits of sediments that would be suitable for beneficial uses (beach nourishment or
I

construction fill), while sediments at Spectacle Island would likely not. The Meisburger sites

could be developed either as cells or in one large compartment. It is unlikely that the existing

sediments near Spectacle Island would provide sufficient geotechnical strength to support

constructioq of small cells because borrow pit construction would not penetrate into parent

material at this site. The resulting cells or pit would be filled with silts from the BHNIP and

capped with sediments that had been reserved during the initial site preparation or pit creation.
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SPECTACLE ISLAND CAD

Spectacle Island CAD is located east of the island on a shallow tidal flat. Water

depths range from -8 to -12 ft MLW. Substrate is primarily fine sand and silt. Disposal of silts

from the BHNIP would require dredging one large containment cell over a footprint of 45 acres,

to a bottom depth of 23 ft below the existing substrate. Silt would be filled to a depth three feet

deeper than the surrounding substrate. Silt would be capped with sediment retained from pit

dredging to a final depth equivalent to adjacent substrate.

Direct Impacts

There would be no permanent loss or alteration of habitat associated with the use of

the Spectacle Island CAD. Dredging the cell would not impact areas outside the footprint,
. .

although the material retained for the cap would likely be stored on substrate adjacent to the cell.

This would cause a loss of benthic productivity for the duration ofthe dredging project, about 1.5

years, in addition to the time needed for the storage area to recover, probably an additional year

or more. Any remaining material dredged from the cell would be disposed at the MBDS. Benthic

fauna. would be unable to colonize the cell for the duration of the disposal activities (about 1.5

years). Because the benthic community presently at the site (and throughout the outer harbor) is

dominated by the pioneering amphipod Ampelisca, it is likely that the cap would be at least

partially recolonized within a year of closure of each cell. Tube-building habits of this organism

plays a substantial role in stabilizing the sediments in the outer harbor.

If it becomes necessary to armor the self-cap with rock, the character of the benthic

community would change dramatically. Ampelisca does not occur on hard bottoms. It is possible

that the rock bottom, and interstitial areas where fine-grained sediIp.ents accumulated, could be

as productive as the Ampelisca community. Rock could support macroalgae and a diverse

macroinvertebrate community; interstitial areas could support many of the infaunal species

obselved in the area in fall 1994. Such a substrate could complement the Central Artery's

artificial reef near the site in Sculpin Ledge Channel.
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Indirect Impacts - Water Quality Effects

The mixing zone required for the disposal ofBHNIP sedi~entsat the Spectacle Island

CAD would be best defined by the area necessary to dilute total suspended solids to <50 mgIL.

Concentrations ofTSS at this location would not be influenced by BHNIP dredging activities in

the harbor. Disposal at or around high tide would optimize the dissipation of vagrant sediments.

Under these conditions, the mixing zone would require an area of about 18.0 acres (240m by

270m) and would be oriented towards Sculpin Ledge Channel (Appendix IV).

Pollutant transport modelling indicated there was little potential for short-term water

quality impacts caused by the disposal ofBHNIP silts in the Spectacle Island CAD (Table AI-IS).

Indirect Impacts - Site Stability

Although its location is removed from the shipping channels where tidal currents peak

in the Outer Harbor, the subtidal flat east of Spectacle Island could experience spring tidal flows

as high as 0.7 to 1.0 ftlsec (21-31 cm/sec). While these flows are high enough to resuspend

unconsolidated silts, existing Ampelisca beds probably stabilize these silts.

The shallow conditions east of Spectacle Island are general.ly avoided by most vessels

except small recreational boats. Therefore it is unlikely that this area would be exposed to

propeller wash that could resuspend sediments. The frequency of use by recreational boaters

would likely increase, however, after the artificial reef developed as mitigation for the Central

Artery project has been deployed. The anticipated date for this deployment is the summer of

1996, less than a year before dredging for the BHNIP is expected to begin.

The site for the Spectacle Island CAD is directly exposed to the Atlantic Ocean

through the mouth of Boston Harbor. The shallow conditions present at this site would induce

wave cresting and breaking. Wave-generated bottom-currents from a one-year storm could reach

5.8 ftlsec (>175 cm/sec), far in excess ofthe velocity needed to resuspend silt or sand. Therefore,

it is likely that this area would be subjected to erosion from storms or high winds each year.
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Eventually the wave activity would tend to consolidate the surface sediments, as they are

presently. The location of this CAD away from the most exposed northern edge of this subtidal

flat would tend to help dissipate the effects of the waves. As with the other sites discussed,

armoring the surface with rock would prevent resuspension of the cap. However, this would

prevent recolonization of the cap with the Ampelisca-dominated benthic community that is

currently abundant in the area. It is unlikely that the Arnpelisca could recolonize rapidly enough

to stabilize the cap before a one-year stonn occurred.

Construction of a submerged breakwater northeast of the proposed CAD would help

reduce the impact of wave-induced bottom currents.

. Indirect Impacts - Downstream Resources

Resources of concern beyond the footprint ofthe proposed Spectacle Island CAD that

could be impacted include soft-shell clam beds, Ampelisca bed~, winter flounder habitat

(coincident with Arnpelisca beds), lobster habitat, the Central Artery artificial reef and the

swimming beach on the southern tip of Spectacle Island. Disposal activities could also present

a visual impact to Spectacle Island park users.

Although all the intertidal areas in the vicinity of Spectacle Island are considered to

be soft-shell clam beds, harvesting is prohibited on all potentially within the influence of the

Spectacle Island CAD. With the elimination of sewage sludge discharge at the end of 1991, and

the anticipated elimination of sewage effluent discharge in 1997, this status could change. The

eastern shoreline of Spectacle Island is being bermed to protect the island from stonn erosion; this

area would no longer be able to support clams.

Most sediments dispersed from the disposal event would settle within about 80 m.

Site configuration indicates that sediments dispersed from disposal events taking place in the

central 18 acres of the CAD would settle primarily within the site boundaries. Vagrant silt from

disposal events located in the 27 acres along the perimeter of the site could settle in detectable

amounts in an area up to 80 m beyond the site boundaries, encompassing up to 38 acres. This
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would form a transient layer about 0.34 cm thick after each disposal event. The high water
,

content in this layer would make it prone to resuspension, so accumulation of a thicker layer

would be unlikely.

The distal ends of the sediment plume could reach the intertidal areas of the

southeastern and southern sides of Spectacle Island and the northwestern side of Long Island, but

at concentrations <0.5 mgIL above ambient.

Impacts to Ampelisca beds, winter flounder habitat and lobster habitat would be

similar to those described for Subaqueous B, but located in the vicinity of the east side of

Spectacle Island (Appendix F).

The proximity of the Spectacle Island CAD to the proposed artificial reef (in the

middle portion of Sculpin Ledge Channel) and swimming beach (on the southern tip of Spectacle

Island) being developed as part of the mitigation for the Central ArterylThird Harbor Tunnel

project is of concern. Dredging is expected to start in 1997, about one year after the deployment

of the artificial reef. Critical to the success of the artificial reef is its colonization by "fouling"

organisms such as mussels and algae. A prolonged period of increased turbidity caused by

elevated suspended sediments could affect the mortality rates of recently settled organisms. Watl;,{

quality modelling indicated that it is unlikely that the reef would be exposed to elevated

concentrations of suspended solids or dissolved contaminants.

The Central Artery project is closing the Spectacle Island landfill and creating a

harbor island park. It is expected to be open to the public in 2000. Part of the park design

includes a swimming beach at the sheltered southern tip ofthe island. ·The swimming beach could

be exposed to slightly elevated concentrations of suspended solids «0.5 mgIL above ambient),

but it is unlikely that a plume would be visible. Most constituents modelled would have reached

ambient concentrations at this distance from disposal operations. The PAH naphthalene could be
!

present at levels from 1.0 to 2.0 ngIL above ambient in the vicinity of the beach. This is well

below <:oncentrations of concern for human health.
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Indirect Impacts - Biological Exposure Potential

Water Column Exposure

Like Subaqueous B and E, hydrodynamics at Spectacle Island CAD create a dispersive

environment. Water quality modelling predicted that there would be no excessive (i.e., above

chronic water quality criteria) buildup of dissolved contaminants. Therefore, it is unlikely that

pelagic organisms would be exposed to contaminant levels that would be deleterious to them

during disposal operations at Spectacle Island CAD.

Substrate Exposure'

As at Subaqueous B, the routine disposal events would tend to preclude colonization

of BI-INIP silts until the final cap has been put in place for each cell. The absence of food

resources and the frequent disturbances at the site would be likely to cause finfish and epibenthic

cnistaceans' from spending prolonged periods of time in a cell until the cell has been closed.

Therefore, it is unlikely that organisms would be exposed to the BHNIP silts and their associated

contaminants long enough to bioaccumulate contaminants.

Because the transport of resuspended sediments to downstream areas would be less

dramatic than the descent of dredged materials, organisms would not be likely to avoid these

areas. The sediment-bound contaminant loading described for Subaqueous B would also apply

to this site. It is unlikely that hydrodynamic conditions would allow the creation of identifiable

deposits of BHNIP silts released during disposal operations.

The temporary change in depth could increase the risk that finfish would enter the pit

during the summer months in search of cooler water temperatures and, consequently, be exposed

to contaminated sediments. However, monitoring for the Central Artery project and the fall 1994

sampling for the BHNIP suggest that the area around Spectacle'Island supports a smaller finfish

population than other parts ofthe Outer Harbor and the Inner Harbor. If this is true, this potential

exposure route would present a minimal risk to finfish.
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Other Issues

The disposal operations would involve approximately 660 barge trips. This would

require Coast Guard coordination ofbarges with the commercial and r~reationalboat traffic using

the harbor. Construction activities would have a minor adverse aesthetic impact, and result in

slightly elevated noise levels.

If the filling is restricted to the depth of the surrounding area, there will be no

permanent impact on recreational boating. However, the place~ent of the material may

necessitate temporary restrictions on recreational boating. Because this is a shallow subtidal area,

dredging would be required. This will necessitate testing and a determination of the appropriate

disposal location for the sediments removed from this site.

The Massachusetts Highway Department (MHD) is currently constructing a dike

adjacent to this proposed disposal site for the purpose of containing and closing the landfill at

Spectacle Island. Lack of impacts from dredging the CAD on the integrity of the dike structure

will need to be demonstrated to the MHD as well as to the owners of Spectacle Island, the City

of Boston and the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection.

Part of the Spectacle Island Landfill Closure Plan also includes the installation of an

artificial reef in the northeastern half of Sculpin Ledge Channel. Depending on the timing of the

Project, the fill placement at the Spectacle Island CAD location may need to be coordinated with

the construction and/or location of the fish reef to minimize interference and impacts. As

mentioned above, if the fish reef is in. place during the CAD construction/use, special mitigation

measures may be necessary to prevent silt plume exposure to this facility.

MEISBURGER2 AND MEISBURGER 7

Meisburger 2 is located 2.3 miles southeast ofNahant; Meisburger 7 is located about

7 miles off Boston Harbor. Both occur in water depths of about 80 to 105 feet and were
!

identified as potentially minable sand and gravel deposits (Metcalf and Eddy 1992). Use ofeither
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sit~ for dredged material disposal would tequire dredging a series of pits, storing th'e surface

materials for future use in capping the BHNIP silts disposed there, and recovering the underlying

sand and gravel deposjts for beneficial use. From an environmental standpoint, creation of small

cells for disposal is preferable to constructing'one large pit. Small cells enable capping and

isolation ofdisposed silts more quickly. Subsequent recolonization of the cap can also occur more

quickly under this scenario. Because of the water depth, however, the site preparation would be

more efficient if surface material was sidecast onto adjacent substrate for storage and then scraped

back onto the cell. To minimize the extent oftemporary impacts (Le., smothering) to adjacent

substrate, it would be advantageous to dig cells in a planned geometric sequence, placing cap

material on top of the next cell to be excavated. This sequence would require that the hopper

dredge remain at the site throughout the entire period that disposal of BHNIP sediments occurred.

The specific locations of the sand deposits within the Meisburger 2 and 7 sites would

have to be identified prior to any final disposal plan. Because of expected variations in thickness

of these minable deposits, it is estimated that the disposal site would encompass an 86-acre area

(13. feet below existing substrate) at Meisburger 2 or a 121-acre area at Meisburger 7 (10 feet

below existing substrate). Creation of these cells would provide sufficient capacity for 1.3 million

cy of silt with a three-foot thick cap. Site bathymetry and surface substrate would be returned

to preexisting conditions.

Direct Impacts

Use of Meisburger 2 or Meisburger 7, would result in no permanent loss of aquatic

habitat. Benthic production would be temporarily halted during the use ofeach cell. The existing

benthic communities at both sites are a complex array of species and lifestyles (pioneering and

later successional stage species co-occur) that would probably take several years to reestablish.

Preexisting bathymetric and substrate conditions would be restored after each cell has

been filled. Therefore, use of the site would cause no permanent alteration of the habitat.
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The Meisburger 2 and Meisburger 7 sites were both observed to support large lobster

fishing efforts in the fall of 1994. Use of either site would disrupt lobstering activities in the

footprint and immediately surrounqing areas during disposal. Disposat'would likely cause lobsters

to move out of the immediate area. Development of either site In cells would reduce the

likelihood that lobsters or groundfish would move into the pits and be smothered by disposed

dredged material. During construction activities, there would be disruption of fishing activities,

with an associated economic impact to the fishermen who utilize that area.

Indirect Impacts - Water Quality Effects

The mixing zone required for the high tide disposal of BHNIP sediments at either

Meisburger site to dilute total suspended solids to <50 mg/L would be an area of about 22.5 acres

(900m by 100m). Concentrations of TSS at these locations would not be influenced by BHNIP

dredging activities in the harbor.

Because of the large volume of water available for dilution, no short-term water
I

quality impacts were predicted with the ADDAMS model reported in the DEIR/S. Although

about 5% of the sediments from each barge load would be dispersed -from either site, no water
I

quality exceedances beyond the disposal site boundary were predicted after four hours under

stratified conditions, consistent with Sec. 103 requirements.

Indirect Impacts - Site Stability

The relatively slow bottom currents at Meisburger 2 and 7 (maximum of 0.2 - 0.3

ftlsec [6 - 8 cm/sec]) are unlikely to resuspend silty sediments. Vessel traffic is primarily limited

to fishing boats whose relatively shallow draft and low powered engines (compared to cargo

vessels) are unlikely to affect the substrate.

However, no land masses protect either Meisburger 2 or 7 from the effects of high

winds and storms. A one-year storm could generate bottom currents of 3.2 ftlsee (98 em/sec) at
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Meisburger 2 or 3.6 ft/sec (110 cm/sec) at Meisburger 7. Unconsolidated sediments, such as the

silts proposed for disposal, could easily tie resuspended under these conditions. Because of the

mechanical disruption from dredging, the sediments retained during construction of the borrow

pit to be used for the cap would be less compacted than in their original state and, therefore,

somewhat more susceptible to resuspension. However, the proposed three foot cap thickness is

expected to be sufficient to prevent future exposure of the buried dredged materials.

Indirect Impacts - Downstream Resources

Resources in the vicinity ofthe Meisburger 2 and 7 sites have been identified through

lobster trapping and gill net fishing; demersal fish have not been sampled there because of the

presence of fixed fishing gear. Important resources are likely to include lobster habitat, flounder

habitat, exploited fishing grounds and -the MWRA sewage outfall. The downstream benthic

community is assumed to be simil~ to the conditions observed at Meisburger 2 and 7, that is,

diverse and productive.

Discemable downstream impacts would most likely be limited to the immediate

vicinity of the disposal site. Although suspended sediments would be transported away from the

site during each disposal event, concentrations would be low and settlement would be dependent

on prevailing currents at the time of the disposal. The area adjacent to the disposal activities

would have the highest likelihood of experiencing increased sedimentation. Depending on the

layout of the cells, some material would be likely to settle on other cells.

Lobster and bottom fish that were present at Meisburger 2 or 7 during disposal events

would likely move away from the area of increased turbidity. All told, the motile organism's

occupying the 86-acre footprint of the Meisburger 2 disposal site, or the 121-acre footprint of the

Meisburger 7 disposal site, would be displaced onto adjacent substrate. This could stress the

canying capacity ofthe adjacent area, although the probability of this is unclear. Areas that also

experienced sedimentation would most likely be stressed; benthic standing crop could be

diminished.
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About half of the area encompassed by Meisburger 2 was identified as having surface

substrate conditions that could be appropriate for Early Benthic Phase (EBP) lobsters. Nearly

90% of the substrate observed at Meisburger 7 was gravelly or pebbly in nature, potentially,

suitable for EBP lobsters. This lifestage has specific habitat requirem,ents, particularly in terms

of shelter from predators, that may be the limiting factor in successful recruitment to harvestable

lobsters (Wahle and Steneck 1991). Although no EBP lobsters were observed at either Meisburger

2 or 7, this could have been an artifact of sampling design. While it is unlikely that sediments

dispersed from the disposal activities outside the disposal cell would blanket a given area thickly

enough to destroy the character of the substrate, the increase in the quantity of unconsolidated

fine-grained material could affect respiration of EBP lobsters by clogging their gills.

I

I

Depending on tidal and seasonal current patterns, effluent ~~m the MWRA outfall and

materials dispersed from the disposal activities could interact. Water quality modelling for each
I

project predicts that farfield effects would be negligible. However, these models have yet to be

validated. The MWRA outfall is projected to go on line in 1997, the same year that dredging

would start in Boston Harbor. Interpretation of results of the stringent monitoring that will

accompany the startup of the MWRA discharge offshore would be severely complicated by the

presence of disposal activities in such close proximity.

Indirect Impacts - Biological Exposure Potential

Water Column Effects

The rapid dilution of dissolved constituents and suspended sediments following each

disposal event would minimize the potential for pelagic organisms to be affected. No constituents

are expected to reach concentrations in the water column that exceed the chronic level water

quality criteria.
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Substrate Effects

Existing sediments near Meisburger 2 (Transect D; MWRA 1988) contain PAHs at

concentrations ranging as high as the levels observed in Boston Harbor channels. The sediments

potentially proposed for disposal at Meisburger 2 probably contain substantially higher

concentrations of contaminants than currently exist there. Therefore, during the relatively brief

period that each cell would be uncapped, organisms that contacted the sediments could be affected

by the contaminants. However, as described for the In-Channel disposal scenario, there would

be several factors operating that would tend to reduce the likelihood of adverse· impacts. It is

extremely unlikely that benthic organisms would colonize the exposed BHNIP silts because of

the relatively short period of exposure (because of construction in cells), the frequency of

disturbance, and the character of the local benthic community which consists mostly of later

successional stage species (rather than pioneering species capable ofrapid recruitment to disturbed

substrates). Absence of food and frequency of disturbance would tend to deter bottom-feeding

fish from lingering on the contaminated sediments.

Other Issues

The disposal operations would involve approximately 660 barge trips. This would

result a level of traffic that would need to be closely coordinated by the Coast Guard with

commercial and recreational boat traffic using the -harbor. Construction activities would have a

minor adverse aesthetic impact.

The disposal operation at the site would prevent fishing and recreational boating for

the duration of the filling activity. A notice to fishennen warning them to avoid this area may

be necessary as may be a Coast Guard hazards to navigation notice (due to the regular presence

of barges). Although the project activity could provide a point of nuisance to fishennen for 1Y2

to 2 years, adverse impacts to their fish catch are not anticipated given the relatively small area

affected compared to what is available for similar fishing ground. Long-term impacts to the

fishery are not expected because the dredge material would be isolated and not exposed to benthos

or fish. The proximity ofthe sites to the MWRA's ocean outfall assures some level ofmonitoring
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(by MWRA) before and during placement af material; any construction impacts from the filling

operation could be evaluated from these data.

Use of these locations will entail dredging of existing ~and and gravel prior to
,

placement ofmaterial. Some of the sand might be suitable for ACOE beach nourishment projects

provided it meets grain size, availability and suitability criteria for the specific beach nourishment

project. The ACOE is working with the MOC on beach nourishment projects in the Common

wealth including Nantasket Beach, among others. "Piggybacking" projects in this manner is an

acceptable strategy to the ACOE. However, costs which must be factored into this option include

testing, processing and transporting the material, as well as alternate use or storage costs for that

portion of the material not appropriate for beach nourishment.
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Subaqueous Containment Site B (SUBAQ B)

WATER QUALITY AND CIRCULATION

The site is depicted on Figure AI-I8.

Subaqueous Containment Site B (Subaq B)

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

2.5.1.1

2.5 SITE EVALUATIONS:

SUBAQUEOUS AREAS

2.5.1 Existing Conditions

Boring sites STl-I4 and STI-15, sampled by the CAfT program (CortellI990a) and

presented in Table A 1-16, were located off the northern side of Spectacle Island and represent the

same exposure to currents, waves and stonns as Subaq B. Surface sediments at STI-14 and STI

15 were predominantly sand (77-84%) and gravel (11-20%) with a small silt/clay component (3

5%). Bulk sediment analysis indicated that no parameters exceeded Category I limits.

Waters in the vicinity of the Subaq B site have been classified as Class SB waters by

MADEP. Specific water quality data is presented in Section 3.0 for the Outer Harbor area.

Typically the greatest impact to water quality in this area is from the numerous discharges and

CSO's originating in the Inner Harbor areas. Water quality improves with increasing distance

from the Inner Harbor.

The fastest tidal currents in Boston Outer Harbor occur in the deep ship channels (up

to 1.4 knots) during spring tides in the southern lane of the Main Ship Channel. The mouth of

Dorchester Channel attains spring tide currents of 0.8 knots on ebb tide and 0.6 knots on flood

tides (CortellI990a). Located near the edge of the Main Ship Channel, Subaq B may experience

among the fastest currents.



Subaqueous' Containment Site B (SUBAQ B)

Subaq B is exposed and vulnerable to northeasterly storms. The nearest sheltering

landfall is Deer Island (2.0± miles across the harbor). Nearby sediment conditions indicate the

area is occasionally scoured.

AOUATIC RESOURCES

Benthic Infauna

Subtidal benthic macrofauna in the vicinity of the north~est portion of Spectacle

Island were examined during benthic infauna and lobster surveys (Cortell 1990a)..As with other

sampling locations around Spectacle Island, abundances ofbenthic infauna (retained on a 0.5 mm

mesh sieve) north of the island were low (1113 individuals/m2
). Nematodes, the gastropod N.

17Mttatus and the polychaete N. caeca predominated.

Sediment profile camera sampling at Subaq B just south of the shipping channel

revealed a silty substrate covered with a mat ofAmpelisca amphipod tubes (NAI and Diaz 1995).

The depth to the RPD layer was more than 2.0 cm below the sediment surface, suggesting well
,

oxygenated sediments. There were indications of subsurface bioturbation, including burrows,.

worm tubes, and oxic and anoxic voids. Results suggest a healthy benthic community in between

pioneering and successional equilibrium stages.

Benthic samples revealed that the amphipod Ampelisca sp. predominated, composing
i

82% ofthe total abundance (Table AI-I0) Total abundance was the highest of all Outer Harbor

stations (115, 149.6/m2
), and included 60 taxa. Other species such as spionid polychaete Polydora

,

cornuta and the arnphipod Phoxocephalus holbolli co.mposed a small component of the benthic

community. Results indicate the benthic community is healthy and diverse, intermediate between

disturbed and equilibrium successional stages.

Sediment samples collected during the lobster survey were sieved through a 2.5 mm

mesh sieve and analyzed qualitatively. The polychaetes Nereidae and Glycera sp., Nassarius sp.
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and post-larval ~rabs were the most frequently collected organisms. Soft-shell clam (M arenaria)

spat and razor clams (E. directus) were also encountered.

Lobsters

Lobster fishing activity in the vicinity of Subaq B was examined during the summer

of 1990 for the CA/T project (Cortell 1990a). Pot markers were observed at Subaq B on each

of the three dates examined. Despite being in a navigational channel, pot markers were as

numerous at Subaq B as at other areas around Spectacle Island. Transects were swum by divers

to document use of the substrate around Spectacle Island by lobsters, including EBP lobster. The

greatest density of lobsters was observed off the northeast portion of Spectacle Island (0.0027

0.0035/ff). Lobsters occurred at about half that density (about O.OOI21ff) off the northwest

portion ofthe island (near Subaq B); abundances elsewhere around the island were generally much

lower. Most lobsters were observed at the deeper portions ofthe transects. No EBP lobsters were

observed around Spectacle Island; little suitable habitat was encountered for this lifestage.

Recent lobster trapping surveys at Spectacle Island collected low numbers of lobsters

(0.2 per trap-day), one of the lowest in Boston Harbor (Table AI-7). Fishing activity has dropped

dramatically as a result of diminished numbers of lobsters. In the trawl survey, approximately 6.7

lobsters were collected per 20 minute tow, similar to that collected at Subaqueous E (Table AI-4).

Finfish

A recent trawl survey near Spectacle Island collected mainly winter flounder, along

with skate sp., rainbow smelt, and Atlantic silverside (Table AI-4). The number offish (21.3 per

20 minute tow) was among the lowest in Boston Harbor.

Based on the on-going development of the artificial reef design, as required by the

Individual Permit-Landfill Closure and Maintenance at Spectacle Island for CA/T (ACOE no.

199202207; 2/16/93), target fish species in the offshore coastal waters and Boston Harbor areas
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include forage species such as Atlantic menhaden, Atlantic herring and rainbow smelt, and

predator species such as winter flounder, striped bass, bluefish, pollock, Atlantic cod, tautog and

cunner.

WETLAND RESOURCES

Subaq B is defined as Land Under the Ocean and falls u~der the jurisdiction of the

Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act (310 CMR 10.00). By definition, this resource is sup-
I

posed to be significant to the protection ofmarine fisheries, protection of land containing shellfish,

storm damage prevention, flood control and protection of wildlife habitat. Although food

resources appear to be limited in this area (low benthic infaunal abundances), the area in, the

vicinity of Subaq B has been shown to support lobsters and is likely to support winter flounder.
,

The sandy substrate may provide spawning habitat for winter floun~er.

i

!

The closest significant shellfish resource to Subaq B is in the vicinity of Governors

Island Flats across the Main Ship Channel to the north of Subaq B where soft-shell clams are

harvested by Master Diggers. The Main Ship Channel influences currents substantially so that

Dorchester Channel has little effect north to Governors Island Flats. The tidal flat on the

southeastern side of Thompson Island also supports a substantial soft-~hell clam resource (Cortell

1990b). Shallow bathymetric conditions between the islands and the configuration and orientation
i

ofSpectacle and Thompson Islands result in relatively slow currents passing from Subaq B to the

Thompson Island Flats (0.2 knots, spring flood, Cortell 1990b). Spring flood currents through

the deeper Dorchester Channel (passing north of Thompson Island) are about 0.5 knots.

Located at the mouth of the Dorchester Channel, Subaq B offers little storm damage

protection because its depth is greater than surrounding areas. Storm waves would travel to

shallower areas and crest before reaching land. Because it is in relatively open water, Subaq B

also has little potential for storing flood water.
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Dissipation of stonn waves helps to protect shallower areas, such as the subtidal flat

southeast of Pleasure Bay. Such shallows can be important feeding resources for waterfowl,

including those species observed on and adjacent to Spectacle Island (see next section).

Subaq B is classified as Tidal Waters. under federal regulations (33 CFR 328.4(b».

Tidal Waters may provide sediment/toxicant retention, nutrient retention! transformation, recreation

and uniquenesslheritage. Subaq B is not likely to contribute substantially to retention of sediments

and toxicants, nor to retention or transformation of nutrients. Relatively swift currents prevent

deposition of fine grained sediments that tend to absorb contaminants. Nearby sediments

contained only low concentrations of metals and organic pollutants. Recreational vessels are

among those using the channel.

WILDLIFE

Waterfowl, including great cormorant·(P. carbo), herring gull (L. argentatus), white

winged scoter (M deglandz), common goldeneye (B. clangula), bufflehead (B. albeola), mallard

(A. platyrJiynchos), black duck (A. rubripes), merganser (Mergus spp.) and scaup (Aythya spp.)

have been observed in the vicinity of Spectacle Island (Cortell 1990a). It is likely that these same

species of waterfowl use the Subaqueous B site area for feeding and resting. Each of these

species feed on fish and invertebrates (Martin et al. 1951; Whitlatch 1982; and DeGraaf and Rudis

1986) that occur in the area.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

No threatened or endangered species listed by federal or state authorities are identified

or anticipated to occur within the boundaries of Subaq B. Several marine mammals not listed as

threatened or endangered, including harbor seals (P. vitulina), harbor porpoise, (P. phocena) and

grampuses (G. griseus), occur occasionally in the area. These species are all protected under the

Federal Marine Mammals Protection Act.
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mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Previous dredging and maintenance of the Main Ship Channel and the Dorchester

Channel have likely disturbed any evidence of historic or archeological remains.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

Subaq B is an entirely submerged aquatic site within view of Spectacle Island,

Thompson Island, Fort Independence on Castle Island, Logan Airport and Deer Island. It lies

within a presently marked navigational channel (Dorchester Channel) at its convergence with

Western Way and the Main Ship Channel. Lobstermen fish this area.

This open water site is in the path used by the commuter boats to Boston. The site

is within 1200 feet of Spectacle Island, an abandoned landfill which is being closed and capped

by the Massachusetts Highway Department, and which will be the site of a park owned by the

City ofBoston and the Commonwealth Department ofEnvironmental Protection. The site is more
I

than one-half mile from the park at Castle Island, an MDC Park and 0.75 miles from Thompson

Island.
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WATER QUALITY AND CIRCULATION

Water quality in the vicinity ofSubaq E is classified as SB. When sampled in 1986,

Class SB standards were met except for occasionally excessive bacterial concentrations (Massport

1990). As water quality conditions have been improving throughout the Harbor it is likely that

this area will continue to meet SB criteria

Subaqueous Containment Site E (Subag E)

Subaqueous Containment Site E (SUBAQ E)

The site is depicted on Figure AI-19.

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

2.5.1.2

As with other sites in Boston Harbor, the hydrodynamics of Subaq E are governed

primarily by tidal currents and secondarily by wind. Bounded to the north and south by shoals,

and in close proximity to the Main Ship Channel, Subaq E is subject to relatively high current

velocities (up to 1.0 knots flood and 1.3 knots ebb in spring tides). This area experiences a 1.0

mile northeasterly fetch, buffered only by Deer Island, and is exposed to easterly winds. The

adjacent shoals crest waves rapidly. Greater depth offers protection to Subaq E.

No sediment data were available for the immediate vicinity of Subaq E. Samples

collected off the end of Logan Runway 33L (Massport 1990) and from Stations E and F in the

Main Ship Channel (ACOE 1988a) may be representative of local conditions. Composed of grey

and black oily fine to medium sand, these sediments contained no constituents whose

concentrations exceeded the range for Category I sediments. Surface material at Stations E and

F in the Main Ship Channel, on the other hand, was ~85% silt or clay. Bulk sediment analysis

indicated that most constituents met Category I standards but lead, chromium and volatile solids

occurred at Category II levels.
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AQUATIC RESOURCES

Benthic Infauna

Sediment profile camera. sampling at Subaq E revealed two habitats. At 4 of the 6

stations, silt substrate was overlain with a matrix of Ampelisca sp. tubes (NAI and Diaz 1995).

The depth of the RPD layer ranged from 1.4-2.0 em are below the sediment surface, indicating

a healthy degree of sediment oxygenation. There was some evidence of subsurface biological

activity, including an occasional worm tube and anoxic void. Benthic sampling results showed

the amphipod Ampelisca sp. was the dominant organism, composing 45% of the total abundance

of 50,987.5/m2 (Habitat I, Table AI-I0). Spionid polychaete.Polydora cornuta and cirratulid

Tharyx aculus composed 18% and 12% of the total communities, respectively. The soft-shell

clam MYa arenaria was collected in low numbers (251m2
, Table Al-10). Two stations at

Subaqueous E had silt substrate, covered either by a matrix ofAmpelisca sp. tubes or a layer of

Aiytilus shell hash. Where observed, the RPD layer occurred at 2.5 em below the sediment

surface. Wonn tubes and oxic and anoxic voids were observed underneath the Ampelisca mat,

indicating bioturbation activities at depth. Benthic samples contained low numbers of organisms,

(975/m2
, the lowest observed in the Outer Harbor area). The mud sn~l Nassarius trivittatus and

polychaete Nephtys ciliata were the most numerous organisms collected, together composing

nearly one half of the sample (Habitat n, Table AI-I0). All benthic communities at Subaq E

were intennediate between a disturbed or stressed community and an equilibrium community.

Benthic samples at Subaq E contained low numbers of soft shell clam (M arenaria,

Table AI-I0), although this species tends to be most abundant at and slightly above mean low

water. Subaq E is located within approximately 1 nautical mile ofth7 intertidal mud flats, along
I

the perimeter of Logan Airport, which are harvested by commercial clammers. These mudflats

also support extensive beds of blue mussels (M edulis), a species also capable of subtidal

existence.
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Finfish

Subaqueous E

Otter trawl collections in October 1994 collected an average of 82.7 individuals per

20 minute tow, of which 14.7 were lobster (Table Al-4). These catches were the highest of all

stations sampled. Winter flounder and skate sp. each composed approximately one third of the

catch. Rainbow smelt and Atlantic silverside were secondmy dominants.

WETLAND RESOURCES

Like Subaq B, Subaq E includes of Land Under the Ocean (under state jurisdiction)

and Tidal Waters (tinder federal jurisdiction). The Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act (310

CMR 10.00) assumes that this resource is significant to the protection of marine fisheries, protec

tion ofland containing shellfish, storm damage prevention, flood control and protection ofwildlife

habitat.

Differences in bathymetry and currents.between Subaq E and adjacent areas are likely

to make it attractive to finfish although it would require more energy to remain in tJ1e stronger

currents of this channel. Regular tidal currents are likely to prevent anoxic or hypoxic conditions

from developing during the summer, enabling finfish to use this area as a refuge from summer

temperatures on the adjacent shoals.

The presence of the channel partially diverts tidal energy away from the adjacent

shoals. The shoals of Governors Island Flats, in particular, are likely to provide soft shell clam

habitat which contributes to the productivity of the area The abrupt change in depth between

Subaq E and Governors Island Flats makes the southern edge of the Flats susceptible to damage

from waves generated by easterly and southeasterly winds, however winds from these directions

are relatively rare. Governors Island Flats plays a substantial role in protecting intertidal resources

and the shoreline from erosional forces by dissipating waves offshore. Like Subaq B, .Subaq E

is located in open water and has no capacity for storage of flood waters.
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Classified as Tidal Waters under federal regulations, Subaq E was evaluated for its

ability to provide the functions of sediment/toxicant retention, nutrient retention/transformation,

recreation and uniquenesslheritage. Because tidal currents tend to be elevated in channels and

keep fine-grained sediments in suspension, it is unlikely that Subaq E contributes to sedi

ment/toxicant retention or nutrient retention/transformation. However, its proximity to commercial

anchorages exposes Subaq E to potential spills and accidental discharges. This area is used by
I

recreational boaters for passage into Boston Harbor.

WlLDLIFE

Waterfowl, including great cormorant (P. carbo), herring gull (L. argentatus), white

winged scoter (Melanitta deglandi), common goldeneye (B. clangula), bufflehead (Bucephala

albeola), mallard (A. platyrhynchos), black duck (A. rubripes), merganser (Mergus spp.) and scaup

(Aytha spp.) have been observed in the vicinity of Spectacle Island (Cortell 1990a). It is likely

that these same species ofwaterfowl also use the Subaqueous E site for feeding and resting. Each

of these species feed on fish and invertebrates (Martin et al. 1951; Whitlatch 1982; and DeGraaf

and Rudis 1986) that occur in the general area.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

No federally or state-listed threatened or endangered species are identified or expected

to occur within the vicinity of Subaq E. All marine mammals are protected under the Federal

Marine Mammals Protection Act, whether threatened/endangered or not. Three species, harbor

seals (Phoca vitulina), harbor porpoises (Phocena phocena) and grampuses (Grampus griseus)

oocur occasionally in the harbor.
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mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

There are no listed historical or archeological resources at the Subaq B or Subaq E

sites.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC/LAND USE

Current use ofSubaq E is for navigation between Winthrop Harbor and Boston Harbor

(approximately 20 feet MLW). Although entirely submerged, disposal activities at Subaq E would

be visible from Deer Island, Winthrop Harbor, Logan Airport, Fort Independence (Castle Island),

Spectacle Island and Long Island during construction. Height restrictions may occur because of

its proximity to Logan.

This open water site abuts General Anchorage Areas to the south and east and is in

the path of the ferries carrying construction personnel to Deer Island during the Boston Harbor

Clean-up Project. It is farther removed from the parks discussed with regard to the Subaq B site.

2.5.2 Environmental Consequences of using Subaqueous Containment Sites for

Dredged Material Disposal

In order to use either Subaqueous B or E for disposal of silt from the BHNIP, berms

(composed of parent material) closing off their open sides would have to be constructed. This

benn construction would constitute the extent of site preparation. The nature of these sites would

preclude the possibility of filling them in discrete cells. When disposal was complete, the entire

area would be capped with sand.
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SUBAOUEOUSB

Subaqueous B is located. at the mouth of the Dorchester Channel. It is a triangular

area with gradually sloping bathymetIy to the west and south and ope~ to the Main Ship Channel

to the northeast. It has an estimated capacity of 609,000 cy. Including the proposed cap, use of

this site for disposal ofdredged materials from Boston Harbor would raise the substrate to a final

depth of approximately -15 ft :MLW.

Direct Impacts

Use of Subaqueous B would permanently cover an 83-acre footprint that was found,

in the fall of 1994, to support high abundances of benthic infauna. The predominant organism

present in the benthic community was a tube-dwelling amphipod (Ampelisca sp.) that is known
I

to be an important prey item for juvenile flounder. This community would be covered. and it is

unlikely that these organisms could recolonize before disposal was c?mplete. Assuming a sand

cap were used. to close the site, recolonization would occur. Although use ofthis site would result

in a permanent reduction in depth, it is unlikely that this would have a major effect on the benthic

community. It was obs~rved in the fall of 1994 that the benthic community structure at

Subaqueous B was very similar to that to the east of Spectacle Island '(at Spectacle Island CAD),

where water depth ranges from -8 to -12 ft MLW.

Alteration in bathymetric conditions at this site could affect finfish by reducing the

bathymetric diversity. During warm summer months, finfish seek cooler waters in deeper areas.

A change in depth of 10 feet could make a significant difference in water temperature in the

summer at this location.

Either a sand or a clay cap would represent different sedi~ent characteristics than are

present at the site now. Because of the local hydrodynamics, it is unlikely that the cap would

become heavily silted. Hydrodynamic conditions also indicated that ~oring the cap with rock

would be necessary. In this case, substrate conditions would change markedly from existing
I

conditions. The rock would support a very different benthic community from that currently
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present. As hard substrate is rare subtidally in Boston Harbor, a rock annor would add to habitat

diversity in the outer harbor. Shallow rocky subtidal habitat can be highly productive (as the

existing habitat appears to be) and support finfish and epibenthic crustaceans. Interstitial spaces

between the rocks would tend to a,ccumulate any fine-grained sediments that were transported to
.-' ..

the site. These micro-habitats could support soft-substrate benthic species.

Lobster pots were observed in this area in the summer of 1990 (Cortell 1990).

Disposal activities would prevent use of the site for the duration of the BHNIP, but closure of the

disposal area would allow lobstennen to fish the area in the future.

Indirect Impacts - Water Quality Effects

Analysis of the mixing zone requirements for disposal at Subaqueous B indicated that

total suspended solids would be the limiting parameter. After steady state (achieved within about

five days of repetitive disposal) is reached, a single disposal event at or around high tide would

require a mixing zone of about 26.8 acres (555m by 195 m; Appendix F) before TSS reached a

level of 50 mgIL. Disposal at high tide would cause the mixing zone to be oriented along the

Main Ship Channel towards the mouth of the Outer Harbor. Dredging for the BHNIP would not

interact with the disposal plume at this site.

Repetitive disposal events should have little impact on the water quality of the Outer

Harbor (see Appendix F). Assuming daily disposal events, concentrations of total suspended

solids and dissolved contaminants would increase for up to a 20-30 day period, and then reach

equilibrium. A pollutant transport model analyzing daily disposal of silt at Subaqueous B

indicated that, at equilibrium, the maximum concentration ofall constituents of concern would be

well below the chronic water quality criteria (Table AI-17).
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Indirect Impacts - Site Stability

As described for the In-Channel disposal scenario, it is unlikely that upward migration

of contaminants through the cap would occur.

Subaqueous B is exposed to erosional hydrodynamic conditions from several sources.

Flood and ebb tidal currents exceed speeds of 1.0 ft/sec during spring tides (i.e., at least twice
,

monthly), sufficient to erode silt or sand. Because this site is located within the Dorchester

Channel and immediately adjacent to the Main Ship Channel, it is likely that the substrate is

exposed to propeller wash from passing ships and boats on a freque~t basis and that this would
,

be sufficient to erode material either during disposal or after the .cap has been placed. In

addition) this site is exposed to storms from the east and northeast. It has been predicted that

storms with a frequency of one year could produce bottom currents of up to 0.6 ftlsec (20

cmJsec), sufficient to resuspend silt or sand. Therefore, several hydrodynamic conditions combine

to make the stabilization of this site difficult in the short or long term.

Indirect Impacts - Downstream Resources

Downstream biological resources ofconcern include soft~shell clams, Ampelisca beds,

winter flounder (in particular, but all finfish occupying the Outer Harbor), and lobsters.

Recreational areas include Pleasure Bay, Castle Island and Spectacle Island (the latter park is

scheduled to open in 2000). Distribution of clam beds in Boston Harbor is shown in Figure

AI-22. Most of the clam beds within one mile of Subaqueous B are currently closed to any type

of harvesting, however, it is expected that this status may change with the continued clean up of

the Harbor.

i
I

The pollutant transport model indicated that transport of silt into these intertidal areas
I

would be unlikely. Silt released into the water column would be most likely to settle to the

substrate within about 80 m of the point of disposal in a layer about 0.2 cm (0.5 in) thick.

Because of the dimensions of the disposal site, most events would not result in deposition of
I

substantial quantities of vagrant silt outside the disposal site footprint itself. Tidal flow would be
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likely to resuspend this material and prevent further accumulation. However, repeated disposal

events could result in temporarily reduced benthic productivity in up to 36 acres (a 240-ft wide

band surrounding the disposal site).

Recent surveys of benthic communities in the outer harbor have found that the tube

dwelling, mat-fonning .amphipod Ampelisca is a predominant species in most areas examined.

Its high abundances appear to be a recent phenomenon that has been linked with the elimination

of the sewage sludge discharge from Deer Island. Although this amphipod occupies silty

sediments, it requires good water quality conditions. It is unlikely that the minor increase in

suspended sediments (7 mgfL above ambient) would affect the existing population of Ampelisca

or recruitment ofjuveniles to this area. Any effect would probably be temporary, limited to the

disposal period and perhaps six months to a year afterwards (to account for the reproductive cycle

of Ampelisca).

One ofthe critical functions that Ampelisca beds play is in providing food for juvenile

winter flounder. Because juvenile winter flounder are thought to have very small ranges (on the

order of 100 m or so), loss of a 36-acre area of Ampelisca bed could be deleterious to winter

flounder during the project's construction phase. Finfish sampling has not been conducted in the

immediate vicinity of Subaqueous B, although it is ass'umed finfish use is similar to that observed

at Subaqueous E (an area of relatively high catches in fall 1994).

As an estuarine species, winter flounder does adapt to periods of high turbidity.

Therefore, the dispersion of sediments released during dredged material disposal may have no

immediate impact on the distribution ofpost-juven'iles. However, if food resources are destroyed,

those lifestages of greater mobility would be likely to move out of the area. If winter flounder

spawned in the immediate vicinity of the disposal site, the eggs would potentially be subjected

to higher mortality because of elevated sedimentation.!t is unlikely that the minor increase in

suspended solids would affect either lobsters or lobster fishing. A concentration of7 mgfL or less

would not be visible.

Various recreational activities occur or are planned in the vicinity of Subaqueous B.

Pleasure Bay and Spectacle Island are the closest recreational areas to this disposal site. Pleasure
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Bay has both a swimming beach and a sailing school. Spectacle Island is planned for general

recreation, including swimming, fishing, picnicking and hiking. Disposal activities would be

visible from these areas and Castle Island, although no plume would be apparent. Contact with

PAHs is a concern for human activities. The most soluble compound, naphthalene, does not have

known carcinogenic properties. Because its dissolved concentration is predicted to be < 2.0 ng/L

in areas where human contact could occur (e.g. Spectacle Island swimming beach), it is unlikely

that any dissolved PAHs would occur at levels of concern. It is unlikely that the disposal activities

would interfere or pose any risk to recreational pursuits.

Indirect Impacts - Biological Exposure Potential

Water Column Exposure

Hydrodynamic conditions in the vicinity of Subaqueous B create a dispersive

environment, conducive to rapid dilution and transport of water-borne contaminants. Water

quality modeling ofthe material to be disposed indicated that none ofthe contaminants ofconcern

would reach concentrations within an order of magnitude of the chronic water quality criteria.

As ambient water quality in the Outer Harbor has improved substantially since elimination of the

Deer Island sewage sludge discharge, it is unlikely that water quality conditions created by

disposal ofBHNIP silts at Subaqueous B would cause discernible effects in biota exposed in the

water column.

Substrate Exposure

Because ofthe frequency with which disposal activities would take place (one to four

times per day), it is unlikely that benthic organisms would be recruited to this disturbed substrate

until disposal was complete. In particular, bioassay test results indicate that it is unlikely that

Ampelisca recruited to the recently disposed sediments could survive. Therefore, there would be

little or no opportunity for these infaunal organisms to accumulate contaminants. The absence of

infauna, as well as the frequent disposal events, would deter benthic-feeding fish and crustaceans
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from spending extended periods associated with the dis~bsed dredged material prior to isolation.

As with the In-Channel disposal scenario, the limited downstream areas subject to

sedimentation could have a higher potential for exposing demersal organisms to contaminants.

The hydrodynamic conditions in the vicinity of Subaqueous B would tend to cause recently

deposited (i.e., uncompacted) sediments in downstream areas to become resuspended and

redistributed frequently. Coupled with the fact that the size of the site would require that the

dredged material be disposed at multiple locations, it is unlikely that dredged silts dispersed

beyond the disposal site would build up on the substrate in a particular area. Sedimentation would

not be apparent after cessation of disposal and capping of the site.

Organisms inhabiting the areas subject to temp0rm:Y sedimentation co~ld be impacted

by the half-inch layer of vagrant silt. This layer would contain higher concentrations of

contaminants than are presently in the proposed disposal area. Areas exposed to this deposition

could experience contaminant-induced elevated mortalities ofAmpelisca if the silt was present for

at least several consecutive days. It is unlikely that this material would remain in place for a

sufficient length of time to allow bioaccumulation by other infaunal benthic species. Winter·

flounder foraging in the area could ingest come· sediment as they grazed on Ampelisca. In

addition, their habit of burying themselves in the sediment would increase the likelihood that

winter flounder could experience adverse effects caused by dennal contact, if they remained in

the areas subjected to repeated sedimentation.

Other Issues

The proposed project should not adversely impact species considered threatened or

endangered by the USFWS, NMFS or MANHESP. Several species that are protected under the

Federal Marine Mammals Protection Act (e.g. harbor seals, harbor porpoise) occasionally do occur

in this area; these also should not be adversely impacted by the Project.
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The proposed project should have no effect upon any structure or site of historic,

architectural or archeological significance as defined by MHC or the National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966, as amended.

The disposal operations of silt material would involve approximately 450 barge trips.

This would result in some delays to commercial and recreational boat traffic using the Harbor.

Construction activities would have a minor adverse aesthetic impact, and result in slightly elevated

noise levels. The proposed project would be unlikely to have a long-term impact on the soft-shell

clam fishery in the vicinity of the site.

I

If filling is to an elevation below the surrounding bathymetry, there would be no

permanent impact hannful to the recreational boaters in this area or to oommuter boat traffic using

this route to Boston's Inner Harbor. The aet of placing the material may disrupt boating activity

but only to the extent of requiring vessels to travel around the barge placing the sediments.

SUBAOUEOUSE

The proposed disposal site Subaqueous E is located north of the Main Ship Channel

and west of Presidents Roads Anchorage. The site is a rectangular area that forms a depression
!

between Governors Island Flats and Lower Middle. Subaqueous berms would have to be

constructed along the east and west ends of the site to contain the silts during disposal. It has an

estimated maximum capacity of 614,000 cy of silt. Including a cap, the site would be filled to

a final depth of -8 ft MLW.

Direct Impacts

Direct impacts associated with use of Subaqueous E would be the same as those

described for Subaqueous B. The 79-acre footprint of Subaqueous E supports an abundant and

diverse benthic infaunal community, dominated by Ampelisca. Reestablishment of this

community would be possible, because the final depth is within the range that was observed to
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support this community in the fall of 1994, but it would be dependent on the quality of the final

cap. A clay cap could require an extended period of exposure and colonization by pioneering type

species before it was suitable for colonization by later successional stages. A sand cap could be

more quickly colonized, depending less on physical reworking than the clay cap. However,

because of its exposure to tidal currents and storm wave effects, it could be necessary to armor

the cap with rock. As with Subaqueous B, a rocky cap could increase the diversity of productive

substrate in the outer harbor.

The reduction in depth at Subaqueous E would be unlikely to have an affect on the

quality of the benthic community that could exist. It could affect finfish use because it would

diminish the small-scale diversity in bathymetry that presently exists, eliminating a potential cooler

water refuge during summer months.

Indirect Impacts - Water Quality Effects

The mixing zone around the disposal process at the SubaqueousE site would be best

defined by the area needed to dissipate total suspended solids loads to <50 mg/L. Sediments

dissipating from the disposal operations at this location would not commingle with sediments

escaping the dredging process. Based on disposal at or around high tide, the necessary mixing

zone would occupy about 18.0 acres (355m by 210m) and be oriented towards the mouth of the

Outer Harbor.

Pollutant' transport modelling indicated that released sediments and dissolved

contaminants would be rapidly diluted and dispersed. Maximum concentrations predicted after

29 days of daily disposal are listed in Table AI-18.

Indirect Impacts - Site Stability

Subaqueous E would be developed as one large cell. Therefore, all silt disposed at

this site would be exposed to prevailing hydrodynamic conditions until the final cap was placed,
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a period of about 18 months. As this site is outside of all designated channels, marine traffic is

limited to small boats (fishing and recreational vessels) passing through this area in route to the

Winthrop Harbor boat ramp and yacht club. These shallow-draft vessels are unlikely to create

bottom currents capable of eroding sediments from this site. However, tidal currents at
I

Subaqueous E are estimated to reach up to 2.2 ftlsec (67 cm/sec) on spring ebb tides (slightly

lower on flood tides). Although Subaqueous E is located in the lee of Deer Island during

northeasterly storms, it is exposed to stonns from the east A one-yek- stonn from this direction

could generate bottom currents as high as 0.9 ftlsec (30 cm/sec). Either of these conditions could

resuspend and disperse dredged materials disposed at the Subaqueous E site. In fact, these

conditions are sufficient to jeopardize the stability of either a sand or Clay cap, presenting a long

tenn risk to the integrity of the disposal site. Therefore, it would be necessary to annor the cap

with rock blasted during the dredging of an area at the mouth of Reserved Channel and in the

Inner Confluence.

As with other sites described, it is unlikely that contaminants would migrate upwards

through the cap. Therefore, since the rock annoring would ensure that the cap stays in place,

containing the disposed silts, it is highly unlikely that there would be additional water quality

impacts after the site is closed.

Indirect Impacts - Downstream Resources

Resources of concern in the vicinity of Subaqueous E include soft-shell clam beds,

Ampelisca beds, winter flounder, lobster and recreational fishing. The extensive and highly

productive soft-shell clam flats along the shoreline of Governors Island are conditionally open to

harvesting (Master Diggers).

The pollutant transport model indicated that most vagrant silt would settle within 80
,

m of each individual disposal event and reach a maximum thickness of about 0.23 cm (0.6 in).

Disposal events centered over about half (32 acres) the area of the site could result in detectable

sedimentation outside the defined site footprint. Based on the site configuration, this could affect
I

an area of about 50 acres beyond the footprint of the site. As with Subaqueous B, tidal currents
,
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could resuspend this material rapidly and prevent. further build up, although, repeated disposal

events could introduce sediments frequently enough to cause a temporary reduction in benthic

productivity. These deposited sediments would have higher contaminant concentrations than

existing sediments.

Impacts to Ampelisca beds, winter flounder and lobster would be the same as

discussed for Subaqueous B, although, of course, the impacts would occur in the area in the

vicinity of Subaqueous E. This area is shown on Appendix IV. It is unlikely that there would

be detectable levels of sedimentation on the clam flats.

Presence of the disposal operation may deter recreational fishermen from fishing in

the area whether or not there is visual evidence of disposal (i.e., any plume).

Indirect Impacts - Biological Exposure Potential

Water Column Exposure

Like Subaqueous B, hydrodynamics at Subaqueous E create a dispersive environment.

Water quality modelling predicted that there would be no excessive buildup of dissolved

contaminants. Therefore, it is unlikely that pelagic organisms would be exposed to contaminant

levels that would be deleterious to them during disposal operations at Subaqueous E. Water

quality at the clam beds would reflect ambient conditions.

Substrate Exposure

As at Subaqueous B, the routine disposal events would tend to preclude colonization

of BHNIP silts until the final cap has been put in place. The absence of food resources and the

frequent disturbances at the site would be likely to cause finfish and epibenthic crustaceans from

spending prolonged periods of time at the site until the site has been closed. Therefore, it is

unlikely that organisms would be exposed to the BHNIP silts and their associated contaminants

long enough to bioaccumulate contaminants.
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Because the transport of resuspended sediments to downstream areas would be less

dramatic than the descent of dredged materials at Subaqueous E, organisms would not be likely

to avoid these areas. The sediment-bound contaminant loading described for Subaqueous B would

also apply to this site. It is unlikely that hydrodynamic conditions ~ould allow the creation of

identifiable deposits of BHNIP silts released during disposal operations.

Other Issues

The proposed project should not adversely impact any species considered threatened

or endangered by the USFWS, NMFS and MANHESP. Several species that are protected under

the Federal Marine Mammals Protection Act (e.g. harbor seals; harbor porpoise) occur

occasionally in this area; construction activities should discourage them from frequenting the

immediate project site, thus reducing potential impacts.

The proposed project would have no effect upon any structure or site of historic,

architectural or archeological significance as defined by MHC ,or the National Historic

PreseIVation Act of 1966, as amended.

The disposal operations would involve approximately 423 barge trips. This would

result in some delays to commercial and recreational boat traffic using the harbor. Construction

activities would have a minor adverse aesthetic impact, and result in slightly elevated noise levels.

Any fishing (for lobster, etc.) in the immediate disposal area would have to be curtailed during

the disposal period.

If filling occurs to the depths of the surrounding area, there will be no permanent

impact on marine traffic. However, during the installation of the material, any marine vessels

must circumvent this area to minimize interference with the placement operation.
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Massachusetts Bay Disposal Site (MBDS)

2.6.1 Massachusetts Bay Disposal Site <MBDS)

Existing Conditions

This site is depicted in Figure Al-21.

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

2.6.1.1

2.6 SITE EVALUATIONS: EXISTING

AOUATIC DISPOSAL SITES

The physical properties of the substrate near the disposal point is varying m

composition, predominantly sandy silt, reflecting the various harbor dredging projects disposed

here. The natural bottom covering the majority of MBDS (i.e. areas of the silt that have not

received dredged material) is a fine silt/clay substrate (ACOE NED unpublished data). The

composition ofthis natural material indicates the basin is a depositional area capable ofcontaining

the dredged material. If sufficient currents frequented this area of the basin, the fine grained

material would be suspended and transported with the currents. Areas of high current velocities

would therefore have a coarse grained (heavier than silt/clay) substrate, a substrate that is not

typical of this basin, but is present in the shallow (approximately 60 meter deep) northeast

quadrant of MBDS. This area is a rock/cobble/sand area, at the 60 meter isopleth relief west of

Stellwagen Bank.

The EPA (1989) evaluated the sediment composition of the MBDS in their draft EIS

to evaluate the continued use of the MBDS. The results of the metals analysis show that metal

concentrations in the MBDS are either Class I (low) or Class II (moderate) according to the

Massachusetts Division of Water Pollution Control guidelines for dredged material. In general

these results were similar to levels found outside the disposal site in Massachusetts Bay (EPA

1989). Petroleum hydrocarbons were detected at a higher level within the MBDS than outside.

However, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, a measure of the aromatic fraction of petroleum

hydrocarbons, was more varied inside than outside the disposal site. Polychlorinated biphenyls
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(PCBs) levels on dredged material are somewhat higher than ambient levels. PCB levels detected

in dredged material in the vicinity of the MBDS are comparable t6 levels identified in other

Massachusetts Bay studies (EPA 1989).

WATER QUALITY AND CIRCULATION

The oceanography of MBDS is influenced, in part, by the circulation of the Gulf of

Maine (SAlC 1993). The Gulf of Maine circulation patterns in the vicinity of the MBDS are

modified to a large extent by the presence of Stellwagen Bank on the eastern margin of the

Massachusetts Bay. The bank interferes with the exchange of water at depth with the Gulf and

the shelf beyond. Stellwagen Bank is a popular fishing and whale watching area. This area w.as

designated as a National Marine Sanctumy on November 4, 1992. The MBDS is located outside

the boundaIy of the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctumy.

Results of MBDS oceanographic studies indicate that the site is located in a low

ene,rgy, deep water environment, allowing containment of dredged material within the site.

Physical oceanographic studies conducted by ACOE NED under the Disposal Area Monitoring

System (DAMOS) program as well as those by other investigators have shown that the bottom

current velocities at the disposal site are quite low, averaging less than 7 cm/s (Butman 1977;
,

Gilbert 1975; SAlC 1987 and SAlC 1993). This is in general agreement with the current data

collected for disposal of dredged material at the MBDS from the construction of the CAIT (EA

Engineering, Science, and Technology 1992). Occasional higher velocities, near 20 cm/s in a

westerly direction, have been observed in near bottom waters in response to easterly storm events
• I

that occurred in fall and winter. Near-bottom currents of this magnitude were not predicted to

be strong enough to resuspend sediments at MBDS (EPA 1989).

The temperature/salinity cycle of Massachusetts Bay is characterized by seasonal

variability, with maximum temperatures (18°C at surface) typically occurring in a stratified water

column during August and September, and minimum temperatures (soC) typically occurri~g in

an essentially isothermal water column in Janumy and Februmy (SAIC 1987). Salinity values

range from 31-33 ppt (SAlC 1987).
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AQUATIC RESOURCES

Benthic Infanna

Sampling of the benthos at the MBDS (sAic 1986) described three distinct

community assemblages as occurring. These assemblages reflect the various sediment regimes

within the site.

The northeast section of the site has an unimpacted coarse sand and gravel com

position. The benthic community, when samp1ed.in the fall of 1985, was numerically dominated

by the Syllidae polychaete, Exogone verugera profioula (907/m2
); the Paraonidae polychaete

Levinsenia gracilis (350/m2
); and the Spionidae polychaete Prionospio steenstrupi (313/m2

). A

total of lOS species averaging 4,433 organisms per square meter were recovered.

Rock from the CA/T project was deposited in the northern section ofthe MBDS. The

rock was placed away from the main disposal activity to allow a benthic community to develop

providing prey for finfish.

The western portion of the MBDS has been impacted by continued disposal of

dredged material from the greater Boston region. Approximately three million cubic yards of

dredged material has been disposed in this section of MBDS. This continual disturbance of the

bottom maintains the community of benthic organisms in a dynamic equilibrium. The most

adaptable species proliferate. Those species that reproduce rapidly and have high numbers of

offspring (i.e., larvae) colonize the newly disposed dredged material (r-strategists of classical

ecology) and biogenically rework the substrate. Given time, this pioneering community would

alter the sediment character and allow a more mature community to develop. The frequent

disposal activity maintains the resident population of the disposed material area as a pioneering

sere. This assemblage at MBDS was dominated (in fall 1986) by oligochaetes (6,293/m2
); the

Spionidae polychaete Spio pettibonae (4,607/m2); the Cirratulidae polychaete Chaetozone setosa

(2,160/m2
); and the CapitelIidae polychaete Metiomastus ambiseta (l,757/m2

). A total of 78

species averaging 25,467 organisms per square meter were recovered.
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The southeastern section of MBDS has an unimpacted silt/clay sediment make-up.

The lack of physical disturbance (burial) by disposal of dredged material has allowed a mature

benthic assemblage to become established. Interspecific competition within a mature community

results in a presence of considerably lower densities of individuals (e.g. 8,390/m2
) than found in

continually disturbed habitats (e.g. 25,467/m2
). The undisturbed southeastern section of MBDS

was dominated by the Paraonitae polychaete Levinsenia gracilis' (l,583/m2
); oligochaetes

I

(l,050/m2
); and the Capitellidae polchaete Mediomastus ambiseta (693/m2

). The fall 1985

sampling in this section ofMBDS recovered a total of 57 species averaging 8,390 individuals per
!

square meter.

The August 1990 bathymetric and REMOTS sediment profile surveys conducted at

MBDS confirmed that the dredged material formed a deposit one meter high at the mound center

(SAIC 1993). Despite the large amount of material (over 340,000 cubic yards) deposited at the

site since November 1988, the REMOTS photography indicate a steady recovery of the benthic

ecosystem. This was indicated by a steady increase in Stage III taxa (large burrowing deposit

feeders, i.e. climax community) (SAle 1993).

Finfish

Various finfish species have been collected within the MBDS (SAlC 1986, SAlC

1985, EPA 1989). In the spring of 1985, the spiny dogfish was the dominant finfish recovered.

This species migrates seasonally in large schools. Those sampled at MBDS were found to be

feeding on flounder, sculpin, and anemones. Fall 1985 finfish collections were dominated by the

witch flounder or grey sole and the dab or American plaice. The former was found to be foraging

on polychaetes (e.g. Chaetozone sp.; Spio sp.; Sternapsis sp. and Tharyx sp.). The latter was

found to be foraging on brittle stars (Ophiuroidea). Other important species include redfish, ocean

pout., cusk, and Atlantic wolffish. Silver and red hake are abundant, commercially important

seasonal migrants.
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WETLAND RESOURCES

There are no protectable wetland resources subject to federal or state jurisdiction at

MBDS.

WILDLIFE

Approximately 35 species of marine mammals, 5 species of marine turtles and 40

species of seabirds occur within the Gulf of Maine. Aerial surveys were conducted for the ACOE

to assess the use of the Massachusetts Bay Disposal Site (MBDS) by marine mammals, reptiles

and seabirds,(MBO 1987).

Seabirds observed include northern fulmar (Fulmanus glacialis), shearwater (Puffinus

sp.), stonn petrels (Hydrobatrae), northern gaumentiSila bacsaus), Pomarine jaeger (Steriovarius

pomarinum), gulls (Larinae) and Alcids (Alcidae). Dominant nonendangered mammals include

minke whale (Belasnoptera acutorostrata), white;-sided dolphin (Lagenorhynchus aeutus), and

harbor porpoise (Phocena phocena). Although five species of turtles potentially could occur on

Massachusetts Bay, only the leatherback turtle (Dermochelys coriacea) is typical in the area.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

MBDS is located in Massachusetts Bay, an area known to be utilized by various

marine mammals, but outside (just west of) the boundaries ofthe Stellwagen Bank national marine

sanctuary. Endangered whale species are known to congregate above the shallow (30 meter)

Stellwagen Bank (U.R.I. 1981) when foraging for prey (e.g. sand lance Ammontytes americanus).

These species also have been observed within the two nautical mile circular boundary of the

MBDS. Endangered species identified as transients of MBDS include the finback whale

Balaenoptera physalus; the sei whale Balaenoptera borealis; the humpback whale Megaptera

novaeangliae and possibly the northern right whale Eubalaena glacialis (MBO 1987). The impact

of the use of the MBDS on endangered species is currently being assessed by the ACOE NED.

Use of the site to date has not indicated any impact to threatened or endangered species. Full
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coordination with the NMFS ensures compliance with the protection of endangered species and

their habitats.

Cetaceans are transients of the disposal site, but are not likely to be to impacted by

ocean disposal. Some threatened or endangered turtles (i.e., leatherback, Kemp's ridley and

loggerhead) have been recovered in this region as well. If any transient endangered species

entered the area during the project operation, they should be able to avoid the dredging or disposal

activity. Disposal of dredged material at the MBDS is not expected to have an adverse impact

on endangered species, their prey, or the habitat essential for their survival. Consultation with

the NMFS under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (as amended, 16 U.S.C. 1531

et W, hdS been initiated to ensure this activity will not jeopardize any endangered or threatened

species.

mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

The MBDS has been used for disposal of dredged material since the 1940's. No

historical or archeological resources are expected to occur aLthe site. Consultation with EPA

during the designation of the MBDS with the Massachusetts Board of Underwater Archeology

indicated that no known historical shipwrecks exist at or near the site.

SOCIQ-ECONOMICILAND USE

MBDS is an active disposal site that has been in use for several decades. Extensive
,

shipping, fishing, recreational activities, and scientific investigations take place in Massachusetts

, Bay year around. There are no known interferences from disposal events on these activities (EPA
!

ROD 1993). In addition, the availability of the MBDS for the vast majority of sediments from
,

Boston Harbor provides an engineering, social, environmental, and economic solution for the

disposal of such a large amount of material.
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MBDS has been extensively studied by the ACOE NED. Precision bathymetry,

sediment grab sampling and REMOTS image analysis (sediment profiling) have characterized this

site as a low energy environment suitable for dredged material disposal and containment.

Additional oceanographic sampling has been conducted to designate MBDS as an ocean dredged

material disposal site.

Approximately 2.0 million cubic yards of dredged material (parent material) could be

disposed at the MBDS. The material dredged from the proposed channels will be placed on

barges and transported (approximately 1500 trips) to MBDS. The disposal will occur by bringing

the barge to a complete stop at the predescribed point. This disposal point will be marked by a

buoy positioned by the ACOE NED. The discharge will occur in approximately 100 meters of

water.

Massachusetts Bay Disposal Site (MBDS)

Environmental Consequences

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

The MBDS is the only U.S. EPA designated dredged material disposal site in the

Boston HarborlMassachusetts Bay area. This- site annually receives approximately 300,000 cubic

yards of dredged material with the exception of this project. However, this figure is expected to

decrease for two reasons. First, more stringent biological testing for open water disposal of

dredged material means more material will not be acceptable for open water disposal. In addition,.

the recent designation of the MBDS by EPA states that no capping of unsuitable material is

allowed at the MBDS until it can be demonstrated that capping can isolate unsuitable material

from the benthic community. Until this can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the EPA and

other appropriate agencies, capping would not occur. Since much of the silt material dredged

from the Boston Harbor area is unsuitable, this site would be used primarily for parent material.

The ACOE NED has successfully completed many capping projects in New England and believes

capping is a viable option at the MBDS. Although no capping of unsuitable material will occur

for the Boston Harbor navigation improvement project at the MBDS, questions raised by EPA

about capping are addressed in Appendix F. Future use of the site may be considered if the

efficacy of capping can be demonstrated.

2.6.1.2
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WATER QUALITY AND CIRCULATION

A turbidity plume will be created by the disposal of the dredged material. During

descent, some of the fine-grained sediment separate from the plume and remain in suspension.

The amount of material that is dispersed in the disposal plume is dependent upon the physical

characteristics of the sediment, the volume of material disposed, and method of disposal, and

typically ranges from 3 to 5% (WES 1986).

Recent studies (SAle 1985) concluded that the concentration of suspended materials

in the turbidity plume, following disposal, will be no greater than 5 to 12 mg/l forty minutes after

disposal. These studies were conducted at the MBDS with hydraulically' dredged material

disposed in 100 meters ofwater. This method of dredging mixes the sediment with water to fonn

a slurry. The disposal of this mixture represents the maximum possible suspension of material.

The bucket dredging technique to be used for this project will maintain the disposal sediments in

a cohesive mass, greatly reducing turbidity potentials.

Dredged material which settles on the bottom at MBDS can be expected to remain in

place. Near bottom currents are low, averaging less than 7 cm/s (EPA, 1989). Resuspension from

storm events is rare and typically results in resuspension of only 4% of the surficial material.

I

As the material descends through the water column, someof the chemicals adsorbed

to the fine particulates may be eluted from the dredged material. The, concentration values in the

turbidity plume will be considerably less than the bulk chemistry concentrations in the dredged

material, since most of the material will remain consolidated. Due to the low natural levels of

metals an,d other chemicals in the clay, the water quality impact, if any, will be contained within

the disposal site. EPA determined that water quality impacts from disposal events are temporary

and limited to the period immediately following the disposal (EPA 1989).

Recent studies (EPA 1993) for the MWRA offshore outfall impacts evaluated water

quality impacts at MBDS from the BHNIP, using the ADDAM's model with input assumptions
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and data from this study. In that report, EPA found no \vater quality criteria exceedances outside

the mixing zone (disposal site) for the MBDS after four hours.

Physical parameters such as currents, waves, and tidal circulations have been closely

monitored for the site (SAle 1985). This area has contained dredged material on site and does

not disperse sediment or chemicals to affect ambient environments. In ge~eral, the proposed

disposal of an estimated 1.8 million cubic yards of material dredged from the project area will not

significantly impact the disposal site given its physical, chemical and biological characteristics and

general history of use.

AQUATIC RESOURCES

Benthic Infauna

The disposal site has been used for dredged material disposal for a number of years.

Disposing sediments at site buries the organisms inhabiting the impact area. This burial process

has been of sufficient frequency at MBDS to maintain a ~isturbed environment at the point of

disposal. A specialized population of benthic species have successfully exploited this disturbed

niche and rapidly provide biomass and bioturbation to the newly disposed material. These

pioneering organisms are already established on the disposal site (SAle 1985) and their action can

quickly rework the newly deposited sediments. The disposal of dredged sediments would bury

non-motile and larval/juvenile organisms at MBDS. The same pioneering species can quickly

inhabit the newly disposed material by larval and adult recruitment. The overall process of

maintaining a disturbed habitat would provide a productive benthic environment for organisms that

rework the substrate. This biological mining of the substrates (bioturbation) homogenizes and

oxygenates the upper few centimeters of the sediment. This can allow other organisms to begin

inhabiting the substrate (colonization). Larvae settle and metamorphize .and adults emigrate into

the area, all contributing to restore benthic productivity.
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Finfish

Disposal of dredged material will have a temporary impact on finfish at the site.

Adverse impacts to individual organisms could occur but are not expected to be substantial

considering the mobile nature of fish. Temporary impacts are expected to come from the

temporary loss ofbenthic species for foraging. Due to the already disturbed nature of the site and

the quick recolonizing ability ofbenthic organisms, recovery should occur in the short-term. Any

changes in benthic community structure should be localized and, with respect to fisheries resourc

es, have little effect on a baywide basis.

WETLAND RESOURCES

Since there are no regulated federal or state wetland resources associated with MBDS,

no impacts will occur.

WILDLIFE

No impacts are anticipated to the existing wildlife at MBDS.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

Several endangered whale and turtle species can occur in the Massachusetts and Cape

Cod Bays. Endangered whale species have been observed within th~ two nautical mile circular

boundary of the MBDS. The impact of the use of the MBDS on endangered species is currently

being assessed by ACOE NED. Use of the site to date has not indicated any impact to threatened

or endangered species. Full coordination with the NMFS ensures compliance with the protection

of endangered species and their habitats.
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mSTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

No impacts are anticipated, since no historical or archeological resources of record

exist at MBDS.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

Since MBDS is an active dredge material site, no additional impacts are expected to

site usage or commerce than may presently exist.
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The site is depicted on Figure AI-21.

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Existing Conditions

Water quality and circulation conditions at BLDS are presumed to be similar to those

at MBDS. Both the MBDS and Boston Lightship are reported to have extremely weak tidal
,

current but could be subject to some wave motion (DAMOS, 1979a).

WATER QUALITY AND CmCULATION

Boston Lightship Disposal Site (BLDS)
!

Information collected under the DAMOS (1979a) program indicate that the heavy

metal content of the sediments collected from the disposal site were ~ong the highest found in

the study between the two Massachusetts Bay Disposal sites. Even still, comparison of the

sediment chemistry results with the Massachusetts Dredged Material guidelines show that the

metal concentration would be classified as Class I (low).

2.6.2.1

BLDS is a historic area for dumping of various materials (e.g., barrels). Therefore,

prior to any disposal of dredge materials at BLDS, surveys to detennine where, if any, barrels

occur in the disposal site, and hydrographic surveys of the area, are needed to determine if the

site is stable. BLDS is an area for which previously collected sidescan sonar records are being

analyzed by the United States Geological Survey to map acoustic patterns and related sedimentary

environments (Butman et al. 1992).

2.6.2 Boston Lightship Disposal Site (BLDS)
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AQUATIC RESOURCES

Benthic Infauna

A summary of the benthic species collected at BLDS in December of 1977 and May

of 1978 indicate a smaller number of individuals and species than at other disposal sites located

in the Gulf of Maine (DAMOS 1979b). Dominant benthic species include the polychaetes

Sternapsis scutata, Nepthys incisa, Maldane sarsi, Lumbrinerisjragilis, Ninoe nigrippes, Goniada

maculata, Ampharete acutifronons, nemertean wonn Micrura sp., burrowing anemone Edwardsia

elegans, and the amphipod Hippomedon serratus (DAMOS 1979a).

Mussels (Modiolus modiolus) were deployed at BLDS in 1978 to monitor temporal

and spatial variations in ambient metal and other chemical concentrations in the sediments

"(DAMOS 1979b). Results indicated that the mussels at BLDS had metal concentrations which

approximated those in animals at Halfway Rock, a reference site. Data indicates that the reference

population at Halfway Rock, being closer to terrestrial sources of contamination, is probably

exposed to similar or higher concentrations of some trace metals than the mussels held at the

disposal site (DAMOS 1979b). However, subsequent samples taken from both the reference and

disposal site showed increases of the disposal site concentrations over those of the reference

station.

Sediment profile camera sampling at the Boston Lightship revealed a healthy benthic

community. Nearly three-quarters of the areas sampled had predominantly fine sand substrate

over silt (indicating a depositional environment), with a few areas that were solely sand or silt clay

(NAI and Diaz 1995). The depth to the RPD layer was at least 1 em, indicating sediments were

weB oxygenated. The sediment surface was diverse, and contained topographic features such as

pits, mounds, bedfonns, and clasts. Wonn tubes were observed on the sediment surface; burrows

were occasionally observed at depth. Total abundance of the benthic community was 9,066/m2
,

moderately high among the offshore stations (Habitat VIT, Table A I-I 0). The 125 taxa collected

in the 8 samples were mainly opportunistic, surface-dwelIing polychaetes. The most abundant

species, Spio limicola, represented 47% of the total abundance. Secondary dominants included

Mediomastus californiensis (7% of the total abundance) and Prionospio steenstrupi (6%). The
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benthic community at Boston Lightship could be considered to be at a successional stage beyond

pioneering but not yet at equilibrium. Monitoring in August 1994 (SAle 1994) noted a somewhat

healthier benthic community, as indicated by deep-dwelling benthic fauna such as holothuroids,

which were not collected in the October survey. The remaining stations mainly had fine sand

sediments overlying silt with pit and mound topography. The depth of the RPD layer was 1.5-2.5

em below the sediment surface. Other characteristics were con~istent with the majority of the

stations. The benthic community had one ofthe lowest total abundances (4732.71m2
) of all Outer

Harbor stations (Habitat VIII, Table AI-IO). A total of 76 taxa were collected in the 3 O.04:m2

samples. Spio limicola was the most abundant species, representing 21% of the total abundance.

Finfish

The Massachusetts Bay area is a productive fishery habitat. Fish reported to occur

in the area of the disposal site include cod, dab and gray sole, yellowtail flounder, whiting, and

Atlantic herring; all are caught near the vicinity of the Boston Lightship and the :MBDS (DAMOS

1979a). Lobster and ocean quahogs are also reported in the area.

WETLAND RESOURCES

There are no protectable wetland resources subjectto federal or state jurisdiction at

BLDS.

WILDLIFE

I

Wildlife, including great cormorant (P. carbo), herring gull (L. argentatus), white

winged seater (M. deglandi), common goldeneye (E. clangula), bufflehead (E. albeola), mallard

(A. platyrhynchos), black duck (A. Rubripes), merganser (Mergus spp.) and scaup (Aythya spp.)

are likely to intermittently utilize BLDS for feeding and resting. Each of these species feed on
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fish and invertebrates (Martin etal. 1951; Whitlatch 1982; DeGraaf and Rudis 1986) that occur

in the area

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

BLDS is located in Massachusetts Bay, an area known to be utilized by various

marine mammals, but outside the boundaries of the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary.

Cetaceans are transients of the disposal site, but are not likely to be impacted by ocean disposal.

Endangered whale species are known to congregate above the shallow (30 meter) Stellwagen Bank

(U.R.I. 1981) when foraging for prey (e.g., sand lance Ammontytes americanus). Endangered

species presumed to be transients at BLDS include the finback whale Balaenoptera physalus; the

sei whale Balaenoptera borealis; the humpback whale Megaptera novaeangliae and possibly the

northern right whale Eubalaena glacialis (MBO 1987). Threatened or endangered turtles could

transit this area as well. The impact of the use of Boston Lightship on endangered species is

currently being assessed by ACOE NED. Boston Lightship is further removed from the prime

threatened and endangered species habitat at SteUwagen Bank. Use of the site to date has not

indicated any impact to threatened or endangered species. Full coordination with the NlMFS

ensures compliance with the protection of endangered species and their habitats.

HISTORICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

BLDS has historically been used for disposal of dredged material. No historical or

archeological resources are expected to occur at the site.

SOCIO-ECONOMICILAND USE

Extensive shipping, fishing, recreational activities, and scientific investigations take

place in Massachusetts Bay year round. There are no known interferences from disposal events

on these activities (EPA ROD 1993). In addition, the availability of the BLDS for the vast
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AI-I72

Environmental Conseqnences2.6.2.2

Direct Impacts

I

sunken vessels, have been dumped at this site. The EPA has conducted, and plans to continue

to conduct, investigations on the nature and condition of the chemicals disposed at BLS: The

EPA has expressed reservations about the use of this site for disposal of dredged materials until
• i

their investigations have been concluded and evaluated. The following analysis is based on the

assumption that the conclusion of the EPA's studies will indicate that the material previously

dumped at the site would pose no hindrances to future use for disposal of dredged materials. That
• I

is, the question of restrictions caused by the existing barrels will be deferred until the evaluation

of practicability criteria. The discussion in this section will focus on the suitability of the natural

physical and biological environment to support the proposed activity.

majority of sediments from Boston Harbor provides a potential solution for the disposal of large

amoun~ of dredged material.

,

Boston Lightship (BLS) is the only previously-used dredged material disposal site

being considered for the disposal ofsilts from the BHNIP. In addition to disposal of three million

cubic yards of dredged materials from Boston Harbor through the 1970s, waste containers

containing hazardous and low level radioactive materials, as well as construction debris and

The site would require no preparation other than placing a buoy to mark the disposal

location. Dredged material (silt) would be disposed from barges directly onto the unmodified

substrate. The silt would be capped with parent material.

Because this site is in a depositional environment (Knebel 1993), it is expected that

the disposed dredged material would settle onto the substrate in a mou~d. SAle (1994) identified

deposits of dredged materials dating back to at least the 1970s. The benthic resources in the

footprint of the mound would be smothered. The existing character of the substrate is
I

predominantly hard sand colonized by a diverse benthic infaunal community. Disposal of silts
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and capping with clay would alter this substrate in a way that, without modification (through

biological activity or physical forces), would not be attractive to recruitment of benthic fauna

immediately. It could eventually recover to support the same benthic infaunal community that

exists now. SAiC (1994) identified extensive recolonization of old dredged material with late

successional stage organisms.

Indirect Impacts - Short-term Water Quality Effects

Because Boston Lightship is located outside of state waters, use of the federal

definition of the mixing zone (compliance with acute water quality criteria outside the boundary

of the mixing zone within four hours of each disposal event) is appropriate for this site. For

designated open water disposal sites, under Section 103, the established site boundaries mark the

edge of the mixing zone. Sediment disposal simulations for the Boston Lightship site conducted

with COE's ADDAM'S model showed that four hours after a 2,000 cy disposal event water

qualnty criteria for copper were not exceeded outside the disposal site's boundaries (Table Al-19).

Since this was true for the summer (stratified) condition, it would be safe to assume it would hold

for winter (unstratified) conditions as well. Within the site, soluble copper concentrations in the

water column were also estimated to be below the chronic water quality criterion. After a four

hour period, the total volume of silt within the cloud was estimated to be equivalent to about 3.3%

of the initial disposal volume. These results indicate that risks to marine resources would be

minimal since water quality criteria would be met after two hours within the disposal site.

Indirect Impacts - Long-Term Water QualitvlSite Stability

The typical bottom currents at Boston Lightship are about 0.5 ftlsec (15 cm/sec).

These currents are sufficient to keep silt in suspension, although too low to erode consolidated silt.

The extent of the hard sand substrate (>70% of the stations examined by Sediment Profile

Imagery) at Boston Lightship is indicative of the regularity of this current regime. The water

depths (about 50 m) and its location outside of normal shipping lanes make it unlikely that the

substrate at Boston Lightship would be affected by vessel traffic.
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The Boston Lightship area faces an unlimited fetch from winds from all directions

except west. The water depth is again beneficial in protecting this site from the wind-wave

generated bottom currents. A one-year return storm event is estimated to produce nearbottom

currents of 1.6 ftlsec (49 cm/sec), more than sufficient to erode unconsolidated silt or consolidated

silt with little clay. Because silts disposed at Boston Lightship would be mounded, they 'would

be more readily eroded than if placed in a depression.

Use ofthe Boston Lightship site would require interim capping in anticipation of wind

or storm events that could disturb the bottom.

Indirect Impacts - Downstream Resources

Biological sampling in the fall of 1994 revealed the presence of a diverse benthic

community of moderate abundances. Lobster catches were relatively high (lower than the

Meisburger sites, but substantially higher than any Boston Harbor locations). Trawl samples

(fable Al-4) were dominated by lobsters (59% of the catch) and winter flounder (28% of the

catch). Total catc~ was similar to that in Boston Harbor, although the relative abundance of

lobsters was higher in the offshore catch.

The COE estimates that disposal of silt at Boston Lightship would result in the

dispersion of about 5% of the material from the site through water column transport. The water

depths indicate that it would take less than 5 hours (less than 0.5 tidal cycles) under nonstratified

conditions for this vagrant silt to reach the substrate. The area ~here vagrant silt from an

individual disposal event reached the bottom would vary with the tid~ stage, but over the course

of the project, the silt could be deposited in a concentric circle around the point of disposal. The
,

unconsolidated nature of the silt would make it highly susceptible to resuspension, therefore, it
!

is unlikely that it would be detectable in future monitoring.

It is this area of silt deposition, however, that could be identified as the downstream
,

area of concern. The benthic community observed in the fall of 1994 was composed of a mixture
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Boston Lightship Disposal Site (BLDS)

of surface and burrowing species. The surface-dwelling species and sessile suspension and surface

deposit-feeders would be more susceptible to the effects of smothering than the burrowing species.

Indirect Impacts - Biological Exposure Potential

Water Column Effects

The depth at which Boston Lightship is locat~ provides a large volume of water to

dilute dissolved contaminants and suspended sediments following each disposal event. No

constiituents are expected to reach concentrations in the water column that exceed the chronic

water quality criteria Therefore, the potential for pelagic organisms to be affected by disposal

activities is negligible.

Substrate" Effects

While the Boston Lightship area has been used for disposal of dredged material and

other material in the past, the extent of contamination in the substrate is not well defined.

Because all areas examined in fall 1994 were characterized by granular (sandy) or rocky substrate,

it is unlikely that contaminants are widespread, although there may be localized pockets in the

vicinity of earlier disposal activities. Creation of a mound of silty material from Boston Harbor

would create an approximately lOO-acre area of elevated concentrations of organic and inorganic

contaminants until it was capped. The frequent disposal activity in the area from the BHNIP

would continuously disturb the site, likely preventing colonization by any but the most

opportunistic species. Absence of food and frequency of disturbance would tend to deter bottom

feeding fish from lingering on the contaminated sediments.

Should sediments accumulate adjacent to the mound, there would be a greater risk of

exposure to demersal finfish. Because accumulation could occur without smothering the benthic

organisms, food would continue to be available for bottom-feeders. The potential for ingestion

and dennal contact would be higher than on the disposal mound itself. However, the ephemeral

nature of this siltation would counteract this potential.
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Boston Lightship Disposal Site (BLDS)

Other Issues

Cetaceans may transient the disposal site, but are not likely to be to impacted by ocean

disposal. This area is about 9 nautical miles west of the Stellwagen Bank; and thus sufficiently

removed from their main area for feeding and congregating so that problems from disposal activi

ties should not occur. Disposal of dredged material at BLDS is not expected to have any

substantial adverse impact on endangered species, their prey, or the habitat essential for their

survival. Consultation with the NMFS under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973

(as amended, 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq);has been initiated to ensure this activity will not jeopardize

any endangered or threatened species.

BLDS is in an area deemed "sensitive" by the Board of Underwater Archeological

Resources because of the number of shipwrecks that have occurred there over time or because

historic disposal sites may contain material of archeological interest. However, discussion with

the staff of the Board suggests there may not be resources at the specific disposal site. This will

be confirmed by the staff upon review of the Board's files about the proposed sites.

BLDS is an inactive disposal site. Extensive shipping, fishing, recreational activities,

and scientific investigations take place in Massachusetts Bay year around. There are no known

or anticipated interferences from disposal events at this site except the uncertainty surrounding

conditions created by previous disposal of miscellaneous wastes. If these uncertainties can be

resolved, the use of the site could provide a solution for the disposal of large amounts of

unsuitable material by capping and sequestering the contaminants in the future.
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL EVALlJATION -

DREDGING SITES

3.1 OTHER PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS

The majority ofthe environmental and socio-economic information concerning Boston

Harbor, and the areas to be dredged for the navigation improvement project, are discussed in

EIR/S Sections 2.0 and 4.0. Therefore, only additional information is covered here.

Besides the navigation improvement project, a 9.s mile long sewage outfall tunnel is

currently being constructed from Deer Island underneath the seafloor into Massachusetts Bay for

the MWRA project. Completion of the outfall pipe is expected in 1995. The Third Harbor

Tunnel will cross the main ship channel from South Boston to Logan Airport in East Boston.

Dredging for the tunnel was completed in 1993. Placement of the tunnel sections for the Third

Harbor Tunnel was completed in 1993. In addition, barge traffic will be hauling dredged and

excavated materials removed from the Central Artery to Spectacle Island.

Interference between construction of the above two projects and the associated

dredging of the navigation improvement project is not expected to occur. Construction of the

navigation improvement project is not expected to begin until 1996. No interference with the

MWRA project is expected. Barge traffic from this project is expected to be minimal. Potential

disposal site locations would not interfere with the construction of the outfall tunnel.

Deepening the Federal channels may involve relocating buried utilities. The

deepening in the Chelsea River was limited due to the expense involved with relocating the gas

siphon. Utilities that were identified include a powerline running generally down the center of

the Reserved Channel, telephone cable across the Inner Confluence, a water tunnel, electrical cable

and bridge cables across the lower Chelsea River and two water tunnels, a sewer siphon, a gas

siphon, electrical cable and fire alarm cable across the upper Chelsea River. Table AI-20 lists

the known utilities and expected depths.
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In most cases, the 'utilities will be relocated by burying them deeper under the channel.

The gas siphon is a special case and will have a protective layer of rip-rap placed over the line

rather than actually relocating the siphon.

I

The deepening of three harbor tributaries will require particular care to avoid damag-

ing utilities crossings. During November 1992 field data were collected using side scan sonar and

an array of geophysical instruments which enhanced existing knowledge ofburied utilities. While

the information obtained does not precisely locate the depth of utilities, it does show either the

trench or changes in bottom material densities indicating existence of trench excavation and fill.

This information has not been published yet, but some data are currently available.

The berthing areas and bulkheads adjacent to the navigation channels will be

investigated to ensure that dredging a deeper channel will not undermine the integrity of the

bulkheads. Surveys conducted to date have not revealed evidence of this type of problem.

3.2 DREDGING AREAS - ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES

3.2.1 Water Quality

The dominant currents in the harbor are tidal in origin, although wind driven currents

occur during storms. Freshwater discharges from the Mystic, Charles, and Chelsea Rivers gener

ally overlie the more dense seawater flows from the tides. Freshwater flows average 350 to 500

cubic feet per second (CFS) in the summer. Tidal input is several orders of magnitude greater

than freshwater input. Tidal flows average 320,000 cubic foot per second (CPS) for a six hour

period with volumes ranging fi:om 10.6 billion gallons at low tide to 179.9 billion gallons at high

tide (Metcalf and Eddy, 1976, and MDWPC, 1986). Approximately 73.3 billion gallons are
I

exchanged through three channels linked with the President Roads area and one channel linked

with Nantasket Roads. In addition, 265 million gallons per day of :waste water is released into

the Harbor system from the Boston regional wastewater treatment plant on Deer Island.

The average tidal range in Boston Harbor is 9.5 feet with spring tidal ranges often in

excess of 11 feet. Average current velocities for the Inner Harbor are less than 0.5 knots. Tidal
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currents in other portions of the Harbor Vary greatly in speed because of the irregular bottom

topography and the large number of islands (Knebel, et.al., 1991). In general, maximum near

bottom current speeds are greatest (> 10 knots) in constricted channels and depressions, are

intennediate (3-6 knots) at locations sheltered by islands and points of land, and are weakest «
3 knots) over the shallow subtidal flats (Bumpus, et.al., 1951; U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey,

1953; Mencher, et al, 1968; National Ocean Survey, 1977; Signell and Butman, 1990 in Knebel,

et.al., 1991). Maximum current.velocities during spring tide in the areas to be dredged are as

follows: 0.1 knots in the Mystic River, 0.2 knots in the Chelsea Rivers and 0.7 knots in the Main

Ship Channel vicinity (N.O.A.A., 1986).

The quality ofwater in Boston Harbor has been the target of considerable expenditures

of Federal, State and private funds. For the most part, raw sewage and untreated industrial

discharges are being rectified by the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) under

a court order aimed at cleaning-up Boston Harbor. A new primary sewage treatment plant is

currently under construction on Deer Island, including relocation of the ocean outfall from the

island to nine miles offshore. The construction of the first battery of secondary treatment

upgrades is to begin shortly. Disposal of sewage sludge into Boston Harbor ceased in 1992. This

has resulted in a rapid and measurable increase in water quality (MWRA, 1993). Water quality

is expected to improve further when the secondary treatment facility on Deer Island is in full

operation in the year 2000 (MWRA, 1993). The history of contamination from these and other

sources in Boston Harbor can be found in the harbor sediments.

.Water quality in Boston Harbor has been found to vary both spatially and temporally.

The Feasibility Study provided a general seasonal summary of previously available data. A more

recent data set for June through October 1985 (MDWPC, 1986 and New England Aquarium,

1990) is also within the ranges listed on this summary.

Barring localized effects around thennal outfalls from powe~ generating stations, the

temperature regime in the Harbor is under nonnal climatic and estuarine controls. The enrichment

level in the outer harbor is generally considered to be at a mesotrophic scale without excessive

primary production (National Commission on Water Quality, 1976). The inner harbor is also

enriched from combined sewer outflows and the high level of nutrients in the river system feeding

the harbor.
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Vertically averaged dissolved oxygen levels (MDWPC, 1986) exhibit values ranging

as low as 4.5 ppm in the project area. These values represent summer biological activity in con

junction with organic enrichment of the ecosystem. Oxygen depletion is a substantial problem

in many estuaries during times of thermal stratification of the water column. The strengthening

and deepening ofthe water column thermocline limits the circulation and oxygen exchange in the

nearbottom waters. As temperatures peak (often in August), available dissolved oxygen levels
,

decrease and cause a corresponding depression in biological activIty at the sediment water

interface. This "August Effect", as it is commonly referenced, is a major environmental factor

in structuring biological communities in the project area.

The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) and the New England

Aquarium hav~ measured dissolved oxygen throughout Boston Harbor. MWRA (1992)

measurements of bottom waters in the Inner Harbor frequently show DO below the standard 5.0

mgll, with occasional measurements below 2 mg/I. Low oxygen conditions are much rarer in

surface waters, and tend to occur in restricted channels with high combined sewer overflows

(CSO) input, such as Fort Point Channel and the Reserved Channel (MWRA, 1992). Dissolved

oxygen in the Outer Harbor and Dorchester Bay measured by MWRA and the Aquarium moni

toring programs are nearly always above the 5 mg/l standard for Class SB waters. The water

chemistIy of the project area, in particular the organic load and its subsequent chemical oxygen

demand, is a substantial factor in the ecology of Boston Harbor.

Salinity data indicate the Outer Harbor is well mixed, while the various regions ofthe

inner harbor are under the influence of freshwater inputs. Essentially, the mouth of the Harbor

is considered stenohaline and the Inner and Outer Harbor areas are euryhaline. Oil pollution has

created problems in many harbor areas and a permanent oil boom is maintained at the mouth of

Chelsea Creek to protect the remainder of the Harbor from potential spills in the main tanker

terminal areas.

Coliform bacteria counts have been collected by several agencies for several decades.

Bacterial counts have decreased 10 to 100-fold over the past 50 years in the Inner Harbor, near

Deer Island, Nut Island, Governors Island, President Roads, Nantasket Roads, Moon Head, and

Dorchester Bay (MWRA, 1992). These improvements are related to the construction of treatment

plants. Bacterial counts in the Inner Harbor were lower in the 1980s compared to the 1960s. The
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extreme violations offecal colifonn water quality measured hear Deer Island by the New England

Aquarium have not been found since 1988, and water quality near Nut Island has been good since

1987. This improvement in offshore bacterial water quality has been associated with more reliable

chlorination of the wastewater treatment plants (MWRA, 1992).

Water quality in the Outer Harbor varies greatly. In 1989 and 1990, MWRA sampling

showed that Carson Beach, Pleasure Bay and Northern Dorchester Bay generally met water quality

standards. Samples taken near Calf Island in the outer harbor were all within swimming

standards..Southern Dorchester Bay, at the mouth of the Neponset River, generally showed poorer

water quality. This area is affected by the Neponset River, stonn drains outflow, CSOs and

possibly sludge. Samples collected at Dorchester Bay' beaches in 1991 by MDC indicate a

decrease in the number of postings at the two beaches in Southern Dorchester Bay: Tenaean and

Malibu. The decrease in postings at these areas can probably be attributed to the operation of new

disinfection facilities at Fox Point and Commercial Point sewer outfalls.

In Boston Harbor productive clam beds cover about 4,700 acres (Figure AI-22)

(MWRA 1992). None of these beds are open for recreational clamming because sewage indicator

bacteria counts are too high (MWRA, 1992). About 2,900 acres of clam beds are restricted to

harvesting only by "Master Diggers". These licensed diggers must take all clams harvested to

a depuration facility, where the shellfish are held in clean water for two days to cleanse

themselves of bacteria.

The Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries monitors shellfish growing water as

well as the clams themselves for bacteriological safety. Some areas of Boston Harbor, especially

in Quincy Bay and Hingham Bay, are often conditionally opened, while other areas, like

Dorchester Bay, are virtually never open (MWRA, 1992). Clam beds in the Inner Harbor are

prohibited from harvest.

Levels of trace metals in the inner harbor have been related to the sewage discharges,

CSOs, urban runoff, and the metals contributed by the major rivers. In the Outer Harbor, higher

levels of metals have been found around the sewage outfalls. The U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency has developed water quality criteria designed to protect aquatic organisms from the

adverse effects of environmental contaminants. Boston Harbor generally meets the water quality
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criteria for toxic contaminants (MWRA, 1992). There has been a four-fold decrease in the

amount of metals discharged to the Harbor by the MWRA between 1981 and 1991. Results of

bioaccumulation studies conducted by MWRA (1992) in 1991 and other studies indicate or

suggest that improve~ents in MWRA discharges are being reflected in improvements in water

quality. Although the quality of discharge from MWRA treatment plants is improving, and is

expected to improve, various levels and types of contaminants are still released into the aquatic

system. These discharges combined with riverine and direct urban runoff represent a degradation

of the Boston Harbor water quality.

3.2.2 Sediment Characteristics

General Site Environment

I

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) currently is conducting studies in

Boston Harbor, MassachusettsBay and Cape Cod Bay to define the geological framework of the

region and to understand the transport and accumulation of sediments (Butman, et.al., 1992). One

of the goals of the USGS study is to develop a sediment data base. The levels of contaminants
I

vary throughout the Harbor predominantly depending on hydrology and substrate type. In general,

metal and organic levels are relatively high in the Inner Harbor arid decrease seaward. The

surficial sediments represent fine grained material with associated chemicals deposited since the

area was last maintained. The results of the chemical sampling reflect the normal sedimentologi

cal trends of increased chemical levels with those substrates of higher total organic carbon and

silt-clay content (Boehm et al. 1984). The Mystic River (sampling stations A and B) exhibited

the highest contaminant levels and was also the most recently dredged. The material>accumulated

at these stations represents the highest levels in the harbor, apparently derived from the Mystic

River drainage area. In contrast. the least contaminated material in the harbor is also found in the

Mystic River at Station C. This station is typical of the pristine Jean clay layer of the deeper

sediments without deposition of a recent silt/clay overburden.

I

An acoustic impedance survey of the Federal channels to be dredged was performed

by ACOE in November 1992. This survey was conducted to locate and determine the amount of
I

silt (maintenance layer), clay, and rock. This survey was also used to assist in locating utilities.
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The surface sediments in the federal chanfiels and the berth areas are subject to

resuspension during virtually every ship passage. Appendix G presents an estimate of the bottom

velocities that are generated by the various types of cargo vessels and tugs that operate in Boston

Harbor. Silt, the predominant grain-size of the surface sediments, can be resuspended by currents

as slow as 0.2 m/s. Bottom velocities generated by cargo vessels passing at slow speeds through

the harbor (according to the traffic patterns described in the Shiphandling Simulation Study

provided in the DEIR/S) can exceed t4is value up to 400 m astern of the vessel. Tugs can

generate bottom velocities above this value up to 200 m astern. These velocities dissipate rapidly

as the vessels traverse the channel. Sediments resuspended by these currents settle back to the

substrate after being transported relatively short distances. Turning areas are particularly

susceptible to this influence. ,Portions of the confluence of the Mystic River, Chelsea River and

Main Ship Channel showed evidence of scour in the acoustic impedance study; parent material

is exposed in these areas.

Upland Disposal Testine

The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection requires information on

additional parameters (total petroleum hydrocarbons) and toxic charact~ristic leaching procedure

(TCLP) in order to evaluate the suitability of dredged material for upland disposal. Chemical

testing was also performed for sodium and chlorides at the request of the interagency work group

members and because both sodium and chloride can have an impact on ground water if the

sediment is disposed of upland and leaching occurs (at unlined sites).

The averages for total petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH) concentrations and Total Organic

Carbon (TOC) for all sites tested are presented in Table AI-21. The highest average concentra

tions of TPH was found at the Mystic Pier 1 site and the lowest average concentration of TPH

was found at the Conley 11-13 site. The highest average concentration of TOC occurred at

Edison Barge Intake and Edison Barge Berth (13.0% and 10.2% respectively) and the lowest

average concentration of TOC occurred at the Gulf Oil site (1.7%).
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Toxic Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP)

If the bulk chemical concentration in the sediment tested equaled or exceeded the

Massachusetts Department of Environment bulk soil concentration for TCLP analysis, then there

. is a mathematical chance that the TCLP test could exceed threshold limits. In order to know if

the parameter of interest would exceed the EPA regulatory limit, a TCLP test must be perfonned

in order to verify if the sediment has hazardous characteristics. Only chromium and lead

exceeded the mathematical thresholds for requiring TCLP analysis. Table AI-22 is a summary of

the MassachusettsDEP Bulk Soil Concentration limits along with the lead and chromium bulk and

TCLP concentrations in relation to the regulatory limits. In all cases the TCLP results were orders

of magnitude below the regulatory levels. Therefore, none of the sediments to be dredged in

Boston Harbor show hazardous characteristics.

Table AI-23 shows the concentration of sodium and chloride found at each site tested.

The highest concentration of sodium occurred at Eastern Minerals (40140 mg/kg) and the Mystic

Piers had the highest percent of chloride (2.0%).

3.2.3 Biological Resources

In July and November 1986 benthic biological sampling was conducted at thirteen

(13) stations in the proposed dredging area. Finfish samples and water column parameters were

also obtained at various locations. In general, the benthic population in Boston Harbor is

described below, based on results from thirteen (13) stations randomly located throughout the

project area and sampled in two seasons. The sampling program used a 0.04m Van Veen grab

and screened samples through a O.Smm sieve. Additional details can be found in the 1988

Environmental Assessment.

All three tributaries of the Boston Harbor navigation improvement project contained

on average a high number of organisms per square meter (4,798; S'.D. = 8623.2) in July. The

average number of species recovered in July was eight (S.D. = 8.4). The dominant organisms
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were the polychaetes Capitella capitata (54.8 %, S.D. = 18.3); Polydora ligni (15.3%, S.D. =
7.1); and Polydora aggregata (12.3%, S.D. = 11.7).

The Inner Harbor rivers and the Reserved Channel undergo remarkable reductions in

densities between seasons. Theoretically, a popu'lation can rebound from nearly an azoic state

(induced by low dissolved oxygen levels) through adult recruitment. Between July and

November, a statistically significant (p < 0.005) reduction in benthic population densities and

diversity occurred. The November population contained on average a much lower number (29;

S.D. = 71.5) of organisms per square meter and number of species (0.4; S.D. = 0.7). The

dominant organisms were the polychaetes Polydora ligni (20.0%; S.D. = 11.5); Streblospio

benedicti (17.9%, S.D. = 16.8); the sand shrimp Crangon septemspinosa (11.0%, S.D. = 19.0);

and the amphipod crustacean Ampelisca abdita (6.7%, S.D. = 11.5).

This tremendous reduction in benthic productivity is not uncommon in urban estuaries

where the cumulative effects of high organic load, vessel wakes, increasing water temperature,

reduced wind mixing, and increased water column stratification combine with microbial activities

that peak in late summer to reduce dissolved oxygen levels. The dissolved oxygen stress is often

severe enough to eliminate non-motile benthic populations - the so-called "August effect".

Given the cyclic (annual) nature of low dissolved oxygen levels in Boston Harbor, the

benthic inhabitants are well adjusted to colonizing and recolonizing azoic substrates annually.

This type of pioneering species assemblage can be expected quickly to recolonize a dredged area

with minimal disruption in benthic productivity.

The polychaetes Capitella capitata and Streblospio benedicti are the dominant benthic

organisms present in the project area. Both of these species are tolerant of physical and chemical

stresses that are characteristic of urban harbors such as Boston. Each of these species are "r 

strategists, II i.e. species whose life history is characterized by small body size, short generation

times and high reproduction (r) rate (Grassle and Grassle, 1984). Capitella capitata has shown

generation times as short as three weeks (Tenore and Chesney, 1985). These life history attributes

allow the proliferation of this species within the project area on a cyclic basis. High densities of

Capitella capitata were found in July but not in November. This cycle of proliferation and die-
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off keeps the benthic population in a state of dynamic equilibrium. Project areas which were

azoic in both sampling p~riods may have a sufficient additional stress of sulphidic or petroleum

compounds accumulating in the substrate so that it is intolerable to even these species (James and

Gibson, 1980). This cycle of recolonization by the benthos can b~ expected to allow rapid

biogenic reworking and recolonization of the newly exposed clay layers in the post dredging

phase.

The soft shelled clam MYa arenaria is the most common commercial shelIfish within
I

the Boston Harbor area (Figure AI-22). Blue mussels MytiZus eduZis and duck clams Macoma

balthica are also found in shelIfish beds but are not harvested. Densities of shellfish beds have

been documented by Jerome et al. (1966), Chesmore et al, (1971) and Iwanowicz et al. (1973)

and these data can be referred to for detailed information.

As described in the previous section, waters overlying the shellfish beds are con

taminated by wastes from sewage outfalls, resulting in the presence of coliform bacteria in the

shellfish. The beds are under the jurisdiction of Massachusetts Department of Environmental

Protection and are closed to commercial and noncommercial harvesting, except by Master Diggers

who must have the clams depurated at a purification plant.

Most of the productive soft shelIed clam beds near the proposed dredging project are

closed except for restricted areas near Logan Airport and a seasonal area in Pleasure Bay, the

latter located immediately southwest of Castle Island. Logan Airport beds are one nautical mile

north of President Roads and the beds at Pleasure Island are about two nautical miles west of

President Roads. Shellfish beds open to Master Diggers are predominantly within the lower bays

and are distant from the shipping channels and project areas.

The limited amount of lobstering within the Boston area takes place primarily in

Quincy, Dorchester, and Hingham Bays. Lobstering is minimal or ndnexistent in the areas to be

primarily affected by the proposed work.

Fisheries resources of the Inner and Outer Harbors have berm inventoried by previous

studies. These studies include the 'MES (1972, 1972 a, b, c; 1973; ·1976 a, b; 1977 a, b) and
I
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Haedrich and Haedrich (1974) studies which developed infonnation in the Lower Mystic River.

Data in the Outer Harbor were developed by Jerome et al. (1966), Chesmore et al. (1971) and

Iwanowicz et al. (1973).

The studies on the lower Mystic River were concentrated in the area between Amelia

Earhart Dam and the Mystic River (Tobin) Bridge. Haedrich and Haedrich (1974) found that the .

seasonal species composition was similar to other northeast harbor.communities. Winter flounder,

smelt and alewives are found in the river throughout the year and are, therefore, considered

residents. Ocean pout and blueback herring are summer residents, whereas sea herring is

considered a winter resident. With the exception of ocean pout, these residents were identified

in the 1986 NED biological sampling effort.

In fall 1994 finfish were sampled in the Mystic River, Chelsea River and Inner

Confluence using an otter trawl. Results are presented in Table AI-4. Winter flounder was the

most abundant species collected in each area.

Finfish sampling identified anadromous finfish, resident finfish and lobster as

occurring in the project area. In a recent report by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (N.OA.A. 1984), anadromous finfish species were identified as b~ing of special

concern in the project area.

Infonnation on spawning species, numbers and quality ofspawn and their significance

to regional resources is imprecise and sketchy. Since the principal streams discharging into the

Inner Harbor rivers have dams located on them, tidal spawns of smelt and alewives are unlikely.

In addition, it is not known if winter flounder use Boston's Inner H~bor for spawning as well as

an area of local feeding. From the habits of these fish and from their behavior in the Mystic

River channel area, they appear to stay in particu.ar resident areas within the Inner and Outer

harbors. Larval contribution to the eventual recruitment of these fish in other areas is not known.

In summary, a spring/summer movement of anadromous finfish occurs through the

project area as they move into spawning (freshwater) tributaries. Lobsters and flounder are

generally in the Outer Harbor (areas of high productivity) preferring cool waters. In summer, as

water temperatures rise, productivity in benthic habitats sharply decline in response to low
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. dissolved oxygen in the near bottom water column, restricting fauna to the Outer Harbor (Main

Ship Channel) areas. By fall, the Inner Harbor has juvenile flounder feeding on sand shrimp

while waters are cooling toward winter spawning temperatures. In winter, finfish, except for the
I

cold water spawning flounder, and lobster move offshore as harbor water temperatures decrease.

This fall/winter water cooling allows a balance of the oxygen depletion that occurred in the

wanner seasons. High organic load freshwater inputs and warming water temperatures initiate the

complex cycle in the spring.

Offshore and longshore areas of the Harbor were trawled for finfish in the studies

done by the Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries. Atlantic silverside, mummichog and

Atlantic tomcod were the predominant species found in the longshore trawls. Some of the

offshore sampling sites yielded high densities of winter flounder, Atlantic to~cod, fourspine

stickleback, and rainbow smelt. The highest densities of finfish were taken during the months of

September and October, with Atlantic silverside and winter flounder the predominant species. The

densities of finfish dropped during the winter months of December· through March as the fish

moved offshore to winter feeding grounds.
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Boston Harbor Dredging Project EIRIS Figure Al-3. Site map for potential disposal site.
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Boston Harbor Dredging Project EIRIS Figure Al-4. Site map for potential disposal site,
Woburn-H.
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Figure Al-6. Site map for the Plainville
Landfill site.
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Revised by NAI to reflect pertinent site conditions.

Figure Al-7. Site map for the Fitchburg!
Westminster Landfill site.
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USGS Quadrangle Whiunan, MA 1977
Revised by NAI to reflect pertinentsite conditions.
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Figure At-8. Site map for BPI Northern Disposal Inc.
(E. Bridgewater) Landfill site.
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Figure AI-9. Site map for Mystic Piers site
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Boston Harbor Navigation Chart

Figure A1-10. Site map for Revere Sugar site
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Figure AI-H. Site map for Amstar site
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DISPOSAL SITE

Boston Harbor Navigation Chan

.Figure Al-12. Site map for Cabot Paint site.
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Boston Harbor Navigation Chart
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Boston Harbor Dredging Project EIRIS Figure Al-13.Site map for Little Mystic Channel site.
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Boston Harbor Dredging Project EIRlS Figure AI-IS. Site map for Spectacle Island CAD site.
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Boston Harbor Dredging Project EIRlS Figure Al-16. Site map for Meisburger2 site.
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Figure A1-17. Site map for Meisburger 7 site.
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Boston Harbor Dredging Project EIRIS Figure Al-l8. Site map for potential disposal site,
Subaqueous-B
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Figure A 1-19. Site map for potential disposal site,
Subaqueous-E.
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Boston Inner Hafbor Navigation Chart

Figure Al-20. Site map for potential disposal site,
Winthrop Harbor.
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Lege~d

_ Prohibited

~ Conditionally
~ restricted

Outer Harbor

(From MWRA "State of Boston Harbor: 1991" report)

Figure AI-22. Prohibited and restricted clam beds in Boston Harbor. There are many acres
of soft-shell clam beds in Boston Harbor, but none are open for unrestricted harvest.



TABLE At-I. LANDFILL CHARACTERISTICS

FITCHBURGI
PLAINVILLE WESTMINISTER E. BRIDGEWATER

DAILY CAPACITY
Total Waste 850-925 cy/day 350 cy/day 1075 cy/day
Capacity

Available Waste 150-200 cy/day 200 cy/day 75 cy/day
Capacityl

Cover Capacity 500 cy/day 250 cy/day 400 cy/day
Available Cover 100 cy/day Unknown Variable
Capacity

ANNUAL TOTAL CAPACITY 350,000 cy/yr 100,000 cy/yr 250,000 cy/yr

STOCKPILING CAPACITy2 200,000 cy 8,000.-10,000 cy

. WASTE MATERIAL LIMITATIONS

~
Dewatering No free standing water No free standing water No free standing water
Solids ~40% solids ~25% solids ~20% solids

I Odor Deodorizing suggested Must have no odor Ifodor, BFI will lime

~ COVER MATERIAL LIMITATIONS Must meet DEP standards for Must meet 310 CMR 19 Must meet DEP standards for TCLP,
~ TCLp3, pH, solids, reactivity, regulations. PCBs, reactivity, corrosivity, free
......... ignitability. liquid, solids. Odor must be inoffen-

siv~ to community. No large boul-
ders.

ESTIMATED CLOSURE DATE 1995, but proposed expansions 1997 1996
would extend until 2000.

TOWNIBOARD OF I-IEALTH Verbal coordination needed Coordination with 2 local Coordination needed
REQUIREMENTS boards

(Continued)



TABLE At-.. (CONTINUED).

FITCHBURGI
PLAINVILLE WESTMINISTER E. BRIDGEWATER

SPECIAL WASTE RECEIVED IN Waste water treatment plant Wastewater treatment plant Sewage sludge, petroleum contami-
PAST grit and screenings sludge. nated soil.

TRUCKING LIMITATIONS
Number/day No limitations No limitations No limitations
Operating hours 7 AM - 3 PM 7 AM - 3 PM 7 AM - 3 PM

TIPPING FEE4 $56/cy $70/cy $28/cy

DISTANCE TO SITE 3S mi. . 45 mi. 2S mi.

- 'Capacity available for project dredged material.
2Unlined cover material can be stockpiled.
3roxic Characteristic Leaching Procedure. An EPA-derived test for hazardous characteristics.
4Approximate costs assuming an average ratio of 1.4 tons/cy; actual tipping fees are based c;m weight.



TABLE AJ-2. ESTIMATED ABUNDANCE (NO./m2) OF BENTHIC INFAUNA (RETAINED ON A 0.5 mOl MESH SIEVE) COLLECTED BY
0.023 m2 PONAR GRAB FROM PROPOSED DISPOSAL SITES IN BOSTON HARBOR, APRIL 28-29, 1993.

STATION

TAXA Mp·l MP-! RS-l RS-2 RS-3 AM-I AM-2 CP·1 CP·! I.MC·1 LMC·2 LMC-3 LMC·4 RC·1 RC·2 RC.3 RC·4

Oligocha~la 43 817 473 172 172 SS9 1806 86 13717 258 86 2451 15480 26574

AllIhd/i"~s O<'ul",u 43

n'pilell" CIIpitUIU 4171 2838 2967 215 43 1892 645 1677.

71",?'., (/l'U/U~' 688 43 86 387 43

Cinalulidae 258

('iJl~lIi"I·.f IJyperhofl!u 43 43

/)UlI~ClIL'eriu sp. 43

l:'leulle sp. 86

J.:. Itelm/podu 86

H.I/mgu

H'hridu mbellu 172 129 43 215

Polynoidae 172 43 43 43

LlIgi.lcu e.t/eIIuuIII 43 43

Ilcsiollidae ·43

I.ei/uwuluplus robuslus 86 172

~
}'IiI'n'JlIIIll/IllI/u~' 473 2IS 129
IIberrolls

I Nereidae 43 172

~ lIediIte 11I.·cl:l;culor 43 172

~ Orbilliidae 258 215 43

'vJ PlInlllultes koslerlellsls

Phulue ml/llllll 43

l'ulyC'irnu sp. 172

PU~I'dunt sp. 43

P. "ggregllltl 258 731

1'.I·IIn/UIII 86 43 43 2107 301 86 559 215 1419 43 129

I~.·gll.lplfl eleglll/.l'

&'" (Continued)
-"
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TABLE Al-2. (CONTINUED)

STATION

TAXA MP-I MP-l RS-I RS-l RS-J AM-I AM·l CP·I CM LMC-I LMC·2 LMC-J LMC-4 RC·I RC-l RC-] RC·4

L/llorilU' IillolYU 129

"(1'1/ I/IWlllrlt, D 43 86 43

Mylilidae D D D

7i:1li1/t' agills 86

Ciulla i//leI/illulis 86 43

Athecala P

Obeliu Jich%ma P

Nemertlnea 43 86

Nematoda 11,954 236,672 17,329 215 9,933 1.806 1,591 2,838 13,932 2,752 129 16.641

Asddlan 43

~ Molgulll sp. 43-- I'O(I-"II;"U jibroSt'I 43

~ TOlal1bllndallce 86 17,759 241.230 20,597 1,161 18,287 430 -9,202 3,354 129 27,907 16,598 3,096 3,096 21,156 301 49,837

~
(lIoJm)

Total No. Discrele Taxa· 2 II 13 6 4 4 9 5 2 22 8 6 7 14 4 10
I

% Pol)'chacla 0 2 15 20 8027 67 59 50 100 25 14 5 13 22 88

~o Crustacea 0 <I <I 0 10 2 0 0 IS II 4 12 9

~o Oivalvia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 <I 0 <I

I' =0 preselll bUlnol enumerable; D =0 dead individuals present' counts represent live animals only
"lIiHher phylogenetic cateHories (e.g. family, genus) were nOllnelllded in lolal no. of discrete laxa whelliower phylogenetic categories were present,
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SPECIES

NEMATODA
POlYCHAETA

TABLE A1-3. MEAN ABUNDANCE (NO./mZ ) BY HABITAT OF BENTHIC INFAUNA RETAINED
ON A 0.5mm-HESH SIEVE COLLECTED FROM INNER HARBOR LOCATIONS, OCTOBER 1994•

; ; I ICHELSEA I '; ; RE
I AHSTAR ICHEL 01 ICHEL 02 I CREEK l CONLEY I CABOT POINT lEVERETT I SU

;--------+--------+--------+--------+-~------+-----------------+--------;---
;HABITAT ;HABITAT IHABITAT :HABITAT lHABITAT I HABITAT ;HABITAT ;HAB

;--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+-----------------+--------;---
; III ; III ; III ; II : III I II ; III ; III I I

_.---------------.-----------------------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+------.--+--------+--------+--------1---
NO. OF SAMPLES TOTAL 2.01 2.0; 2.0; 5.01 1.01 1.01 1.0 1 2.01
PORIFERA HALICHONORIA PANICEA : 1 ; P: I: I
HYDROZOA CLYTIA GRACILIS I;;::; :

OBELIA DICHOTOMA I I ; I P I I
OBELIA SP. ;;; I I :
NEMATODA 587.5; 87.5 1 25.0' 25.01 450.01 25.0'
AHAITIDES SP. ; 5.01;
ARICIDEA (ACMlRA) : 1 I
CATHERlNAE ; I 25.01
CAPITELLA CAPITATA 50.0 1 I 75.0'
CIRRATUlIDAE 10.0;
ETEONE LONGA 5.0;
GLYCERA DIBRANCHIATA ;
HEDISTE DlVERSlCOLOR I
LEITOSCOLOPLOS ACUTUS 1
LEITOSCOLOPLOS ROBUSTUS :
LEITOSCOlOPLOS SP. I
MALDANIDAE I
MARENZELLERIA VIRIDIS ;
HEDIGIASTUS CALIFORNIENSIS, I
MICROPHTHALMUS ABERRANS 1 1
NEANTHES SUCCINEA ; 1
NEANTHES VIRENS; 15.01
NEPHTYIDAE 1 I
NEPHTYS CAECA t 10.01
NEPHTYS CILIATA ; 5.0;
NEPHTYS INCISA ; 1
NEREIDAE ; 1
NINCE NIGRIPES ; 1
PARAHAITIS SPECIOSA ; 5.01
PECTIHARIA GOULDII 12.5; 12.5 1 I
PECTIHARIIOAE 12.51; ~

POtYCIRRUS SP. :: 5.01
POLYDORA CORNUTA 625.0; 12.5: 230.01
POLYDORA SOCIALIS ;; 10.01
SPIO FILICORNIS ;; :
STREBLOSPIO BENEDICTI 412.5; 50.0; 25.01
THARYX ACUTUS ; 25.0; 35.0;
OlIGOCHAETA 87.5:; 5.01
CREPIDULA FORNICATA I; 30.0:
CREPIOULA PLANA :; 50.01
CREPIOULA SP. :; 10.0:
LACUNA VINCTA I; I
NASSARIUS TRIVITTATUS 1 25.0: 5.01

I
OL IGOCHAfTA
GASTROPOOA

.•.............__..•............ __.--...---..-..-----------.._--~---------------_ ..-----_._--_.__.__.__._---.-_.-----~------
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(CONTINUED)

ABLE A1-3. (Continued)

8.3 1
1
1
I
I

8.31,
1
1
I
I
1

483.2/
I
1
I
1

66.71
216.61
183.31

1
"

1
I
I
I
I
1

8.3:
8.31

I
I
1
I
J
1

9.01

I,,,
I
1
I
1
I

12.51
I
I

362.51
1
I
I
I

25.01
262.51
25.01

1
1

37.51
, 1

1
1
1
1
1,
I
1
1

12.5/
I

: 1
10.01

25.0,
I
I
I
I
1
1
I,
1
I
I
1
1
1
1
I
I
I

375.01
1
1
1
1
1

300~01

50.01
1
1
I
I
1
1
1
I

25.01
1
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

6.011.0,

25.0 ,
1
1
1
I
1
I

25.0 1

25.0 1
I
I
I
I
1
I

125.01
I
I
I,
I
I
I.
I
I
I
1
1

P I
1
1
1
1

1150.01
I
1

P I
450.01
325.01
200_°1

25.01
25.01

1
I
1
1

125.01
1
1

P /
I

1
I

16.01

4/- J-.:l '7

---------------------------------------_._------------------._-------------------------------------------------._------------

CIRRIPEDIA
IMYSIDACEA
IAMPHI POOA
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
IDECAPODA
lBRYOZOA
IOPHIUROIDEA
IASCIDIACEA
IX NO. OF INDIV
IX PORIFERA
IX HYDROZOA
IX NEMATODA
IX POLYCHAETA
IX OLIGOCHAETA
/X GASTROPODA
IX BIVALVIA
IX CIRRIPEDIA
IX MYSIDACEA
IX AMPHIPODA
IX DECAPODA
IX BRYOZOA
IX OPHIUROIDEA
IX ASCIDIACEA
INO. OF TAXA

IGROUP SPECIES I I I ICHElSEA I' I I: REVERE I
I / AMSTAR /CHEL 01 lCHEL 02 / CREEK I CONLEY / CABOT POINT lEVERETT I SUGAR I
I /--------+-----~--+--------+--------+--------+-----------------+--------/--- 1
I lHABITAT lHABITAT lHABITAT lHABITAT IHABITAT I HABITAT IHABITAT IHABITAT I
I 1--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+-----------------+--------:--- j
: I II I I III I I II I II I II I I II I II I I II I I II I I
1-------------------------------------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------1--------1
IBIVALVIA ANaotIA SP. I I I /
: BIVALVIA I 5.0/ I /
I CERASTODERMA PINNULATUM I . / 1 I
1 HIATElLA SP. : I 1 1
I lYONSIA HYALINA : I I I
I MACOMA BALTHICA 1 I 12_5 1 1
: MULINIA LATERALIS 12.51 I 25.0: I
I MYA ARENARIA I 1 1

MYTILIDAE 25.0 I 5.0;
TELLINA AGILIS 1 5.0;
TURTONIA MINUTA : 5.0:
BAlANUS CRENATUS / :
HETEROMYSIS FORMOSA / I
AMPELISCA ABOITA I 30.01
COROPHIUM BONELLI 50.0 1 1 I
GAMMARUS LAWRENCIANUS I I I
MICROOEUTOPUS GRYLLOTALPA 37.51 :
PONTOGENEIA INERMIS I :
UMCIOLA INERMIS 12_51 I
CRANGON SEPTEMSPINOSA / 37.5 10.0,:
BUGULA TURRITA I Pl.
OPHIUROIDEA I I
ASCIDIA SP. 25.0; I :
TOTAL 1912.5: 275.01 37.5 1 545.0:
TOTAL : I : P:
TOTAL / / I I
TOTAL 587.51 87.51 25.01 25.01
TOTAl ,1112.5/ 100.01 I 360.0:'
TOTAL 87.5/ / / 5.0:
TOTAl / 25.01 . / 95.01
TOTAL , I 25.01 12.51 20.01
TOTAL / I / I
TOTAL : / : 'I
TOTAL 100.0 I : I 30.0:
TOTAL I 37.51 I 10.0:
TOTAL I I r P I
TOTAL : I I I
TOTAL 25.01 I I :
ZTOTAL 11.01 8.01 2.01 26.01
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TADlE A1-3. (Continued>

IGROOP SPECIES I LITTLE :

I
, I:MYSTIC-: I IRESERVED I

IINNER CONFLUENCE ICHAN,NEL I MYSTI~ PIERS I MYSTIC RIVER (CHANNEL I
I :--------,---------+--------+-----------------+-----------------+--------1

i l-----~~:~~-----l~~~:~~-l-----~~~~:~~-----l-----~~~~:~:-----l~~~~~~~-i
, I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I 1 IV I I I I I IV I NONE 1
1•••••••••••••---------------------------------------+ + + + + + ._+ + 1

INC. Of SAMPLES TOTAL I 3.01 2.01 3.0' 2.0' 2.01 2.0 1 3.0 1 3.0!
IPOftIFERA. HALICHONDRIA PANICEA I I I I I
IHYDR020A CLYTIA GRACILIS I I I I P I

I OBELIA DICHOTOMA 1 1 I I
OBELIA SP. I PI; P PI

,NEMATOOA NEHATOOA I 25.01 I '
tPOlYCHAETA AHAITIDES SP_ I I I

I ARICIDEA (ACHIRA) I I I

CATHERINAE I I

I CAPITELLA CAPITATA I 8.31
CIRRATULIDAE I I

1
ETEONE LONGA 33.3;
GLYCERA DIBRANCHIATA 8.31

I HEDISTE DIVERSICOLOR I
LEITOSCOLOPLOS ACUTUS I

I
LEITOSCOLOPLOS ROBUSTUS I
LEITOSCOlOPLO~ SP. :
HALDANIDAE 16.71
HARENZELlERIA VIRIDIS 1

I
HEDIOMASTUS CALIFORNIENSIS. 1
MICROPHTHALMUS ABERRANS 1 16.71
NEANTHES SUCCINEA 1 I
NEANTHES VIRENS : 1I NEPHTYIDAE I 8.31

, NEPHTYS CAECA I 8.3:

I' NEPHTYS CILIATA 1° 1
NEPHTYS INCISA I

I
· NEREIDAE I

NINOE NIGRIPES 16.71
PARANAITIS SPECIOSA I
PECTINARIA GOULDII I

I PECTI NARII DAE II POLYCIRRUS SPa I
POLYDORA CORNUTA 416.71
POLYDORA SOCIALIS I
SPIO FILICORNIS ;
STREBLOSPIO BENEDICTI 166.71
THARYX ACUTUS 25.01
OLIGOCHAETA 500.01
CREPIDULA FORNICATA I
CREPIDULA PLANA 33.31
CREPIDULA SP. 16.7:
LACUNA VINCTA 16.71



SPECIES

IRRIPEDIA
SIDACEA
PHIPODA

(CONTINUED)

LE A1-3. (Continued)

1 I LITTLE 1 1 I
1 1 MYSTIC-: lRESERVED I
IINNER CONFLUENCE ICHANNEL 1 MYSTIC PIERS 1 MYSTIC RIVER ICHANNEL I
1-----------------+--------+-----------------+-----------------+--------:
; HABITAT lHABITAT 1 HABITAT I HABITAT IHABITAT I
1-----------------+--------+-----------------+-----------------+--------:
1 II I III 1 III I, II 1 IV 1 III 1 ,IV 1 NONE I_______________________________________________________+ + + + + . + -+--------+-- 1

STROPODA NASSAR IUS TRIVITTATUS 1 250.01 1 1 37.51 12.51 1 I
IVALVIA ANOMIA SP. 1 1 1 1 I 12.5 1 I 1

BIVALVIA I 8.31 1 I 1 1
CERASTODERMA PINNULATUM 1 8.31 1 I 1 1
HIATELLA SP. 25.0: I 1 1
LYONSIA HYALIHA 8.31 1 I
MACOMA BALTHICA 1 1 8.3\
MULINIA LATERALIS 8.31 8.31 41.71
MYA ARENARIA 1 1 158.31
MYTILIDAE 8.31 1 8.3. 8.3:
TELLINA AGILIS I I 1 1
TURTONIA MINUTA 1 1 1 1
BALANUS CRENATUS 1 I .12.5 1 : 1
HETEROMYSIS FORMOSA 8.31 1 1 1 I
AMPELISCA ABDITA 1 1 1 12.5: 8.31 1
COROPHIUM BONELLI 1 I: I 1 1
GAMMARUS LAWRENCIANUS I 8.3: : 1 1
MICROOEUTOPUS GRYLLOTALPA 1 I I 1 1
PONTOGENEIA INERMIS 8.31 1 ; I 1
UNCIOLA INERMIS ; 1 1 1 1
CRANGON SEPTEMSPINOSA 1 1 : ;;
BUGULA TURRITA : I I I 1
OPHIUROIDEA ; ; ; 8.3; 1
ASCIDIA SP. I I' .: I;
TOTAL 1649.81 37.5 16.61 37.5 62.51 58.21 1041.41
T9TAL ;, 1 1 I 1
TOTAL P 1 I P lIP P I 1
TOTAL 25.01 1 1 1 I I
TOTAL 725.01 37.51 1 12.51 33.31 799.81
TOTAL 500.01 1 1 I 1 25.01
TOTAL 316.71 1 1 37.5 12.51 \:
TOTAL 66.51: 8.3\ 12.5: 8.31 216.61
TOrAL 1 \ 1 12.51,: 1
TOTAL 8.31 1 ' \ I \ : :
TOTAL 8.3\ \ 8.31 12.5:: 8.3\ :
TOTAL ;;.; I 1 1 1
TOTAL ; 1 1 1 1 1 1
TOTAL I: 1 1 I 8.31 1
TOTAL : I; ; I : \
ZTOTAL 26.0\ 2.0\ 3.0: 1.0, 5.01 1.0; 5.01 17.01

ROUP

ECAPOOA
RYOZOA
PHIUROIDEA
SCIDIACEA

NO. OF INDIV
PORIFERA
HYDROZOA
NEMATODA
POLYCHAETA
OLIGOCHAETA
GASTROPODA
BIVALVIA
CIRRIPEDIA
MYSIDACEA
AMPHIPODA

X DECAPODA
X BRYOZOA
X·OPHIUROIDEA
X ASCIDIACEA
NO. OF TAXA

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---~-------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------



TABLE A1-3. (Continued)

(CON

8.3.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I,
I
I
I
1

25.01
I
I
I
I

50.0:
25.01

. 183.31
I

•I
I
I,
I
I
I
1

•Ol IGOCHAETA
IGASTROPODA
••••I
I
I

•

IGROUP SPECIES 1 R.EVERE :
I I SUGAR I
I :------ -- :
I IHABITAT I
I 1--------1
I I.III I
1----------------------------------------------------+--------1
INO. OF SAMPLES TOTAL 3.0:
IPORI FERA HALICHONDRIA PANICEA :
:HYDROZOA ClYTIA GRACILIS I
I OBELIA DICHOTOMA I
I OBELIA SP. I
INEMATOOA NEMATOOA 66.71
'POLYCHAETA ANAITIDES SP. I

ARICIDEA (ACMIRA) I
CATHERINAE I
CAPITELLA CAPITATA :
CIRRATULIDAE 108.3'
ETEONE LONGA
GlYCERA DIBRANCHIATA
HEDISTE DIVERSICOLOR
LEITOSCOLOPLOS ACUTUS
LEITOSCOLOPLOS ROBUSTUS
LEITOSCOLOPLOS SP.
MALDANIDAE
MARENZElLERIA VIRIDIS
MEoIoMASTUS CALIFORNIENSIS
MICROPHTHALMUS ABERRANS
NEANTHES SUCCINEA
NEANTHES VIRENS
NEPHTYIDAE
NEPHTYS CAECA
NEPHTYS CILI)l.TA
NEPHTYS INCISA
NEREIDAE
NINOE NIGRIPES
PARANAITIS SPECIO~

PECTINARIA GOULDII
PECTINARIIDAE
POLYCIRRUS SP.
POLYOORA CORNUTA
POLYDORA SOCIALIS
SPIO FILICORNIS
STREBLOSPIO BENEDICTI
THARYX ACUTUS
OLIGOCHAETA
CREPIDULA FORNICATA
CREPIDULA PLANA
CREPIDULA SP.
LACUNA VINCTA
NASSAR IUS TRIVITTATUS



----------------------------------------------~._~._-----------

TABLE A1-3. (Continued)

8.3,
I
I
I
I

8.31
I
I
I
I,

483.21
I
I
I
I

66.71
216.61
183.31

I
I
I
I
I,
I
I

8.31
8.31

I
I
I
I
I
I

9.0:

ff/"~3/

IGROUP SPECIES I REVERE :
I I SUGAR I
I 1--------1
I IHABITAT 1
I ;--------1
I . I II I I
1----------------------------------------------------+--------1
IBIVALVIA ANOMIA SP. I
I BIVALVIA I
I CERASTOOERMA PINNULATUM I
I HIATELLA SP. I
I LYONSIA HYALINA, :
; MACOMA BALTH I CA I
I MULINIA LATERALIS I
; MYA ARENARIA I
I MYTILIDAE I
I TELLINA AGILIS
I TURTONIA MINUTA
ICIRRIPEDIA BALANUS CRENATUS
IMYSIDACEA HETEROMYSIS FORMOSA
IAMPHIPODA AMPELISCA ABDITA
I COROPHIUM BONELLI
I GAMMARUS LAWRENCIANUS
I MICRODEUTOPUS GRYLLOTALPA
; PONTOGENEIA INERMIS
I UNCIOLA INERMIS
IDECAPODA CRANGON SEPTEMSPINOSA
IBRYOZOA BUGULA TURRITA
IOPHIUROIDEA OPHIUROIDEA
IASCIDIACEA ASCIDIA SP.
IX NO. OF INDIV ' TOTAL
IX PORIFERA TOTAL
IX HYDROZOA TOTAL
IX NEMATODA TOTAL
IX POLYCHAETA TOTAL
IX OLIGOCHAETA TOTAL
;X GASTROPODA TOTAL
IX BIVALVIA TOTAL
IX CIRRIPEDIA TOTAL
IX MYSIDACEA TOTAL
IX AMPHIPODA TOTAL
IX DECAPODA TOTAL
IX BRYOZOA TOTAL
IX OPHIUROIDEA TOTAL
IX ASCIDIACEA TOTAL
INO. OF TAXA ZTOTAL



Table A1-4. Standardized mean catch per unit effortCcatch per 20 minute trawl)
by station in Boston Harbor and Massachusetts Bay, October 1994•

•~_~. •__•••••_•• • • ._M _

lSPECIES l------------------~-------------------------~:~:~~~--------------- ..------.--~----------------.l
1 I I : I I I I I PERCENT·:

I ; BOSTON- ;SUBAQUEOUS-; SPECTACLE-; INNER· ; MYSTIC- : CHELSEA-: SPECIES- I SPECIES- I
I LIGHTSHIP 1 Ell. CAD* lCONFLUENCE*1 RIVER* : RIVER*: TOTAL :COHPOSITIONI

l~~~:-:::--------·--i--------g~~i--------~~~i--------g:g i--------~:~i--------i~~i--------~~~i-~------~:~i----- ---~~~j

IATLANTIC HOONFISH I 0.0: 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 5.31 0.01 5.31. 1.91
ATLANTIC SILVERSIDE I 0.01 2.31 1.31 1.31 2_71 0.0; 7.71 2.71
ATLANTIC T~COO I 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0; 10_71 16.0; 26.71 9.31

lllUTT.ERFISH I 4.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0; 0.0; 4.0; 1.41
COOIIER I 0.01 0.01 0.0; 0.01 1.3: 0.01 1.31 0.51

I
GlW8BY : 0.0; 0.0: 0.0; 1.31 0.01 2.7: 4.01 1.41
tw::E SP. I 1.71 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.71 0.61
LOllSTER I 37.7: 3.71 6.7: 2.71 0.01 4.01 54.71 19.01
lot/GHORN SCULPIN ; 0.71 0.01 0.01 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.71 0.21
RAIIlIlal SMELT ; 0.01 2.71 4.01 4.0: 2.7; 0.0; 13.31 4.61
SaJP : 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 9.31 0.0; 9.3; 3.21
SHORTHORJI SCUlPIN I 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0; 1.31 1.31 0.51
SILVER HAKE I 0.71 0.0; 0.01 0.01. 0.01 0.01 0.71 0.21

.WTE Sf>. 0.01 5.0; 6.71 1.3; 0.01 1.31 14.3: 5.01
IstRIPED BASS 0.01 0.31 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.3; 0.1:
IUUIO()l,lpAHE 0.01 0.31 0.01 5.3: 0.01 0.01 5.71 2.01

I
'UINTER F\.IXRIDER 17.71 5.0; 9.3; 22.71 26.71 46.7: 128.01 44.51
YELLa.rrAll FLOONDER 1.71 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0; 1.71 0.61
STAnON TOTAL 64.31 20.71 28.01 40.01 62.71 72.01 287.71 .1
PERCENT STATION- I: I ; I I I 1

leatPOSITION 22.41 7.21 9.71 13.91 21.8: 25.01 .1 100.01

* Five minute tows standardized to 20-minute tows.



TABLE AI-5. REPRESENTATIVE FINFISH SPECIES LIST,
BOSTON INNER AND OUTER HARBOR.

ICommon Name IScientific Name I
Alewife A/osa pseudoharengus

.American plaice Hippoglossoides p/atessoides

American shad A/osa sapidissima

Atlantic wolfish Anarhiehizs lupus

Atlantic cod Gadus morhua

Atlantic herring C/upea harengus harengus

Atlantic mackerel Seomber scombrus

Atlantic menhaden Brevoortia tyrannus

Atlantic silverside Menidia menidia

Atlantic tomcod Microgadus tomeod

Bluefish Pomatomus sa/tatrix

Blueback herring A/osa aestivalis

Butterfish Peprilus triaeanthus

Cunner Tciutog/abrus adspersus

Cusk Brosme brosme

Grey sole G/yptoeephalus cynoglossus

Hake Urophyeis sp.

Skate spp. Raja spp.

Longhorn sculpin Myoxoeepha/us oetodeeemspinosus

Ocean pout Macrozoarees "amerieanus

Pollock· Pollaehius virens

Rainbow smelt Osmerus mordax

Redfish Sebastes spp.

Sculpin Myoxoeephalus sp.

(Continued)



TABLE AI-5. (CONTINUED)

Common Name Scientific Name

, Scup Stenotomus chrysops

Spiny dogfish Squalus acanthias

Striped bass Morone saxatilis

Tautog T~toga onitis

Whiting/Silver hake Merluccius bilinearis

Windowpane Scophthalmus aqousus

Winter flounder Pleuronectes americanus

Yellowtail flounder Limandajerruginea

(Continued)



Table A1-6. Standardized catch per unit effortCfish per 24-hour set) in gill net
collections from Boston Harbor and Massachusetts Bay. October 1994.

-----------------_._._--------------------------------------------------------.-._----------------_..._-------.._-----~-
:SPECIES 1. STATION I
~ :-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---:
I I I. 1 I I LITTLE- I I I I I PERCENT-l
I IRESERVED-I CHELSEA I I I MYSTIC- 1 REVERE-; MEIS- I MEIS- I SPECIES': SPECIES-:
: I CHANNEL I 01 IFISH PIER; LOGAN 2 I CHANNEL I SUGAR ;BURGER 2 ISURGER 7 1 TOTAL 1 COMPo I
1------------------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---- 1
IALEWIFE 28.7:.1 0.31 .1 0.31 0.3' 0.71 0.31 30.71 15.01
;AMERICAN SHAD 0.7; .; .; .1.1 .1.1 0.7; 0.31
IATLANTIC COO .;.;.;.:.I .1 1.31 1.31 0.7:
IATLANTIC TOMCOO 0.71 .1 0.3; .: 1.0; ':": 2.0; 1.0:
;BLUE RUNNER 0.31·1.I .1 • I .1.I 0.3; 0.21
IBLUEBACK HERRING 52.01 0.31 0.71 0.31.1 .1.1 53.3; 26.11
IBLUEFISH 3.71 0.31 .1 .1.1 .:.1 4.01 2.0:
ISUTTERFISH 0.31·1'.; 0.71 .1.: 1.0: 0.51
1CUNNER .; 1.71 0.3 .J 0.31 3.01 0.31 5.71 2.81
IGREEN CRAB :1 2.01 .J.J .1.1 2.01 1.01
IGRUSBY .1.1 0.31.1 .1.1 0.3: 0.21
: HAKE SP. 1.01·1 • I • I .1 1.0 I 2.0 I 1.0 I
IHORSESHOE CRAB .;.; .1 0.31 .;.1 0.31 0.21
ILOBSTER .1 0.31 0.31.1 5.01 4.31 10.0: 4.91
ILONGHORN SCULPIN .1.1 .;.1 2.01 0.71 2.71 1.31
lMACKEREL .;.; .;.1 0.3, 6.3' 12.31" 19.01 9.31
:MACKEREL SCAD 0.31 .J .; .; .;.; .; 0.3; 0.2:
lRAINBOW SMELT. 3.31 15.31 18.3' 6.31 4.7' 3.01 • I 51.01 25.01
ISCUP ·1·1 .1 .1 0.31 0.31 0.21
ISILVER HAKE .;.J .; .1 0.31 0.31 0.2;
ISKATE SP. 1.01.1 1.71 .1 0.7; 3.31 1.61
;SPIDER CRAB 1.0;.1 .1 .j .f 1.01 0.51
;STRIPED BASS 1.0; 0.3; 0.7; .; .: 2.0: 1.01
IWINTER FLOUNDER 2.71 2.0; 3.7: 0.3; 0.3, .; 9.01 4.4:
ISTATION TOTAL 96.71 22.31' 20.3, 13.7: 7.3. 4.71 17.31 21.71 204.01 .1
IPERCENT STATION- ; : 1 : ; ; I ; I I
ICOMPOSITION 47.41 10.91 10.0; 6.7; 3.61 2.31 8.51 10.61 .J 100.01
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ffl-2.. 35



.._-------------_._-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_..-.----~--------

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.11
0.01
0.11

0.11
0.0;
0.1 ;

0.0;
0.01
0.01

0.0;
0.0;
0.0;

0.0;
0.1 :
0.1 ;

0.21
0.0:
0.2:

0.11
0.0;
0.1 :

0.0;
0.0;
0.0;

0.0;
0.1;
0.1;

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.01
0.0;
0.01

HAlES I
FEMALES,
TOTAL ;

Table A1-7. Catch per unit effort (number/trap-day) by sex
for sublegal and legal sized lobsters captured in
Boston Harbor, October 1994.

SEX I..__. . ~ :~~:~~~__. . ~ . .. .._1

I : Inner· ; : Chel.- I; I OUter- I : I
I LHCh. I tonf. IChel-01; Riv. IMysticR.IRevSug. I ResCh I Log02 I Hbr. ISpecIs. I Meis#2 I Meis#7 I BLS

.._-----+----.._-+-_.-----+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------

TOTAL

1m,

LEGALS

SU9LEGALS

, LOCATION I

1--··-············-·-·····-·····---·-··-------·------·.----------------------------------------------.-----------.---:I ; Inner- ; I Chel.· I I I I I OUter- I I I I :
I LHCh. I Conf. ;ebel-01 I Riv. IHysticR.;Rev5ug.; ResCh ; Log02 ; Hbr. ;SpecIs. I Heis#2 I Meis#7 I BLS I

••••••••+-••__•••+....._..+._..._..+._._----+_._-----+--------+--------+--------+~-------+--_._---+--------+--------+--------:
HALeS I 0.'1 0_8: 0.0: 0.11. 0.2: 0.1: 0.71 0.71 0.0: 0.21 2.81 2.3: 1.3:

(
FEMALES I 0.1, 0.1: 0.1: 0.01 0.0: 0.1; 0.6; 0.1; 0~01 0.01 3.51 2.71 1.51
TOTAL 0.6: 0.9; 0.1; 0.1; 0.2; 0.2; 1.21 0.8; 0.01 0.2: 6.31 5.01 2.8\



SITE

Amstar

Cabot Paint

Little Mystic Ch.

Mystic Piers

Reserved Channel

Revere Sugar

TABLE Al-8. SHORELINE SiTE FOOTPRINT

FOOTPRINT
(acres)

3.5

5.6

15.0

2.7

7.7-16.6

3.7



TABLE Al-9. SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS IN THE VICINITY OF POTENTIAL DISPOSAL
SITE EAST OF SPECTACLE ISLAND, 19888

•

STl-7 STl-8 STl-8 STl-9 STl-11 STl-12
PARAMETERIl (0_2,)b (0-1') (1-6.25') (0-2') (0-2') (0-1.5')

Arsenic 9.2 14.8 27.8 3.8 2.5 13.1

Cadmium 0.7 0.8 0.8 <0.5 0.8 2.8

Chromium 16.0 19.2 25.3 12.1 19.1 20.9

Copper 8.7 18.0 17.1 5.3 22.4 14.1

Lead 7.5 14.4 10.1 9.5 16.1 11.7

Mercury <0.01 0.06 <0.01 0.02 0.11 0.06

:::D Nickel 15.5 15.8 23.5 10.5 20.1 22.8

J- Vanadium 22 23 39 17 20 37

~ Zinc 32.2 35.8 41.2 64.0 37.7 53.8
~

27 26 37 27.6 24 20% Water
cO

% Volatile Solids 3 2 2 0.8 9 2

% Oil and Grease 0.042 0.032 0.020 0.080 0.025 <0.010

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons <100 200 100 <100 <100 <100

% Total Organic Carbon 0.52 1.40 1.20 0.60 0.64 0.77

Polychlorinated Biphenyls TR 0.02 NO NO TR NO

% Silt/Clay 48 23 50 31 21 7

Classification lA 2A 3A lA 1B 2A

Source: Cortell 1990b
aAlI results in mg/kg (ppm) dry weight unless otherwise noted.
bOepth below sediment surface
TR = Traces below detection limit
ND = Not detected
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25.01
I
I

25.0;
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I
I
I
I

150.01
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

12.5
212.5
537.5

3362.5
12.5
25.0.

••
1087.51

I
I
1

••I
87.51

I
I

37.51
462.51

12.5 ;
75.01

I
I
I
I

75.01
12.51

I
I
I
I

50.01
12.51

1
I

475.0:
I
1

9300.01
•I/

TABLE A1-10. MEAN ABUNDANCE (NO./m2 ) BY HABITAT OF BENTHIC INFAUNA RETAINED ON A
0.5mm-MESH SIEVE COLLECTED FROM OUTER BOSTON HARBOR LOCATIONS, OCTOBER 1994.

1GROUP SPECIES I ISUBAQUE-I
: ISPECTACLE ISLAND I aus B 1 SUBAQUEOUS E I

: 1-----------------+--------+-----------------:
I I HABITAT IHABITAT 1 HABITAT :
I 1-----------------+--------+-----------------:
I 1 I I II I I 1 I : II 1
1----------------------------------------------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------1
INO. OF SAMPLES TOTAL 4.01 1.01 3.01 2.01 1.0'
1HYDROZOA CLYTIA GRACILIS 1 lIP .1
1 EUDENDRIUM RUGOSUM I 1 : P I
1 SERTULARIA CUPRESSINA P lIP 1 P I
INEMERTINEA NEMERTINEA 62.51 1 166.71 25.01
INEMATODA NEMATODA 1325.01 325.01 483.3: 2012.51
IPOLYCHAETA AGLAOPHAMUS NEOTENUS 1 50.01 1 25.01

AMPHARETE ARCTICA 6.31 I : :
AMPHARETIDAE 6.3 I : 1 I
ANAITIDES MUCOSA 650.01 300.01 2075.01 625.0:
ANOBOTHRUS GRACILIS 6.3:: I I
APHELOCHAETA MARIONI I: 1 287.5 '
ARICIDEA (ACMIRA) : I I
CATHERINAE 9668.81 3075.0 I 1041.7:
ARICIDEA SP. 1 I 8.3:
ASABELLIOES OCULATA 143.8: 150.01 41.7:
CAPITELLA CAPITATA 81.3: 25.0: 108.3:
CIRRATULIOAE 1787.51 450.0: 483.31
CIRRATULUS CIRRATUS I: 1
CLYMENELLA TORQUATA 1 200.01 8.3:
ENIPO TORELLI 1 I 16.71
ETEONE LONGA 381.31 100.01 300.01
EUCHONE ELEGANS : 25.01 1
EULALIA VIRIDIS I: 8.31
GATTYANA CIRROSA : 50.01 16.71
HARMOTHOE IMBRICATA : 1 41.7:
LEITOSCOLOPLOS ACUTUS ::;
MALDANIDAE I::
MEDIOMASTUS CALIFORNIENSIS 568.8: 200.0; 533.3\
MICROPHTHALMUS ABERRANS I 25.0; :
NEANTHES VIRENS :: 16.7:
NEPHTYIOAE 6.31 I :
NEPHTYS CAECA 6.3; 675.01 ;
NEPHTYS CILIATA 206.31 325.0: 25.0:
NEPHTYS INCISA I: 8.31
NEREIDAE 12.5: I 1
NICOLEA ZOSTER ICOLA : 1 8.31
NINOE NIGRIPES 175.0: 50.0: 41.7:
PARANAITIS SPECIOSA 6.3: 25.01 I
PHERUSA AFFINIS : 1 41.7;
PHOLOE MINUTA 100.0:: 125.01
PHYLLODOCIOAE : I 8.3\
POLYOORA CORNUTA 4706.31 14400.01 4625.01
POLYDORA QUADRILOBATA 25.01 1850.01 8.31



(CONTINUED)

TABLE A1-10. (Continued)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

50.0

25.0

50.0.
••
••

250.0:
I
I

••,
I

25.0·

25.0

25.0,
262.51,

I,
I

550.01
12.51

6025.0:
287.51
125.01
25.01

287.51
62.5;

I
•
I

25.01
37.51

150.0:
125.01

I
I,

fjf- tAL{ 0

I
I
I
I
100IGOCHAETA
IGASTROPODA
I
I
IBIVALVIA,
I

I
I
I
I
I
ICIRRIPEOIA
IMYSIOACEA
I
I
ICUHACEA
IISOPOOA
I
I
IAMPHIPODA
I
I
I,
1

I
I
I
I

I
I

1GROUP SPECIES :SUBAQUE-l 1
1 ISPECTACLE ISLAND : otis B I SUBAQUEOUS E :
1 1-----------------+--------+-----------------1
I 1 HABITAT IHABITAT I HABITAT :
I 1-----------------+--------+----------------- 1

I I I ; II I I I I I II
1----------------------------------------------------+--------+--------+--~-----+--------+--------

1POlYCHAETA POlYDORA SOCIAlIS '18.81 1175.01 . 8.31 12.5:
POlYDORA WEBSTERI 6.3;: I I
PRIONOSPIO STEENSTRUPI 6.31 : 8.31 75.0·
SCOlElEPIS TEXANA : 75.01 I
SCOlETOMA ACICULARUM : 25.01 1
SCOLETOMA HEBES 1 1 500.01
SPIO FILICORNIS 6.3:: I
SPIO LIMICOLA I 25.0 I 1
SPIO SP. 25.0: 25.01 16.71
SPIO THULINI 18.81 175.01 66.71
SPIONIDAE 1 50.01 16.71
SPIOPHANES BOMBYX 1 25.01 1
STREBlOSPIO BENEDICTI 81.31 11800.01 16.71
TEREBElLIDAE 1 1 I
THARYX ACUTUS 1543.81 575.0: 1733.31
OLIGOCHAETA 1475.01 250.0; 1033.31
GASTROPODA 50.01 1 50.01
LACUNA VINCTA 12.51::
NASSARIUS TRIVITTATUS ; 200.01 1
BIVALVIA 25.0; I 33.31
CERASTODERMA PINNULATUM : 1 8.3:
LYONSIA HYALINA : 25.01 33.31
MYA ARENARIA I 1 1
MYSELLA PLANULATA 1 1 8.31
MYTILIDAE 31.31 25.01 41.7:
TELLINA AGILIS 1 50.0' 1
CIRRIPEDIA 1 8.31
METERYTHROPS ROBUSTA 6.31 1
MYSIDACEA 6.31 25.01
NEOMYSIS AMERICANA I 33.31
DIASTYLIS SP. I 8.31
CHIRIDOTEA SP. 6.3: I
CYATHURA POLITA 6.31 I
EDOTEA TRILOBA I 37.51 50.0, 116.7: 25.0 1

AMPELISCA SP. 1 36537.51 61675.01 94358.3' 23075.01
AMPHIPODA 6.31 1. I
COROPHIUM BONELLI 700.01 75.01 1
COROPHIUM CRASSICORNE 56.31: I
COROPHIUM SP. 50.01 I 1
ERICHTHONIUS FASCIATUS 6.31 1 1
GAMMARUS SP. 87.51 1 12.51
JASSA MARMORATA 6.31 25.01 I 1
LEPTOCHEIRUS PINGUIS 1250.01 3100.01 1883.31 637.51
LEPTOCHEIRUS SP. I: 8.31 I



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

P
975.0 1

I,
I

•
50.01

525.01
50.0:

250.01
75.01

I

•1
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

25.01
P 1

15.01

SPECIES : 1SUBAQUE- 1
ISPECTACLE ISLAND I aus B 1 SUBAQUEOUS E •
1-----------------+--------+·----------------1
I HABITAT IHABITAT : HABITAT :
:-----------------+--------+-----------------:
1 I 1 II 1 I I I I II :

,._-------------------_._----------------------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------1
IAMPHIPODA LYSIANASSIDAE 1 31.3: : 108.3: 1

ORCHOMENELLA PINGUIS : 6.31 1 33.3: :
PHOTIS POLLEX : 81.31 I 16.71 1
PHOXOCEPHALUS HOLBOLLI I 2062.51 125.01 2850.01 212.5 :
PHOXOCEPHALUS SP. 1 : 1 8.31 1
UNCIOLA IRRORATA 368.81 175.0' 1550.0: I
UNCIOLA SP. 306.31 266.71 37.5. :
CANCER IRRORATUS 6.3: 33.31 12.5: 25.0:
CRANGON SEPTEMSPINOSA 6.31 25.01 37.51
DECAPODA 6.3 I ::
BUGULA TURRITA : P : 1
MEMBRAN IPORA MEMBRANACEA PI: 1
PEDICELLINA CERNUA : PI:
SCRUPARIA AMBlGUA : ::
TOTAL 64870.61102025.0 1115149.6: 50987.5\
TOTAL : P liP 1 P:
TOTAL : 62.5: : 166.7: 25.01
TOTAL I 1325.0: 325.01 483.31 2012.51
TOTAL : 20251.01 35925.01 11958.31 23775.01
TOTAL : 1475.01 250.0: 1033.3; 287.5;
TOTAL : 62.51 200.01 50.0: 437.51
TOTAL : 56.3: 100.01 124.91 400.01
TOTAL :: I 8.3; I
TOTAL I 12.6: I 58.31 I
TOTAL : \ I 8.3; ;
TOTAL : 50.11 50.01 116.7; 25.0;
TOTAL : 41556.71 65175.01101083.21 23975.01
TOTAL : 18.91 : 58.31 50.0\
TOTAL 1 P: : P 1 I
TOTAL : 59.0: 41.0: 60.01 51.0 I

1 GROUP

.DECAPODA
I
1
1,
IBRYOZOA
I
I
1
1

••
IX NO. OF INDIV
IX HYDROZOA
IX NEMERTINEA
:X NEMATODA
IX POLYCHAETA
IX OLIGOCHAETA
;X GASTROPODA
IX BIVALVIA
IX CIRRIPEDIA
IX MYSIDACEA
IX CUMACEA
IX ISOPODA
IX AMPHIPODA
IX DECAPODA
IX BRYOZOA
INO. OF TAXA

______ w ---------------------------------------------

TABLE A1-10. (Cont;nued)
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TABLE A1-11. MEAN ABUNDANCE (NO./m') BY HABITAT OF BENTHIC INFAUNA RETAINED
ON A 0.5mm-MESH SIEVE COLLECTED FROM OFFSHORE LOCATIONS, OCTOBER 1994.

ANTHOZOA

IBOSTON LIGHTSHIP : MEISBURGER 2 I MEISBURGER 7 :
1-----------------+--------------------------+--------------------------,
: HABITAT 1 HABITAT 1 HABITAT :
1-----------------+--------------------------+--------------------------:
I VII : VIII : V I VII I VIII 1 V I VI : VII :

----------------------------------------------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------1
NO. OF SAMPLES TOTAL 8.0: 3.0: 1.0: 6.0: 2.01 2.01 4.0' 1.0:
PORIFERA SCYPHA CILIATA I 1 I 12.5: I I
HYDROZOA CLYTIA GRACILIS : P 1 1 :: 1

EUDENDRIUM RUGOSUM I 1 I P 1 I I
EUoENDRIUM SPa I 1 : P I I 1
SERTULARIA CUPRESSINA P : lIP I : P :
ANTHOZOA 25.01 1 I 20.8:: 25.01
CERIANTHEOPSIS AMERICANUS 1 8.3: 25.01 12.51 I 12.5 25.0:
CERIANTHEOPSIS SPa 1 1 1 16.71 I I
ED~ARDSIA SPa 9.4: 41.7: 50.01 66.7: 62.51 25.0. 100.0:
NEMERTINEA 62.51 50.01 1 137.5: 162.51 12.51 31.3. :
NEMATODA 71.91 I 1 91.71 : I 31.3: I
ARCHIANNELIDA I: 1 45.81 1 I 12.51 I
AGLAOPHAMUS CIRCINATA 3.1: : 50.01 12.51 37.5: 1 6.3: 300.01
AMPHARETE ACUTIFRONS 53.1: 8.3: I : I I 1 :
AHPHARETE ARCTICA 75.0: 33.31 25.01 112.51 75.01 37.51 6.31 25.01
AHPHARETE SPa 9.41; 1 1 : I 1 I
AMPHARETIDAE 25.0: 16.7: 1 29.2: 87.51 37.51 31.31 125.01
AMPHITRITE CIRRATA 1 1 I 4.21 1 I I I
ANAITIDES ARENAE 3.11 1 I : I 1 I 1
A~ITIDES MACULATA 28.11 1 725.0: 37.51 50.01 37.51 25.0; I
ANAITIDES MUCOSA 6.31 1 150.01 29.21 1 12.51 18.81 75.01
ANOBOTHRUS GRACILIS 140.61 433.31 I 29.2: 25.01 12.51 6.31 1
APHELOCHAETA MARIONI 171.91 308.31 : 858.3: 1950.01 12.51 12.51 50.0:
APHELOCHAETAMONILARIS 3.11 1 129.2175.01 I 6.31 1
APISTOBRANCHUS TULLBERGI 3.11 : 1 1 : 1 1 :
ARCTEOBIA ANTICOSTIENSIS 12.51 8.31 1 4.21 12.51 : : 1
ARICIDEA (ACMIRA) I: I I 1 I : :
CATHERINAE : 1 1 50.01 37.51 275.01 75.01 25.01
ARICIDEA QUADRILOBATA 28.11 1 I I I 1 1 1
ASABELLIDES OCULATA 331.31 91.71 175.01 337.51 400.01 225.01 368.81 975.01
BARANTOLLA AMERICANA : 1 I 4.21 I I 1 I
CAPITELLA CAPITATA 6.31 1 I 50.01 175.01 1 I 50.01
CAULLERIELLA CF. 1 1 : 1 I : : 1
KILLARIENSIS 1 1 1 : 1 I 12.51 I
CHAETOZONE SETOSA 21.9: 8.31 400.0: 25.0: 62.5: 1 6.31 125.01
CHOIIE DUNERI 1 1 : : 12.5: : 6.31 1
CIRRATULIDAE 3.11 8.31 350.01 16.71 100.01 200.01 25.01 75.01
CIRRATULUS CIRRATUS 3.11 I 1 4.21 12.51 12.51 1 I
COSSURA LONGOCIRRATA 3.11 I I 1 I : I I
DRILONEREIS LONGA 6.3: 33.31 : 4.21 I : I I

DRILONEREIS MAGNA I I I 1 I 12.5: 1
ENIPO TORELLI 9.41 8.31 1 ; ; I 6.31
ETEONE LONGA 43.81 I '100.0: 41.71 12.51 I 6.31
EUCHONE ELEGANS I: 1050.0: 54.21 2437.51 112.5: 331.31

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.¥-~--._ .._-------------

INEKERTINEA
NEMATODA

IARCIUAIINELIDA
POlYCl!A.ETA
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SPECIES

/}/- ~ lf3
'\

i

IBOSTON LIGHTSHIP : MEISBURGER 2 1 MEISBURGER 7

1------------"----+--------------------------+--------------------------
: HABITAT 1 HABITAT 1 HABITAT
1-----------------+--------------------------+--------------------------

, 1 VI I : VI I I 1 V 1 VI I : VI I I 1 V : VI : VI I
1----------------------------------------------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--~-----+--------+--------
1POLYCHAETA EUCHONE INCOLOR 1 12.51 : 1 : I I I
1 EUCHONE SP. I I : 1 125.01 I 1 56.31
: EUCLYMENE COLLARIS 1 12.51 1 475.01 200.01 725.01 450.01 575.01
I EULALIA BI LINEATA 1 : 1 I 1 12.51 : :
1 EUSYLLIS SP. 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 12.51
1 EXOGONE DISPAR I: I 4.21 1 37.51 18.8:
, EXOGONE HEBES : 1 I I 50.01 1 6.31

EXOGONE SP. I: 1 8.3: 25.01 50.01 18.81
EXOGONE VERUGERA 6.31 1 150.01 29.21 187.51 287.51 412.5:
GALATHOWENIA OCULATA 46.91 116.71 1 12.51 1 12.5: I
.GATTYANA AMONDSENI 15.6: 8.31 1 12.51 12.51 1 1
GATTYANA CIRROSA : 1 I 16.71 1 I I
GLYCERA CAPITATA 1 1 50.0: 16.71 : 37.5 1 112.5:
GONIADA MACULATA 31.31 1 : 8.3: 12.51 1
HARMOTHOE IMBRlCATA 3.11 1 I 16.71 1 6.3l
HETEROMASTUS FILIFORMIS 9.41 8.31 25.01 1 1 I
LAGISCA EXTENUATA I 8_31 I 4.21 1 18.81
LAONICE CIRRATA 1 1 1 16.7; I t
LAONOME KROYERI 37.51 33.31 150.01 8.3; 37.51 I
LEITOSCOLOPLOS ACUTUS 56.3: 16.71 75.01 154.21 100.01 6.31
LEVINSENIA GRACILIS 193.81 33.31 : 25.01 1 100.0, 50.01
LYSILLA LOVENI 15.6::::: I :
MALDANE SARSI 56.31 441.71 1 308.31 37.51 37.51 I
MALDANIDAE 93.81 50.01 100.01 1 25.01 I 93.81
MARENZELLERIA VIRIDIS 3.11 I : 1 1 1 I
MEDIOMASTUS CALIFORNIENSIS, 631.31 41.7\ 400.01 600.01 800.01 37.51 81.31
MICROPHTHALMUS ABERRANS: : : I 4.2: : : :
MINUSPIO CIRRIFERA 1 9.41 1 1 1 1 I 6.31
MONTICELLINA BAPTISTAE 1 : 1 I I 1 1 I
MONTICELLINA 1 1 : 1 1 1 I I
DORSOBRANCHIALIS 1 3.11 1 25.01 25.01 12.51 37.51 37.51
MYRIOCHELE HEERI 1 9.41 8.31 I I 12.51 : 1
NEPHTYIDAE 1 1 I I 4.2: 1 1 1
NEPHTYS CAECA 1 1 1 I 1 12.51 1 I
NEPHTYS CILIATA 1 1 I I I 50.01 : I
NEPHTYS INCISA 1 56.31 58.31 : 8.31 1 12.51 1
NEREIS GRAYI I 3.11 I 1 I 12.51 I I
NEREIS SP. \ 18.81 1 : 29.21 112.51 I 1
NEREIS ZONATA 1 3.11 I I 1 25.0; : 1
NINOE NIGRIPES 1 118.8\ 125.01 25.0: 250.01 250.01 450.01 75.01
OPHELINA ACUMINATA 1 3.11 1 1 I 1 : :
ORBINIIDAE : 3.11 J I I I I I
OWENIA FUSIFORMIS 1 1 16.71 1 12.51 25.01 1 1
PARADONEIS LYRA 1 I : : : \ 37.51 I



-_.._~-----------------.----------------------------------------------------------------~------------------- ------------------
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SPECIES

f}1- A ttY

IBOSTON LIGHTSHIP 1 MEISBURGER 2 I MEISBURGER 7 I
I---~-------------+--------------------------+--------------------------1
1 HABITAT 1 HABITAT 1 HABITAT I
:-----------------+--------------------------+--------------------------1
I VI I I VI I I I V I VI I I VI I I : V 1 VI 1 VI I

1~;~~~;~·---------------;~~;~~~~;;~~~;-----------7--------+--------7--------7--------7--------7--------7--------7--------
LONGICIRRATA I :: 1 : I 6.3:
PECTINARIA GRAHULATA I I 25.01 12.51 1 :
PHERUSA AFFINIS I:: 37.51 1 I
PHOLOE MINUTA 12.5 8_31 75.01 33.31 1 37.51 31.31
PHYLLOOOCIDAE I I· 16.71 I 1 1
POLYCIRRUS MEDUSA I I I I I 6.31
POLYCIRRUS PHOSPHOREUS 3.1 I I 4.2: I 1 1
POLYCIRRUS SP. 6.3 16.7.1 50.01 20.81 1 12.51 1
POLYOORA CAULLERYI :50.01 8.31 12.5: 312.51 6.31
~LYOORA CONCHARUM 16.71 I : 1 : :
POLYOORA CORNUTA 1 1 4.21 1 1 1
POLYDORA CUADRILOBATA 1 1225.01 991.71 4025.01 37.5: 1
POlYOORA SOCIALIS 103.1 33.31 925.01 816.7: 1337.5: ·787.51 62.51
POlYOORA SP. 1 : : : 12.5: 6.31
POLYNOIDAE 1 1 1 I : 6.31
PRAXILLELLA PRAETERMISSA 33.31 1 45.8: I 1 18.8:
PRAXILLURA ORNATA 90.6 1 ; 1 . 1 1 1 :
PRIONOSPIO STEENSTRUPI .537.51 66.7: 1125.01 250.01 812.5: 12.51 12.5:
PROTODORVILLEA GASPEENSIS I I : 1 : : 6.31
RHOOINE BITORQlJATA 25.0: I 25.01 : 75.01 : :
SABELLIDAE 3.11 16.71 100.0: 8.31 112.51 1 287.51
SCALIBREGMA INFLATUM 203.11 41.71 150.0: 170.81 112.51 1 1
SCHISTOMERINGOS CAECA I 1 : : 1 : 6.3:
SCOLETOMA ACICULARUM 1 1 I : 1 : 6.3:
SCOLETOMA FRAGILIS 15.61 66.71 1 29.2: 37.51 12.51 :
SCOLETOMA HEBES 3.11 I I I : : :
SCOLOPLOS ARMIGER 15.61 8.31 I 8.31 .50.01 : :
SPHAEROSYLLIS SP. I 1 1 : I 1 12.5:
SPIO FILICORNIS 1 1 25.01 20.8: 25.0: 25.0: I
SPIO LIMICOLA 4268.81 991.71 50.01 541.7: 675.01 150.01 31.31
SPIO SETOSA 1 1 I 4.2: : 1 :
SPIO SP. 56.31 25.01 I 20_8: : 14.51 12.51
SPIO THULINI 3.11: 100.01 66.7: 50.0: 62.51 87.5:
SPIONIDAE 50.01 25.01 25.01 45.81 50.0' 12.51 6.31
SPIOPHANES BOMBYX : I 25.01 16.71 37.5 : 12.51
SPIOPHANES KROYERI 15.6; 58.3: I I 12.5 I .1
STERNAPSIS SCUTATA 3_ 11 8.3: 1 1 ::
SYLLIDAE I::: 12.5 1 1
SYLLIS : 1 : I 1 I
(TYPOSYLLIS)ALTERNATA 1 1 I. 33.31 I I
TEREBELLIDAE 18.81 8.31' I· I I:
TEREBELLIDES ATLANTIS 21.91 16.71 I: I 1
TEREBELLIDES STROEMI 15.61 41.7: : 1 I I
THARYX ACUTUS 15.61: 100.01 25.01 50.0 1 75.01 200.0:
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SPECIES

POLYPLACOPHORA
BIVALVIA

aLI GOCHAETA
GASTROPODA

IBOSTON LIGHTSHIP 1 MEISBURGER 2 : MEISBURGER 7 I
1-----------------+--------------------------+--------------------------1
1 HABITAT: HABITAT 1 HABITAT I
1-----------------+--------------------------+--------------------------1
1 VI I I VI I I I V I VI I I VI I I I V I VI I VI I 1

----------------------------------------------------+--------+---~----+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------1
POLYCHAETA TRICHOBRANCHUS ROSEUS 1 3.11 25.01 1 1 1 1 1 I

TROCHOCHAETA MULTISETOSA 1 12.51 1 I I 1 I I I
TROCHOCHAETA SP. 1 1 1 8.31 I 1 I I
TYPOSYLLIS SP. I: 50.01 12.5; 37.5: I 1 I
OLIGOCHAETA 3.11;; 12.51 I 25.01 25.01 1
ALVANIA EXARATA 1 8.31 I 12.51 I : I I
BUCCINUM UNDATUM : 1 : 4.2: : 12.51 1 :
COLUS PUBESCENS 9.41 8.31 : I I : I 1
COLUSSP. 12.51 1 I 1 1 I I I
CREPIDULA FORNICATA I I 1 I I : 12.51 I
GASTROPODA 3.11 8.31 : I I I I :
LACUNA VINCTA I: 25.01 8.31 1 I 1 I
LUNATIA HEROS I : 1 12.51 1 I 1
MARGARITES HELICINUS I 50.0; 1 I 1 I I
NASSARIUS TRIVITTATUS : 125.01 4.21 25.01 I 6.31 50.0 1

OENOPOTA DECUSSATA 3.1 I I 1 I 1 1
RETUSA OBTUSA 3.1 I I I I I ;
TURRIDAE 1 I 4.2; : I :

ISCHNOCHITON ALBUS 1 I 1 I 6.31
ANOMIA SP. \ 25.01 20.81 I 12.51
ARCTICA ISLANDICA 3.1; I 1 1 1
ASTARTE BOREALIS I I I 1 18.81
ASTARTE SP. : I 1 I 1
ASTARTE UNDATA 34.4 1 58.31 25.01 37.5\ 62.51 18.8\
BIVALVIA 12.51 16.71 I 4.2; 37.5: 25.0 6.31
CERASTODERMA PINNULATUM 9.4( 108.31 75.0: 162.51 62.5: 37.5. 143.8;
CRENELLA DECUSSATA 15.61 41.71 : 250.0: 175.01 12.51 100.01
CRENELLA GLANDULA : I I 25.01 : 12.5; 93.81
CRENELLA SP. 1 I 25.01 37.51 I 1 25.01
HIATELLA SP. 1 1 25.01 25.0; I I 12.51
LYONSIA HYALINA I: I 4.2; 1 1 I
MUSCULUS NIGER : 1 I 8.3: 12.51 I 6.3:
MYA ARENARIA 6.31 33.31 25.01 16.71 ; I I
MYSELLA PLANULATA 9.4: I 1 4.21 I 1 I
MYTILIDAE 3.11 I 50.01 20.S; 12.51 : 31.31
NUCULA SP. 1 I 25.0' 1 1 1 1
NUCULA TENUIS 21.91 25.01 166.71 387.5; 50.01 :
PECTINIDAE ;; 1 1 12.51 1
PERIPLOMA LEANUM 3.11 8.31 ; I I 1
PERIPLOMA SP. I I ; 1 I ;
PLACOPECTEN MAGELLANICUS ;: ::: 6.3:
THRACIA MYOPSIS 6.3: 1 4.2: I I :
THYASIRA FLEXUOSA 234.41 350.01 208.31 87.5; 1 I
YOLDIA SAPOTILLA 62.51 33.31 16.7\ I I I
YOLDIA SP. 40.61 41.71 8.31 25.01 : :

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'ABLE A1-11. (Cont;nued)
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SPECIES IBOSTON LIGHTSHIP I MEISBURGER 2 I MEISBURGER 7 I
1-----------------+--------------------------+--------------------------:
I HABITAT: HABITAT I HABITAT I
1-----------------+--------------------------+--------------------------1
1 VI I I VI I I I V 1 VI I 1 VI I I I V I VI I VI I 1

-----------...---------.----------------------------+--------+--------+--------+-------~+--------+--------+--------+--------1
CIRRIPEDIA CIRRIPEDIA 1 I 1 4.21 1 1 1
KYSIDACEA MYSIDACEA : 9.41 75.01 16.71 12.5: 1 6.3 I
COOCEA CAHPYLASPIS RUBlCUNDA I 15.61 I 4.21 I I 25.01

DIASTYLIS ABBREVIATA I 6.3; 1 1 25.0 I 1 1
DIASTYLIS BISPINOSA 1 31.31 1 1 1 1 1
DIASTYLIS SCULPTA 1 1 ; 8.31 1 I I
EUDORELLA PUSILLA 1 3.11 : 1 :: I
PETALOSARSIA DECLIVIS 1 1 1 4.21 1 I 1
EDOTEA TRILOBA 1 40.61 33.3. 50.0' 50.01 75.01 100.01
JAERA MARINA 1 3.1: 1 1 1 6.3. 1
PLEUROGONIUM SPINOSISSIMUMI 1 8.3 1 8.31 1 : I
POLITOLANA CONCHARUM 1 1 1 I 25.01
PTILANTHURA SP. 1 58.31 112.51 :
AEGININA LONGICORNIS I 16.71 1 I
AHPELISCA MACROCEPHALA 43.81 8.31 25.0 1 1
AHPELISCA SP. 6.31 : 12.5 18.8:
AHPHIPOOA 3.11 : I 1
ANONYX LILJEBORGI 18.8: 16.71 12.5 1 1
ANONYX SARSI : 1 12.51 6.3:
ARGISSA HAMATIPES I 4.21 1 1
BYBUS SERRATA 3.11 8.3. 1 I 1
CASCO BIGELO\JI I 1 4_21 1 1
COROPHIIDAE 1 8.3: : I 1
COROPHIUM CRASSICORNE I I 100.0 8.31 162.5 37.5 12.51
ERICHTHONIUS FASCIATUS 6.31 1 62.51 150.0. 1
ERICHTHONIUS SP. : 1 12.51 1 12.51
GAMMARUS LAWENCIANUS :: 4.21 1 1
GAMMARUS SP. 6.31 1 : I I
HAPLOOPS SP. 1 16.71 4.2: I :
HAPLOOPS TUBICOLA 81.3; 175.0; 212.5: 162.51 1
HARPINIA PROPINQUA 18.81 25.0; 8.3; 25.01 I
HIPPOHEDON SERRATUS 6.3; 8.3: 12.51 1 ;
JASSA MARMORATA I 1 1 1 6.31
LEMBOS WEBSTERI I: 400.0 1 75.01 : 50.0 1 56.3;
LEPTOCHEIRUS PINGUIS 15.6 1 108.3' 25.0: 62.5; 125.0; 25.0: 6.3;
LYSIANASSIDAE I 4.21 25.0; 1 :
MONOCULOOES SP. 3.1 1 I I I 6.3;
HONOCULOOES TUBERCULATUS : 4.21 1 25.0; 12.51
OED ICEROTIDAE ; : : I 25.01
PHOTIS POLLEX I 4.21 12.51 ; :
STENOPLEUSTES SP. I 4.2\ I 1 I
SYRRHOE CRENULATA 1 1 1 25.0; 6.3;
UNCIOLA INERMIS 1250.01 129.21 I 50.01 1618.8\
UNCIOLA IRRORATA 6.3. 1 37.51 : 312.51 550.01
UNCIOlA SP. I 1 50.0: 100.01 : 43.8:-_.._"-----,-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE A1-11. (Continued>
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(CONTINUED)

SPECIES

NO. OF INDIV
PORIFERA
HYDROZOA
ANTHOZOA
NEMERTINEA
NEMATODA
ARCHIANNELIDA
POLYCHAETA
OLIGOCHAETA
GASTROPODA
POLYPLACOPHORA
BIVALVIA
CIRRIPEDIA
MYSIDACEA
CUMACEA
ISOPODA
AMPHIPODA
DECAPODA
SIPUNCULA
PHORONIDA
BRYOZOA
OPHIUROIDEA
ECHINOIDEA
CHORDATA

CHINOIDEA

HORDATA
SCIDIACEA

PHIUROIDEA

SIPUNCULA

IBOSTON LIGHTSHIP \ MEISBURGER 2 1 MEISBURGER 7 : "
1-----------------+--------------------------+--------------------------1
: HABITAT I HABITAT I HABITAT 1
1-----------------+--------------------------+--------------------------;
I VI I I VI I I 1 V \ VI I \ VI I I I V I VI : VI I I

----------------------------------------------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------1
ECAPODA CANCER IRRORATUS \ : ; \ \ I 6.3\ I

PAGURUS LONGICARPUS I : : 1 4.2\ I: 1
GOLFINGIA SP. 1 1 8.3\ : 1 1 1 \
SIPUNCULA I 15.61 \ : 8.31 ;"1;
PHORONIS ARCHITECTA 34.4' 16.7\ 25.0; 258.3\ 87.5 37.5' 12.5\ 75.0\
ANGUINELLA PALMATA 1 I P 1 I:
BUGULA TURRITA P \ \ I 1 1
CRISIA EBURNEA I: P:. I I
ELECTRA PILOSA \ \ P \ 1 1 I
EUCRATEA LORlCATA P \ 1 PI: : I
HIPPOTHOA HYALINA P : 1 PIP 1 I I
OPHIOPHOLIS ACULEATA : 4.21 I I I
OPHIURA ROBUSTA I 4.21 1 I I
OPHIURA SARSI 62.5 33.3\ I 12.5 I I:
OPHIUROIDEA 6.3, \ 8.31: \:
STRONGYLOCENTROTUS : 1 I: I:
DROEBACHIENSIS 1 \ 4.21 I 18.81:
CHORDATA 1 I 4.2; 1 \ I
APLIDIUM SP. I PI; 1 I:
ASCIDIA SP. I 8.31 I I: \:
CORELLA BOREALIS 6.3; 1 1 4.2: I I:
TOTAL 9066.5: 4732.7\ 11075.0\ 9534.41 17925.01 4962.5. 6396.71 7150.01
TOTAL 1 \ 1 12.5\ I 1 1 :
TOTAL PIP I I PI: P I I I
TOTAL 34.4\ 50.0\ 75.01 116.71 62.51 37.51 \ 150.01
TOTAL 62.5\ 50.0\ I 137.51 162.51 12.51 31.31 i
TOTAL 71.91 I \ 91.7: : : 31.31 1
TOTAL 1 1 \ 45.81 1 : 12.51 I
TOTAL 7947.2: 3433.11 8600.01 6863.01 15675.01 4137.5: 3364.2\ 6225.01
TOTAL 3.11 I 1 12.51 I 25.0: 25.01 I
TOTAL 31.2: 24.91 200.0j 33.41 37.51 12.51 18.81 50.01
TOTAL 1 I I I 1 1 6.31 I
TOTAL 462.61 716.61 275.0; 1020.91 862.51 150.0: 475.41 250.01
TOTAL \ 1 \ 4.2\ 1 1 \ 1
TOTAL 9.4~ I 75.0; 16.7; 12.5; ; 6.3; I
TOTAL 56.3:: 1 16.71 25.01 1 1 25.01
TOTAL 43.71 41.61 50.0: 116.61 187.51 I 6.31 125.01
TOTAL 219.1\ 349.91 1775.01 746.11 800.01 550.01 2381.71 250.0:
TOTAL I 1 I 4.2\ 1 1 6.31 :
TOTAL 15.61 8.31 I 8.31 1 1 I I
TOTAL 34.41 16.7: 25.0: 258.3: 87.51 37.5: 12.5: 75.0:
TOTAL PIP I I PIP 1 1 1 1
TOTAL 68.81 33.31 I 16.71 12.51 I : I
TOTAL I I I 4.21 1 : 18.81 I
TOTAL I : : 4.21 1 1 I I



...........-_.....-----...-------------------------_..._._----_._----------_._._------------_._--------_._.-._----- ..-.--.----
(CONTI

TABLE A1-11. (Continued)

._---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'GROUP SPECIES IBOSTON LIGHTSHIP I MEISBURGER 2 I MEISBURGER 7

1-----------------+--------------------------+--------------------------
1 HABITAT I HABITAT 1 HABITAT
1-----------------+--------------------------+--------------------------
I VII I VIII 1 V I VII I VIII I V I VI I VII

--..._-----_.---------------------------------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------
X ASCJDJACEA TOTAL I 6.31 8.31 I 4.21 I 1 1
NO. OF TAXA ZTOTAl 1 125.01 76.01 55.01 150.01 88.01 61.01 92.01 45.0



TABLE A1-11. (Continued)

---------------------------------------------------------------
lGROUP SPECIES IMEISBUR-l
I I GER 7 I: ;--------;
I IHABITAT I
I 1--------1
I I VI I I 1
1----------------------------------------------------+--------;
INO. OF SAMPLES TOTAL I 2.01
IPORIFERA SCYPHA CILIATA I 1
IHYDROZOA CLYTIA GRACILIS 1 I
I EUDENDRIUM RUGOSUM I I
I EUDENDRIUM .SP. I ;
I SERTULARIA CUPRESSINA I P:
IANTHOZOA ANTHOZOA I I
I CERIANTHEOPSIS AMERICANUS; 62.51
1 CERIANTHEOPSIS SP. 1 :
I EDWARDSIA SP. ::
INEMERTINEA NEMERTINEA : 50.01
INEMATODA NEMATODA I I
IARCHIANNELIDA ARCHIANNELIDA I I
'POLYCHAETA AGLAOPHAMUS CIRCINATA 1 I

AMPHARETE ACUTIFRONS I I
AMPHARETE ARCTICA I 25.01
AMPHARETE SP. ; I
AMPHARETIDAE : 1
AMPHITRITE CIRRATA I 1
ANAl TIDES ARENAE ; 1
ANAITIDES MACULATA I I
ANAl TIDES MUCOSA I I
ANOBOTHRUS GRACILIS 1 I
APHELOCHAETA MARIONI 1 75.01
APHELOCHAETA MONILARIS I I
APISTOBRANCHUS TULLBERGI I :
ARCTEOBIA ANTICOSTIENSIS 1 1
ARICIDEA (ACMlRA) : I
CATHERINAE 1 37.51
ARICIDEA QUADRILOBATA 1 1
ASABELLIDES OCULATA I 12.51
BARANTOLLA AMERICANA 1 1
CAPITELLA CAPITATA ; 12.51
CAULLERIELLA CF. I I
KILLARIENSIS : I
CHAETOZONE SETOSA I
CHONE DUNER I ·1
CIRRATULIDAE 112.5;
CIRRATULUS CIRRATUS I
COSSURA LONGOCIRRATA 1
DRILONEREIS LONGA 1
DRILONEREIS MAGNA :
ENIPO TORELLI 12.51
ETEONE LONGA 12.51

---------------------------------------------------------------

IJ/-~ '-19

(CONTINUED)



TABLE A1-11. (Continued)

I
I
I
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

62.51
125.01

I
I

37.51
12.51

I
I

237.51
I
I
I
I

25.0:,
I

75.01
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I

62.51
I
I
I
I
I,

700.01
I
I
I
I
I
I

(CONT

IGROUP SPECIES IMEISBUR-1
I 1 GER 7 I! 1--------1
1 ;HABITAT
I 1---,----·
I I VIII
1----------------------------------------------------+--------
'POLYCHAETA EUCHONE ELEGANS I

EUCHONE INCOLOR :
EUCHONE SP. 1
EUCLYMENE COLLARIS I
EULALIA BILINEATA I
EUSYLLIS SP. I
EXOGONE DISPAR I
EXOGONE HEBES 1
EXOGONE SP. 1
EXOGONE VERUGERA I
GALATHOWENIA OCULATA ;
GATTYANA AMONDSENI I

GATTYANA CIRROSA
GLYCERA CAPITATA
GONIADA MACULATA
HARMOTHOE IMBRICATA
HETEROMASTUS FILIFORMIS
LAGISCA EXTENUATA
LAONICE CIRRATA
LAONOME KROYERI
LEITOSCOLOPLOS ACUTUS
LEVINSENIA GRACILIS
LYSILLA LOVENI
MALDANE SARSI
MALDANI DAE
MARENZELLERIA VIRIDIS I

MEDIOMASTUS CALIFORNIENSIS'
MICROPHTHALMUS ABERRANS
MINUSPIO CIRRIFERA
MONTICELLINA BAPTISTAE
MONTI CELLI NA
DORSOBRANCHIALIS
HYRIOCHELE HEERI
NEPHTYIDAE
NEPHTYS CAECA
NEPHTYS CILIATA
NEPHTYS INCISA
NEREIS GRAY!
NEREIS SP.
NEREIS ZONATA
NINDE NIGRIPES
OPHELINA ACUMINATA
ORB IN IIDAE
OWENIA FUSIFORMIS



TABLE A1-11. (Continued)

12.51
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
1
I

12.51
I
1
I
I
1
I
I
I

237.51
I
I

12.51
I
I

1'2.5 1

(CONTINUED)
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---------------------------------------------------------------
IGROUP SPECIES lMEISBUR-1
I I GER 7 I
I 1--------1
I I I
I lHABITAT I
I 1--------1
: I VIII I
:----------------------------------------------------+--------;
lPOLYCHAETA PARADONEIS LYRA I l
I PARAPIONOSYLLIS I l
1 LONGICIRRATA I I
I PECTINARIA GRANULATA 1 I
l PHERUSA AFFINIS : I
: PHOLOE MINUTA 1 25.0;
1 PHYLLODOCIDAE I I
I POLYCI RRUS MEDUSA I 1
I POLYCIRRUS PHOSPHOREUS I :
I POLYCIRRUS SP. I I
1 POLYOORA CAULLERYI I I

1 POLYDORA CONCHARUM I
I POLYDORA CORNUTA :

POLYDORA QUADRILOBATA I
POLYDORA SOCIALIS I
POLYDORA SP. I
POLYNOIDAE :
PRAXILLELLA PRAETERMISSA :
PRAXILLURA ORNATA I
PRIONOSPIO STEENSTRUPI 1
PROTODORVILLEA GASPEENSIS I
RHODINE BITORQUATA I
SABELLIDAE 1
SCALI BREGMA INFLATUM :
SCHISTOMERINGOS CAECA 1
SCOLETOMA ACICULARUM I
SCOLETOMA FRAGILIS :
SCOLETOMA HEBES 1
SCOLOPLOS ARMIGER I
SPHAEROSYLLIS SP. ;
SPIO FILICORNIS 1
SPIO LIMICOLA 1
SPIO SETOSA I
SPIO'SP. I
SPIO THULINI 1
SPIONIDAE I
SPIOPHANES BOMBYX 1
SPIOPHANES KROYERI 1
STERNAPSIS SCUTATA 1
SYLLIDAE I
SYLLIS :
(TYPOSYLLIS)ALTERNATA 1
TEREBELLIDAE I
TEREBELLIDES ATLANTIS I



TABLE A1-11. (Continued)

1
I
I
I
I
I
I

50.01
I
I
I
I

12.51
I
I
I
I

87.5

I

I
IPOlYPLACOPHORA
IBIVALVIA
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

lGROUP SPECIES IMEISBUR-l
I I GER 7 1
~ ;-------- I
I IHABITAT I
l 1--------1
l : VI I I 1
1----------------------------------------------------+--------1
IPOlYCHAETA TEREBEllIDES STROEMI I I
I THARYX ACUTUS 87.51
I TRICHOBRANCHUS ROSEUS :
I ·TROCHOCHAETA MUlTISETOSA
I TROCHOCHAETA SP.
I TYPOSYllIS SP.
IOllGOCHAETA OllGOCHAETA
:GASTROPODA AlVANIA EXARATA
: BUCCINUM UNDATUM
1 COlUS PUBESCENS
I COlUS SP.

CREPIDULA FORNICATA
GASTROPODA
LACUNA VINCTA
lUNATIA HEROS
MARGARITES HElICINUS
NASSARIUS TRIVITTATUS
OENOPOTA DECUS5ATA
RETUSA OBTUSA
TURRI DAE
ISCHNOCHITON ALBUS
ANOMIA SP.
ARCTlCA ISLANDICA
ASTARTE BOREALIS
ASTARTE SP.
ASTARTE UNDATA
BIVALVIA
CERASTODERMA PINNULATUM
CRENEllA DECUS5ATA
CRENELLA GLANDULA
CRENElLA SP.
HIATEllA SP.
lYONSIA HYAlINA
MUSCULUS NIGER
MYA ARENARIA
MYSElLA PlAUULATA
MYTILIDAE
NUCULA SP.
NUCULA TENUIS
PECTINIDAE
PERIPlOMA LEANUM
PERIPlOMA SP.
PLACOPECTEN MAGElLANICUS
THRACIA MYOPSIS



TABLE A1-11. (Continued)

IGROUP SPECIES IMEISBUR-;
: I GER 7 ;I 1 ,
I J I
I IHABITAT I

I 1--------
I I VI II
1----------------------------------------------------+--------
IBIVALVIA THYASIRA FLEXUOSA :
I YOLDIA SAPOTILLA 1
I YOLDIA SP. I 12.5
ICIRRIPEDIA CIRRIPEDIA I
IMYSIDACEA MYSIDACEA I
lCUMACEA CAMPYLASPIS RUBICUNDA :
I DIASTYLIS ABBREVIATA I
I DIASTYLIS BISPINOSA I
I DIASTYLIS SCULPTA I
I EUDORELLA PUSI LLA I
I PETALOSARSIA DECLIVIS I
IISOPODA EDOTEA TRILOBA I
I JAERA MARINA I
I PLEUROGONIUM SPINOSISSIMUMI
I POLITOLANA CONCHARUM I 12.5
I PTILANTHURA SP.
IAMPHIPODA AEGININA LONGICORNIS
I AMPELISCA MACROCEPHALA
I AMPELISCA SP. 137.5

AMPHIPODA
ANONYX LILJEBORGI
ANONYX SARSI
ARGISSA HAMATIPES
BYBLIS SERRATA
CASCO BIGELOWI
COROPHIIDAE
COROPHIUM CRASSICORNE
ERICHTHONIUS FASCIATUS
ERICHTHONIUS SP.
GAMMARUS LAWRENCIANUS
GAMMARUS SP.
HAPLOOPS SP.
HAPLOOPS·TUBICOLA
HARPINIA PROPINQUA
HIPPOMEDON SERRATUS
JASSA MARMORATA
LEMBOS WEBSTERI
LEPTOCHEIRUS PINGUIS
LYSIANASSIDAE
MONOCULODES SP.
MONOCULODES TUBERCULATUS
OED ICEROT IDAE
PHOTI S POLLEX
STENOPLEUSTES SP.

(CONTINUED)



162.5

2037.5

(CONTI

12.5
150.0 1
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I
I
I

I
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I
I
I
I

2512.51
I
I

P I
I

62.51
50.01

I
I
I

----------------------------------------------------------j----
IGROUP SPECIES IMEISBUR-1
I : GER 7 j
; ~ -------- ~

I IHABITAT II :--------:
I : VIII I
;----------------------------------------------------+----~---:
IAMPHIPODA SYRRHOE CRENULATA I I
I UNCIOLA INERMIS I I
I UNCIOLA IRRORATA I I
I UNCIOLA SP. I 12.51
IDECAPOOA CANCER IRRORATUS I I
I PAGURUS LONGICARPUS :
ISIPUNCULA GOLFINGIA SP. I
I SIPUNCULA i
IPHORONIDA PHORONIS ARCHITECTA 37.5]
IBRYOZOA ANGUINELLA PALMATA I
I BUGULA TURRITA 1
I CRISIA EBURNEA 1
I ELECTRA PILOSA 1

I EUCRATEA LORICATA
I HIPPOTHOA HYALINA
IOPHIUROIDEA OPHIOPHOLIS ACULEATA
I OPHIURA ROBUSTA
I OPHIURA SARSI
I OPHIUROIDEA
IECHINOIDEA STRONGYLOCENTROTUS
I DROEBACHIENSIS
ICHORDATA CHORDATA
IASCIDIACEA APLIDIUM SP.
I ASCIDIA SP.
I CORELLA BOREALIS
IX NO. OF INDIV TOTAL
IX PORIFERA TOTAL
IX HYDROZOA TOTAL
IX ANTHOZOA TOTAL
IX NEMERTINEA TOTAL
IX NEMATODA TOTAL
IX ARCHIANNELIDA TOTAL
IX POLYCHAETA TOTAL
IX OLIGOCHAETA TOTAL
IX GASTROPODA TOTAL
IX POLYPLACOPHORA TOTAL
IX BIVALVIA TOTAL
IX CIRRIPEOIA TOTAL
IX HYSIDACEA TOTAL
IX CUMACEA TOTAL
IX ISOPODA TOTAL
IX AMPHIPODA TOTAL
IX DECAPOOA TOTAL
IX SIPUNCULA TOTAL

TABLE A1-11. (Cont;nued)



I
I
I
I

35.01

IGROUP SPECIES IME ISBUR-
I I GER 7
; :--------
I IHABITAT
I 1--------
I I VIII
1----------------------------------------------------+--------
IX PHORONIDA TOTAL I 37.5
IX BRYOZOA TOTAL I
IX OPHIUROIDEA TOTAL :
IX ECHINOIDEA TOTAL I
IX CHORDATA TOTAL :
IX ASCIDIACEA TOTAL 1
INO. OF TAXA ZTOTAL I

TABLE A1-11. (Continued)



TABLE A1-12. DOMINANT FISH SPECmSa AND LOBSTERS IN TRAWLS
CONDUCTED IN AN AREA JUST WESTb OF THE MWRA
PROPOSED OUTFALL BY MASSACHUSETTS :DIVISION OF
MARINE FISHERIES, 1991-92.

5/92

35 15

21 19

19 33

17 10

7 16

_1 -1.

100% 100%
I
i

ABUNDANCE

655 685

20 13

655 1054

17 60

17 92

,

PERCENT COMPOSITION

5/91COMMON NAME

FISH

Ocean pout

Longhorn sculpin

Winter flounder

Atlantic cod

Yellowtail flounder

All other spp.

Total

Total # Indiv.

Trawl length (min)

Total CPUc est. (20 min)

AMERICAN LOBSTER (Count)

Total # Indiv.

Total CPUC est. (20 min)

a-rhose making up > 10% of the catch
"Approx. 42023' N, 70°49' W ("Rosie's Hole")
"Catch Per Unit



TABLE Al-13. MIXING ZONES FOR DISPOSAL AT IN-CHANNEL LOCATIONS.

TYPICAL WORST CASE

MAXIMUM MAXIMUM MAXIMUM MAXIMUM
LENGTH WIDTH AREA LENGTH wmm AREA

SITE (m) (m) (acres) (m) (m) (acres)

Mystic River 285 125 8.3 480 185 12.5

Chelsea River 300 95 6.4 1190 140 30.0

hIDer Confluence 285 80 4.8 590 140 14.7

Note: analysis includes effects of simultaneous dredging in the vicinity of disposal operations;
PCB analysis assumes disposal of the Mystic River sediments (worst c~e for PCBs) in Mystic



TABLE Al-14. RESULTS OF POLLUTANT TRANSPORT MODELLING FOR
IN-CHANNEL DISPOSAL SITES.

MAXIMUM 29-DAY AMBffiNT WATER QUALITY

PARAMETER CONCENTRATION CONCENTRATION STANDARD1

TSS 39 mgIL 0-19 mgIL --2

Mercury 3.2ngIL 4ngIL 25 ngIL

Copper 5.7 ngIL 300 ngIL 2900 ngIL

Total PCBs 0.7-11.0 ng/V 7ngIL 30 ngIL

Naphthalene 86 ngIL 04. ngIL 2,350,000 ngIL4

l chronic levei unless otherwise stated; Cll, chronic level = acute level
2 no water quality standard established
3 higher value caused by Mystic River sediments (25% of total silt to be disposed)
4 aetute level, no chronic level established



TABLE AI-IS. RESULTS OF POLLUTANT TRANSPORT MODELLING
AT SPECTACLE ISLAND CAD

MAXIMUM 29-DAY AMBIENT WATER QUALITY
PARAMETER CONCENTRATION CONCENTRATION STANDARD!

TSS 15 rngIL ---2

Mercury 0.6 ngIL 4ngIL 25 ngIL

Copper 1.1ngIL 300 ngIL 2900 ngIL4

Total PCBs 0.1-0.2 ngIL3 7ngIL 30 ngIL

Naphthalene 24 ngIL O.4ngIL 2,350,000 ngllA

1 chronic level unless otheIWise stated
2 no water quality standard established
3 higher value due to Mystic River sediments (25% of total silt to be disposed)
4 acute level, no chronic level established



TABLE Al-16. SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS IN VICINITY OF PROPOSED
SUBAQUEOUS CONTAINMENT SITES B AND E AND WINTHROP
HARBOR CONTAINMENT SITE.

LOCATION

SUBAQ Bb SUBAQ EC

PARAMETER" STl-14 STl-15 B-33-L

% Silt/Clay 3 5

As 3.3 4.8 9

Cd 0.6 1.0 4.9

Cr 12.8 30.7 57

Cu 10.5 47.7 105

Ph 11.6 32.7 62

Hg 0.06 0.22 0.34

Ni 162 30.6 18

Zn 40.4 81.7 142

PCBs 1R 1R <0.05

% Volatile solids 1 1

Oil and grease <100 600 0.40

Total petroleum hydrocarbon <100 400

% Total organic 02 0.3
carbon

• Results in mg/kg (ppm) unless othexwise noted; all values relative to
dry weight.

11 Cortell) 1990b
.. Masspo~ 1990
d Army Corps of Engineers. (NED) 1992

.AI- 7/r;O



TABLE AI-17. RESULTS OF POLLUTANT TRANSPORT MODELLJNG
AT SUBAQUEOUS B.

MAXIMUM 29-DAY AMBIENT WATER QUALITY
PARAMETER CONCENTRATION CONCENTRATION STANDARD!

TSS .7 mgIL --2

Mercury 0.3 ngIL 4ngIL 25 ngIL

Copper 0.6 ngIL 300 ngIL 2900 ngIL4

Total PCBs 0.06-0.3 ngIL3 7ngIL 30 ngIL

Naphthalene 12 ngIL OAngIL 2,350,000 ngIL4

1 chronic level unless otherwise stated
2 no water quality standard established
3 higher value due to Mystic River sediments (25% of total silt to be disposed)
4 acute level, no chronic level established



TABLE AI-IS. RESULTS OF POLLUTANT TRANSPORT MODELLING
AT SUBAQUEOUS E.

MAXIMUM 29-DAY AMBIENT WATER QUALITY
PARAMETER CONCENTRATION CONCENTRATION STANDARD'

TSS 9 mgIL
__2

Mercury 0.3 ngIL 4ngIL 25 ngIL

Copper 0.7 ngIL 300 ngIL 2900 ngIL4

Total PCBs 0.07-0.3 ngIL3 -7ngIL 30 ngIL

Naphthalene 14 ngIL O.4ngIL 2,350,000 ngIL4

I chronic level unless otherwise stated
2 no water quality standard established
3 higher value due to Mystic River sediments (25% of total silt to be disposed)
4 acute level, no chronic level established



TABLE Al-19. MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION (mgll) OF COPPER AND SILT/CLAY IN
THE WATER STRATIFIED COLUMN AT THE BOSTON LIGHT SHIP
DISPOSAL SITE UNDER SUMMER CONDITIONS ESTIMATED BY THE
ADDAM'S MODEL FOUR HOURS AFTER A SINGLE DUMP OF 2,000
CU. YDS.

MAX. CONCENTRATION MAX. CONCENTRATION
OUTSIDE THE MIXING ZONEa WITHIN THE MIXING ZONE

SILT/CLAY
DEPTH SILTI SILTI CLOUDDIA.

(ft) COPPERb CLAYC,d COPPER CLAY (ft)

0:00036 5.2 0.00035 5.2

50 0.00035 5.5 0.00036 5.5

108 0.00051 NE 0.00066 NE

145 0.00038 6.3 0.00042 7.9 2738

aMixing zone = Disposal site boundary
·WQ criteria, Copper = 0.0029 MgtL

bBackground, Copper = 0.00035 MgtL
"Background, Total Suspended Solids = 4.5 mgtL
dConc. silt/clay = Background TSS (4.5) + concentration on grid
above background



TABLE Al-20. UTILITIES LOCATED WITHIN TRIBUTARIES PROPOSED
FOR DEEPENING.

38.5

45.0

40.0

45.0

45.0

35.1

50.8

45.0

40.3

40.0

DEPTH(MLW)

MWRA Water Tunnel (McArdle)

N.E. Telephone Cable

Boston Edison Electrical Cable

City of Boston Bridge Cable (McArdle)

City of Boston Fire Alann Cable

MWRA Water Tunnel (to be removed)

MWRA Sewer Siphon

MWRA Water Tunnel

Boston Gas Siphon

MBTA Electrical Cable

UTILITIES



TABLE Al-21. AVERAGE CONCENTRATION OF TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON
AND TOTAL PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS. MASSPORT
DREDGING PROJECT.

SITE AVG. CONe. TOC (%) AVG. CONC. TPH

Anny Base 1-3 3.9 3233

Anny Base 4-9 '4.7 2390

Boston Edison Intake 5.4 2851

Conley 11-13 4.1 1310

Conley 14-15 3.1 3127

Distrigas 6.6 4393

Eastern Minerals 3.6 2425

Boston Edison Barge Berth 10.2 3650

Gulf Oil 1.7 1820

Moran 5.6 3035

Mystic 2, 49, 50 2.4 2175

Mystic Pier 1 3.7 4640

North Jetty 3.1 2627

Prolerized 5.0 3970

Revere Sugar 4.5 3000



I

TABLE Al-22. COMPARISON OF AVERAGE LEAD AND CHROMIUM
CONCENTRATIONS (MGIL) WITH MASSACHUSETTS
DEP BULK SOIL CONCENTRATIONS (MGIL) FOR
TCLP ANALYSIS. MASSPORT DREDGING PROJECT.

MASS DEP BULK AVERAGE BULK EPA ;REG.
SOIL LIl\fiT FOR SEDIMENT LEVEL FOR TCLP RESULTS

CRANDPB CONC. (MGIKG) CR&PB (MGIL)
SITE (MGIKG) CR PB (MGIL) CR PB

Anny Base 100 146 111 5 NO 0.33

Boston Edison Intake 100 103 5

Conley 100 188 140 5 NO 0.29

Distrigas 100 149 657 5 NO 0.41

E. Minerals 100 242 221 5 NO 0.23

Boston Edison Barge 100 173 175 5 NO 0.35
Berth

Gulf Oil 100 135 156 5 NO 0.17

Moran 100 100 350 5 0.07 0.26

Mystic Piers 100 164 299 5 ND 0.31

North Jetty 100 189 321 5 NO 0.46

Prolerized 100 151 476 5 NO 0.47

Revere Sugar 100 178 501 5 0.16 0.39



TABLE Al-23. CONCENTRATION OF SODIUM AND CHLORIDE FOR
MASSPORT DREDGJNG PROJECT.

SITE SODIUM (MGIKG) CHLORIDE %

Conley 3250 1.9

Army Base 3600 1.8

Moran 5930 2.1

North Jetty 5560 1.8

Eastern Minerals 40140 1.6

Mystic Pier 6560 2.0

Gulf Oil 10650 1.1
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